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PREFACE

The emphasis on armaments cooperation with our allies has
become an increasingly important element in weapons system acqui-
sition management. It has been receiving continued emphasis from
Congress as well as the Department of Defense (DoD). The impetus
comes from the ever increasing cost and technical complexity of
development and acquisition programs. When several nations
undertake duplicative acquisition efforts there is a considerable
wasLe of resources, and if carried through to deployment, the end
result is little if any standardization and interoperability. In
contrast, armaments cooperation often accrues significant
military, economic, and political benefits.

This Guide is intended primarily for use in the courses at
the DA.fens Systems Management College (DSMC), and secondarily as
a debk reference document for program and project management
personnel. The Guide is written for current and potential DoD
Program Managers (PM), who have familiarity with the basic con-
cepts, terms, and definitions employed in domestic programs. It
is intended to help the PM deal with the multifaceted features of
an inemrnational progr-_m. b-1, vwel•g thme -v--- .-... n. tO %* 4-"

of a national program. It should be of assistance to permonnel
involved in international acquisitions both in this country and
overseas. PMs must, of course, rely on official documentation
for detailed decision-making and administration.

This Guide was revised by A01vanced Technology, Inc. under
contract MDA 903-86-C-0099, direci.•d by DSMC. The variety of
topics covered in this documc..t attest to the complexity of the
subject area. It is divided into 18 chapters covering all of the
topical areas found in an international acquisition program.

DSMC Is the controlling agency for this Guide.
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"CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

For more than 35 years, the North Atlantic alliance has
sought to produce collective conventional forces for defense of
Europe through armaments cooperation. As early as 1950, the
North Atlantic Command agreed that all unnecessary duplication of
industrial effort must be eliminated.

It never has been. Today, in Western Europe, and the United
States (US), there is too much duplication rather than construc-
tive competition, as the following points, contained in an
article by the US Permanent Representative to the North Atlantic
Council (NAC)--Ambassador David M. Abshire, indicates:

0 Eleven firms in seven alliance countries are building
antitank weapons.

o Eighteen firms in seven countries are designing and
producing ground-to-air weapons.

o Sixteen companies in seven countries are working on
air-to-ground weapons.

This kind of duplication is a waste of resources and contributes
to a diminution of allied military capability.

The overall goal of our international coordination and
technology transfer programs io to develop, field, and support--
through equitable burdensharing--the most effective and
interoperable conventional military equipment for our forces and
those of our allies and friends. Our armaments cooperation
activities focus on North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
cooperation first, but also involve many other allied and
friendly countries with whom we share security interests.

PURPOSE OF THIS GUIDE

Standardization and interoperability as discussed in DoD
Directive (DoDD) 2010.6 was reinforced in a June 1985 memorandum
from the Secretary of Defense. The concept has been subsequently
refined in a variety of newer initiatives primarily developed
within the NATO context. These objectives are also being pursued
in other United States alliance situations, such as the ABCA
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agreements among America, Great Britain, Canada, and Australia,
as well as with other friendly nations such aa Japan, Israel, and
the Republic of Korea (ROK). In each case of the last three
countries we are cooperating in a bilateral manner.

The single most important person in facilitating standardi-
zation and interoperability with our allies is the Prograr
ManAger (PM), who is the Services' agent in managing the acquisi-
tion process. The purpoce of this Guide is to assist the PM in
managing a program in consonance with armaments collaboration
objectives from inception through follow-on logistic support. The
Guide stresses the importance of considering each new program as
having potential international application, even though the deci-
sion to go international has not yet been made.

It is addressed to the experienced PM and presupposes the
basic skills and experience necessary to manage a domestic pro-
gram. Political, legal, economic, and technical problems that
have traditionally arisen during international programs are
identified, and solutions that have proved successful in the past
are included, where possible. Service-specific approachea are
avoided; the focus is on information that previous P3W felt would
have been helpful had it been available at the time. It is hqped

,that this Guide will enable the PM to avoid some of the pitfalls
of the past, and increase the military effectiveness of NATO and
other US alliances by enabling armaments collaboration efforts to
succeed.

THE INTERNATIONAL ARMAMENTS COLLAbORATION ROAD

To better understand the meaning of the term requiren a
brief overview that describes the Department of Deftnse (DoD)
involvement in international acquisi.tion. The events along the
international acquisition highway that are discussed in the fol-
lowing bullets are treated in a brief manner; however, they will
be expanded upon, when required, in the subsequent chapters.

THE 1970s

"o Foreign military sales and grant aid represented a
large portion of US involvement in the arena through
the 1970s.

"o A triad of NATO arms cooperation initiatives involving
Memoranda of Understanding (MOU), coproduction or dual
production and Family of Weapons concepts began under
auspices of the NATO Rationalization, Standardization,

1-2



and Interopersbility (RIM) program as defined in DoDD
2010.6.

o The Culver-Dunn Amendment in 1977 declared, among other
items, that it is the statutory policy of the US that
our wiespns should be standardis•,eor at learnt in.er-
ovesable, witL thoe. of oux NATO #11lem

* Various general and recip•rocal M0Us were developed with
NATO allies, as well as Israel and Rgypt. A signifi-
cant reason for developing these MOUe was to allow
waiver of the Buy American Act.

o multinational program with MATO, as well as other
individual countries, relied heavily on coproduction
and licensed production. The offset issue developed in
conjunction with the ecommic strains placed on the
various countrier. economies re&ultinq from weapons
proureient.

"o The Trade Agreemntu Act of 1979 opened the US Govern-
met (USO) procuremnt sarket to international competi-
tion by signatory countries who likewise agreed to open
their procurements. This essentially closed the US
market to nonsignatory nations. In the US, there would
no longer be preferential treatment of domstic offers
on DoD procurements.

"o Zpabsis began to shift in 1981 from the government-to-
goverment approach underlying the above events to an
industry-to-induatry approach whenever posuible.

"o In 1982, the Roth-Glenn-Nunn Amendment called for the
heads of NATO governments to agree on a strategy and a
structure for improving alliance arms cooperation, as
well as policies that ended wasteful duplication and
shared more equitably the financial burdens and
economic benefits of NhTO defense. The amendmenrt
desired the administration to go much further than
earlier statements of intent in setting up a formally
agreed framework for cooperation.

"o In 1983, a Defense Science Board (DSB) study (sometimes
referred to as the Currie Report) was conducted to
examine international industry-to-industry cooperation.
The DSB generally concluded that many trends and in-
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pedimntna exist that will inhibit such cooperation.
Klao strong, specific government policy decisions and
involvemont of industry can reverse these trends.

o In 1983, a DoD task group on International Coproduc-
tion/Industrial Participation Agreements (sometimes
referred to &s the Denoon Report) was chartered to
address the issues confronting DoD on international
arms collaboration programs. A host of recommendations
resulted on multiple sublects ranging from offsets and
DoD organizational structure to tv=hnology transfer and
trade issues.

o Various initiatives have been undertaken by the US
permanent representative to the lMC, the Under
Secretary of Defense for Research and Rngineering
(USDRE), and the Secretary of Defense to emphasize

armaments cooperation.

o Recent cooperative legislation known as the Nunn and
Quayle Amendments has been enacted by Congress. The
Nunn Ameron&ant is intended to obtain more rewults for a
given level of Research and Development (R&D) funding
through pooling of resources with other NATO nations.
The Quayle Amendment is essentially an extension
of previous authorities for cooperative R&D to permit
the US to enter into truly cooperative production
arrangements with NATO allies.

In reality, international armaments cooperation/collabora-
tion is an all-encomossing trm covering all forms, other than
outright sales, of international arms programs that result from
government-to-government agreements, or from government approval
of export licenses. The ultimate air of these efforts is to
achieve the goals of standardization anQ interoperability. It is
useful to point out the differences in terms as defined in the
applicable Directive. Standardization is defined as:

"the process by which member nations of NATO achieve the
closest practicable cooperation among forces, the most
efficient use of research, development and production re-
sources, and agree to adopt on th'• widest possible basis the
use of: a) common or cowpatible operational, administrative,
and logistics proceduresg b) common or compatible technical
procedures and criterial c) commot• or compatible/inter-
changeable supplies, components, weapons, or equipments and
d) common or compatible tactical doctýýine with corresponding
organizational compatibility.0
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Interoperability is defined ase

*the ability of systems, units, or forces to provide
services to and accept services from other systems, units or
forces and to use the services so exchanged to enable then
to operate effectively together.0

ORGhN!•ZATI, B RESPONSIBL. FOR ARMAKE•TS COLLMARATION

There are many organizations that have a role to play in
ensuring that the above goals become realities. Responsibilities
are assigned to a variety of Office of the Secretary of Defense
(Or8) organizations and the Services. Further, various alliance
organizational elements are involved in the process. In ad-
dition. the State Department, the Treasury Department, the Office
of Fedsral Procurement Policy, and other Federal agencies may
have an impact on an international program. When applicable, the
roles of these agencies and the imqpact that they have on any
specific procurement will be described in the appropriate chap-
ters.

Moff nA1C OF ARNANTWS COLLABORATION

The iportwce of armaments collaboration cannot be overem-
phasized. The impeLu for such collaboration was highlighted as
far back as 1978 in a DSB study on "Achieving Improved NATO
Rffectivemess through Armaments Collaboration." Since that time,
additional reasons for achieving mutual cooperation have been
identified. These are to:

"o Increase the capacity of coalition deterrence and de-
fense.

o Improve the burdensharing with wealthy security partner
nations, thus increasing the efficiency of resources.

" R&ise the nuclear threshold by improving conventional
forces.

"o Improve the production and mobilization base and quick-

reaction capability of security partner industries.

"o Aid poorer security partner nations.

"o Allow a reduction in the need for US combat involve-
ment in security partner defense.

The Soviet and Warsawi Pact buildup has continued at a steady
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rate. This buildup, combined with rough parity in nuclear for-
cer, has increased dependence of NATO ui on conventional forces
for defense and deterrence. The effort required to develop
standardised or at least interoperable equipment, systems, and
procedures will certainly increase the alliance's response capa-
bility. Stronger conventional forces will result, thus decreas-
ing the likelihood of a nuclear exchange being required with all
of its attendant ramifications.

The rising coots of newer, complex weapons systems and
limited defense budgets have resulted in a decrease in the number
of overall eystems acquired. Greater burdensharing through em-
phasis on standardization efforts should help reduce the rising
real R&D costs per unit and provide more opportunities for
economies of scale in production, thus benefitting the poorer as
well as the wealthier nations alike by allowing more systems to
be produced. A more efficient use of resources applied to devel-
opment, production, and support should occur when armaments col-
laboration is diligently pursued. With greater standardization
ccnes the attendant benefit of having an industrial base that can
respond to a variety of nationsa requirements, versus the
narrower sphere of a single nration.

RL M uUNITED STATES POLICY TENETS TOWARD ARNUZNTSCOL1 TRAON"

Several tenets of US policy, as outlined in the Denoon
Report, are felt to be relevant in the field of armaments collab-
oration. These are as follows:

"o With all friendly nations--to encourage the strength-
ening of their defense forces, to improve our ties and
influence with themi and to enhance standardization
and interoperability with US forces.

"o Within NATO and with Japan, New Zealand, and
Australia--to implement standardization and interopera-
bility to the maximum extent feasible.

"o Within NATO--to maintain a technologically advanced, and
economically viable defense industrial base on both
sides of the Atlantic.

"o With selected nations--to assist them in strengthening
their defense industrial base or in improving their
general economy by means of collaborative defense pro-
grams.

"o To d.o our part to ensure increased, two-way defense
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trade and aggressive, open, collaborative development
activities.

o To transfer US arms judiciously with effective UBG
control and direction, to further US interests.

o To transfer sensitive or advanced technology only after
careful scrutiny.

These basic aspects of US policy are felt to guide decision
makers involved in armaments collaboration.

US GOALS FOR AReAMENTS COLLABORATION

The goals or objectives of our major arm cooperative ef-
forts in a foreign nation/region/alliance can be succinctly
stated as a need to achieve the followings

o Deployment and suplcrt of comn--or ^t least inter-
operable--equipment with allies.

o Incentives for the allies to make greater investment in
modern conventional military equipments.

o Economies of scale afforded by coordinated research,
development, production and logistic support programs.

o DoD access to, use of, and protection of the beast
technology developed by our allies, and cowparable
allied access to, use of, and protection of the best
US technology, thereby avoiding unnecessary duplication
.f developments.

The Secretary of Defense in a 1985 Memorandum to the Services
specifically endorsed the above objectives as needed to achieve
NATO armaments cooperation.

To accomplish these objectives, a variety of programs and
initiatives have been established. These major approaches will
be discussed more fully in Chapter 2.

SIGNIFICANCE OF ARMAMEN'TS COLLABORATION

Although many initiatives have been started, they, in
reality, are only the "how" to get to the objective, which is to
increase the military effectiveness ot the various alliunces.
The interoperability of systems and equipments is of paramount
inportance. A program manager must take the above goals into
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account early in his program if he can be reasonabli sure it will
becom an international effort.

There are a variety of mthods and techniques fox, inter-
nationalizing a program. These methods range from the U8
adopting a foreign system to a friendly foreign nation adopting a
us system. in between these alternatives are code-valopoent0
coproductions dual ptiduction° licensed production, and acquisi-
tion of co€agonts, for example, that contribute to
interoperability. This Guide should answer the international
program manager's need by facilitating his transition from the
d*mstic scene to the international arena.

23&LUSATION W THN GUIR

The Guide (See Figure 1-1) contains 18 chapters and a numbqr
of related appendices, including a bibliography and a glosary.
After this introductory chapter, the next four chapters primarily
deal 'with the broad planning And environment framework needed to
address armaments collaboiation.

Chapter 6 is most important because it deals with the acqi-
sition strategy, for conducting international weapon slates pro-
grams. Thiu strategy encotpasses broad approaches to technology
application,, contracting, business a~nd financial managemnt.
logistics, modes of acquisition, and organizational structure.
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Yhis chapter thus describes a framwork for tying together the
subsequent functional activity required f or a wel1-conducted pro-
gram.

The nect 12 chapters address the functional areas in som
detail describing U08. and especially DoD, policies and proce-
dureos for such functions as organizing program manageubnt of-
fices, contract management, utilization of intellectual property,
technology transfer, financial management, foreign weapons eval-
uation, cooperation in manufacturing and production, logistics,
controlling the disclosure of military information, facilitation
of necessary commanication and information access and offset/
countertrade. Many examples of paat and ongoing international
program are presented to make the discussion more concrete.

The international environment is a dynamic and challenging
workplace. This Gulde, an educational tool, is designed to
acquaint you with this environment. You, the individual Program
Manager, face the challenge of remaining current.
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CHAPfER 2
MAJOR INTERNATIONAL AMDS COLL&BORATION

APMROARES

United States (US) interests in. and the transatlantic dia-
logue on, North~ Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) armaments
collaboration could be said to have begun In earnest in August
1974 with the passage and signing of the Fiscal Year (FY) 1975
Departmnt of Defense (DoD) Authorization Act, containing the
first of a series of amendments expressing Congressional interest
In NATO standardization. between August 1a974 and January 1977,
the United States and NATO allies moved cautiously on both sides
of the Atlantic to develop their respective policies toward in-
creased weapons cooperation. In the United States, Congress
added the Culver-Kann Amendment to the DOD Authorization Act for
FT lV77(PI. 94-301). The latter provided for the waiver of the
Muy American Act in the larger sense of NATO standardization.
expressive the sense of the Congress that *greater reliance on
licensing awd coproduction agreements" within HKTO would facili-
tate etandardizat ion, and *encourage the governments of Europe to
accelerate their present efforts to achieve European armaments
collaboration among all members of the alliance* to obtain more
realistic cooperation in defense procurement on the basis of a
"two-way stretet' concept.

E1arly in 1975. DoD initiated attempts to coordinate efforts
in support of NATO rationalization and standardization. By the
end of 1975, the office of the Secretary of Defense (ODD) had
written policy directives and guidance to the Services to support
NATO standardization efforts. During 1976, DoD sponsored con-
tract studies on NATO standardization and licensing policy and on
NATO standardization and technology transfer. The US also
encouraged the NATO AC/94 working Group on Intellectual Property
to undertake an alliance-wide review of national licensing
policies and obstacles to coproduction.

In Zurope. the Eurogroup Ministers in November 1975 called
for greater efforts to rationalize Europoan armaments planning
and collaboration and laid provisional plans for creation of a
staff, or secretariat, that could collect and collate Information
on European resiarch and development and procurement programs to
facilitate weapons cooperation within Europe. Following the NALTO
ministerial meeting of December 1975. an ad hoc committee on
equipment interoperability was created, and the Eurogroup initia-
tive of Howe~bor gave way to the creation of the Independent
European Pirogramm Group (IEPG) in February 1976. The IEPG has
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the distinct advantage, in comparison to Eurogroup, of including
France as an active participant in European weapons cooperation
at the political level. The Assembly of the Western European
Union (WEU) also contributed to encouraging European rationaliza-
tion by sponsoring a symposium on European armaments policy in
Paris during Marmh of 1977.

DoD efforts to implement the Culver-Nunn Amendment ax-I thus
bring these trends to fruition culminated in DoD Directive (DODD)
2010.6, which emphasizes NATO standardization. This directive,
issued in March 1980. still form, a significant basis for arma-
mnts cooperaticn. Recent Secretary of Defense initiatives have
called for continued emphasis on the basic tenets of this direc--
tive.

WE INITIATIVES/LNGI SLATION

Armmwnts collaboration is based on the above foundation. A
plethora of initiatives within Europe and the United States, as
wall as a variety of legislative actions, has formed the current
view of such cooperation. An understanding of these major events
is necessary in order to place the current approaches in the
proper context.

The triad approach discussed in DoDD 2010.6 was the major
concept employed in the early 1980s. During this time period a
sense developed that government-to-government armaments deals had
gone too far without the involvement of industry or Congress. In
1983, the Nunn-Roth-Glenn Amendment to the PY 83 Defense Appro-
priations Bill(PL 97-252) was enacted. The amendment expressed
the sense of Congress that NATO nations should "coordinate more
effectively their defense efforts and resources to create, at
acceptable costs, a credible collective conventional force for
the defense of the North Atlantic Treaty aream and westablish a
cooperative defense industrial effort within Western Europe and
North America that would increase the efficiency and effective-
ness of NATO expenditures by providing a larger production base
while eliminating unnecessary duplication of defense industrial
efforts," in order Oto share more equitably and efficiently the
financial burdens, as well as the economic benefits (including
jobs, technology and trade) of NATO defense.0 The amendment is
the foundation of DoD's reciprocal Memorandum of Understanding
(,EOU) program to be discussed later in this chapter.

During this time period, DoD initiatives were being pursued
to further cooperative efforts. A Defense Science Board (DSB)
study (Phase I), headed by Dr. Malcolm R. Currie, was conducted
to provide whow to" advice in response to the 1981 OSD decision
to emphasize industry-to-industry cooperation and the Nunn-Roth-
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Glenn tMndment. The study concluded that there are several
Prerequisites for achieving a substantial increase in industrial
cooperation. The study indicated that the European allies must
be persuaded to increase high quality investments in key
military-oriented technologies in order for there to be a better
balance and more effective technological partnership. The study
also suggested that perhaps the US should begin thinking in terms
of a two-way street in technoogyw as the philosophlcal under-
pinning for industrial cooperation, rather than continuing to
take a primarily economic view of the *two-way street.* This, of
course, presupposes that thcra would be a practical comprehensive
resolution of technology transfer issues. In addition, it is
essential that cooperative projects make good business sense to
the industries on both sides of the Atlantic.

The Currie group indicated that a substantial transatlantic
infrastructure for cooperation had developed ir, the late 19108
and early 1980.. The Secretary of Defense proposed that Zmerjing
?echnologies (ET) could become a vehicle for enhancing our co-
operation and increasing the momentum of industrial cooperative
efforts. The ET initiative was seen as a means of applying the
Vest's strength (its technology) to counter the quantitative
advantage held by the East. Microelectronics, machine intelli-
gence, advanced communications, computational technology, and
sensors composed some of the ET elements that could 2have a force
multiplier effect. The US offered its allies opportunities for
cooperation on high technology, high military payoff weapon sys-
tem8 in a variety of mission areas. The IEPG responded in a
constructive manner to the initiative. In the NATO Conference of
National Armaments Directors (CNAD), the allies agreed to a list
of 16 ST projects to be dealt with on a priority basis.

During the same time period a second DoD task group was
chartered (sometimes called the Denoon Report) to address Inter-
national Coproduction/Industrial Participation Agreements. This
group examined a variety of issues and made the following major
recommendations:

o The DoD should continue to participate in arms
collaboration efforts as they can contribute to na-
tional security objectives, however, it must be selec-
tive in its participation and ensure that US interests
are actually served.

o US industry should be involved at each stage of project
development.

o The DoD should continue refusing to guarantee offsets;
and industry's offset offers should be reviewed as they
inpact on the DoD and national security.
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o Decisions affecting pricing of programs (such as waiver
of US Government (USG) charges and "Buy America")
should be more consistent and should reflect overall
national security interests.

o DoD procedures, such as procurement practices, should
be modified to take cognizance of international in-
dustrial bidding.

o Technology transfer considerations should be integrated
into the collaborative program process.

o DoD needs a new procedure to evaluate key programs and
give special attention to those proposed collaborative
deals that have major ramifications.

o The OSD/Service organizational review, coordination,
and negqtiation of programs must be clarified and
streamlined.

The US permanent representative on the North Atlantic
Council (NAC) developed a proposed resources strategy whose goal
is to improve NATO's conventional defense effectiveness, and to
do o t..hrough obtaining improved output per monetary unit in-
vested. The components of this strategy included:

o A conceptual military framework--a central concept of
what must be done

o A dynamic estimate of the military balance

o A determination of critical deficiencies in specific
terms

o Better planning through goals and priorities

o Effective technology management--harmonized technology
protection and sharing

o Armaments cooperation

o An understanding of the relationship between economics
and security.

In concert with the above efforts were various allied recog-
nitions of the problems in cooperative development programs. As
an example, the West German DeLnse Minister recognized a need to
examine various aspects of the above strategy. Ultimately, the
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NATO Defense Ministers charged the NATO Military Committee with
examining selected components of the above approach. At the same
time, the ministers recognized financial and other restrictions
inminging on NATO's ability to generate necessary conventional
improvements. All ministers realized that such an effort re-
quired considerable improvement in arms cooperation.

In 1984, the Secretary of Defense directed the Deputy Secre-
tary of Defense to chair a DoD Steering Group for Armaments
Cooperation. This group includes OSD principals and the Research
Development, and Acquisition Service Secretaries. The group has
discusbed a variety of subjects including:

o Tha .merging technologies

o The industry-to-industry (Currie) report

o Cooperative logistics programs

o Factors inhibiting cooperation

o Policy and options toward major European development
efforts

This forum is a major factor in the effort to make defense spend-
ing more efficient by eliminating duplication now prevalent in
the Research and Development (R&D) and production of NATO arma-
ments.

Also in 1984, the DSB concluded a second major industry-to-
industry study (Phaue II) whose objective was to derive program-
matic recommendations on industrial cooperation with Japan,
especially with respect to technological cooperation. In con-
trast to Europe, where there have been established policies/rela-
tionships, the study group's effort to look to Japan could be
based only on evolvini) policies and relationships. In this
regard the DSB made the following recommendations:

o Undertake to broaden, judiciously and reciprocally, ou-
technology cooperation with Japan based on the firm
requirement of a mitually beneficial two-way flow of
technology.

o Incourage industry-to-industry initiatives for tech-
nol3gy cooperation, but ensure they serve the national
interest.

o Undertake codevelopment of two significant defense
subsystems to gain experience on impediments and po-
tential for codevelopment.
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"o Define intergovernmental and government-industry roles
and procedures for identifyi~ng, initiating, and con-
ducting projects involving technological cooperation.

"o Initiate a means for improved understanding of the
status and momentum of Japanese technologies.

"o Maintain surveillance over the progress of the US/
Japanese technological cooperation.

"o Perform a high-priority, comprehensive interagency
study on overall trade/defense/economic trade-off and
strategy with respect to Japan to provide a broader
policy context for t-echnological cooperation.

"o Encourage the expansion of mission area analyses to
develop specific requirements that can be translated
into subsystem and technological areas of cooperation.

"o Provide guidance for US and Japanese industry
concerning additional US technologies that could be
released to Japan.

within Europe, various non-NATO organizations have been
examining armaments cooperation. The IEPG's explicit goal is to
strengthen~ Western European defense industries to enable them to
produce the required technologically advanced weapon systems in a
competitive way. The IEPG has initiated various actions as
follows:

"o Conducted studies to harmonize national equipment re-
quirements and schedules for acquisition.

"o Identified some 30 technological areas for possible
cooperation, which would take the form of Cooperative
Technology Projects (CTPs). Five of the 30 projects
are beyond the initial stages of investigation.

"o Examination of approaches to enhance the competitive-
ness of the European armaments industry.

The Western European Union and the Subcommittee on Defensa
Cooperation of the North Atlantic Assembly, among others, are
forums where the issues of greater European cooperation are
assessed by those who rmust decide how national resources will be
used. The NATO Industrial Advisory Group (NIAG) was officially
created in the late 19609 to serve as a counterpart to the Army,
Air Force, and Navy Advisory Groups. The NIAG was conceived as a
way of bringing the views of industry to the NATIO authorities on
armnaments matters in which industry plays a kuy role. The Currie
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Report recommenJed that NIAG be ezrrowered to take on a more
active role in NATO program decisions, thus promoting industrial
cooperation front the top.

In 1985, the NATO CHAD conducted a study on *The Enhancement
of Armaments Cooperation between the Allies" under the Conven-
tional Defense Improvement Initiative (CDI). Some ntine critical
deficiencies were identified that needed to be corrected.
Improvements In these conventional deficiencies would raise the
nuclear threshold. Armaments cooperation was viewed as a funda-
mental element needing to be accomplished in order to meet these
recognized and agreed upon deficiencies.

In Jxine 1985, the Secretary of Defense n-ublished a highly
significant memorandum, which called for the Services to take the
following steps:

"o First, seek out and use every opportunity to inform the
Congress of the unequivocal military importance of
common and integrated military equipments within the
alliance.

o Second, ensure that existing and new acquisition pro-
grams for armaments to be used by NATO meet the cri-
teria of the four objectives cited in the basic
letter. (These objectives are cited in Chapter 1 of
this Guide.)

"o Third, ensure adequate protection for shared technology
in cooperative research, development, production, and
acquisition of defense-related equipment.

"o Fourth, in establishing operational and design require-
ments for future major weapons systems, the
Services will consult with their European counterparts.
Cooperative joint research, development, production,
and acquisition programs will be thoroughly explored,
particularly in cases in which common operational and
design requiremnents can be establishedt mission effec-
tiveness would be maintained at an acceptable levell
technology sharing, on a bilateral basis, would
provide near-equal benefits to cooperating nationst
economies of scale and/or avoidance of duplicative
costs are possiblel and standardization and interoper-
ability of NATO forces and equipment would be enhanced.

"o Fifth, the Services should establish and give manage-
ment attention to nondevelopment item programs in order
to provide an expeditious means of filling material
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needs through acquisition of existing equipment from
other alliance nations; Competition advocates will
consider NATO industry sources and equipment along
with those of the North American industrial base before
approving acquisition strategies or justifications for
other than full and open competition for individual
contracts.

o Sixth, the Services ahviald review and revitalize '.he
responsibilities and procedures of DoDD 2010.6, *Stand-
ardization and Interoperability of Weapons Systems and
Equipments within the North Atlantic Treaty Organiza-
tion.*

O Seventh, each Service should establish an educl:. ion
program for their personnel in order to develop and
maintain appreciitioo for the significance of, and
individual role in, furthering of alliance collective
security through armaments cooperation.

CURRENT INITIATIVES/LEGISLATION

Congressional action to facilitate armaments collaboration
took on new perspectives in the FY 86 DoD Authorization Act(PL
99-145). The Nunn and Quayle Amendments, as these became known
in the acquisition comunity, will greatly enhance such coopera-
tion. The Nunn Amendment noted that NATO countries spend more on
defense than the Warsaw Pact, but field less equipment. To
enhance cooperation, Congress authorized and appropriated $200
million in equal amounts to the Services and Defense Agencies for
cooperative R&D. In addition, it authorized $50 million for
side-by-side comparison testing of comparable items from the US
and NATO nations. The intent of the amendment is to obtain more
results for a given level of R&D funding through pooling of
resources with other NATO nations.

The Quayle Amendment redefines Section 27 of the Arms Export
Control Act (AECA). It allows entry into a cooperative project
agreement with NATO or with one or more of its members. It
applies only to cooperative projects jointly managed and de-
scribed in a wrItten agreement wheret

"o One or more of the other participants equitably share
with the United States the costs of research on, and
development, testing, evaluation, or joint production
(including follow-on support) of, certain defense arti-
cleni

"o For concurrent production in the United States and in
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another member country of a defense article jointly
developed in accordance with the abovel or for procure-
ment by the United States of a defense article or
defense service from another member country.

This amendment allows the waiver of any provision of law, except
the AECA, in formulating and regulating contracts. It also
permits the US to enter into agreements that feature designation
of specific subcontractors or contracting on behalf of the US by
a partner nation. Congress extended this legislation in the FY
87 DoD Authorization Act to non-NATO allies.

The above events, both within the USG and in allied nations,
depicts a considerable level of activity. Many of the new direc-
tions/initiatives have not beenr synthesized in either existing or
new DoD Directives and/or Instructions (DoDIs). Consequently,
DoD is in the process of reviewing/updating various DoDDs/DoDIs
that pertain to the international acquisition arena.

RATIONALE FOR ARMS COLLABORATION OBJECTIVES

The general rationale for US support of these objec-
tives/goals has been presented in laws passed by Congress as
discussed above. These laws have a long history, insofar as
Europe is concerned. The relationship with Japan regarding coop-
eration in defense equipment is tied to the Mutual Defense Secu-
rity Assistance Agreement of 1954. This was developed primarily
to establish a legal basis for the US to furnish military equip-
ment and technology to Japan. Cooperation in defense technology
was conducted through various exchange agreementas however, it
was not until January 1983 when Prime Minister Nakasone allowed
Japan to export military technology to the US only.

It is also the senee of Congress that weapon systems being
developed wholly or primarily for employment in the NATO theater
shall conform to a common NATO requirement in order to proceed
toward joint doctrine and planning, and to facilitate maximum
feasible standardization andx interoperability of equipment. A
common KATO requirement shall be understood to include a common
definition of the military threat to the NATO countries.

Since countries tend to view the nature of the threat and
the means for responding to the threat differently, the process
of requirements definition involves reconciliation and compro-
mise. If this process can be performed successfully, cooperative
arrangements can be worked out that permit use of such approaches
as codevelopment, coproduction, and licensing as an example.
Such cooperative arrangements will then facilitate the achieve-
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ment of the objectives of greater standardization and interopera-
bility of weapon systems and other common military activities.

The subsequent discussion will describe the major approach-
es being pursued in DoD to accoplitwh the established goals. A
number of examples are provided for each category. In addition,
a number of topics closely related to the subject of internation-
al agreemients are presented.

ARKS COLLABORATION APPROACHES

Various modes of cooperation have been employed over the
last 20 years. The current categorization of initiatives, as
shown in Figure 2-1. ccjrbines selected elements from the past as
well as newer categories preaently beinq explored by DoD. They
are as follows:

"o CODEVELOPMENT
This is a program based on a government-to-government
agreement in which the industries of two or more coun-
tries take part in the development of a weapon system
or item of equipment for which participating countries
share the cost.

PACKAGES

FK•URE 2-1. ARAMNS COLLABORTiN APPROCHES

o ,PcopRoDUCTION
This is a program based on a government-to-government
agreement in which the industries of two or more coun-
tries take part in the production of a weapon system or
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item of equipment that is being Acquired by all of
them.

0 OPENING DBEFIBNE MARKETS
A reciprocal IOU forms the basis of this approach. In
essence, each country looks at its requirements and
products to satisfy their requirements. If an accepta-
ble match is found between requirement and equipment,
then the needed item is acquired from the source.

o PACKAGBS
This is the newest concept to be applied! by DoD and
members of the alliance. A variety of the arms collab-
oration approaches may be used in this approach. Pack-
aging is done by government-to-government, industry-
to-industry, and industry-to-government agieements. In
essence, each party to the acquisition shares in a
piece of the economical pie through packaging, thus
avoiding any offset requests. An offset is an arrange-
ment in which, as a condition of a sale, a seller
compensates a buyer for its purchase of goods or ser-
vices in terms that go beyoind consideration of price,
quality, oz delivery schedule of the item.

FAMILY OF WEAPONS
This involves creation of families of weapons for sys-
tems not yet developed. Under this concept, partici-
pating nations would reach early agreement on the re-
sponsibility for developing complementary weapon sys-
tems in a mission area. The approach is to examine the
weapons that nations plan to develop in the next few
years, aggregate these weapons by mission area, and
then coordinate the development of equipment when fea-
sible.

LICENSED PRODUCTION
Licensed production can be considered to be a subset of
coproduction. Further specificu are ze provided under
the Discussion of Approaches section.

Arms collaboration with Japan is being developed in an
evolving manner on a case-by-case basis. The desires of the
Japanese government. &nd industry are to proceed along the lines
of coproduction, licensed production, and codevelopment. Our ap-
proaches, however, must become part of a broader overall defense/
econoilc policy toward Japan, as the DSB report indicated. An
overview of Japan and the Republic of Korea as well as other
countries is provided in Chapter 5.
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R::ucgssiou OF oMMcHS

lach approach will be briefly discussed. Selected examples,
if appropriate, will be provided to indicate the types of prc-
curxnts being pursued. No attempt has been made to make the
examples all inclusive. Readers desiring a couprehensfve list of
equipment being standardized can refer to the ODoD Standardi-
zation of Equipment within NATO" report submitted annually to
Congress in accordance with Title 10 US Code(USC) Section 2457.
This document is available from the Assistant Deputy Under Secru-
tary for International Programs within USDRE. The DoD document
presents a composite listing of systems being pursued under the
above approaches, Before discussing these approaches, it is ap-
propriate to review the principal document that forms the basis
of most armaments cooperation models.

NUGORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (MOU)

NOUs have been and continue to be a principal means of
promoting standardization within the alliances through coopera-
tive action. These are intended to encourage bilateral arms
cooperation and trader establish regular review of armaments
programs and trade; and make efficient use of resources through
expanded competition. DoD enters into reciprocal defense pro-
curement and offset agreements with NATO, individual NATO govern-
ments, and other friendly governments to purchase and sell de-
fense equipment and logistics support. The objectives of these
agreements may be of a general nature to provide ior waiver of
the "Buy National" restrictionsg promote greater cooperation in
research, development, prodiction, and procurement to enhance
standardization and interoperabilityl and provide guidance on
supplemental specific MOlTs. Figure 2-2 lists the different types
of HOUs and agreements.

General and Reciprocal Procurement MOUr

The general and reciprocal procurement MOUs that
have been signed with other NATO nations are essentially the same
and have the common theme of eliminating barriers such as "buy
national" and import tariff penalties, and opening defense mar-
ketr to competition on a reciprocal basis. Governments are
responsible for informing industry of their policies and
procedures, and industry is responsible for pursuing business
opportunities. Appendix T to the DoD Supplement to the Federal
Acquisition Regulation (FAR) contains these agreements. In all,
13 such MOUs have been signed including: Canada, the United
Kingdom (UK). Norway, the Netherlands, the Federal Republic of
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o General and Reciprocal Procurement MOUs
o Program-Specific MOUn
o Patent Interchanges (See Chapter 11 on Intellectual Property)
o Funding Agreements (See Chapter 13 on Financial Management)
o Security Agreements (See Chapter 17 on Disclosure of

Nilitary luformation)
o Quality Assurance Agreements (See Chapter 15 on Production

and Manufacturing)
o Data Exchange Agreements (DRAs)
o Standardization Agreement. (STANAGO)

FIGURE 2-2. TYPES OF MOUs AMD INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS

Germany (FRG), Italy, Portugal, Belgium, Denmark, Luxembourg.
France, Spain, Egypt, and Turkey. A Defense Cooperation Country
Agreement has been concluded with Israel that provides for the
Buy American exemptions for products listed in Annex B of the
agreement. Similarly, foreign military sales offset agreements
have been concluded with Australia and Switzerland that provide
for case-by-case determinations to exercise an exception to the
Buy American Act. An MOU with Greece is pending. Collectively,
these countries are referred to as qualifying countries. Proce-
dures for evaluating offers of qualifying country products are
found in DoD FAR Supplement (DFARS) 25.7400. Specific waivers to
the Buy American Act are set forth in Section 25 of the DoD FAR
Supplement. Thus the MOUs do not guarantee pla-!ement of DoD
contracts with firms located in qualifying countriesi but rather
of&%er an opportunity to compete.

Roles of the USG and industry are very important
iv collaborative programs. In the international defense area,
industry cannot "do it by itself." The government must play an
essential and enabling role. Industry should be involved in
formulating the agreements in collaborative programs. In
essence, there must be a balanced and complementary set of roles
established.

Program-Spec if ic MOUs

General MOUs give only general guidelines regard-
ing program objectives, such as reciprocal or "fair opportunity
to participate in production" agreements. A specific NOU is
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usually required to cover each particular program. The MOU could
cover cadevelopment and coproduction, for example. Each general
WUU sets the tone for reciprocity, but, often, the details must

be presented in separate technical agreements, which might cover
financial arrangements, cost-sharing formulae, or additional
coproduction. Thus, industries almost always require licenses to
manufacture parts, componenta, or end items. Industrial know-how
and other intellectual properties may be released to a foreign
manufacturer with appropriate restrictions on their use. Other
nongovernmental agreemnts, such as quality control and inspec-
tions, may also be negotiated between US and foreign industries.
Thes detailed understandings are contained in technical agree-
ments that are appended to the MOUs. Program-specific MOUs will
be discussed in subsequent discussions of the various arms col-
laborat ion approaches.

Before entering into a specific 1OU for a coopera-
tive defense project, the parties must determine that they have:

o Clear-cut military requirmnts of all countries

o Strong political will to cooperate

o A need and desire to collaborate

o Good personal arrangements among the project staffs of
all participants

o A good MOU that is explicit and meets the various
national requirements, but which is not so detailed as
to deny the project manager room to maneuver.

Similarly, when the MOU is aigned, there must be a consensus
among the countries that a signed KOU is binding. All countries
must be aware of potential internal policy conflicts before sign-
ing the document to avoid any unilateral interference once it is
signed. Most foreign nations assign a treaty status to the MOU.
The US does not, as Congress does not ratify an MOU.

MOUs have been drafted and negotiated to meet the
needs of each bilateral or multilateral situation. There are
speclf± mutually agreed guidelines for all such arrangements.
Appendix A contains a description of an MOU, which specifies each
section appropriate to the MOU, explains the rationale of each
section, and identifies those areas that require significant con-
sideration. It is not intended to be an exact format, but a
general structure and checklist of critical considerations.

A subsequent section will discuss international
agreement preparationi however, it should be noted that prepara-
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tion and approval o0 HUS is tim consuming. 03, as a result of
the Hunm and Quayle Avendments for cooperative projects, is
placing emphasis on a streimlined fOU process as a means to move
nore rapidly on armaments cooperation. The intent is to give the
Services flexib~lity and authority to negotiate NOUs based on
concepts that the NATO National Armaments Directors (NRD) have
agreed upon. The business aspects of the NOU should allow flexi-
bility comared with areas such as currency exchange and third-
party transfer provisions. There is no consistency in these

sahort forem MOUM regarding content and length, as well as other
factors. The evolving dynamic nature of the process makes each
NOU program dependent. This approach is being used on several
new progras to be discussed in a subsequent section. In
essence, the abbreviated NOU approach reflects a changing atti-
•ude rather than the buslness-as-usual approach.

CODiZVRWFMN
The codevelopcent agreement--generally a government-to-

government MOU--defines the terms and conditions of participation
by the participating countries and, sometimes, their industries.
Participation in development may or may not lead to subsequent
participation in production of the system or item. The agreement
would, however, include matters critical to any 3ubsequent copro-
duction arrangements, such as the provision for the transfer and
protection of the technology, proprietary data, and intellec-
tual property deriving from the codeveloyment. Figure 2-3 pro-
vides selected features of this approach as well as the remaining
approaches to be discussed. Codeveloyment can be difficult to
implement for the following reasonst

o It is difficult to achieve maximum technology transfer
at a very early stage in the program.

"o Companies are reluctant to invest money for an unsure
program with an uncertain set of requirements.

"o Alliance industries are concerned about proprietary
rights and eventual third country markets.

Codevelopment, however, has many positive factors. It
offers the advantages of cost- end work-sharing, formation of a
high quality team, standardxiization and interoperability
enhancements, and the likelihdod of obtaining the best technology
through combined efforts. A variety of codevelopment projects
have been implemented by all of the Services. The following
discussion covers selected examples.
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nuclear system designed to supplement other weapons available to
the Army division or corps commander for the delivery of a large
volume of fire in a very short time against critical, time-sensitive targets. A basic MOU on a cooperative program for a

medium MLRS was signed by tile US, the UK, the FRG, and France inJuly 1979. The ?OU encompasses the develoDWnent of a multiple-
launch, free-flight rocket system that will satisfy the agreed

tactical requirements of all four participants.
The program calls for a tRhree-phae coopera-

tive effort. In Phase I, the US developed the system, including
th. rocket and improved conventional ammunition warhead. Concur-
rently in Phase II, the FRG is unilaterally developing the A',' II
scatterable antitank mine warhead. Phase III involves the coop-
erative development of a terminal guidance warhead for the attack
of enemy aruor vehicles.I

Having concluded the concept definition stage
of Phase III and selected a best technical approach for develop-

I =LIM
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ment of Phase III, on 3 December 1983 participants signed an MOU
Supplement initiating a cooporative development program for the
Terminal Guidance Warhead (TOW). The TGW program is now in the
Demonstration and Validation Phase. The TGW is being developed
by a consortium called MDTT Joint Venture consisting of Martin
marietta Corporation (the US), Brandt Armaments (France), Thorn

EMI Electronics (the UK), and Dieh) GmbH & Company (the FRG).

Rolling Air Frame Missile (RAM)

The RAM is a Navy shipboard high-fire-power,
low-cost, lightweight system designed to engage antiship mis-
siles. The RAM program is in joint, full-scale development, fol-
lowing two years of advanced development by Denmark, the FRG, and
the US under an MOU signed in April 1979. A production MOU is
now being negotiated. The RAM program will be executed under the
new provisions of the Arms Export Control Act as modified by the
Quayle Amendment.

NATO Frigate Replacement for the 1990s (NFR-90)

The NFR-90 project is an effort by eight
NATO nations (Canada, France, the FRG, Italy, the Netherlands,
Spain, the UK, and the US) to design and build a frigate class
ship capable of meeting the 1990-2000 threat. A pre-feasibility
study, under the sponsorship of the NATO Industrial Advisory
Group (NIAG), was completed in late 1982. Based on an April 1984
MOU, the eight nations are now participating in a feasibility
study phase being conducted by the Hamburg-based International
Ship Study GmbH (ISS) under the direction of the NATO Naval
Armaments Group. The feasibility study (Phase I) has been com-
pleted, and nations are now, negotiating an MOU for the Project
Definition Phase (Phase II).

Long-Range Standoff Missile (LRSOM)

The NATO Air Force Armaments Group (NAFAG)
has approved a NATO Staff Target (NST) for a Long-Range Standoff
Missile. The NST for Long-Range Standoff Missiles identifies a
NATO requirement for an air/ground-launched, standoff missile for
attack of fixed, hardened-ground targets, primarily airfields.
MOU negotiations by the FRG, the UK, and the US for feasibility
studies of the LRSOM have been completed. The MOU was signed in
July 1984. Two 15-nonth study contracts were awarded to two
industrial consortia in April 1985.
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Nunn Adment Programs

The Nunar Amendment resulted in au expeditious
response by the National Armaments Directors to cooperate on the
R&D efforts necessary to pursue seven programs. The NADs signed
seven Statements of Intent (SOl) to proceed in this direction.
'These programs are as follows:

o An Artillery-Delivered Autonomous Precision Munition

o A NATO Identification System (NIS)

o Air Force Modular Standoff Weapons (MSOWs)

o A cocoon NATO computer language based on the Ada com-
puter language

o A Multifunctional Information Distribution System
(MIDS)

o A Stand-Off Airborne Radar Demo1 ,strator System (SOARDS)
for a Joint Surveillance and Target Attack Radar System
(JSTARS)

The SOIs for Ada, MIDS, and SOARDS have been replaced by MOUs.

COPRODUCTION

The coproduction agreement--frequently an MOU but, for
the US, sometimes simply a Foreign Military Sales (FMS) Letter of
Offer and Acceptance (LOA)--defines the terms and conditions of
participation by the participating countries and their indus-
tries. Participation in production mb- or may not derive from
prior participation in development of the system or item. Usually
the coproduction involves two or more assembly lines; frequently
one in each participating country. Fabrication of parts and
components may be dupl.;cative- leading to two or more independent
or parallel production sources and assembly linesi or it may be
nonduplicative, leading to one interdependent or joint production
source with, perhaps, several final assembly lines. The govern-
ment-to-government agreement would include necessary provisions
to enable production by nondeveloping sources of any part or com-
ponent, or the system itself, by transferring the requisite
technology and know-how from the developing source or sources to
the nondeveloping producers. These provisions and transfer mech-
anisms may involve government-to-government sales of a second
source Technical Dita Package (TDP) and manufacturing rights,
technical assistance, and material aid; or they may be based
primarily on direct, Industry-to-industry arrangements for work-
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sharing and for transferring and protecting the requisite tech-
nology, proprietary data, and intellectual property rights by
means of commercial licensing agreements. The coproduction mode
is attractive because it concerns a clearly defined product and
markety however, it does not necessarily lead to further pro-
grams. Selected examples of coproduction programs are as follows:

AGM-65 MAVERICK

The MAVERICK missile is a self-guided rocket-
propelled air-to-surface missile designed to destroy small, hard
tactical targets in the close-air support, interdiction, defense
suppression and counter-air operations of tactical air forces.
The development of this missile began in 1968 and has resulted in
a "family" of terminal guidance seekers mated to a common center/
aft section.

Development of the AGM-65D Imaging Infrared (IR)
MAVERICK was initiated in October 1978. US production of IR
MAVERICK started in September 1982 with the first AGM-65D deliv-
ered in October 1983. Several allied countries, including the
FRG, Greece, and Turkey, have purchased TV MAVERICK (AGM-65A/B),
through US FMS procedures. The US has signed an MOU for NATO
coproduction of the AGM-65D with Italy leading a NATO consortium
that also includes the FRG, the Netherlands, Denmark, and Turkey.

STINGER Air Defense Missile

The STINGER missile system is a shoulder-fired US-
developed air defense system that will be coproduced by a NATO
consortium consisting of the FRC, Greece, Italy, the Netherlands,
and Turkey. An MOU covers the production effort.

Penguin Missile

The Penguin missile is a Norwegian infrared,
countermeasures-resistent, helicopter-launched, offensive anti-
ship weapon. The Penguin program entered full-scale development
in January 1966 as a result of a contract signed between the
Government of Norway and the United States Navy. A production
MOU is under negotiation.

AV-8B Harrier

The AV-8B is an improved version of the UK-devel-
oped AV-8A Harrier V/STOL (Vertical/Short Takeoff and Landing)
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aircraft, which has been operational in the USMC since .971. In
June 1981, the US and the UK. govermnents signed an MOU for the
development, production, and support cf the AV-8B ani its UK
counterpart, the GR MK 5. McDonnell Douglas, the prime con-
tractor for the US, is responsible for final assembly of AV-8Bs,
while the UK prime contractor, British Aerospace, will supply the
fuselage for all aircraft, as well as assembling GR MK 5s for
the RAP.

Licensed Product ion

Licensed production is a term used to indicate
production by a nondeveloping source that is specifically author-
ized by a license from, or right granted by, the developing
source or other party with disposal rights to the requisite
intellectual property. The aufhorizing instrwuent may or may not
be a formal licensing agreement. For industry-to-industry nego-
tiated arrangements, it generally is a licensing agreement that
contains detailed terms and conditions under which the license or
right to produce is granted, and specifies the form and amount of
consideration or payment. The authorizing instrument in a gov-
ernment-to-government negotiated arrangement may be simply the
sale (for the US, generally handled under FMS procedures with an
LOA) of limited rights with restrictions to produce the item for
the purchasing country's defense needs. In licensed production,
a follow-on capability from a technical viewpoint is establishedi
however, production terms and conditions are specified in the
agreement. Cooperation in defense equipment with Japan has taken
this form in a variety of cases including the F-104 fighter, the
F-15 fighter, the HAWK missile, and the Ml10 howitzer to the MK
46 torpedo, among others. Licensed production has involved TDP
transfer both to and from our European partners. The Army's TOW,
STINGER, and FLIR have been produced in Europe under this meth-
odology. Similarly, the European 120mm tank gun has been pro-
duced in the US for the MIEl Abrams tank.

OPENING DEFENSE MARKETS

This approach to collaboration is, as previously
stated, based on a reciprocal MOU. Specific program MOUs are not
applicable in most cases. Selected examp.es of this category are
as follows:

10-Ton Truck

The Army required a 10-ton truck for its Pershing
II battalions in Europe. Likewise, the US Air Force had a need
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for a similar vehicle to move the Ground-Launched Cruise Missile
(GLCM). These requirements are being satisfied by the 10-ton
truck built by Maschinenfabrix Augsburg-17uernberg (M.A,N.) of the
FRG. A quantity of 468 trucks has been placed under contract,
219 for the krmy and 249 for the Air Force. These vehicles will
also be used in the US to replace Heavy Expanded Mobility Tacti-
cal Truck (HEMTTs) in the PERSHING II unit.

9mm Pistol

The Army desired to standardize ammunition with
its NATO allies and obtain a replacement for the .45 caliber
pistol. The competition was open to all manufacturers of 9mm
handguns worldwide. Beretta of Italy was awarded a multiyear
contract in 1985 to produce some 315,930 pistols. Recent FY 87
Congressional legislation requires that further "buys" beyond the
initial quantity of pistols, discussed above, must be recompeted.

T-45 Training System (T45TS)

This program calls for the procurement of 300 T-
45A GOSHAWK training aircraft, 32 simulators, and 49 computer-
aided devices that will be integrated into a complete training
system. The carrier-suitable GOSHAWK, which is a derivative of
the HAWK trainer being produced by British Aerospace (BAe) for
the UK Royal Air Force, will replace current US Navy intermediate
and advanced-phase jet training aircraft, which are nearirg the
end of their service lives. In October 1984, the McDonnell
Douglas Corporation was awarded a contract for the full-scale
development of the T-45 training system. McDonnell Douglas and
BAe have agreed to split the airframe production effort. Other
UrK firms involved include Rolls Royce (turbine fan engines)l
Plessey (fuel boost pumps and electrical generators); Vickers
(hydraulic pumps); Lucas (electrical activators), and Dowdy (ram
air turbines, indicators, and hydraulic valves).

Mobile Subscriber Equipment (MSE)

The US recently decided to work with France to
produce. the new MSE communications system. This system will be
the major corps and division communications system of the iuture.
The US has specified that the MSE system must meet NATO ar.alog
and digital STANAGS for interoperabiJity. Part of the MSE system
will uae French-developed RITA equipment and part -will be similar
to the already fielded TRI-TAC family of equipaent. The RITA
equipment is to be procured off-tLe-shelf and integrated into the
system.
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PACKROES

The most significant packaging concept is the FRO and
US Patriot/Roland Cooperative Agreement. In 1983, the US and the
FRO, recognizing the need to upgrade air defenses in Central
Europe, began to discuss the problems of pcint and area defenses
for air bases in the FRG. They realized that a cooperative ven-
ture of some type was the only viable approach because of the
magnitude of costs involved. The key focus of the talks was on
the deployment of the US Patriot and the FRG-French Roland sur-
face-to-air missile rystems under the principle of equivalent
contribution. Under the agreement signed in July 1984, the fol-
lowing major coum-itments were made:

The US wills

o Purchase and provide 14 Patriot units, including one
maintenance unit and one training unit, to the FRO at
no cost.

o Waive or reduce certain charges (in return for the FRG-
provided goods and services) in connection with the FRG
Purchase of 14 Patriot units, including costs for non-
recurring research, development, test, evaluation,
production equipmentl administrative services, quality
assurance, inspection, and contract audit servicest and
other contract services, ouch as assembly, packing,
crating, and transportation.

The FRG will:

o Purchase 14 Patriot units.

o Purchase and provide 27 Roland units to the US at no
cost, and operate and maintain these units for 10 years
at US bases in the FRG.

o Operate and maintain 12 US-owned Patriot units for 10
years at US bases in the FRO.

o Spend $50 million on air defense programs or other
efforts.

o Purchase and operate 68 Roland units at the FRG bases,
six of which are collocated with US bases.

The agreement and subsequent arrangements provide for the FRG
industry to participate in producing and maintaining both the
US and the FRG Patriot units that are covered by the agreement.
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FAMILY OF WEAPONS

The last approach to arms collaboration is the concept
of a family of weapons. Central to the concept is the belief
that some of the shortcomings of individual weapon system collab-
oration can be eased or overcome by a collaboration that encom-
passes several systems in a specified functional or Zechnological
family. The DSB, in its 1978 report, assessed the pro's and
con's of the family of weapons, and, although raising doubts as
to its merit and viability, did endorse the attempt to make it
work, stressing that codevelopment and coproduction arrangements
must be included. The Advaaiced Medium-Range Air-to-Air Missile
(ANRAAM) and Advanced Short-Range Air-to-Air Missile (ASRAAM) are
the weapons being developed under this approach. They are all-
weather, all-aspect missiles with an active radar seeker. In
August 1980, the US si.yned an MOU with France, the FRG and the UK
for a cooperative program for the family of air-to-air missile
systems. The FRG, the UK, and the US are full participants,
while France is a signatory government only. The MOU provides
for the US to develop AMRAAM for use by all participants to
satisfy the medium range missile requirement defined in the
"Operational Objective for NATO Air-to-Air Missilej for the 19808
and Beyond." In accordance with the MOU, the Europeans coassem-
ble or dual-produce AMRAAM. Canada and Italy are observer
governments under the MOU. Additionally, as provided in the MOU,
the FRG and the UK will develop the Advanced Short-Range Air-to-
Air Missile. Norway has also jo'ied the ASRAAM program.

COOPERATION WITH NON-NATO ALLIES AND OTHER FRIENDLY NATIONS

The US also shares strategic and security concerns with our
non-NATO allies, as well as other friendly nations with whom
agreements do not exist. US objectives with these nations are to
enhance mutual security interests, primarily by assisting them in
developing a self-sufficient defense capability.

The US continues armaments cooperation activities with
friendly Middle East nations. Cooperation with Israel has pro-
vided the Services with valuable battlefield information from the
1982 Israeli conflict in Lebanon. This exchange of information,
as well as efforts to ccdevelop new systems, is expected to
continue. Elsewhere in the Middle East, the US has signed a
defense industrial cooperation agreement with Pakistan that con-
stitutes a significant addition to the security assistance ef-
forts devoted to that country.

Cooperation with the ROK constitutes an important element in
securing that nation's independence and freedom. Armaments co-
operation programs, most notably in the sale of tanks, communica-
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tione equipment, and missiles, are helping to strengthen their
defonse capabilities.

The US has achieved considerable progress in establishing
balanced armaments cooperation with Japan with the signing of
notes authorizing the transfer of Japanese military technology to
the US. DoD Aas conducted an intensive assessment of two criti-
cal technological areas to determine where increased US/Japanese
cooperation in these selected areas would be in our mutual inter-
est. The Defense Policy Advisory Committee on Trade (DPACT) has
prepared an assessment of increased armaments cooperation from
the perspectives of both trade and defense.

In the Pacific region, progress continues in assisting the
People's Republic of China (PRC) to modernize in a manner that
does not threaten th3 national security of the US or that of
allies and friends throughout the region. Additional cooperative
programs with Australia have been negotiated. The US is seeking
projects of mutual interest with Indonesia and Singapore.

Cooperation with friendly countries in Latin America contin-
ues to improve, commensurate with the needs and capabilities of
the individual countries. An NOU on military industrial coopera-
tion, as well as an Air Force Scientist and Engineer Exchange
Program, hap been concluded with Brazil. The US is arranging
for exploratory discussions with Mexico on establishing long-term
ooperative programs in military technology.

CONTRACTINO WITH FOREIGN SOURCES

This section is intended to be only a basic explanation of
some of the more significant aspects of the statutes and regu-
lations of DoD that are applicable to arms collaboration. It is
not a substitute for any requirements of the FAR or the DoD FAR
Supplement. This section is composed of competition consider-
ations, statutory restrictions applicable to foreign sources,
exceptions to statutory rest:rictions, and reverse foreign mil-
itary sales.

CONPETITION CONSIDERATIONS

Tha ýirimary statutory coverage of DoD contracting is
found in Chapter 137 of Title 10, the Armed Services Procurement
Act, as amended. Although the DoD contracting system has always
embraced the objective of achieving competition to the maximum
practical extent, the level of emphasis in today's contracting
environment is unprecedented. In 1984, Congress enacted the Com-
petition in Contracting Act (CICA), which restricts the use of
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other than full and open competitive acquisition procedures. In
sumary, the act requires the use of full and open competition
except in soven limited circumstances:

"o Only one responsible source

"o Unusual and compelling urgency

"o Industrial mobilization or experimental, developmental,
or research work

"o Required by an international agreement

"o Authorized or required by statute

"o National security

"o Public interest.

The DoD FAR Supplement 6.3 describes each of these
exceptions and provides examples of instances in which they are
appropriately used. For each exception, and depending on the
dollar value of the proposed acquisition, there are various
justification and approval requirements that are also specified
in Subpart 6.3.

STATUTORY RESTRICTIONS

WI ln this general competitive framework of compe-
tition, however, there are several statutory and regulatory con-
straints that either affect the competitive standing of a foreign
product, or prevont DoD from buying the foreign product in
selected instances. These constraints are:

"o Buy American Act and the balance of payments program

"o Defense appropriation act restrictions

"o Smz•- bu 1,ss/labor surplus area set-asides

"o Mobilization base restrictions

"o Technology cransfer.

Buy Ameri_ .. Act and the Balance of Payments Program

The Buy American Act (41 USC 10a-d) provides that
the government give preference to domestic end products purchased
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for use in the United States. An ancillary program, however, isthe Balance of Payments (BOP) prc;r.-, %*am '.. ±.--rnented by
DoD in 1964 to alleviate the impact of DoD expenditures on the
US balance of international payments. The BOP program provides
preference to domestic products purchased for use outside the
United States. The impleme-tation of these two domestic
preference treatments works in a similar fashion through the bid
evaluation process.

Defense Appropriation Act Restrictions

As can be seen from the Buy American Act and
BOP program discussion above, although the implementation does
not result in an outright prohibition of the purchase of foreign
products, they are placed at a cnnpetitive disadvantage at the
prime contract level. There are other statutory restrictions,
however, that Congress has attached over the years to the DoD
annual appropriation acts that restrict the expenditure of appro-
priated funds for certain foreign products. These various amend-
ments are discussed in Chapter 10.

Small Business/Labor Surplus Area Set Asides

It is also US policy to limit certain contracts to
small businesses (as defined in FAR Part 19) so as to provide a
fair share of government contracts to small US firms who have the
capacity to produce the required goods or provide necessary
services.

Mobilization Base Restricted Acquisitions

One of the CICA exceptions to full and open compe-
tition is for mobilization base reasons. If a DoD component
determines that it is necessary to restrict a particular acquisi-
tion in the interest of establishing or maintaining an industrial
mobilization base that Is capable of furnishing supplies in the
event of a national emergency, he may do so. These restricted
acquisitions are open only to industrial preparedness planned
producers in the US and Canada.

Technology Transfer

Some DoD contracts require access to classified US
military information. The National Disclosure Policy (NDP)
governs the release of the information. A recipient foreign
government may release US classified information to its con-
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tractors, provided it is not released to third country persons
without USG permission, and provided the recipient government
assumes certain other responsibilities for its protection (accom-
plished by a government-to-government security agr-.ement). In
order for a foreign contractor to receive in.•ormation necessary
to bid on or perform a classified contract, the contractor must
be sponsored by its government. The US contracting agency maut
make a determination that the classified information is releasa-
ble to the government of the prospective recipient. In mom
cases, DoD must obtain release authority from another responsible
US agency. If the classified information is determined to be
releasable, it must be transferred through government-to-govern-
ment channels. Required procedures designed to nafeguard perfor-
mance are set forth in the DoD Industrial Security Program (DoDD
5220.22). These same rules generally apply with regard to for-
eign attendance at meetings and other foreign requests for clas-
sified information. The procedures described above pertain to
direct award of a contract by a DoD component. Chapters 8 and 17
cover further details on the above subject areas.

EXCEPTIONS TO STATUTORY RESTRICTIONS

There are several exceptions that apply? namely, the
Trade Agreements Act of 1979, the DoD Reciprocal NOUs, and the
recently enacted Quayle Amendment.

Trade Agreements Act of 1979

This agreement opened our government procurement
market to international competition by signatory countries and
essentially closed it to competition by nonsignatory nations. The
agreement opens the market to signatory countries by eliminating
the application of the Buy American/balance of payments restric-
tions to offers of certain items from signatory countries. The
signatory countries to the agreement are identified in FAR 25.401
and are referred to as debignated countries. Recently, the bene-
fits of the agreement were extended to Caribbean Basin countries.

DoD Reciprocal MOU8

These previously discussed MOUs allow waiver of
the Buy American Act. The Roth-Glenn-Nunn Amendment provides the
statutory foundation for this under the public interest excep-
tion. Signatory nations to these MOUs are known as qualifying
countries. The procedures for evaluating offers from these coun-
tries embody four fundamental princ.ples: (1) offers are eval-
uated without applying artificial price differentials such as
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those directed by the Buy American Act or the balance of paymonts
programp (2) offers are evaluated without the cost of inort
duties and provision for duty-free-entry certificates is made#
(3) solicitations will be made in accordance with the policies
and criteria of DoD purchasing officesv and (4) offers most
satisfy all solicitation requirements. Although the Buy American
Act can be waived, the other statutory restrictions mentioned
above are still applicable.

ouayle Amendment

The provisions of this amendment regarding the
waiver of any provision of law, except the AECA, in formulating
and regulating contracts and the designation of a specific sub-
contractor are all-important exceptions for cooperative projects.

REVERSE VMS

DoD has entered into a number of MOUs or agreements in
the past 2 to 3 years for another government to acquire sye-tems
and equipment for DoD, a type of "reverse FMSO situation. There
appears to be little written guidance for these types of acquisi-
tions. The basic framework for "reverse FMS" policy is that all
statutory requirements must be complied with# however, other nor-
mal FAR and DoD regulations may be waived if the military Service
determines that adequate substitute provisions and safeguares are
in the MOU to ensure that prices are fair and reasonable.

OFFSETS

Partners in coproduction projects and buyers of US items
through FMS frequently request offsets as a condition of their
participation in the project or their purchase of the weapon
system of defense equipment, especially if the system or item is
of predominantly US origin. The types of offsets requested may
include the compensatory purchase by the USG or by US industry of
designated goods and services outside the specific project or
program. Increasingly during the 1980s, the types of offsets
requested have instead been for participation by the industry of
the purchasing country in stated portions, dollar values, or
percentages of production of parts of the system or equipment
composing the cooperative program cr purchase. Such offset re-
quests frequently go beyond these examples and may include re-
quests for production of stated portions, dollar values, or
percentages of the total production for US procurement and for
other (third-party) sales. Because of the complexity of these
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issues., Chapter 7 ham been developed concerning Offsets/Counter-
trade.

E.A- FORIGN MKILITARY SALES AND LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS

The US transfers military arms, equipment, and services to
foreign countries through FMS, licensed commercial sales, and
grant military assistance. FMS is by far the largest of these
programs. International arms cooperation and collaboration lead-
ing to improved standardization and interoperability are affected
by various FMS policy and legal considerations. This section
discusses salient aspects of such legal and administrative is-
sues,

President Reagan issued an Arms Transfer Policy Directive in
July 1981 that declared "the transfer of conventional arms and
other defense articles and services ... an essential element of
(the US) global defense posture and an indispensable component of
its foreign policy., Various factors are to be considered in the
case-by-case consideration of arms sales requests:

"o Whether the transfer will enhance the recipient's
capability to participate in collective security ef-
forts with the US.

"o Whether the transfer will promote mutual interests in
countering externally supported aggression.

"o Whether the transfer is compatible with the needs of
the US forces, recognizing that occasions will arise
when other nations may require scarce items on
emergency bases.

Standardization and interoperability are part of several of the
above elements.

LEGISLATIVE BASES FOR FMS

The primary legislation that forms the basis for FMS is
the Arms Export Control Act, the Foreign Assistance Act (FAA),
Foreign Assistance Authorization and Appropriation Acts, and the
Export Administration Act (EAA). These acts are embodied in the
USC, copies of which are available from the various Services'
legal counsels. The implementing regulations and guidelines that
are based or. the above are covered in the following:

o International Trade in Arms Regulations (ITARs) and the
A.-unitions List (ML), which covers requirements for the
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registration of arm producers and licenses for the
export of arms, ammunition, and the implements of war.

o Security Assistance Management Manual (SAJMO) , DoD
5105.38-M, which provides guidance for DoD elements
engaging in FMS.

The ABCA provides the President the authority to do the
followings

o Bell defense articles, defense services, and design and
construction services to foreign countries and interna-
tional organizations

o Procure such articles and services for cash sales

o Finance procurements by foreign countries

o Guarantee lenders against the risks of nonpayment

o Control the import and export of defense articles and
services

o Lease defense articles.

It should be noted that the AECA is the primary legis-
lative tool that provides the basis for sales, as well as the
cooperative agreements approach to armaments collaboration. The
recently modified AECA provides for arms transfers outside of the
FMS process.

The FAA authorizes the President to furnish military
assistance to any friendly country or organization when it will
strengthen US security and promote world peace. He may:

o Acquire defense articles and services and provide them
by loan or grant

o Transfer grant funds to the FKS account for the recip-
ient country to use in making purchases under the
AECA.

FMS MANAGOEENT

The Director of the Defense Security Ausistance Agency
(DSAA) is the focal point in DoD for the management of FMS. De-
tailed procedures are contained in the SAMM covering the mecha-
nisms and procedures to be used in managing these government-to-
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government sales of defense articles or services. Basically,
such transfers are processed through a series of steps as
follows:

o Initial purchaser country interest

o Prenegotiation activity

o Sales negotiation and consumation of the action

o Program management and delivery

o Follow-on support.

Readers desiring further details regarding FMS specifics should
consult the SAM manual.

LEGISLATIVE PROVISIONS ENHANCING DEFENSE COOPERATION

The various pieces of legislation that were previously
discussed cover broad aspects of international arms transfers.
Specific elements of these acts are designed to foster inmroved
armaments cooperation. The purpose of this section is to high-
light the specifics that involve allied cooperationl:

o Section 3(d) (4) of the AECA exempts cooperative cross-
servicing arrangements among members of NATO or between
NATO and any of its mnember countries from the require-
ment of the 30-day notification to Congress.

o Section 21(e) (2) of the AECA adthorizes the President,
in making sales of defense articles or services, to
reduce or waive charges for the use of plant and pro-
duction equipment (commonly referred to as asset use)
and for a proportionate amount of any nonrecurring
costs of research, development, and production of major
defense eqdipment. Specifically, the President may
grant waivers to eligible countries in connection with
sales that "...significantly advance USG interests in
NATO standardization with the anred forces of Japan,
Australia, or New Zealand in furtherance of the mutual
defense treaties between the US and those countries,
or foreign procurement in the US coproduction arrange-
ments."

o Section 21(g) of the AECA relates to section
21(a) (1) (c). The latter section authorizes the sale of
training to foreign countries through FMS, but requires
the full costs to be recovered. The former section
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allows for reciprocal training agreements with NATO and
selected countries (Japan, Australia, and New Zealand)
at reduced prices. There are multiple pricing sched-
ules authorized to accommodate the reduced costs.

0 Section 21(h) of the AECA authori~.es the President to
provide, without charge, on a reciprocal basis quality
assurance, inspection, and contract audit services to
NATO countries and NATO infrastracture programs.

o Section 27 of the AECA has been previously discussed
under the cooperative projects 'Legislation sometimes
referred to as the Quayle and Nunn Amendments. Although
the original section dated from 1979, the new changes
are intended to foster joint R&D and production. The
leqislation adds a new dimension to arms transfer mech-
anisme by allowing for the transfer outside the FMS
process.

o Section 29 of the AECA authorizes the President to sell
design and construction services to any eligible for-
eign country or international organization if such
country or organization agrees to pay the full cost to
the USG of furnishing such services.

o Section 30 of the AECA permits the President to enter
into agreements or other arrangements to provide field
training and related support to military and defense
personnel of a friendly foreign country or an interna-
tional organization provided that country reciprocates.

0 Sections 36(b) and (c) of the AECA respectively relate
to certifications to Congress of proposed FMS arms
transfers and direct commercial sales. Section (b)
reduces to 15 days the period during which Congress can
object to such FL4E transfers to NATO its member coun-
tries, as well as Australia, New Zealand, anad Japan. A
30-day period exists for other FMS nations and all
direct commercial sales. It should be noted that arms
sales certifications must include a "Sensitivity of
Technology Statement" regarding the extent to which the
major defense items proposed to be sold contains sensi-
tive technology. Section (b) was modified in 1985 to
require a detailed justification for selling major
defense items containing sensitive technology. In
addition, if the sensitivity of technology or the capa-
bility is enhanced from the original certification,
then Congress must be notified 45 days before delivery
of the major defense item. Allied nation sales are not
excluded from this requirement.
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"o Section 61 of the AECA allows the President to lease
defense articles in the DoD stocks to an eligible
foreign country or international organization. Notifi-
cation requirements exist for informing Congress of
such pending actions. NATO, Japan, Australia, and New
Zealand loan or lease actions are exempt from Congres-
sional notification.

"o Section 514 (b) (1) of the FAA excludes NATO only from
the dollar ceiling on defense equipment set aside as
war reserve stock in stockpiles located in foreign
countries for use by allied or other foreign countries.

"o Section 975 of Title 10, USC excludes NATO from the
prohibition on the sale of certain defense articles
classified as Prepositioned Material Configured to Unit
Sets (POMCUS), as decrement stocks, or as prepositioned
war reserve stocks.

NEGOTIATING INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

Negotiation of international agreements is a highly struc-
tured process within DoD. This section discusses salient ele-
ments dealing with such negotiations.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENT DEFINED

An international agreemeDt is any agreement concluded
with one or more foreign governments, or with an international
organization, that:

o Is sigired or agreed to by personnel or any VoD
component, or by representatives of the State De-
partment or any other department or agency of the USG

o Signifies the intention of the parties to be bound in
international law

o Is denominated as an international agreement or as an
MOU, MOA, memorandum of arrangements, exchange of
notes, exchange of letters, technical arrangement,
protocol, vote verbale, aide memory, agreed minute,
contract, arrangement, or any other name connoting a
similar legal consequence.
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AUTHORITY TO NEGOTIATE/CONCLUDE MOUs

DoDD 5530.3 requires the USDP to oversee the entire
international negotiating process. DOD negotiators require the
delegation of authority to conduct negotiation and to conclude
international agreements. The reponsibilities for approval of
authority to conduct negotiations and conclude agreements is
assigned to USDP, unless the authorizing regulation for the
category of agreements specifies another DoD official. The USDP
may delegate to the heads of DoD components the authority to
approve negotiation and conclusion of categories of international
agreements, with authority to redelegate, and may rescind or
change any such delegations. Coordination with the State Depart-
ment and, when appropriate, the National Security Council is
accomplished by USDP or the head of each DoD component, or
designee, to whom approval authority has been redelegated. DoDI
2050.1 redelegates approval authority to negotiate and conclude
international agreements. Delegations of authority emanating
from. DODD 5530.3 and DoDI 2050.1 are further implemented in AR
550-51, SECNAV Instruction 5710.25, and AFR 11-21 for the Army,
Navy, and Air Force, respectively. It should be noted that all
requests to aegotiate and conclude agreements "having policy
significance" must be reviewed by USDP. The Case Act requires
consultation with the State Department in these instances,

Requests to the USDP, or his delegate, may ask for
permission to negotiate and/or conclude an agreement. It may ask
that a chief negotiator be designated. Assistance or augmenta-
tion may be requested from other components within DOD, Final-
ly, the originator may request that OSD or some othe. agency
conduct the negotiations. The request shall also contain a draft
text, a legal memorandum, and a fiscal memorandum. Legal concur-
rence should be. obtained at all staffing levels, including the
OSD General Counsel (GC).

In some cases in the past, a formal charter was signed
by the Deputy Secretary of Defense or the USDRE designating an
individual to head the negotiation team and giving the Team Chief
the authority to select membership from within OSD and the mili-
tary Services. The M-1 tank negotiations with Switzerland and
the RAPIER project are such examples. Tbi= :harter corcept estab-
lishes a contract between OSD leadership anO their designated
negotiator.

Written permissico is required fcer all DOD personnel
to participate in and conclude negotiation.s. The authorization
to sign or conclude an agreement may be w'thheld until the draft
document can be examined at the DOD compnent level. Negotiations
often last a considerable period of t'e; consequently, informal
discussions are a very useful preliminary to the formal negotia-
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tions. Discussions can be started by a Data Exchange Agreement,
for example.

DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY

Authority delegations are prescribed in DoDI 2050.1.
It is important to note a significant modification to that docu-
ment resulting from the Cooperative Project legislation, i.e.,
Section 27 of the AECA. Specifically, the Under Secretary of
Defense for Research and Engineering is authorized to negotiate
and conclude cooperative agreements for programs involving re-
search interchange and codevelopment, and rationalization, stand-
ardization, and interoperability, including reciprocal MOU agree-
ments. The Assistant Secretary of Defense (Acquisition and
Logistics(ASD(A&L)) has the same authority to negotiate and con-
clude agreements for programs involving logistical support of
defense equipment.

CENTRAL REPOSITORIES

Central repositories have been established so that an
office of record exists for all international agreements in all
categories. The USDRE maintains the repository for all data and
information exchange project agreements. The DoD GC maintains
the central repository for all other agreements. DoD components
funnel the completed agreements to USDRE or the General Caunsel
directly. In addition, the Assistant Legal Ad-,isor for Treaty
Affairs in the State Department must be provided copies within 30
days in order to analyze and forward the agreement to the Con-
gress within 60 days of it3 having been signed, as required by
the Case Act.

EVALUATING MERITS OF COLLABORATIVE PROGRAMS

At the present time, there are no rules or set of criteria
that can be applied in evaluating the merits of collaborative
programs. The defining of criteria would assist PMs or pro-
ponente in collecting the type of information needed for
decisions and would structure the eventual evaluation. The deci-
sion maker could be assured that all relevant aspects of the
program/issue have been examined. Obviously, the level of detail
would be dependent on the magnitude or criticality of the program
/issue and on the status of program evaluation over time. By not
defining explicit decision rules provides sufficient flexibility
for the exercise of informed judgment in a complex technical-
political-econontic environment. A suggested approach to imple-
menting a set of evaluation criterie is provided in Appendix B.
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CHAPTER 3
NATO STANDARDIZATION AND

PLANNING SYSTEMS

INTODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to explain and clarify the
ongoing efforts within the alliance to effect improved armaments
cooperation between nations. Planning systems are essential
prerequisites to identifying weapons needs of the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO) countries that can be represented in
programs governed by the approaches discussed in Chapter 2.
Before discussing planning systems, it is appropriate to high-
light various efforts aimed at standardization within the
alliance inasmuch as these efforts, in many instances, ultimately
become part cf the standardized and interoperable weapon develop-
ment process.

STANDARDIZATION ACTIVITIES AND PROGRAMS

The Department of Defense (DoD) maintains involvement in
several ongoing standardization programs. Several of these
activities are important elements in promoting standards that
affect the overall weapons acquisition process. Figure 3-1 de-
picts the principal NATO standing groups and agencies dealing
with standardization. Subsequent discussion will focus on por-
tions of the figure.
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FIGURE 3-1. ORGANIZATION FOR: STANDARDIZATION WTHIN NATM
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The newest of these groups is the NATO Standardization
Group, AC/315, which was formally established in 1985. AC/315 is
an attempt to consolidate the number of standardization activi-
ties. There are many NATO committees, panels, and subgroups
examining standardization issues. A major goal of the Group is
to establish a comprehensive NATO Standardization Program to
coherently align material and operational, and administrative
standardization activities with user requirements. Although
these standards do not drive the need for things, they do estab-
lish the necessary agreed-upon codifications to be used when an
item is to be built. Consequently, a need exists to have a set
of standards, rather than multiple conflicting standards from
multiple groups.

The Military Agency for Standardization (MAS) has various
panels and boards representing the interests of the Army, Navy,
and Air Force segments of the alliance nations. Although dealing
primarily with doctrine, tactics, and procedures, the HAS is a
potential source for identification of equipment. During 1985
twenty-nine NATO Standardization Agreements (STANAGs) or amend-
ments were promulgated for ground equipment, twenty-seven for
naval equipment and twenty-four for air force equipment and
procedures. For instance, the Air Board will soon be promulga-
ting STANAG 3912, which adopts Ada (ANSI/MIL-STD-1815A) for pro-
gramming avionics software. These agreements pertain to other
than major end items. STANAGS are valuable to the formulation of
contracts and the ultimate receipt of equi4mnent meeting agreed-
upon standards.

In November 1980, a NATO Air Defense Committee (NADC) was
established to harmonize military requirements and risks asso-
ciated with air defense, as stated by the NATO Military Authori-
ties with pertinent political, economic, industrial, and techno-
logical factors obtained from nations and other NATO bodies.
Concerned with near-term problems as well as long-term plans,
this committee is NATO's senior body on air defense matters.
Through three subordinate panels, it has investigated a number of
complex areas, including the updating of the NATO air defense
program, designing an integrated command and control system for
all air operations, and studying ways of integrating the effects
of offensive counter-air with established defensive air defense
operations.

The NADC and its subgroup's activities provides an insight
into sources of cooperative programs as the following example
illustrates. The Air Defense Ad Hoc Working Group identified,
among other issues, various weaknesses in the current Medium
Surface to Air Missiles Systems (MSAMs). The Panel on Air Defense
Weapons, in accordance with guidance provided by the NATO Air
Defense Committee, identified two approaches to resolve these
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mAO deficiencies--gradually improve HANK or develop a new sys-
tem. The Conference of National Armaments Directors (CNAD) was
tasked to accomplish the MSAN analysis, and Air Group VI was
established as a subgroup of the NATO Air Force Armaments Group
to do the work. Air Group VI developed an Outline NATO Staff
Target (ONST) that lists characteristics of a propoced VSAM. The
United States (US) and other nations are staffing this ONST and
will participate in the system development. This MSAM effort is
one of our prime candidates for cooperative development.

The next program to be discussed certainly does not develop
specific requirements for systems or standards, however, it does
have a positive influence on the broad standardizatU.n category.
Funding to meet NATO military requirements derives from both
national programs and NATO programs such as the NATO infrastruc-
ture Program. The latter includes the categories of airfieldes
naval bases; Petroleum, Oil and Lubricants (POL)i communications,
navigation aidsl warning installationse war headquartersg train-
ing installations, ammunition storagel forward storage sites,
surface-to-air missiles; surface-to-surface missiles, and rein-
forcement support. Each year, the alliance funds, on a cost-
shared basis, a large number of projects within these categories.

Through its deliberative processes and agreed-upon criteria,
the Infrastructure Program has had a very positive influence on
the standardization of comon-funded facilities and equipment in
support of the military requirement. The program includes common
user systems such as the air defense early warning and comuand
and control networki an extensive POL pipeline and storage net-
workl an integrated command, control, and communications network,
and static, alternate, and mobile war headquarters, as well as
operational facilities for NATO forces.

ARMAMENTS PLANNING

Since the mid 1960s, the real burden of achieving weapons
standardization and interoperability has shifted to the civil
authorities and institutions within NATO. This shift recognized
that achieving cooperation in development, common selection, and
procurement is fundamentally a political and economic problem
more than a military problem. A fresh start was begun in May
1966 when the North Atlantic Council approved the report of an
exploratory group established to study the problem of standard-
ization and to propose new solutions. The principal institution-
al device to emerge from the ensuing reorganization was the CNAD,
which consolidated and replaced the earlier Defense Production
Committee, the Armaments Conmnittee, and the Committee of Defense
Research Directors. Besides focusing standardization efforts in
the civil structure of NATO and consolidating ite committees,
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this shift also recognized that the implied mandatory approach of
the NATO Basic Military Requirements (NBNR) could not work.
NBXRs was a system used early-on in NATO to specify common or
standard requirements. The determination was made that what was
required wai a flexible, clearly voluntary system of exchanging
information on national Research and Development (R&D) and pro-
curement programs. In addition, it would encourage cooperation
among any two or more NATO members in meeting their national
requirements. A unique organization of nonofficial civilians was
also established in the late 19608 to facilitate information
exchange and voluntary cooperation on a broader base encompassing
defense industries in the member countries. This organization,
known as the NATO Industrial Advisory Group (NIAG), provides a
forum for exchanging information and encouraging industrial co-
operation. It also has been used to perform prefeasiblity
btudies in various armaments areas.

In 1971, the work of the CNAD and its subgroups was given
sharper focus and redirected to concentrate on the most pressing
needs of the alliance. Budgetary and economic problems in all
NATO countries gave a new urgency to achieving more efficent use
of resources in the high priority, high cost areas of new weapouns
requirements through standardization. Moreover, the CNAD began
to work much more closely with the NATO Military Authorities
(NMAs) in identifying the most critical areas for interopera-
bility.

The National Armaments Directors Representatives (NADREPs),
who are members of the national delegations to NATO, meet regu-
larly to carry out the routine tasks of the CNAD and to undertake
any such tasks as the CHAD may direct. One of their tasks Is to
direct the work of the many cadre groups on behalf of the CHAD.
In essence, these various groups, subgroups, panels, working
groups, etc., all perform their missions in the name of the CNAD.

While the mandate of the CNAD continued to govern armaments
collaboration in the alliance, in recent years, the alliance has
been pursuing ways of greater coherence and structure in coopera-
tive efforts. In the mid 1970s, a NATO Military Committee (MC)
document cited specific planning needs. These are as follows:

"o Increase the NATO military authorities' contributions to
the planning process

"o Develop a more cyclica! work method for planning

"o Define the interface between equipment and force
planning

"o Develop appropriate planning time scales
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o Increase alliance participation in the process.

From the above document and subsequent study came the NATO
Armaments Planning Review (NAPR) and the Phased. Armaments Pro-
gramming System (PAPS). The next several sections discuss these
two system, their interrelationships to each other, and the US
counterpart acquisition management process that uses the Joint
Requirements and Management Board (JIMB).

NATO ARMMNTWS PLANNING REVIEW

The NAPR, formally established in 1979, represents a
step iii the direction of achieving gzeater coherence and struc-
ture in cooperative efforts. The NAPR is primarily a review
system designed to expose more clearly the opportunities for
coor*ration. These opportunities are presented to the National
Armaments Directors and ultimately the North Atlantic Council.

NAPR is a systematic, cyclical review process by which
attention can .be focused on the most important and promising
opportunities to achieve standardization and interoperability of
NATO's future defense equipment and on areas where standard-
ization is inhibited by divergence of national plans. These
opportunities are revealed by a detailed analysis of the nations'
annual plans for equipment acquisition and corparing them against
the priorities for achieving standardization and interoperability
of these equipments as determined by the MC in its bi-annual
review of these plans. Figure 3-2 provides a simplified diagram
of this process. The annual European input is provided through
the Independent European Programme Group, with US and Canadian
inputs provided separately. The replacement schedules and NMA
inputs are provided by the International Staff and CNAD Main
Armament Groups to be reviewed for cooperative opportunities not
yet exploited. This review also identifies areas where nations
are diverging from cooperation as a result of independent
national decisions. The conclusions and recommendations result-
ing from this review are presented to the CNAD.

The four basic stages in this cyclical review are as

follows:

0 Inputs

National--completed each year

NATO Military--completed once for each equipment
item. Updated as required with a review for cur-
rency every 2 years
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"o Equipment Item Selection--completed each year

"o Equipment Item Analysis--completed as soon as possible
but not later than two years following equipment item
selection

"o Outputs--dependent upon equipment item analysis. Com-
pleted six months thereafter

- Roports to CNAD

- Reports to Council

- Instructions from CNAI) and Council.

The CNAD monitors work progress in this review process.

Several benefits accrue from the NAPR process. First,
the NIA's judgments cn priorities are available for consideration
earlier in the CNAD decision process, thus having more effective
impact on equipment decisions. In many cases in the past, col-
laborative projects have suffered because the NMA's military
Judgment has not been available until late in the decision proc-
ess. Second, the NAPR elevates progress, or lack of progress,
toward standardization/interoperability to the NADs, who can take
appropriate action, both nationally and within NATO.
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The NKPR is in the possession of the Service staffs.
RI access to the document can be obtained through those channels.
Automation has not been applied to the processi consequently, the
document is only available in hardcopy format.

T s PB AsED ARMANENTS PROQRAO(NG SYSTEM

One limitation of NAPR is that the data presented
represent a rather mature stage of national planning. Attempts
to collaborate are much more difficult when national equipment
replacement schedules &re firm. Several problems were encoun-
tered in seeking earlier couimunications on national plans and
programs:

o A lack of early visibility into national military
requirements

o A NATO review of these requirements before a commitment

was made

o Incomplete information on national plans

o A lack of diocipline in the reporting process for
col laborative prcqrams.

Since NAPR primarily addressee the later points, PAPS was created
to address the requirements review issues.

The overall objective of PAPS is to provide a systemat-
ic and coherent, yet flexible, framework for promoting coopera-
tive programs on the basis of harmorized military requirements.
The procedures and implementing guidelines are based on two
general principles: recognition of the sovereignty of naLions in
making equipment decisions, and utilization of the basic, NATO
structure, without radical change, while providing clear roles,
relationships, and tasks in the formal process. The process almio
reconciles these two principles with (1) fulfilling the most
pressing military equipment needs of the alliance; (2) adapting
to political, economic, and technical realities; and (3) estab-
lishing and maintaining broad cooperation throughout the Weapon
System Life Cycle (WSLC).

The philosophy behind the PAPS concept is straightfor-
ward. There is a finite and fairly consistent number of points
(milestones) in the life of a weapon system program where the
nature of the program changes. At these milestones, decisions
must be made regarding alternate courses of action. This is true
for multinational as well as national programs. PAPS is intended
to provide a structured approach to aid decision-making at these
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milestones for all management levels involved in cooperative R&D
and production programs within NATO. ranging from the working
level (the Main Group Subordinate Bodies) to the senior national
decision makers (the National Armament Directors - NADs). PAPS
also helps clarify the roles of the national and NATO Military
Authorities and the International Staff (IS) in the decision
process.

PAPS in divided into seven phases and eigbt milestones
as shown in Figure 3-3. These phases and milestones are shown on
a timeline in Figure 3-4. For ease of reference, the DoD systems
acquisition process is displayed in the same figure. There im
considerable similarity between the two processes. There are.
however, some differences. First. PAPS defines the start of the
weapon system life cycle as the point when military authorities
forward the mission need.

Milestone 1 Mission Need Document (MND)*
Phase 1 Mission Need Evaluation
Milestone 2 Outline NATO Staff Target (ONST)
Phase 2 Prefeasibility
Milestone 3 NATO Staff Target (NST)
Phase 3 Feasibility
Milestone 4 NATO Staff Requirement (NSR)
Phase 4 Project Definition
Milestone 5 NATO Design and Development

Objective (NADDO)
Phase 5 Design and Development
Milestone 6 NATO Production Objective (NAPO)
Phase 6 Production
Milestone 7 NATO In-Service Goals (NISLO)
Phase 7 In-Service
Milestone 8 National Disengagement Intentions

(MAD')2

* Mission Need Documents resulting from long-range
planning/mission analysis are prepared by nations and Mission
Need Committees. Procedures for the development and processing
of MNDm by the NATO Military Authorities are set out in MC 289
(Final).

FIGURE 3-3. PAPS MILESTONES AND PHASES

This is somewhat earlier than DoD, which defines the start as the
point when approval of the need is obtained from the Secretary
of Defense. PAPS also recommends attention be given to the in-
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service and disengagement phases at the mature stages of the
weapon system life cycle, whereas OSD visibility terminates at
the production decision.

The PAPS system is structured yet flexible. The phases
follow the course of events in a normal project. The process is,
however, flexible enough to permit skipping steps whenever it
makes sense to do so. The formalization of the process insures
that skipping steps will be a conscious, well-thought-out move.

The normal long-term planning processes, including
mission area analyses, precedes the PAPS phases. It is a func-
ion that is continuously performed and broader than individual

weapoits systems. Long-range planning represents our assessment
of the Ostate of the world," including technological, economical,
social, and political factors. The East-West military balance is
established, which affects various aspects of planning. Mission
analysis of the current and future military balance is continu-
ously assessed by the lKOAs. This includes threat projections and
analysis, development of Warsaw Pact tactical doctrine and con-
cepts, assessment of equipment capabilities .,is-a-vis the threat,
and scenario development.

These trends are studied for important implications and
are continuously incorporated in the capability of the alliance
to affect the threat through NATO doctrine, tactics, force lev-
els, logistics, weapons acquisition, and identification of other
possible deficiencies in the forces. Harmonization of the NATO
perceived threat, doctrine, and concepts is especially important
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in the development of mission analyses, because this provides the
basis for the mission need and successive cooperative research
and development programs. Long-range forecasting leads to the
mission need evaluation, which initiates the PAPS process.

PAPS Phase Descriptions

Phase 1 Mission Need Evaluation

The process starts with input from the mis-
sion analysis effort. Specific operational deficiencies in capa-
bilities are identified, usually in relation to a mission area.
These deficiencies are documented in operational terms as a
"mission needO for the basis of this input to Phase 1. This
Mission Need Document is prepared by either the national military
staffs or the NMAs. The MND is forwarded for action to the
office of the Assistant Secretary General for Defense Support
(ASG/DS), who coordinates the document with the NADs, all NMAs,
and other NATO staff and agencies. This coordination invites
participation of all interested parties in seeking a NATO solu-
tion to the mission need. Although MNDs are all forwarded to the
NADs, national responses may be provided through Main Armament
Group (MAG) representatives in the appropriate MAG forum, espe-
cially for those MNDs without significant impact.

The MND is ultimately transformed by an ad
hoc subgroup or panel of the appropriate MAAG into a set of
functional system requirements. The functional system require-
ments, called an Outline NATO Staff Target, are built on the
mission need and include gross financial, technical, and schedule
estimates so that nations can better assess the necessity and
desirability of entering into a cooperative development program.
The subgroup/panel is eatablished with representation from the
interested nations, NMAs, and NATO agencies and operates under
the aegis of the appropriate main armament group.

Although all nations may not participate in
this or the development phases, they are encouraged to join in
the drafting of the ONST. This is encouraged in order to harmo-
nize requirements so as to achieve greater acceptance in, and
eventually procurement by, these nations. To avoid narrowing the
range of alternatives at this stage, the ONST must not over-
specify characteristics of the required system. Phase 1 ends
with submission of the ONST to the nations for approval. The
ONST is comparable co the Justification for Major System New
Start (JMSNS) in the US acquisit!i.n process.
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Phase 2 Prefeasibility

The prefeasibility phase would commence after
approval cf the ONST (milestone 2). The main thrust of this
phase is for a subgroup or project group to conduct a preliminary
evaluation of alternative concepts provided-by member nations, or
industry to satisfy the ONST and to identify the most promising
technical concepts for further evaluation. Studies conducted
during this phase should be only of sufficient scope to help
identify the most promising concepts. Inputs could come from
various organizations to include the NIAG. In any event, a NATO
Staff Target is developed, based upon the evaluation of the
prefeasibillty studies detailing the capability being sought, and
a summary of the most promising candidates. The subgroup, nor-
mally composed of members from nations planning to participate,
also drafts appropriate follow-on documentation, such as an MOU
and a Statement of Work (SOW) for Phase 3. Other than minor
commitments of resources, member participation in the subgroup
has been dependent solely on interest. The signing of the MOU,
however, begins commitment of ever-increasing amounts of re-
sources, as well as work-pharing arrangements through the produc-
tion and in-service phases. The group may wish to develop the
initial project plan, which could be used as the primary program
management instrument integrating the essential technical, polit-
icol, military, finarcial, and managerial factors during the
subsequent phases of the weapon system life cycle. It is cont-
parable to the acquisition strategy developed for the JRMB Mile-
stone I. Forwarding the NST for decision Completes Phase 2.

Phase 3 Feasibility

This phase begins with the participating
nations' approval of the NST and the signing of the MOU and/or
Terms of Reference and approval of the SOW. NATO's role dimin-
ishes as the subgroup/panel of Phases 1 and 2 becomes a project
group established to direct the follow-on activity and to conduct
liaison with nonparticipating countries, the NMAs, and NATO agen-
cies. With the relationships denoted in the MOU, the partici-
pating nations are now responsible for all centralized management
of the technical, business, and logistics aspects of the joint
project. NATO, however, must maintain close liaison with the
project group. The project group is now responsible for eval-
uating candidate technical concLepts to provide the necessary
performance capabilities described in the NST. The system speci-
fication, logistics plan, and the estimates of unit production
and fly-away costs, life-cycle costs, manpower and training re-
quirements, development and production schedules, and other rele-
vant data become the NATO Staff Requirement (NSR). The NSR
represents a major decision document, since the participating
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countries will now commit major development resources, and must
assess the benefits of acquiring the system and budgeting for it.
Phase 3 is concluded when the NSR Is approved. In addition, the
administrative concepts of the follow-on phases would be addres-
sed in an MOU. This Juncture in the process corresponds to
Milestone II in the DoD acquisition cycle.

Phase 4 ProJect Definition

This phase is normally the first of the
phases dealing with a single system design. Its main objective
is to develop further details of the complete system specifica-
tion, to develop initial subsystem specifications and consider
design approaches. The project group transitions into a NATO
Project Steering Committee to provide periodic reports to the
CNAD. Reports are also provided to nonparticipating countries,
the lKAs, and other NATO agencies. These reports should provide
sufficient information for force structure, doctrine, tactical/
operational concepts, training, and logistics. A joint common
configuration management system should be set up early in the
project definition atage, to remain under the technical authority
of the developing nations until at least completion of the acqui-
sition phase.

Phase 5 Design and Development

It is during this phase that detailed engi-
neering and prototype fabrication is conducted to ensure full
validation of the selected technical approach, including corolete
system integration and test to establish technical readiness and
field capability. The result of this phase will be sufficient
detailed documentation, manufacturing, and logistics data to
permit the production phase to begin. Completion of Phase 5
corresponds to Milestone III in the DoD acquisition process.

Phase 6 Production

This phase leads to produced items of equip-
ment. Operational data from using units are collected to assess
the adequacy and highlight problems in performance, safety,
logistics, trairing, and reliability and maintainability.

Phase 7 In-Service

During this phase, the system is in use. At
some point, nations will express their intentions to retire the
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system, identifying the specific point in the life cycle when a
nation programs replacement of the existing system with a new
capability.

Additional PAPS Considerations

The flexibility inherent in PAPS cannot be over-
emphasized. Each project must be conducted according to its own
merits and needs. Although the description of PAPS presents a
step-by-step concept, the need for each and, every step will
depend on the circumstances associated with each project. The
key elements are for participating nations to discuss their
requirements early in the life cycle and to try to agree on
common and peculiar requirements as the basis fox the next phase.

At any point in the cycle, nations may discover
there are reasons that prevent them from totally agreeing on
military requirements, technical concept, or preferred system
configuration to meet their needs. In such a case, a partially
harmonized or separate project could evolve from the same MND,
ONST, NST, or even NSR, but this would be the result of a con-
scious rather than accidental decision to do so. The benefits of
the earlier collaboration would not be lost, and there would
still be a strong appreciation of each other's needs. Moreover,
if separate projects continue to evolve, one would expect close
liaison to continue between them in order to ensure that the two
or more systems are designed and developed according to the same
standards, or that, if possible, some identical subsystems/com-
ponents are chosen. Such continued liaison would be especially
invaluable in considering system interfaces in order to achieve
the necessary levels of interoperability when the systems are de-
ployed.

Current Status

PAPS was established formally in 1980, and the
CNAD officially agreed in 1981 to the phases and approach being
taken. Complete procedures were developed during this same time
period.

PAPS Relationship to NAPR

it should be noted that, while PAPS is a decision
aid to identify and promote cooperative programs, NAPR is es-
sentially a feedback review process that can help nations in at
least three ways:
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O It can help identify priority areas in which national
equipment replacement plans could (or should) be har-
monized in a cooperative manner or when nations diverge
from standardization or interoperability.

o It can help them assess progress under PAPSy especially
as more PAPS and CNAD data are included in the NAPR
data base.

o It can help CNAD monitor programs that are important to
the alliance but are not common projects. In cases
where standardization/interoperability is either not
possible or not militarily important, NAPR can aid in
an assessment of the resultant implications.

PAPS and NAPR, therefore, should be viewed as separate but re-
lated processes, whereby PAPS is a framework to aid decision
making and NAPR a process fcr reviewing the results.

PAPS Relationship to European Countries

The European countries, as sovereign states,
develop thelr own plans and subsequently enter into collaborative
projects based on numerous economic and political factors. The
PAPS stracture reflects the plans being pursued by these various
participating countries. In reality, many of the countries have
acquisition processes that parallel the PAPS system in terms of
phases and documentation. Further, PAPS and the DoD systems
acquisit.o. processes closely parallel each other. In essence,
the participating countries control their joint efforts using
PAPS as a form of risk reduction tool.

PAPS Relationship to US Decision Processes

PAPS and the DoD syster. acquisition process are,
in soie respects complementary. As shown in Figure 3-4, there
are relationships between the two systems from conceptual view-
points nnd phases. The current DoD Directives (DoDD) 5000.1 and
500G.2 are under revision due to several recent studies. A key
change is the establishment of a Joint Requirements and Manage-
ment Board to azsmte responsibilities for Milestones I, II, and
III. The JRMB responsibilities will be outlined in the new
DoDDe.

Specific links tying the two systems together
through exchanges of documentation, e~g., JSMNS, do not exist.
More, inmportantly, however, PAPS provides a point of reference
that readily integrates with the internal research, development,
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and acquisition system of each NATO member nation. Cooperation
will certainly be initiated at higher levels in identifying
targets of opportunity. Within the past year, NATO's Assistant
Secretary General for Defense Support, the CNAD, and the NMAs
established a list of priority areas of activity for equipment
development. This attempt to maximize cooperative development
opportunities has been further b4ended with the current NATO
initiative to exploit the emerging technologies to enhance con-
ventional defense capabilities. The result was that the CNAD,
the Defense Planning ComnIttee (DPC) Ministers, and the North
Atlantic Council Ministers agreed to pursue the above initiative.
The results of the effort should certainly see a variety of
highly visible requirements documents entering both systems.

LONG-TERM PROSPFCfS FOR ARMAMENTS PLANNING

Long-term prospects for armaments cooperation and associated
planning is more likely to be accomplished, due to political and
economic factors in weapons acquisition, when there are uniquely
converging interests, needs, and capabilities to collaborate on
development and production. The establishment of significantly
longer term military requirements continues to receive attention
in the NATO Long-Term Defense Planning System. This system aims
at analyses of mission areas in a timeframe beyond the current
acquisition cycle. By postulating the threat environment and
comparing the current capability to cope with the out-year
threat, deficiencies are identified which can then be translated
into requirements for conceptual. and/or equipment development.
As in any extended timeframe program, particularly one that seeks
comprehensive solutions, progress is measured in small incre-
ments. The staff of the Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR)
has taken leadership responsibility for a major share of the
initial efffort and has begun a careful approach to meld future-
oriented national tactical concepts with the requirements inher-
ent in coalition warfare.

DoD ACOUIC;ITION MECHANISMS TO PROMOTE COOPERATION

There are a number cf procedural mechanisms largely con-
tained in the JRMB process that the Services and, ultimately, the
Program Manager must observe. This section contains a discussion
of % relevant documents to assist in the effort.

JRMB REVIEW PROCESS

DoDD 5000.1 prescribes policy for major system
acquisitions. It specifically states that "Cooperation with US
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allies in. the acquisition of defense systems will be maximized to
achieve the highest practicable degree of standardization and
interoperability of equipment, and to avoid duplication of ef-
fort." More specifically, the USDRE, when serving as the JRI4B
chair, will "ensure consistency in applying the policies regard-
ing NATO rationalization, standardization, and intercperability
for major systems."

Milestone reviews are governed by DoDD 5000.1 with
detailed documentation requirements enumerated in DoDD 5000.2.
DoDD 5000.2. prescribes some 39 acquisition management and system
design principles two of which are relevant to this handbook.
Specifically, international defense cooperation and standardiza-
tion and interoperability are key principles for consideration.
The Justification for Major System New Start requires both stand-
ardization and interoperability to be discussed. More impor-
tantly, the System Concept Paper (SCP) and Decision Coordinating
Paper (DCP), which support the JRMB decision-making process, call
fOr specifics regarding the standardization being pursued in the
P('s selected alternative. The backup document, known as the
Integrated Program Summary (IPS), which contains the program's
details, requires that specifics be furnished on the interna-
tional aspects of the program.

Recent DoD guidance aids emphasis to the various
institutional processes used to evaluate and obtain results from
armaments cooperation. The following requirements must be met:

"o Tue USDRE and ASD(A&L), as chairmen of the JRMBs, will,
in cooperation with USDP, ensure that reconciliation
with allied requirements, acquisition of allied de-
velopuents and equipments, joint development and pro-
duction, or some beneficial form of cooperation using
allied capabilities are integral to each acquisition
proposal or provide an alternative option. The re-
sponsible Service organization must ensure this type of
information and data are presented in the Service sys-
tem acquisition review process and also are submitted
to Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) before the
JRMB reviews.

"o The Director Program Analysis and Evaluation, as Execu-
tive Secretary for the Program Objectives Memorandum
(POM) Review, ensures that the information and data as
cited for JRMB review are available from the Services
concurrently with submission of Service POMs for all
major system new starts.
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COOPERATIVE OPPORTUNITIES DOCUMENT (COD)

In order to ensure that opportunities to conduct co-
operative research and development projects are considered during
the early decision points in the DoD's formal development review
process in connection with any planned projects of the DoD, the
Service prepares a formal arms cooperative opportunities document
for review by the JRMB at its formal meetings. This document !.s
prepared by the Services and staffed as part of the decision
package as is it presented in the Service and OSD. The USDRE
incorporates assessments and recommendations as appropriate.
This requirement was levied on DoD by the FY86 DoD Anithorization
Act(PL 99-145). Whenever a JMSNS is prepared, a cooperative
opportunities document is also prepared.

ObJectives

The COD is be a "living" document that is action-
oriented. The intent of the document is to maximize cooperation
with US allies in research and development, production, and
acquisition of defense equipment and munitions so as to achieve
the highest practicable degree of standardization and interopera-
bility.

Scope/Tailoring

Although the COD is configured around a new or
planned development project, or one that is still in the early
phase of the acquisition process, for projects that have matured
beyond that point, even into production and transition, the
outline should be used to the degree applicable. In such cases,
the COD should be tailored to examine any remaining viable co-
operative initiatives and to provide a comprehensive assessment
of their cooperative value and potential for implementation.

The degree and nature of detail to be furnished in
the COD is a function of the maturity of the program. In the
beginning and early stages of the acquisition process, for exam-
ple, greater attention should be given to investigating mttual
requirements and cooperative R&D possibilities and analyzing
relevant allied technology. As ihe program matures, however,
additional iterations of the COD are necessary to flesh-out
detailed possibilities for cooperation in subsequent phases of
the acquisition cycle.
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Content

'Iehe formal document, as defined in the
Congressional legislation, includej the following:

o A statement indicating whether or not a project similar
to the one under consideration by the DoD is in devel-
opment or pzoductlon by one or more of the other !TO
member nations.

o if a project similar to the one under consideratioii by
the DoD is in development by one or more other mem)-ýnr
nations of NATO, an assessment by the Under Secretary
of Defense for Research and Engineering as to whether
that project could satisfy, or could be modified in
scope so as to satisfy, the military requirements of
the the project of the US under consideration by the
DoD.

o An assessment of the advantages and disadvantages with
regard to program timing, developmental and life cycle
costs, technoloQy sharing, and Rationalization., Stand-
ardization, and Interoperability of seeking to struc-
ture a cooperative development program with one or more
other NATO member nations.

o The recommendation of the Under Secretary of Defense
for Research and Engineering as to whether the Depart-
ment of Defense should explore the feasibility and
desirability of a cooperative development program with
one or more other member nations of NATO.

I
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CHAPTER 4
NATO ALLIES OVERVIEW

INTRODUCTION

If you have been selected as a government or industry Pro-
gram Manager (PM) in an international collaborative project, you
have been assigned to a position of considerable difficulty,
challenge, and opportunity. The PM must make a determination as
to *what is necessary to be performed in order to accomplish the
project within the eatablished cost, schedule, and performance
goals. Part of this determination is to understand the partici-
pating countries and any unique views that they bring to the
table. The next two chapters provide overviews of various geo-
graphical regions of the world in which the United States (US)
collaborates in armaments efforts.

ENVIRONMENTAL DIFFERENCES

The PM's task is multifaceted, and even more complicated in
the international environment. The task of international trans-
fer of technology and mutual defense support takes on added
dimensions over national projects because of the differences in
the structures and objectives of the participating countries and
their defense contractors. As PM, your responsibilities include
developing the system specifications from the requirements, de-
veloping the acquisition strategy, and controlling development
and production through contracts with industry. The critical
elements in achieving program objectives are diagrammed in Figure

Factors that are comparable in a national as well as an
international project are: (1) the military requirement, based
on the perceived threat, doctrine, and tactics, (2) the available
resources (capital, personnel and technology), and (3) the
industrial base to support the program. The PM influences these
factois by maintaining constant contact with the users or user
representatives, and to obtain program benefits through careful
planning and manage-nent. The acquisition strategy, as discussed
in Chapter 6, is the key planning prerequisite.

Also important to the PM is the nonmeasurable environment of
international operations: culture, attitudes, humnan behavior,
national priorities, and other factors which represent
differences among the countries involved. The goal to be empha-
sized for multinational management is measurement of organi-
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each participating nation and con~pany is required to identify the
differences in national and business objectives. These differ-
ences represent the environment of the international PM. Programachievement is deternined not only M y how effectiveIy and affi-
ciently people work but also by technical, economic, and politi-
cal factors which play an inportant role, sometimes overwhelm-
ingly. The plant, product, "product mix, plant and job layout,
design of machines and equipment, degree of integration (batch
versus cont•_luous) of production processes, raw materials, re-search and development management, and scientific and engineering
management are all factors in the technology transfer process.
User needs, maintenance requirements, and operator training aPe.
factors in the transfer of the product.
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on the personnel side, employee motivation and abili!:y are
also essential to program achievement. Employees include exec~u-
tives and managers, the PK4 ard his staff, and white- and blue-
collar workers of the participating countries' governments and
businesses. Ability is derived from knowledge and skill. Knowl-
edge and skill are derived from aptitude, personality, education,
experience, training, and interests. Motivation results from a
ccabination of various social forces such as the formal and
informal organization, leadership and management, and labor
unions. The individual's motivation is also affected by psycho-
logical, social, and egoistic needs. Recognizing that all of
these factors differ by country, a detailed knowledge of a
country is important in program management. A good reference
document on this subject is Peter Drucker's Management,
originally published in 1971. This book compares management
operation in thei US, Europe, and Japan.

This brief discussion of Europe is designed to provide an
overview of this key region of the world. Before entering into a
discussion of specific topics, the reader should recognize that
the Europe discussed in this chapter is a generalized model and
not a specific reality. Europe is not a unified entity. It is a
conglomerate of many languages and sovereign states, with dif-
ferent values. Europe, as it is seen today, is a group of coun-
tries, each working with others; however, there is no legal
function that requires the countries to have the same standards.
Law is based on the Napoleonic Code, which originally came from
the tradition of Roman law. Europe does have enough similarity
in laws, culture, and standards so that a representative Europe
can be constructed. But a convergence of European countries is
clearly evident in the European Economic Coummunity (EEC). There
is also enough similarity to permit a discussion of the issues.
A key factor is that the European market is an aggregate with
agreed-upon dividing lines and open borders, but it is not as
integrated as the US. In esserce, the Europe being discussed is
not quite France, and not quite the Federal Republic of Germany
(FRG), Be~lgium, or Italy.

The subsequent discussion will focus on five major areas:
competition, defense industry practices, industry and education,
taxation, and lastly, an overview will be provided on differant
management styles.

COMPETITIO0N

Differences do exist between the US and European countries
with respect to com~petition in defense acquisition. The Euro-
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peans do not generally believe in competition out of principle.
Soe Europeans are rather neutral to the idea, especially in the
defense industry. Government-industry relationships are much
closer. So are the relationships between industry management and
the workers' unions. These differences, and the resulting loes
competition in Europe, pose a significant issue in US-European
armaments collaboration. The influential factors are both his-
torical and structural. The historical factors, which. to a
degree have become less important in recent years, involve the
system of guilds with its entry restrictions to different trades
and professions, as well as its control over practices. This
system has changed as larger industries and companies have devel-
oped, with the major industrial unions displacing the earlier
trade organizations as important centers of labor and trade
influence.

Even with the expansion of industries and companies, it is
still important to understand the quasiprotective, noncompetitive
environment that exists in the nonguild-related industrial activ-
ities, In these industries, the trend is to search for a noncom-
petitive niche in the economy rather than a push into someone
else's ter~ritqry. Hand-in-hand with this less competitive atmos-
phere is 1 :P'o to the selected business area, and only bigger
companies 'ai. d capital for investment purposes into other
a rhna1. ,0 'h'a attitude has helped to form in Europe many almost
monop•,LAtic structures. The frequertly formed cartels are ver-
tical'.y organized trusts and have been almost the standard form
of European industrial organization before antitriest laws came
into being. Cartels often split the market among their members
by type of product and by quantity; quite frequently they form
joint enterprises to develop export markets, especially in the
Third World.

The structural factors can be considered to be as important
as the above elements in producing less compet"tion in Europe
compared with that experienced in the US. These factors are size
of the market versus the national budget and the number of com-
panies in the market.

SIZE OF MARKET VERSUS NATIONAL BUDGET

The defense forces of the larger European countries are
as varied in defense systems as the USI however, the production
numbers of such systems in these countries are substantially
smaller. Other European countries, Deing smaller, have a lesser
variety of defense systems because of limited access to export
markets which makes production of many types of systems imprac-
tical as well as economically infeasible. The smaller defense
budgets, which can be reflective of defense needs, but also of
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defense effort efficiencies cause substantlal differences in
defense industry activity and capabilities, including breadth of
product areas, extent of the industrial infrastucture, continuity
of production, and size of programs.

NUMBER OF COMPANIES

In addition to the immediate post-World War (WW) II
&ituation in Europe, the economic situation, primarily based on
the size of the market, has substantially limited the number of
companies in the defense industry. A strong movement toward
mergers imposed by the European governments on their industries
in certain sectors, has reduced the number of companies even more
during the past few years, so that, in some European countries,
only one or two companies exist in certain segments of the de-
fense industrial base. Although both sets of factors tend to
reduce competition, many European programs were, and are, based
on competitive source selection. The F-16 and Multiple Launch
Rocket System (MLRS) programs from the US are cases in point. In
both cases, competition was desired and attained. Table 4-1 is a
list of major European defense contractors.

TABLE 4-1. MAJOR EUROPEAN DEFENSE CONTRACTORS

HAWKER SIDDLEY FIAT
BRITISH AEROSPACE FOKKER
MARCONI PHILLI PS
PLESSY FABRIQUE NATIONAL
AVION MARCEL DASSAULT SABCA
AEROSPATIALE PER UDSEN
THOMPSON CSF NORDSK
MICRO TURBO BOFORS
SIEEMANS ERI CSON
M.A.N SAAB
KRAUSE MAFEI VOLVO
MESSERSCHMIDT PILATUS
CASA ROLLS -ROYCE

WINDS OF CHANGE

As the costs of weapon systems have risen, the European
countries have sought to obtain better value for their defense
expenditure. Competition is seen as a way to keep defense costs
down. The United Kingdom (UK) and the FRG, as an example, are
adopting more competitive approaches. While minimal internal
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ca•anies may be available to enhance competition, there are
other approaches to aid in reducing the overall cost. The gov-
erment can obtain the needed system domestically via a consor-
tium or through offshore procurement. The UK is examining ways
to procure material under a nondevelopment item acquisition meth-
odology similar to that used by the US Army. All of these events
point to signs of major- changes in attitude toward competition.

EUROPEAN DEFENSE INDUSTRY PRACTICES

Considering the possibilities of competition, European de-
fense business policies have been aimed at cooperation and inte-
gration of the limited market and technological-industrial base
available for research, development, and production. For intra-
European collaborations, the critical issues for negotiation are:
(1) work (or employment) sharing, (2) technology sharing in
research and development, (3) market sharing, and (4) risk
sharing. Such collaborations are carried out typically only
after a common requirement has been identified and sources se-
lected to carry the project from conceptual design to production,
with the expectation that commitments will be maintained on the
negotiated issues. In some cases, given an adequate scale of
production and enough qualified companies, even though one com-
pany has developed the system, the production phase has been
subjected to a new source selection, a pr&ctice sometimes used in

j the US too.

( Another major difference between the US and European ac-
quisition system is that, in Europe, programs are not normally
reviewed by the legislative bodies each year during the Program
Planning and Budget cycles as they are in the US. The difference
in practice, including multiyear programming, normally results in
more stability of a project once the program concept and overall
funding have been approved by the parliament. This stability is
largely driven by the underlying form of goxornment. Under the
parliamentary systems, the governments in power exert consider-
able control over t., legislative bodies, thus ensuring the
desired policies are -.,ought to fruitior. In the US process,
there is considerably more latitude to challenge and potentially
redirect programs.

To US industry, the European pattern of governmental-indus-
trial cooperation is a comparatively unfamiliar environment.
However, consolidations and international collaboration among
European nations and industry have dramatically contributed to
overall European defense industrial capability, and probably to
marked efficiency and productivity through building on the well-
capitalized industries of the principal European partners.
Several additional factors are important. First, many of the
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nationalized companies ere being privatized, thus diminishing
some of the close government/industrial bond. Second, the costs
of labor ate forcing companies toward greater automation. Par-
ticularly in the high-technology areas, the UK and French col-
laboration has led to the Lynx, Gazelle, and Puma helicopter; and
Martel antiship missile; and the Jaguar ground attack/training
Jett French and the FRG collaboration has resulted in the HOT and
MILAN antitank weapons, the Kormoran air-to-ship missile, and the
Alpha Jet and Roland; Canadian, the FRG, and French collaboration
has produced a surveillance drones an4 French and Italian collab-
oration has produced the OTOMAT SS naval missile and air-to-
surface AibP•.--As. The joint efforts between the UK, Italy, and
FRG resulted Ln the Tornado fighter. The success of that program
has spawned interest by the UK, France, Italy, the FRG, Spain,
and also the US in building a European Fighter Aircraft (EPA) for
the 1990s. Cooperation is ongoing between the UK, France, and
the FRG to develop a third generation antitank guided weapons
program, again with US interest in participation. Appendix C
provi0 es a detailed list of armanents cooperation programs. Many
of these systems are clearly competitive with US designs on a
systems performance basis. The US advantage seems to be in its
abil~ty to manage mass production efficiently, and the larger
zrarket it Can command.

INDUSTRY AND EDUCATION

The nonuniversity engineer in Europe is the backbone of all
industrial enterflise, while the trade masters are still quite
often the aouls of the workshops. The education of the non-
u.'•-ersity engineer takes approximately eight (including -hree
ye cs of engineering college) years with 30 hours per week in the
classroom and approximately 15 hours per week on the drafting
board and in the workshop; the trade master has about 10 hours
per week in the classroom and 30 hours on the shop floor. In
contrast, the acaiemic engineer, (degree equivalent to the US
masters degree) has approximately 35 hours per week of classroom
education for five to seven years, and, in addition, an average
of seven hours per week (mostly during vacation) of floor train-
ing, This slanting of education enables the engineer from the
nonunivcrsity track to communicate down to the workbench and up
to the dcvelopment laboratory. in addition, the separation or
early specialization between design and production engineers is
almost unknown in Europe. In fact, independent design offices, or
the physical separaticn of design offices from the vlants, are
very xare in EurorF.

The talent distribution in the work force permits European
indutrxy to set up highly flexible manufacturing programs and to
achieve efficient production of small lots, US industry must be
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more specialized or subdivide the tasks to use a less skilled
work force. The net result is that US operations tend toward
large manufacturing units, with high specialization, versus the
generally smaller scale of European operations. This smaller
scale, combined with emphasis on work force stability to be
discussed later, results in relatively labor-intensive European
operations. Although European and US industries are introducing
more production automation, there still is heavy European reli-
ance on labor-intensive methods--methods tailored to smaller
pr-oduction runs, constrainod funding profiles, and national em-
ployment policies.

TAXATION

Although Europeans have quite a common view toward taxation
and, in particular,toward the definition of profit--their views
are not codified in a general *European Tax Theory." They tax
pragmatically. This pragmatism has evolved from the lessons of
WW II, ending with the complete collapse of the European economy.
Essentially, the European governments consider private business
as a source of employmentr and, hence, are willing to support
business in various ways: tax incentives, protection, and the
right to make decisions with a minimum of legislative con-
straints. In return, the governments expect private industry to
pay for a considerable nurber of the social benefits such as
social security. Hence, the subjects of profit, social benefits,
and job security are intertwined.

Quite frequently, in Europe governments encourage the use of
the shortest possible and affordeble depreciation allowances in
order to support segments of industry. For example, when ship-
yards were down for lack of orders and ship operations were
booming, certain European governments (Sweden, Norway, and the
FRG) induced new ship orders by permitting a reduced deprecia-
tion time of three years for ships, compared with the more con-
ventional 15 or 20 years.

The usual purpose of the depreciation allowance is to offer
the opportunity to recoup investment and/or to accumulate suffi-
cient money to replace present equipment with new equipment after
a period of use. In the US, the investor can recoup only his
original capital, while che European can typically accumulate
capital based on the replacement cost.

At times, when industrial growth waL desired, many European
governments declared any profit to be tax-free, so long as t-iat
profit was reinvested in the company of origin within the same
tex year. This prevents profft from emigrataikg through diveisi-
fication.
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An interesting European concept for influencing the direc-
tion and extent of economic growth is the combination of front-
end subsidy to industry with back-end taxes on profits and sales.
This combination provides the European governments with a simple
fiscal control tool by (1) permitting industry to supply (what-
ever is considered as) essential goods at low prices in the
market, (2) reducing the risk in volume production of the buiness
operation, and (3) permitting policy to determine whi.ch indus-
tries and/or products should be heavily taxed. Of course, the
system presupposes that subsidies for railroads, the postal oper-
ation, and staple food, as well as school and health services,
and, to a large degree, housing, are not considered as unreason-
able or undesirable; however, Europeans are accustomed to subsi-
dizing these activities as a matter of course and general public
interest.

LABOR STABILITY AND COMPENSATION PRACTICES

The above discussion provides some insight into incentives
for the European entrepreneur. With the incentives goes an
obligation to stabilize the labor force. The obligation to
stabilize employment is almost nowhere in Europe clearly spelled
out as a legal obligation; it is rather a de facto situation
enforced by union contracts pertaining to severance pay, com-
plaint procedures, and similar institutionalized actions.

Table 4-2 illustrates some of the general differences in
personnel-related practices between the US/Canada and Europe.
Relatively speaking, fringe benefits represent a higher percen-
tage of the total compensation of European manufacturing com-
panies than of US producers. This factor provides a greater
motivation for the European worker to remain with a specific
company and retain his benefits, compared to the more mobile US
worker. From a scheduling standpoint, the US approach of rela-
tively random vacation periods for the workers offers somewhat
more flexibility than the tendency in Europe to meet vacation
needs of the work force through plant shutdowns in smaller busi-
nesses. This is accompanied by the management advantage of full
work-force availability during the nonvacation period. The
European labor restrictions on overtime and on extra shifts, and
the very low mobility of labor can create scheduling obstacles to
integrated multinational programs, although economic factors do
override these inhibitions, with large programs and demanding
production schedules.

Widespread inhibitions or prohibitions against layoffs of
personnel in Europe frustrate savings in •roduction costs. The
emphasis on maintaining employment levele in Europe has led many
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TABLE 4-2. DIFFERENCES IN PERSONNEL PRACTICES

UNITED STATES/ EUROPE
CANADA

WAGES NOMINAL FRINGES HIGH FRINGES
HIGH WAGES NOMINAL TO HIGH
AND REAL EARNINGS WAGES AND

REAL EARNINGS
(GERMANY IS
AN EXCEPTION)

INCOME TAXES NOMINAL (CANADIAN HIGHER
TAXES ARE HIGHER
THAN US)

VACATIONS INDIVIDUAL PREFERENCE LONGER VACATIONS
AM, PLANT SHUT-
DOWNS

EMPLOYMENT VARIABLE LEVEL LOAD
LEVEL

WORK FLEXIBLE LESS FLEXIBLE AND
SCHEDULES SLOWER

LAYOFFS NO POLICY PROHIBITING RESTRICTIVE POLI-
CIES

PERSONNEL TECHNICIANS-- CRAFTSMEN--
MACHINE ORIENTED PRODUCT ORIENTED

TOOLING CONSIDERABLE AUTOMATION AUTOMATION INCREAS-
ING

OVERTIME WORKER ACCEPTANCE WORKER ANTIPATHY

firms to stress the continuity of output rather than intermittent
large orders, that tend to create employment peaks and valleys.
LCJnsequenitly, the European goal is to maintain the employment
level, not necessarily to increase industrial capacity or employ-
ment--at least without the strong assurance that such increased
employment will be maintained over an extended period. It is
this factor that makes the prospect of a surge of large orders
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from the US less than attractive. Such policies constrain the
ability of European firms to expand the labor force to meet
schedule or production commitments. Similarly, it may be diffi-
cult to overcome temporary obstacles in order to stay on
schedule or to catch up once a schedule has slipped.

It is of interest that in the FRG, compared with pzivate
aerospace firms in other parts of Europe, significantly greater
use. has been made of subcontractors to avoid building manpower
levels higher than those which can be sustained 'when orders begin
to fall of f. In European nationalized companies such as in
France, on the other hand, the situation is reversed; i.e.,
little use is made of subcontractors. There is a view within
European industry that, until 15 years ago, productivity, as
measured by output per employee, was the main criterion of
management in setting labor force levels, however, in the last
few years, there has been a shift toward emphasizing employment.
This chanige is due to public pressure to make sure that defense
funds are used to keep European nationals employed. The movement
toward nationalized engine and airframp. companies in France and
the UK appears to be based on similar concerns.

There are also some general differences between the US and
Europe in the way manufacturing personnel skills are developed.
In the US, there has been a movement toward developing the shop
employee as the technician responsible for the operation of
automated or computer-controlled equipment. In some European
countries, the tendency is still to view the manufacturing worker
as a craftsman; however, more automation is beginning to appear.
One result of this European perception is shown in the smaller
number of processing instructions on engineering drawings. In
many cases, the worker can influence the specifics of manufactur-
ing based on his experience. In the case of coproduction pro-
grams, this difference in practice has, on the one hand, caused.
difficulties irrespective of the direction of technology flow,
but, on the other, can contribute to a higher quality of workman-
ship for normal-sized production runs.

Finally, some of the European Economic Community nations
produce, in certain industrial sectors, about 50 percent for ex-
port, e.g., automotive. Hence, exporting is for many European
companies the backbone of their production, while, with few
exceptions, exporting had been a marginal consideration for most
American companies until recently. In addition, economic rules
of European production for export are not the same as for indige-
nous consumption. The goal of the export-dependent industry
might be to search for productivity resulting in minimum produc-
tion cost, while, for an industry producing primarily for indige-
nous consumption, the goal might be the combination of maximum
employment combined with bearable cost. The Euro-peans view pro-
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ductivity and, hence, the capital/labor ratio in production as an
interdisciplinary problem in which technology, economy, and
social factors intermingle.

MANAGEMENT STYLES

Much can be learned from management philosophies and styles.
The information in Table 4-3 crosses a wide variety of chapter
boundariesi however, it is believed to be more applicable in this
chapter, since it compares only US and European acquisition
philosophies.

Table 4-3 reveals that the US tends to attempt larger and
more frequent technological advances, emphasizes government con-
trol of numerous program management details, and considers world-
wide mission requirements when determining the desired perf or-
mance characteristics of weapons. Europe tends to require exten-
sively tested prototypes before making production commitments, to3
vest more authority/responsibility in their contractors anhd
program. managers, to emphasize competition to a lesser extenit
(because the size of their industrial base does not permit a
large number of competitors), and to focus primarily on the
European operating environment when determining performance re-
quirements. However, export considerations are playing a more
significant role as of late, e.g.. in France.

CANADIAN RiELATIONSHIP TO THE US

The US/Canadian relationship has been fostered over a con-
siderable period of time and includes several significant
features o'f interest to a PM. The US/Canadian arrangements exist
to promote a strong, integrated, and more widely dispersed indus-
trial base in North America, while achieving the most economical
use of R&D and production re3ources of the two countries. Eco-
nomic cooperation between the two countries encompasses a host of
agreements beginning in 1940. Several of the more important
events are as follows:

0 1940--The heads of the two governments pledged defense
cooperation between the two nations and the creation of
a standing international defense committee, the
Petrmanent Joint Board of Defense (PJBD).

0 1941--The heads of the two governments agreed as a
general principle that, in mobilizing the resources of
this continent, each country should provide the other
with the defense articles that it is best able to
produce and above all, produce quickly, and that
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TABLE 4-3. RELATIVE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SELECTED ASPECTS OF US

AND EUROPEAN SYSTEM ACQUISITION PHILOSOPHIES

CHARACTERISTIC UNITED STATES EUROPE

SYSTEMS ACQUISITION DISCRETE PEAI.. OR- EVOLUTIONARY,
STRATEGY MANCE INCREASES, COMPLETE DEVELOPMENT

CONCURRENCY BEFORE PRODUCTION
DECISION

USE OF PROTOTYPIIG INCREASING HEAVY

DESIGN TEAMS LARGE, ANONYMOUS SMALL, KNOMN, STABLE

PROGRAM STABILITY ANNUAL MULTIYEAR
JUSTI.FICATION, FUNDING, KEY
HIGH PERSONNEL PERSONNEL REMAIN
MOBILITY WITH PROGRAM

SPECIFICATIONS DETAILED GENERAL, PERFORMANCE-
ORIENTED, INDUSTRY
INPUT TO SPECS

PROGRAM CONTROL BY GOVERNMENT GOVERNMENT/CONTRAC-
TOR RESPONSIBILITY
WITH INDUSTRY

LEGISLATIVE INTER- SIGNIFICANT: LESS
VENTION PROGRAM

CANCELLATIONS,
RESTARTS, STRETCH-
OUTS, ETC.

COMPETITION GREAT EMPHASIS LESS EMPHASIS

MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES EXTENSIVE USE: MINOR USE: EMPHASIS
PERT, LCC, DTC, ON DIALOGUE BETWEEN
ETC. USER AND DEVELOPER

MANAGEMENT LAYERS MORE LESS

PROGRAM MANAGER MORF LESS BECAUSE THE PM
AUTHORITY ENVIRONMENT IS LESS

"HOSTILE"

MATERIEL NEEDS WORLDWIDE EUROPEAN PRIMARILY
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production programs should be coordinated to this end.

o 1949--The governments established the Joint Industrial
Mobilization Committee to coordinate the plans of the
US and Canada for industrial mobilization. The joint
Committee is responsible to the Permanent Joint Board
on Defense on matters of industrial mobilization.

o 1950--The US/Canada agreed upon the handling, protec-
tion, and disclosure of classified military informa-
t ion.

o 1951-1956--Procedures were established for placing and
administering contracts between US military Services
and Canadian contractors. It also provides for certain
reciprocal arrangements facilitating procurement by
each of the parties in the country of the other. (DFARS
25.71)

o 1958--The Defense Production Sharing Program was estab-
lished. The USG Look two major steps to permit
Canadian Zirms to compete with US industry as follows:

The Buy American Act restrictions were eliminated
for a wide range of Canadian supplies used in the
US defense program.

The USG regulations were changed to permit duty
free entry for such goods.

These goals and objectives are clearly outlined in DoD
FAR Supplement 25.71.

o 1970--Production planning arrangements were established
to allow for Canadian participation in the US Indus-
trial Mobilization Production Program.

o 1971-1983--A variety of agreer,v.ents on audits, indus-
trial security, and placemnent of Canadian firms on DoD
qualified products lists were concluded during this
period. In addition, a variety of weapons data ex-
change and test and evaluation agreements were signed.

o 1985--A joint government declaration by the heads of
the two governments resulted from the Quebec Summit on
International Security. This essentially allowed cer-
tified contractors of each country access on an equally
favorable basis to unclassified strategic technical
data. It also provided for effective controls to pro-
tect such data in each country.
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The Canadian/US relationship has resulted in the following
key elements that make the bilateral association distinctive:

o Canada is the only US ally whose industries constitute
an integral part of the mobilization basel Canadian
firms are listed in the DoD Register of Planned
Emergency Producers and participate in the supply of
critical manufactured goods and raw materials through
the Defense Materials System (DMS) and the Defense
Priorities System (DPS).

o The US has computed its strategic stockpile require-
ments at lower levels in recognition that many
materials are available from Canada undier cooperative
arrangements (of 35 critical raw materials for which
the US is import-depehdent, Canada is a major source of
23).

o The International Traffic in Arms Regulations recognize
the unique relationship, and permit US firms to send
unclassified products and technical data on the Muni-
tions List directly to Canada, without a government
license.

The results of the above efforts have been to foster an extremely
close relationship. Canada buys US major defense systems, such
as the F-18 fighter. In turn, industries have developed in
Canada to provide highly specializecd products for integration
into US systems. For example, Canada has very strong aerospace
and electronics industry. Close Industrial relationships exist
between firms on both sides of the border, thus fostering even
further the common bond between the US and Canada.

CONCLUSION

This chapter can be regarded as only a brief overview of the
allied environment. General remarks have been provided on Europe
as an entity; however, the individual countries have differences
that cannot be disregarded by the PM in dealing with specific
governments and companies. The PM should consider this chapter
as a starting point for becoming familiar with the complexities
and subtleties of European history, culture, politics, economics,
and industrial structure and development. In conclusion, the PM
should keep the following bits and pieces of information in mind
whenever the NATO arena is involved in a cooperative effort:

0 Many home markets for most European manufacturers are
too small to produce efficiently, making export to
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other markets a necessity. For American manufacturers,
on the other hand, exporting may be either a burden, a
convenience, or an advantage-.-but not a "mmust.' at
least not until recently.

0 Europe has had hundreds of year. to learn to live with
less space, scarce resources, and grjwth in population.

o Europe is recognizing a need to collaborate in order to
strive toward more harmonization of national interests
within the scope of the EEC. There is more convergence
than divergence.

o Europe, after disastrous destructions in two world
wars, has, to a large degree, given up any dogmatic
ideology. Europe pursues purely pragmatic lines within
the framework of the EEC.

0 Europe is, from a management point of view, not one
system but a conglomerate r.1 many interacting systems
of sovereign states. In order to understand what
Europe is politically, think of the United States with-
out the federal government, plus more than 10 different
languages and cultural variations. Economically,
Europe is a coammunity of states that balance their
individual interests within the EEC.

0 Some countries in Europe have never had antitrust laws.
In contrast, (vertical) trusts have frequently been
looked at as most efficient, and conglomerates of func-
tional, unrelated companies are not the rule. Many
European companies will, as a rule, stay in their line
of business and not enter unknown territory for "in-
vestment only." However, there is a rising trend to-
ward more diversification.

0 Europe prefers and supports the intensive mix and co-
operation between industry and banking. The banks are
considered as thc finance side of the industry. The
banks are mostly the proxy holder for the investors.
This arrangement plays well together with the European
prof it definition--.ir' which companies need not have
profit on paper in order to be considered wealthy. For
example, a company can use for long-range planning
large amounts for research, new equipment, expansion,
promotion, accelerated loan repayments, etc., but might
not show any "pay-out" profit for years. This also ex-
plains the extremely' low profit figures for some of the
wealthiest E -ropeani companies. In Europe, the long-
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range profit is of more interest thn the short-range
profit, i.e., there is an wephasis on stability.

0 The law of most of the European nations is founded in
Roman law and the Napoleonic Code. This influences the
formulation of contracts and contract disputes--quite
different in many aspects from the English common law
practice, of which is based on customs and usage as
modified by the rulings and interpretations of the
judicial system. One advantage of the codification in
European law lies in simplified contracting procedures.
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CHAPTER 5
SELECTED NON-NATO COUNTRIES OVERVIEW

INTRODUCTION

An extraordinary phenomenon of the past 20 years has- been
the explosive growth of defense industries among nations that had
previously been content to purchase military materiel from the
established producers of the major powers. This has been partic-
ularly evident in the cases of several developing nations that
had been thought to lack the financial resources, economic in-
frAstructure, or technological base for such endeavors. Nonethe-
less, the centrifugal effect of th, loosening of major military
alliances, the painful experiences of nations cutoff from
established suppliers for political reasons, and the, recognition
that defense industries are the most rapid way to introduce high
technology into industriali-ation efforts have all lead to drives
for greater weapon self-sufficiency, and even the development of
export markets.

This chapter will review some of the political, strategic.
and economic rationales for the diffusion of defense industries
into ever greater numbers of nations. In addition, three
significant examples of countries developing independent defense
industries will be examinedl Japan, the Republic of Korea (ROK),
and Brazil.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

At the end of World War II, there ware only three remaining
nationa capable of designing, developing and producing major
weapon systems: the United States (US), the United Kingdom (UK),
and the Soviet Union. The pre-war industries of the Federal
Republic of Germany (FRG). Japan, Italy, France, and Czechoslova-
kia were in ruins; and the newly developed capabilities of Cana-
da, Australia, and South Africa were little more than basiu.
production and assembly operations; although that of Canada was
substantial in size, as an extension of the US industrial base.
Dependence on the major powers for protection, and the ready
availability from them of large quantities of almost new war
surplus arms and equipment, made the creation of indigenous
defense industries less essential to war-damaged developed na-
tions and evolving less developed nations alike.

By the 1960s, however, the declining utility of that World
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WrII equipment, coupled with the economic and financial revival
of Europe arnd Japan, made the reestablishment of significant
defense industries in those countries both feasible and deaira-
big. Feasible, because the requisite resources now existed and
desirable because the modernization of national armed forces
throuigh the use of domestic industries would keep jobs and reve-
nues at home, while at the same time increasing the national
technological base.

This reestablishment of defense industries throughout the
industrialized world in the 1960., laid the groundwork for the
creation of new defense industries in the developing world a
decade later. It was the ready availability of technology and
financial assistance from multiple sources, rather than Just the
great powers alone, that permitted the ROK. Taiwan, India, Bra-
zil, and others to "shop around" for the best combinations of
technology, cradit terms, arnd relaxed politicsi. constraints to
meet their needs. Several events of the 1970s accelerated the
trend to arms manufacturing in the less-developed world. The US
involvement in Vietnam, followed by the apparent retreat from
established security commnitments indicated in the Nixon Doctrine,
the collapse af the South East Asia Treaty Organization (SEA-TO),
the minimal US response to unprovoked North Korean eit$tacks on
Amercican forces, and the refusal to sell advanced equipment to
long-established allies and clients in Latin America arid Asia,
all lead to a growing distrust of the US as a reliable supplier.
The normalization of relations between the US and the Peoples
Republic of China, the change in political orientation in Egypt
end Indonesia, and multiple changes in orientation in the nations
of sub-Sahar.an Africa all disrupted long-standing arms supply
agreements and created the need f or large scale re-equipping of
forces. The United Nations (UN) arms embargo against South
Africa, and the near-embargo by most major nations of weapon
sales to Taiwan, drove these two industrialized nations into
large-scale weapon development and manufacturing. The needi for
specialized equipment and the opportunity for substantial revenue
from foreign sales as well as the desire not to be a total client
of the US di'*d the same thing for Israel.

Once the decisions were made to create arms industries in
these nations,. the inability of their own armed forces to absorb
.3conomic production runs of the more capital-intensive items led
to the search for export markets and direct com~petition with the
established producers of the major powers. Although therse are
numerous nations whose newly developed defense industries could
be studied, this chapter will be restricted to the t-l-ee major
examples noted. Although they differ from each other in their
security, economic, and political needs; they are nionet~heless
similar in that they produce a wide range of military equipment
and are largely self-sufficient in defense production.
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JAPAN

The true extent and importance of Japan's defense industries
is often masked behind the popular perception that a nation that
contributes but one percent of its Gross National Product(GNP) to
defense cannot have hignificant armed forces, and that most
Japanese defense equipment is of US origin. The reality is that
one percent of a GNP as large as Japan's produces the world's
eighth largest defense budget:, and that the "US" equipment in
Japan's arsenal is almost all manufactured under license in
Japan, and is backed up by growing numbers of state-of-the-art
indigenously designed equipment.

The emergence of Japan's post-war defense industrial base
can be traced to the Korean War, when Japanese manufacturers were
pressed into service rebuilding and repairing US military equip-
ment for the UN forces. After the Korean War, the US Government
contracted with many of these same manufacturers to produce
equipment (primarily military vehicles) for US allies in the
Pacific, under the overseas Procurement-Japan (OSP-J) program.
In June 1957, the First Defense Build-Up Plan (1957-61) was
ad~opted. From that point on, Japanese defense production has been
growing in both size and sophistication.

Japan's defense industries are unique in that the major
producers are among the largest industrial firms in the world
(they are also largely direct descendents of the pre-war Japanese
defense industry), and defense production accounts for only a
small percentage of their business. Of some 2,000 defense firms
in Japan, the nline shown in Table 5-1 below produce 80 percent of
all defense materiel. That in turn, however, represents less
than 10 percent of their overall business.

This stands in stark contrast to the United States and the
NATO nations of Europe, where the largest defense producers are
dependent on government orders for their very survival. Given
the fact that Japan has intentionally refrained from any foreign
military sales since the early 1960s, and that its own military
establishment is somewhat smaller than that of the UK, economic
orde quantities for all but the most basic materiel are impossi-
ble. The Japanese gove3rnment accepts this fact, and it is widely
recognrized that Japanese-built versions of US airc-r-a-ft, j~et en-
gines, missiles, etc., are more than twice as expensive as their
US-made counterparts. Japanese-designed aircraft and missiles
are often produced in smaller quantities yet (one to two aircraft
per year, for example) at staggering costs. Thus, the indig-
enously designed, developed, and built Kawasaki C-1 twin jet
tactical transport had a production run of just 21 aircraft.
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TABLE 5-1. MAJOR JAPANESE DEFENSE CONTRACTORS

MITSUBISHI HEAVY INDUSTRIES

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC CORPORATION

KAWASAKI HEAVY INDUSTRIES

ISHIKAWAJIMA-HARIMA HEAVY INDUSTRIES

TOSHIBA CORPCAATION

NIPPON ELECTRIC

NIPPON VOKAN KABUSHIKI KAISHA

MITSUI SHIPBUILDING AND ENGINEERING

KOMATSU

Throughout Japan's defense industries, the investment in facili-
ties, tooling and test equirment would support far greater pro-
duction levels than any yet achieved or projected. The national
policy of indigenous production at any cost can only iýe Justified
on the basis of the technology transfer involved, mainly from the
US, and the maintenance of surplus capacity for potential mobili-
zation purposes. In this regard, it should be noted that Japan
is second only to Italy as a user of licensed production.

The long standing Japanese prohibition of Foreign Military
* Sales (FMS) is, like the reluctance to exceed one percent of the

GNP in defense expenditures, only the result of cabinet guide-
linesi neither is enshrined in law. For many years, Japan re-
fused to reciprocate with the US in transferring defense tech-
nology on the basis that to do so wouid violate their no-FMS
policy. Only US threats to reduce or suspend licensed co-produc-
tion agreements forced the Japanese government, in November 1983,
to sign an agreement permitting the export of military technology
to the United States and the joint development of new systems.
The agreement, however, does not contain provisions to force
sales by the privat, Japanese concerns who effectively control
the relevant technology.

Any consideration of Japan's defense industries must take
into account the fact that Japan does not have a ministry of
national defense. There is a subministerial Director General of
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Defense Agency, to whom the Chairman of the Joint Staff Council
and the Chiefs-of-Staff of the Ground, Maritime, and Air Self
Defense Forces report. Major issues of defense production are
resolved by the Ministry of Finance and Ministry of International
Trade and Industry, which are significantly influenced by the
Defense Production Committee of the Keidanren (The Federation of
Sconomic Organizations) a uniquely Japanese association of the
manufacturing sector. The representatives of the major defense
contractors who make up the Defense Production Committee are
invariably retired senior officers from the 3elf Defense Forces.

Major items produced by Japanese defense industries, and
their manufacturers, are indicated in Table 5-2.

FXEPUPLIC OF KOREA

Unlike Japan, the ROK has but a short history as an
industrialized nation and a shorter one yet aa a major defense
producer. Like Japan, however, defense industries are largely
divisions of major industrial firms, and there is great reliance
on licensed production.

Living under the direct threat of invasion from a militarily
superior North Korea, the ROK maintains active armed forces of
some 600,000 men as well as a reserve structure in excesu of four
million. This provides a significant home market on which to
base weapons production. Until the mid 19709, however, ROK
defense industries accounted for only a small portion of their
azmed forces materiel requirements (uniforms, small arms and
ammunition, trucks, small radion, etc.). Since then, there has
been almost exponential growth, to the print where virtually all
new equipment for the ROK's armed forces is now domestically
produced and the ROK has become an arms exporter on a par with
Israel.

The reasons for this dramatic increase are :trategic, polit-
ical, and economic. The strategic component is, of course, the
ever-present threat of invasion from North Korea. The fragility
of the 25-year cease fire, the overwhelming strength of the
perpetually mobilized North, the presence of a third of the ROK
population and industrial infrastructure in close proximity to
the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ), and dependence upon rapid rein-
forcement from the US should invasion occur drive all ROK stra-
tegic thinking. The possibility of invasion must always be under
consideration, and the need to contain any invasion north of
Seoul until reinforcements arrive is paramount. In this reqard,
the fact that the US may not always be there, should invasion
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TABLT 5-2. SELECTED MAJOR JAPANESE WEAPON SYSTEMS

ITNI MANUFACTURER LI CENSOR
(IF APPLICABLE)

PC-3C PATROL PLANE KAWASAKI HEAVY LOCKHEED
INDUSTRIES (H.I.)

F-15J FIGHTER MITSUBISHI HEAVY INDUSTRIES McDONNELL-
DOUGLAS

F-I FIGHTER MITSUBISHI HEAVY INDUSTRIES NONE *

F-100 JET ENGINE ISHIKAWAJIMA HARIMA R.I. UNITED
TECHNEOGIZ ES

ATTACK SUPWARINES MITSUBISHI HI, NONE *
KAWASAKI H.I.

GUIDED MISSISLE MITSUBISHI HI. NONE *
DESTROYERS (DDG)

GUIDED MISSILE SUMITCNO JUKIKAI KOGYO NONE *
FRIGATES ()EG)

HSS-23 ASK MITSUBISHI H.I. SIKORSKY

HELICOPTER

TYPS 73 '.-C KOMATSU MFG. NONE

TYPE 74 TANK MITSUBISHI H.I. NONE
NIPPON SEIKOSHO

* MANY COMPONENTS BUILT UNDER LICENSE

occur, must be recognized. This creates the perpetual need fcr a
large force in readiness, forward deployed, and supportable with
indigenous resources if necessary.

Before the late 1960s, the ROK's armed forces were very much
the Junior partner of the US. Equipped with World War II and
Korean War vintage planes, tanks, and ships, they were totally
dependent on American supplies and other logistic support. The
Vietnam War, however, did much for the ROK what the Korean War
did for Japan, although in a different form. A multidivision ROK
expeditionary force deployed to Vietnam. It was equipped with
first-line US weaponry and acquitted itself magnificently in
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battle. When this force returned to the ROK in 1972-73, it
brought its equipment home as well. The need to similarly up-
grade the rest of the active Army then became readily appament.
RaO contractors also came to Vietnam to construct facilities,
maintain equipment, and operate substantial segments of the lo-
gistic infrastructure for large elements of the US forces. The
revenues and technology gained in Vietnam was soon employed
world-wide, and the ROK suddenly had the financial resources and
trained manpowe- t• develop an industrial base. Given the mili-
tary background of Korean leadership, and the preeminence of the
Ministry of National Defense, much of -this development was
directed toward defenbe production.

Concern over US steadfastness had been growing since the
minimal American response to the North Korean capture of the USS
Pueblo and shooting down of a USAF HC-121. The US withdrawal
from South East Asia, the declaration of the Nixon Doctrine, the
Carter administration's initiation of troop withdrawals from
Korea, and the near abaudonment of Taiwan further sensitized the
ROK's concerns over US intentions. At each step, the recognition
grew that the ROK had to modernize its forces and develop a
defense industrial base, not only to produce weapons, but to
maintain and support them with amuunition and other consumable
supplies as well. Through the Force Modernization Plan (1971-
75%. Force Improvement Plan (1976-81), and Second Force Improve-
ment Plan (1982-86), a defense industrial base was constructed.

Several changes became immediately apparent. The new indus-
trial facilities of the 1970s and 1980s were not located in the
existing industrial areas near Seoul but far to the south, where
they would be more secure. New industrial areas grew in central
(T&egu) and southeast Korea (Ulsan, Pusan, Masan), where they
were supported by an expanding rail, highway, and po:" network.
In many cases, work forces had to be recruited and relocated from
other population areas. Construction was on a grand scale. The
world's largest shipyard was buiJt by Hyundai Heavy Industries at
Ulsan in the late 1970s, and, by 1980, Dae Woo Heavy Industries
had a similar shipyard at Okpo. Over 70 factories were built at
the Changwon Industrial Complex near Masan, where entire moun-
tains were leveled to produce building sites. At Changwon,
Hyundai builds tanks and locomotives, while Samsung Precision
Industries assembles General Electric J-85 engines. An aerospace
center has boon established at Wimhae, where Ran Jin assembles
McDonnell-Douglas 500MD helicopters and Northrop F-5E and F-16
jet fighters. Dae Woo in building F-16 structural components for
General Dynamics. The electronics and missile center is near
Taegu. The largest ROK defense contractors are listed in Table
5-3 below.
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TABLE 5-3. MAJOR REPUBLIC OF KOREA DEFENSE

CONTRACTORS

COMPANY MAJOR PRODUCTS

HYUNDAI TANKS, TRUCKS, SHIPS, FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS,
ENGINES

DAEWOO TANKS, WEAPONS, SHIPS

SAMSUNG JET ENGINES

LUCKY-GOLD STAR TELECOIMMUNICATIONS, RADAR, FIRE CONTROL
SYSTEMS, MISSILE SYSTEMS

SANGYONG HEAVY EQUIPMENT, ENGINES

HAN JIN AIRCRAFT

KOREA EXPLOSIVE MUNITIONS

KIA MILITARY VEHICLES

One of the negative impacts of the rapid expansion of the
ROK's defense industries has been the emrgence of significant
overcapacity in the 1980.. Many early licensing agreemnts were
signed without regard to the fact that they did not provide
authority for third country sales. When domestic requirements
were filled, approvalt for third country sales were not forthcom-
ing. Since virtually all of the ROK's licensing agreements are
with the United Stat.es Government or US firms, the ROK foreign
military sales are heavily circumscribed by US laws, regulations,
and policy. Since 1982, the percentage of the ROK export requests
approved by the US has ranged only from 3 percent to 8 percent.
As a result, the ROK defense industries are only operating at
about 50 pexcent c.apacity, and there have been a number cf bank-
ruptcies and forced consolidations. The continuing growth in
non-defense industrial exports, however, is gradually reducing
the imortance of defense sales to the largest firms, such as
Hyundai, Dae Woo, and Samsung. Fortunately, government indus-
trialization policies had limited the percentage of capital in-
vestmetnt that any firm could dedicate to defense production to 30
percent, which limited the extent of subsequent losses of many
who had over expanded.

The ROK response to this crisis has been to encourage diver-
sification and to develop indigenous defense systems that can be
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sold freely. Many of these are reverse-engineered variants of UE
systmas, or are being developed with the assistance of European
firms. There is also a widening use of offset agremnts, for
system being purchased frosi the US, that guarantee Korean de-
fense industry participation. Dae Wools involvement in the 7-16
program, mentioned earlier, is an example of this. There also
have been apparent unlicensed exports, particularly to. the
Middle East, which have cause,. some strain in relations with the
US.

In sum, the ROE's defense industries are large, diverse, and
highly capable of competing in Avorld markets. Reliance on these
industries for a substantial cortribution to overseas earnings is
declining in face of the realities of having relied too heavily
on US technology, with all of the economic and political con-
straints that this entails. Thea;e industries are, however, vital
to the ROE national security, anmd there is no doubt that the ROK
will use all mans to ensure their survival, although in a ra-
tionalized form.

EMAIL

Brazil represents the prime case of a nation whose defense
industries havm grown primarily as a response to economic need,
the need to earn foreign exchange to fund continued national
development and maintain payments on a massive external debt.

Until the post-World War 1I era, Brazil's strategic concerns
revolved primarily around Argentina, a nation that, although
saller, was wealthier and more developed than Brazil. In. fact,
by 1930, Argentina was the tenth wealthiest nation in the world,
with a GNP triple that of Japan! Over the next 50 years, con-
stant political instability caused a long-term decline that
gradually settled Argentina into the Third World and essentially
removed it as a threat to Brazil. Brazil, in the meantime, had
actively fought for the allies in World War 11, for which it
received large quantities of military equipment from the United
States. Brazil also maintained very close military bilateral
ties with the United States.

The origins of Brazil's modern defense industries dates from
1964, when a military coup ended more than a decade of pllitical
instability. The new military government wanted to simultaneous-
ly re-equip the armed forces, whose World War TI equipment was
wearing out, and put the nation firmly on the track of indus-
trialization. Since the mid 1950s, the National War College in
Rio de Janeiro. had been the center of thought on the interre-
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lationships between national security and economic as well as
social development. This doctrine postulated. that national secu-
rity had to be established first in order for development to
occur, but,, once that level of security had been achieved, na-
tioiAl development took precedence. The advent of the new
military governmant perzitted this theory to be put into prac-
tice. At this time, a group of Sao Paulo industrialists formed
the Perman-at Group for Industrialization (Grupo Permanente de
Mibilizacao Industrial), which advised the new gomernment on ways
in which Brazilian private industry could re-equip and modernize
the armed forces, rather than relying on inefficient government
run arsenals and foreign producer@. Their proposals were
accepted, ano the government began to contract with indigenous
firm such as angesa (heavy equipment), Aviabras (aircraft) and
Vasconcellos (optical equipment) to repair, upgrade, and replace
the obsolescent Brazilian arsenal. From the beginning, these
firms and others launched into a series of licensing, technology
transfer, and coproduction agreements with a broad range of US
and European manufacturers. As US restrictions become more per-
vasive in the late 1960s and 1970s (no jet aircraft, no subma-
rines. etc.), Brazil turned almost totally to Europe for
technology. Ty March 1977, when the Carter administration's
human rights and nuclear energy concerns forced Brazil to termi-
nate its military aid agreements with the US, a domestic defense
industrial base was in place that had no reliance on the OS
whatsoever. That same year, the first foreign military sale of
Engesa Cascavel and Urutu light armored vehicles was made to
Bolivia.

Today, Brazil sells military equipment to some 28 nations
worldwide at an estimated value of $2.4 billion per year, second
only to coffee as a source of foreign exchange. Brazil is the
world's largest producer of wheeled armored vehicles, provides
trainer aircraft to the air forces of both France and the United
Kingdom, is under contract to build main battle tanks for Saudi
Arabia and is jointly developing a tactical jet fighter with
Italy. An amazing record in only 20 years.

Major Brazilian defense contractors are indicated in Table
5-4. Brazilian defense products have a reputation for good
performance, with relative ease of operations and maintenance.
They are competitively priced and can be purchased by virtually
any nation able to pay for them in cash or trade. In this
respect, Brazil makes a most attractive arms supplier, and, as
the sophistication of their products increase, so will the size
of their market.
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TABLE 5-4. MAJOR BRAZILIAN DEFENSE CONTRACTORS

COMPANY MAJOR PRODUCTS

ENGESA WHEELED AND TRACKED VEHICLES, ARTILLERY,

AMMUNITr ON, ELECTRONICS

EMBRAER AIRCRAFT

AVIABRAS AIRCRAFT, ROCKETS, AIR DEFENSE

BERNARDINI TRACXED VEHICLsES

D.F. VASCONCELLOS OPTICAL EQUTXPNENT

IMBEL AMMUNITION

CONCLUSION

The worldwide diffusion of defense industries in a fact of
life and must ie taken into account by US defense planners. The
day is post. when a major power can control the actions of swall
and regional powers through withholding defense materiel or tech-
nology. There is always a supplier who will step in to fill the
vacuum,, particularly in weapon systems of low to moderate
sophisticetion. The United States, however, retains some lever-
age in the control of highly desirable technology in areas such
as jet engines and fire control systems. This leverage, how-
ever, is eroding as other nations improve their technological
base. As US industrial firms increase the size and scope of
their interactions with their emerging counterparts in Asia and
Latin America, we should search out areas in which cooperative
programs could be developed to enhance the capabilities of a1l
the free world's defense industries.
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CHAPI'3t 6
ACOrBIZYOM STRATUY

To understand Acquisit..- Strategy (AS) and place it in
ptoper perspective at the program level, the Program Manager (RK)
should hcv* an appreciation for the relatiouship between national
security strategic planning and the acquisition of major defense
systmes in the context of the international acquisition environ-
amnt. The International acquisition environment Is a major in-
fluencing factor in selecting the important issues and alterna-
tives of AS development. The Department of Defense (DoD) and
military Service policies, processes, and participants are invor-
tent, as is the contribution of industry. The roles, concerns,
and possible actions of participants in the Rxecutive and Legis-
lative Branches are critical to any prfwgram's success. All
inputs mast receive appropriate attention in the development and
execution of an acquisition strategy.

COUCPT

The AS has been defined as a Roaster plan, road map, blue-
print, and plan to plan byO--but perhaps most appropriately as
"the conceptual basis of the overall plan that a PM follows in
program execution." The An encomasses program objectives, di-
rection, and control through the integration of strategic, tech-
nical, and resource concerns. ideally, it is structured at the
outset of the program to provide an organized and consistent
approach to meeting program objectives within known constraints.
It is later modified as more information is acquired. Each strat-
egy is, of course, tailored to the specific program. Throughout
the program's life, the strategy evolves as the various aspects
interact with each other to accommodate changa and reduce risk.
The AS can never be regarded as a rigid plan but mast change to
meet the program goals, particularly in the international arena.

The primary purpose of an AS is to prioritim- and integrate
many diverse functional requirements, to evaluate and select from
among the important issue alternatives, to identify the opportu-
nities and times for critical dacision&, and to provide a coordi-
nated approach to achieving program objectives economically and
effectively. In domestic programs, the PH follows the United
States (US) way of doing business. In the international arena,
all participants must agree on what makes good business sense.
What is attractive nationally may not be viable internationally.
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The AS is the baseline for preparing other plans and activities.
It can becom a contract between the PK and the iliitary Service
head. The PU should be involved from the outset and Ideally
should participate in the Memorandum of Understanding (NOU) nego-
tiation., as was the case in the Arm's Multiple Launch locket
8ystot (NaMS) program. Zarly PH involvement bulls caommitment to
the program and fosters an understanding of what must be done to
make the international program a success. Fggure 6-1 brovides a
conceptual approach to developing an AS and will form the basis
for guiding much of the subsequent discussion.
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Developmunt of an AS requires the assistance of many organi-
sations. in both the national and the international arena, it
may Involve sensitive or difficult political, military, economic,
industrial, and technological issuses consequently, an ad hoc
group of international acquisition experts may be required to
assist in its development. ensership should be drawn fra DoD
personnel who have had direct experience in previous such ef forts
or who otherwise have recognized expert ise in the principal
Issues involved. The comleted document is coordinated In ac-
cordance with the applicable Service regulat oas.

The AS defines the interrelationships amng the participa-
ting countries* management, technical, business# resource* mil-
itary force structure, support, and testing aspects of the
program. It must also address typical management issues, assess
the impact of different levels of funding, and consider problems
In testing. c~hanges In requirements, control of engineering
chanr~s, and length of the dswelopmsnt cycle. The plan should
suggest preferred responses to program problems disruptive of
progress.

In the international arena, various approaches to armaavents
collaboration exist. There will be AS content differences, de-
pending upon the approach being pursued. The buying of an V~u%
of foreign equipment offt the shelf, i.e.. opening defenses mar-
kets, versus cooperative developeent of an item, such as the
Trrminal Guidance Warhead (TMV) for the 16*8. certainly intro--
duces a broad range of AS issues. Further, complications arise.
inasmuch as moot international acquisitions Involve a programr-
specific NOM. Consequently, NOM and AS preparation in roany cases
run on parallel yet interwoven paths. The intent of this chapter
Is to focus on the macro view identifyivg the ini~ernational
issues thcat. the PIE must be aware of as he formulates the AS. The
remainder of this chapter will focus on various strategic, tech-
nical, -and resource concerning management infornation cons idera-
tionst schedule and cost developeents acquisition strategy
criteriar and an overview of acquisition processes in selected
allied countries.

SYRAYDOI C 00CI21118

Ideally, the PHE should be the program~ strategistg hoever,
in many programs. AS or aspects of AS are dictated by higher
authority. The PHE must be fully awaru of the eleints of strate-
gic concern and must make every effort to change a dictated AS
that pushes the prouram beyond the bounds of a foov-ble, appro-
priate approach. This section will address maiagement of
requirements as well as other strategic concerns.
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NMMI&GhRUI OF THEl RAQUIRU43NTS MOR COLLASORATIVI PROGRAMS

A multinational program offers an international dimen-
sion to the AS for managemnt consideration. A multinational
program AS can be structured from the beginning if proper bilat-
eral or multilateral requirements can be determined. Programs in
which participants' requirements and goals are carefully harmon-
ixed at the outset are more likely to be successful than those in
which they are not as well coordinated. The XLRS and Tornado
programw are exampleos of well-harmonixed goals and requirement'
being mashed to produce the needed weapon system. A built-in
mechanism exists in international programs for proliferation of
technical complexity, which reaults from the necessity to satisfy
a diverse set of goals and requirements. The risk of failing to
successfully integrate the myriad of technical components in the
product can prove to be major impediments to program success.
Meaningful early involvement among participants iD better than
later involvwent.

The user coummuanity must perceive a real need for the
product. The push by political proponents and technical
specialists may well run counter to the users' desires, thus
causing lack of support on the part of the latter community.
There is also substantial support in the commercial literature,
according to the Parr thesis (Appendix F), that *need-pullO
innovations more ofteD result in success than do technology-
push" innovations.

In the European environment, considerable emphasis has
been placed by the Conference of .National Armament Directors
(C•AD) on identifying and agreeing upon the common threat. The

US Emerging Technologies (ET) program has identified possible
avenues of approach to be applied in developing systems to coun-
ter the throat. In addition, the recent Congressional initia-
tives have placed dollars behiud various codevelopment
initiatives. The above portrays the essence of managing re-
quirements in that there is a commcn threat and requirement
identification.

When the early stages of the acquisition process are
conducted properly, the following goals should be achieved:

The system's performance specifications match Its
mission requirements.

o Alternate ways of performing the mission are explored
before system are actually selected.

o A variety of associated technologies and subsystems are
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considered, and. the oevelornent effort Ic tinitiated so
that the te.',•-"clogy will be available to meet threats
and needs.

o Cost, performance, and schedule trade-of fs will be
properly balanced.

The Phased Armaments Programming System (PAPS) process, discussed
in Chapter 3, allows for developing competing alternative tech-
nology approaches by the participating countries, wi.th the MND
procedure making the requirements process more orderly. The
agreements reached at the end of selected PAPS phases signifies
the agreement to support the requirement through specific
bilateril ur multilateral arrangements. The PAPS/MOU process
tends to reduce the influence of national and contractor advocacy
in deciding what syqtems are to be acquired and helps ensure that
alternatives for satisfying the need are considered.

The PM should also be aware of environmental uncertain-
ties. Programs in which there is less environmental uncertainty
will more liei, be successful than nrograms that experience more
uncertainty. Vulnerability to a howt %f environmental uncertain-
ties ranks high among contributors to cost and schedule ove..runs.
Changing conditions (such as increased threat or perceived mil-
itary ir~balance) can alter demand for the product, thereby
changing planned production volumes, which, in turn, invalidates
prev:'ous "per unit" cost estimates. Externally inuCsed budget
changes, reflecting political uncertainty in any one of the
participating governments, may increase unit costs, force sched-
ule changes, and/or alter technical performance goals.

Other contributors to environmental uncertainty include
currency fluctuations, inflation, protective legislation, so-
cioeconomic policies, and differing managemert philosophies. The
US propensity to undertake larger risk, to micro-manage and
second-guess private industry, and to continually' change the
program as it proceeds are irritants to our foreign partners.
Although some of these influences may be unavoidable, succesrful
programs have avoided arbitrary change and have structured effec-
tive methods to deal with conflict when it arises.

ADDITIONAL AS PTRATEGIC CONCERNS

The PM iaust be aware of additional issues that have
been collectirely placed under the strategic concerns umbrella.
Once again these are topics that the PM must be concerned with in
the international arena and which directly affect the program as
the AS is developed.
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Offsets

Offsets and work-sharing, to be discussed later,
are related to cost-sharing aspects of collaborative programs,
which must consider both program efficiency and equity. The
issue is to determine a balance that maximizes efficient use of
participating countries' resources, subject to the minimum equity
constraints needed to ensure appropriate foreign participation
and still promote US interests. The work-sharing and offset
issues, along with the technology transfer issue to be discussed
later, have the greatest potential for creating political and
economic problems and must, therefore, be handled with great
care. Chapter 7 of this Guide discusses details of the offset/
countertrade issue.

Goernment negotiatirn of offsets has been in-
creasingly discouraged by DoD policy, because such offsets are
likely (1) to create inefficiencies and thereby possibly obli-
gate the US and its allies to spend more than would otherwise be
needed or (2) to cause political friction among allies when
offset goals or targets are not met. In May 1978, the Deputy
Secretary of Defense stated in a memoraudum that the "DoD &hall
not normally enter into such offset agreements.0 The evolving
policy against DoD's making offset comitments reflects DoD expe-
rience that offsets are costly to fulfi~l and conflicts with the
increasing pressure from foreign governments to accede to such
arranements.

Offsets can take many forms. They are commonly
used as compensating purchases that the seller must make from the
buyer. The United States Government tUSG) has had this type of
offset arrangement with Switzerland as a result of the sale of F-
5 aircraft to Switzerland iL 1975 and with Australia following
Australia's procurement of US ships in 1973. Nations have also
demanded offsets in the form of production work in defense items
being procured by them. The share of the European Participating
Covernments (EPGs) in F-16 coproduction is an example of such
production offsets. Development work can also be demanded by a
country to offset ita contribution to the funding of development
for ;3 cooperative weapon system. Finally.. future production work
can become an offset to current development contributions.
European demands for development offsets and future production
work shares in the MLRS program are examples of the latter two
types of offsets.

Offsets can be demanded in commercial arrangements
as well as in government-to-government negotiations. Because it
is DoD policy not to interfere with commercial arrangements so
long as they, do not impose higher costs on DoD, commercial off-
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sets are not yet the subject of DoD policy. Nevertheless, US
participants in collaborative activities should be sensitive to
the potential costs to the USG of commercial offsets. In par-
ticular, they may lead to transfers of technologies that could
subsequently reach unfriendly hands or that could be commercially
exploited by Western competitors and weaken US industrial
strength in areas where there are defense mobilization or surge
requirements for a minimum level of US production capability.
Commercial offsets have also been increasingly criticized by some
Congressmen and industry spokesmen as "exporting jobs" and by the
US Treasury as weakening the US balance of payments posture. In
international economic theory, they have long been considered to
bp economically inefficent and distorting.

Work-Sharing

The concept of work-sharing was established to
form the basis for industrial participation when dollar fluctua-
tions began to make wide swings. These dollar-to-franc, -pound,
etc., swings affected offsets through the exchange rates. As an
example, a dollar-to-guilder rate of 1:5 may change to 1:2.5 over
time. If the offsets were based on the first ratio, when the
dollar fluctuation occurred, the- the offset rate would be cut in
half. The absence of a stable exchange rate caused a search for
a new mechanism--work-sharing.

Work-sharing arrangements should focus on the
efficient use of the participating nations' resources. Equity
considerations, as contrasted with efficiency considerations,
deal with the Ofair" distribution of costs and benefits resulting
from a program. The next section of this chapter on "Cost-
Sharing" describes how efficiency and equity considerations may
be balanced in arriving at a reasonably efficient, cost-sharing
arrangement. Briefly stated, cost-sharing arrangements should be
used to balance deviations from efficient work-sharing arrange-
ments so that each participant pays for the value of benefits it
receives from the program activities. Cost-sharing arrangements
should also take unusual financial conditions of participants
into consideration. The applicable MOU should tie together the
relationships between cost-sharing and work-sharing arrangements.

Work shares for a participant are to be considered
offsets only when: (1) they are inefficient (i.e., they do not
minimize the costs of the proposed activity), (2) the receiving
participant is not willing to cover the resulting higher costs
and (3) the resulting higher costs (which must be shared by the
USG) lower US net gains below the gains received if the defense
requirement were met from within its own budget. In other
words, work shares become offsets when the costs of the compensa-
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tory arrangements needed for foreign participation exceed the net
gaina the USG would realize within the program itself. At this
point, the Secretary of Defense must decide whether any other
gains to the USG outside of the program (e.g., accessions by
allies to other programs or activities desirable to the USO) are
worth the extra cost.

Cost-Sharing

Partners in international armaments cooperation
programs have different views on how the costs and funding of
such programs should be shared, particularly in relation to how
the work is contracted for and shared among the industries of the
participating countries. In general, DoD policy is that cost-
and work-sharing are entirely different issues and should be
resolved on their separate merits. Cost-sharing should be re-
solved on the basis of equity through negotiations to ensure that
all partners bear equal or fair costs for the benefits received.
Work-shares should be resolved on the basis of competition to
ensure that the greatest efficiency is achieved in the use of the
conmitted resources and that all partners get the best value for
their expenditures. Historically, European partners have tended
to allocate work among their respective industries in proportion
to the cost shares underwritten by their governments.

Cost-sharing is a function of the following two
sets of criteria:

o Program benefits such as operational effectiveness,
operational necessity, and industrial participationj
and

o Affordability.

There are aeveral ways to arrive at how costs should be equally
shared such as during cooperative devalopment projects in which
all participants have equal access to the results, which are
generally a design technology rather than a product. They can be
borne on the basis of procurement shares, as an example, in
coproduction programs in which each government pays fully for
that portion of the production that it procures. Costs could be
allocated based on each nation is contributing the amount neces-
sary to fund the work which will be performed by its own indus-
try. Lastly, cost-sharing in proportion to work-sharing should
be rejected as the worst alternative and accepted only, if at
all, when the cost-sharing is correlated after the fact to a
structure of work that has been determined by fair and open
competition.
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The MLRS is a good exawle of the differences
between cost share and work share. The cost share is broken down
as follows a

o 40 percent of the casts are borne by the US.

o 60 percrnt of the costs are borne equally by France,
the UK, and the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG).

The work share, however, is split as followst

o 33 percent of the work belongs to the US.

o 66 percent of the work is split equally between France,
the UK, and the FRG.

TUCMICAL CDNCZRNS

The extent to which the mission requirements and program
objectives, i.e., AS strategic concerns, can be met by existing
technology will directly determine program risk and resource
needs. Each technical element will require the development of
nonconflicting strategies that must be integrated into the over-
all acquisition strategy. This section will discuss technical
strategy and advances, test and evaluation, and supportability.

TW3MNICAL STRATBGY

The technical strategy is the approach for achieving
the program'3 system performance, design, and reliability goals.
Unlike a domestic program, where technology to optimize system
performance may be pursued, the PF might have to attempt to
integrate the technological capabilities of several different
national economies. Programs should be tailored by partitioning
the standards and systems specifications to suit that program's
complexity. A key consideration in the technical strategy is the
degree to which the participating nations will share technology
transfer.

The difficulties of developing and/or producing a sys-
tem within the boundaries of the US tec.hnological environment
become even more complex when it is necessary to use and inte-
grate several foreign technologies. Probleate inevitably occur
when the technical strategy involves integrating subsystems or
components which are products of different countries, and there-
fore derived from different technological approaches. In these
situations, the cultural differences that influence the way that
participants deal with problems may also iipact on arriving at a
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workable technical strategy. These cultural differences, however
minor in nature, are discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.

A major consideration of any technical strategy is the
selection of alternative concepts, approaches, or systems to fill
the mission need. It is policy, under a domestic program, to
maintain alternatives, commnsurate with the risk and technologi-
cal uncertainty, so that existing or maturing system are consi-
dered, as well as state-of-the-art technical approaches. In an
international program, political factors coqlicate these consi-
derfations, as participating governments may dictate that their
specific systems or technical approach be used. Me must, there-
fore, walk a narrow path in trying to maximize the effectiveness
of the selected technical approach, while meeting the conditions
imposed by the participating gcvernments. This necessitates a
well planned examination of alternatives through trade-off stud-
ies--a subject that the US PM normally is familiar with in
national acquisitions.

Other factors to be considered in the technical
strategy include such items as licensing procedures in coproduc-
tion program, transfer of the Technical Data Package (TDP), if
applicable, and US legislative restrictions. As an example, US
legislative restrictions prohibit the transfer of any TDP from
any arsenal that produces cannony specifically the Stratton
Amendment, which places the US Army Watervliet Arsenal in a posi-
tion of supplying large-caliber tubes. The net result of this
action becomes a determination as to what components must be
bought in the US.

TECHNICAL ADVANCES

The technical strategy should include a listing of
critical pacing technology advancas requi.red to satisfy the pro-
gram thresholds. The initial AS may only contain a few of the
pacing technology advances required, because not all weapon
system alternatives have yet been exploredl however, as phases
proceed, necessary advances become more defined through study of
the preferred alternatives. The kind of pacing technology
advances required for each alternative system determines the
technology risk used in the analysis of the alternative concepts.
Once th* preferred system is chosen, the technology advances
required should be well defined, and the risks for developing
those supportability thresholds. The PH must then assess these
risks in following his program AS by assigning and controlling
critical resources (time, money, personnel) appropriately, with
special attention to the critical pacing technologies.

When technical risk and progress are acceptable, paral-
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101. short-term, fixed-price con~tracts are scamtimas used to
evaluate and explore selected concepts. This can aid in reducing
teahnical uncertainties for alternative approaches. Unsuccessful
appoaches are eliminated by conitinuous evaluation of contractor/

in-house laboratory efforts. Figure 6-2 is an idealized examle
of parallel develogment efforts to maintain conetition. TWO
government laboratories. the* US industry participants, and one
foreign contractor develoV and investigate the feasibility oil
various concepts. Th.! successful feasibility study done by one
government laboratory in provided to the two selected US and one
foreign participant for the Demonstration and Validation phase.
k flyoff coepetition among the three participants' prototypes
results in selection of one full-scale development approach, with
a team arrangemant con~sisting of the foreign industrial partner
and the remainin~g US industry participant, resulting in a dual
product ion agreement.
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that the alternative is satisfying the mission need and program
objectives and a verification that the chosen concepts ar. sound
and can perform in the intended operational enviroment. Com-
petitive demonstrations can provide an effective basis for selec-
tion of the systems or critical subsystems t* be continued
through full-scale development.

Chapter 15 covers the various aspects of manufacturing
and production management. This chapter discusses translation of
technical data packages, differences in engineering practices.
training of production personnel, and a host of issues that need
to be considered in collaborative programs.

DIJATED TRCMI CAL COICCRNS

Two related issues of inportance to the technical con-
cerns arena are technology transfer and intellectual property
rights. These will be discussed '.n the following sections.

T*,cnoloay Transfer

International codeveloyment, coproduction, and
other armaments cooperation agreements inevitably involve trans-
fer of US-developed technolog- to allied and friendly partners to
the agreements. Sometimes technology is transferred on a
reciprocal basis, particularly in codeveloment programs. De-
fense-related technologies in the form of know-how, or eabodied
in goods, are valuable national security assets. Whether the AS
is intended for a development activity, which will generate new
technology, or for a production or sales arrangement involving
"old" technology, protection of US technology needs to be planned
for before discussing arrangements with foreigners. This plan-
ning should address the protection of two kinds of technologys
that which is Classified Military Information (CHI) and that
which is unclassified. The inappropriate transfer of some
unclassified technology can be as harmful to US national security
as the unauthorized disclosure of classified information. The
issues of technology transfer and disclosure of military informa-
tion are discussed in Chapters 8 and 17, respectively.

Classified Military Information

The USG policy is to treat classified
military information as a national security asset that must be
conserved and protected. It may be disclosed to foreign govern-
ments and international organizations only when there is a
clearly defined advantage to the United States. Such uisclosures
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must be conaistent with Us foroeign policy objectives and militazy
seurity requirements and be confined to information necessary to
the purpose of the disclosure. no foreign government is automat-
ically entitled to receive US classified military information or
material.

Unclassif Led Information

Unclassified technological information valua-
ble to US national security includes coammrcial technology that.
is critical to naintaining US military superiority and technology
that allows US industry to maintain an effective industrial base
for surge or mobilization purposes. The Export Administration
Act of 1979 provides *=a controls designed primarily co protect
the formar -- although it also provides controls for items of
"Oshort supply.0 som of which may be of importance to the defense
industrial base, such as Alaskan oil and refined petroleim prod-
ucts. Time export control system's three principal functions are
to (1) identify technologies and products that need to be con-
trolled, (2) review and evaluate export license applications, and
(3) enforce export controls.

Intellectual Property Owership and Riahts

The cwnership of specific Intellectual Property
(IP) or the rights to use any of it to manufacture a weapon
system or any part thereof are critical issues in collaborative
arnamants programs. In particular, coproduction and dual pro-
duction depend on the willingness and the ability of the indus-
trial partios to the collaboration to make available or to re-
ceive the Ii or Intellectual Propertj Rights (IM•) that are
specific to the systm in question. IP for weapon systems is
voluminous and complex, and there may be considerable difficulty
for any given program in determining precisely who owns what IP
or has the rights under what conditions to use IP "owned" by
someone else. Consideration must be given to the potential
difficulties involved in the requirement to be able to exchange
or transfer IP for purposes of coproduction or dual production.
Specifically, governments will want to ensure the availability of
the IP or IPR that must be transferred, provide for their protec-
tion from misuse or unauthorized dissemination when transferred,
and guarantee fair compensation to the originator or initial
holder of the IP or IPR being transferred.

The ability of governments to ensure transfer,
provide protection, and guarantee compensation for the necessary
IP and IPR depends significantly on the distinction between
"background* and "foregroundO IP and how each is handled in
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natior^l procuresment practices.. Foreground IP refers to IP that
can be identif lad as being generated ir. the course of a specific
contract or procurement -- usual ly a development program or a
program Involving on going development or product improvement of
a syAtes already in production. Governments generally pay for
and acquire some rights In or ownership of foreground IP. Out in
the FRG, eg.. the goviernment does not automatically become the
owner of 1WR generated I/ a government contract (as is the case
In tho US). Tho FIG has only the use right. This difference in
legal treatment of IPW between the two countries had caused a
delay In IPR transfer from the PRO to the US for US-licensed
produc-ition of the FRG 120ma tank gun. The delay could have been
avoided had that difference been adequately considered early in
As. Background IP. an the other hand. is all the rest of the IP
necessary for production of the system or end item that Is aas-o-
diated with the developer/producer's prior experience and activi-
ties outside the sctupe of the specific contract or procurement.
Foreground IP and IPX are. thus, ganierally more directly dispos-
able by contracting governments, depending on their contracting
practices. The ability to acquire or to effect the disposition
of all necessary backgrourd Le and IMX may be prohibitively
difficult or expensive for any contracting go~rvermnt, depending
an the complexity of the system in question.

in axwery, part of an early AS requires a care-
fully structured approach to IPI that is agreed to by all par-
ticipaits, including industry. This approach is especially
nocesv.xry to allow competition throughout thet program and must
recognize th.~at there is a large gray area in IPR. and that a TDP
exchange alona is not enough. There must be an early agreement
for exchange of knvu--hoy and special processes. It should be
noted that Worth Atlamntic Treaty Organiration (UTO) /Conference
of Matioral Armb~xLrts Directors (CNAD) AC 313 contains a body of
knavlodgm on this subject. IP and IPR is discussed in detail in
Chapter 11.

TEST AND )LVALUATION

The test An evalustion strat~ey is cor,,.:erned with the
type, amount, and tir%.'t; of testing. Tetn could include
components, subsyst ems , and systems for both hardware and soft-
ware. Zuropeain emphasis on Qxtensive prototype ttstl~ng should
also be taken into consideratien. In many cases, the limited
availability of test resources necessitates some form of %:osbinied
testing. One of the larger contributora to the testing area, in
international armamants collaboration, is the Foreign Weapons
Evaluation (F-18) program and the Nunn side-by-side testing con-
cept as discussed in Chapter 14. The primary objective of the
test and ev&luation program is to discover significant technical
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o0peWrating 4sf icienci~es that can af fect the acquisition of
reliable* ef fective, and supportable wrapon system. Data should
be included from our allies' tost and evaluation program, that
are umfv. to evaluate the "ystem suitability for the intendied
uisiom.n, for force structure planning, for definit ion of needs.
m-i for wapons improvemtnt,. if appropriate. in side-by-side,
testing, binding agreement on co an or joint evaluation of teat
results is necessary to avoid disagreemtents 4n evaluation and
interpretation that surfaced as an example during the US/PRG
side-br-side tasting of the X-1 and Leopard 2 tank..

SUP ORTAIITY

Logistics planning strategy will be directed toward
avoiding aignificant reliability and durability problems by
stressing early planning. "yton readiness--including, especial-
ly, system Reliability and Maintainability (RAK)--has taken Its
place alongside sj item performance, cost, and schedule as a major
criterion of wsppon system evaluation. One of the principal
mans of assuring. -ysten readiness is to build R1W and other
aspects of logisrits supportability into the design of the sys-
tem. The anticipated problems are to be identified as critical
technology advances when they aze significant enough to affect
performance thresholds for the system. in addition, industry
capacity to produce critical components, long subcontractor lead-
times, use of commrcial systems and components, and use of
cc imrcial logistics support should be considered by the PK.

A DoD task group (the Denoon RepoL.t) that reviewe
international coproduction anid industrial particip.*t!= agree-
ments strongly recciinanded that DoD "establish policy and In-
crease efforts to consider principles for operations and logis-
tics support early in collaborative program formualation." The
rationale for this recommendation was that:

Some of the greatest payoffs from collaborative programs are
efficiencies and savings which may accrue to all participa-
ting nations through joint operations and logistics support
agreemonts. Frequently, however, logistical concepts for
these are not prepared until sometime after development or
production commitments are made. Furthermore, when allied
governments procure a system on a direct commercial basis,
there may be even more compelling need for them aend the US
to explore cooperative configuration control anid other lo-
gistic arrangements. These steps will contrib-,ite to greater
joint cost savings and readiness.

The development of Integrated Logistic Support (ILS)
plans in a cooperative program is complicated by the differing



characteriý- .Acs of the gw~rticipating national logistics systems.
For instance, the three levels of maintenance in the US military
-- depot, inter--@iat*,, and organizational--will not necessarily
be paralleled in other countries. in addition. the capabilities
of other national logistics system may well be moer limited. in
Va'zO@ as an euiazmple, a central ized MKTO Maintenance and Supply
Agency (HUMA) exists which can facilitate cooperative logistics
support.

One element that can serve to simplify supportability
planning is thorough Configuration Management (CM).* For multina-
tional collaborative projects--whether codevelopeent or copro-
duction--maintenance of CH discipline, especially Configuration
Control (CC), *Is additionally important to ensure desired degrees
of standardization and interoprability. However, national 06
practices vary widely, and multinational approaches tu CH and CC
evolve only slowly. Standardization Agreement (STANAG) 4159 and
4188 covering CH policy and procedures respectively, apply to
cooperation with Ruropean countries.

The approach followed in STANAG 4159 and 4188 is mod-
esled on US policy as outlined in DOD Directive (DoDD) 5010.19 and
is broadly consistent with its implmemuntation in DoD-STD-480A and
MIL-STD-419A. The STANAGS are anticipated to be incorporated ii,
a collaborative project~. They provide considerable flexibility
for acceptance of or adaptation to nat~ional CII and CC procedures
of the participating nations, depending especially on the
system's life-cycle phase when collaboration Is initiated, as
well as on the nature of the collaborcation.

SIANAG 4159 and, to a lesser extent, STANAG 4188 repre-
sent combined allied judgments and points of reference for
requirements with respect to CII and CC in cooperative arms pro-
grams. They are not so detailed and relatively fixed In proce-
dures and prescribed formats as are DoD-STD-480A and MfL.-STD-
481A. but neither are tbey inconsistent with them. Ina one
essential respect, of course, the STANAGs explicitly do what the
national standards were not intended to do--namely, provide for
joint ccnfiguration management and control procedures and joint
CM authority.

The MCRS, as an example, utilizes these procedures. it
has a Joint Configuration Control Comittees (JCCC) from all
participating countries. It established a cosimn 4ata base and
utilizes drawings and planning documents all of which are on a
comon scale to facilitate CM and cC. All these considerations
have been coordinated and are embodied in a jointly approved
Multinational Configuration Managemient Plan and Handbook.

The acquisition of modern weapon systems--especially if
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they embody complex or advanced technologies--requires cost-
effective means of inspecting them., their components, and/or the
processes of manufacturing them, along with other activities to
assure their quality prior to acceptance. Codeveloiment and
coproduction program involving contractors from several coun-
tries and/or acquisition by several governments present special
problems for the PH in developing an acquisition quality program.
While virtually all modern manufacturers have developed quality
control programs for any sigrificant production line and most
governments have come to requLt inspection and Quality Assurance
(QA) functions prior to acceptance for their own acquisitions, Qh
policies and procedures have varied significantly from country to
country. To minimize the impact of such variance on allied
codevelopent and coproduction programs, the KITo countries have
made steady efforts in recent years to more effectively harmonize
and aligni QA policies and procedures for collaborative acquisi-
tiaos.

NATO itself has issued two key 8TANAGs in the area of
quality assurance. The first--STAKIAG No. 4107--provides for
"MNutual Acceptance of Government Quality Assurance.* The
second--STANAG No. 4108--provides for harmonization of Qh poli-
cies and procedures through preparation and dissemination of
Allied Quality Assurance Publications (AQAPs), which are issued
as annexes to this STANMG. AQAP-10 is the umbrella AQAP for NKTO
countries. It is general3y accepted that these STANAGs and the
AQAP provide a basis for exchange of reasonable and standardized
QA serviceq.

Producibility is affected by the accuracy of the
technical data package. An accurate TDP ensures that the item
can be produced as designed and further allows for accurate docu-
mantation, thus enhancing supportability. Contractors should
warrant that any TDP called for in the contract is accurate and
complete and that it conforms with the specifications and other
requirements of the contract.

The issues associated with logistics supportability are
discussed in detail in Chapter 16. Related issues associated
with technical management are furnished in Chapter 12.

RESOURCE CONCERNS

Resource concerns encompass all aspects of the program per-
taining to funding and budgeting, utilization/organization of
personnel, schedule management, financial management, and con-
tracting/procurement, This section addresses a variety of these
issues which are pertinent to the AS.
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te wa#g -ant structure is directly related to acqui-
sition strategy, The management organization and procedures
appropriate to any particular multinational program will depend
oan several key considerationsk security of classified informa-
tion and the protection of sensitive technology, the size and
life cycle phase of the vwapon system program, the number and
industrial capabilities of the participants, the nation desig-
nated as the lead nation, the relative priority or urgency as
signed to the program, and the degree of sthysical complexity, and I
technical sophistication of the system. Such considerations have
led to a wide variety in the form, size. complexity, and degree
of formality of mnagreznt organixatiu,•s and procedures for co-
oerative programs.

A recent study, conducted by D&,. Ch.-les Parr, four-1
the following basic tenets to be valid in structuring an interna-
tional armaments collaboration program:

o Program guided by steering groups are more likely to
be successful than program:. quided by parent bureaucra-
cies or ad hoc organizations.

"o Programs in which PMs arm granted high levels of au-
thority are more likely to be successful than programs
in which PM authority is more limited.

"o PH& and team members having a more prograi-oriented
vice parent government oriented view are more success-
ful.

"o Minimization of uniquely international concerns, such
as geographical separation, cultural differences, etc.,
will aid in making a mox',, successful program.

Recognizing the above considorations0 przticipants in a coopera-
tive multinational weapon Sy3teu. zj•ulsition effort will want to
ensure both that the prosram is r.oa-;ed efficiently, effectively,
and competently from a technical viewpoint and that their own
national interests in the cost-sharing and work-sharing aspects
of the program are fair)y representod and managed at all stages.
Particularly for cooperative NATO programs, participants general-
ly desire relationships of true partnershlip in which they have
decision-making roles commensurate with their financial, tech-
nical, and industrial contributions to the program. The program
managementL organization and procedu::es taat are established
should be designed to accomplish the dumiJ oi•jectives of ensuring
sound technical management and fair treatment of the interests of
all participants.
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The structure that is established must also provide for
the management of jointly owned or used program assets. In
general, program assets can be categorized as (1) intellectual
propertyi (2) software; (3) government-furnished equipment, ma-
terial and facilities; and (4) other hardware, including high-
value, low-usage spare parts. A general framework for asset
management and guidance for the subsequent development of de-
tailed implementing instructions is required.

Several additional issues arising from MOU discussions
may also affect the management organization. Participation of
additional nations and providing for their equitable and effi-
cient acrjession is a significant issue in larger programs. The
amendment, extension, or other modification of an MOU may also
impact the organization structure and should be considered. De-
tails on structuring a management organization are contained in
Chapte 9.- W

CONTRACT ING/PROCUREMENT ISSUES

One of the key decisions in the program's business
strategy is the selection of the prime contractor, associate
contractors, and subcontractors. These decisions are obvi )uLly
affected by political considerations required by offsets to the
participating countries. The program manager must assess and
evaluate each participant's defense and commercial industrial
base. Extensive research may be required by either the program
office personnel in liaison with the participant's Ministry of
Defense or by the US contractors. The PX must develop an under-
standing of the capabilities of the industrial base to structure
the program under the political constraints. The intent of this
subsection on cnritracting/procurement issues is to provide a
general overview. Chapter 10 discusses contracting environment
specifics.

Contracting Approach

The program may frequently be constrained by con-
tracts or other commitments made before the current acquisition
life cycl•e phase. For example, technology developed by a con-
tractor under his independent research and development program or
from a foreign developer holding intellectual property rights may
be available to the government only if his participation in the
program continues. The PM should identify all such contracts or
commitments and understand their influence on his program. Ele-
ments in other contracts that affect the program, such as related
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platforms and subsystems, should bo identified. Many programs
depend upon other projects and government agencies for their
subsystems or c-rnponents. An example is the NLRS project. The
derivative vehicle used as the basic carrier is the responsi-
bility of the US Army Tank-Automotive Command. The project
manager's office for select3d ammunition at Picatinny Arsenal was
responsible for modifying and supplying the M-42 submunitions.
HFrry Diamond Laboratories developed the 14445 electronic fuse for
the MLRS, while the FRG is developing the TGW in collaboration
with the tiiree other countries. Most large programs are broken
up into manageable project offices and integrated through devel-
opment and production schedules.

The PM can make use of different types of con-
tracts that have evolved and survived the test of timer were
developed to fit particular circumstances, and, insofar as Wossi-
ble, provided a fair and equitable legal relationship for
participants. Each major system acquisition program has unique
features. Differences in the contracting approach can be expected
to harmonize time, cost, technology, and the management environ-
ment considerations. The AS allows innovative contracting ap-
proaches. Through consideration of program goals and objectives,
the PM should be able to develop a compatible contracting
schedule and select a contracting strategy that maintains com-
petition, when practical, so as to utilize resources effectively
and reduce development approaches. Contracting is a tool in the
acquisition process, not a substitute for management. The con-
tracting strategy must consider the impact of procurement lead
times, preclude "technical leveling" between competing contrac-
tors, and encourage innovation in proposal submittals for the
next planned increment.

Competit ion

For domestic programs, Office of Management and
Budget(OMB) Circular A-109 emphasizes the use of stratagies that
will iaximize competition throughout a program's life cycle.
Figure 6-3 displays the types of competition that can apply to an
Internati•.,•l acquisition. When several foreign countries are
participating in a program, options on competition may be limited
to the early developmental stages of a program, or for a particu-
lar subsystem/co'mponent within one of the participating nations.
Competition may be limited because of offset requirements, intel-
lectual property rights, or many other possible conditions/deci-
sions incorporated into the acquisition as a result of agreements
in the NOU or by individual national economic interests. The PH's
task remains, however, to obtain the best possible benefits
within the conditions irposed by the governments. The PM should
continually consider 'he use of competition to obtain trade-
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offs among cost, performance, supportability, and schedule to the

best advantage of his program when there is a net benefit to the
participants.

There are two generic forms of competition that
are recognized in military acquisition:

o Design Competition. Two or more companies develop
conceptual or design approaches, one or more of which
will be used for the production contract. The competi-
tion can be extended through the Demonstration and
Validation phase and into the Full-Scale Development
(FSD) phase to obtain prototype performance verifica-
tion and to provide a natural competition for the
production contract. Typically, in large programs,
design competition ceases at FSD.

0 Production Competition. Two or more companies bid to
secure all or part of a production contract. Thus,
there may be a winner-take-all competition or, the pro-
duction may be split between two contractors. The
competitors may have participated in the program prior
to the first production contract, or one or more may
have been brought in through a second-sourcing
strategy.
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Enhancement of competition can be accomplished by
a variety of methods. Some of these are teaming, second sourc-
ing, leader-follower, and breakouts.

Teaming of domestic and foreign contractore pro-
vides benefits in terms of price and technical competition. In
fact, the early-on involvement of industry is desired. Teaming,
in particular during the developmental process, is encouraged.
It is particularly useful when one contractor does not have all
the resources to accomplish development and production. At some
point in time, teams may be used to compete the production con-
tract.

US firms may decide to team with foreign firms t..o
facilitate the transfer of technology for business reasons. This
arrangement may also result in certain competitive advantages for
the contractor where standardization and interoperability are at
issue. Teaming allows the US firm to operate overseas on its own
terms, and several of the problems of legal rights in invention,
data, and software disappear if the foreign firm also is involved
throughout the development process. The teaming mode is expected
to be a preferred manner for penetrating the overseas defense
niarkets because it facilitates dealing in foreign countries since
one of the team is located there and technology transfer is
simplified. Teaming may well restrict competition in the US
because of its private nature, thereby reducing the options open
to the PM. The USG may then desire to buy an assignable license
from the team in order to compete the US procurement.

L-eader-follower procurement establishes contrac-
tual arrangements during the development p!hase for the l:ad
contractor to transfer technology to other firms for establilnh-
ment of production lines. This strategy has been used extensiv•e-
ly in naval shipbuilding programs, the TOW missile system, and
for transferrixng certain production capabilitias to our IITO
allies. The leader-follower concept has more often been used to
obtain increased production capacity rather than increased compe-
tition, partly because of the difficulty in motivating contrac-
tors to transfer technical expertise if there is a threat of
losing future contracts.

Under second sourcing, firms performing develop-
ment provide the government a complete TDP. The DoD normally
validates the drawings, specifications, and other technical in-
formation before it transfers the TDP to other suppliers to
establish one or more production lines. This method can be used
only with comparatively large programs because of the cost invol-
ved in setting up duplicate production linesi however, second
sourcing or threat of second sourcing can be helpful in reducing
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costs through creating competition. It has been used successful-
ly for mall missiles, target drones, aircraft engines, and
torpedoes.

The coumetition-tailored AS may permit component/
module product improvements for breakout to second sources or
they nay be provided as Government-Furnished Equipment (GFE) in
the form of standardized modules. Breakouts involve competitive
reprocurement of spare parts and components for weapon systems.
Breakout has been especially cost-effective when the weapon
system producer is an assembler and piece parts are available
from other vendors.

These techniques for competition require the PM to
possess an adequate data base, a knowledgeable in-house team, and
a detailed definition of the obj-bctives of the contracting strat-
egy. Patent and data rights mst belong to the government, or
equivalent products be available from other contractors for com-
p6tition to be effective. Specific clauses for technology trans-
fer must be inserted into the original developer's contract early
in the development to ensure that proprietary rights are not a
roadblock to competition. The contractor should at least be
required to list all proprietary rights prior to the contract
initiation. It is well recognized that a technical data package
is rarely adequate for recompetition; some form of technology
transfer is normally required between contractors.

In considering the above techniques to enhance
competition in development and production phases, an economic
analysis is required to estimate net long-term savings and impact
of technical competition. Nonrecurring and start-up costs,
learning-curve effects, technology transfer costs, inflation ef-
fects, and hardware costs must be considered. The government
administrative personnel burden and costs for additional
enqineering, contracting, and testing support should also be
included. In addition, DoDD 2010.6, states that "Commercial
implications of technology transfers proposed in support of a
collaborative project should be considered when weighing the
costs and benefits of that project. These considerations should
include an estimate of how the commercial applications of the
technology transfer might affect US commercial competitiveness in
future international markets." The Secretaries of the military
Services are responsible to "prepare the technical positions on
individual exchanges of technology and prepare a statement of the
potential impact of impending technology transfers on the US
economy when such transfers can be identified as having signifi-
cant commercial implication. The military Se.wvices are encour-
aged to consult with industry and knowledgeable USG agencies to
assess commercial implications of technology transfers.0 These
concerns should be included in the MOU.
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Using cometition to drive research and develop-
ment may result in shortening the acquisition cycle by allowing
Odoubling up' involving substitution of a shorter maturation
phase with parallel coletion of research and development, and
Low-Rate Initial Production (LRIP) for full-scale development.
This meets the challenge to shorten the acquisition cycle time to
field a system. Doubling up can be most effectively used on low-
technology systems where high schedule and cost risks are accept-
able due to urgency of the requirement to meet critical threats
or needed capabilities. The MLRS used this technique, known as
plihated concurrency, to ruduce the time required to develop and
field the system. It consisted of an enhanced validation phase
and concurrent maturation/LRIP phase, which reduced the time
normally consumed in the FSD phase followed by a low-rate produc-
tion phase.

Applicability of National Laws and Reulations

Considerable debate has occurred over the issue of
whose acquisition laws and regulatioas will be used in multina-
tional weapon programs, particularly in jointly funded codevel-
opment and/or coproduction programs. Two separate rules have
been discussed--the "Local Rule" and the "Golden Rule."

European countries favor the usage of the "Local
Rule," which argues for usage of the acquisition laws and reiTF
tf-s of the place where the work occurs. US policy, on the
other hand, which has been named the "Golden Rule," has been to
apply US acquisition laws and regulatEo 6 toUS purchases, no
matter what the contractual source, and to have the foreign
government ar-ply its acquisition laws and regulations to a com-
mercial contract with a US contractual source for its purchase,
even though the primary place of business would be within the US.
In effect, the Golden Rule provides for always using the acquisi-
tion laws and regulations of the purchasing party, independent of
the location of the contractual sources, while the Local Rule
provides for always using the acquisition laws and regulations of
the contractual sources, independent of the location of the pur-
chasing government.

A recent DoD study group acknowledqed that jointly
funded codevelopment and coproduction programs present a more
conpiex situation. If the European partners have argued for some
predetermined work-sharing arrangement based on the cost shares,
they m~y also argue that the work shares that go to industries in
their countries oaght to be contracted for under local acqui-
sition laws and regulations. Since the several partners are all
involved in purchasing, the Golden Rule and the Local Rule seem
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to converge, and both require a six of national acquisition lawa
and regulations. In these circum~tances, DoD policy as recom-
mended by the task group is to avoid using such a mix. it
recomnded negotiating a "pilot nation" concept, e.g.. such as
In the MLRS program, in which one of the partniers would be
selected to act as the procuring party for all thke participants
in any particular collaboration. The pilot nation's acquisition
laws and regulations would be used for all contracts and subcon-
tracts placed in behalf of the collaboration.

If the US contracting laws are to apply, then some
additional actions should occur. Prior to negotiating a contract
with a US prime contractor requiring foreign subcontractors or
directly with a foreign contractor, it is essential that the
following be accomplished:

0 A review by DoD of mandatory flow-down provisions must
be undertaken for the purpose of deleting or diluting
those requirements that are unworkable or not appl ica-
ble to foreign procurements.

o Solicitation review panels must review requests for
proposals for proposed contract provisions prior to
instituting discussions with foreign suppliers or
governments to determine the necessity/desirability for
inclusion of each clause. Results of this review must
be made available to, the negotiating team, whether from
DoD or industry.

0 Government/industry teams should be tasked to document
difficulties in imposing mandatory flow-down provisions
on foreign suppliers. This documentation should be
made available to DoD personnel and participating coun-
tries for review with the goal of deleting or diluting
those deemed to be unworkable or not applicable to
foreign suppliers.

0 The Quayle Amendment allows waiver of any provision of
law except the Arms Export Control Act (AECA) in NATO
cooperative projects. Part 25 of the DoD Federal Ac-
quisition Regulation Supplement is being amended to
provide information on how these waivers will be accom-
plished. The intent of the DoD FAR Supplement change
will be to explain organizational delegations and what
is allowed to be waived by the various delegated
authorities.

Preceding this review, it is also essential that the
relationship between the prime contractor and the governments be
addressed in the MOU. In the NATO E-3A program, for example,
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contractual terms and conditions relating to indemnification,
pricing rules, taxes, technical data, and patents became problems
for the prim contractor because the NOU did not properly addrass
these issues. The UOG should make an effort to involve US indus-
try in NOU activities as an advisor/conoultant but should recog-
nite the possibility of differing government-1idustry objectives.

Source Selection and Contracting

Contracting for major defense systems in NATO is
accomplished through methods similar to those in the US nego-
tiation or formal advertising. However, since there are general-
ly far fewer potential domestic suppliers for major systems in
all other NATO nations than in the US, other NATO nations' proce-
dures are less formalized and less oriented toward fostering

'petition than those of the US. Contractor source selection by
wropean NATO governments is typically limited to a few well

known and often OchosenO instruments for any type of major
weapon system. This contrasts with DoD policy and presents a
major issue in collaborative weapons development or production
programs that must melect contractor sources for joint or common-
acquisition.

The problem emerges in a cooperative weapon system
program when the parties to the collaboration decide to contract
Jn.. ly with a common source or set of sources for system devel-
c,;. tt and/or production. Typically in such circumstances, one
of •e parties would be designated to contract with the selected
sou as on behalf of all the parties with funds contributed by
all. Under the US-preferred "Golden Rule" concerning the ap-
plicability of national acquisition laws and regulations, con-
tractr would be administered under the contracting party's laws
and regulations no matter what the nationality or location of the
cont- 'itors. Non•thleless, each of the parties would have a vital
interfta in how the contractual sources are selected and whether
their selection is determined competitively to maximize the prob-
ability of obtaining the most advantageous arrangement techni-
cally axd financially, or whether the selection is determined by
other considerations to distribute the industrial work more
equitably among the parties to the collaboration.

European nations generally and understandably
argue for a source selection process that would ensure that their
industries receive a fair share of the development and/or produc-
tton work. Moreover, they frequently wish to designate the
particular contractors to accomplish the work allocated to their
industry under a cooperative program. As often as not for a
high-technology system or component, there may be only one quali-
fied supplier in their industry. The United States--arguing,
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rather, that competition is necessary to ensure efficiency in the
use of alliance resources and to accomplish selection of the
contractor or set of contractors who can offer the Obest system"-
-would advocate a source selection process such as that pro-
scribed in DoDD 4105.62 on "Selection of Contractual Sources for
Major Defense Systems.0 The issue of selecting contractors ex-
tends down to the subcontractors also. The subcontractors could
be selected by the foreign government, the prime contractor or on
the basis of competition. Since the issue affects work share and
offsets it becomes an involved subject. As an example, in the
ATM AWACS program, the prim selected all of the subcontractors.
In fact, several countries increased their contribution to the
program in order to obtain more in offset value. Conseq•aently,
these two converging views must be considered in both 10U and AS
dew loment and what compromise, if any, between the two broad
approaches can be accepted for the particular program.

The actual process of source selection varies
between the US and Europe. The US rests the sole decision as to
choice of contractor in the Source Selection Authority (88A).
Acquisitions involving Europeans use a Source Selection Advisory
Council (SSAC) composed of senior representatives from each coun-
try. In their view, the SA may not disagree with the advice of
the S-SC# consequently, when issues arise, they must be resalvei
to all parties' satisfaction. The NLR8 TVW program has succusy-
fully used an international selection process. NUtS conven4. 'an
international Source Selection Evaluation Board (SESn) to eval-
uate proposals submitted in response to a maltinationally agreed-
upon request for proposals. The award was successfully xado to
a joint venture among industry within the four countries involved
in the TOM develojc-rn.

Contract Administration (CA)

The administration of contracts or subcontracts to
be performed by foreign sourcet. can be assigned tot

o The CA service of the nation in which the source is
located.

o The US Contract Administration Service (CAS) component
assigned to that area.

o A separately consti.tuted organization such as the
office called *Contract Administration Service, Europe"
(CASEUR) established for the F-16 program.

The choice among these approaches would be heavily influenced by
the technical and organizational capacity of the other party to
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perform contract administration services to US standards and to
met US legal requirements. This can prove to be a difficult
determination to make. DoD 4105.59-H is a ODoD Directory of
Contract Administration Services Components." which identifies
contract administration services components worldwide. These
components should be consulted to aid in evaluation of relevant
foreign countries' capabilities in the various functional ele-
:t.nts of CA. The US policy is to utilize the existing and in-
place personnel as much as possible. if a specific program
requires it, the existing CAS staff can be augmented to meet the
program needs.

Control/Kanagement of Prime and Sybcontractors

Prime/subcontract structure should be clearly
defined. Government direction should flow through the prime with
established clear lines of control and authority. Program organ-
ization should be structured to reflect these lines of control
and management.

One method scmetimes employed by program offices
to reduce the number and frequency of contract actions they
manage is to use an integrating contractor. in this case, a
major contractor is selected essentially to coordinate activities
of a family of other contractors working on various parts of the
program. This may be accomplished in two ways. One method
places a prime contract with a firm which then subcontracts for
the various parts of the program. In another method, the project
places the contracts, but employs a single contractor to provide
technical coordination of the work of the other contractors. If
resources available within the program office are inadeqnate to
manage a multitude of contracts, either of these methods is a
viable way of reducing the workload.

Amendments to Contracts

A strong contract change control organization with
clear responsibilities and authority should be established early
in the prograiu. The change control organization should include
representatives of all participating governments. Amendments to
contracts should only be approved after full visibility of the
program impact caused by the change.

Taxes and Customm Duties

Governments do not normally intend to collect
taxes or customs duties on purchases and imports of weapons and
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otber defense itemis for their own use. However, the tax struc-
tures of nations--including the United States--are highly complex
and present &wi array of levies imposed by various levels of
government on inome. on property, and on forms of activity that
Include manufacture, sale, use, transport, export, and import of
particular cn dities or of goods in general. To avoid collec-
tion of taxes and duties on government purchases and imports, a
specific statement of waiver or exemption respecting particular
tax codes is generally required.

An important question for the governments partici-
pating in multinational collaborative weapon system projects is
the extent to which they can grant tax and customs-duty exemp-
tions to one another, to their contractors, and/or to components
and end itets that are produced and transferred in the project.
Because individual country tax and duty structures are so complex
and so varied, great care must be exercised in developing recip-
rocal expectations and agreements for any specific project. PMs
should consult US experts on the law* and regulations of the
countries involved as well as several types of international
agreements that establirlh a framework for specific agreementa.

Defense Materials/Defense Priorities System

The Defense Materials System (DNS) and the Defense
Priorities System (DPS) are allocation and priorities system
authorized under Title 1 of the Defense Production Act of 195C,
as amended. They Qre complementary systems, consisting of cer-
tain USG regulations and orders promulgated to accamplish two
main pturposes. First, in poacetime, the systems, help to maintain
defense systems on schedule by providing priority treatment in
commerce conducted under jurisdiction of the US for the purchase
of materials and products by defense agencies, contractors, sub-
contractors, and suppliers. Second, their operation in peacetime
establishes the administrative means by which the total econamic
resources of the country could be mobilized should the need
arise.

A principal difference between the two syntems is
that the DMS--as the name implies--deals with certain critical
materials identified as "controlleO materials" and indirectly
with products embodying them, while the DPS deals directly with
products generally related to national defense, independent of
whether they embody critical, controlled materials. Both the DMS
and the DPS require that any contractor or supplier who receives
from a defense agency a "rated" contract or order under the
systems must employ the priority powers of the Defense Production
Act in obtaining materials, products, or services needed to com-
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plete production, construction, research, and developsent proj-
ects for defense programs.

basically the two systems, which are administered
by the Department of Co merce, operate by causing a "priority
rating* or Oorder" to be inserted as a mandatory condition into
any contract or purchase order that is acceptrd by a source or
supplier at any level for a program specifically identified as
qualifying by a claimant agency. While the DNS and DPS are
designed to satisfy US defense needs, and therefore, apply prin-
cipally to domestic programs, the two basic regulations identify
several cooperative programs with Canada or with friendly foreign
governments. Obviously, DNS and DPS issues must be examined in
AS development and appropriate discussions must occur with the
participating countries.

FUWCIMAL MUANGNZT

Affordability is another topic to be addressed by the
PR in the resource arena. The requirements document should
include an analysis of the overall requirement's priority of need
and resources required. Affordability, in this sense, is what
each participant can bear for a weapons system. What each
country can afford to pay may well restrict the number of parti-
cipants or the approaches taken. As an example, several advanced
industrial countries may desire conpetitive flyoffs to enhance
cowpetition and obtain the best possible product. Other, less
economically endowed countries may not be able to afford such an
approach. Consequently tradeoffs must be made and the approach
adopted which makes the best business sense.

Currency Exchange

Fluctuating currency exchange rates can present
serious problems in codevelopment or coproduction programs. If
not managed properly, they can lead to significant distortions in
planned and negotiated cost shares and to overruns of cost esti-
mates. A recent NATO study on currency exchange established five
objectives to be pursued for financial management of currency
exchange problems applicable to multinational programs. The
objectives are (1) to reduce the likelihood of significant gain
or loss to any government or contractor resulting from currency
exchange fluctuations, (2) to minimize contract costs by making
it unnecessary for contractors to pad their prices to protect
against loss from currency exchange fluctuations, (3) to mini-
mize program costs by avoiding administratively complex systems
and excessive financial transactions, (4) to stabilize eachgovernment's program costs by ensuring that no one bears extreme
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risks of losm, and (5) to ensure that the possibility or even the
appearance of the possibility for currency speculation by any
participant does not exist.

The three primary approaches to currency exchange
management to meet these objectives are described ant (1) the
"Market Basket* approach, (2) the "National Funding' approach,
and (3) a *Contractor Implemented* approach. The first approach
.requires that each participant supply its cost share in the same
mix of all the currencies as required by the overall program.
The distribution of work among the industries of the participants
will determine the mix of the "market basket," and the division
of cost shares among them will determine the size of each
participant's contribution. The second approach says that each
participant will supply funds in its own national currency up to
the total of its cost share, or to the total of its work share,
if the latter is smaller, and will supply only the remaining
obligation in the latter case in the curroncies of other partici-
pants. The last approach places responsibility for currency
exchanges on the prime contractor for a multinational program.
PMs must be aware of and plan for currency exchange problems in
light of the above issues. Currency exchange management can work
to the satisfaction of all parties as was used in the NATO AWACS,
1-16, and NLRS programs.

Auditing

Auditing is unique and is often treated separately
from other contracting/financial management issues. Even if the
bulk of CA services are being performed by an entity or party
other than a US agency, the US must be able to assure itself that
the contractor costs being billed or quoted are fair and
reasonable and that certain practices and procedures were fol--
lowed by the contractor. The standard method for accomplishing
this is through the audit of a foreign contractor. This is
particularly difficult because European industry generally re-
gards most of their financial information as proprietary except
when government contracts are involved. Europeans tend to feel
that the market place should determine the price of a product and
that the manufacturers' costs and expenses are secondary in
establishing the price. This, of course, cannot be accepted by
the USG for cost-reirbursement types of contracts nor for initial
price acceptance in most otner negotiated contracts. In interna-
tional programs, che European governments desire to audit their
own contractors.

Essential questions which must be addressed and
answered are (1) Whc will be responsible for the audits? (2) Is
dual participation desirable? (3) What are the rights of the
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parties to examination of records? (4) What are the cost ac-
counting standards that apply to the contractor's record-keeping
system?

Additional issues relative to pricing, recoupment
of nonrecurring costs and similar financial topics are discussed
in Chapter 13. It should be noted that financial and contract
management are closely relatedy therefore, the reader should
remember to correlate these topics.

MANAfMNT INFORMATION CONSIDERATIONS

Information and reporting requirements should be tailored to
the particular program. Consultation should occur between
industry and the applic'Able governments, under the P1's super-
vision, to develop agreed-upon, integrated management information
requirements. Excessive requirements add costs to the program.
A balance must be made between timely visibility on program
status and excessive reporting that detracts from productive
efforts.

SCHEDULE AND COST DEVELOPMEN

Development of a schedule must recognize that collaboration
with allied partners introduces a variety of factors not present
in a US-only acquisition. Generally speaking the US will want to
proceed faster than our allies in many cases. European partici-
pation in the F-16 program introduced scheduling considerations
that influenced all program phases. Some of the more important
weret

"o Early delivery requirements.

"o Start-up delays associated with resolving diffev-nces
in acquisition procedures, finding qualified contrac-
tors, and negotiating the division of work.

"0 Longer lead time3. European work force policies
discouraging surges in labor contributed to longer lead
times for European parts. The lcnger lead times pushed
the US to an earlier than usual productior decision.
causing considerable concurrency in the schedule.

Additional considerations such as those discussed in Chapters 4
and 5 may also add cost and schedule delaysi however, the central

•Jective of greater interoperability and standardization of
weapon systems and the increased quantity of systems procured
must receive prime consideration. As an example, coproduction of
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the Patriot system reculted in a greater number of US missiles
being procured at a losser cost to the US taxpayer.

Cost growth and drivers must be considered in AS develop-
ment. The PM should identify readiness, operation and support,
and manpower cost drivers in predecessor international programs.
As an 3xample, ambiguous or insufficient descriptions of work and
specifications can cause cost increases. Contract clauses that
are not understood may also add to costs. A recent symposium
between the US and the FRG identified various factors considered
to have a cost increasing influence in international programs as
follows:

o Currency exchange rates

o Pricing procedures

o Differing requirements among participants

o Differing budgeting procedures/cycles

o Increasing technical requirements

o Poor cost estimating, planning, and monitoring
procedures

o Overstated specifications

o Taxes and duties

o Industrial benefits

o Capital investment strategy.

ACQUISITION STRATEGY CRITERIA/ALTERNATIVES

For an AS to provide the basis for meeting program cb-
jectives and to aid in gaining international program acceptance
and support, it must meet certain criteria as follows:

o Realism

c Stability

o Flexibility

o Resource balance

o Controlled risk.
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The actual AS which is developed includes the applicable
strategic, technical, and resource factors and uses combinations
of various alternatives to result in the final product. These
alternatives/issues are as follows:

o Competition

o Concurrency or time phasing

o Data rights

o Incentives

o Make-or-buy

o Multiyear procurement

0 Phased acquisition

o Source selection

o Warrant~es or guarantees

o Pre-planned product improvement

o Test and evaluation.

1ODES OF WEAPONS COLLABORATION IN NATO

This section is concerned with observed modes for interna-
tional weapons development and production. These modes are pro-
vided only to give the PM an apprec;iation for the manner in which
NATO has acquired weapons in the-past. The current approaches to
armaments collaboration are discussed in Chapter 2. The PM
should be aware of these toodes as the various issues discussed
above will all apply in greater or lesser degree depending upon
the acquisition approach that is chosen. Eight different modes
have been identified by Robert Foxcurran as follows:

"o Mode 1 Licensed production of a US-developed system
in one European nation

"o Mode 2 Licensed production in Europe by a multi-
national consortium of a system developed in
the US

"o Mode 3 Codevelopment and coproduction among European
nations
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o Mode 4 Licensed production in the US of a e ,stem

developed in Europe

o Mode 5 Transatlantic multinational development

o Mode 6 Bilateral offset arrangements

o Mode 7 Transatlantic multinational production or sys-
tems integration by a US-led consortium

o Mode 8 Multisystem packages.

COhPARISON OF THE US VERSUS ALLIES ACQUISITION MANAGEMENT

Some broad comparisons can be made with representative al-
lies on the philosophy for managing the acquisition of defense
equipment. Acquisition management control runs the gamut from
departmental autonomy in some countries after the program is
funded for production, to management by the executive and legis-
lative branches of government through the annual authorization
and appropriation process in the US.

Each country follows roughly the same general acquisition
phases for its major weapon system. These phases include (1)
identifying the requirement, (2) defining alternative weapon
systems, (3) conducting feasibility studies, and (4) designing,
developing, testing, producing, and fielding systems. Table 6-1
illustrates the fundamental differences in how various countries
manage defense acquisition.

CONCLUSION

In summary, during the acquisition program, efforts should
be directed to meet the mission need while reducing risk to an
acceptable level. Since that is the fundamental purpose of
research, development, test and evaluation, much of the AS will
depend on what the PM determines to be the major remaining uncer-
tainties about cost, schedule, performance, and supportability.
These uncertainties will change, as the program progresses, forc-
ing AS reassessment and revision. The AS should specify those
major problem or risk areas to be overcome to achieve the overall
program objectives and goals and help in the selection of the
most appropriate approach.

In the day-to-day business of ,nanaging the program, the PM
should reserve for himself the opportunity to re"ssess his strat-
egy. The PM will want to verify that assumptions continue to be
valid, that results of decisions have not taken the program in an
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TABLE 6-i. MANAGEMENT AND FUNDING OF REPRESENTATIVE COUNTRIES

DEFENSE
COUNTRY A4ANAGEMENT OF THE FUNDING OF PRODUCTION

PROGRAM PROGRAMS

CANADA DEPARTMENT OF NATIONAL ANNUAL EXPENDITURES (CASH
DEFENCE (DND) FLOW) APPROVED BY PAiRLIA-

MENT TO SUPPORT CURRENT
YEAR TOTAL OF THE DND 10-
YEAR DEFENSE SERVICES kRO-
GRAM

UNITED KINGDOM MINISTRY OF DEFENCE (MOD) ANNUAL EXPENDITURES (CASH
FLOW) APPROVED BY PARLIA-
MENT TO SUPPORT CURRENT
YEAR TOTAL OF THE MOD 10-
YEAR LONG-TERM EQUIPMENT
PLAN

FEDERAL MINISTRY OF DEFENSE WITH MULTI-YEAR PROGRAMMING.
REPUBLIC OF SOME BUNDESTAG REVIEW ANNUAL EXPENDITURES (CASH
GERMANY OF SELECTED PROGRAMS FLOW) REVIEWED BY BUNDESTAG

TO SUPPORT CURRENT YEAR
TOTAL OF THE MOD 5-YEAR
PLAN. MAJOR SYSTEPS, OVER
$50 MILLION DM, REQUIRE
PARLIAMENTARY APPROVAL

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE ANNUAL AUTHORIZATIONS AND
WITH CLOSE OVERSIGHT BY APPROPRIATIONS BY
CONGRESS CURRENT LINE ITEM AND

PROGRAM ELEMENT UNDER
5-YEAR DEFENSE PLAN

FRANCE GENERAL DIRECTORATE FOR ANNUAL AUTHORIZATIONS AP-
ARMAMENTS IN THE PROVED BY PARLIAMENT TO
MINISTRY OF DEFENSE SUPPORT CURRENT YEAR REQUI-

REMENTS IN THE DEFENSE PRO-
GRAMMING LAW (5-YEAR PER-
IOD)

ISRAEL DIRECTOR GENERAL IN THE ANNUAL EXPENDITURES APROVED
MOD BY KNESSET TO SUPPORT CUR-

RENT YZAR TOTAL OF THE MOD
10-YEAR PLAN
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unanticipated direction, and that the selected course of action
continues to be directed toward accomplishment of the program
goals. The four keys to a successful collaborative program are a
rcogn.zed mulilateral need, an AS that makes good business
"Rena, Snagement cc uitment via the N0U to include financial
managment considerations including funding stabiity, and pro-
gram follo,#-through by the participants.
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CHAPTER 7
OFFSETS/COt'NTERTRADE

I WIRODU ?ON

Offsets, coproduction, barter, and countertrade are fast
becoming common words in thc lexicon of the arm trade. As the
number and variety of programs have increased, so has the concern
of many government agencies, private industries, l&bor officials,
and the press. Their concern relates to the impact of these
trade practices on American jobs, the United States (US) balance
of payments position, technology transfer policy as well as iong
term consequences for the world economy and the place of the US
in it.

The terms offsets, coproduction, buy backs, barter, counter-
purchase, compensation, countertrade and licensed production are
often used interchangeably. Before further discussion of these
programs and related policies, a review of definitions is appro-
priate.

DEFINITIONS

Certain definitions are important to an understanding of
this chapter. These definitions are provided below.

o Offsets--Refers to a usage of industrial and commercial
compensation practices required as a condition of sale
for military-related exports, i.e., either Foreign
Military Sales (F71S) or commercial sales of defense
articles and defense services, as defined by the Arm
Export Control Act (AECA) and the International Traffic
in Arms Regulations (ITARs).

Direct offsets allow for compensation in related
goods, permitting a foreign country to produce
in-country certain components or subsystems of a
weapon system it is buying from a US supplier as
a condition of the sale.

Indirect offsets are associated with goods unre-
lated to the defense item sold. The supplier
agrees to purchase a certain do:lar value of the
buyer's manufactured products, raw materials, or
services as a condition of the sale, usually over
an extended, open-ended period.
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0 Subcontractor Production--Overseas production of a part
or component of a US origin defense article. The
subcontract does not necessarily involve license of
technical information. This type of prodm.ction is
usually a direct comiercial arrangement between a US
manufacturer and a foreign producer, and often takes
the form of a joint venture or subsidiary.

o Overseas Investment--Investment arising from the offset
agremnt, taking the form of capital invested to es-
tablish or expand a fijbsidiary, or joint venture in the
foreign country.

0 Technology Transfer--Transfer of technology that occurs
as a result of an offset agreement (other than copro-
duction and licensed production) that may take the form
of research and development conducted in the buyer
country, technical assistance provided to the subsid-
iary or joint venture in the foreign country, or other
activities under direct commercial arrangement between
the US manufacturer and the foreign entity.

o Countertrade--The term is used here to describe all
agreements involving the reciprocal purchase of civil
or defense goods and services from the foreign entity
as a condition of sale of military-related exports.
The principals in these arrangements usually are a firm
in a developed country and a foreign government or
company. Countertrade agreements take the same general
form in both the civilian and the military sectors.
However, civilian countertrade contracts always incor-
porate penalties for nonperformance within a speci-
fied time period, whereas some military-related coun-
tertrade arrangements are best effort agreements and
may have more open-ended timeframes. The most common
forms of countertrade in the military sector are out-
lined in Figure 7-1.

"o Barter--A one-time transaction, bound under a single
contract that specifies the exchange of selected goods
or services of equivalent value without the use of
currencies. In other words, barter agreements stipu-
late the quantity rather than the dollar value of goods
to be traded, and only goods, not cash change, hands.
When negotiated, "clearing accounts" are established to
keep track of the amounts traded. At the end of the
period, a tally is made, and imbalances are adjusted.

"o Counterpurchase--An agreement by the initial exporter
to buy (or to find a buyer for) a specified value of
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unrelated goods from the original importer during a
specified ties period. In this foim of reciprocal
trade, a compny sells military equipment or services
to anott..er country for cash pl'is products. Counterpur-
chases are conducted under separate contract, each of
which provides for an exchange oZ goods for hard
cur rency.

o Compen•t.=ton--An agreement by the original exporter to
accept as full or partial repayment goods derived from
the original exported prodluct (e.g., a turnkey factory.
machinery, or equipment used to produce military ar-
ticles). Agreements for repayment, in related goods,
are often referred to as =buy-backs. T hey are gener-
ally included in the original contract as a condition
of sale.

Since World War lI, the US has served as a major supplier of
arms to allles and friends throughout the world. The basic
policy of the US has been, 'and continues to be, that US aruw are
supplied to those nation• at can use the weapons to bolster a
military capability in wh. .a. the US has interest, either directly
or through regional arrangements. In general, the US has not
funded or en~couraged the development of weapons primarily for
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export purposes. Arm exported are normally those that have been
developed for the US Military Services.

Production in foreign countries of portions of US systems
(coproduction) began in the late 1950a and early 1960s. This
trend originated in Europe and Japan but has spread geoqraphi-
cally to include not oly the econ*,mically mre developed coun-
tries of the world (North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
countries), Japan, Australia, Switzerland) but also many devel-
oping countries (the Republic of Korea (ROK), Israel, Taiwan,
Singapore, India, Pakistan, Thailand, the Philippines, Iran,
Argentina, and Brazil). Originally, the desire of the Europeans
to produce portions of US system was based on their needs to
maintain domestic employment, create national defense industrial
bases, acquire modern technology and management tecbniques, and
improve their balance of payments. In the process, European
industries were also mode more cometitive in the international
arm market. In addition, any one weapon system could have
apillover effects for the design and production of related weapon
system and for overall i-r ove-et of the efficiency and compet-
itiveness of related camrcial sectors of the national econo-
mies. When the process started, it was clearly in the Us
interest to meet some of these European needst bolstering their
defense and our defense, improving their defense industrial capa-
bility, and strengthening their overall economies. Now, with
some of the concomitant effects such as increased competitiveness
on the pert of European and Japanese induatry, these program are
often a challenge to US interests.

The US began authorizing the coproduction of US equipment
with the F-104 aircraft and HANS air defense system being the
first major cases. In the early 1960s, these programs answered
the Europeans* requirements/needs quite well. From 1960 to 1975,
a number of other significant major coproduction programs were
undertaken within NATO and with Japan, the ROK, and Taiwan.

The largest of these programs was the purchase of the F-16
by Norway, Den•aurk, Belgium, and the Netherlands (known collec-
tive.ly as the European Participating Governments (ZPGs)). In a
program valued at $2.8 billion (January 1975 dollars), the ZPGe
are coproducing 10 percent of the value of the initial US air-
craft, 15 percent of the value of all third-country aircraft, and
40 percent of the value of their own aircraft. They are guaran-
teed a minimum offset level of 58 percent of their initial 7-16
purchase, while the US Government (USO) is committed to seeking
100 percent offset by using third-country sales aircraft and, to
the extent possible, other offset work of a comparable techno-
logicai level.

While meeting the European needs listed above, these pro-
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gram also were of benefit to the US. They increased sales of
the US system, enhanced standardisation in the region, estab-
lished second sources with potential applications for follow-on

logistic support, provided relatively modern, top performance
sytms to US allies, and generally enhanced US ties with the
coproducing nations.

From the European nations' perspectives, there were, ne'er-
thelesa, drawbacks to coproduction of US systems. Program costs
could be high. Even with coproduction, a significant amount of
orders (such as piece parts) still went to US industries, either
because it was more price-competitive or because it was not
economically efficient for the coproducing nation to qualify
domestic industries to the specification criteria. The technol-
ogy transferred was not always the most recent, and European
design and development capabilities were not being used. In
addition, the Europeans were not involved in the original defini-
tion of the weapon systems capabilities and designi as a result,
US weapons characteristics were not necessarily congruent with
European operational requirements. Moreover, to the Europeans,
the process seemed one-sided, since the US was neither procurinq
nor coproducing Buropean-designed systems.

o01,,M8 AND CODEvWF oF) _IT

Recognition of these drawbacks led the European nations,
when procuring weapon systems from the US, to articulate the
additional requirement for offsets over and above the coproduc-
tion of system intended for their own forces. This offset might
be either direct or indirect including the production of portions
of systm intended for US forces or for US FNS sales, bidding on
other Department of Defense (DoD) procurements, or sales to the
US of other unrelated defense items or services.

For the Europeans, offsets serve to relieve the various
economic strains associated with weapons procurement. Their
acquisition of US technology improves their long-range competi-
tiveness. The production work itself leads to job creation and
imort substitution. In addition, and to a greater extent in
recent years, the US and its NATO allies have indicated a desire
for codevelopment, in which the European nations and the US
jointly define system requirements and jointly perform system
engineering with eventual arrangements for production in both the
US and Europe. Europeans see codevelopment as a means to involve
their own engineering and research recources in modern technology
and their armed forces in systems definition.

One of the first government-to-government programs involving
offsets (with no coproduction) was that of Norway for an FNS
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purchase of TOM missile systems ard tracked vehicles in 1968.
Tho Nemcrandum of Understanding (NOU) placed the primary burden
on DoD to offset 25 percent ($50 million) of Norway's $200 mil-
lion purchase. Similar agreements were reached with the United
Kingdom (UK), in 1971, for a DoD offset tarpet of about $37
million against the UK. 1118 purchases of $134 million and with
Australia, in 1973, for DoD to supplement US contractor efforts
to provide no more than 25 percent offset for significant
Australian purchases.

In 1975, the US and Swiss governments signed an HOU in which
the US agreed to seek a minimum of 30 percent combined industry
and government offset in connection with the Swiss F11 purchase
of 72 F-5 aircraft. Against a total program value of $40,1 mil-
lion, the minimum offset agreed to was $120 million with July
1983 as the ccipletion date. At present, $209 million has been
offset largely through industty efforts, and the minimum target,
has therefore, been met. However, intense Swiss pressure on the
USG during the early years of the program, as well as previous
USG experience with the difficulties of administering offset
programs, led to a policy, reflected in the 1978 Duncan Memoran-
dum, that DOD would not obligate itself to satisfy comitments
for offsets or compensatory coproduction. The burden was to be
passed to US industries making the sales. Because of the 1978
Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) policy, for their fol-
low-on buy of F-5s in 1980, the Swiss had to reach an offset
agreement directly with US industry. One of the main reasons
given by the Swiss for an offset agreement was that large-scale
coproduction was not feasible because of the high costs of the
Swiss aircraft industry. The Swiss thus used their leverage to
get additional offsets outside of coproduction.

A relatively recent offset program that was concluded on a
strictly US industry-foreign government basis was the Canadian F-
18 procurement. For this program, the contractor (McDonnell
Douglas) granted about 100 percent offsets including coproduc-
tion, establishment of non-F-18-related industrial capabilities
in Canada, and marketing of Canadian goods and services. Even
though the DoD was not involved in the offset package, it has
become involved with regard to Navy F-18 subcontracting and
through responding to Canadian requests for waiver of nonrecur-
ring charges and for follow-on support, training, etc. US secu-
rity interests were strongly served by Canadian acquisition of
this high-performance aircraft for use in North American air
defense. Nevertheless, the extremely large value of this offset
agreement has caused concern.

A limited number of development programs involving various
degrees of European participation with the US in the development
of systems themselves cr major modifications to a nationally
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designed systems have been initiated. The primary examples of
these programs are the Rolling Airframe Missile (the Federal
Republic of Germany (FRG) and Denmark), NATO Seasparrow, the CF)-
54 engine (France), the Multiple Launch Rocket System (MLRS)
Terminal Guidance Warhead (the UK, the FRO, France, and perhaps
Italy), the canceled Explosion Resistant Multi-Influence Sweep
System (IURISS) (the UK)# and the recently canceled JP233 (the
UK) and LOCUST (the FRO).

Almost every significant arms producer in the world has
licensed another country to perform coproduction on various weap-
on systems. France, the UK, and the FRO have also been willing
to accept significant offset demands in order to sell systems.

There is. moreover, the growing area of codevelopment in
which nations agree to jointly perform the Research and Develop-
mant (R&D) on a system. An extensive list of bilateral and
multilateral codevelopmont programs between European nations
exists and appears to be growing as shown in Figure 7-2. Asso-
ciated with this, soa of our NATO allies (Canada, for example)
are seeking guaranteed production of at least the initial produc-
tion contract in return for their investment in codeveloping a
system. Other NATO allies are seeking some extent of guaranteed
subcontracting to reflect a return on their investments in code-
velopment.
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The increase in quality and price competitiveness of for-
sign-developed weapon systems, combined with the willingness of
the foreign supplier to offer extensive inducements, can make for
a significant, head-on competitive environment when a third coun-
try is trying to decide between a system of foreign suppliers and
a system of the US. The inducements offered often go beyond
*offsets" that include government-subsidized financing- Some
recent examples of this competition in which the US was involved
are the EPG P-16. Canada's F-1P, and the Netherlands' Leopard
tank decisions, as wel). as Au'stria's F-16/Mirage competition.

Two other trends of note are referred to by the Defense
Marketing Services (DMS) as a growing worldwide "industrial base"
and growing "subterranean market." The creation of the "indus-
trial base" results from an expansion and accompanying diffusion
of the capability to produce arms throughout the world and can be
expected to result in increaaed competition for the making of
sales to third parties. The "subterranean" market is the market
created by possessors of equipment who desire to improve or
modify that equipment. Arrangements are made on a primarily
commercial basis to perform the modifications on that equipment,
and it is the opinicn of the DMS that hardly any of these
arrangements are made without offsets.

It can be expected that every potential arma customer who
has a need and desire to develop its indigenous industry, or to
offset the economic impact of arms imports, will insist on some
degree of local production or other offsets? as the nation ex-
pands its capabilities, it will want to become more involved in
developing weapons and finding external markets. The US is not
alone in being able to offer much of what these potential custom-
ers desire. The competition has been, and will continue to be,
based increasingly on a total package of price/performance/sched-
ule/industrial M-rticipation/of fsets.

DEFENSE COLLABORATION

The overall objective of the US international coope:-ation
and technology transfer program is to develop, field, and sup-
port--through equitable burdensharing--the most effective and
interoperable conventional military equipment for our forces and
those of our allies and friends. This requires international
cooperation and the exchange of military technologies and goods
(when it is in the US national interest to do so) and the denial
of militarily critical technologies and goods to our potential
adversaries.

For some time, the US has had defense trade agreements with
various nations of a more general, nonweapon system-specific
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nature. The first was a production sharing program with Canada
initiated in 19561 this is a long-term commitment to seek a
balance of defense trade. The US-UK agreement of 1975, as well
as "general and reciprocal MOUs" with other NATO nations, sets no
offset targets or targets for balance of trade, but does lead to
joint reviews of progress on defense trade balances. These
agreements waive "buy national" requirements and establish
climates conducive to the encouragement of two-way defense trade.

NATO's European members have pursued vigorous and important
joint defense modernization efforts in recent years to improve
their military forces, especially in the conventional arena. The
impzessive list of collaborative efforts constitutes important
but often unrecognized progress toward more common programs and
the efficiency of large-scale production, common logistic support
In the field, and, of course, increased economic and military
interdependence. In the whole field of armaments in Europe
today, very few, if any, programs begin without cooperation
among several nations. These programs develop through a natural
process, In which nations and their industries determine how to
work together to their mutual advantage to meet military needs.

The NATO Conference of National Armaments Directors (CNADs,
is following up the 1982 Emerging Technologies initiatives by
focusing attention on the develounent of specific force multi-
plier systems. Initial projecta may achieve early 1990s in-
service datesa longer-term development projects are also being
undertaken. The US Congress mandated strong support for US-
allied arms cooperation in FY 1986 by earmarking $200 million for
NATO cooperative R&D programs, appropriating $100 million in new
funding for these efforts, establishing a program for side-by-
side comparative testing, and passing enablinq legislation for
flexibility in contracting.

For example, collaborative efforts by XATO nations that have
been successful in naval armaments include the following systems:

o NATO MK 44 torpedo

o NATO IMPA aircraft (Atlantic)

o NATO Azores Fixed Acoustic Range (AFAR)

o NATO acoustic communication with submarines

o NATO Seasparrow

o NATO helicopters Lynx, Puma, and Gazelle

o NATO Patrol Craft Hydrofoil Missile (PHM)
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o NATO naval Forces Sensor and Weapon Accuracy Check

Sites (FORACS)

o NATO frigate

o NATO Sea Gnat system

o NATO conventionally powered submarine for employment in
European waters

o Very short range air defense weapon system

o Explosion resistant, multi-influence sweep system for
mines

o Electro optical devices

o NATO Anti-Surface Ship Missile (ASSM)

o NATO Small Surface-to-air Ship Self-defense System for
the post 1985 timeframe (NATO 06S" system).

Other collaborative efforts by NATO natiens that have been

successful in areas other than naval armaments are as follows:

o F104G Starfighter

o Fiat G91 strike fighter

o Hawk missile

o Sidewinder missile

o Bullpup missile

o Jaguar tactical and training aircraft

o Multirole Combat Aircraft (MRCA)

o NADGE air e-fense systerl (80 sites)

o ,4ATO multinational F-16 air combat fighter

o 220 NATO airfields with common communications and
pipeline links for support

o AS-30 missile
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o 28 Allied Tactical Publications (ATP8) containing com-
mon doctrine

o 53 Allied Communications Publications (ACPs) contain-
ing common communications procedures and doctrine.

Also, nearly 900 standardization agreements have been made be-
tween NATO nations to enable their forces to operate together in
the most effective manner.

Other beneficial bilateral or multilateral projects between
NATO nations, established outside the NATO framework for coopera-
tion, are:

o Harpoon missile

o 3 inch/76mm OTO Melara gun

o Terrier missile

o Olympus/Tyne engines

o 1420 series fire control systems

o Tri-partite Mine Counter Measures (MCM) vessel

o Exocet missile.

Appendix C provides additional detail on major collaborative
programs involving the US and European nations. This listing
demonstrates the extent to which the arms transfer relationship
between the US and Europe has evolved from the relatively simple
supplying of US arms after World War II to a complex network of
arms trade involving development, production, and procurement
efforts on both sides. Similar relationships have been evolving
between the US and other allied or friendly nations (such as
Australia, the ROK, Japan, and Israel), as well as between other
arms suppliers and their customers.

CONGRESSIONAL CONCERNS--IMPACT OF OFFSETS

The significance of countertrade and offset arrangements, in
regard to foreign purchase of American goods and services and the
political impact of this phenomenon on the competitive position
of US industries, has resulted in considerable congressional
interest. In a July 1985 report on this issue, following hear-
ings held by the Subcommittee on Economic Stabilization of the
House Committee on Banking, Finance, and Urban Affairs, the
following concerns were registered:
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Increasingly, such arrangements are required by foreign
buyersn an a condition of the sale in order to counter or
offset the economic impact of the sale en the purchasing
country, Them~ arrangements take many specific forms, in-
cluding requiring subcontracting to firms in the purchasing
country, coproduction of certain items, technology transfer,
or the purchase of goods from the buyer country by the US
seller.

While the specific mechanisms differ, the purpose is the
same to help the economy of. the purchasing country, its
industrial base, its employment, and its balance of pay-
mernts. It is increasingly apparent that the impact on our
own industrial base, ouir own employment, our own balance of
payments, and ultimately, the competitive position of our
industries is substantial.

The report goes on to say, "As demands increase, the impact
on our own industrial base and the future competitive position of
our industries could be profound and irrevocable. Our Governmnent
must. be concerned about whether we are inappropriately shipping
American technology and American jobs ov'erseas."

In 1984, Congress passed legislation (Section 309 at the
Defense Production Act-PL 98-265) requiring the President to re-
port annually on the impact of offsets on US defense prepared-
ness, industrial competitiveness, employment, and trade. Section
309 of the Defense Production Act (DPA) amendments of 1S I (PL
98-265) approved April 17, 1984, reads.-

Not later than 18 months after the date of the enactment of
the Defense Production Act amendments of 1984, and annually
thereafter, the President shall submit ... a report on the
impact of offsets on the defense preparedness, industrial
competitiveness, employment, and trade of the United States.
Such report also shall include a discussion of bilateral and
mutlilateral negotiations on offsets in international pro-
curement and provide information on the types, terms, and
magnitude of the offsets.

The conference report on the DPA amendments of 1984 (House
Report 98-651) dated April 5, 1984, adds an additional require-
ment:

The conferees intend that information provided on the types,
terms, and magnitude of the offsets in each report shall
include the number of relevant offset agreements required by
contracts, the total dollar amount of value of offsets
required by such contracts, a breakdown of offsets..by cate-
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gory of defense material or defense services involved in
such contracts, and a breakdown of such offsets by recipient
countries.

In addition, each report shall contain a summary of relevant
Memoranda of Understanding between the United States and
foreign countries which provide the official framework with-
in which foreign offset commitments incurred in private
sales can be fulfilled. Copies of actual Memoranda of
Understanding involving such offsets shall be made availablo
to the House and Senate Banking Committees upon request,
after each report has been submitted by the President.

The effort to prepare a response to Section 309 was begun in
April 1984. As a result of discussion within the Interagency
Groups in International Economic Policy, a separate staff level
committee, chaired by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB)
was formed. Members of the working group represented the Depart-
ments of State, Treasury, Defense, Commerce, and Labort the
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)i the Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency (ACDA)} the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)i
the United States Trade Representative (USTR)i and the National
Security Council (NSC) Staff. They met undez the unofficial
title of Coordinating Committee on DPA 309 Reports. The Council
of Economic Advisers (CEA) assisted by reviewing the draft re-
port.

The following definition of offsets was adopted for this
report:

Offsets include a range of industrial and commercial com-
pensation practices required as a condition of purchase of
military-related exports, i.e., either foreign military
sales or commercial sales of defense articles and defense
services, as defined by the Arms Export Control Act and the
International Traffic in Arms Regulations.

The various types of offsets are: coproduction, licensed produc-
tion, subcontractor production, overseas investment, technology
transfer, and countertrade (which includes barter, counter-pur-
chase, or buy-back). Coproduction is included because the con-
ference report listed it as a form of offset even though activi-
ties in this category are not classified as offsets in present
administrative usage. Offsets in defense-related exports are
frequently divided into direct and indirect classes. Direct
offsets are contractual arrangements that involve goods and ser-
vices addressed in the sales agreement for military exports.
Included among direct offsets are coproduction, licensed produc-
tion, subcontractor production, overseas investment, and
technology transfer. Indirect offsets are contractual -arrange-
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m=nto that involve goods and services un-elated to the exports
referenced in the sales agreement. Some forms of foreign invest-
ment, technology transfer, and countertrade are included among
indirect offsets.

A database for this report was developed from resporses to a
questionnaire sent to US industry. The list of questions, which
was developed by the Coordinating Committee on DPA 309 Reports,
after extensive consultation with industry groups and formal
public comment, was sent to 212 US corporate entitites 4ncluding
subsidiaries and subcontractors. The database covers calendar
years 1980-1984 and consists of four major elements: narrative
responses to selected questions, sales information concerning the
respondents, information on sales with offset obligations of over
$2 million, and summary information on offsets of up to $2 mil-
lion. Thm database also includes a breakdown of offset contracts
executed during the reporting'period.

For the defense-related exports covered by this database,
offsets totaled $12 billion, and sales totaled $22 billion. From
1980 to 1984, about $2.4 billion, or about 20 percent of the
offset obligations, were implemented. Nearly 90 percent of the
respondents to the survey stated that offsets were a necessary
condition for the sale. Most of the offset obligations occurred
in three product areast namely, aircraft, engines, and electron-
ics. Most of the sales and related offset obligations were with
either NATO countries or other countries with whom the US has
special defenae security arrangements. Finally, the overall
magnitude of offset obligations does not appear large in the
context of the value of either total exports of the companies
reporting or total military production of the companies
reporting.

World macroeconomic conditions make it difficult to isolate
and measure the precise impacts of offsets on US trade, employ-
ment, competitiveness, and defense preparedness. The size of
defense-related offsets relative to the US economy and relative
to various sectors of the economy must be taken into considera-
tion in any analysis of offsets. In this regard, the importance
of defense-related offsets depends upon the frame of reference.
The average annual value of defense-related offset obligations
between 1980 and 1984 ($2.4 billion) is trivial relative to the
US Gross National Product (GNP) ($3,125 billion), total US
exports ($127 billion), or exports of US manufactured goods ($143
billion).

The workings of the international arms trade market are
governed more by the objectives and policies of purchasing and
selling governments than by traditionally defined market influen-
ces. This unique situation highlights the difficulties asso-
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ciLted with trying to analyze international arms trade from a
traditi6nal Onarket economics" orientation. For this reason, the
international aram market may be more accurately characterized as
an arena of managed trade than as a true market in which economic
influences are the primary determinants of the terms a seller
m=at offer to remain competitive.

REPORT FINDINGS

The following findings resulted from the OMB-chaired
committee that reported to Congress in 1985 (see Appendix F):

o Defense-related indubtries are characterized by a small
number of government buyers who exert a dispropor-
tionate influence on the institutionalized maiket for
defense products. Due to the buyers-market situation,
producers may have no choice but to accept offset
requirements when demanded in order to obtain sales
contracts. Conoequently, policy alternatives typically
used for industries that are closer to perfect competi-
tion may not be applicable to this case.

o Government-mandated offsets may introduce inefficien-
cies since the most efficient producer may not be the
one to win a given contract. Rather, the producer who
offers the best offset package may win the foreign
business, despite the producer's efficiency or the
appropriateness of its weapon system.

o Inefficiencies caused by offsets may also be passed to
producer levels below prime contractors (i.e., to sub-
contractors) and could result in a multiplied effect.

o To the extent that arms sales would not take place in
the absence of offsets, sales with offsets have net
economic benefits for the US as compared with no sale
at all.

o Offsets apply two opposing forces to short-run pro-
duction costs (and, hence, weapon systems prices): (1)
costs mny be lowered by the increased size of produc-
tion ru:ns due to increased sales (assuming economies of
scale exist), and (2) costs may be increased due to the
expenses oZ countertrade commodity liquidation, foreign
research and development investments, and higher for-
eign subcontracting prices.

o Long-run prcduction costs are faced with opposing
forces: ;1) costs may be lowered by an increased number
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of producers, both here and abroad (particularly in the
case of rationalization, standardization, and inter-
operability goals among NATO members),* and (2) costs
may increase if the amount and complexity of offsets
demanded by purchasing nations increase over time.

0 Offsets can be effective foreign policy tools for both
producing and purchasing nations. Consequently, the
topic is both economically and politically sensitive.

0 Concerning the impact of offsets on US defense pre-
parednesse

- Coproduction and some forms of offsets conitribute
to obtaining rationalization, standardization, and
interoperability of US forces with those of its
allies.

- US defense and foreign policy interests are served
by arms transfers to allies and friends. To the
extent that arms transfers would not take place
in the absence of offset arrangements, aor forms
of offsets have positive influences on US national
security interests.

- Available evidence suggests that the profitability
of defense-related industries has not been damaged
by offsets.

- Available evidence suggests that no serious
capacity problems are present. Su~rge difficulties
that do exist can be traced to a number of causes,
but generally not to offsets.

- Evaluation of the impact of offsets on subcontrac-
tors is difficult because data regarding buth the
negative effects (business lost due to offsets)
and the positive effects (business that would have
been lost had the offset not been offered to close
the deal) are genera'l1y not known to the subcon-
tractqrs.

0 Concerning the impact of offsets on US industrial com-
petitiveness:

- American defense base industries are often
obligated to offer offsets in order to participate
in and remain competitive in the international
marketplace.
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- Of fsets are a factor in the competition for inter-
national defense sales and are being used by for-
eign purchasing governments as trade management
tools for the purposes of preserving foreign ex-
change, targeting develoyment of selected indus-
trial sectors, and enhancing the capability of
domestic industries through technology transfer.

- Of fsets are increasing foreign competition, par-
ticularly at the subcontractor level. However,.
without offsets, 1rS industry faces the prospect of
losing business.

- While offset-related sales of defense systems
contribute to the marginal income of defense
firms., the health of the industry depends pri-
marily upon USO purchases.

0 Concerning the impact of offsets on US etaployment:

The employment effects of the sales by far exceed
the adverse effects of offsets. Even when one
considers the upper bound estimates, the study
finds that the positive effects of sales exceed
the adverse effects of offsets by about 62,000 job
opportunities.

The effects to both sales and of fsets are felt
principally in the aerospace and avionics indus-
tries, which are fairly healthy by most standards.

The above-named industries aside, the effects of
of fsets, although widespread, are small relative
to total employment in any individual industry.
This conclusion holds notwithstanding the fact
that the study included under adverse effects
offset arrangements that cannot realistically
reduce domestic production and employment.

0 Concerning the impact. of effsets on the US trade posi-
tion:

The effects of military trade on the US economy as
a whole are likely to be close to zero because any
imbalances in such trade are likely to be counter-
balanced by capital flows that affect both inter-
est rates and exchange rates, thereby generating
changes in domestic production and flows of goods
and services.
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- Under partial equilibrium analysis, the effect of
sale. and of fsets is a net positive effect on the
US trade position in each of the 5 years covered
by the DPA 3 09 survey.

- Under general equilibrium analysis, the US trade
balance in unaffected by defense-related offsets.

The 1986 report to Congress on the Impact of offsets in
Defense Related Zxports, dated December 1986, contained the
following principal findings:

o The effects of offsets on total US employment are
minor, if not actually positive. 'That is to say,
military sales abroad without contractually required
of fsets are likely to reduce domestic employment some-
what more than do c~mparable sales with offsets. This
finding holds for all of our sales combined, not for
the specific sales to several of the most economically
advanced individual countries in ovir study.

0 Thouigh the effect of offsets on overall US employment
is negligible, such of fsets are inefficient, for both
the US and the countries that demand them. These
inefficiencies, however, are reflected more in the
distribution of US employment across industries than in
the level of total employment. Specifically, relative
to normal trade, offsets reduce employment in indus-
tries in which the US has a comparative advantage and
increase employment in industries in which the US has a
comparative disadvantage. This shift in employment
reduces real income, both here and abroad.

0 independent of their effect on total US employment, the
magnitude of the distortions and therefore inefficien-
cies introduced by offsets is positively related to
their size and to the degree of their concentration in
industries in which the US has a comparative advantage.
As a consequence, the offsets associated with US sales
to the more economically advanced countries, such as
Canada and Belgium, introduce greater inefficienci~es
than do the offsets that are linked to the sales to the
less developed countries, such as Spain and Turkey,
with the effects of the offsets required by other
countries generally falling in between these two ex-
tremes.

In addition, the 1986 report to Congress on offsets
concluded that,
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F Offfsets are a major factor in the competition for interna-
tional defense sales, even in the sale of systems such as
the Patriot missile which has no competitors. Foreign pur-
chasing governments use offsets as a trade management tool
for the purposes of preservation of foreign exchange, the
targeted development of selected industrial sectors, and the
enhamnt~ t of the capabtlity of domestic industries through
technology transfer. In the future. we can expect increased
numbers of foreign competitors for both complete and partial
weapon system as well as cmmercial products because of
arrangements such an the Patriot deals.

CURW US QOYJSMN -T POLICY

Until the aid-1970s, almost all programs involving foreign
production of US defense items occurred within the context of the
Security Assistance Program. In almost all cases, requests for
coproduction or offsets were presented in connection with a for-
sign government request to acquire a US weapon system. As a
result, almost all such agreements were negotiated and imple-
mented within the Security Assistance community. Responsibili-
ties were well understood, and channels for obtaining approval
and effecting implemntation w.ere clear. Within the Department
of State, the focal point for basic program approval actions
rested with the Bureau of Politico-Military Affairs. Within OSD,
the focal point was in Defense Security Assistance Agency (DSAA)
in coordination with the country regions in USDP (ISA) and the
International Affairs Counsel in the General Counsel. Within the
military Services, it was located in each of the Security Assis-
tance offices at the headquarters staff level. Interagency
guidelines regulated the interface between State and Defense.
Security assistance directives regulated the handling of copro-
duction questions within DoD.

Beginning in the mid-1970s, this picture began to change.
First, a legislative mandate was issued from the Defense appro-
priations committees in Congress to undertake actions in support
of NATO standardization. Concurrently, greater recognition was
given to the interaction rf foreign production capabilities and
foreign sales with US acquisition strategies and the industrial
base. Implementation within the DoD was through the USDRE chan-
nel, with responsibility at the OSD level vested in the Deputy
USDRE for International Programs. This office initiated a large
range of US initiatives with our NATO partners in support of
increased standardization. In most cases, these new programs
involved proposals by the US that involved European industry
participation. Agreements were undertaken that combined cooper-
ative development and acquisition of new defense items. Other
agreements were proposed that involved European production of US
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itmw a.d US acquisition of muropean systems.

c-.Irrent US policy (as stated in the Denoon Report) on world-
wide arn collaboration follows these precepts&

0 With all friendly nations--to encourage the strength-
cuing of their defense forcest to improve our ties and
influence with themi and to enhance standardization and
interoperability with US forces.

o Within NATO and with Japan, New Zealand# and
Australia--to implement standardization and interopera-
bility to the maximum extent feasible.

o Within NATO--to maintain a technologically advanced and
economically viable defense industrial base on both
sides of the Atlantic.

o With selected nations--to assist them in strengthening
their defense industrial bases or in improving their
general economies by means of collaborative defense
programs.

o The US will do its part to ensure increased two-way
defense trade and aggressive, open collaborative devel-
oplment activities.

o The transfer of US arms is to be done judiciously, with
effective USG control and direction, to further US
interests.

o USG approval of coproduction or transfer of sensitive
or advanced technology will be done only after careful
scrutiny.

o The USG remains opposed to any form of mandatory offset
requirements on the part of foreign governments and to
the imposition of unrelated offset restrictions on our
own industries.

Specific USG guidelines on offsets are stated in the 1978
Duncan Memorandum. In brief, this memorandum established the
following guidance:

o Because of the inherent difficulties in negotiating and
implementing compensatory coproduction and cffset
agreements, and the economic inefficencies they often
entail, DoD shall not normally enter into such agree-
ments.
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o An exception will be made only when there is no feasi-
ble alternative to ensure the successful completion of
transactions considered to be of significant importance
to US national oecurity interests.

o When compensatory agreemento are necessarys

- They should be as broad as possible to obtain
maximum credit for US purchases.

- Specific offset targets should be avoided.

- Agreements should be used to reduce administrative
barriers to defense trade.

- The burden of fulfilling any commitment rests with
the US defense firms directly benefiting fiom the
sale.

The AECA and DSAA guideline~'s on FMS credit state that the
intent of Congress ia that appropriated funds be spent in the US
unless specific exception is approved. The DSAA, which controls
and manages the FMS accounts, has, therefore, established a
policy that is reflected in offset guidelines, which are strin-
gent. A significant portion of any item sold through the FMS
credit (loan or grant) program must be of US origin unless other-
wise approved by DSAA on the basis of car'%fully proscribed cir-
cumltances. Any such determination requires interagency review
before DoD proceeds. Those parts of the FMS credit guidelines
that concern offsets are summarized below:

o Credit financing is discouraged for purchases contain-
ing offset provisions as a condition for securing the
purchase.

o No FMS credit funds will be authorized or disbursed to
pay for mandatory direct offsets.

o Although FMS credit funds will not be authorized for
foreign-produced content resulting from mandatory di-
rect offset, such funding can be authorized for the US
content.

o Section 42(b) of the AECA prescribes that direct cred-
its and guaranteed loans may not be used to finance
coproduction or licensed production of any defense
article of US origin outside the US unless the
Secretary of State notifies Congress in advance of thp
effects of the proposed transaction on employment and
production within the US.
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Coproduction and offset* are important instruments to be
used. along with other elements of foreign policy, in pursuit of
the national objectives of the US. Cooperative weapons contruc-
tion programs give our major alliance partners the necessary
defense base to provide an equitable share-of the defense of the
alliance to which all are members.

Most indirect offsets occur in non-NATO countries, while
most cooperative efforts and direct offsets occur in the NATO
region. NATO countries have the infrastructure necessary to
absorb offsets. As a result, the impact of offset. toward
achieving our national goals is felt to the largest extent within
N&TO.

Concurrent with this, bhe US has raintairned a policy of
establishing domestic production capabilities for any major weap-
on system it purchases overseas, This policy has been used to
keep our industrial base capable of supporting the weapons we
use, but the practical effect of this rule is that the US essen-
tially creates a 100 percent offset on any major weapon system it
purchases overseas. in addition, the two-way flow of trade.
steising in part from direct offsets, has been used to build a
base in foreign nations, This base is often capable of sustaining
the projection of US power.

These benefits must be balanced against the economic conse-
quences of offset deals and against potential industrial base
erosion arising from offsets. While the USO has been careful to
monitor the health of the defense industrial base, a decision
made in 1978 has left the economic consequences of offsets in the
hands of private enterprise. Deciding whether this was a wise
decision is essentially a two-part problem. First;, it must be
shown that these o~ffsets have caused a problem that has seriously
affected the defense industrial base. Second, if a problem is
discovered, it must be demonstrated that some other form of
control of offsets, instead of the private sector approach that
now dominates, would do more to solve the problem. The history
of USG intervention in areas such as this is not one that in-
spires confidence in this alternative.

Everyone recognizes that offsets can have both positive and
negative effects. In the defense arena, the major negative
effect may be the loss of subcontractor work through the granting
of of fsets for overseas production. However, this potential loss
must be weighed against the benefits of being able to sell the
weapon in the first place (which usually would not have been
possible without offsets) and against the alliance and foreign
policy objectives that offsets fulfill.
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CHAPTER 0
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

INTRODUCTION

The national security of the United States (US) is dependent
upon our continued ability to offset, with superior technological
capability, the greater numbers of systems fielded by the Soviet
Union and its allies. To attain this objective, defense-related
technology must be managed as a valuable and limited resource.
Active participation in international programs leads to the in-
evitable transfer of techbxolQgy from one country to another.
ConcLrrently, the US Government (USG) is becoming more and more
concerned that the US is losing its lead in technology. Conse-
quently, control of technology transfer has been given increased
emphasib over the last 5 years. Today, there is a need for the
Program Manager (PK) to (1) understand the process by which tech-
nology flows from one partner to anotherl and (2) recognize the
need for adequate assessment of Pkll technology required f or
program limplementation in order to permit decision makers to
assess the US investment against the desired objectives. Before
any agreement is made or negotiation begins to transfer technol-
ogy, the USG rmust decide (1) whether or not the technological
information should be shared, and if so with whomi and (2) how
the information to be transferred and/or collaboratively devel-
oped should be protected.

Evidence of the neced for a strong, well-implemented te~chnol-
ogy protection program is found in the 1985 report, ft3oviet
Ac-quisition of Militarily Significant Western Technology - An
Update." According to the Soviets' own assessment contained in
that report, over 5,000 of their military research projects
benefit each year from technical documents and hardware obtained
from the West. Their goals are to raise the technical level of
their military systems and supporting manufacturing processes,
and to acquire dual-use manufacturing and test equipment for
direct use in their production lines.

There are significant cost savings to the taxpayer asso-
ciated with the Department of Defense (DoD) Technology Security
Program. If DOD controls had been less effective in the last few
years and a number of significant technologies had been acquired
by the Soviets, US and allied defense expenditures would have had
to have been increased by $5 billion to $1.3.2 billion. This and
other data are contained in the DOD Report to the 99th Congress
entitled "The Technology Security Program." In adeliiion, we would
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have suffered a considerable degradation in the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization(NATO)/Warsaw Pact military balance.

Soviet Bloc countries have stepped up illegal attempts to
divert strategic commodities denied them through the licensing
process. Such attempts leave little doubt as to what the Soviet
Bloc is targeting for military use. To obtain these commodities,
they have established an elaborate array of front companies,
principally in the Coordinating Committee for Multilateral Export
Control countries, with routings through transit zones of neutral
nations. Various innovative programs are underway in the US
Government to protect sensitive technologies. For example, DOD
successfully integrated technology security with technology co-
operation objectives at the outset of a major program--the allied
Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI). US negotiators hav'e succeeded
not only in furthering allied participation in SDI research, but
also in ensuring that the critical technologies being researched
can be protected from Soviet acquisition efforts.

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE POLICY ON TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

The primaxy policy governing the process of technology
transfer is contained in DoD Directive (DODD) 2040.2, "Interna-
tional Transfer of Technology, Goods, Services and Munitions."
The directive institutionalized, for the first time, technology
security responsibilities within DoD. The Directive establishes
working relationships among the Offices of the Under Secretary
for Policy, the Under Setcretary for Research and Engineering, the
Organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Services, and the
Defense agencies. DODD 5105.51 further refined this process by
establishing the Defense Technology Security Administration
(DTSA). The unification of the Office of the Secretary of De-
fense's export control effort under DTSA has enabled DOD to
develop a more coherent technology security program based on
national security considerations and more efficient, predictable,
and transparent procedures for reviewing export licenses. DoDD
2040.2 sets forth the technology transfer policy in rather strong
tarms and states:

It shall be DoD policy to treat defense-related technology as
a valuable, limited national security resource, to be hus-
banded and invested in pursuit of national security objec-
tives. Consistent with this policy and in recognition of the
importance of international trade to a strong US defense
industrial base, the Department of Defense shall apply export
controls in a way that minimally interferes with the conduct
of legitimate trade and scientific endeavor. Accordingly,
DOD Components shall:
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o Manage transfers of technology, goods, services, and
munitions consistent with US foreign policy and na-
tional security objectives.

o Control the export -f technology, goods, services, and
munitions that contribute to the military potential of
any country or combination of countries that could
prove detrimental to US security interests.

o Limit the transfer to any country or international
organization of advanced design and manufacturing know-
how regarding technology, goods, services, and muni-
tions to those transfers that support specific national
security or foreign policy objectives.

o Facilitate the sharing of military technology only with
allies and other nations that cooperate effectively in
safeguarding technology, goods, services, and munitions
from transfer to nations whose interests are inimical
to the United States.

o Give special attention to rapidly emerging and changing
technologies to protect against the possiblity that
militarily useful technology might be conveyed to po-
tential adversaries before adequate safeguards can be
implemented.

o Seek, through improved international cooperation, to
strengthen foreign procedures for protecting sensitive
and defense-related technology.

o Strive, before transferring valuable defense-related
technology, to ensure that such technology is shared
reciprocally.

Although DTSA is the focal point of DoD's Technology
Security Program, other DOD components also play a role in accor-
dance with DoDDs 2040.2 and 5205.51. The USDRE is directed to
provide advice on the technical aspects of technology security.
In addition to furnishing the Deputy Director of DTSA, USDRE is
responsible for developing the Military Critical Technologies
List (MCTL); overseeing implementation of DOD technology transfer
policy for all research, development, and acquisition matters;
and providing and coordinating technical support for DoD's par-
ticipation in the Coordinating Committee (COCOM). This latter
responsibility includes management of DoD's support to the inter-
agency Technical Task Groups (TTGs), which develop technical
proposals for COCOM controls. USDRE also plays an important role
in the International Technology Transfer (IT2) Panel, which is
discussed below.
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The Services support DTSA with technical, acquisition, in-
telligence, and operational information. Each Service designates
a full-time liaison officer to DTSA to assist in coordinating
Service inputs. The Services also provide DTSA with recommenda-
tions on proposed export licenses.

DoDD 5105.51 directs the Assistant Secretary of Defense for
International Security Policy (ASD/ISP) to play a role in tech-
nology security functions as well. The ASD/ISP represents DoD in
technology security matters before several interagency committees
Including the Advisory Committee on Export Policy (ACEP); the
Economic Defense Advisory Committee (EDAC), which administers
COCOM cases; and the Committee on Foreign Investment in the
United States (CFIUS), which monitors the impact and significance
of foreign ownership of US-based companies. The ASD/ISP also
continues to serve as chairman of the IT2 Panel, which resolves
differences within DoD concerning technology transfer policy
implementation.

The Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (OJCS) continues to
provide support in accordance with DoDD 2040.2. This support
includes conducting operational and military mission impact
assessments on technology, goods, services, and munitions trans-
fer issues, as requested.

Finally, DTSA is supported by the Defense Intelligence
Agency (DIA). DIA provides the support in accordance with DoDD
2040.2 and 5105.51. Under 2040.2, DIA is directed to (1) provide
assessments of the types and numbers of illegal transfers of
technology, goods, services, and munitions, and the associated
transfer mechanisms; (2) assess foreign availability; (3) conduct
end-user checks, and intelligence reviews of export applications;
(4) provide intelligence concerning the total effect of transfers
of technology, goods, services, and munitions on US security%; (5)
assess the reliability of recipient nations to protect techno-
logy, goods, services and munitions that originate in the US; (6)
assist in identifying technologies critical to potential adver-
saries; and (7) support export control and enforcement agencies.

THE EXPORT LICENSING PROCESS

The export licensing process at DoD continues to be guided
by the desire to reduce the potential for competitive disadvan-
tage to the US industry while safeguarding national security
under existing regulations. Through automation and streamlining
of procedures, the US has consistently reduced the length of time
it takes to process an export license to an average of 20 working
days for all munitions and for West-to-East, dual-use applica-
tions. West-to-West, dual-use application reviews are completed
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in only a few days. DoD is a pioneer in extensive use of automra-
tion in export licensing and has plans underway to make even
better use of this valuable tool.

For example, to further assist export license review
officials, DoD is developing an export case precedent decision-
aid system based on aa export case history/policy database. The
database will contain policy guidance enabling identification of
key current export control policy considerations relevant to
applications in process. New rules can be integrated into the
system, new policy direction can be quickly disseminated to
system users, policy guidance and licensing criteria can be kept
L-irrent, and the historical licensing information in the database
will ensure consistent treatment of like exports to the same
destinations.

Another means of increasing the predictability of export
licensing is the SOCRATES foreign availability assessment system
currently under development. The System is designed to track the
technological capability of all technologically significant coun-
tries in terms of years-ahead or years-behind the US.

of immediate benefit to exporters is the remote electronic
bulletin board known as the- Export License Status Advisor
(ELISA). ELISA allows exporters to check on the status of their
applications on a 24-hour basis. ELISA is updated automatically
each day and can be accessed from anywhere in the world by any
other computer and a modem. ELISA is also used to transmit a
variety of both general export control information to all users
and messages accessible only to specific users.

As a part of DoD's goal of complete transparency in export
control operations., DTSA and its operations are open to the
exporting community and other interested parties.

DTSA recognized early on that one of the most important
steps in slowing the Western technological subsidy of the Soviet
military is to increase both government and private sector aware-
ness of the problem. Many briefings have been presented to
industry, government officials (US and foreign), and the general
public, covering the following: national security importance of
the West's technological lead; Soviet threat to the Western
technological lead; USG program to counter the threat; and the
need for industrial/public commitment to a technology security
effort.

There are a number of major goals that are being pursued in
the COCOM list review. Efforts are underway to maintain the
vigor of the process by means of technically sound and thorough
evaluation of other members' proposals. When they have merit,
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and when changes can be made in controls that accommodate other
members' concerns at no loss to our national security, the US has
tended to accept them or modify them to make them acceptable.
Efforts are also underway to strengthen the eristing controls on
items such as superconducting materials and metals, computer
software, super-precision measuring equipment, photosensitive
devices, acoustic wave devices, electronic materials, lasers,
recording equipment, power sources, and microwave components. We
have an additional goal of securing control of other sensitive
technology, such as coating processes, substrates, and coating
materials of a strategic nature by introducing new list items.

Efforts to modernize COCOM operations have resulted in an
enhanced and formally organized Secretariat staff including newly
authorized positions for database management, translation, and
security. DoD has provided funds for COCOM to purchase a special
computer ro•a,, a new computer system with terminals, two large
memory storage disk drives, and customized software.

The USG's evolving policy toward the People's Republic of
China (PRC) has resulted in DoD's participation in the negotia-
tion of a China Control List in COCOM. This agreement places
China in an extremely favorable position, compared with the
Warsaw Pact countries, for receiving high technology exports from
the West and Japan. These exports will be subjected to national
licensing with only statistical reporting to COCOM. Chinese
importers are required to provide Western exporters with a writ-
ten import certificate verifying that the government of China has
authorized the import. This is to ensure that the goods are not
diverted.

DoD has an integral role in the administration of Section 5,
National Security Controls and related sections of the Export
Administration Act of 1979, as amended (in 1985). Amendments
supported by DoD include provisions strengthening enforcement,
increasing penalties for violations, upgrading COCOM operations,
and streamlining the licensing process.

Congress reaffirmed the need for, and the role of, the MCTL
in, amendments to the Export Administration Act. Each item must
be reviewed in terms of foreion availability; control of technol-
ogy is to be accompanied by a reduction in control of product; a
new of keystone equipment is to be developed; and an
asse, z is to be made of the impact of listing items on the
MCTL. Steps are being taken to assist with implementation of the
MCTL into the Commodity Control List (CCL) and the Munitions
List, as required by law.
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WEST-TO-EAST APPLICATIONS

West-to-East applications are submitted to the Depart-
ment of Cmawrce by US companies who want to export controlled
commodititfs to proscribed destinations. After registration and
review by the Department of Commerce, these cases are referred to
other government agencies as required, including DoD.

Upon receipt, DoD logs the case into the Foreign
Disclosure and Information System (FORDTIS) system, capturing
pertinent information including dates, applicant name, consign-
ee, key words, and commoditites involved. The case is then
assigned to a technical expert who assesses the impact of the
proposed export on national security. The export regulations,
COCOM agreements, technical data, personal knowledge, recommenda-
tions on previous cases, intelligence reports, and consultations
with the military Services and/or the applicant are all used in
this assessment. The results are then documented in FORDTIS for
reference and use in reviewing future cases for the same or
similar commodities.

The case then undergoes a policy review which considers
the technical assessment as well as other pertinent information
on which a final DoD position is based. This position is also
documented in FORDTIS and transmitted by written memorandum to
the Department of Commerce.

WEST-TO-WEST APPLICATIONS

On January 4, 1935, the President acted to limit the
illegal diversion of militarily sensitive technology and equip-
ment through Free World countries by directing the DoD to review
applications for some categories of exports to certain Free World
countries targeted by the Soviet Bloc for illegal acquisitions.
The Presidential Directive is selective. It limits DoD review to
applications for export to 15 countries of eight categories of
critical commodities known to be of particular interest to the
Soviet military.

Under terms of a Memorandum of Agreement (MOU) between
the DoD and the Department of Commerce, the DoD has 7 days to
review electronically transmitted license applications. If,
during this time, it wishes to review the complete file, it must
complete its examination within 15 working days of referral by
the Department of Commerce. DoD review takes place simultane-
ously with the review in the Department of Commerce. In almost
all cases, this review does not imply that a country is engaged
in illegal activity as a government policy. It does mean, how-
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ever, that the SoJviets have targeted that country for illegal
acquisition. A number of these countries are cooperating with
the US on a bilateral basis to provide enhanced protection of
senioftive US exports.

DoD began receiving its first cases for review elect-
ronically from the Commerce Department under this agreement on
February 15, 1985. A prototype case processing system has been
designed and developed for this purpose under a contract with
American Management Systems. The Defense Automated Cases Review
System (DACRS) receives, stores, and processes cases transmitted
via telephone line from the Commerce License Access Review System
(LARS). By the first anniversary of DACRS operations, 15,478
cases with a total value of $7.6 billion had been reviewed and
processed within the established deadlines of the Presidential
Directive. Presently, DoD's initial case review time averages
less than 2 days. This means 'that simple cases, in which there
are no questions on the commodities to be exported, are taking
less than 48 hours to clear the DACRS system. In instances for
which DoD has asked for the complete file, the more complicated
re-iew is taking less than 10 days after receipt of complete case
files.

From its inception, the DACRS system has proved to be
flexible in operation. As the data base has grown and the DoD
has added administrative, technical, and intelligence filters, it
has also become an analytical tool for case processors.

This system has demonstrated that an automated case
review system can speed the process of export licenses. This
success under DoD leadership has resulted in studies by the two
departments on areas in which the process can be speeded further
through automation.

Defense review has resulted in a reduction in the
improper use of the individual Validated License (IVL) as a
multiple or bulk license. Early in its review of Free World
export license applications under the Presidential Directive, DoD
began to be concerned about the large number of items being
considered on license applications with a vague or "for resale"
end use. Bulk shipments of computers and related equipment
valued at se-;eral million dollars werc common. In particular,
one application to export to a neutral country was for computers
valued at over $156 million that exceeded even the limits of
distribution licenses for COCOM countries. In another instance,
DoD identified a license application that grossly exceeded annual
sales projections for the applicant and ultimate consignee.
Furthermore, DoD determined that the consignee had given written
assurances that items could not be used for defense purposes, but
intelligence data revealed the principal business of the
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.conignee was with military organizations. Upon further analysis
6f the data readily available on DACRS, DoD found that this type

"6f license submission was typical for a company that could not
qualify for a distribution license. DoD its mdiately returned
these cases to the Department of Commerce, requesting specific
end-user and end-use information.

To allay concerns for diversion through the misuse of
the IVL and still remain sensitive to the needs of the exporters,
DoD" is working with both the Department of Commerce and the
e•porters to plug this loophole in our licensing system. Since
the DoD initiative began, the number of bulk IVL license submis-
si6ns has declined.

In two major instances, DoD review resulted in the
denial of over 200 licenses to questionable end-users at lPacific
Basin country destinations. One involved 119 cases totaliing $7
million consisting almost entirely of computer accessories for
networking or Computer Aided Design/Computer Aided Manufacturing
(CAD/CAM) applications. The other involved over 100 cases total-
ing more than $80 million. DoD's recommendations for denial were
sustained by post-license checks on the ultimate consignees,
several of whom are now under indictment or investigation. At
the suggestion of DoD, a joint US Defense/Commerce/Customs study
team will soon visit selected Pacific Basin countries on a fact-
finding mission.

A general tightening up of foreign policy review to
such destinations as Libya, Syria, and Iran has been effected.
Using its technical and intelligence resources, DoD has
recommended denials of sensitive technology to such destinations
for national security reasons. DoD continues to work with the
Departments of State and Commerce to define and establish more
effective controls in these areas.

HOW EXPORT LICENSE APPLICATIONS FLOW THROUGH THE DEPARTMENT
OF DEFENSE

Munitions

Under the authority of the Arms Export Control
Act (AECA), the Department of State has statutory responsibility
for administration of munition items export licensing. DoD,
following its national security mandate, reviews approximately 20
percent of these export license requests and renders its
positions to the Department of State.

The Munitions Directorate cf DTSA is the entry
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point for export requests fro the Department of State. it is
the technical responsibility of this directorate's staff to en-
*ure that the military Services, appropriate DoD agencies, and
the technical staff of the Office of the Und~r Secretary of
Diefense for Research and Engineering review these export requests
or munitions cases in a timely manner (concarrent review).* To

F save time, the Department of State delivers the&e cases concur-rently to the military Services and DOD agencies and conionents
it believes have interest in the case. The Munitions Directorate
then assures that the appropriate staffing has been made and the
DOD position is formulated and sent to the Department of State.

Figure 8-1 depicts both the input and the output
license flow within the DoD. After receiving recoiniindations

F from the DoD elements tasked to review a particular license
request, the Munitions Directorate studies these reccmndations
and develops the DoD position which is sent to the Department of
State. Most differences within DoD are resolved at the working
level. Those that cannot be so resolved are referred to the
International Technology Transfer Panel for resolution.

INPUT"
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recently added the capability to olectronically return the re-
sults of its review to the Department of Commerce. This reduced
proeessift time considerably. DTSA is hoping that experience
gained through the electronically supported processing of these
license applications can be translated into further improvements
in the process throughout the government.

DoD's updated review efforts have resulted in
following improvements in the export licensing processt

"o Greater care is being taken in the front-end of proces-
sing to ensure that information entered into the system
is accurate.

"o Applications are being returned to the applicant via
the Department of Commerce when there is insufficient
end-use or end-user information.

"o Ways are being examined to implement distribution
license recardkeeping controls on individual licenses
when the end-use is for resale.

Foreign COCOM Cases

COCOM procedures require member governments to
submit, for unanimous approval by the Committee, those export
licenses issued by national licensing authorities involving em-
bargoed items proposed for export to proscribed. destinations.
These COCOM export licenses are classified into seven types of
cases and are provided to each country delegation represented at
COCOM headquarters. Upon receipt by the US delegation, the COCOK
cases are sent to Washington, DC, and copies are provided to
DTSA,. the Department of State (Office of East-West Trade), and
the Department of Commerce for review under US technical and
policy guidelines under the aegis of the EDAC.

Once a case is received at DTSA, a case folder is
prepared, and a case description (including case number, type of
case, assigned analyst, deadline dates) is entered by the DTSA
COCOM coordinator into the automated FORDTIS for on-line track-
ing, position recording, and historical record purposes. A dup-
licate foder that includes the technical brochures is then
submitted to the DTSA technical case coordinator for staffing to
the technical support team for review and evaluation. If the
technical support team determines that the case requires rev-liw
by the Services and/or DoD agencies, immediate tasking is made,
The Services' and components' inputs contribute to development of
the DoD-recommended position, which is based upon US DoD tech-
nology export control guidelines. The recommended Iosition is
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entered into FORDTIS and reviewed for consistency with DoD and
COCOK policy guidance before a DoD position i made final.

The final position is then submitted to EDAC
working Group 3, chaired by the Department of State and composed
of representatives from DTSA, the Department of Commerce, and
other US agencies involved in export control. If this working
group reaches a consensus, the position is* then submitted to the
US delegation in Paris for further communication to the COCON
S"retariat and, finally, to the appropriate COCOM delegation.
If the working group does not reach a consensus on a case, it is
referred to the Executive Committee, which operates at the Office
Director level. Cases not resolved by the Executive Committee
are referred to the Sub-EDAC, which operates at the Deputy Under
Secretary level. The next referral levels are the EDAC (at the
Assistant Secretary level), the National Security Council, and
the President.

Foreign cases that proceed through the EDAC struc-
ture must meet a 60-day deadline for PRC cases, and a 90-day
deadline for all other proscribed destinations. If no objections
to an export are raised within the time limit, the case is auto-
matically approved by COCOM. Currently, the average age of a
COCOM case within the DOD is 16 days, and the vast majority of
positions taken by EDAC reflect DoD recommendations.

Role of the Operating Committee

The Operating Committee is the first step in the
interagency review process of contentious US export applications.
The committee, chaired by the Department of Commerce, is a work-
ing-level group that attempts to reach agreement on major export
issues, usually involving proscribed destinations. Recent
Committee resolutions have involved transfer of seismic data
acquisition systems to the PRC.

The DoD frequently finds itself advocating its
position on specific export license applications in isolation.
Often, the other participating agencies will challenge DoD's
national security-based objections with arguments of foreign
policy or commercial competitiveness. DoD positions, therefore,
require the greatest possible degree of cogency and lugical
exposition buttressed by persuasive technical arguments.

Additional cooperation among policy-level decision
makers at all participating agencies is needed to resolve these
cases expeditiously.
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International Technolo~a Transfer Panel

The DoD-wide Inteznational Technology Transfer
Panel continues its work under the provisions of DoDD 2040.2.
Suhpanel A, which deals with export control policy, was the most
active in recent times.

The first sales of major defense equipment to the
PRC, based on the 1984 Subpanel A's policy regarding the releasa-

bility of dual-use and military goods, services, and technology
to that Country, were concluded in 1985. Exports of a US small
3rm munitions facility and torpedoes were approved through the
interagency process, in consultation with European and Pacific
allies. That policy remains the authoritative guide for technol-
ogy transfer to the PRC.

Another example of Subpanel A' s role in
successfully coordinating export control policy issues among
various players lies in the developmnent of special security
procedures for the export of *trusted" computers. Trusted compu-
ters are those into which security features are built to guard
against break-ins by *hackers" and to allow for compartmentalized
access to the computer's stored data.

Subpanel A was convened to establish an efficient
technical review procedure for proposed exports of trusted compu-
ters. An agreement was reached in Subpanel A whereby DOD obtains
technical review from the National Security Agency. This agree-
ment has resulted in establishment of a predictable threshold of
trusted computer security capability under which these computers
are exportable to certain destinations.

Foreign Disclosure and Technical Information System

The FORDTIS provides DOD users with access to
information needed in the technology transfer/technology security
via an interactive, secure communications network. The primary
function of FORDTIS is to assist DoD decision-makers and analysts
in the processing oE export license applications and requests for
foreign disclosure of classified information.

With greater DTSA management attention to the
technology transfer/technolugy security case process, analyst
efficiency and control over outstanding cases have been improved
significantly. Also, better case decisions are made because the
system provides a consistent frame of reference with respect to
policy, technology, and historical precedence.

The final significant capability that FORDTIS
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acacMplished in 1985 is the addition of an Foreign Nilitary Sales
(VMW) history database. This database, updated monthly, consists
of major items that the U3 has agreed to sell to foreign coun-
tries under the FXS program since 1982. This information is
useful to munitions case analysts.

FOREIGN GOVER.O NT-TO-US 9OWUIKNT LI CENSING AGRfEEMNTS

Before entering into foreign contractor-to-USO agree-
ments, the USG must determine whether some or all ot tha informa-
ticn and support necessary for technology transfer is already
available from the foreign government under an existing agree-
ment. The new agreement should specify that the contractor will
not restrict the foreign government from furnishing data in its
possession to the USG. This provision is needed since foreign
countries generally do not acquire a right to pass their contrac-
tors' data rights to third parties, such as the USG. For
instance, the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) reserves the
right to use only resulting work, and allows the contractor to
retain proprietary rights.

Government-to-government licensing agreements are ap-
propriate for government-developed systems that are produced at
government-owned facilities. Such agreements may not be suffi-
cient if the manufacturer has proprietary data for the required
system. Since the data must ultimately be obtained from the
developing contractor, entering into an agreement with the
foreign government introduces a third-party communication prob-
lem, thus resulting in greater difficulty in understanding what
is required and how changes will be handled.

Some MOUs have required each of the participating coun-
tries to provide license rights to the others. For instance, an
addendum to a government-to-yovernment MOU for the ASRAAM/AMRAAM
program specified that it is the intention of both parties to
exchange data and license rights on standardized items under fair
and reasonable conditions. To accomplish this, the MOU states
that each government, in its contracts, will include provisions
requiring its contractors to enter into agreements to transfer
such technical data expeditiously under fair and reasonable terms
and conditions. The MOU also recognizes that such data should be
obtained by either the US or the foreign government or its con-
tractors directly from the foreign or US developing contractors.

FOREIGN CONTRACTOR-TO-US GOVERNMENT LICENSING AGREEMENTS

Such agreements prevent a foreign contractor from
establishing a "sole source" US manufacturer of the required
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system, as may happen under a contractor-to-contractor agrea."Ant
between foreign and US contractors. These agreements often
specify that the licensee was granted the exclusive right to
manufacture the system, and the right, to the exclusion of all
othere except the licenser, to aell the system to the US. Thus,
the USG may lose control over the selection if its contractor can
be obliged to contract with a VS company selected by t foreign
entity. One advantage is that only one party, the USG, is seek-
ing manufacturing rights. This eliminates the possibility of a
competitive auction, which right occur if several firms were
competing. Depending on the eagerness of firms to obtain the
rights, such auctions could result in very unfavorable terms to
the US, because the foreign firm is likely to grant rights to the
US manufacturer who ".9 offering higher royalty payments, the cost
of which will be piassed to the USG. Another of the primary
advantages of such agreements io that the USG is contracting
directly with the developing contractor rather than indirectly
through a foreign gcvernment. This helps eliminate misunder-
standings regarding what data are required, how changes will be
handled, and the desired sequence of delivery of data. Also, the
USG is fully cognizant of the program objectives, such as (1)
third-country sales# (2) configuration management plansl (3) the
USG ability to acquire data rights at n•, cost baced on a separate
1OU with the other government that has the necessary data rights;
and (4) any existing resolution of US Governuent data rights.

The disadvantage of this licensing arrangement is that
the US becomes a third party in the data transfer to the US
contractor; hence, the US must rely on the licensor's certifi-
cacion that the Technical Data Package (TDP) is adequate for com-
petition. To uprove" the TDP for initial production contracts,
either limited production runs, Preproduction Proposal Evaluation
(PPE) or foreign contractor support requirements nmy be needed,

which could increase the overall cost of the program. However,
the cost increases may be less than those associated with con-
tract modification resulting from TDP defic!.encies discovered
aftor contract award.

FOREIGN CONTRACTOR-TO-US CONTRACTOR LICENSING AGREEMENTS

The primary advantage in this approach is that the two
contractors are responsible for ironing out problems associated
with the technology transfer necessary for the achievement of
standardization and interoperability objectives. The working
relationship established between two or more contractors can be
extremely important to the successful completion of a cooperative
Research and Development !R&D) or production effort. One disad-
vantage is that the lack of USG input or inflaence may require
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costly modifications. A second is that the licensee may not be
able tr. corduct an in-depth analysis of the TDP before entering
into the agreement because money is not available to purchase
irformation from the licensor. Another is that the US firm may
encounter more difficulties than the USG in making known US
specifications to a foreign contractor because of the security
classification. Also, there is no incentive for US contractors
to negotiate royalty provisions vigorously since royalty costs
normally pass on to the USG.

A final disadvantage is similar to one described for
the foreign -...ractor-to-USG agreements. Certain program cost
increases are likely to occur regardless of whether the foreign
manufacturer enters into a licensing agreement with the USG or a
US contractor. An example is the area of data transfer problems
associated with terification of the TDP. Although the US manufac-
turer is responsible for solving these problems, it must be
recogn-,'ed that the USG will be liable for the additional program
cost if the prime contract is cost reimbursable. On the other
hand, for fAxed-price contracts, the contractor will be reim-
bursed only for the portion of his efforts on those data transfer
pro)lems whose costs were originally reflected in his contract
price.

THE TZCHNOLCGY TRANSFER IMPLICATIONS ON MULTINATIONAL PROGRAMS

The design process is an economic and culturally derived
process that re7l,ýrts the military, economic, industrial, and
engineering env.rczment of the society. Corsequently, it is
na. al to expect that there will be d'fferences between the
prccess as practiced within the United SLates defense community
and in collaborating countries. The material items that are the
end product of the process are designed to meet the foreign
combat nee, b and reflect the philosophies, industrial capacities,
and capabilities of toreign industry. An example may be France/
Brazil, where equipment must also be designed for Third World
requirements.

In some cases, foreign designs and end items, while exhibit-
ing excellent performance and acquisition cost characteristics,
display a variety of technical. software, safety, and logistics
deficiencies due to di-ferent concepts of design control. During
the technology transzer and critical design review processes,
continued emphasis w.,ill be required to ensure the following:

o Design :nd equipment have a baseline management and
configuration control system in place. If they do not,
configuration control must be established at the start
oL the transfer process.
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o Software programs have a baseline management and con-
figuration control system instituted early on. The
languages used must be. acceptable to the program manag-
er, and the software programs must be fully documented
and meet standards for quality, terminology, and
symbology.

o Trade-off analyses are conducted as part of the assess-
ment of the baseline system to ensure producibility of
the equipment, human factors engineering for operator
interface and maintainability, reliability of critical
components, and logistics supportability.

o Interoperability/standardization is maintained at the
level required. The-discipline imposed by the logistic
support analysis process is appropriate for structuring
this assessment and providing a baseline management and
configuration control system.

Foreign contractors, who generally are allowed by their govern-
ments to retain the intellectual property rights, must be re-
quired as part of the licensing agreement to deliver sufficient
documentation of the equipment for production engineering to be
accomplished and for support purposes. The licensor may be
financially motivated to ensure a thorough and efficient flow of
data and successful technology transfer by coupling license pay-
mpnts to major program milestones such as the successful comple-
t on of Development Testing/Operational Testing (DT/OT), award of
LRIP contract, and award of full prodaction contract. Alterna-
tively, the bulk of licensor's compensation could be in royalty
payments on units produced so that the licensor, as well as the
licensee, works for a successful production program. The intel-
lectual property rights issues are discussed in Chapter 11 of
this Guide. The importance of ensuring that adequate rights have
been defined and acquired cannot be overemphasized. When the
technical information is to flow from the US to another country,
the impact of the critical technologies must be taken into con-
sideration, as well as any export clearances that may be re-
quired.

The licensing agreement can take many forms. If a US system
is a candidate, the USG or US manufacturer may be the licersor
and the foreign government or a selected fore gn contractor, the
licensee (coproduction). Conversely, if a fox •icn system is the
candidate, either the USG or a proposed contractor can enter into
negotiations for license rights (licensed production). The terms
of lictnsing agreements proposed between the US and foreign firms
or governments should be coordinated with those agencieF of the
USG that may be involved with such issues as export licenses and
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release of classified information. If the agreement will involve
intellectual property rights, the owner of those rights--either
in governmen't or in industry--should be consulted before the
agreement is signed. These actions can prevent the PM from
promising, in the licensing agreement, things that cannot be
delivered or that will require long flow times for approval.

Action on the licensing agreement should start early. Nego-
tiating the agreement and obtaining necessary approvals may take
months. The PM is responsible for furni~z.ing complete informa-
tion and advice to the negotiating team reqjarding desired license
terms and provisions. Costly program delays and modifications
are likely to occur if the proposed agreement must be modified to
incorporate additional terms. Although the terms and conditions
included in licensing agreements will vary, some are required in
all agreements. The information that is presented below can be
used as a basis for gathering information or forming a position
on issues relating to engineering management and technology
transfer to be communicated t~o the negotiating team. There
should be consultation with USG export licensing officials in the
early stages to ensure that agreements are not made for transfers
that cannot legally take place.

Because of language differences, problems can arise in in-
terpretation of the agreement. Different meanings are often
given to well-defined words and phrases that may even have legal
definitions. For instance, there is no legal definition of the
term "know how" in Italy. To avoid misunderstandings, common
termis should be defined, Appendix G contains definitions of many
of the significant terms used in this Guide.

When the United States views a foreign-developed item or
portion of a defense item and determines that the equipment is
basically desirable and fulfills a genuine US need, it will have
evolved in a completely different military, cultural, and social
environment. As a consequence, it will contain significant
differences in approach to utilization, maintenance, logistics,
part selection, and the like. For desirable military, economic,
and political reasons, full adherence to US military specifica-
tions and US military regulations should not be expected.
Military specifications and regulations have been evolved to aid
in the US development of new weapon systems for the US military.
Their general use is effective in that envircnment. Other na-
tions have evolved procedures that are also adequate for the
developm~ent of useful, new hardware; however, these procedures
are considerably different from those used in the United States.
We cannot reasonably expect that a foreign developer would use US
military specifications and regulations exclusively in the devel-
opment of a system. It should be noted that many foreign na-
tional specifications and standards have been derived from US
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military specifications; therefore, at least a limited applica-
tion of US military specifications and regulations can be
expected.

Military specifications and military standards generally
fall into two broad categories: those that impose requirements
on the design or the design process and those that 4mpose re-
quirements on the test process. Specifications controlling the
design can be divided into the following major categories:

0 System performance

0 Safety

0 Parts, materials, and processes

0 Environmental requirements

0 Maintainability

0 Reliability

0 Availability

0 Human factors

0 Durability

0 Physical properties

0 Economic considerations.

Considerable care must be exercised in applying these speci-
fications to a technology transfer program. To apply design
requirements that are different from those used in developing
the existing foreign design, or which cannot be conveniently and
inexpensively obtained, defeats one of the primary purposes of
technology transfer. on items such as system performance and
safety, at best, the design can be analyzed to determine the
extent the European or other foreign design meets the US require-
ment. The PM must be extremely careful in this area, particular-
ly on specifications that relate Ito personnel safety. It must
be recognized from the outset of the program that certain US
safety standards must be applied to the system (e.g., no-fire
current rat-lng for electro-explosive devices, the usd of carcino-
genic materials in manufacturing processes, noise environment
during operation), and that a certain amount of redesign may be
required to meet these statutory requirements.

In the general coproduction and licensed manufacturing proc-
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esg, essentially no changes are made in the design. The only
differences result from the conversion of the parts, materials,
and processes. Any changes to these can influence such items as
system performance or reliability. Therefore, specifications
that deal with system. characteristics that can be influenced by
the selection of parts, materials, and processes are appropriate
to require in the contract, but only to the'extent that no ri.de-
sign is required. These specifications could cover such items as
corrosion prevention, reliability, and national standardization.
on the other hand, applying specifications on maintainability,
when the maintainability aspects of the system are already
defined in the design, are of little value.

DoD normally performs hardware validation and verification
through an extensive test program. Service regulations require
this on every weapon system procurement. in a technology trans-
fer situation, however, some performance testiAg may already have
beeni conducted in a foreign nation and some of the design verifi-
cation and validation completed. Therefore, considerable time
and money could be saved if a particular development or
operational test in the United States is not required when the
equivalent of that test has already been performed in a foreign
country. It is important that both the development test agency
and the operational test agency participate in the review of
testing that has already been conducted by the foreign developer/
user to ensure that the results will be accepted as a part of the
US data base. Also, limited performance testing and environ-
mental verification tests should be accomplished to amplify the
foreign testing and to verify that the technology was completely
transferred so that the hardware as constructed in the US
contractor's manufacturing facility performs as the hardware
constructed' in the foreign nation. In addition, the US logistics
and personnel subsystems must also be tested with the US-built
equipment to ensure compatibility.

A study should be performed on each program to outline the
applicability of military regulations and specifications to the
technology transfer program considering the above factors. Pro-
cedures for executing a technology transfer program should be
defined and applied. These procedures should consist of the
adaptation of existing military procedures, specifications, and
requirements to maximize the utilization of the foreign technol-
ogy and the foreign test experience. This will reduce the cost
of weapon system procurement by the US military. Foreign govern-
ments have used such a system in the procurement of US-supplied
weapon systems in the past, and a great deal could be learned
from them. The objective of these procedures should be to pro-
vide the military with a system that is substantially in its
present form. This would minimize the cost associated with
revalidation and redundant testing.
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The PM should determine the degree of international stand-
ardization to be obtained vis-a-vis the degree of national stand-
ardization among other US military weapon systems. At the
present time, foreign and US standardization practi.ces are not
the same. Therefore, the US program manager must be prepared to
accept some increases in life-cycle coats In order to obtain
international interoperability. The PM must reflect on the need
to achieve interoperability and interchangeability of critical
modules before complete standardization, especially if standardi-
zation would raise life-cycle costs significantly.

REQUIRIEMENS DEFINITION

As the PM evaluates designs, it is also important to
recognize that the design for a weapon system evolved by a par-
ticular country is driven by a number of issues including the
threat, the national tactics, the expected time available to
counter the threat during battle, the philosophy of equipping
defender forces, and the capability of the national industry
that will develop and produce the system. Although different
equipment requirements do not necessarily preclude multinational
cooperation in weapons development, they can have detrimental ef-
fec~ts on collaborative projects and may reduce the participation
in such projects. In certain cases, joint development projects
result in more expensive equipment because of the need to accom-
modate multiple national preferences. The result may be a more
complex piece of hardware than any single nation desired.

The process of requirements definition requires recon-
ciliation and compromise. In the multinational environment,
there may be a iieed for compromise in requirements in order to
secure program approval. In a great many instances, the agreed
technical specifications for specific codevelopment systems are
compromised to a greater or lesser extent in order to secure the
participation and approval of the prospective collaborators. The
Transall transport represented a compromise of the French need
for a cargo aircraft capable of supplying remote Asian or African
stations occupied by the French in the late 1950s and an FRG
perception of need for an aircraft to carry dense military car-
goels to the FRG forces positi~oned to defend Western Europe. The
product was a transport that only with great difficulty could
operate in the close confines anticipated by the FRG, and which
was incapable of carrying useful military loads over the rangep.
desired by the French. It is also important to know that many
issues outside typical Cost-effectiveness concerns may control
the choice of subsystem options. This may result in a certain
inhibition of later product improvements since one country's
perception of an improvement may be seen by another as "gold
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plating." Another area in which performance may be impacted
proceeds from the interrelationship of commercial and military
technology. In order to maintain a commercial edge, companies
may withhold from multinational ventures advanced technology and
use it only in their national programs.

The appropriate international forums for the discussion
of differences in requirements doctrine, tactics, and threat
include the Phased Armaments Progranur ig System, the NATO main
armament groups, and various bilateral staff talks. These forums
provide a systematic means for converting national military
mission needs into harmonized equipment requirements. The
essential ingredient in this process is assurance that frank
discussions and understandings on requirements take place early
enough to learn if there really are differences that cannot be
reconciled.

I In negotiating the weapon system requirement, agreement
must be obtained on the threat scenario and on the mechanism to
translate that scenario into an operational concept for the
weapon system. Often, nations are reluctant to discuss fully the
threat because of the intelligence implications. When more than
one country is involved with the development of the system, the
mechanism for communication of the interface requirements must be
clearly described, and it must represent a workable concept.

There also needs to be specific agreement on the man-
agement concept to be utilized. If there is to be an integrating
contractor, what will be his responsibility and how will he be
selected? There needs to be a clear description of the relation-
ship between the governments involved and the industry that will
develop the system. When technical data must flow across
national borders, there needs to be a clear specification of the
types of data and rights to be transferred, the process by which
they will be transferred, and the responsibility of both par-
ties.

PROBLEMS IN TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

This final major section of the chapter will focus on prob-
lems that may arise in the areas of engineering management and
technology transfer. When possible, some suggestions are given
or experience related that may be of value to the PM in avoiding
or minimizing similiar problems. Additional guidance may be
obtained from lessons learned prepared on programs that nave
developed experience and understanding of this relatively new
area of DoD involvement.
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TC R CAL DATA

The importance of technical data considerations cannot
be overemphasized. Among the factors that require coverage in
the agreement are the following:

o Identification of specifications, drawings, and other
data.

o Delivery of data--Failure to deliver data in proper
sequence can result in wasted effort and expense. A
provision to correct and/or compensate for late or
improperly sequenced delivery of data or incor'rect data
may be considered. Additionally, the licensor is nor-
mally responsible for obtaining clearances for -export
of data.

o Warranty of data--The licensor's liability should be
specified if the data are not sufficient to enable the
licensee to produce the item.

o Payment for other technical data costs--Since the
royalty payments may cover only data rights, the licen-
sor should be separately reimbursed for document-han-
dling and delivery costs.

o Protection of technical data--The licensor may require
limited or nondisclosure of proprietary data; if so,
duration of limited disclosure or nondisdiosure of data
should be specified. The rights of support contractors
to use data for analysis of tasks such as program
planning and management risk analysis must be speci-
fied.

o Technical support terms--The types of terms that may be
included are required access to licensor and licensee
manufacturing plants; estimated and maximum technical
assistance required; responsibiliticE for negotiation,
and payment for technical assistance costsi agreement
as to payable costs such as travel, per diem, and
salary; and identification of personnel visiting each
other's plants.

o Engineering changes and improvements--Provisions should
be ircluded that specify the obligation of each party
to furnish all information and data relating to changes
and improvements to tha licensed item, the time period
for acceptance or rejection of the licensed item, the
time period for acceptance or rejection of change, the
royalty rights, and the payment provisions associated
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with the changes. Such provisions help ensure the
".'• maintenance of standardized or interoperable items,

since both parties are aware of the changes and can
implement them in their production lines.

0 Licensor assistance--It is advisable to include provi-
sions that the licensor will, as requested, use his
influence to obtain required licensing agreements from
his contractors, procure components and purchase parts
from his normal subcontractors, and provide parts and
materials he normally produces.

As data flow from the developer to the user, there is a
need to manage carefully the, flow and use of the data on the part
of the receiving company. Yigure 8-2 shows a part of the mecha-
nism used within the Roland program to assemble the received
technical data for relea~se to the manufacturing functions, but
which is generally applicakle to any foreign to US technology
transfer. At each step in the process, it is necessary to review
the data received to ensure that they provide an adequate basis
for manufacture. When this does not hold true, the Opull" of
additional supporting documentation is required.

FIGURE 8-2. DATA TRANSFER•,TRANSLATION, AND CONVERSION

CRITICAL TECHNOLOGIES

Licensing agreements, whether involving the export or

import of hardware and technology, may require approval by appro-

priate government agencies. Three acts that pertain to this area
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are.discussed below. The Mutual Security Act of 1954 deals with
both -the export and the import of aumaunition and ipleaments of
war. The Export 'kAdminstration Ac:.. (EAA) of 1965 and 1979 as
sended in 1985 apply to exports only. Further, they pertain only
t'•exports not covered by the Mutual Security Act.

The International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITARs)
are the State Department regulations that inmlemented the M'itual
Security Act of 1954. Section 414 of the act provides that the
President is authorized to control, in furtherance of world peace
and security and foreign policy of the United States, the export
and import of arms, ammunitions and inplements of war, including
the technical data relating thereto. The Mutual Security Act's
provision related to imports and exports of munition items were
transferred to the Arms Export Control Act (AECA) of 1976. The
AECA further specifies that all persons engaged in such trade
S must register with the appropriate USG agency. These functions
were delegated to the Department of Treasury for import of muni-
tions list items including technical data relating thereto and to
the State Department by Executive Order 11958 (18 January 1977)
for export of such items. The munitions list is contained in the
ITAR and includes 22 categories of articles such as firearms,
artillery and projectiles, and ammunition. If an item is on the
munitions list, an export license is required for its sale, for
the granting of the right to manufacture the item and technical
assistance pertaining to it, and for the export of technical data
related to it. An export licerise may cover all or some of these
categories. The export licensing on a particular program may,
therefore, involve a single license or a series of licenses.

The EAA of 1979 (as amended in 1985) required that the
DoD develop and maintain a MCTL. Specifically, DoD is required
tos

"o Establish a dynamic procedure for adding to the newly
identified MCTL technologies requiring protection and
for deleting such technologies that no longer need to
be protected.

"o Develop a keystone equipment list to identify equipment
that would reveal or give insight into the design and
manufacture of a US military system.

o In cooperation with the Department of Commerce, incor-
porate protection for technologies on the MCTL into
export control lists, taking into account foreign
availability of such technologies. The establishment
of adequate export controls on militarily critical
technology e.nd keystone .-quipment is to be accompanied
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by suitable reductions in the controls on that technol-
ogy and equipment no longer requiring protection.

o Report to the Congress on the impact that the transfer
to controlled destinations (countries) of goods or
technologies on the HCTL has had, or will have, on the
military capabilities of those countries.

Since its inception, the MCTL project has systematical-
ly refined its definitions of technologies crucial for maintain-
ing a military balance against the quantitatively larger forces
of the Soviet Union and the Warsaw Pact. As a result, the MCTL
has been an increasingly important factor in all aspects of the
technology security program of the United States, and specifical-
ly in the following ways.

"o COCOM List Review--The MCTL has become a vehicle for
stimulating proposals to add to nr modify existing
multilateral agreements for the control of exports (the
COCOM List). Specific proposals for negotiations in
COCOM have been drafted based on language embodied in
the MCTL. The credibility and timeliness of the MCTL
process is evidenced by the acceptance such proposals
have achieved in this multilateral forum.

"o Export Case Licensing--On a less formal basis, the (CTL
contributeo to the timeliness and consistency of export
case technical review. In areas where clear definition
or guidance is not provided by the control lists, the
MCTL is a major reference regarding the military crit-
icality of technical data and related know-how.

"o Other Techn3logy Transfer Assessments--As a comprehen-
sive compendium of technical descriptions down to the
level of the specific arrays of know-how and keystone
equipment required for technology application, the MCTL
is a valuable source document for policy decisions
regarding technology transfer mechanisms. Specifically
the MCTL has been used for:

- Review of scientific papers for determinations on
release of unclassified sensitive information

- Guidance for custom agents in performance of their
duties

- Assessment and structuring of proposed foreign
military sales

- Foreign disclosure determinations
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- Evaluation of international agreements of scienti-
fic and technical exchanges with potential adver-
saries

Defining Military Critical Technology (NCT) was not, however, an
easy task, since many of the militarily significant technologies
already in use, had by that time also found important applica-
tions in the commercial world. There was an understandable
concern, one which still persists, that control of technology in
the international marketplace could hurt US exports. From the
begirning, technology security has necessarily been a process
aimed at meeting national security requirements as well as ensur-
ing a healthy economy through a robust position in international
trade.

By 1977, DoD, with significant inputs from other gov-
ernment agencies and defense induatries, had put together a list
of 138 technologies considered to be militarily critical. This
candidate list was then subjected to intense review by industry
representatives organized into Critical Technologies Evaluation
Groups. These groups prepared unclassified reports on mojor
areas covered by DoD's list of 138 technologies. From the out-
set, such cooperation between private industry and government
agencies was central to establishing effective export controls.
Meanwhile, independent studies were also being performed by both
the Navy and the Air Force to develop suggestions for additional
items or other modifications to the existing list.

In 1979, the new approach to critical technologies was
reaffirmed in the EAA of that year. The language of the stntute
recognized the dynamic tension existing between the need to
export and the need to control the flow of militarily critical
technology. This reinforced the new philosophy that control
should focus on technologies and not hinder the sale of products
which, in and of themselves, wculd not substantially benefit the
military capabilities of potential adversaries.

In 1980, DoD, under the direction of UZDRE(IF&T).
merged much of the work previously done by the Services and
industry into a consolidated list. Techni:al Working Groups
(TWGs), supported by representatives from both industry and
government. reviewed previously drafted materials, consolidated
inputs under 17 major headings (Table 8-1), and recorded the
rationale for the inclusion of the specified technologies in the
1980 MC`TL.

Since much of the material supporting the definition of
the MCTL was classified, only the list of unclassified technology
titles was published in the Federal Register in October 1980.
This constituted, in essence, the table of contents to the more
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TABLE 8-1. MAJOR TECHNOLOGY CATEGORIES INCLUDED
IN THE ECT PROGRAM

COMPUTER NETWORK TECHNOLOGY TELECOMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY

COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY COMMUNCIATION, NAVIGATION,
GUIDANCE, AND CONTROL TECH-
NOLOGY

COMPUTER SOFTWARE MICROWAVE TECHNOLOGY
TECHNOLOGY

AUTOMATE- REAL-TIME CONTROL VEHICULAR TECHNOLOGY

TECHNOLOGY

MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY OPTICAL AND LASER TECHNOLOGY

DIRECTED ENERGY TECHNOLOGY SENSOR TECHNOLOGY

SEMICONDUCTOR AND ELECTRONIC CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY
COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY

INSTRUMENTATION TECHNOLOGY NUCLEAR SPECIFIC TECHNOLOGY

detailed technology descriptions that had been generated by the
previous year's work. The following year, 1981, a revised clas-
sified list was produced, this time including inputs from the
Department of Energy. In 1982, a major industry review of the
existing list was undertaken in cooperation with the Multi-
Association Policy Advisory Group. The results of this critique
were used by the TWGs to make appropriate revisions to the list.

Since publication of the first list in 1980, there hasa
been a continual revision and updating of the MCTL's c,'ntenti0.
The basic structure has, however, remained fairly stable. Majo;r
headings have in essence been retained, but with changes in
emphasis, the addition of three major areas: "Cryptologic Tec'h-
nology," "Energy Systems," and "Energetic Materials" to reflect
the evolution of technologies and their critical military appli-
cations. This combination of stable organization and structure
with the flexibility to continually update and refine the de-
tailed contents has worked well. The rapid evolution of
pertinent technology has been accommodated, as has timely
deletion from the MCTL of technologies no longer: meeting the
criteria for inclusion. The result has been maintenance of the
credibility and usefulness of the 14CTL in its successive ver-
sions.
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The objectives of the MZCTL analytical process are to:

0 Collect and analyze data needed to understand and
correlate:

- The state of the art in each technology (research
product development, and production)

- The comparative status of U", Soviet, COCOM, and
other national capabilities in each technology

- The military use of technologies

- The criticality of the technology to a superiority
of US military capability

o Analyze and develop the distinction between merely
useful and militarily critical technologies.

o Identify the potential directions and progress in new
technology areas that may overtake currently controlled
technologies.

The participation of private industry experts is of
vital importance to the MCTL process. The USDRE(IP&T), which
manages the NCTL project through the Institute for Defense
Analyses, encourages the participation of industry as full mem-
bers of the 12 TWGs responsible for analysis, review, and
revision of the MCTL.

Som3 80 industrial firms have reviewed versions of the
I4CTL in the past, and industry representatives continued to
participate in activities of the TWGs during their preparation of
the 1986 edition. 'Ihis continuing industry input is necessary to
help identify nonstrategic items, provide information on foreign
capabilities, and identify critical technology elements.

For each of the technology areas included in the list,
there is provided a general description, the military rationale
for control and a list of critical elements, described under the
following geiueral categories:

o Arrays of Know-How--Limited to the know-how and related
technical information (including design ana manufactur-
ing know-how), which are not in the public domain and
which are required to achieve a significant develop-
ment, production, or utilization purpose. Such know-
how includes services, pro'7esses, procedures, specift-
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cation-., design data and criteria, and testing t~ch-
niques.

o Keystone Equipment--That equipment (including manufac-
turing, inspection, or test equipment) specifically
necessary for the effective application of significant
arrays of technical information and know-how.

o Keystone Materials--Materials specifically necessary
for the effective application of a significant array of
technical information and know-how.

o Goods Accompanied by Sophisticated Know-How--Goods the
use of which roquires the provision (disclosure) of
significant arrays of technical informetion and know-
how (including operation, application, or mainten&nce
know-how), and keystone equipment and material for
which embedded know-how is inherently derivable by
reverse engineering, or is revealed by use of the
goods.

Criteria for inclusion of items on the MCTL stem from
the EAA of 1979 (as amended in 1985). The first cr.Lterion (Sec-
tion 5(d) (2) (c)) is that the technology in question may not
alveady be possessed by, or be otherwise available to, Warsaw
Pact countries. Such consideration, now formally required by the
1985 amendment, is an integral part of the MCTL process. ILitial
ezghasis was placed on identifying and removing te:hnologies for
which Warsaw Pact countries were determined to have indigenous
capabilites. A more comprehensive assessment of foreign techno-
logical capability in MCTL items is currently underw•ay to deter-
mine those technologies that are available from other unrestric-
ted sources. This determination will be the basis of US action
to secure control agreements with such sources. In the absence
of such agreements, certain technologies may be considered for
deletion from the MCTL.

Assuming the lack of availability to Warsaw Pact coun-
tries is established, the selected technology must also satisfy
the criterion (Section 3(2)(A)) of supporting a significant mili-
tary capability, the availability of which would be detrimental
to US national security. One or more of the following factors
are gererally considered in asseszing the extent to which a given
technology meets this criterion:

o The techno] Jgy is used in US military systems, either
deployed or scheduled for deployment in the near term,
and contributes significantly to the performance of
such systems in a primary mission area.
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0 The technology will contribute significantly to Warsaw
Pact capabilities in primary mission areas. Such do-
terr.irations may often be inferred from Intelligence
Community proj-ctions of Warsaw Pact acquisition tar-
gets. (In most instances, such technology may be the
same as that identified by application of the first
criterion. It is conceivable, however, that a techno-
logy no longer critical to the performance of US sys-
tems could be of considerable importance to those-under
development by the Warsaw Pact countries.)

o The technology, although not currently embedded in a US
system, is a leading edge technology with high poten-
tial for having an impact in advanced military applica-
tions.

Evidence of the MCTL's technical validity is found in
the extent of agreement between its covarage and areas of tech-
nology identified by other independent analyses. The USDRE has,
in his annual report to the Congress, identified the 20 basic
technology areas considered most important in the competition
with the Soviet Union (see Figure 8-3). These were selected to
provide a basis for comparing US and USSR technology bases.
Technologies identified were not necessarily limited to those in
deployed military systems, but included those having the poten-
tial for significantly changing the military capabilities of
either side over the next 10 to 20 years.

CONCLUSION

MOUs inherently deal with technology transfer issues--the
most fundamental of which is striking a balance between the eoed
to contribute national technological assets to & collaborative
defense activity and the need to protect those assets. Before
any agreement is made or negotiariona are begun to transfer
technology, the USG must decide (1) whether or not the technol-
ogical information should be shared, an3 if so with whoml and (2)
how the information to be transferred and/or collaboratively
developed should be protected. Technology information as
valuable as national security assets Includes Classified Military
Information (CMI) and unclassified information of various degrees
of economic value to the defense industrial base.

The problem oi balancing the need for national security
export controls with the interests of nonstrategic commercial
trade and open acientific exchange continues to be both chaileng-
ing and difficult. Successful balancing of these competing in-
terests has been enhanced by emergence of the MCTL as the first
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BASIC TECIINOLOGIS US US/USSR USSR
SUPERIOR EQUAL SUPERIOR

AEROOYNAMI CS/FLUID DYNAMICS X
COMPUTER AND SOFTWARE
CONVENTIONAL WARHEADS (INCLUDING X

ALL CHEMICAL EXPLOSIVES)
DIRECTED ENERGY (LASER) X
ELECTRO-OPTICAL SENSOR (INCLUDING X

INFRARED)
GUIDANCE AND XNVIGATION X
LIFE SCIENCE (FUMAN FACTORS/ X

BIOTUCHNN.'OGY)
MATERIALS (LIGHTWEIGHT, HIGH 1

STRENGTH, HIGH TEfPERATURE)
MI(•O-ELECTRONIC MATERIALS AND X

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT MANUFACTURING
NUCLEAR WARHEADS X
OPTICS X
POWER SOURCES (MOBILE) (INCLUDES X

ENERGY W1iORAGE)
PRODUCTION/MANUFACTURING (INCLUDES X

AUTCOATED CONTROL)
PROPULSION (AEROSPACE AND GROUND -- >

VZHI M.ES)
RADAR SENSOR X-->
ROBOTICS AND MACHINE INTELLIGENCE X
SIGNAL PROCESSIkW X
SIGNATURE REDUCTION X
SUBMARINE DETECTION X-->
TELECCSO1UJICATIONS (INCLUDES X

FIBER OPTICS)

NOTE: Arrows indicate that the relative technology level is
changing significantly in the direction indicated.

FIGUrER 8-3. RELATIVE US/USSR STANDING IN THE 20 MOST
IMPORTANT BASIC TECHNOLOGY AREAS

genuine, comprehpnsive effort to separate what is critical tram
what is merely useful.

A quote from the foreword to the 1986 Report to Congress on
the Technology Security Program summarizes the direction taken
over the last several years on technology transfer and the con-
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trol measures taken to protfct this valuable national resource.
In his foreword, the Honorable Fred C. Ikle. Under Secretary of
Defense for Policy stated:

Over the past year the Department of Defense has taken major
steps to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the
technology amcurity program. The new Defense Technology
Sacurity Administration has eliminated previous redundancies.
improved day-to-day coordination, and ensured that both tech-
nical and 1-iicy considerations are irntroduced into export
control cases at the outset. Tht. DTSA has undtrtaken an
ambitious p-ogran of automation that is speeding up the
completion cf routine administrative tasks and opening new
possibilities for government-wide cooperation. Throughout,
we are sharpening our focus on protecting those technologies
which give our country the greatest advantages over its
adversaries and our citizens the greatest return on their
defense dollar. The Department of Defense has reduced sub-
stantially the time it takes to review export license cases.
The average time has now been cut to about 15 days for both
dual-use and munitions cases. That will cut adainistrative
costs for US firm. It also will greatly increase their
chance to outsell firm. from foreiCn countries, where export
licenses often are granted very quickly.
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CHAPTER 9
MULTINATIONAL PROGRAN MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE

ImT OOUCTION

The Program Manager (PM) of a multinational program office
has management authority over all the technical and business
aspects of a program. His role is to tie together, manage, and
direct the development and production of a system, while meting
performance, schedule, supportability, and cost objectives that
are defined by his charter, Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs),
and other promulgating documents initiated by the multinational
steering (or control) group, Dapartment of Defense (DoD), and his
parent Service. Essentially, he serves as the agent of the
multinational steering group, Do'N, and his Service. in the per-
formance of the multinational system acquisition process, and he
is armed with authority and responsibility given him by the
steering committee, DoD, and his Service for running the program.
Fron his vaktage point as PH, he possesses a wide perspective of
the program and the interrelationships among its elements. He
must be the major motivating force for propelling the system
through its evolution. Management techniques of the specific
functional specialties (e.g., contracting, engineering, produc-
tion, financial management, test managmnt, logistics) are de-
scribed in other chapters in this Guide.

The position of a military PM is unique in the managerial
world. Unlike most managers, a PM is largely dependent on out-
siders to get his work done. The PMWe tasks are much more com-
plicated when the program involves a multinational effort. Al-
though the PM has some staff of his own, for the most part, the
real work of the program is usually performed by personnel out-
side his immediate office, including individuals from his parent
organization or Service, and other governments, as well as con-
tractors from his country and overseas.

In the past, few major system acquisition programs started
as multinational efforts. Most were preeded by individual or
joint Service efforts, often after much research and development,
both by the military and by individual contractors. The reosons
for advocating a multinational development effort are many and
varied, but they are ultimLtely reducible to certain operational,
economic, or political considerations by all parties involved--
the US Government (USG), Dot., individual US military Services.
our allies and their military Services, US defense contractors,
and foreign defense contractors, among others.
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Typically, several of the following goals are paramount:

o Improved national And collective defense

o Reduced development and production costs

o Inprovcd armaments coperation

o Enhanced interoperability of equipment

o Tuprovod standardization and reduced logistics require-
ments

o Rnhanced technology and information exchange.

FROMM OFFICE STRUCcURBS

This chapter describes the major factors end policies asso-
ciated with the tailoring of a program office to manage a multi-
national project. There are :,o standard structures for multina-
tional programs. Bach is an ad hoc arrangement. Thu program
structure depends upon the size and goals of the program, the
phase of the program in the acquisition process, the desired
cooperative arrangements among the countries, and the role of the
Office of the Secretary of Defeme (08D) and the services in the
program. A 1985 U.S./Federal Republic of Germany (FRO) Program
Management Symposium discussed the organizational options shown
in Figure 9-1. The diagram identifies some of the management an
well as contracting alternatives. Although many variations
exist, multinational programe can be broadly classified into
three categories# single-country managed program offices, multi-
nationally staffed program offices, and multiple program offices.

sIIIL-COWUNMY MUA=eD PROM" OFFICE

A single-country managed program office is sometimes
referred to as a epilol, nation approach." Most multinational
programs begin as single-country developments, such as the AV-8
Harrier. Nany bilateral programs, especially small programs, are
single-country managed to satisfy bilateral requirements. FPr
the most part, these programs are structured and managed as they
would be if they were single-country programs. The participating
country may assign a liaison officer or representative to the
pogran office, or it may simply monitor the program. Normally,
the policies and procedures of the lead country domi.nate the
pZoSam.
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MULTIN&TI-ONALLY STAFFED PR="A OPFICS

A multinationally staffed program is one in which the
personnel frow. several participating countries work under one PM.
The lead country provides the PK, most of the program management
staff, and the administrative support. The participating coun-
tries each contribute a deputy PM and other military officers to
the program management staff. This practice is becoming more
common and seems to be the multinational program structure pre-
ferred by our North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) allies
for larger programs. The central program direction coma from a
Multinational Steering Committee.

MJLTIPLE PROGRAM OFFICE

A number of multinational Research and Development
(R&D) programs are, in fact, multiple programs or projects whose
activities are coordinated. The degree and method of coordina-
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tion vary from program to program, as does the principal soarce
of program direction. Frequently, a NATO oubgroup plays a
direct role in the program's execution. A participating nation
may insist on forming its own program office for a program in-
volving a large financial outlay, involving a complex develop-
sent,. or having a high degree of risk associated with it. The
relationships between the natiou.l offices and the overall multi-
national program office would be detailed in an MOU and other
coordinating documents. Central program direction comes from a
multinationcl steering or control committee.

ATThZBUTZS OP suCCBS8UL PAOGRANs

In a 1985 research effort, Charles Farr investigated 10
hypotheses that were believed to contribute to the success of
international program. His findings are sumiarized below.

Multinational cooperative programs guided by steering groups
are more likely to be successful than multinational programs
guided by parent bureaucracies or other ad hoc organizations.

This hypothesis was supported by the research effort.
A high-level forum, such as a steering comiwttee, should be used
to guide every international program, regardless of its sixe.
Steering coitittee maebers should be of higher rank and status
than the full-time PM. The steering committee representative
from the PM'e country should also be the PN's superior in the
parent government hierarchy so that the multinational decisions
of the project are more likely to also be supported at hom in
the parent hierarchy. Steering committees should meet at least
semiannually, or they run the risk of failing to koep abreast of
program events and to demonstrate the necessary high-level 6up-
port.

Fl POTRISXS 2:

International cooperative programs in which PNs are granted
high levels of authority are more likely to be successfu3
than program in which PM autnority is more limited.

The research effort supported this hypothet le. The
international principals of a cooperative project should grant a
high level of authority to a single PA, who directs an interna-
tionally staffed, colocated project team. The PM and the project
team members 2hould have the authority to participate in devel-
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aging the UOU. The colocation of managers from all participating
countr'es in a single project office is also beneficial to the
Prooram. The colocated mwe &re should have specific furACtional
responsibilities, and their performance should be subject to the
review and control of a single de[.ignated PK. This masnager
should be carefully chosen an the basis of attributes such an
previous International e,-eriencep previous manageent

Mxpriencesl personal lea&- -, qualitiesy and, to a letter ex-
tent, technical knowledge of the program. Although technical
expertise is important, the 114 must understand the financial#
contractual, mngral. and political ramifications of his
d.ecisions. The project office should be intimately involved in
writing and negotiatIng the NOU. This involvement will reduci
the possibility of making promises to international partners that
cannot be fulfilled. in addition, the project te&& membrs will
become bel ievers In the project tasks and objectives.

International cooperative programm of larger size are msre
likely to be successful than projects of smaller mine.

This hypothesis was supported. For relatively amll1
programs, extra effort must be ex~pended to ensure that there Is
adequate support for the program. Large programs tend to attract
managers of higher rank and greater ex~perience and ability. The
lax"e resource investments that typically accomany large proj-
ects also increase program visibility. It is important to ensure
that small1 programs empoy the fundamental s of good mneent.
lince the OsyutemO may not always support the interoats of
smaller programs, it is important for those programs to have
exqperienced4 full-time w.ýnagers who are well qualified in manage-
sent skills.

Programs in which the participanfrr: requirements and goals
are carefully harmonized at the,%outset are more likely to be
successful than those in which requirements az'd goals are not
harmonized.

This hypothesis was supported by the research effort.
The goals and objectives of each international participant must
be clearly identified, and formal mocharniss must be structured
at the outset so that the various goals can be achieved. Farr's
interviews with managers of both successf~ul and unsuccessful
programi revealed the unanimous view that requirements and objec-
tiven must be: (1) clear. (2) supported by the user cosanity,
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and (3) harmaised among all participating countries at the
outset of the program. The MW should avoid vague phrases such
as Obeot efforts" and "to the maximum extent possible' and
should, instead, be precise abeut La~ortant issues such as who
does what, how funding is shared, and bow benefits are shared.
Additionally, there are a nuer of reasons for initiating an
intez•ational program. These include the need to respond to a
recognized threat, the desire to satisfy a political goal,, and
the desire to use a new technological capability. it has been
the experience in numerous programs that political and technolog-
ical 'push' is a precarious basis for the Initiation of an inter-
national program unless there is also clear support from the user
commnity as well.

International cooperative programs that attempt few and
modest advances in the state of the art are more likely to be
successful than programs that attemt multiple and major
advances.

This hypothesis was not supported. There way not be a
need to attewt technor)•gical advances in an evolutionary, incre-
sental fashions however, it walb found that a number of program
and defense contractors explicitly try to approach technological
advances in evolutionary. incremental fashions. This approach,
which is facilitated by the use of applied research and devel-
opment and the use of prototypes. is recommnded by the research
effort.

International cooperative programs in baich each partner's
share of technological benefits in perceived as being in
proportion to its contribution are more likely to be success-
ful than programs in whicb shares are not so perceived.

The research findings supported this hypothesis. Extra
care should be taken to structure a program in which benefits are
equitably distributed and all participants are *equally hapw or
unhappy' with the results. A sense of fair play should prevail
among the participants in an international cooperative project.
An excellent start in that direction is to ensure that clear,
unambiguous expectations are set at the beginning of the program.
Each participant country should understand what it is expected to
contribute and what it can expect to receive in return. The MOO
should clearly address the method for adjusting funding a.1 work
chores if the scope of the program changes in any way (increased
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or reduced production vuume. a'Atered schedule, third country
sales, etc.). Further, formal mechanisms for tying the success
of all the participants together are recommended. An example is
the Joint venture corporation formvd by the industrial partners
of the Multiple Launch Rocket System, (WAS) program.

fPOTSHIBg8 7t

Programs in which participants have relatively more
experience wi.h international program and with the relevant
technology are more likely to be aucc&ssful than those in
which participants have less experience.

This hypothesis was supported. 0overnment and industry
personnel on the project team amst be carefully chosen to maxi-
mize experience in the following dimensions* risnagerial skills,
international experience, and familiarity wi.h the relevant tech-
nologies. The dimensions of experience that were found to be
relevant by this research were previous international experience,
manageria3. experience, and experience with the relevant technol-
ogy and situational factors. Based on the research, the single
most irportant dimension of experience was the management expert-
*nce of key project members. Managers with both management and
technical expertise were highly desirable but nol always avail-
able. When forced to choose, management experience should be the
first priority.

HYPOTHESIS 8:

International programs whose PIs and Leam mewbers are more
progxam oriented than parent-command oriented are more likely
to be successful.

This hypothesis was supported. There have been occa-
sions in most programs when national interests conflict with the
best interests of the program. In the F-16 program, for example,
some European countries did not wish to accept certain changes to
the aircraft. The US devised a plan in which nonrecurring cost
for the change were waived and the Europeans paid only recurring
costs, if they did not intend to use the new capability. Obvi-
ously, this sort of solution requires some trust. The F-16
program office has been effective in promoting this kind of
cooperative spirit in the interest of agetting things done." The
steering committee has further facilitated this cooperative proj-
ect orientation by acting as an effective forum for the resolu-
tion of difficult issues.

A strong project orientation was also reported on the
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Seauparrow program. Several examples of cooperative spirit were
citedt the placement of configuration management under the con-
trol of the steering committee, the acceptance by participating
countries of modifications they did not favor so that a common
configuration could be maintained, cooperative staffing of the
project office, and a willingness to meet on short notice for the
resolution of important problems that arise.

HYPOTHSIS 98

Programs that have less environmental uncertainty are more
likely be successful than programs with more uncertainty.

The research supported this hypothesis. There should

be active planning for and anticipation of various environmental
and other external influences such as inf !atione unplanned
changes in cost, schedule, and production volume! and increased
threat of war. Although much environmental uncertainty occurs
bto" the program and cannot be influenced directly by program
management, each program can minimize these effects by anticipat-
ing the sources of external uncertainty. Careful construction of
the NOU should establish agreed-upon procedures for responding to
cost and schedule changes, changes in intended production volume,
and criteria for the accession of other nations to the program.

The MOU and any contractual documents should anticipate
as much as possible. Otherwise, management may be forced to deal
with an untenable situation well into the program, for which no
agreed-upon procedures have been established.

HYPOTHNSIS 10:

Program3 that are structured to minimize uniquely interna-
tional concerns such as geographical separation, cultural
differences, and language barriers, are more likely be suc-
cessful than other programs.

The research efforts supported this hypothesis, al-
though problems with geographical, cultural, and language bar-
riers are far less significant than are different technological
capacities and managerial practices. The multinational program
management arena is very political, and differences of opinion
are a con&tant way of life. The measure of program success is
the ability to effectively resolve these differences through
cgmmitmenc to the project, the harmonization of goals so that the
success of one participant depenids on the success of the other
particiTrants, and the granting o:1 sufficient management authority
to the PM.
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CONSIDERATIONS IN ORGaMIU.TIONKAL -PUCTuR

As one might suspect, many multinational programs have
unique management structures. For effective and efficient tech-
nology transfer, which is normally a major objective of a multi-
national program management office, the management structure
should be developed to meet the needs of the acquisition
strategy. There is a range of organizational structures that may
be used. The participation of countries and firms in a dual or
coproduction arrangement often requires a participative manage-
ment approach with multinational government leadership of the
efforts of a consortium of industrial firms.

The organizational structure must provide the decision-
making and operational levels required to carry out the acquivi-
tion strategy and conanunications/liaison functions. The assigned
PM for a multinational acquisition must communicate with a wide
variety of organizations. Some are internal to his parent organ-
iLatior and others are external to the program. These contacts
require the personal attention of the PM during the initial
establiehment of formal lines of communication, as well as subse-

,!nt follca-up, to keep all program participants inforiied of
_•ss, problems, and changes to established program thresh-

,as!.s, constraints, and plans.

The organizational structure exists to provide a disci-
plinkd, stable, but flexible approach to dealing with the legal,
administrativa, and tichnical requirements of the acquisition
proceafa. The organization established by the assigned PM to
carry ott program objectives must be adequate to get the job
done. If the organizational structure proves unsatisfactory,
changes should be made without delay.

The organizational structure for multinational acquisition
is complicated by laws, language, and customs that may require a
need for special staffing. Program office responsihilities often
overlap and are not clearly defined, guidelines are frequently
vague or in the process of being changed, and even ordinary
speech contacts are often difficult. The assigned PM must estab-
lish communications along three general lines% (1) with those
organizations external to control and directic: but with
influence over the program, (2) with those organizations that are
external to program control but responsible to its direction, and
(3) with those inr•.'rna1 organizations over which the PM exerts
direct control.

Several management strurtures are presented in the follow-
ing discussion. The Patriot organization that is shown illus-
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trates a program in the NOU negotiation stage in which discussion
and negotiation are the objectives, rather than program control.
Thu Explosion Resistant Multi-Influence Sweep System (ERMISS) is
representative of a NATO-sponsored program that is run by a
foreign P1. The NATO Airborne Early Warning and Control (AWN&C)
program involved the procurement of a major system by NATO that
is owned by the 13 NATO countriej partic-pating in the program,
with the US System Program Office acting as the agent for NATO.
The F-16 program represents coproduction of a US-developed system
in the US, Europe, and Israel by a consortium of contractors with
strong US management influence. The NATO Seasparrow Surface
Missile System (NSSMS) is a transatlantic multinational develop-
ment program. The system was developed and is now supported
through multinational efforts. The MLRS Terminal Guidance War-
head (TGW) is a multinational codevelopment program that is
managing a consortium of contractors.

PATRIOT

Within NATO, the management organization to facilitate
an international program may consist initially of a part-time
NATO program steering committee and a multinational full-time
management group for MOU negotiation. The steering committee
controls the program by providing guidance and direction to the
management group. A high-level representative from each partici-
patinc' HATO country sits on the steering committee. Meeting as
neceskary to make decisions, the cou ittee issues regular reports
about program status and is responsible for liaison with NATO
military authorities for planning the integration of the system
into the participating countries' inventories. Each representa-
tive to the steering committee providfs his country's policy and
position guidance. An initial YOU specifies the form and struc-
ture of the management group reaponsible for detailed management,
evaluation of alternatives, and planning.

The Patriot organization shown in Figure 9-2 was used
during the MOU negotiation phase, and is shown here as a typical
example. This strawman organizational structure depicts the model
for most current NATO programs, but it requires tailoring to the
particular program. The depicted structure is typical for plan-
ning or initial ccncept development and would change considerably
dpeending upon the acquisition option chosen. Different manager-
ial organizations would, of necessity, replace the steering com-
mittee entirely or expand it and the project office. For example,
a consortium of government, industrial groups, or teaming
arrangements in functicnal areas such as logistics, configuration
management, operational control, and contract management could be
established to implement fully the MOU for the procurement phase
and to develop future cgreements in accordance with programmed
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actions. The Patriot Liaison Office that is shown in the middle
of the figure was used to manage wlaosified information, which is
a deffocult task during the early stages of a programwhen coun-
tries are determining whether or not to participate.

EXPLOSION RESISTANT MULTI-INFL-UENCE SWEEP SYSTEM

NATO ERMISS waa a cooperative international research
and development project sponsored by the NATO Naval Armaments
Group (PG14). The scope of work in the program was divided into
five phases, each of which was to be governed by a separatelynegotialted MOU. The multinational program, started in 1978,
comqlec.-_d Phases I and II and entered Phase III (design defini.-
tion) in 1983, after which the program was canceled. The USG
participated with the governments of France, the FRG, the Nether-
lands, and the United Kingdom (UK) throughout the program. The
program office was located in the FRG under the direction of an
FRO PM. Assistant PMs and some staff support elements were
provided by each of the participating nations. Contracts were
awarded in accordance with FRG law. The organizational structure
is shown in Figure 9-3.
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FIGURE~ 9-4. ERMISSS PROGRAM MANAGEMENT ORGANIZATION

The relatively simple ERMISS organization was consis-
tent with the modest size of the R&D program. The steering
committee comprised one voting member from each participating
country. The position of chairman rotated annually among the
representatives. The MOU identified decisions that required
unanimous approval of the steeriag committee. In the absence of
unanimity, committee members sought additional guidance from
their governments. Other decisions could be reached by majority
votet in the event of a tie, the chairman of the steering con*t-
tee had one extra vote. Contractor performanca monitoring "ad
audit support were provided by the nation in which the contract
was awarded. Both the steering committee and the program office
were augmented by ad hoc working groups-. as required, to address
specific issues as they arose.

The program office, as the execution level of the
organization, worked within general policy guidelines established
by the steering committee. it was responsible for advising the
steering comnittee on program requirements and progress. The
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VMWO&a of fice semiannually reported technical progress and fund
statuns to the steering comittee.

~ &1330 MT MMUING An~ WMMMO (AW&C) PRO MA

TheS NATO AW&C program (an airborne detection and
tracking system for aircraft and maritime targets) is the largest
all-NATO system. The NATO ADI&C program has adopted the US-
developed kizborne warning and Control Systemt (MAKCS),p designated
2-3Ap a 6wrivative of the commrcial boeing 707 airframe as the
air vehicle. Figure 9-4 presents the organizational structure
Used for the NATO AW&C Program.

FM 4 NATO AM~C PROOPWMA EN OAANflh 4M)

In December 1978, the NATO defense ministers signed a
multilateral NOU on the acquisition and cost-sharing arrangement
for the UKATO-owned ARW&C system. The NATO AEW&C Program Xanage-
mat Organization (NAPHO) was charter4.d by the North Atlantic
Council to direct, coordinate, and execute the acquisition o~f the
NATO AXWEC system. including the development and acquisition of
1S NATO Z-3A aircraft, modifications to the European ground
environment,, facilities construction, and program administration.

The NAPMO consists of a Board of Directors (DOW) com-
posed of a voting member from each of the nations partic~ipating
in NATO (loes France, Spain, and Iceland), committees to advise
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the BODs and the NATO AWE&C Pr'ogram Management Agency (NAPNA).
The various committees are Technical and Configuration (T&C)
Legal, Contracts, and Finance (LCF), Operation and Support (08),
and Administration, Personnel, and Security (APS). (In 7.983. UCF
cmd APO we.,,a•embined into LCF, and O& and T&C were combined
into 0TS.) Currently, the general manager of the NAPNA is a
Gernmn General officer, and his deputy is a USAF General officer.
Senior positiona within the ANPMA are held by senior officers and
civil servants from participating nations. IAPMA has a contract
with Hughes Ground Systems Division for 41 ground sites in
Europe. UHAMA has a contract with the FRG for Main Operating
Bases (MM•s). NlMIA has host-country contracts with Norway,
Greece, and Turkrey for Forward Operating ,ses (Tons). The
contract for the aircraft is between the NAPHO and Boeing and
several other contractors not shown in Figure 9-4. The UBP is
the agent to purchase 18 R-3A aircraft. Additional RA1IO respon-
sibilities includes NATO air-defense ground-environmunt system
modifIcations necessary to provide data exchange and interopera-
bility, activation of the MOD in the FPG, and other operating
facilities in Northern- and Southern-flank nations, construction
of •tntenance and repair facilities at the NOB, and establish-
ment ot a NKTO training center to assist the multinational force
of 2,400 people that will operate and maintain the NATO 9-3A.

The US Air Force (USAF) acts as general agent for the
MAPRO through USAF Headquarters, Air Force Systems Command (AFSC)
and Air Force Logistics Comand' (AFLC) to the NATO 3-3A System
Program Office (SPO) ane tiher AFSC/AFLC divisions, and related
support services in accordance with an acquisition agreement.
Foreign military sales arrangements provide for USO support.
government-furnished equipment and services, and ccin spares.
The NAPWO has a working agreement with the E-3A SPO to conduct
contract rnegotiation3 and procure the aircratt. This agreement
requires NANPO to retain funding responsibilities, make payments
in the national currencies, retain liability for all costs and
stop-work orders, protect USO security rcquirements, and approve
changes.

P-16 MULTINATIONAL FIGHPTER PROGRAM (NNFP)

The F-16 MNFP was the product of intense competition
between the YF-16 (US), YF-17 (US), Mirage FlE (France), and the
Viggen (Sw•den). The USG and the European Participating Govern-
ments (EPOs) (Belgium, Denmark, the Netherlands, and Norway)
agreed to coproduce the F-16. During initial consortium negotia-
tions for the 998 aircraft program, a 58 percent offset commit-
ment to the PGOs was established. This value was equivalent to
58 percent of the EPG's 348 aircraft procurement value.
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Additionaily,. for each third country sale a 15 percent offset
casitment was agreed upon.

The USO assumes program management responsibility for
the multinational F-16 program. A Multinational Steering
Comiittwe (see P'igure 9-5) serves to act as an advisoxy body for
the P-16 program, with each memb~er nation providing one
representative and one alternate. The US System Program Director
.manages the contracts &-or the largest US prime contractors--
General Dynamics, Pratt and Whitney, General Electric, and
Westinghouse. For every third country sale beyond the 998 pro-
gram, the US primso have contractual responsibility to provide
offset through purchase orders and technology transfer to the
Uuropoan Participating industries (EPIx) for airframe and engin&
fabrication and assembly.
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Israel. Future coprod..tion plans call for manufacturing and
assembly in Turkey, Egypt, Singapore, Greece, and Indonesia.

M•To SASADRM SUFACE MXISSIL. SYSYTM (NBSMS)

The NS8SM is a multinational program for cooperative
development, production, and follow-on support of a ship self
defense missile system. The program was initiated in 1968, has
now fielded over 150 seytem., and is continuing production and
maintaining cooperation in support. The program includes the
gowirnments of Norway, Denmark, Italy, the Netherlands, Bel-
gium, the FRG, Canada, Greece, Turkey, and the US. The NSKS
program has a single line of authority. The NATO Seasparrow
Project Steering Comittee (NSPSC) acts as a board of directors.
Under the NSP8C is the NRTO Seasparrow Project Office (NSPO).
located in Washington. The NSPO receives administrative and
contracting su•%ort from the Naval Sea Systems Comand (NAVSEA).
NAVSRA contracts with a single prime contractor, Raytheon Co., on
behalf of the NSPO. Other technical and logistics support to the
program is arranged by the NSPO using NAVSEA as the administra-
tive agent. The prime contractor is responsible for the subcon-
tractors located in various patticipating countries. As shown in
Figure 9-6, the NSPO is headed by a PM (US Navy Captain) answera-
ble to the NSPSC. The composition of the NSPO is det.,rained by
the PM and approved by the NsPSC based upon program requiresmnts
and military representatives, who act as national deputies for
their respective countries, and a US civilian staff. The PM has
two deputies: one military, who is the senior national deputy,
and a civilian, who manages the civilian staff.

WLRS TEMINAL QUIDANCR WARHMED

Phase 3 of the XLRS program is the TGW project, which
is a multinational codevelopment effort. The development of the
TGW is Lw~Aged within the management structure set forth in the
basic NOU for the MLRS. The MLRS project management office,
headed by the program coordinator and staffed by personnel of the
participants, acts as the focal point for all actions. Figure 9-
7 shows the TGW government program manaqement structure. The
principal industrial interface is IVDTT, an international 3oint
venture, and its partner industries, Martin Marietta Corporation
of the US, Dishl GmbH and Co. of the FRG, Thomson-Brandt Arma-
ments of France, and Thorn EMI Electronics, Ltd., of the UK. All
five of these companies are signatories to the development con-
tract, with the MDTT consortium in a role analogous to that of a
prime contractor. LTV Aerospace and Defense (LTVAD) Company is
the System Integ. ation Contractor (SIC). LTVAD and MDTT have
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national representatives at the two-star 3.ovel fro each of the
participants. The functions of the comittee are to give
guidance and basic instructions to th&e Uaeceutiv6moMangement Com--
mit tee (33W) and to monitor and approve the implemetation of the
program decisions in accordance with the term of the NOU. The
.JGC mAkes It. decisions by ununimous agreement to prevent any
country from being overruled an an is sue concerning the Internal
management of task*.

The MC is composed of the national PM and a repre-
sentative of the operational user from each participant. Tihe
committee is chaired by the US PK* who acts as overall program
coordir~Atur. The cooittee impilements the tasks specified in the
NOU and the instructions issued by the JIC. and provides overall
cordinat ion of the development anid production planning activi-
ties. The D!C makes its decisions by untanisour vote. The NKC
has the authority to establish and dissolve groups. Each
participant has a national PM with authority to coordinate and
direct the national activities required to support this coopera-
tive project. Each serves on the DEC.

F(M 1gl MILITARY .SAUZ -(47S

With INS, the organizational approach normally used in
is to have a progran office in the US with a division or field
office located in-country, especially for direct lines of comn-
muni cation with the customer governiment or busintass. The US
proqram of fice, however, is responsible for development, Sro-
duction. qualificatio&, configuration control, delivery of equip-
ment, and follnw-on support. The in-country field office may be
responsible for es.7bliishing a training end logistics system.

SPECIAL OPEUlAIOaNA COSI0)3RATIONS

The fol:LowiLg depicts how some of the operati-inal considera-
tions and policy factors can affect or influence the way a multi-
national PM office is organized. G~perational considerations area

0 Servico-t-c~uliar Qiganizational Chararlteristics--Tradi-
tionally, th-i Services organizi PH offices differently.

* Ma.'or Program Changes/Configuration Management--The PM
mubL be constantly alert for major changes in program
direction or design that will necessitate organiza-
tional c~hanlges.

* Type/Natur'u/Extent of Cooperrative Zffort--The degree
and level of cooperation between nations moist be con-
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sidered when organizing the PM office. High levels of
participation require correspoadingly high levels of
representation.

o Phase of the Program--Barly in a program, the MU office
may require more technical and engineering staff, while
a mature program requireR nore Integratod Logistic
Support (ILS) and productior staff.

Other operational considerations includes

S "echnical Management Process and Controls--The approach
to the technical management of the program could dic-
tate the special skills required for staffing the PM
office.

o Financial K'uagement Process and Controls--The more
nations involved, the more complex are the financial
management problem, which are compounded by varying
exchange rates and balance of trade, among other is-
sues. The colexity of financial management requires
a specialized financial staff.

o Overnmnt/Industry Roles and Partica-pation--The roles,
relationships, and degrees of participation by both the
government and industry could have signifi•ant
influence on how the multinational PM office is struc-
tured. A private contractor with extensive contacts
and expatience in the international marketplace will
require luss specialized attention on the part of the
PK than a contractor that has not had that erperience.

o Structure of Non-US PMe and Their Modus operandi--The
US PK, when tailoring his office, aust give careful
consideration to how the participating allied nations
have organiAed their efforts to accomplish the program.
How participating allies operate can also affect the
US PM organization.

8rITE MEOORNM OFFIC! ORGANIZATION

There are two basic alternatives for program office organi-
zation. One is to include on the program management staff all
functional specialists needed for program execution, essentially
establishing a self-contained organization. The other is to
restrict the program management staff to a cadre of managers who
draw functional support from the parent comuand organization.
This is coamonly called a matrix organization. Most program
management organizations are neither completely self-contained
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nor c-c oetely matrix, but a mixture of the two. Large. high-
priority programs, especially in the Air force, and, to a lesser
degree. in the Navy. tend more toward the self-contained program
office orgauization. Small. low-priority program in all Ser-
vices tend more toward the matrix type.

Multinational program normally follow the organization
practice% o.% the lead service but require a larger, .tore
experienced staff than a national program. Moreover, in a multi-
nationally staffed program office, it is normally desirable to
include on the program management staff as much functional exper-
tise as practicable. Supporting a multinational program that has
the active participation of two or more countries is an extraor-
dinary task. it is time conouming. in addition, it requires 6
to I Ronthe for an individual who is knowledgeable in his own
service's procedures to adapt to the multinational environment.
Many of the services' normal procedures must be modified or
abandoned in favor of procedures better suited to the program's
needs. A functional specialist who is assigned full-time to the
program management staff is more likely to share fully in the
spirit and objectives of the program aad to cling less fervently
to Service-peculiar procedures than is one who is working part-
time for the program.

An analysis of the requirements for contracting and ,
tracts administration, engineering, quality assurance, test and
evaluation, and administration of the program provLdes the PH
with a basis for identifying personnel and staffing needs. Al-
though the US Services approach the organization of the PM office
somewhat differently, they generally agree on having a "core" of
functional staff in the areas of program and resources manage-
ment, procurement and production, technical management, quality
or product assurance, financial and contract administration, and
logistics management or ILS. The need for supplementing this
core functional staff with standardization experts, liaison
officers, administrative people, contractor representatives,
field office personnel, legal advisors, translators, and the like
,s very real.

The program management organizational structure exists to
provide a disciplined, stable, but flexible approach to dealing
with legal, administrative, and technical requirements of the
acquAeIition process. When operating in the international arena,
the organization is coWlicated by the introduction of many new
factora--laws, language, protocols, customs, onetary differ-
eowes, measuremet standards, and management techniques, to amum
a few--that are often unfamiliar and may require special staf-
fing.

A comlicating factor in the organization of a mult.nation-
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ally staffed program office is the assigzment of responsiblities
to persomnel fr the participating countries. The fact that the
program office In ialtinationally staffed is evidence of the
participating countries' desires to influence the program. How-
ever, it should be clear from the organization of the programu
office, as well as stated in the charter, that the partioipating
countries' representatives share responsibility for success of
the multinational programn they are not merely :epresenting their
countries' interests. To accomplish this purpose, the multina-
tional PN should organize his staff and allocate key positions
amcng the countries so that a balance of responsibility, author-
ity, and influence is maintained. The senior representatives
from the participating countries must be in the chain of command,
directly subordinate to the PH. Sometimes this requires creating
one or more positions for principal deputy PNs. Creating extra
positions is preferable to rotating one position among the parti-
cipating countries or to slight the interests of one by subordi-
nting its representative.

When a program office requires multinational staffing, each
country's responsibilities for providing personnel should be
delineated in the weapons-apecific NOU., The NOU should state the
numbers and grades of personnel provided by each country, their
specialties, whether they are to be military or civilian, and the
muinium duration of their assignments. The weapons-specific NOU
should also specify a target date for complete staffing of the
office, but keep in mind that filling an approved billet,
especially a civilian one, may take from 6 to 12 months.

BELBCTION

One of the multinational PM's greatest challenges ip
creating an esprit de corps within the progrwim office. Situa-
tions are bound to arise in which the countries' interests con-
flict. Success of the program then depends on having program
management staff personnel who are co mitted to resolving the
problem rather than provoking confrontations. Representatives
from the participating countries must be expected to guard their
countrLes' interests, that is why they are assigned to the pro-
gram office. But their attitudes and approaches must be dedi-
cated to success of the program.

The multinational PM wants on his staff the same type
people who are desirable for every staff: knowledgeable, hard-
working, efficient, and loyal. More than other programs, how-
ever, the multinational PM needs people who can work well with
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each other and who are willing to explore unique solutions to
management problems. The multinational program staff must be
creative, flexible, and determined.

Selection of the deputy Pl4s, especially those froin the
participating countries, is particularly important to the multi-
national PM. Not only must he have confidence in the abilities
of his deputies, he snus be able to develop good working
relationships with them. Personality conflicts, even among
people who are otherwise competent, can undermine a multinational
progran. Before accepting assignments of key personnel, the P14
should interview them, discuss program objectives, management
approach, and managiment philosophy, an. satisfy himself that
each will bocom part of a good management team.

IVALU&TIOR

As a general rule, each person's perior~rmnce should kw%
evaluated by his supervisor. In multinational programs, this
rule can be followed for most personnel. The common exceptior, is
for military n.fficers assigned by a participating country to a
multinationally staffed program office. It is normally con-
sidered important to an officer's career for his performance to
be evaluated by an officer of his own country and Service.
Tberefore, a participating country's senior rc'-esentative should
be wisponsible for evaluating the performance of officers from
his couAtry. The PM, however, should always *valute the per-
formsL.'e of the participating countries' seni.or representatives,
even if they are evaluated also by representatIves of the
parti, .iiating covntries.

US COMTRACTOR MULTINATIONAL PROGRAM NWAG.EENT ORGANIZATION

The same basic organizational altern&tives--functional and
&trix--are also employed by industry. Most are neither com-
pletely self-contained nor completely matrix, but a mixture of
the two. Some contractors tend to "shadow" or have a mirror-
image of the government's PM organization, while others organize
differently, often along the lines that have proved successful
for them in past programs. Elements of marketing (or sales),
engineering (or manufacturing) and budget (or financ.e) can usual-
ly be found in most contractor PM organizations.

The MLRS/TGW effort is being conducted by MDTT, Inc., a
joint venture amoug industry within the four countries involved
in the TOW development. MDTT is a consortium of elements from
Martin Marietta Corporation of the US, Diehl GnbH & Co. of the
FRG, T!IORK ENI Electronics, Ltd., of the UK, and Thomson-Brandt
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Armaments of France (see Figure 9-8). This development contract
consists of a Validation Stage and a Maturation Stage (KS).
There is also an associate contract agreement with LTVAD for
integration of the TGW with the MLRS. When the consortium
organization (Figure 9-8) is compared with the PM organization
(Figure 9-7), comparable elements can be seen, suggesting the
"shadow" tendency.
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FIGURE 9-. MDTr JO1NT VETURE ORGNIZTIO

The contractor plays an important role in the developmnent
and acquisition phases of the multinational program management
system. He must have the organizational flexibility that tai-
loring can provide. For example, in the F-16 multinational pro-
gram, General Dynamics, with no prior experience abroad, has had
one of the most complex and frustrating managerial tasks of any
defense contractor. Under a unique arrangement, the fighter is

being produced simultaneously on both sides of the Atlantic.
General Dynamics has had bo overcome different philosophical
and to improvise entirely new ways of doing things because of the
project's enormous scope. Through a determined effort and strong
management, the company has persevered.
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T_ ROLB OF TH, MULTINATIONAL PROGRAM MANAGD(NT CHARTR

The charter (used by US Army and Navy) or Program Management
Directive (PNI) (used by US Air Force) is the instrument that
identifies the mission, responsibilities, authority, and the
special instructions for the US PM in order to facilitate the
development end acquisition of a specified system. It is normal-
ly prepared and staffed by the PM while he is organizing his
office. A similar document is applicable to multinational PM
offices. A charter usually contains the following elements:

o Purpose of the charter

o Designation of the PM (by name)

o References

o Mission

o Charter authority and responsibility

o RSI requirements

o Resource control

o Chain of command

o Communications channels

o Coordination channels

o Location and supporting organizations

o Test and evaluation

o Logistics

o Implementing instructions

o Program termination or diaestablishment

C Other detail3.

A claar and concice charter can be an effective working
document. I1z charts the course for the multinational PM and
serves as a vehicle for inplementing the directions contained in
the multinational MOTi, international coordinating papers, DoD and
Service directives and regulations, and other documents.
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CHAPTER 10
CONTRACT MANALGEMENT

RnhODUCTION

It is clear that the intent of the Congress and Executive
Branch is to foster standardization and interoperability by per-
mitting foreign competition in the Department of Defense (DoD)
marketplace. In spite of these intentions, the proportion of DoD
procurements that are from outside the United States (US) has
been decreasing slightly (see Table 10-1). The reasons for this
an6 varied. Perhaps no other country in the world has as struc-
tured and complex a contracting system as does the US. Moreover,
some market segments are protected either by statute or by na-
tional policy from foreign source participation. Nevertheless,
foreign sources have competed more effectively over the past few
years for DoD prime contracts due both to lessened "buy national"
constraints and to general economic conditions. The bases for
their participation and the results obtained are examined in the
next section.

TABLE 10-1. DoD CONTRACTING

FISCAL VEARS
(MILLIONS OF DOLLARS)

YEAR 1981 1962 1983 1984 1965

TOTAL AWARDS $105,226 $124,725 $140,463 $146,032 $163,725

PERFORMANCE 6,569 7.22 7,236 6,311 6,611
OUTSIDE US

PERCENT OF TOTAL 6.0% 6.0% 5.2% 5.7% 5.-3%

The degree to which foreign sources have been performing as
DoD subcontractors is less clear. The subcontract market is an
inportant and large one. Estimates indicate that over 60 percent
of the value of major weapons programs are subcontracted. Limit-
ed data exist on how much of the subcontract work is performed
overseas. Data collected from US primes in FY 1985 through
contractual reporting requirements reflected total foreign sub-
contracts valued at approximately $1.3 billion; however, this
figure is considered to be low because primes were required to
report down to only the second tier of subcontractors.
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Achieving greater multinational cooperation requires that
the Program Manager (PM) develop an acquisition strategy that
will allow for a level of involvement by foreign sources that is
appropriate for the specific program. Since there is a great
variety in potential program structures in the multinational
environment, specific attention must be directed to contracting
approaches during the early program planning.

It should be noted that most of the DoD contracting proce-

dure hau its roots in public law and that the growth of laws
covering this function has resulted in a complex and often rigid-
ly prescribed set of procedures. It io essential that the PM
obtain early involvement from the contracting officer aesigned to
the program. His counsel and advice during preparation and execu-
tion of acquisition plans can ensure that contracting plans are
attainable and realistic within the scope of the overall. program
objectives.

Multinational PM sensitivity to contract management consid-
erations is essential to the successful achievement of the goals
and concepts discussed in Chapter 6 on Acquisition Strategy.
These contractual ccnsiderations can have broad program manage-
ment impact and can exert fundamental influence on the success of
the acquisition process. How does the PM select from the myriad
of contracting approanhes available to achieve program objec-
tives? What legal relationships are involved? How can contract
management affirmatively support PM objectives? This chapter
will focus on these issues and the significant elements in multi-
national programs that affect contract management. Contracting
issues emanating both from regulatory procedures and constraints
and from the results of experience gained in'muleinational pro-
grams will be presented. This information should provide a basis
for PM sensitivity to contract management issues in the multina-
tional acquisition environment. The chapter also contains a
section on the important General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade,
which was implemented in January 1981. The effect of the act is
to expand the range of competitive procurements in the US avail-
able to foreign contractors, as well as to make foreign markets
more open to US industry.

APPLICABILITY OF NATIONAL CONTRACTING REGULATIONS

The US Gove•nment (USG) recognizes two fundamental princi-
ples that determine which nation's contracting rules and regula-
tions apply. The two principles are known as the "Golden Rule
Principle" and the "Pilot Nation Approach."
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European governments frequently ask that their national
proouzrinnt regulations be followed for USQ DoD contracts awarded
to their industries, even though the contracts may be solely for
US defnse .needs as opposed to multinational programs. In the
eport of the DoD task group for International Coproduction/

Industrial Participation Agreements (otherwise known as the
Denoon Report), the DoD affirmed its advocacy of the Golden Rule
Principle, which holds that the purchasing nation establishes the
procurement rules. If, for US contracts, the USO were to accept
the procurement regulations of the foreign nations of the biddi'•ij
firm, many problems would arise, including:

"o CoMpetition would be unfair if the US had to evaluate
proposals from two or three different countries with
different procurement practices.

"o Training of the contracting work force would be inpos-
sible if expertise weze required in the procurement
regulations of 15 nations.

For these and other reasons, the USO favors using the procurement
regulations of the country paying for the effort.

PILOT ImTION APPROACH

Multinational programs receive multinational funding,
and subcontracts may be awarded to industries in the funding
natious. A problem arises in which procuremnt rules to follow.
Zuropean governments frequently ask that their national procure-
ment regulations be followed on contracts awarded to their indus-
tries.. However, this often results in a mix of national prac-
tices, with the program office being unable to hold the prime
contractor responsible for the effort, when the terms and condi-
tions of the subcontracts are determined by many local govern-
ments. The pilot nation concept, which was recomended by the
Denoon Report and approved by DOD, requires that a single na-
tion's procurement rules shall apply for a multinatidnally funded
program.

L AWE 12 AOPMUNTS
Various treaties and international agreements in effect

between the US and foreign governments, especially those
receiving military and economic aid under the Foreign Assistance
Act of 1961, affect acquisition in foreign countries. Particular
attention should be given to the provisions in these agreements
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that pertain to purchase procedures, contract forms and clauses,
taxes, patents, technical information, facilities, and other
matters relating to acquisition.

Copias of existing international agreements with countries
in Western Europe, North Africa, and the Middle East are filed
with the United States European Command (APO New York 09128).
Agreements with countries in the Pacific and Far East are filed
with the United States Commander in Chief for the Pacific Command
(CINCPAC). Many of the agreements are compiled in the "United
States Treaties and Other International Agreements" series
(TIAS), which is published by the Department of State. Copiec of
this publication are normally available in overseas legal offices
and US diplomatic missions. In addition, Military Assiatance
Advisory Groups, Naval Missions, and Joint United States Military
Air Groups normally have copies of the agreements applicab'e to
the countries concerned.

In placing contracts with contractors outside the US for
performance outside the US, contracting officers, including those
in the US, should ascertain the existence and applicability of
any international agreements and comply with those agreements.

When it has been determined that an acquisition will be made
from a foreign contractor, overseas contracting offices may be
used. A contracting office not within the command jurisdiction
of a unified or specified commaDd that is anticipating placement
of a contract with a foreign contractor should maintain liaison
with the appropriate component commander during preaward negotia-
tions and postaward administration. When*an acquisition may
result in a requirement for logl3tical support of contractor
employees or additional government employees in an overseas lcA%-
tion, the contracting officer should ensure that the contract
file includes documentation reflecting specific advance approval
for such commitment from the appropriate component commander.

DOD RECIPROCAL DEFENSE PROCURE•ENT AGREMONS

A significant current underlying policy of DoD interna-
tional procurement is the desire to promote the rationalization,
standardization, and interoperability of defenoe equipment with.n
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) alliance. The
Congressional affirmation of this policy is popularly know as the
Culver-Nunn Amendment to the 1977 Defense Authorization Act (PL
94-361). This amendment has since been enacted into positive law
at 10 USC 2457. This amendment recognized as appropriate the use
of the public interest exception to the Buy American Act in order
to promote a "two-way street" concept of cooperation in deZense
procurement among the NATO allies. A second amendment, the Roth-
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Glenn-Nunn Amendment to the FY 83 Authorization Act (PL 97-252),
reaffirmed the US commitment to NATO cooperation. The FY 86
Authorization Act (PL 99-145) contained the Quayle Amendment and
the Nunn Amendment, both of which eigvificantly strengthened the
multinational direction of DoD.

Based upon these statutory expressiLns of national
policy, DoD has entered into reciprocal Memoranda of Understand-
ing (MOUs) with Canada, the Federal Republic of Germany (FRO),
Italy, the United Kingdom (UK), Norway, the Netherlands, Portu-
gal, Belgium, Denmark, France, Turkey, Luxembourg, and Spain.

There are more limited agreements in place with:

"o Caribbean Basin Initiative countries

"o Israel and Egypt, with whom the US has Defense
Cooperation Country Agreements that provide for Buy
American excepLions for products listed in Annex B of
the agreements. (These agreements are under
reconsideration, and it is likely that annexes will be
dropped in favor of blanket exceptions to Buy American,
as with NATO.)

"o Australia and Switzerland (Foreign Military Sales (FMS)
Offset Agreements that provide for case-by-case
determinations to exercise exceptions to the Buy
American Act/BaJ.nace of Payments (BOP) program).

All of the countries in the above paragraphs are re-
ferred to as qualifying countries. Procedures for evaluating
offers of qualifying country products are found in DOD Federal
Acquisition Regulation Supplement (DFARS) 25.7. (The Caribbean
Basin Initiative is not yet (1987) in DFARS.) The procedures
embody four fundamental principles: (1) offers are evaluated
without applying artificial price differentials pursuant to the
Buy American Act or the Balance of Payments programl (2) oifers
are evaluated withou~t the cost of import duties, and provision
for duty-free entry certificates is madel (3) solicitations are
made in accordance with the normal policies and criteria of DoD
purchasing officeal and (4) offers must satisfy all solicitation
requirements.

Thus, the agreements do not guarantee placement of DOD
contracts with firms located in qualifying countriest rather,
they offer an opportunity to compete. Moreover, other statutory
restrictions are still applicable; i.e., small-business set-
asides are still reserved for US small businessesl mobilization
base procurements are exempt from foreign participation, except
in most cases for Canada, which can be considered part of the
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North American Defense Mobilization Basel and the Appropriations
act restrictions such as the Berry Amendment (prohibits an
expenditure over $10,000 for food, clothing, and other items)
apply, except for chemical warfare protective clothing and spe-
cialty metals, for which there is a special statutory exception
for qualifying countries. Finally, the fact that there is a
reciprocal procurement agreement with a particular government
does not entitle the government or its contractors to have access
to US classified information. Disclosure must always be con-
sistent with US national laws and policies.

GENERAL AGRREMENT ON TARIFFS AMD TRADE (GATT)

The GATT provides a framework for reducing tariffs and bther
trade barriers through a series of multinational neqotiations
that have been ongoing for over 15 years. Fourteen specific
agreements and codes have resulted from the Kennedy and Tokyo
rounds of these multinational trade negotiations. Some examples
are:

o Countervailing Measures and Antidumping rodes

o Agreement on Implementation of Art VII (Customs
Valuation)

o Agreement on Government Procurement

o Agreement on Trade in Civil Aircraft

o Agreement on Import Licensing Procedures

International Dairy Agreement.

The GATT was 1-uplemented in the US by PL 96-39, "Trade
Agz .... ents Act of 1979," and became effective in 1981. Of speci-
fic interest to the DoD is the Agreement on Government Procure-
ment. Figure 10-1 lists the designated countries (aside from the
US). The significant features of the agreement area

" Article I--applies to government procurement of sup-
plies and their incidental services on any contract of
"Special Drawing Rights" (SDR) 150,000 (valued at ap-
proximately $149,000 in 1986) or more.

" Article II--waives discrimination barriers.

"o Article III--specifies special treatment of developing
countries.
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Austria France Niger
Bangladesh Gambia Norway
Belgium Guinea Rwanda
Benin Haiti Singapore
Ihutan Hong Kong Somalia
Botswana Ireland Sweden
Burundi Israel Switzerland
Canada Italy Western Samoa
Cape Verde Japan Sudan
Caribbean Basin Countries Lesotho Tanzania
Central African Republic Luxembourg Uganda
Chad Malawi United Kingdom
Comoros Maldives Upper Volta
Denmark Mali Yemen AR
Federal Republic of Gernany Nepal
Finland Netherlands

FIGURE 10-1. LIST OF DESIGNATED COUNTRIES

"o Article IV--reuires preparation of technical specif-
ications in a way vhat is not an obstacle to internal
trade.

"o Article V--,afines tendering procedures--general rule
is open .ndering but exceptions for selective tender-
ing.

"o Article VI--requires use of procurement regulations

publicly available.

"o Article VII--provides for enforcement of obligations.

o Article VIII--specifies exceptions to agreement--Does
not preclude actions "necessary for the protection of
its essential security interests relating to the pro-
curement of arms, ammunition or war materials, or to
procurement indispensable for national security or for
national defense purposes.0 (For DoD, the agreement is
applicable only to the product categories listed in
DFARS 25.40 (70).)

"o Article IX--contains final provisions--acceptancer
amendments; withdrawal, etc.
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As 1asc.rod earlier in Chapter 6, Foxcurran has categorized
eight nodes of NATO system developent at the transnational
level an follows%

Description Program

o Licensed production of a US-developed M-113
system in one European nation (Node 1) CH-53G

CH-47
Noratlas
F-5

o Licensed production in Europe by a Hawk
multinational consortium of a systim P-1040
developed in the US (Mode 2) Bullpup

Patriot

Sidewinder
U-483

155mm
Maverick

o Codevelopant and coproduction among MiCA
European nations (Node 3) Alphajet

Roland

o Licensed production in the US of a Nk92 FCS
system developed in Europe (Node 4) Nk75 76mm

Gun
Canberra
AV-8A
Roland II
VTX-T8

B-57
Mk87
RATAC
Squad
Autcmatic
Weapon

120mm Tank
Gun

1-81 Mortar

o Transatlantic multinational development V/STOL
(Node 5) PHN

Seasparrow
MBT-70
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o Transatlantic multinational devlopuent "VS
(Node 5i continued) Fighter

Mallard

o Bilateral offset arrangesints (Mode 6) F-4
F-5
Leopard 2
CP-140
NAG 58

HawkCH-47
F-11i
Patriot

o Transatlantic multinational production HELIP
and/or system integx-ation by a US-led F-16
consortium (Mode? ) AU#&C

Ribbon
Bridge

NAVWTAR
GPS

o Multisystem packages (Mode 8) Jaguar
vaqa-
Gazelle-
Lynx

Family of
Weapons

These modes are evolutionary in nature. Until iery recent-
ly, by far the greatest amount of activity was in those business
categories in which US technology and corresponding systems mi-
grated eastward across the Atlantic. Increasingly, some emphasis
is being directed toward providing a measure of parity relative
to the procurement of systems from the NATO European members.
More recently, coproduction arrangements have been emphasized.

In the past, licensed production in the US of a system
developed in Europe (Mode 4), for example, has been a very narrow
street, as compared to the considerable flow of goods to NATO
partners (Modes 1 and 2). Recent emphasis has been directed at
those arrangements providing for a share of the work effort to be
parformed in the country buying the weapon system (Modes 6 and
7). Another approach has been to harmonize procurement require-
ments into a multisystem approach that satisfies the needs of
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several countries while sharing the workload and the technology.
as well as national prestige (Node 8).

eovuaimwm-zimay• anma1,zgu P

Throughout this discussion Rationalization, Standardi-
zation, and Interoprability (RSI) program objectives, from a
contract management standpoint, can be viewed Ain terms of trans-
national ventures. These ventures involve the alignment of
procuring governments and their industrial counterparts* contrac-
tores or consortia. This buyer-seller relationship can be viewed
three wayst government and consortia, Intraconsortia. and intra-
country. These relationships may be constraints to successful
program managemsnt and a source of potential conflict. This is
especially true since defense acquisition strateg and attendant
contract management relationships my be considered instruments
of national economic development policies. Bach of the NATO
contracting environments is unique. Thus, it is necessary for
the 1K and the supporting contracting officer to understand
clearly the specific rules and contracting customs in the partic-
ular participating countries.

This understanding of the country-unique requirements
in especially significant since European NATO governments and
industries appear to prefer that the USO contract directly with
European industriea rather than with European governments in FP4-
type arrangements. The Europeans do not actually have PS-type
procedures. (Kxceptionf. include programs such as RAPIRR, in
which the UR government is involved becauxse of support arrange-
ments.) In contrast, the US prefers to channel its military
industry exports to NATO Europe through the USO. This difference
in approach results from European and US procurement policies and
practicfts thatmay affect the PM's ability to promote smooth and
econocmical cooperation in military Research and Development (R&D)
and production with NATO allies.

EUROP3A• DISADVAM'AGR IN US NA3tlS

There are significant segments of the DoD contract
market that are either entiraly closed to foreign participation
or at a severe competitive disadvantage to foreign sources. One
restriction involves the place of contract performance. There is
currently very little difference in treatment of firms based upon
place of ownership. (One notable exception pertains to the
access to classified information. The extent of foreign owner-
ship, control, and influence affects a company's access to clas-
sified data, and thus it.. access to that segment of the DoD
market.) Traditionally, however, contracting requirements have
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focused upon place of contract performance rather than place of
owmership, except for requirements to qualify as a mall disad-
vantag*e business under the Small Business Adinistration S(a)
program. This is t.zue in the ivplementation of major statutes
that affect foreign access to the U5O market, such as the Buy
Amrican Act and the Trade Agreements Act. For this ressen, a
foreign vendor is considered as one whose principal place of
performance is outside the US (including US-owned companies).

DIFBRNCES IN PROCUREMENT RMILATIONS

One difference between us and European procurement
practices that is likely to impact on the ability of the P14 to
promote international cooperation in military R&D and production
4s that US procurement regulations are typically more highly
detailed in specific statutory requirements than are European
ones. A recent study on ONATO Standardization and Defense Pro-
curement StatutesO by the Library of Congress, Congressional
Research Service, suggests that many of these US statutory re-
quirements give rise to Oboilerplatef clauses in US contracts
that are unfamiliar to Europeans or represent requirements with
which the Europeans could not or would not comply. The contract-
ing staff of a PM should contact the US Army Contracting Agency,
Europe, Box 49, APO New York 09710, to acquire current boiler-
plate content to be included in DoD contracts with European
companies. Appendix D is a compilation of the solicitation
provisions and contract clauses that are the vehicles for imple-
menting statutes and national policies.

•ISPERCEPTION OF EUROPEAN INDUSTRY

The European industrial base is fragmented and much
smaller than the US market and is developing along cooperative
(i.e., consortia), as opposed to integrative lines (i.e., mer-
ger). A 1977 study of Western Europe's aerospace industry by
Euro Economics (an economic research organization) concluded
that, although collectively still much smaller than the US indus-
try (1976 European sales equaled 38 percent of US sales, compared
with 19 percent in 1970 and 13 percent in 1960), European indus-
try is not lagging in global competition or financial performance
nearly to the extent popularly believed. The report states thatthe statistical record stands at odds with generally pessimistic
European assessments. This may be due to the European viewpoint
of focusing only on particular markets (sales of commercial
transports) or isolated problem areas (the need for greater
coordination of national procurement policies). Since the study
was published, even those two areas of concern have been somewhat
modified, as evidenced by the Eastern Airlines and the recent
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northwest Airlines purchase of the A-300 Airbus and the 1977
record-breaking export performance of the French and UK aerospace
industries of around $5 billion and $2 billion, respectively. In
addition to imlications for IATO standardization efforts, this
development is also importnrnt as US foreign military sales de-
crease and new concepts emerge.

EVOLUTICN OF EUROPEAN BUSINESS PRACTICES

In parallel with the continued development of European
defense/aerospace industries, a new form of business organization
and management has developed in Europe. This involves botn
business and government centered around an entity previously
mentioned as the "transnatibnal venture." This new management
approach has grown out of the unique circumstances of Europe and
the cooperative direction of the European industrial evolution.
Meanwhile, US industry has been dealing primarily within one
large integrated defense market created by the USG. When US firms
ventured outside this national market in the past, it was
generally for direct sales purposes or t3 be a licensor. The US
ts aware of this evolution in Europe and has been moving over the
last five years toward bridging the gap. This has and will
continue to involve the increased participation of US firms in
industrial collaboration through bilateral and multinational
development projects, manufacturing as licensee for European-
developed systems, and the continued assorted production oifsets
and coproduction of US-de'veloped systems.

The international approaches discussed in Chapter 2
represent a significant evolutiod toward greater collaboration.
In the past, US efforts at collaboration were primarily targeted
toward obtaining developed European systems, which basically
satisfied military requirements for operational hardware in less
time or at lower cost than would be 6xpected from the normal R&D
cycle. This evolutionary change can be aeon in reviewing eppro-
priaWe portions of the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) and
the DFARS. Today, foroign firms from qualified courtries have a
more competitive stan4ing with US firms, except for certain
restrictions such as natlonal security needs and mobilization
planning requirements. Moreover, US prime contractors are re-
quired to consider qualified country sources competing for the
considerable subcontract dollar share of US defense business.

Identification as a qualified country carries important
waiver and solicitation benefits. In the area of solicitations,
aside from statutory restrictions, identification as a qualified
country sinmly means access to the US defense market with country
classification as to the type of agreement--participating, FMS/
offset, or defense cooperation. Thus, the DoD, along with NATO
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nations, in particular, and other allies and friendly nations, is
expanding the collaborative arrangements for the research, devel-
opment, production, and support of complex weapon systems in
furtherance of standardization objectives.

With this background, we will discuss specific observa-
tions concerning the contract management challenges facing the
multinational PM in dealing with US/qualified country firms.

CONTRACTING PROCESS

Some of the problems and differences in approach that will
affect a foreign-involved program may be highlighted through
reference to the contracting sequence shown in Figure 10-2. The
contracting process is based upon and initiated by receipt of a
program approval document. These documents are normally well
defined for purely US acquisitions. For foreign-involved pro-
grams, the form of the program approval document will depend upon
the mode of acquisition strategy employed. The process for the
development and approval of these documents, particularly memo-
rania of understanding, is described in Ch&pter 2 on Major Inter-
national Arms Collaboration Approaches and can be a long dr7-•
out effort. Often these dOUs and other documents contain qual4&-
fications or reservations on the commitment level of both the VS
and the foreign participants. The PM must ensure that the acquit-
sition strategy and contracting approach reflect the vazi.us
objectives, restrictions, and constraints specified in these fw)r-
mal government-to-government arrangements.

REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT

A major element is the specification of the require-
ment. The requirements docum-nt is an output of tle requirements
planning hacmonization process described in Chapter 3. Some
difficulties arise in the process of c•c•,i.nlcating the require-
ment, due to differences in language and syntax. The objective
from the contracting standpoint iq to get a clear expression of
the requirement, which can then be communicated to potential
sources. When there are specific business requirements, buch as
a defined distribution of program purchase dollars among coun-
tries or" directed sources for certain portions of the equipment,
they must be clearly specified.

PURCHASE REQUEST

The purchase request combines the Statement of Work
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(SOW) and ihe fund citation. The SOW communicates what the
contractor is to do in meeting the requirements of the proposed
contract. It must reflect both the unique efforts requiz.vd to
provide the required hardware (includi-ig such elements as inter-
national standardization) and the economic participation (e.g.,
offset) requirements, if any. If foreign standards are to be
used in place of US atandards, they also must be identified. The
SOW must accurately reflect the requirements of the NDU or other
authorizing document in terms of business structures.

The fund citation can be expected to contain constraints
covering such things as:

o Level and timing of national contributions

o Provisions on currency exchange

o Incremental funding plan.

The financial constraints and government commitment must be com-
municated to the potential offerors so that they are aware of the
level of risk- inherent in the acquisition.

RZOUST FOR PROPOSALS (RFP)

The document providing the mechanism for industry par-
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ticipation is the solicitation, which is usually in the form of
an RFP. The RFP must communicate the requirement in a cleec and
understandable fashion. Some elements that must be precisely
descr~bed in the RFP are:

o Definition of program objectives

o Relative importance of goals

o Acceptable design tradeoffs between objectives and cost

o Specific legal basis for interpretation of terms and
adjudication of differences

o Requirements for data disclosure.

The uniform contract format described in the FAR is the
required structure for the RFP and the resulting contract, but
there is still a need for careful drafting of RFP provisions to
overcome differences in language, business approach, and concep-
tual understanding among the potential participants. Although
contract type is usually determined before the RFP is released,
it may be negotiable until the source selection is made.

The boilerplate provisions normally included by refer-
ence in US acquisitions must be analyzed for applicability and
acceptability to the foreign sources. As noted elsewhere in this
chapter, many of the standard US contract provisions are viewed
by foreign industry and governments as unacceptable intrusions.
Reference should be made to the MOUs signed and the FAR and DFARS
clauses that have been waived. For an RFP soliciting European
bidders, the US European Command supplement to the FAR includes
many general provisions that have been "Europeanized." Those
provisions that require flow down to subcontractors may cause
delay due to disagreement over language. In this regard, the
provisions of the governing MOU may provide guidance or emphasis
on the approach to the flow down of provisions.

Although it is the responsibility of foreign sources to
make themselves aware of contracting opportunities available from
DoD, the PM/contracting officer, with few exceptions, is required
to make public announcement 'of the solicitation and is encouraged
to conduct presolicitation conferences to help identify qualified
sources, both foreign and domestic. The FAR requires that all
contemplated acquisitions be published in the Commerce Business
Dail (CBD), and it is DoD policy that acquisitions be competi-
t For domestic RFPs, the release must follow the CBD notice
by at least 30 days. (The Defense Acquisition Regulatory (DAR)
Council is currently (1987) reviewing another change that would
extend this time to 45 days if foreign interest is anticipated.)
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The contract items acquired must satisfy DoD requirements fully
as to performance, quality, and delivery schedule, and must cost
DOD no more than comparable items of other manufacturers who are
eligible for award. If unusual teclmical or security require-
ments would preclude the acquisition of otherwise acceptable
defense equient from participating country sources, the need
for such requirements should be specifically reviewed. In some
cases, it may also be appropriate to consu~mate agreements cover-,
ing payment for costs of developing proposals incurred Ly foreign
sources. This may overcome their reluctance to release data to
potential US collaborators before a licensing agreement is 7xe-
cuted. The MOU may contain specific procedures for, or con-
straints on, the solicitation process.

Normally, a US-managed acquisition will follow the
basic solicitation and source selection process of the managing
Service. For multinational programs, there are a number of
issues that must be specifically addressed in the source selec-
tion plan:

o What non-US input to the source selection team will be
obtained and how will it be integrated into the evalua-
tion process?

o How will technical competence, capability, and price
realism be evaluated for the foreign content?

o What is an appropriate evaluation/decision schedule,
based upon the expected complexity of the proposa3s?

o How will US pricing policies from the FAR be applied or
will there be any deviations?

It is important to note that each proposal received may
reflect both a different product (the solution for the require-
ment) and a different business structure. The evaluation proce-
dure must reflect the importance of those business structure
elements that may bear on the success of the US in achieving
goals established in the MOU.

As the acquisition process proceeds toward award, a
series of negotiations normally takes place. During contractuai
negotiations, the general guidance on negotiation with foreign
entities, as discussed in Chapter 18 on Modes of Communication,
is significant. For the specific case of contract negotiation,
it is also important. to make allowance for support in the foxim of
assistance (includii. audits) from the government of the foreign
offeror. When foreign contractors or subcontrActors are to be
involved, there must be advance agreement between the US and the
involved foreign governirents covering the audit of foreign con-
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tract proposals. Other questions that must be answered includes

o What will the US audit agencies be allowed to audit?

o Who is going to do the audits?

o How much participation by US audit agencies will be
allowed in the foreign audits?

o What information is needed by foreign audit agencies if
they are to perform the audits?

Failure to clarify theme issues was cited by the F-16 program as
a potential impact on the award of contracts and, therefore, on
the delivery- schedules and cost. There also must be a recogni-
tion that the subcontractor structure may not be as clearly
specified as in a purely US acquisition, since foreign sources
may be unwilling to make a full comitment before the award of
the contract.

APPLICATION OF COST ACCOUNTING STANDARDS (CAS)

DFARS Part 30 discusses CAS. DFARS Appendix 0 contains the
standards, regulations, and interpretations pertaining to CAS.
The cost accounting practices of foreign business firms vary
substantially from country to country and from contractor to
contrator. A review by the CAS board disclosed that, as a
result of these wide variations, the application of certain
accounting standards and rules could cause significant adminis-
trative problems. Thus, in November 1978, the Board exempted
foreign firms from each cost accounting standard other than
Standard 401, "Consistency in Estimating, Accumulating and Re-
port:.ng Costs,u and Standard 402, wConsistency in Allocating
Costs Incurred for the Same Pur-pose." Foreign concerns are still
required to file Disclosure Statements, which provide details on
the concerns' cost iccounting practices. Contracts and subcon-
tracts awarded to foreign governments and their agencies are
exempt from all standards and rules of the Board.

By law, the US Congress requires the use of CAS and the
disclosure of cost accounting practices in connection with nego-
tiated national defense contracts. Noncompliance with the pro-
visions of the standards or a contractor's disclosed cost
accounting practices may result in a contract price adjustment
determination by tho act'-- •nfficer. Additionally, CAS
places certain restrictions on the application of costs to con-
tracts from an accounting standpoint.
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The CAS Board is no longer in existencer however, DoD may
establish its on board to monitor the application of CAS.

CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION

There are a number of options available to the procurement
contracting officer for administration of the contract after
award. For the US sources, administration is accomplished by the
Contract Administration Service office identified in DoD Direc-
tory of Contract Administration Services component (DOD
4105.59H). When foreign sources are involved, the administration
can be assigned tot

"o The CAS service of the specific nation (if the nation
involved has signed a Contract Administration Annex to
the General Reciprocal MOU, which is the case with most
of our NATO allies)

"o The US CAS assigned to that area

"o A separately constituted organization, such as the
CASEUR office established for the 7-16 program.

When the US program office determines that in-plant veri-
fication of foreign prime or subccntractor performance is re-
quired, the PM must evaluate the nature of the goverment con-
tract administration activity performed by the foreign country.
The 7-16 System Program Office (SPO) found this was highly vari-
able on a country-to-country basis. It may be necessary to
collocate USG contract administration personnel at those facili-
ties that produce critical components of the weapon system under
development to provide acceptable visibility of prime and subcon-
tractor conformance to contractual requirements. In addition,
the interface and relative responsibilities of the PM office must
be specifically defined. Each of the approaches to adminis-
tration has benefits and the choice should be made in consulta-
tion with the Contracting Officer. Chapter 13, Financial
Management, provides more details on the audit process for
international programs required to satisfy US standards.

DISPUTES

Special emphasis must be given to the disputes and change
provisions in DoD contracts. Since issues of jurisdiction appeal
require expert legal counsel, the PM should make maximum use of
the experience gained by DoD attorneys in previous bilateral and
multinational programs. It is critical that all the parties to
the contract have a complete and similar understanding of all the
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tern and conditions of the contract to preclude future noncom-
pliance or misinterpretation of the requirements.

Though contractual disputes are seldom resolved- easily, the
procedures for effecting resolution are, in the case of domestic
contracts, delineated clearly and made binding on the parties.
This is not necessarily true of foreign acquisitions.

Most. typically, a multinational program steering committee
in established by the MOU as the body with final authority and
responsibility at the program level to make decisions and to
ccmit the participating governments to those decisions. The
,,Aultinational program office and PM report to the steerinq com-
mittee and operate under its general supervision. The steering
committee, in effect, operates as a board of directors for the
program and the program ofiice. In the case of the NATO AEW&C
program, the multinational body with supervisory authority and
responsibility is, in fact, called a board of directors rather
than a steering committee.

For some disputes, however, the only practical remedy may
lie in diplomatic negotiations between the governments concerned.
A different situation, but still a difficult legal hurdle, exists
when the foreign host nation effects a contract with a foreign
supplier on behalf of the US. In the event of a suit involving a
contract between the host nation and the supplier, settlement is
generally made in the courts of the host country.

When a contract is awarded by a DoD buying agency under
foreign acquisition procedures, a foreign contractor is entit]ad
to the same administrative remedies available to US contractors.
Such remedies are contained in the Contract Di.sputes Act of 1978
(PL 95-563), which provides a compreheDnive procedure for
resolving disputed contractor claims arising under the contract.
This procedure permits coatractors to appwal matters that cannot
be agreed upon to the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals
(ASBCA) or the US Court of Claims. It should be noted that a
Secretary of Defense Determination on 26 December 1979 exempted
contracts with NATO governments from the provisions of the Con-
tract Disputes Act.

THE FEDERAL ACQUISITION REGULATION

The FAR and DFARS contain direction to DcD contracting
personnel on (1) what provisions, clauses, and cost principles
are authorized for DoD contracts and (2) what other procedures
and actions must be followed in awarding and administering DoD
contracts. The DFARS numbering system parallels the FAR, which
makes it easy to use. The DFARS contains material that imple-
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mats the FAR* as well as suppltmentary material that is unique
to the DoD. The supplement is not a stand-alone document and
must be used in conjunction with the FAR. FAR and DFARS Parts 25
deal with foreign acquisition and are especially applicable to
multinational programs.

Nearly all FAR and DIARS contractual provisions were devel-
uped in contemplation of US-only sources. When the DoD is con-
tracting in an international envirornent (either for itself or on
behalf of a foreign goverment), a number of these standard
provisions are self-deleting or inappropriate, and therefore
confusing to foreign sources. In some cases, when a DoD contract
is placed with a foreign government, statutorily required clauses
have offended the integrity and sovereignty of that foreign
government. Appendix D provides several lists that may assist
the P4 in determining which elements may or may not be applica-
ble. The Denoon Report in 1983 recognized this problem, and DoD
has approved the development of an annotated PAR that indicates
which clauses are appropriate under which conditions,

The FAR and DFARS establish uniform contracting policies and
procedures for the acquisition of supplies and services by DoD.
Although the elements of contract law permeate the contract
environment, specific contract management considerations involv-
ing contract principles, accounting, pricing, finance, subcon-
tracting, terminations, and contract administration are detailed
in the FAR and DFARS. In accounting, for example, FAR and DFARS
Parts 31 (Contract Cost Principles) contain detailed guidance on
the treatment of costs, such as advertising, bid and proposal,
and depreciation, for use in evaluating contractors' proposals--
whether from domestic or foreign firms--as well as negotiating
change order c us subsequent to award. Additionally, the very
complex area ur Cost Accounting Standards, FAR and DFARS Parts
30, which are subsets of accounting, interface with these cost
principles. This considerable body of guidance and direction must
be considered in dealing with armaments cooperation contract
management issues. The following sections discuss several FAR
and DFARS areas of interest.

COMPETITION

A. 't-,W ', ghoD contracting system has always embraced
the objective of achieving competition to the maximum practical
extent, the level of emphasis in today's contracting environment
is unprecedented. In 1984, Congress enacted the Lompetition in
Contracting Act, whic' restricts the use of other than full and
open competitive acqu cion p.ocedures. The act requires the
use of full and open Apetition, except in seven limited circum-
stances:
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o Only one responsible source

o Unusual and compelling urgency

0 Industrial mobilization or experimental, developmental,
or research work

o Required by an international agreement

o Authorized or required by statute

o National security

o Public interest.

FAR and DFARS Subparts 6.3 describe each of these
exceptions ard provide examples of instances in which they are
used appropriately. For each exception, and depending on the
dollar value of the proposed acquisition, there are specific
justification and approval requirements that are also described
in Subparts 6.3.

Significant steps have been taken over the last several
years to ensure that the contracting process is open and trans-
parent. For example, requi.,ements for synopsis normally require
that a notice be placed in the CBD 15 days before the iesuance of
a solicitation and that the solicitation provide at least 30 days
response time for offers for all acquisitions over $10,000. As
stated earlier, the DAR council may require this tine to be
extended to 45 days when foreign interest is anticipated.

FAR ON FOREIGN ACQUISITION

Of particular interest to PMs is Defense Acquisition
Circular (DAC) 76-25, which was first printed in October 1980.
The issues addressed in this circular are now found in FAR Part
25 and DFARS Part 25, which incorporate the acquisition objec-
tivos and initiatives of the USG in the armaments cooperation
arena. The following discussion provides an outline of this
revision as well as treatment of areas that may be of specific
interest to the PH of a multinational effort.

Foreign acquisition can be defined as :.he acquisition
of defense equipment from foreign sources for us*. by US forces.
Terms such as *foreign acquisition" &nd "offshore procurement"
are often used interchangeablyl however, offshore procurement can
be defined as the acquisition of products from foregign countries
for consumption by US forces in foreign countries. In other
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words, offshore procurement mans items purchased outside the US
for use outside the US. This chapter limits the term *offshore
procurement to this concept.

As shown in Figure 10-3, there are three types of
international agreements that apply to foreign acquisitions re-
ciprocal agreements, INS/offsets agreements, and treaty/interna-
tional agreements. Recipzocal agreements include MOUs or
similar agreements betwnen the US and foreian countries. These
agreements are printed in full in FAR Appendix T. The•e coun-
tries are identified as participating countries and are covered
by a blanket Secretary of Defense waiver of the Buy American Act
restrictions. An offset agreement is identified as an arrangement
between the US and a foxeign country that includes an offset
negotiated in conjunction with an FMS case, and the arrangement
includes a waiver of Buy American Act restrictions. Lastly,
treaty/international agreements cover those foreign countries
having defense cooperation agreements, such as Israel or Egypt,
and for which the Secretary of Defense has waived the Buy
American Act restrictions for a list of mutually agreed-upon
items. These types of countries are extremely important relative
to contracting policy since they define the population of what is
now termed Oqualified countries," as discussed earlier.

With this background, let us review the pertinent FAR
and DFARS Parts 25 regulatory coverage areas listed in Figure 10-
4. These areas incorporate the agreements entered into between
the US and other nations, particularly NATO countries. These
agreements include waivers of the Buy American Act, as well as
agreements to solicit defense products from those countries. As
currently structured, FAR Part 25 and DFARS Part 25 apply to the
acquisition of weapon systems and spare parts for supply syster
inventory, as well as to the support of US military forces in
foreign countries.

The PM will recognize that any particular project may
have considerably different relationships or certain portions of
a project such as those involving sensitive types of equipment
may fo llow qovrrnment-to-government guidelinesp however, whenever
purely contractual matters are involved, our basic model clearly
portrays current acquisition policy as embodied in the FAR and
DFARS. Additionally, it should be noted that the concept is
embryonic, and several concernr may be voiced: What number and
types of foreign firms will be found on the bidders' mailing
lists of various defense agencies? What dollar value of awards
will flow to foreign firms? The following discussion of individ-
ual areas, several of which are listed in Figure 10-4, will not
answer fully thewe questions, but it suggests the type of impacts
that they may have on program strategy.
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o Buy Auerican Act and Balance of Payments Program
(25.1, 25.2, 25.3)

o Trade Agreezwants Act (25.4)
o Payment in Local Foreign currency (25.5)
o Customs and Duties (25.6)
o Inteznational Agreements (A5.8)
o Examination of Records (25.9)
o Appropriations A"t Restrictions (25.70)
o Canadian Purchases (25.71)

FIGURE 10-4. SELECTED FAR AND DFARS PARTS 25 REGULATORY COVERAGE

BUY AMERICAN ACt AND THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS PROGRAM

The Buy American Act (41 USC lOa-d) gives preference to
domestic end products for public use in the US. The following
discubsion is confined to its applicability to supply contractsi
however, the act also singles out construction materials for use
in construction contracts in the US for special domestic prefer-
ence treatment. No comparable statutory coverage giving pretc:--
ence to domestic firms exists in the area of service contracts.

The Balance of Payments program is an ancillar, program
that was implemented by DoD in 1964 to alleviate the impact of
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DoD expenditures on the US balance of international payments.
The 9OP program provides preference to dumestic products pur-
chased for use outside the US. The implementation of the
preference for domestic products affects the proposal evaluation
process.

The implementing regulations are found in FAR and DFARS
Subparts 25.1 and 25.3, It should be noted that there are some
distinctions between DoD's i•plementation and the civil agencies'
implementation. These differences may be discerned only by re-
viewing both the FAR and the DFARS. In order to qualify ar a
domestic end product under the regulations, a product must
satisfy a two-part test: (1) it must be manufactured in the USs
and (2) more than half of the cost of its components (including
transportation costs to the place of incorporationi into the end
product, and US duty) must be from the US and qualifying coun-
tries.

Products that do not meet this definition are consid-
ered foreign end products from nonqualifying countries. To these
offers, DoD generally adds a 50 percent evaluation factor to the
offered price, exclusive of duty, when that foreign product is
competing against a domestic one. Thus, in a competitive acqui-
sition, if the lowest offered domestic price is $15.00, a foreign
product would have to priced at less that $10.00 to win the
competition on a price basis. This is significantly different
from civil agencies, which use a 6 percent factor, unless the
foreign product is competing against a small business or labor
surplus concern, in which case a 12 percent factor is used
(prices inclusive of duty).

There are some exceptions to this evaluation process.
The exceptions includ3, for example, products that are not avail-
able in the US, purchases for commissary resale, and purchases
for which an agency head determines that domestic preference
would be inconsistent with the public interest.

TRADE AGREEMENTS ACT OF 1979

As discussed previously, the Trade Agreements Act of
1979 is the Congressional affirmation of the Agreement of Govern-
ment Procurement neqotiated throuqh the Tokyo Round of the Multi-
lateral Trade Negotiations. The agreement opened our government
procurement market to international competition by signatory
countries and essentially closed it to competition by nonsigna-
tory nations.

There is a prohibition in Section 302 of the act a-
gainst purchasing eligible products from nondasignated countries.
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The agreement opens the market to signatory countries by elimina-
ting the applikation of the Buy American/9OP disadvantage to
offers of certain item from signatory countries. The signatory
countries to the agreement are identified in FAR 25.401 and are
referred to as designated countries. Recently, the FAR coverage
was amended essentially to extend the benefits of the agreement
to Caribbean Basin countries.

The scope of applicability of the Trade Agreements Act
is subject to some limits. It applies only to acquisitions above
a threshold of 150,000 special drawing rights, which presently
(1987) has a dollar value of $149,000. Further, the coverage
extende only to categories of eligible products for DoD that are
generally of a commercial nature and exclude national security
itms. The list of eligible products is published in DFARS
Subpart 25.403(d)(70). Further exceptions to the applicability
of the Trade Agra.ementa Act include small-business set-asides,
Appropriations Act restrictions, and mobilization base restric-
tions (characterized as national security exceptions in the
Agreement) as discussed above. The Trade Agreements Act does not
provide any relief for foreign sources from these restrictions.
Subpart 25.403 provides a list of items that, under some condi-
tions, may be excepted.

PAYNT IN LOCAL FOREIGN CURRENCY

Thece FAR and DFARS sections provide for US payments to
be priced and paid for in local currencies.

CUSTOMS AND DUTIES

It is DoD policy to obtain the issuance of duty-free
entry certificates covering end items acquired through the for-
eign acquisition process. DFARS Subpart 25.603 requires that
duty-free entry clauses as contained in DFARS 25.602 be included
ins all negotiated contracts in excess of $100,000i and all con-
tracts involving the furnishing of supplies, except for small
purchases and contracts for supplies exclusively for use outside
the US. This includes FMS contracts. When the clauses are
included, both the clauses themselves and DFARS 25.602 require
that duty-free entry certificates be issued. Such certificates
must be limited to carefully selected situations, since they
could rasult in unanticipated profits to contractors, especially
under fixed-price-type contracts, and could involve administra-
tive expenses far outweighing any possible savings to military
appropriations. Thus, DoD policl encompasses the use of such
duty-free entry certificates whenever there is reasonable assur-
ance that advantages such as cost savings will outweigh the
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administrative and other costs of processing duty-free certifi-
cates and of maintaining controls to verify that full benefit of
the certificates passes to the USO. For example, a contractor
awarded a fixed-price-type contract based on provtding a lomestic
end product or component cannot subsequently furnish a foreign
k..nd product/component and receive a duty-free entry certificate
without an appropriate reduction in price.

DoD policy is carried out by including in the contract
one ow more of the appropriate FAR and DFARS clauses. When a
prime contract involving foreign supplies contains the approp-
riate clause, the contractor must notify the Contract Administra-
tion Office (CAO}, designated in the contract, of a purchase of
fnreign supplies under the contract. The CAO verifies that the
prime contract includes the appropriate duty-free entry for im-
ports--possible duty-free entry clauser and, in the latter case,
the contracting officer has agreed to furnish a duty-free entry
certificate for the items identified in exchange for a reduction
In contract price, in the amount of duty that would be payable if
duty-free entry certificates were not issued pursuant to the
provisions of this clause. The CAO then forwards the notifica-
tion to Comivander, Defense Contract Administration Services
Management Area, New York.

When the USG agrees t- execute duty-free entry certifi-
cates tor supplies, the contractor is notified that the foreign
supplier is to include on the bill of lading (or otne.- shipping
docukent) the information required to be inserted on otuch docu-
ments as provided in the clause. Failure to include 6uch infor-
mation on the bill of lading (or other shipping document) will
result in the shipment being treated as a snhipment without
benefit of free entry under Schedule 8, Part 3, Item Number
832.00, Tariff Schedules of the US.

Upon receipt of a request for duty-free entry, the
designated USG representative prepares the required customs
forms, executes the duty-free entry certificate, and forwards two
copies of Customs Form 7501A to the District Director of Customs
submitting the request.

Immediate release permits, executed on Customs Form
3461 (Application for Special Permit for Delivery of Perishable
and Otber Articles, Immediate Delivery of Which is Necessary),
entitles all shipments qualifying as "emergency purclhasess of war
material abroad to be released immediately by the District Direc-
tors of Customs at the various ports of entry, before and
following the filing of Customs Forms 7501 and 7501A and duty-
free entry certificates. The existence of an immediate release
permit on file at a port of entry does not dispense with the
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necessity of filing Customs Forms 7501 and 7501A and appropriate
duty-free entry cortificates.

Customs and duties should not be confused with ezemp-
tions available regarding foreign taxes. Tax agreements have
been executed on government-to-government bases with a number of
nations. Under these agreements, US defense expenditures are
exempted from certain specified taxes of the countries in which
the expenditures occur. Nevertheless, countries that have not
executed a tax agreement with the US may grant relief from
internal taxes in order to promote or subsidize exports. Again,
the contracting officer must be aware of or explore methods of
avoiding windfall profits and other disadvantageous conditions.
Whatever the situation, appropriate tax clauses should be in-
cluded in all contracts to be performed in foreign countries so
that national interests are protected.

It should be pointed out, however, that contracting
officers may not demand relief fron, taxes, and the US is not
exempted specifically by applicable agreements. In this regard,
the 'terms and provisions of the various bilateral tax agreements
to which the US is a party in the North Atlantic-Mediterranean
area are included in the US European Command Supplement to the
FAR.

APPROPRIATION ACT RESTRICTIONS

This segment of DFARS Part 25 contains specific re-
strictions on the use of appropriated funds for the acquisition
of certain supplies such as food, clothing, and specialty metals.
Additionally, certain restrictions contained in various public
laws and directed toward the acquisition of foreign buses, R&D
contracting with foreign sources, and naval vessel construction
in foreign shipyards are delineated.

Contracts obligate appropriated funds within the
authorization (in the form of the annual authorization act) and
limitations (as, for example, in public laws) imposed by Con-
gress. It is not uncommon for Congress to attach "riders" to
appropriations acts res..ricting the use of monies appropriated.
In addition to establishing specific restraints on how appro-
priated money will be spent, the Congress establishes some of the
policies on how USG contractors may receive financial assistance
on contracts. The General Accounting Office (GAO), as an agency
of Congress, watches over executive branch expenditures of the
appropriations provided to ensure compliance with the restric-
tions placed on the use of these funds.

In the PM's domain, there is a clear division of re-
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sponsibility between the budgeting, the controlling, and the
accounting of monies providad, as contrasted with the contractual
obligation of the funds. The former is a function of the com-
ptroller, while the latter is the reponsibility of the contract-
ing officer. The contracting officer is directly involved in the
area of lbligatiorns and contract funding. Understanding the lim-
itations on, as well as the inpact of, obligations is a key to
successful contract management. This understanding is important
to program control, as well as knowledge of the fact that
personal liability in the form of the Anti-Deficiency Act (31 USC
665a) accompanies budgetary and contractual authority.

The Anti-Deficiency Act provides that no government
officer or employee shall authorize or create any obligation, or
make any expenditure, in excess of an apportionment (the Office
of Management and Budget's distribution of amounts available in
an appropriation fund account) or administrative subdivision of
appropriated funds. Contracting officers face Anti-Deficiency
Act penalties by establishing obligations (awarding contracts)
without a commitment (a funded purchase request) or by exceeding
the monetary limits of their individual contracting officer war-
rants.

Another way the Anti-Deficiency Act may become opera-
tive involves cases in which the foreign contract is priced and
paid in the local currency. Exchange rate fluctuations in favor
of the local currency, when the local currency appreciates in
value in relation to the dollar, can result in violation of the
Anti-Deficiency Act. The contracting officer must take special
precautions to avoid this possibility. It must be made certain
that adequate dollar funds are available to cover any purchases
of foreign currency that may be needed from time to time for
purposes of making payments under the contract, even though the
value of the currency may have risen appreciably in relation to
the dollar. More specific discussion of financial management
issues is found in Chapter 13.

one other appropriations area shiould be mentioned.
Congressional limitations on the use of appropriated funds have
either time restrictions or subject-matter (use) restrictions.
Time restrictions (annual, continuing, or multiple-year appro-
priations) limit the time during which funds may be obligated,
expended, or both. Subject-matter restrictions (R&D, individual
programs) limit the use to which money may be spent for accom-
plishing specific purposes.

The PM generally will have considerable flexibility in
the management of the funds provided through the appropriations
process. Those restri,7tions found in the FAR are targeted at
specific markets. For example, notwithstanding the restrictions
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mentioned earlier, purchases of specialty metals or chemical
warfare protective clothing are exempted from appropriations act
restrictions when such acquisitions are necessary to comply with
foreign governments requiring the US to purchase supplies from
foreign sources for the purposes of offsetting sales made to the
USG or dowmstic concerns under approved programs serving defense
requirements. The exemption also applies when such acquisition
is in furtherance of an agreement with . qualifying country.
Other specific markets covered in the FAR include:

0 Acquisition of Foreign Buses

Public Law 90-400, Fiscal Year 1968. This law provides
that appropriated funds will not be used for the pur-
chase, lease, rental, or other acquisition of buses,
other than those manufactured in the US, except as may
be authorized by the Secretary of Defense.

o R&D Contracting with Foreign Concerns

Public Law 92-570, Fiscal Year 197s. This law provides
that no funds appropriated for the DoD are available
for entering into any contract or agreement with any
foreign corporation, organization, person, or other
entity for the performance of researvh and development
in connection with any weapon system or other military
equipment for the DoD when there is a US corporation,
organization, person, or other entity equally competent
to carry out such research and development and r'lling
to do so at a lower cost.

o Hull, Midbody, and Superstucture of Naval Vessels

The Byrnes-Tollefson Amendment, now codified in 10 USC
7309, reads in part: "Provided, That none of the funds
herein provided for the construction or conversion of
any naval vessel to be constructed in shipyards in the
United States shall be expended in foreign shipyarda
for the construction of major components of the hull or
superstructure of such vessel: Provided further, That
none of the funds herein provided shall be used for the
construction of any naval vessel in foreign shipyards."

CANADIAN PURCHASES

The governments of the US and Canada have a long his-
tory of mutual cooperation aimed at the coordination of economic
efforts to achieve integration of military production, standardi-
zation of military equipment, dispersal of production facilities,
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establishment of supplemental sources of supply, and greater flow
of defense supplies/equipment between the two countries. In
fact, Canadian-US agreements have served as the forerunnerr• of
the current DoD qualifying-country agreements. As part of the
DoD policy to onsure the best possible coordination of the above
efforts, purchases from Canadian sources are exempt from both the
Buy American Act and the BOP program. Such purchases are accom-
plished through the Canadian Commercial Corporation (CCC), an
agency of the Government o! Canada.

Centralization of contractual activity through the CCC
represents a unique arrangemuent between the US and Canada and is
described as follows (see DFARS Subpart 25.71). Contracts with
Canadian firms are normally made with and through the CCC. The
CCC coordinates the placing of Canadian firms on individual
contracting office bidders' mailing and comparable source lists.
A bidders' list application is forwarded directly by the con-
tracting activity to each appropriate Canadian firm, and a copy
is sent to the CCC.

Canadian firms prepare offers that are then submitted
to the CCC. This is significant in that the ultimate contract,
if awarded to a Canadian source, is between the contracting
activity representing the USG and the CCC. On receipt of the
Canadian firm's response, the CCC prepares a letter to the US
contracting activity. This letter supports the Canadian firm's
offer, confirms and endorses the offer in the name of the CCC,
and states that the CCC will subcontract 100 percent with the
offeror. This procedure is similar to that used in domestic
contracts under the Section 8(a), Small Disadvantaged Business
Concerns program, in which contracting activities award contracts
directly to the Small Business Administration (SBA), which, in
turn, subcontracts with 8(a) firms.

A number of other features of the US-Canada arrangement
are worth mentioning. The Department of Supply and Services
(Canada) under the Canadian Department of Industry, Trade and
Commerce, provides, without charge, contract administration ser-
vices for all contracts placed with the CCC. These services
include cost and price analysis, industrial security, account-
ability and disposal of USG property, production expediting,
assurance of compliance with Canadian labor laws, processing of
termination claims and disposal of termination inventory, customs
documentation, processing of disputes anid appeals, and other
related contract administration functions that may be required
with respect to the CCC contract with the Canadian supplier.
Further, the Canadian government guarantees to the USG all
commitments, obligations, and covenants of the CCC in connection
with any contract or order issued to the CCC by any contracting
activity of the USG. Recently, Canada has begun levying fees for
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servicing contracts awarded to the CCC. This levy is the subject
of ongoing negotiations between Canada and DoD.

JL BUSINESS/LABOR SURPLUS AREA SET-ASIDES

It is US policy to limit certain contracts to small
businesses (as defined in FAR and DFARS Parts 19), so as to
provide a fair share of USG contracts to small US firms that have
the capacity to produce the required goods or provide necesaary
services. FAR Part 19 directs contracting off icbx, to set aside
acquisitions for exclusive small business participation if there
is a reasonable expectation of receiving offers at reasonable
prices from at least two responsible small business concerns.
Preferential treatment is also sometimes accorded to firms lo-
cated in areas of high unemployment in the US. These two pro-
grams eliminate the opportunity for potential nondomestic firms
to compete for a contract that-has been set aside. Small-busi-
ness set-asides are frequently cited as one of the major impedi-
ments that foreign firms encounter in trying to penetrate the DoD
market.

MOBILIZATION BASE RESTRICTED ACQUISITIONS

A DoD component may determine that it is necessary to
restrict a particular acquisition in the interest of establishing
or maintaining an industrial mobilization base that is capable
of furnishing supplies in the event of a national emergency.
These restricted acquisitions are open only to industrial pre-
paredness planned producers in the US and Canada. Products that
have been restricted in the past are listed in the DFARS Subpart
25.7405. In some cases, there has been a DoD-wide determinatJon
to restrict certain acquisitions to domestic and Canadian
sources. These restricted items are identified in DFARS Subparts
8.,73 through 8.78 and include items such as miniature and
instrument ball bearings, precision components for mechanical
time devices, high-purity silicon, and high carbon ferrochrome.

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

Some DoD contracts require access to US classified
military information. There are specific policies governing the
release of the information. The policy governing release to
foreign governments is the National Disclosure Policy. A recip-
ient foreign government may be allowed to release US classified
information to its contractors, provided it is not released to
third country persons without USG permission, and provided the
recipient government assumes certain other reponsibilities for
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its protection (accoavlished by a govarnmert-to-government secu-
rity agreement). In order for a foreign contractor to receive
information necessary to bid on or perform a classified contr&ct,
the c•,ntractor must be sponsored by its government. The US
contracting agency must make a determination that the classified
information is releasable to the governaent of the prospective
recipient. In some cases, DoD obtains release authority from
another responsible US agency. If the classified information is
determined tc. be releasable, it must be transferred through
government-to-government channels.

PREFERENCE FOR US FLAG CARRIERS

A competitive disadvantage is incurred generally by
foreign sources on contracts that call for delivery of products
to US destinations. This obviously results in increased trans-
portation costs for foreign sources in comparison to domestic
sources. That competitive disadvantage is magnified by US stat-
utes that express a preference for the use of US flag air car-
riers and US flac iressels.

COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT OF CONTRACTUAL RE UIREXENTS FOR FOREIGN
AND DOMESTIC SOURC39

EXAMINATION OF RECORDS

In accordance with 10 USC 2313(c), the Examination of
Records by Comptroller General clause may be excluded from nego-
tiated contracts and subcontracts with foreign contractors and
foreign subcontractors when:

1. the Secretary of Defense or his designee determines,
with the noncurrence of the Comptroller General or his
designee, that the inclusion of the clause would not be
in public interestp or

2. when:

a. the contractor or subcontractor is a foreign gov-
ernment or agency thereof, or, because of the laws
of the country involved, the contractor or subcon-
tractor is precluded from making its books, docu-
ments, papers, or records available for examina-
tion, and

b. the Secretary determines, After taking into ac-
count the price and availability of the property
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or services from US sources, that the public into-
rest would be best served by exclusion of the
clause.

A determination of the Secretary of Defense under para-
graph 2 above does not requi.re the concurrence of the Comptroller
Generals however, when a determination by the Secretary under
2(b) is the basis for exclusion of the Examination of R~ecords by
Comptroller General claust-ý, the statute requires that a written
report be furnished to the Congress. Thij report, which explains
the reasons for the determination, in submitted in triplicate by
the Service concerned, to the Office of the Assistant Secretary
of Defense (Comptroller).

The Examination of Records by Comptroller General
clause ii included in c.ontracts whenever possible. Exclusion of
the clause is allowed only after the contracting ofticer has made
all reasonable efforts to include the clause and haa considered
such factors as alternate sources of supply, additional cost, and
time of deliveiry. A "foreign contractor," for Examination of
Records purposes, is defined as "one that is organized or exist-
ing under the laws of a country other than the United States, its
territoriee, or possessions."

RECIPROCAL SERVICES AGREEMENTS

There is no differentiation between foreign and domes-
tic sources in applicable regulations with regard to the require-
ment to execute contract administration properly and enforce
applicable contract requirements. The only difference that
exists may be the agency that is assigned responsibility for
monitoring compliance and the procedures used to achieve that
objective. The following discussion elaborates on arrangements
for Quality Assurance (QA) services, audits, and qualification of
products.

All DoD contracts are assigned a cognizant DoD contract
administration office responsible for ensuring satisfactory con-
tract performance. In the course of administering a contract, or
even in the pre-award stage, DoD may elect to rely on the ser-
vices of foreign government components to perform certain func-
tions based upon government-to-government agreement. For
example, many of the reciprocal defense procurement agreements
contain annexes that provide for reciprocal QA services, contract
administration services, or audit services. The NATO 4greements
provide for reciprocal no-cost services. Table 10-2 contains a
listing of the agreements currently in effect.
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TABLE 104L. REIPFOAL SE E AGFIEWENT8 4IN EFFEC

QUALrFU
AUVRANOW
CONTRACT AUDUI

OUNTuRY ADINMNTRATON URVIGI
ANMERS AUIMENT

AUSTRALIA X

C•DAOA X X

UNITED XIN*WOM 9

I .I I I

*EMSL4UDU I _______PRO X X

MOMilli X

DINUAIK X

PRANCE X X

NOR'WAAY, X

AG1InNT INCLUDES RMMMIIT OF URVICES

The QIcontraat administration services agreements set
forth procedures for rendering support as requested by the other
governments at no charge. The QA servicea are performed in
accordance with NATO Standardization Agreements (STANAGs) 4107
and AQAP 10 to the extent consistent with the laws of both
governments. The agreements generally provide f= a flexible
arrangement for which, on a case-by-case basis, the purchasing
government may request full QA support or specified services
only. Requested services may encompass a pre-award task, such as
a pre-award survey of a prospective contractor's capability or a*
final acceptance inspection after contract award. Some of the
agreements cover contract administration services beyond the QA
area, such as: conducting production surveillance and progress
reporting to alert the contracting officer of any potential or
actual slippages in contract delivery schedulesl evaluating the
propriety of any restrictive markinga on technical data offered
fov" delivery under the contractr and monitoring contractor costs
under cost-reimbursement contracts.

Audit arrangements likewise embrace both pre-award and
post-award tasks. Audit services such as the evaluation of
proposed prices or costs during negotiation8l examination of
contractor accounting records to determine accuracy, currency,
completeness, and compliance with contract requirements; and
monitoring of compliance with disclosed accounting practices and'
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contractual accounting requirements during contract performance
are performed at no cost to the requesting government.

Although QA and audit procedures vary somewhat amonSO
the countrios with which the US has entered into these arrange-
ments, those differences do not provide foreign vendors with an
unfair cometitive advantage. The arrangements indicate that
applicable statutory provisions of the purchasing government
shall prevail. Further, it is US practice to have its technical
experts in the area of QA and auditing review an ally's system
and procedures before entering into such a reciprocal arrangement
to ensure there Is a level of comparability. There are estab-
lished channels in place for either party to surface any dissat-
isfaction with the services rerdered and to obtain resolution.

The third major area of a reciprocal arrangements for
services relating to technical tontract requirements is in recip-
rocal qualification procedures. The original edition of NATO
STANAG 4093 relating to qualification of electronic and
electrical products was ratified by the US and most other NATO
nations in 1968. This STANAG was developed to avoid unnecessary
duplication of costly testing of one nation's qualified product
each time another nation finds a need for that product for
defense purposes. The STANAG is in the process of being revised
and may be applicable to other products as well. It designates
national qualification authorities that will verify that the
necessary qualification testing has been completed before that
product is listed on another nation's qualified products list.
Here again, although DoD may rely on another competent authority
to monitor qualification testing, the applicable specification
test requirements for a foreign firm are the same as those faced
by a US firm.
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S(•,IIPT, • II II
INTU LLMMUAL IROPhRTY

This chapter explores the subject of Intellectual Property
(IP) transfer, including the roles of the industrial and DoD
Program Managers (PNs), legal and economic environment constrain-
ing transfer, and possible techniques for such transfer.

By comon agreement among the North Atlantic Treaty Organi-
xation (NATO) countries, the term lIntellectual Property* in-
cludes inventions (patented or not), trademarks, industrial
designs, copyrights, and technical information including soft-
ware, data, designs, technical know-how, manufacturing informa-
tion and kuiow-how, techniques, technical data packages,
manufacturing data packages, and trade secrets. The rights to
use IP are termed Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) and include
rights derived from patents, trademarks, copyrights, industrial
designs, contract clauses, disclosure in confidence techniques,
or other means of control of IP.

The ownership of specific IP and the IPR to use any of it to
manufacture a weapon system or any part of it are critical issues
in collaborative arnaments programs. IX particular. codevelop-
ment, coproduction, and dual production depend on the willingness
and the ability of the industrial parties to the collaborative
armaments programs to make available or to receive the IP or IPR
that are specific to the system in question. Program partici-
pants may have difficulty in determining precisely who owns what
IP or who has the rights under what conditions to use IP owned by
sameone else. The IP or IPR section(s) of the Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) must deal carefully and clearly with the
potential difficulties involved in the requirement to be able to
exchange or transfer IP. Specifically, governments, as the par-
ties to the MOU, should ensure the availability of the IP or IPR
that must be transferred, provide for their protection fromt
misuse or unauthorized dissemination when transferred, and
guarantee fair compensation to the originator or initial holder
of the IP or IPR beinq transferrodi however, this is difficult
because the laws of our European allies in NATO covering rights
in inventions, data, and software are substantially different
from those of the US. European inventors usually maintain owner-
ship of inventions with rights to use the inventions. IP/IPR is
usually owned by a firm or an individue.l, however, provisions
committing a contractor to enter license agreements are part of
the Federal Republic of Germany's (FRG) development contract
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regulations and the United Kingdom's (UK) regulations in the
Olnternational Collaboration Clause." The reasonableness of the
licensing fee is addressed in the PRG regulations.

In recent years., RKTO has shown increasing interest in this
area and has published some guidance, including Intellectual

nci les and guidelines in the Field of Licensin "d o
tin for the Em s ofArmaments Standariiiati or Inter-

rf t C•9-D/70 (lnaM E, 1september 1979W pamphlet on
ron the Communication of Technical informatiou for

~j F Ari 1971: and 3 utl
mer& Vol 1, NoveMer 19761 and Liatility for

Patent Infingee-nt-in Cooperative Programs, AACP-I, Supplement
II March 1984.

DEFINITION O? TINES

Clear, intelligible, and mutually understood terms should be
used in the text of the NOU IP clause. This will minimize misun-
derstandings between parties. Whenever possible, standardized
terms and their definitions (preferably previously agreed-upon
examples) should be used to provide a continuity between agree-
ments. The following definitions are used cowmonly in fOUs or
have been defined by NATO:

o Technical information means recorded information, re-
gardless of form or characteristics, of a scientific
nature and may be, for example, experimental and test
data, specifications, designs, processes, techniques,
inventions whether patentable or not, technical writ-
ings, sound recordings, pictorial reproductions, draw-
ings and other qraphic representations, magnetic tapes,
computer memory printouts or data retained in computer
memory, and any other relevant technical data, in what-
ever form presented and whether or not copyrighted.

o Defense purposes refers to the manufacture and use in
any part of the world by or for the military Services
of a participating government.

o Defense sales refers to sales by a participating gov-
ernment or its contractors to a nonparticipating gov-
ernment for their mutual defense purposes.

o Foreground IP is generated in the course of the proj-
ect. Governments generally pay for and acquire some
rights in, or ownership of, foreground IP.

o Background IP is all the rest of the IP necessary for
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production of the system or end item. It is associated

with the developer/producer's (or a third party's)
prior experience and activitias outside the scope of
the specific c,,atract or procurement.

a Know-ho is a generic term that includes any formula,
device, drawing, or trade secret porsessed by a
business that gives it an advantage over another
buminess.

Foreground i.P and IPR are generally more directly disposable
by contracting governments, depending on their contracting prac-
tices. The ability to acquire or to effect the disposition of
all necessary background IP and IPR may be prohibitively diffi-
cult or expensive for any contracting government, depending on
the complexity of the system in question. The ability of foreign
governments to ensure transfer, provide protection, ai4 guarantee
coaensation for the necessary IP and IPR depends significantly
on the distinction between background and foreground IP and how
each is handled in national procurement practices, which vary
considerably from country to country.

During 1977-1978, at the initiation of the US, the NATO
Group on Intellectual Property (AC/94--now replaced by AC/313
with an enlarged charter), prepared and issued NATO-agreed-upon
principles and guidelines for transferring and protecting ir and
IPR. The main thrust of this effort was to ensure that each
country be in a position to guarantee that all necessary IP and
IPR can be transferred to other NATO members for any given col-
laboration. To accomplish this each government must eithera

o Own the IP that is generated in a program

o Ensure that the government is in a legal position to
grant, or cause to be granted, on fair and reasonable
terms, licenses that transfer the IP and IPR to other
NATO governments r)r their designated contractors, as
may be required under existing or future cooperative
agreements.

Total ownership by the US Government (USGI of all of the
couponent parts of IP, including background IP, for any specific
weapon system is not feasible. Current Federal Acquisition Regu-
lation (FAR) policy addresses only foreground patents and fore-
ground data. The USG usually does not acquire righcs to back-
ground patents, data, or know-how, and DoD normally does not
acquire any know-how that exceeds contract data requirements. In
addition, the staggering cost and administrative and bureaucratic
burdens of taking title to and cataloging all background IP for
major systems prohibits government ownership as a precondition
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for ensuring availability of IF and :PR for collaboration.

Thus, although the USG generally acquires rights in fore-
ground patents and data, it normally does nut possess sufficient
rights to enable another party to produce a given system. Other
MhTO governments generally acquire even fewer IPRs from their
contractors. Therefore, NhTO governments need "otherwise" to be
in a position to *cause to be granted" licenses to transfer IP
and IPR. This can be accomplished by requiring their contractors
to be willing to transfer IP and IPR by license to other govern-
ments or their designated contractors. This it essentially the
method employed by the FRU and the UK. Both of these countries
include clauses in their contracts that require the contractor to
be prepared to license its IP to a licensee named by the govern-
ment, The resulting license agreement may be either firm-to-
firm, government-to-firm, or government- Lo-government, depending
on who owns the relevant IP. As a contractual document carrying
out the intent of the 1OU, the license agreement should stipulate
the terms of the IP or IPR transfer, and should include, among
other things, definitions of the IP or IPR transferred, provi-
sions for protection of the transferred IP and IPR, and the
"considerations or compensation for the transfer.

MWOR CONSI DRATIONS

The major substantive issues treated in the IP section of
the NOU are usually considered under five headings: Disclosure
of IP, Authorized and Unauthorized Use of IP, Protection of IP,
Availability of Rights in IP and Disputes Involving IP, and
Accountability of Parties. Despite variations between types of
MOUs, each IP section should address these major issues.

The Disclosure provisions define the types of information to
be exchanged and provide the guidelines chat will govern the
exchange of IP gener-ated both within and without the program.
These provisions identify the types of IP affected and establish
the channels and means of transfer or communication of IP to the
parties involved. Authorized and unauthorized uses of IP pro-
visions specify how the various types of IP received under the
project may be used. Drafters should distinguish between proj-
ect-generated, government/contractor-owned, and third party IP.
Types of use designations are essential if the parties desire to
constrain the overflow of technology beyond the particular proj-
ect or beyond each government's defense industry.

The Availability of Rights provisions ensure that parties to
the agreement will make available any government-owned rights in
IP to other parties, as called for in the agreement. These
provisions further establish the policy with which the parties
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will ensure, through individual efforts, the availability of
rights in the IP now owned by the government. This sec:tion is
critical to the successful functioning of the entire clause
because (1) normally, IP cannot be used legally without, axpress
legal rights, and (2) third party IP may be essential to the
project, and the parties must agree to use their beat offices to
secure the rights to such IP.

Provisions for the protection of owner's rights in IP are
necessary to facilitate willingness to exchange IP. Such provi-
sions should restrict further disclosure of IP beyond the parties
authorized in the text and their authorized subcontractors* In
addition, that IP subject to limited or restricted rights use or
proprietary IP must be clearly marked as such by the originating
party. Without proper marking, recipients are under no special
restrictions on the use of the IP and incur no liability for
misuse. Provisions for misuse and disputes resolution establish
the policy that will govern the determination of liability under
the arrangement.

DISCLOSURE OF IP

The disclosure provisions in this section identify the
types of IP subject to exchange and provide the guidance and
mechanisms that govern the actual disclosure among the parties.
Normally, these provisions distinguish between foreground and
background IP. The NOU should:

"o Specify the type of information to be disciosed

- Non-IP information

- All IP or specified type of IP

- Back!ground IP

- Foreground IP

"o Establish the requiremtnts for disclosure

"o EstablIsh the procedures for -iscic-nre

Determine reporting requirements

-- Designate appropriate points of contact for
IP exchange

Specify the frequency of reports
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Periodic

As developed.

AUTHORIZED AND UNAUTHORIZED USE OF -1P

Thece, provisions specify the precise guidelines that
will govern the use of any IP exchanged or produced under the
MOU. It is essential that tbe parties fully 'inderstand the
limitations that may accompany the use of IP under different
projects. Those purposes not expressly stated in the text should
be considered to be beyond the authorization of the text and
are, therefore, prohibited. The MOU should:

Establish Muidelines for Authorized Use of IP

Specify the guidelines that are to be used for
defense purposes:

o Information only

o Evaluation and testing

o Manufacturing

o Project only.

In addition, guidelines must be specified for governxment pur-
poses. If no limitations exist, then so specify.

Protect Owner's Rights in IP Under the Arrnngement

The success of the IP disclosure and sharing pro-
visions will depend upon corollary provisions that pr-ovide safe-
gua.ds for owner's rights. The provisions should also establish
detailed guidelines and procedures for further disclosure. The
con trol of IP disclosure should include the following:

o Prohibition of further disclosure to nonparticipants
without express authorization. Provide for the exemp-
Lion of national contractors and subcontractors in
specific cases

o Consent requirements for disclosure to nonparticipants,
including when each of the following is required:

-/ Unanimous consent
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- Consent of original providing party

- Consent by owner

o Rules for the forc and effect of restictive legends on
the use of proprietary or security information:

It is the responsibility of the providing party to
mark the material at the time of initial disclo-
sure. Failure to mark properly relieves the re-
cipient of any liability for misuse.

The first recipient is liable in the event of
further disclosure.

o Procedures for obtaining patents for foreground inven-
tions, including:

Referring to the Patent Cooperation Treaty and the
International Convention for the Protection of
Industrial Property

- Designating who files for patents

- Defining the rights of nonfiling parties

o A wreach back" clause to reaffirm or validate any pre-
MOU project IP exchanges or understandings

o *Reach forwardw provisions to provide guidelines for
use of IP in aubsequent activity related to the pro-
gram.

AVAILABILITY OF RIGHTS IN IP

Implicit In the ownership of IP is the posse3sion of
certain exclusionary rights that prevent or prohibit the unau-
thorized use of the IP. Before in individual other than the
owner may use the IP, he must secure the express consent of the
owner or incur a liability for unauthorized use. Nomally, the
rights to use IP are transferred by a licensing agreement. The
parties to a license may be private individuals or governments.
The license defines the IP in question and the limits of its use,
and confers the rights; necessary for the licensee to use the IP
without incurring a liability.

Often, licenses for background IP owned by the parties
or their contractors are necessary for the furtherance of the
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cooperative project, for the use of the results of the project,
or for staridardization/i~nteroperability purposes. Accordingly,
the arrangement should provide for securing the availability of
much- licenses on fair and reasonable terms to be subsequently
negotiated with the IF owner. Governments should stipulate in
their contracts implementing the KOU that contractors will make
available on reasonable terms any IF generated or required in a
specific project to other designated parties for the purpose of
furthering standardization. A mandatory licensing provision in
the defense contract provides a good tool for this purpose. The
contracts should:

0 Stipulate the range of rights accruing to the recipient
of government-owned IP, both foreground and background,
for IP that will be used for:

- Defense purposes

- Nondefense purposes

- Maniufacturing or other use

- Information only

o Stipulate those restrictions on the use of third-party/
proprietary IF that will be used for:

- Defense purposes

- Project use only

- Information only

0 Stipulate the financial terms of IPR transfer. Pro-
prietary IF should be licensed on fair and reasonable
terms. The home government of the owner of proprietary
IF should take the necessary steps to ensure that
required proprietary IF and rights to it will be made
available and negotiated on fair and reasonable terms.

0 Specify the rights in background IP. The governments
must be able to obtain (for themselves, theJr contrac-
toxs, and other parties and their contractors) 'the
rights to use background IP on fair and reasonable
terms negotiated with the IF owner.

0 Specify the appropriate reporting requirements for
foreground and background IF that is known to the
Parties or their contractors.
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0?Z8s1M fIWQLVZG IP AND THE ACCOUNTABILITY OF THE PARTIES

The MOU should establish the following with respect to
disputes and accountability problems:

o Policy and procedures to govern the settlement of IP
disputes involving:

- Disputes between parties

- Claims against parties by third-party owners of IP
or IP rights

o Policy that will determine the accountability and lia-
bility in disputes arising over IP misuse by:

- Governments (governments can be held respon-
sible for actions of their contractors involv-
ing IP misuse)

- Designated contractors

o The definition of the contractor's scope of action:

- Designated national contractors are normally
constrained by the same terms as their respective
government s

o Procedures for resolving third-party misuse of IP:

Determine which party will pursue the case, where
the case will be resolved, and who will pay the
administrative and legal costs

o Procedures for compensation:

- Establish a claims policy and procedures for
compensating damaged parties in the event of IP
misuse.

CONTR WCI' lG

It is essential to realize that, without the cooperation of
the holder of the IP rights, IP transfer cannot take place.
Firm-to-firm exchanges without interference of third parties are
essential to a successful IP transfer, particularly in the key
area of know-how and technical assistance. The same problem
exists in the transfer of manufacturing drawings in competitive
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procurements, because the firms that actually expect to follow
the drawings, rather than convert the drawitag6 to suit their own
whop processes and practices, rarely possess the technology capa-
bilities and the processing know-how.

At the earliest stage of a program and at each subsequent
stage, steps should be taken to ensure, through appropriate
contractual arrangements or options, that nations be permitted
to participate in research, development, or production. This
applies whether the program is carried out on a national or
collaborative basis. If the program is collaborative from the
outset, an MOU will normally be in effect. A3 mentioned pre-
viously, the MOU will address IPR, and the contract must be
constructed so as to conform to the terms of the MOU. If the
program is a national program and not the subject of an MOU, a
different problem exists. Care must be taken so that, if the
program becomes collaborative at a later date, the IPR will be
available to future partners. As a minimum, all contracts should
include provisions committing each contractor to transfer, as
necessary for the success of the cooperative program, portions of
the IP developed for, or used in, performance of the contract,
under license at a fair and reasonable price.

This procedure is the cornerstone of the iplemantation of
the NATO AC/313 IP Guidelines. When a provision committing a
contractor to enter a licinse is included in a USO contract, the
government can ensure the ava.labilitty of the IP for NATO cooper-
ative programs. This practice is used in the US long before
cooperative programs are well defined. It is also a requirement
in the development contract regulations of the FRG, and has been
successful, according to the FRG Ministry of Defense personnel.
A similar contract commitment is in use in the UK, under the Oln-
ternational Collaboration Clause." In each of these instances,
the qovernment selects the licensee. In the FRG, the cont..actor
is normally consulted, and he may veto, (but allegedly rarely
does) the first choice if it is a severe threat to-his competi-
tive position. There are also criteria for establishing the
reasonableness of the license fee in the FRG regulations.

Under the FRG's policy, the contractor retains all IPR but
commits to license all necessary IP to a second source •at a fair
and reasonable price, as specified by the FRG. In practice, the
government's choice of a stiond source is subject to a de facto
veto by the primary source contractor. The few' clazs the veto
hay exercised have been when the primary contractor regarded
the ind source as a head-to-head competitor. The license fee
is effectively paid by the government and usually includes some
(rele.tively small) payment for foreground information. Typical-
ly, license fees under such an arrangemen are 3 to 5 percent
plus front-end money when warranted.
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Implementation takes the form of a contract option that can
be exercised by the government. When the option is exercised,
the contractor enters into negotiation for a license with a
licensee for all or part of a syatem or item. Normally, a
licensee requires enough IP transfer so that he can produce as
does his licensor# the needed patents, data, know-how, and tech-
nical as.sistance, as required, are provided in exchange for
sonoy. Although the licensee usually pays, payment by a licensee
government is a possible alternative.

Provisions for multiple licensees may be considered. Limita-
tions on the time allowed for exercise of the' option and on the
scope of the subject to be transferred must be defined. Protec-
tion of the transferred IP may be guaranteed by licensor and
licensee governments. The issue of ongoing use of the IP, i.e.,
whether it is permitted or not, must be addressed. Retransfer to
a second tier must be agreed to or prohibited. A mechanism to
resolve disputes must be included. The mechanism uf configura-
tion control and capacity to accommodate a technical change or a
prohibition of technical change must be addressed. The "level"
of IP regarding piece parts and vendor-supplied material, their
specifications, and the like cannot be. omitted. The clause
committing the contractor to license should probably contain an
outline of, or suggest a minimum set of clauses for, the result-
ant license.

Contractor transfer of IPR simplifies government IP manage-
ment. It reduces the magnitude of the problem of leaking of
government-owned unlimited rights data under the Freedom of In-
formation Act, but clearly only for dcta falling under NATO-re-
lated acquisitions. This problem will remain unresolved for DoD
unlimited rights data at large, at least until its designation as
magency records" versus "valuable property" is legally resolved.

LICENSING AGREEMENTS

Traditionally, the subject matter of licensing agreements in
Research and Development (R&D) has included three distinct cate-
gories of rights in IP: patents, trademarks, and know-how. Only
patents and know-how are discussed here, because trademarks have
little significance in military procurement.

PATENTS

A patent is a grant of certain monopoly rights con-
ferred by a government to an inventor because of his invention.
It is enforceable for a certain period of time, and only within
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'the territorial limits of the country in which it was granted.

-be monQpoly granted to the patentee excludes others from making
ot using the inventionby enabling the patentee to bring suit for

* infringoent. In this sense, a patent cannot prevent infringe-
Xawnt, but it does provide for redress.

KNOW-HOW

The other major right usually granted in a license is
know-how. Know-how is a peculiarly US term that is receiving
growing acceptance in international contracts. It is a generic
term, embracing everything necessary to implement the licensing
objective exclusive of pauents and trademarks. Included may be
trade secreta, manufacturing processes and techniques, specifica-
tions, charto, formulae, drawings and blueprints, marketing tech-
niques, and professional advice. The list is nonexhaustive.
Essential to the value of know-how is that it not be readily
known or available to the public.

Know-how is a critical component in most licensing
agreements bectuse it is generally necessary in order to use the
patents licensed in the agreement. It has become increasingly
common for licensing agreements to contain only know-how without
patents.

The Restatement of Torts defines know-how as "any for-
mula, device or compilation of information which is uaed in one's
business and which gives an opportunity to gain an advantage over
competitors who do not know or use it." Thus, know-how is ex-
clusionary like a patent, granting a type of monopoly in that
those who do not possess its knowledge cannot use iti however,
know-how differs from patents in three significant respects:

o The monopoly is de facto, as opposed to de jure

o The monopoly is maintained indefinitely, as long as the
know-how remains generally unknown

o Some degree of secrecy is essential to the value of
know-how, but once commonly known, its value is
destroyed.

The importance of know-how in licensing cannot be over-
stated. It is often essential to permit the use of any patents
licensed under an agreement. Moreover, with companies turning
away from the patent system and relying increasingly upon know-
how, licensing can be the only means of transferring certain
technologies.
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-Ngl-,.. AND DOD POLICIES

Technical data and assistance, including drawings,
specificatias, and personnel training, are normally classified
generically an know-how under foreign licensing agreementsa how-
ever, DoD defines 'know-how more nar-owly and distinguishes it
generally from technical data and assistance.

Know-how for the DoD is :1enerally restricted to knowl-
edge of an intangible nature; e.g., managerial competence,
engineering expertise, or company experience. DoD usually does
not, and, in most cases, is constrained from, acquiring know-how
that exceeds contract data requirements. This is primarily a
factor of the intangible nature of certain know-how.

Though FAR 27-4 defines tlata broadly as Orecorded in-
formation, regardless of form or characteristicO the definition
acts to restrict DoD's acquisition of know-how to recorded infor-
mation. Unrecorded know-how is generally beyond DoD' 8 reach,
because, in most cases, it does not possess an industrial or
manufacturing infrastructure capable of absorbing and retaining
the information. Such a capability is usually not a part of the
DoD's mission. In addit-lon, the very intan-ibility of the know-
how often prevents specific identification of needed know-how.

THE LICENSE

The legal vehicle of the licensing agreement is the
license itself. An IP license is a contract in which the owner
of IP--the licensor--agrees to make available his IP, along'with
the specific rights required for its use, to another entity--the
licensee--for the specified purposes set out in the license,
subject to any restrictions, and for a consideration. Foreign
licenses invaribly are written documents, due to the complexity
of the issues and relationships involved, language barriers, and
the statutory mandates in certain jurisdictions.

Although there is no formal, required list of clauses
necessary to a license, the following clauses are typical of
US-European Econizic- Coumunity (EEC) license agreements:

o Identity and legal address of parties

o "Whereas" clause identifying licensor as owner of IP

o Definitions of key words

o Grant clauses
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- scope
- Definition of IP involved
- Sublicense rights, if any
- Degree of exclusivity
- Territorial limitations, if any

o Technical assistance

o Consideration

I Down payment, front end payment
- Royalties, base, coagutation, and duration

o Exchange of related IP developed during the license
period by either party

o Patent infringement

- Third-party infringement - action to be taken by
which party to the license

- Licensor/licensee as defendants - liability of
parties

- Initial fee
- Royalties, base, and computation

o Confidential information, terms of protection

o Term of patent pzotection

o Term of license

o Termination provisions

o Audit rights of licensor

o Warranty of utility of IP

o Reporting requirements

o Arbitration

o Governing law and language

o Force majeure, protecting both parties from liability
for breach when an independent force prevents fulfill-
ment of license termsy e.g., labor strike,
expropriation

o Commitment of licensee to exploit license
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0 o other clauses that may address unique aspects of the
relationship or serve to define further, the
understanding e.g., separability waiver

0 o Nam* and address 'for official notices.

Whenever the USG holds a royalty-free license, has
unlimited data rights, and p&ys for technical assistance to be
provided to a second source, the primary source and his sub-
contractors are barred irom charging the second source. In such
cases, the price paid by the government Js limited to the actual
cost of providing data, personnel, manufacturing aids, samples,
spare parts, and the likey royalties are not an allowed cost.

Foreign license and technical assistance between US and
foreign contractors (including foreign governments) must meet the
requirements of Section 124.04 of the Tnternational Traffic in
Arms Regulations.

TUCHNIQUES OF IPR TRANSFER

The main obstacle to the effective transfer of IPR is that
the USG does not normally "own" enough rights to enable a second
source to be able to produce the product. The USG will usually
own a royalty-free license for any patent that results frow work
that it funds, but this, in and of itself, is rarely sufficient
to enable second source production.

Foreground information, foreground patents, and know-how are
all necessary elements to the successful transfer of IP. Because
the USG does not acquire these rights by law, they must be
expressly addressed in the various documents mentioned previ-
ously. In essence, there are two generic ways to enoure that
adequate IPR can be transferred to another firm. Either the
government can acquire all necessary IPR, or the government can
be in a position to enforce a transfer of all necessary IPR to an
entity of its choice (e.g., another firm or a government).

For the first method, the USG acquires a stand-alone tech-
nical data package (reprocurement data package) from the design-
er/developer. The criteria for selection of data rights clauses
are set forth in FAR Part 27. The data package is intended for
use in solicitation of other qualified manufacturers. It is very
difficult to transfer technology from the developer to another
soux..e simply by providing a technical data package. Consequent-
ly, this technique nay not be appropriate for use with highly
complex systems or items experiencing substantial technological
uncertainty. Also, the reprocurement data package techniques
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shall be used only when the conditions in FAR Part 27 are met and
the following actious are completeds

0 A determination has been made by the Procurement Con-
tracting Officer (POD) that the government is able to
obtain unlimited rights in technical data and computer
software from the designer/developer to preclude future
patent claims and/or copyright infringements.

o A determination has been made by the P34 that the items
designated for competitive production are not so com-
plex as to require extensive technical assistance from
the, developer and application of the leader-follower
techniques.

o A data package cost justification has been provided
before full-scale development, the package must permit
a comparison of the total data costs with the antici-
pated benefits to be received.

The second method is directed licensing. Directed licensing
is accomplished through a special provision included in a con-
tract with the developer source that specifies a firm requirement
that the developer will license the production of later quanti-
ties to another source.

This method is similar to the data package technique in that
it involves a transfer of technical data from the designer/devel-
ope, to another manufacturer, but it also includes some transfer
of manufacturing know-how. Under this approach, the developer is
normally awarded the contract for first productions however, the
requirement for alternate source licensing is included in the
development and/or production contract(s). Also, the developer
provides engineering and manuf&cturing liaison to the new produc-
tion source and receives compensation for this service often in
the form of royalty and/or technical assistance fee. The pro-
visions of the licensing arrangement, including -royalty andior
technical assistance fee should be made an evaluation factor
during design selection. Those provisions (and the amount of
fee) can then be taken into consideration later during selection
of the alternate (licensee) source. Selection of the alternate
source may be done either by the 'government or by the developer
(licensor), depernding upon the terms established in the i.nitial
contract. If selection is to be made by the developer, appro-
priate provisions shall be included for prior government
approval, either of the source or of the selection criteria.
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There is great disparity in the manner in which IP and IPR
have been addresRed in past MOUs. The three cases presented
below are reprosentative of some of the methods that have proved
successful.

E-16 MQLTIN.TIONL FIGHTER PROGRAM (101)

The conditions of TP transfer for this coproduction
program are specified in the MOU of June 1975 between the US and
Belgium, Denmark, the Netherlands, and Norway, which are known
collectively aa the European Participating Governments (EPGs).
The key features of the MOU are paiaphrased below&

o The USG grants a royalty-free license to the EPas for
all IP generated under the General Dynamics contract
(foreground information).

o The EZPs grant a royalty-free license for all contract-
generated IP (foreground information).

o The USG agrees to assist the EPGs to obtain background
information and technical assistance from US firms
involved, as necessary.

o Certain items of advanced technology (e.g., commercial-
ly sensitive items) are exenpted from technology trans-
fer.

These provisions are clearly in the spirit of existing
DoD IP policy. Note that the USG is unable to guarantee the
availability ef certain background information and know-how, as
called for in the AC/313 guidelines.

MULTIPLE LAUNCH ROCKET SYSTE( (MLRS)

The MLRS MOU, which became effective 14 July 1979,
describes a three-phased codevelopment and coproduction program
among the governments of the US, the FRGo the UK, and France.
Article VII (entitled "Exchange and Prot~ution of Information and
Industrial Property Rightsm) is comprehensive. Eacb country will
be promided with an independent ability to produce the MLRS. It
authorizes participants to negotiate directly with foreign indus-
try to Lbtain 1PR, and it requires that each participating coun-
try identify all necessary IPR that it does not own or control.
Participants are requested to "use all reasonable efforts to
secure or assist the requesting participants to secure, on fair
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and reasonable ternm, the disclosure of information owned or
controlled by the third party."

The NOU requires that foreground information be
exchanged promptly among the participants, including the filing
of patent applidationsr for foreground inventions. The use of
disclosed information is limited to defense prposes, and re-
transfers are restricted to other NATO countries. The responsi-
bility for filing patents rests with the participant in whose
country the work is being performed, but all background patents
are unaffected by the MOU.

The most interesting feature of the IP section of this
NOU is that it imposes a duty to *insert into all its MLRS
contracts, and require its contractors to insert in corresponding
stbcontracts, clauses requiring its contractors (or subcontrac-
tors) tot

"7.8.1 Make available to the other Participants the
rights and protections set forth in this NOU.

"7.8.2 Specify any established rights claimed in re-
spect to information associated with the contract work.

"7.8.3 Insure the right of access in accordance with
this MOU.

"7.8.4 Notify their government inmediately if they are
subject to any license or other agreement which will operate to
restrict their government's freedom to disclose information or
permit its use.

"7.8.5 Use all reasonable efforts, if requested, to
secure the relaxation of any restrictions.

"07.8.6 Not to enter into any new agreement or arrange-
ment which will result in restrictions on free use of system data
by Participants without the consent of the contracting government
acting with the approval of the other Participants."

These provisions ensure that the participants will be in a posi-
tion to obtain license rights to all appropriate IP.

MODULAR THERMAL IMAGING SYSTEMS (MOD FLIR)

The MOU for coproduction and sale of MOD FLIR is be-
tween the US and the FRPT and became effective on 20 April 1978.
It provides that the US make available to the FRG a Production
Technical Data Package (PTDP) for some of the modules but speci-
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fically excludes other modules. With respect to the excluded
module., the US will make available only limited technical data
pertaining to form, fit, and function.

Article IV of the HOU is entitled "Authiorized Use of
Documentation.0 It commits the USO to use its best efforts to
provide a PTDP b-ut specifically states that the USQ does not
guarantee the accuracy, adequacy, or completeness of any data
p•ovided to the FRG either by the 'JSG or by a contractor. It
limits the use of the restricted modules to evaluation, main-
tenance, and training.

Regarding reproduction rights, inventions, and licenses
for technical data ar, other information that is not owned or
controlled by the US, the USO is to use its best efforts to
assist the FRO in identifying and negotiating production and
license rights on fair and reasonable terms, to produce, or have
produced by the FRO in accordance with this program, MOD FLIR
systems including standard modules and parts.

The 1OU contains a clause that specifically states that
none of the authorizations for use of data shall be construed as
a license to make, use, or sell any proprietary information that
is owned by third parties. This statement is probably technical-
ly unnecessary, but it could prove invaluable if any dispute
arose. All data provided must be used for the *purposes of this
NOU.0 This stipulation allows the release of the data to the FRG
contractors but prohibits further dissemination without the writ-
ten approval of the USG.

Article V sets forth the provisions for the exchange of
technical information and for the use of inventions. The FRG
agrees to furnish to the USG, "insofar as it (the FRG) has the
right to do so," technical information, data on inventions, etc.,
or MOD FLIR foreground information. Both signatories promise
their "best efforts" in arranging licensing agreements for the
other party if that party does not own or have rights to the
iznformation.

In 1981, e second MOD FLIR MOU among the US, the FRG,
and the Netherlands was negotiated. The phraseology of this
document was somewhat different, but it did not greatly alter the
IP section of the MOU. It was intended to supplement, but not
replace, the original MOU, which is still in effect.

NATO SEASPARPOW SURFACE MISSILE SYSTEM (NSSMS)

The most recent MOU for the SSSMS is for the coopera-
tive support phase. This particular MOU contains a paragraph
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that requires all participant nations to insert a provision in
all contracts and subcontracts for obtaining all information,
rights, and assurances. Contracting governments must be noti-
fied irmediately if a contractor or subcontractor is subject to
any license or other agreement that might restrict the contract-
ing givernmtnt's freedom to disclose information. If there will
be a problem in this regard, the contracting government must
inform the project steering cotmaittee before placing the con-
tract. In this way, the steering cormittee may suggest alterna-
tive rights to be sought, or it might approve the contract with-
out securing the rights in question.

CONCLUSION

The following points about IP/IPR transfer deserve emphasis:

e Industrial involvement is critical to any IP transfer
because, without the cooperation of the holder of IPR,
iP transfer cannot take place.

o Stated another way, licensing and disclosure of IP/IPR
must b3 accomplished with the full participation of the
owner of IP/IPR. Governments cannot legally transfer
IP/IPR tht is owned by industry unless this right is
granted legally and contractually.

o In the past, transfers have been primarily for mature
equipmernt being produced in the US. Transfers at
earlier phases of development or production create many
different problems and concerns.

o Brcause of a lack of fully defined policy and implemen-
ting instructions by DoD, it is apparent that past IP
transfers have been arranged on case-by-case bases.

o The PM and his team are the instruments for DoD to
initiate IP transfers. If this team does not consider
IP rights and the transfer mechanisms early on, IP
transfer becomes much more difficult and expensive.
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CHAPTER 12
TECHNICAL AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

INTRODUCTION

This chapter discusses many of the technical and business
management considerations that must be addressed by multinational
program offices. It also addresses selected topics that cross
several chapter boundaries and which are collectively placed in
this chapter for convenience.

TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Several technical considerations concerning inspection and
Quality Assurance (U,), configuration management, patent in-
fringemen-, and warranties must become part of the knowledge base
of a Program Manage- (PM) operating in an international environ-
ment. These are discussed in the following sections.

INSPECTION AND QUALITY ASSURANCE

Codevelopment and coproduction programs involving con-
tractors from several countries, or other acquisition programs by
everal governments, present special problems for developing an

acquisition quality program. Although virtually all modern manu-
facturers have developed quality control programs for any signif-
icant production effort, most governments hive come to require
inspection and QA procedures before acceptancei however, QA poli-
cies and procedures vary significantly from country to country.
To minimize the impact of such variance on allied codevelopmant
and coproduction programs, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) countries have made steady efforts to harmonize and align

QA policies and procedures for collaborative acquisitions. The
NATO Group of Nationel Directors for Quality Assurance (AC/250)
has been the principal forum for these efforts. Department of
Defense (DoD) Instruction (DoDI) 4155.1.9 of 6 June 1978 on "NATO
Quality Assurance" prescribes United States (US) policies and
procedures for: (1) participating in NATO QA groups, (2) coordi-
nat-i g NATO Standardization Agreements (STANAGs) and Allied
Quality Assurance Publications (AQAPs), and other joint QA docu-
ments; and (3) establishing and operating e central DoD file of
NATO QA documents and correspondence.

NATO itself has issued two key QA STANAGS. The first,
STAb7AG 4107, provides for "Mutual Acceptance of 3overnment Qua]-
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ity Assurance." The second, STANAG 4108, provides for harmoniza-
tion of QA policies and procedures through the preparation and
dissemination of AQAPs, which are documents that government QA
Representatives (QARs) use in the contractors' plants. Larger
plants may have itinerant QARs that travel from plant to plant.
US QARs work for the Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA), a
branch of the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA). The largest US
defense contractors have US Government (USG) on-site representa-
tives in Plant Representative's Offices (PROs). With smaller
programs, the USG on-site QA representatives work for DCAA.
AQAP-10, "NATO Requirements for a Government Quality Assurance
Program," has procedures for all NATO OARs to use on-site. AQAP-
10 procedures represent the consensus of the NATO countries on
the minimum requirements necessary for a comprehensive QA pro-
gram. All NATO countries claim that they are implementing AQAP-
10, either by adopting it as their own or by modifying their
documents to conform to AQAP-10; however, the extent of each
country's implementation varies considerably.

It is generally accepted that NATO STANAG 4107 and the
AQAPs published under STANAG 4108 provide a basis for exchange of
reasonably consistent and standardized QA services among NATO
partners, particularly the industrialized partners; therefore,
eech program-specific Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) should
have a section or article on inspection and QA and should
reference these STANAGs and AQAPs and provide for the exchange of
QA services under STANAG 4107.

STANAG 4108, developed by AC/250, presents guidelines
for the types of QA provisions and requirements that should be
included in contracts with NATO agencies. An VIOU for collabora-
tive codevelopment or coproduction should contain similar
guidance about general contract provisions and requirements;
however, since AQAPs are fairly general and the administration of
QA services among NATO countries still varies considerably, each
country should explicitly reserve the right to supplement the
criteria used by the host country and to observe and participate
in the host country's implementation of delegated QA services.
This is especially true for programs with countries that the US
does not have reciprocal, free-of-charge QA service agreements or
MOUs. Reservations should also be included in the program-
specific MOU for allocating costs of performing QA services, if
they are likely to be unusually complex, costly, or one-sided.

In the course of administering a contract, or even in
the pre-award stage, DoD may elect to rely on the services of
foreign government components to perform certain functions based
upon a *jovernment-to-government agreement. Many reciprocal de-
fense procurement agreements provide for reciprocal QA services
at no cost. The US currently has agreements with Canada, the
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United Kingdom (UK), the Netherlands, the Federal Republic of
Germany (FRG), Belgium, Denmark, France, Italy, and Norway. An
agreement for reimbursement of QA services exists with Australia.
QA services are performed in accordance with NATO STANAG 4107 and
AQAP-10 to the extent consistent with the laws of both govern-
ments. The agreements generally provide for a flexible arrange-
ment in which the purchasing government may request full QA
support or specified services only. AQAP inspection and QA
services are listed in Table 12-1.

CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT (CM)

DoD policy imposes CM on materiel systems at the ear-
liest possible time in the acquisition process. CM encompasses
Configuration Identification (CI), Configuration Control (CC),
Configuration Status Accounting (CSA), and Configuration Audit
(CA). All these functions are essential to ensure operational
efficiency and to control life-cycle costs.

For multinational collaborative projects--whether code-
velopment or coproduction, maintenance of CM discipline,
especially CC, is important to ensure the desired degrees of
standardization and interoperability; however, CM practices vary
widely, and multinational approaches to CM and CC evolve slowly.
The NATO Group on Materiel Standardization (ACSM) (AC/301) has
developed a STANAG on CM policy and CM procedures.

The approach followed in STANAG 4159 and STANAG 4188 is
modeled on US policy as outlined in DoD Directive (DoDD) 5010.19
and is broadly consistent with DoD-STD-480A and MIL-STD-481A.
The STANAGs should to be incorporated by reference in MOUs
governing collaborative projects. They provide considerable
flexibility for acceptance of, or adaptation to, national CM and
CC procedures of the participating nations, depending especially
on the system's life-cycle phase, when collaboration is ini-
tiated, as well as on the nature of the collaboration.

STANAG 4159 assigns final authority and responsibility
for CM to the joint program/project steering committee and calls
for the creation of a Joint Configuration Control Committee
(JCCC) as the working body reporting to the steering committee,
with delegated authority and responsibility for all designated
Joint Configuration Items (JCIs). The JCCC would consist of one
senior permanent voting member from each participating nation and
other specialists and temporary members as needed, depending on
the phase of the system life cycle and the issues under consider-
ation. Also depending on the nature of the system, the degree of
collaboration and the need, the JCCC may create permanent or
temporary subgroups such as an interface control group, change
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TABLE 12-1. AQAP INSPECTION AND QA SERVICES

AQAP TITLE

1 NATO Quality Control System Requirements for Industry
(May 1984)

2 Guide for the Evaluation of a Contractor's Quality Control
System for Compliance with AQAP-1 (May 1984)

3 List of Sampling Schemes Used in NATO Countries (January
1979)

4 NATO Inspection System Requirements for Industry (June
1976)

5 Guide for the Evaluation of a Contractor's Inspection
System for Compliance with AQAP-4 (March 1976)

6 NATO Measurement and Calibration System Requirements for
Industry (July 1976)

7 Guide for the Evaluation of a Contractor's Measurement and
Calibration System for Compliance with AQAP-6 (October
1978)

8 NATO Guide to the Preparation of Specifications for the
Procurement of Defence Material (September 1978)

9 NATO Basic Inspecti'n Requirements for Industry (March
1976)

10 NATO Requirements for a Government Quality Assurance
Programme (September 1979)

11 NAT'O Guideline for the Specification of Tec,-mical

Publications (January 1979)

12 Canceled

13 NATO Software Quality Control System Requirements (August
1981)

14 Guide for the Evaluation of a Contractor's Software Quality
Assurance System for Compliance with AQAP-13 (May 1984)

15 Glossary of Terms used in QA STANAGs and AQAPs (March 1986)
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astudy teams, and configuration audit teams. Decisions of the
JCCC would be by unanimous consent of the voting membersi unre-
solved disputes within the J(7CC would be referred to the program/
project steering committee f.or resolution, preferably by unani-
mous votes If unanimity is not possible, a participating nation
dissenting from the majority would inform the other participating
nations of its dissent and unilaterally bear the cost, if any, of
the deviation.

The authority, responsibilities, and functions of the
JCCC, according to STANAG 4159, are critical. Foremost among
them are development, promulgation, updating, and implementation
of a CM plan, covering configuration identification, control,
accounting, and auditing for all acquisition phases. In keeping
with the criticality of the JCCC's role, the STANAG suggests that
I.ts chairman be designated in the covering MOU, which should also
specify the authority delegated to JCCC members to make national
commitments.

STANAG 4159 and, to a lesser extent, STANAG 4188 repre-
sent combined allied judgments and points of reference for re-
quirements with respect to CM and CC in cooperative aims pro-
grams. They are not as detailed and relatively fixed in proce-
dures and prescribed formats as are DoD-STD-480A ane MIL-STD-
418A, but neither are they inconsistent with themy however, they
piovide joint CM and CC procedures and joint CM authority.

Several major programs illustrate CM approaches that
are worthy of review.

NATO Airborne Early Warning and Control (AEW&C) Program

The Multilateral MOU (MMOU) of 6 December 1978,
which established the program, created a NATO AEW&C Program
Management Organization (NAPMO) consisting of (1) an internation-
al Board of Directors (BOD) composed of one member from each of
the 13 participating nations (all of NATO at that time except
France and Iceland), (2) various committees, and (3) an interna-
tionally staffed NATO AEW&C Program Management Agency (NAPMA) for
day-to-day management- under direction. of a general Mrnager.
Under this complex arrangement, final authority to approve ur
disapprove configuration change proposals is vested in the BOD of
the NAPHO. Section VI of the MMOU on "Structure, Configuration,
and Interoperabili.ty" provides, among other things, that the
NAPMA will control and manage the interface between the NATO E-ZA
aircraft and the AEW&C Ground Environment Integration Segment
(AEGIS) and will establish a NAPMA Configuration Control Board
(CCB). General CM for the NATO E-3A aircraft is provided for in
a separate acquisition agreement under which the US Government
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manages the acquisition of the aircraft On behalf of the NAPHO.
US mechanisms and procedures are, of course, used in this
arrangement and are coordinated with the NAPMA-CCB. Change pro-
posals handled by the NAPMA-CCB are submitted to the NAPMO DOD
fOr final decision.

F-16 Multinational Fighter Program (MNFP)

The MOU that created Lae F-16 MNFP on 10 June 1975
included a separate section devoted to CM (Section 0). Since the
MOU was signed by Belgium, Denmark, the Netherlands, and Norway
as the European Participating Governments (EPGs) and the US when
the system was in the Full-Scale Developxnent (FSD) phase with
first production still 3 years away, it was regarded as essn•tial
to establish adequate CM and CC mechanisms and procedures both to
ensure that costs were "not to exceed'" the agreed-upon estimate
and to limit deviations and waivers. Section B of the MOU pro-
vided for the joint MNPP Steering Ccommittee (similar in responsi-
bilities and functions to the BOD of the NAPMK, although the
steering committee concept is the more commonly used in multina-
tional programs) to guide the cooperation, but it assigned
"managerial responsibility" to the US Secretary of Defense, oper-
ating through the chain of command to the System Project Office
(SPO).

Within this management framework, Section 0 on CM
established the following guidelines:

o It is the intent of all parties to avoid configuration
changes.

o The US Air Force (USAF) CCB, serving under the author-
ity of the USAF System Program Director, includes one
member from each of the EPGs.

o The costs of all Engineering Change Proposals (ECPs)
accepted by all participants are shared on a pro rata
basis determined by the number of aircraft procured.

o The US DoD is solely responsible for all ECPs necessary
to meet the baseline specification related to com-
pletion of FSD.

o Changes determined by the CCB to be necessary for
safety reasons are incorporated in all aircraft.

0 The baseline configuration mcay be changed only in
accordance with the MOU, and any party wishing a devia-
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tion ensurgo minimal financial invact for other
parties.

o Deviations resulting in substantial financial impact
are processed from the CCB to the System Project Direc-
tor, to the HQ USAF Configuration Review Board, and
simultaneouslyto the EPGs.

NATO Seasparrow Surface Missile System (NSSMS)

The MOU of 10 June 1968 for the "international
development" of the NSSMS provided very little about CM and CC
for development, other than a broad, functional identification of
the baseline system in Section III. MOU Section IV (Management)
established a NATO Seasparrow Project Steering Committee (NSPSC)
of one member from each participating go-vernment to be responsi-
ble for "the implementation of the cooperative project within the
terms of this MOU." Amcng the decisions of the NSPSt requiring
unanimous agreement are "approval of fundamental configuration
and configuration changes of the NSSMS and subsystems" as set
forth in the applicable NATO performance and capability require-
ments documents.

The follow-on MOU of 1 December 1977 for "coopera-
tive support" of the NSSMS #as much more explicit about CM and
CC. An entire section of the 1977 support MOU (Section V) was
devoted to CM. Essentially, Section V identified the production
data package as establishing the NSSMS standard configuration and
adapted the ECP procedures of DoD-STD-480 to accummodate changes
proposed by any participating government or the PM. Proposed
changes from whatever source are submitted to the participating
governments with the recommendation of the PM. Those that are
accepted unanimously are paid for in proportion to each country's
production requirements (i.e., procurement.). CLanges accepted by
only some participating governments--a practice that is strongly
discouraged--are paid for by those accepting governments.

Rolling Airframe Missile (RAM)

The MOU of 22 July 1976 (between the FRG and the
US) for cooperative development of the 5-inch RAM system was
supplemented by the MOU of 14 March 1979 (to which Denmark alzo
acceded) for FSD. The 1979 RAM MOU identified a "System Base-
line" in Section III and established arrangements in Section V
for *management"--covering responsibilities of the PM, the pro-
gram office, and & program steering committee. The MOU does not
cover CM and CC to any depth, but the US program office iridi-
cates that US CM mechanisms and procedures are in effect. Pre-
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sumably, as in Seasparrow and other similarly structured pro-
grams, the joint steering committee has the power to decide on
any configuration changes, deviations, and waivers once the pro-
gram enters the production phase.

Multiple Launch Rocket System. MLRS)

The basic MOU for the 14LRS was signed in July 1979
by France, the FRG, the UK, and the US. As an agreement among
NATO's four largest industrial powers, this MOU numbered approxi-
mately 100 pages and included, in addition, three annexes as
follows: A. Tactical and Operational Requirements for System
Designt B. Design Criteria, Measurement Standards, and Configura-
tion Managementl and C., Logistic Support Principles. The
critical Article VI of the MOU. (Program Management) defined or
established six key program management elements: (1) a policy-
guidance aoint Steering Committee (JSC) consisting of one senior
voting member from each participating government; (2) an imple-
menting executive management committee consisting of a national
PM and a representative of the user from each participating
country; (3) an overall Program Coordinator who will be serving
the US PM; (4) various working groups; (5) a multinationally
staffed program management office; and (6) national implementing
agencies, including contractors, supporting activities, and na-
tional PMs. One of the principal responsibilities assigned to
the program coordinator in Article Vý is "establishing a
configuration management system and maintaining control of the
MLRS baseline design c,.nfiguration by approving all changes
thereto throughout the program life cycle. In exercising this
authority, the program coordinator will be guided by a Joint
System Cokifiguration Control Board (JCCB) that will contain a
representative of each participant." Section 3 of Annax B on
"Configuration Management" essentially repeats these statements
of Article V! without elaborating or enlarging the functions of
the program coordinator or the JCCB, except to make clear that
the pzogram coordinator is the CM single authority and that the
JCCB is advisory. The principal objectives of the CM program
are:

"o To develop a single MLRS technical data package, inde-
pendent of where each configuration item was developed.

"o To describe the responsibilities for maintaining and
funding the technical data package.

"o To develop a system for controlling, tracking, and
funding ECPs, Request for Deviations (RFDs), and Re-
quest for Waivers (RFWs).
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0 To developr-procedures for auditing items produced by
sources, other than the prime and the designated
subcontractors.

AV-8B/GR5 Arrangement

The MOU of July 1981 (between the UK and the US)
"relating to AV-SB/Harrier GR5 development, production, and sup-
port" provided for the coordination of two parallel national
programs in a kind of *leader/ follower" relationship, rather
than full integration into one program. Section X of the MOU on
OManagement Arrangementsm stated that *the governments recognize
that the AV-BB/GR5 program is a collaborative program and that
the (US) Naval Air Systems Command is the lead aircraft de-
velopmnent agency...." However, stressing that "each government
is solely responsible for tho management of its own national pro-
gram...," the section provided for "appropriate" consultation at
the PM and higher levels, as well as exchanges of liaison person-
nel. Similarly, Section XI on "Configuration Control" identified
parallel, coordinated systems of configuration control: DOD-STD-
480A for the US Marine Corps (USMC) AV-8B, and the UK Ministry of
Defence Procurement Executive Publication AVP 25 for the GR5.
The section concluded that "each government will keep the other
informed of prospective configuration changes during the course
of its program and will offer the other government the opportu-
nity to make representations with respect to such changes and to
participate in those changes."

PATENT INFRINGEMENT

A patent is a legal instrument that grants to an inven-
tor the exclusive right to use, manufacture, or sell his claimed
invention. The invention can be a newly developed machive, a
manufacturing process, or a unique configuration of existing
elements. In the US, the inventor may protect his invention for
17 years from the date of the grant of the patent. Of particular
significance is the fact that a US patent is effective only in
the US. Patent infringement is the unauthorized use, sale. or
manufactt,'ce of a patented item.

The USG policy with respect to infringement by a
government contractor or subcontractor of a patent held by a
third party was formulated to achieve two goals: (1) to avoid
work stoppages on a government contract, and (2) to ensure that
the USG can avail itself of American technology at a reasonable
and fair cost.

An inventor who feels that his patent has been
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infringed can seek a court injunction to halt the alleqed in-
fringenent. .6n order to prevent vital government contracts from [
being halted while suits are litigated, 28 USC 1498, inplemented
in DoD Federal Acquisition Regulation (PAR) Supplement (DFARS)

Part 27.70, provides that a suit by a patent holder for alleged
patent infringement by a government contractor or subcontractor
can be brought only against the US and only in the US Court of
Claims when the ITS has "authorized or consented" to the alleged
infringement of the third-party patent. In order to avail itself
of the protection provided by this law, the USG is required to
inolude a broad authorization and consent clause (FAR 52.227-1)
in all contracts for "experimental, developmental, or research
work where the latter is a primary purpose of the contract."
However, if the contract is for supplies or services that are not
experimental, a narrower clause is employed to limit the govern-
ment's liability.

The rationale for allowing a government contractor to
,infringe US patents is that the US should have.a right to the
bast technology available, and allowing the infringement is the
easiest and most cost-efficient method of accomplishing this end.
First, the USG has to pay only for an infringement that is dia-
covered by the patent holder, and, second, any award rendered
against the US in favor of a patent holder will usually be com-
pensatory rather than punitive. This means that the award will
compensate the patent owner for the misuse in an amount roughly
equal to the royalties that the government would have had to pay
if it had originally sought a license. Viewed in this light, an
award for patent infringement is an acceptable and fair cost.

On the other hand, a "patent indemnification" clause is
generally included in a contract when there is no legitimate
reason to infringe a third party patent. In this case, the con-
tractor has to reimburse (indemnify) the USG for any loss suf-
fered by the USG in the Court of Claims. Such a clause is
applicable primarily for supply and construction type contracts.
It is inappropriate to include a patent indemnification clause in
research and development contracts.

All of the foregoing FAR provisions and corresponding
clauses flow down to subcontractors. An authorization and con-
sent clause, however, is effective in stopping injunctions from
being issued only for the infringement of US patents. If a US I
company files a patent application in the US and in the FMG, the
FRG patent, if granted, is exactly that, an FRG patent. The
country of the original inventor is no longer relevant. Conse-
quently, the US does not have the power to authorize and consent
to the infringement of a foreign patent. Therefore, if a foreign
subcontractor of a US prime contractor infringes a third-party
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.atent that in registered in that foreign country, US law is
ineffective in preventing an injunition.

All of the NATO nations claim to have laws that are
analogous to 28 USC 1498, in that infringement claims can be
brought only against the government under a government contract.
To date, no collaboration project has been enjoined for patent
infringement, but there are ongoing negotiations regarding possi-
ble injunctions that may result in work stoppages. If an injunc-
tion succeeds, it will be necessary to address this problem
specifically in future MOUs. One method of doing so would be to
have the host country contract with its own industry so that its
national laws would apply and could be used to prevent any
injunction.

Patent infringement suits often take a long time. It
is not unusual to have suits in litigat!,on for alleged infringe-
ments that occurred two decades earlier. The reasons for this
are twofold: (1) it often takes a patent holder many years to
discover that his patent has been infringed, and, (2) the litiga-
tion is complicated and lengthy.

The issue of patent infringement is extremely complex
in an international setting. An infringement action can be
brought for the sale, manufacture, or use of a protected item.
Many NATO codevelopment and coproduction programs that involve
production in different countries could give ripe to suits in
each country for the particular infringement in that country.
For example, if an FRG program office contracted with an FRG
company for a weapon system component and that weapon system was
manufactured and sold by the FRG, the US could be guilty of
infringement for using that system if it were otherwise protected
by a U3 patent.

Because of the complexity of possible contractual rela-
tionships in multilateral programs and the number of multina-
tional infringement suits that could arise, the issue of sharing
liability for patent infringement must be handled with great
care. In particular, if indemnification is considered, this
should be addressed in macro form, i.e., by countries indemni-
fying other countries for any losses ariping from infringement
suits. The other main approach toward allocating the risk of
patent infringement claims in cooperative programs would be to
have each country assume its own risks and to defend and to be
responsible only for claims against itself. If the MOU is silent
on country-to-country patent indemnification, the latter approach
applies and each country is essentially on its own to defend orsettle any infringement suits that arise.

In all US Foreign Military Sales (FMS) cases, the US
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includes a patent indemnification clause as one of its standard
terms and conditions in its Letter of Offer and Acceptance (LOA).
By this clause, the customer indemnifies and holds the US blame-
less for any patent infringement suit that may eventually arise.
Even if the infringement suit does not arise until long after
several customers have taken delivevy of the end item, the US is
authorized to apportion the claim on a unit basis and recover
appropriate amounts from all the customers.

Because of the US position on indemnification in FMS
caqes, most NATO nationa have demanded reciprocal treatment. In
the past, the US has often refused to indemnify foreign countries
on the grounds that it is against US policy. Not being suffi-
ciently familiar with all the subtleties of foreign legal systems
and not considering it wise to be at risk for awards rendered in
their courts, the US has preferred to fend for itself in suits
filed in the US for the infringement of US patents.

In same circumstances, however, the US has recognized
that patent infringement claims and the subsequent awards or
settlements are valid developuental costs of multilateral pro-
grams that should be shared among the parties. The method of
allocating these costs can vary, but Jt is usually on a unit
basis, as described in the F-16 case noted below. The US has
recommended this approach to NATO allies in the foruin of the NATO
Group on Acquisition Practices, which has adopted it and mate it
an annex to the NATO "Guidance for the Drafting of MOUs and
International Co-operative Arrangements,"

In any case, if an infringement suit affecting a co-
operative program develops in one of the participating countrieb,
it is very likely that a similar claim will eventually be filed
in the US. For this reason, the MOU should generally provide
that notice be given for all infringement suits that may affect
the project as a whole. This would allow each participant to
monitor foreign suits and be aware of the possibility that any
award or settlement may be passed through as a cost. Further, it
would enable the US to prepare properly for and possibly to avoid
a similar suit in the US. The MNFP presents an example of how
patent infringement may be handled.

F-16 Multinational Fighter Program

The MNFP program is unusually complex because it
involves coproduction of components in five participating coun-
tries, therefore, the parties agreed that all costs of natent
infringement litigation and subsequent settlement of awards
should be shared by the parties. The parties agreed that each
party will "assume the lead" in defense of patent claims in its
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territory but the ultimate liablity for claims would be allocated
on a unit basis for the item that is the subject of the suit.

WARRAN~TIES

Whether or not warranty clauses should be includcd in
contracts negotiated for international collaborative weapon sys-
tem programs depends on whose national acquisition laws and
regulations are used for the program.

The use of warranties has undergone a drastic change in
recent years. Formerly, it was DoD policy, as described in the
Defense Acquisition Regulation (DAR), to use warranty clauses
only under exceptional circumstances. A warranty was defined as
"a promise or affirmation given by a seller to a purchaser re-
garding the nature, usefulness, or condition of the supplies or
performance of services to be furnished." The DAR stated that
the principal purposes of a warranty in a government contract
were "to delineate the rights and obligations of the contractor
and the government for defective items and services and to foster
quality performance." In 1984, however, Congress ordered DoD to
obtain performance warranties on all weapon systems, although
waivers have been granted for some multinational programs. Most
of the equipment developed under warranties will not be delivered
for a few more years, 6o the cost-effectiveness of using warran-
ties is uncertain.

Unless a waiver is authorized, 10 USC 2403 now requires
the use of warranties in the procurement of weapon systerats.
Policy and procedures for obtaining such warranties or waivers
are contained in FAR Part 4r.770. Warranties in the procurement
of items that do not meet the definition of a weapon system
(e.g., spare, repair, or replenishment parts) are governed by FAR
Part 46.7. In contracts for nonweapon systems, the chief of the
purchasing office must approve the use of warranties (exceptions
are described FAR 46.7).

Although a warranty generally extends the time after
acceptance in which the government may assert A right with re-
spect to correction or replacement and, thus, protects the inter-
ests of the aovernment against unforeseen difficulties, it does
so at cost. The contractor cannot be expected to accept a
deferred liability (after acceptance) without some compensation
reflected in the contract price. Moreover, an express warranty
may tend to negate all implied warranties of merchantability and
fitness for a particular purpose, thus diminishing rather than
enlarging the protection of the government's interests in certain
respecto. Problems may arise involving what i.provements or
repair& should be made and when they will be accomplished. Prob-
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lems also may arise involving who will do the repairs or changes.
For these reasons, it is DoD policy to obtain-only those warran-
ties that are cost-effective (FAR Part 46.7/0-8). In assessing
the cost-effectiveness of a proposed warranty, an analysis must
be performed that considers both the quantitative and the quali-
tative costs and benefits of the warranty. Costs include the
warranty acquisition, administration, enforcement and user costs,
weapor system life-cycle costs with and without a warranty, and
any costs resulting from limitations imposed by the warranty
provisions. Costs incurred dur,"ig development specifically for
the purpose of reducing production warranty risks should also be
considered. Similarly, cost-benefit analysis must also consider
logistical/operational benefits expected as a result of the war-
ranty, as well as the impact of the additional contractor motiva-
tion proiided by the warranty. When possible, a comparison
should be made with the costs of obtaining and enforcing similar
warranties on similar systems. The analysis should be documented
in the contract file.

The contract should clearly spell out the responsibili-
ties of the prime contractor, subcontractors, and suppliers. DoD
has negoti&ted warranties for weapon systems item-by-item endur-
ance warranties. There are circumstances in which warranty
clauses are appropriate and mutually acceptable to both the
government and the contractors. Those circumstances must be
evaluated on e case-by-case basis with consideration given to
factors such as -hose indicated above.

The warranty requiremente of FAR Part 46.7702 are not
mandatory for FMS production contracts. For all weapon systems
procured for FMS LOA requirements, the policy of DoD .s to obtain
the same warranties on conformance to design and manufacturing
requirements and against defects in materials and workmanship
that are obtained for US supplies. DoD will not normally obtain
"essential performance" warranties for FMS purchasers; however,
when it is not practical to separately define the cost for the
warranty of essential performance requirements, the foreign pur-
chaser may be provided the same warranty that is obtained on the
same equipment purchased for the US.

Although the US "stands behind" the systems sold under
this procedure, the foreign customer may request some exceptions
to normal DoD regulations and procedures for procurements made on
behalf of that customer. The principal exceptions have to do
with source selection and include requesting the use of a partic-
ular prime source and t .e designetion of subcontractors. If such
requests are not patently arbitrary or discriminatory, they may--
within reason--be honored so long ds they do not otherwise inter-
fere with normal DoD regulations and procedures and, so long as
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the customer realizes that they may diminish the implied USG
warranty.

BUSINESS CONSIDERATIONS

Various considerations can be collectively placed in the
business management arena. in some cases, these topics cover
multiple chapter areas; hence, they will be discussed in the
following sections.

INSURANCE AND INDEMNIFICATION LIABILITY

Risks of death, bodily injury, and loss of or damage to
property are inherent in most defense development and production
work, but the difficulties are compounded in international col-
laborative efforts because of each nation's unfamiliarity with
the ordnance, equipment, and industrial practices of another. To
protect third parties and to avoid possibly expensive and disrup-
tive claims against itself, the USG requires ita defense contrac-
tors to carry certain kinds of insurance. Because commercial
insurance against military-related risks is sometimes not avail-
able or is very expensive, the USG may allow a contractcr to be a
self-insurer or may elect to indemnify a contractor against
certain risks. US PMs in collaborative activities will need to
know the insurance and indemnification practices of other nations
and how to reconcile them with US practices and law in coopera-
tive development and production programs.

Insurance principles and procedures for DoD contracts
are contained in DFARS Part 28.3. Included in this are the
definitions and procedures, sections or. insurance under fixed-
price cost-reimbursement contracts, and a special casualty insur-
ance plan called the National Defense Project Rating Plan, which
is a government-subscribed casualty insurance plan available upon
application to both foreign and domestic contracts. Its purpose
is not only to save government costs through miiiinmium-cost insur-
ance to contractors but also to foster safety engineering and
improved claims services from the insurance industry.

In general, US contractors are required to carry cer-
tain types of insurance (e.g., workman's compensation insurance),
except when specifically relieved by a contract provision or when
the government agrees in a contract provision to indemnify the
contractor under specific circumstances. Methods of accounting
for costs of required insurance are specified in Cost Accounting
Standard 416. "Contract Cost Principles and Procedures m in the
FAR lists those insurance costs that are allowable for cost-
reimbursement purposes. Normally, evidence of commercial insur-
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ance is required, although self-insurance is allowable under
certain circumstances with government approval.

Indemnification of contractors and subcontractors is
discussed in FAR Part 28.70. For research and development c(,n-
tracts involving risks that are defined as Runusually hazardous,"
the USG can grant--under authority of 10 USC 2354--indemnifica-
tion against claims by third persons (including employees) and
against loss of or damage to the contractor's property. Public
Law 85-804 and Executive Order 10789 specifically add nuclear
risks to "unusually hazardous" and extend the authority to grant
indemnification to various types of contracts, in addition to
research and development contracts. AppropriatQ contract clauses
for indemnification are specified in FAR Parts 52.228-3 through
52.228-10.

International collab6rative activities bring diiferent
nations' laws and regulations involving itisurance practices into
potential conflict. The NATO Group on Acquisition Practices
(AC/313) has as one of its current objectives the identification
and publication of summaries of national insurance practices.
Summaries outlining the insurance practices of Canada, the FRG,
the UK, and the US have been developed. The NATO Status of
Forces Agreement (SOFA), signed in London on 19 June 1951, estab-
lished principles for determining liability or indemnity as well
as procedures for handling claims by citizens of one country
against the government of a country to which they are assigned
either as military personnel or as civilian employees of their
military establishments. These principles and procedures may be
adaptable to some aspects of collaborative development and pro-
duction activities and may usefully be incorporated by reference
in a program MOU. Some nations may wish, of course, to modify
provisions of previous agreements in adapting them to new pro-
grams. For example, the NATO SOFA provides that the government
of a third party claimant within that country will pay 25 percent
of the awarded damages, while the remaining countries pay 75
percent. Some countries in the NATO AEW&C program have asked
that ceilings well below the 25 percent level be placed on their
own liability when claims arise from such third parties within
their own country.

PARTICIPATION OF ADDITIONAL NATIONS

In most cooperative weapon systems programs, provisions
must be made for the later addition of participating nations.
MOU negotiators should provide for two different types of addi-
tional members: either "full partners" or "favored observers."
Additional participants may also be classified as those that are
"categorically acceptable" by virtue of their memberships in
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other mutual defense organizations (or are otherwise pre-accepted
by specific agreement) and those that are not members of other
mutual defense organizations and are regarded as "third coun-
tries.,

The applicable documentation dealing with accession of
additional nations usually: (1) permits nations that meet de-
fined criteria to join the program on a coequal basis following
unanimous approval by the existing members, (2) outlines broad
guidance for the sharing of costs with the original members, and
(3) stipulates the extent or conditions of integration into the
program management and related structures for the new member(s).
It may occasionally specify that ,,o nonalliance members will be
accepted or even that no additional members will be accepted.

The negotiating issues may often be classified as (1)
political, (2) economic, and (3) organizational, i.e., matters
affecting program integration. Political considerations may
include the acceptability of the candidate new nation to each
member of the existing partnership, and the political stability
of the candidate as perceived by the member nations. Many
participants in cooperative multinational programs also hold
mAmbership in other mutual defense orgaizations. Because of such
existing relationships, it may be easier for a "categorically
acceptable" country to join *he program than it may be for a
"third country."

Even if a candidate nation is politically acceptable to
all members in a general sense, the political stability of the
candidate nation may pose particular problems. A perceived lack
of political stability in the candidate nation may cause concernover the ability of the candidate to sustain a broad range of •

associated conitments, such as the adequato s&feguarding of
classified materials and the protection of proprietary informa-
tion and critical technology to which it may gain acce3s by
virtue of its program involvement. The candidate nation's
ability co meet its financial obligations over the long term
would also be an important political consideration.

Economic consilerations may be viewed fron the perspec-
tive of the current membership, as well as the perspective of the
candidate member. Current members will normally expect that the
candidate nation will con.ensate the members for an equitableshare of development and other appropriate leunk* costs an a
precondition of acceptance into the program. In additiDn, ad-
Juatments to existing cost-sharing and work-sharing arrangements
must be determined and agre-ed to by all nations concerned. In
some instances, the net economic impact in terms of initial cost
versus eventual return to the candidate nation may indicate that
purchase of the weapon system through an FMS arrangement is more
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advantageous than "buyingm full membership in the program.

The integration of new members into the program's
steering committee is another issue that may arise. The new
member, under ideal conditions, might expect to be given equal
status with the other aeibers in making and ingplementing program
decisions after it has joined the program. Although granting
equality in status may appear to be reasonable, especially during
the early phases of a program, once a program has matured to the
point at which system performance parameters and configuration
have effectively been determined. to provide equal status to the
new member may not be a practical or acceptable position for the
original members. Under such circumstances, if agreeable to all
parties involved, the new member may be conditionally accepted
into the program as a "favored observer," without being accorded
full voting rights.

The methods by which various programs provided for the
integration of new member nations illustrate possible approaches.

F-16 Multinational Fighter Program

Through the years the F-16 configuration has ma-
tured to the degree that any changes desired by a new partner
would be extremely difficult. Nevertheless, advances in technol-
ogy, -as w311 as changes in the threat environment, have resulted
in consideration being given to making some significant changes
in the existing configuration baseline. In fact, to meet its
other worldwide defenie commitments, the US may desire to incor-
porate some system changes that exceed the requirements of the
EPGe and that they may not support. Consequently, the US could
be required to initiate an "improved F-16 program" to meet its
own needs and, perhaps, those of scme additional nations, while
continuing to fulfill its obligations for production and support
of the current version of the F-16.

The original MNFP agreement de eloped a relatively
complicated work-sharing formula using procurement values and
aircraft equivalent values to define percentages of offset work
to be awarded European industry for the !.nP4 -ial buy. Conse-
quently, although some discussion occurred duxing original nego-
tiations, no specific provisions were made for the addition of
third-country participants to share in the work to be performed.

Because of the maturity of the program, the com-
plexity of the work-sharing idsue, and pol.itical considerations,
no additional NATO partners have been added to the program (al-
though the agreement provides for ocategorical acceptancel of
other NATO nations). Additional non-NATO nations have a':quired
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the F-16, but only Israel has become a c,•producing menber. Other
countr'ies have participated on essentially an FMS basis, and
those nations have not been integrated into the steering commit-
tee decision process; however, thee3 purchasers have been encour-
aged to join the program and have been integrated into the pro-
gram management staff. Their staff personnel do participate in
day-to-day operations of the program office and do perform
necessary liaison functloiis for their respective governments.

NKTO Seanparrow ,urface Missile System

The NSSMS program, initiated in 1968, was estab-
lished to develop, fabricate, and test a shipboard, pelf-defense
surface-to-air missile system for surface ships. The original
participants--Denmark0 Italy, Norway and the US--have subsequent-
ly been joined by the nations of Belgium, the Netherlands, the
FRG, Canada, Greece, and Turkey.

New members have been fully integrated into the
Seasparrow program decision-making process. Once accepted into
the program, each new nation provides a deputy PM, who is
assigned to the program office. As a condition of full mem-
bership, new members are required to pay a share of development-
related program administration costs. The recoupment of
Research and Development (R&D) costs is then credited to the cur'-
rent participants, thereby decreasing each member's R&D invest-ment as new members are added.

Work shares were originally set based on each
nation's percent of total program requirements. Differences
between work shares and cost shares are handled by the partici-
pating nations outside the program as a balance of payments
issue. As new ntions are added, they receive no guaranteed work
share, although some accommodations may be made on an industry-
to-industry basis. Nonconsortium purchasers of the weapon system
(e.g., Spain, Japan) are handled as traditional FMS clients
without any representation in the program structure or office.

Zplosion Resistant Multi-Influence Sweep System

ERKISS was a cooperative R&D program mutually and
equally supported by the governments of the UK, France, the
Netherlands, the FRG, and the US. Although ERMISS had potential
applicatiuns for any nation desiring to improve its minesweeping
capability, no additional nations applied to join 'the ERMISS
program; several additional nations were expected to show inter-
est if the program had been wuccessful.
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The aqreements for Phase 11 and Phase III had
provisions for accepting additional nations, These provisions
were stated generally and required unanimous approval of the
participantn. Specific conditions for manageumnt integration,
cost- and work-sharing, and R&D recoupment were to be developed
bofore the accession of any now participants. The US and its
partners considered the possibility of ircorporating a pre-ap-
proved list of "categorically acceptable" countries or other
acceptAble "third countrioall in F:.'ase III, but did not incor-
porate such a l ist.

SOURCE SELECTION

All NATO nations have acquisition laws and regulations
that provide for a variety of methods for governhmnt purchasing.
A recent comparative survey of regulations and procedures of
member nations of the Organization For Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) (OECD's "Government Purchasing: Regulations
and Procedures of OECD Member Countries") identified three broad
categories of procedures that are commonly distinguished and used
to various deirees. These are:

o "Public" or "open" tender procedures--in which the
invitiation to tender is given the widest publicityl an
unlimited number of suppliers have the opportunity to
submit bids.

o "Selective" or Orestricted" tender procedures--in which
participation is limited to a certain number of
selected suppliers. The invitation to tender normally
takes the form of invitations sent to those suppliers.

0 "Private contract" or "single tender" procedures--in
which the awarding authority contacts an Individual
supplier, which is in the strict sense a single sup-
plier.

The OECD publication further notes that the purchasing
authorities in most OECD nations (which include all of NATO) are
allowed three broad choices. These are:

o "Automatic" tender--in which the contract is awarded on
the basis of predetermined criteria, either the siuple
criterion of price (the "lowest bid"), or price and
other criteria.

o "Discretionary* tender procedures involving acceptance
of the bid that is "the most advantageous"--the award.
of the contract is based on several criteria, some of
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which are predetermined, but which in general leave the
awarding authority a certain freedom of choice.

0 ONegotiated" tender--in which the awarding authority
negotiates freely with the supplier as to the condi-
tions of the contract.

The method cf "formal advertising" in the US corre-
sponds closely to the combination of public or open tender proce-
dures above with automatic selection criteria based on price.
Although this method is used for the majority of DoD purchase
actions, this automatic selection process is not appropriate for
major system acquisiticn, and it is especially inappropriate for
contracting for R&D for soch systems. It is thus difficult to
see how formal advertising or open tendering could be applied to
any cooperative or joint program.

All government purchasing or contracting in the US that
is not accomplished by formal advertising is accomplished by
"negotiation*--a term that includes the categor.;s of selective
or restrictive tendering and "private" contractlng or single-
source tendering as defined above, as well as the "discretionarym
and Onegotiated" degrees of choice accorded to the source selec-
tion authority. This approach is prescribed in FAR Part 15
"Contracting by Negotiation. For major weapon systems acquisi-
tion, including R&D for such systems, competition is mandated
(with exceptions), but it is technical competition as much as or
more than price competition. DFARS Part 15.6 describes the proc-
ess of source selection designed to highlight technical excel-
lence in proposal evaluation that is mandated for R&D contractual
source selections for major defense systems. For all cometi-
tively negotiated contracts, *the primary consideration in deter-
miring to whom the award shall be made isn which offeror can
perform the contract in a marner most advantageous to the govern-
ment.0

Contract`ing for major defense systems in other NATO
nations iv, similarly, accomplished by selective or single tender
procedures with discretionary or negotiated conditions of award--
the nominal equivalents of negotiation" in the US, however,
since there .re generally far fewer potential domestic suppliers
for major systems in all other NATO nations than in the US, other
NATO national procedures are loes formalized and loes oriented

toward fostering co•ipetition than are those of the US. Contrac-
tor source selection by European NATO governments is typ-cally
limited to one or two well-known and often "chosen" instruments
for any type of major weapon system. This contrasts sharply with
DoD policy and presents a major issue for negotiation in collab-
orative weapons development cr production programs that must
select contractor sources for joint or comuon acquisitions.
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To suijport contracting by copetitive negotiation, DoD
policy for major systems acquisition is implemsnted by DODD
4105.62 (Selection of Contractual Sources for Major Defense Sys-
tem.), which states, "DoD Component Reads are responsible for
contractor source selection, unless otherwise specified by the
Secretary of Defense on a spocific program. The Co•mpent Head
is the Source Selection Au'" Ity for his Coponent. with poeer
of delegation at his discretion."

This policy of identifying a single, senior official as
"Othe Source Selection Authority (SSA)" for major systems acqui-
sition is intended to support the objectives of (1) best meetir,4
government needst (2) ensuring imartial, equitable, and comjpre-
hensive evaluation of competitors' proposals and capabilities#
and (3) maximizing efficiency and minimizing complexity in the
process of solicitation, evaluation, and source selection. DoDD
4105.62 further provides that the single SSA "is responsible for
the proper and efficient conduct of the entire process, encompas-
sing proposal solicitaZion, evaluation, selection, and contract
award. He shall have (subject to law and applicable regulaticno)
full responsibility and authority to select the source(s) for
award and approve the execution of the contract(s)....8

As the senior official, the BSA does not, of course,
plan and conduct the source selection personally without exten-
sive and intensive bureaucratic coordination and help. In parti-
cular, the desiguated P14 and the program office, in coordination
with the procurement office of the relevant DoD component, are
responsible for developing an acquisition strategy and a source
selection plan for approval by the SSA before any solicitation
activity. A formal review board is normally established to

review the plan for a major system acquisition, and evaluation
factors may be released to industry as part of a draft Request
for Proposals (RFP). In this way, feedback may be received
before the formal solicitation is released.

Especially for high-value and high-visibility systems,
the source selection plan would almost always establish a "source
selection organization" consisting of a Source Selection Evalua-
tion Board (SSRB) and a Source Selection Advisory Council (SS&C)
to assist the SSAt the SSRB being composed at & technical level
to evaluate (or score) the proposals according to preestablished
and publimhed criteria, and the SSPIC being composed at a policy
level to provide additional judgment and insight about the pro-
posals considered to be technically responsive. The SSA may or
may not request a recommendation from the SSED or the SSAC, but,
in either case, he is solely responsible for the selection and
is, therefore, free to make an independent choice so long av his
selection has a rational basis, is documented, and is ,'ade from
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among sources that are responsive (to the RFP) and responsible
(both technically and financially qualified to perform the work).

A problem emerges in a cooperative weapon system pro-
gram when the parties to the collaboration decide to contract
jointly with a coraon source, or set of sources, for system
developmeent and/or production. Typically in such circumstances*
one of the parties is designated to contract with the selected
source(s) on behalf of all the parties, with funds contributed by
all. Under the US-preferred *golden rule* concerning the ap-
plicability of national acquisition laws and regulaticons, con-
tracts are administered under the contracting party's laws and
regulations, no matter what the nationality or location of the
contractors. Nevertheless, each of the parties has a vital
interest in how the contractual sources are selected and whether
the selections are determined competitively to maximize the prob-
ability of obtaining the *most advantageous" arrangements tech-
nically and financially, or whether the selections are determined
by other considerationb, such as the distribution of the indus-
trial work among the pari:ies to the collaboration.

European nations generally argue for a source selection
process that ensures that their industries receive a "fair shareO
of the development or production work. Morecver, they frequently
wish to designate the particular contractors to accomplish the
work allocated to their industry under a cooperative program. As
often as not, for a high-technology system or component, there
may be only one qaalified supplier in their industry. The US--
maintaining that competition is necessary to ensure efficiency in
the use of alliance resources and to accomplish selection of the
contractor or set of contractors that can offer the *best sys-
tem"--advocates a source selection process such as that pre-
scribed in DoDD 4105.62 and outlined above. In a section or
article on contractural arrangements or the equi salnt, the NOU
must spell out which approach to source selection is to be used
and what compromises, if any, between the two broad appro&ches
are to be used for the particular program.

The MOU should also specify what general types of con-
tracts are to be used, independent of whose national acquisition
laws and regulations are followed. All NATO nations provide for
variants of both cost-reiibursement contracts and fixed-price
contracts with similar arrays of incentives to encourage aspects
of technical performance and to discourage cost growth and sched-
ule delays. Most use a form of cost-reirbursement contract for
R&D and a form of firm fixed-price contract for production. Most
also agree that the "cost plus a percentage of costO type of
contract should be avoided. Although still permitted in the Vv,
this type of cost reinbursement is specifically prohibited in thae
US.
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The US PM should be familiar with the broad principles
for procurement by NATO agencies to which NATO nations have
collectively subscribed. These are contained in a publication of
the forsier NATO Working Group on Industrial Property (AC/313),
entitled "Guidance to NATO Procurement Authorities.0 The docu-
ment recomwends adaptability and flexibility and describes
general principles of source selection and contracting that are
broadly akin to US acquisiLion laws, regulations, and practiceb.

Several programs will be discussed to show how they
approached source selection.

Multiple Launch Rocket 83stes

The Terminal Guidance Warhead (TOW) project (Phase
3 in the MLRS program) presentea problems in source selection and
contracting. Development Cf the TOW is multinationally funded
and contracted among the participants. An MOU supplement for
concept exploration of the TGN was signed in July 1981, following
about a year of tough negotiations involving source selection
procedures. The concept studies that were funded under the July
1981 MOU supplement re'rebent modest amounts of money ($2 million
from each of the four participants), but key principlta of
policy.

In the declaration of intent concerning the TGW
development and funding signed about a year before the HOU sup-
plement, the US had held out for the position that, with the US
being ths contracting party, it would also provide the single SSA
to award the contracts. The European governments had argued for
an equal share in the source selection decision. Although a
European share or participation in a source selection decision is
not prohibited by US law or regulation, the US stuck to the
practice prescribed in DoDD 4105.62, granting advice and consent
to its partners to be exercised in the program's JSC. In the
HOU supplement, the US position seemed to be softened a bit by
granting a virtual veto right to the European participants over a
US selection decision, without giving up insistence on the US
principle of that decision being made by a single SSA.

Some close US observers of and senior participants
in this program feel that the Europeans may have acceded to US
wishes in this phase of the program primarily "to get cn with it"
and because other adjustments were made to make the US position
more acceptable to them. Two provisions in particular made the
basic arrangement more palatable to the European participantst
(1) announcing in the RFP that international participation was
expected and would be an important evaluation factor in award,
and (2) making multiple awards. Both would ensure participation
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of key European firms. The European governments originally
wantwl to designate particular contractors from their countries
for specific roles in the Concept Emploration (CE) phase, but,
with these tw*o provisions in the source selection and contracting
processes, they acceded to US wishes on the issue of designation
of the BSA. in fact, six proposals were received for the CE
phase, and five contracts were awarded. four with US prime con-
tractors and one with a UK prime contractor.

Figure 12-1 shows the source selection structure
for the Full-Scale Developtiont phase of the TOW project. The BSM
was a US General advised by the JSC. The SSAC was composed of
the national PHS. representatives of the national users, con-
tracts representatives, and advisors.

NVLVIO1 VAIVATIO11 @CO EVALUATION

1AMUITIO1 Lo MWCOST

____ ___ ___ ___ ___ __I MaAN"11119 U

'UK

ADVISORS
L= JX LWT - TOTAL "S PKms

FMWU 12-1.1TGW "M.R PASES3) SOURCE SELECTION STRUClUMF OR FSO

The chairman of the SSEB was from the US. The
other, three countries each chaired one of the three principal
areas of technical, management, e~nd cost. These three areas were
further subdivided into five areas. Advisors were used to sup-
plement the skill areas of the evaluators in the five areas.
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O~thar Programs.

Several other programs are also illustrative of

the problem and represent different ways it has been handled in
the past, with different degrees of success. Three cases are of
particular interest: (1) the F-16 Multinational Fighter Program,
(2) the Explosion Resistant Multi-Influence Sweep System, and (3)
the Expendable Harassment Drone known as LOCUST.

The F-16 MNFP program in a multitiered production
consortium, Jed by General Dynamics, that existed before the
program became multinational in June of 1975. The four EPGs--
Belgium, Deimark, the Netherlands, and Norway--initially wanted
to designedte particular companies for production participation.
Since part of the "required" participation included some com-
ponent production for the initial USAF buy and for third country
FMS, the US felt it had to be assured of competitive source
selection in General Dynamics' choice of European subcontractors.
In the 1975 MOU, the entire section on Contracting (Section E)
provided that "The USG will procure the equipment ard services
required for the F-16 program under the most advantageous terms
and conditions available, consistent with DOD regulations and
procedures in accordance with this MOU." The USG, working
through its prime conltractor, thus retained the sole authrority to
approve subcontracts in Europel however, in doing so, it recog-
nized that some premium prices (above US prices for the same
components) would have to be paid to sustain the desired indus-
trial participation. It therefore required Gener1 Dynamics to
ensure that the prices of subcontracts in Europe were merely
"reasonably competitive" and agreed even to extend this standard
beyond the 100-percent offset commitment on the third-country
sales portion of industrial participation (Section L of the MOU
on Industrial Participation).

The ERMIS3 was a multinational antimine research
and development project begun in 1978. Phase III (design defini-
tion) began in 10 d3 but was soon terminated. The program was
sponsored by the governments of the FRG, France, the Netherlands,
the UK, and the US. The FRG was the contracting party, and con-
tracts were solicited, awarded, and administered according to FRG
acquisition laws and regulations. From the US point of view,
this program presented source-selection problems quite comparable
to those in the MLRS program without providing the leverage of a
US lead role to heýlp mitigate them.

Tý_e LOCUST program for development of an expenda-
ble harassment drone or remotely piloted vehicle was a joint USAF
and the FRG Luftwaffe project. The Memorandum of Agreement (MOA)
for full-scale development, signed in March 1980, was essentially
a 50-50 partnership, although the USAF retained the nominal lead
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for contracting. For its contribution to the develoyntent, the
FRG Government wanted equ&l industrial participation with US
industry and the right to designate the FRG subcontractors. The
US held out for requiring competition and international indus-
trial teaming arranged at industry's initiative, In retrospect,
some USAF officials feel this had the effect of allowing "chosen"
FRG subcontractors to determine which US prime contractors would
be selected in the competition. Hard feelings were engendered in
the program, and disputes became exceedingly difficult to re-
solve., As a result, the FRG pulled out in late 1981.

SECOND SOURCING AND PREPLANNED PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT (P31) IN
EUROPE

The Currie Report (1983) discussed European second
sourcing and P31. The task force found that the designation of a
Europeun licensed production center as a second source for US
procurement would provide greater motivation for the European
adoption of US systems, as well as for participation in the
cooperative development of new systems. The results would be a
stronger defense alliance through standardization and interor~ern-
bility of weapone and equipment, as well as better use of
available European defense funds through t0-i reduction of
unnecessary duplication in R&D expenditures. Ultimat.ly, the
corollary of improved use of European R&D money may yield- more
opportunities for US licensed production of European systems.

In addition, the use of European production as a second
source, in the same way as second sources in the US, would afford
a competitive alternative to ensure lower costs. However, Euro-
pean governments would provide the investment money necessary to
establish the European second source, thus permitting the US to
avoid a major outlay of defense funds.

The task force felt that Congress should be willing to
support legislation to permit second sourcing in Europe, since
this sort of arrangement would be an important step toward the
alliance-wide industrial base proposed in 1983 by the Nunn-Roth-
Glenn Amendment. The US could provide another inducement for
European coproduction of US equipment by permitting European
participation in follow-on product improvement programs. This
approach would mean continuing work for European defense indus-
try, including long-term participation in third-country sales.

PROCUREMENT REGULATIONS

In general, it is believed by cur NATO allies that
there is a marked mismatch between the extensive amount of US
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contract requirements and the mall amount of European contract
requirements.

At a 1985 the UK/US symposium on international program
management, a UK representative reported that, an in-depth com-
parison of recent US/UK aircraft and missile developments re-
vealed "substantially larger amounts (as much as 10 to 1) of
contract requirements (specifications, military standards, con-
tract data, and testing) for US developments. These questionable
requirements unduly complicate contract preparatio, and adminis-
tration and significantly increase acquisition costs." The UK
representative recommended that contract requirements be re-
viewed, tailored, and restructured in accordance with "DoD Hand-
book 248B (Streamlining Initiative), with DoDD 4245.17 (Develop-
ment to Production Transition), and with DoDD 4245.6 (Pro-
duction), as w4s recently accomplished on the Ub/UK T-46/PAWK
aircraft pzogrammne."

It has been pointed out by US allies that there are
more than 4,000 pieces of US legislation affecting defense acqui-
sition. Tiis is viewed as a major constraint on US flexibility
in negotiating international programs.

Indeed, even the 1983 Currie Report found that the DoD
"policies, directives, instructions, and regulations on collab-
orative programE are complex, ambiguous, and burdensome." Tkt
commission recognized that much needs to be done, but, in the
interim, the task force recommended using sinplifications and
waivers that worked so well on the MNFP program. Based on les-
sons learned in this and other collaborative programs, the task
force reconmiuended stronger action to improve DoD's acquisition
policies and procedures for international programs, such as those
in the 1983 Denoon Report on International Coproduction/Indus-
trial Participation Agreements.

REMOVAL OF RFP RESTRICTIONS

The International Acquisition Committee of the DoD
Acquisition Regulatory (DAR) Council recommended that a change be
implemented in the system of RFP notification in the Commerce
Bnsiness Daily. Foreign sources currently feel that RFPs are too
often unnecessarily labeled "no foreign.* The recommended proce-
dure would correct this.

When foreign interest is anticipated in an PXP that is
about to be released, the applicable DoD component would be
required to conduct a national disclosure review. It is believed
that this review would reveal, in most cases, that it is proper
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to release the RFP to many more qualified sources, both domestic
and foreign.

Another pending change regarding rztional disclosure
review involves the timefrane in which it is conducted. If a
review of the bidders list reveals possible foreign interest, the
disclosure review should be begun as soon as possible. The DAR
Council may require a Procurement Contracting Officer (PCO) to he
mindful of this, since a disclosure review may take 60-90 days.

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY

A provision of the Packard Commission Report in 1986
concerned the strengthening of program management authority. The
commission emphasized that there must be strong, clear, short
linres oj ar'thority, so that those in positions of responsibility
can make (-• .;ions without having those decisions then amended or
second-guessed. What is needed, the Commissicn reported, is an
inv° .j4ion of the present system in which a PM or PCO may make a
decision that is later amended or reformed by higher authorities.
The Packard Commission recommended that the inputs of higher
authorities be made earlier in the process. Those inputs should
come to the PM or PCO, and the decision should then be made by
that decision-maker, whose decision should not be second-guessed.
The decision should be reviewed to ensure that it is consistent
with the priorities that have been established by DoD.

MILESTONE AUTHORIZATION AND BASELINING

The Packard Commission recommended that program funding
be provided through to the completion of a. program phase (mile-
stone), provided that the following program elements are speci-
fied:

o Program content

o Performarnce parameters

o Schedule

o Coct cap.

Initially, this funding system will be implemented on
three test programs per Service in FY 88. Congress will not
review these programs again until the milestones are completed,
unless a pirogram baseline or parameter is breached. In this way,
program funding will not be altered throughout the phase of
acquisition.
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COZCJUSION

The above considerations are broad and encompass many facets
of program managamznt. Sam of these are beyond the control of
the PHM however, knowledg of the topical areas and the discus-
sion points will enhance the PN's performance in the interna-
tional arena.
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CHAPTER 13
FINANCIAL MANAGEI:IENT

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to describe existing policies
and procedures relating to financial management of United States
(US) Department of Defense (DoD) programs with International
involvement. Generally, programs may be classified In three
different ways for financial management purposes:

o US program office buying defense articles or technology

"o US program office selling defense articles or tech-
niclogy

"o Multinational program office involving codevelopment or
coproduc t ion.

It is possible for a program to transition from one type of
program to another. It is also possible that a larger program
might have elements that may be classified in all three program
types.

US PROGRAM OFFICE BUYING DEFENSE ARTICLES OR TECHNOLOGY

When a US program office buys a weapon system from another
country, the acquisition model that is usually followed is that
for a Nondevelopment Item (NDI). Since NDI acquisition is off-
the-shelf, very little development takes place; therefore Re-
search, Development, Test, and Evaluation (RDT&E) funding is not
useS, except when modifications are necessery. For acquisitions
of this type, general guidance may be found in the following
regulations:

o Navy: SECNAVINST 4210.7

"o Army: AR 70-1

"o Air Force: AFR 800-3.

When DoD is the buyer of a foreign weapon system, the diffi-
culties in financial management involve the disbursement and
administration of funds. The top half of Figure 13-1 is a sim-
plified DoD Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System (PPBS)
and fundirng cycle that is the same for either US or offshore
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FI
,.ocedures, auditing support, and &dta base structure to the

existing conditions and DOD reruirements for each acquis 4 tlon.
The PH must also take aggressive action to define problem, areas
and resolve them through anncxE:.; to Lhe MOU and industry-to-
industry agreements, and specifically establish the roles, re-
sponslbilities, and access requirements of participating agen-
cies. The scope and level of records and reporting required from
the prime contractor, subcontractors, and other vendors must also
be delineated.

The principles o^ Performance Measurement for Selected Ac-
qui•sitions (DoD Instruction (DoDl) 7000.2) and the Cost/Schedule
Control Systems Criteria (C/SCSC) (enclosure 1 of DoDI 7000.2)
should be applied when appropriate. The formats for reporting
contract performance data and fund requirements should be devel-
oped from the standaxd reporting formats of DoDI 7000.10 (Con-
tract Cost Performance, Funds Status and Cost/Schedule Status
Reports), and DoDI 7000.11 (Contractor Cost Data Reporting
(CCDR)). The DoDI 7000.10 family of reporting provides informa-
tion on contract cost and schedule status and the contractor
funding requirements. This information enhances the ability to
detect and control cost growth. CCDR reports are used to collect
projected and actual cost data on acquisition programs for DoD
cost analysis and procurement management purposes.

If the program is deiugnated to report in accordance with
DoDI 7000.3 (Selected Acquisition Reports (SAR)), significant
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) program data and accom-
plishments should be provided in the appropriate formats. See
DoD 7000.3-G (Preparation and Review of Selected Acquisition
Reports) for detailed guidance on SAR reporting.

Payment provisions in the MOU and contract must meet the
requirements of the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) on Pro-
gress Payments Based On Costs (DFARS Part 32.5). For Progress
payments to be authorized, that progress must be subject to tTS
approval and audit of work in progress and material expenditures.

Public Law 91-379 established the Cost Accounting Standards
(CAS) Board with the authority to promulgate a formal body of
cost accounting standards for "covered" defense contracts. Most
large acquisitions are covered by the requirements of the cost
accounting standards. A waiver has already been granted to any
contract or subcontract over $100,000 awarded to a foreign gov-
ernemnt, agency, or contractor pertaining to the requirements of
CAS 403 or any subsequent standards. This waiver does not re-
lieve a foreign concern of any obligation to comply with CAS 401
and 402 and to submit a disclosure statement. A special exemp-
tion has been granted for the NATO PHM Ship and the United King-
dom (UK) contractors for performance substantially in the UK,
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provided that the UK contractor has filed a completed disclosure
statement with the Ministry of Defence.

US B2R2M OFFICR SELLING DEFENS! ARTICLES ORTU ,IIOGY

Section 22 of the Arms Export Control Act (AECA) authorizes
DoD to enter into contracts on the behalf of foreign governmnts
or international organizations that wish to acquire weapons
devý?oped in the US. Programs of this type are usually referred
to as Foreign Military Sales (PeS) programs.

Table 13-1 shows an outline of the FNS process, which ac-
counts for the majority of weapon systems sales to foreign coun-
tries. Included in the table are the principal financial
management steps. For greater detail, see DoD 7290.3-K (the FMS
Financial Managerent Manual). With any FMS program, an account
is established for tracking financial credits and directing pay-
ments to finance the development or purchase of specific systems.
so-res, or services such as logistics support, training support,
contiguration management, testing, engineering services, etc.
Funds are tracked for each purchaser country and international
organization with fund visibility at the subcase or line-item
level of detail. The funds from each country/international or-
ganization are monitored and the accounting status is controlled
individually. The Security Assistance Accounting Center (SAAC)
is the DoD Agent for accepting deposits and issuing obligation
expenditure authority for DoD componernts. DoD 7290.3-M requires
th&t new procuremernt actions for foreign cuntomers be accom-
plished to the maximum extent feasiblo and appropriate throu~gh
the direct citation method. The accounting Iti! are directly
cited on uhe DoD contract, thus they are the furcing source for
the USG "ying office. The reimbv,.-sesent methot citing appro-
priated funds to be reimbursed by SAAC or by other organiAations
having reimbursablc authority has also been used in the past, but
is no longer to be usad if direct cite is appropriate.

Financial control in a program office selling materiel in-
volves the same basic tasks as in any program office. An inte-
grat(4 accounting and financial control system is a necessity in
order to have the required protection for the customer govern-
ments and to ensure that sufficient funds are available to meet
case level obligational requirements. Oinancing requirements are
phased to ensure that only current fiscal year requirements are
requested and that overobligations/overexpenditures are not
experienced.

To facilitate budgeting, financial planning, and cost esti-
mating, a pricing data base must be generated to reflect present
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TABLE 13-1. OMLINE OF THE FAB PROCESS

PILININARY:
1. COUNTRY DETERMINES ITS RROUIRUMENTS
2. REQUIRMt NTS ARE COMPARED WITH US FORECh$T8

DEFINTTIONs
3. COUNTRY OBTAINS SYSTEM INFORMATION
4. COUNTRY IDENTIFIES SPECIFIC SYSTDE(S)
5. US/COUNTRY EXCHANGE TECHNICAL INFORMATION

REQUEST a
6. COUNTRY SUBMITS LETTER OF REQUEST

OFFER:
7. DOD COMPONENT DEVELOPS PRICE AND AVAILABILITY

ESTIMATES ON DD FORM 1513
8. DOI) CONPONF'ŽT DJVZLOVS LETTER OF OFFER AND

ACCEPTANCE (LOA) (T)D FORM 1513)
9. USC REVIEWS WA

10. DoD COMPONENT ISSUES LOA

ACCEPTANCE:
11. COUNTRY ACCEPTS LOA
12. SAAC RECEIVES ACCEPTED LOA AND INITIAL DEPOSIT

IMPLEMENTATION:
13. SAAC 'SSL'.S 1UNDING OBLIGATIOON AUTHORITY
14. DoD COMPONEVT ISSUES IMPLDEITING DIRECTIVE
15. lic.D COMPONFNT ACAiVITES CONTROL lViM'ZK

EXECUTION:
15. REQUIREMENTS FORWARDED TO P24
17. ° MO ORDERS ARTICLES/SERVICES/TRA-YNING
18. ARTICLES/SERVICES/TRAINING SHIPPRI)/PERFORMED
19. DEIIVL.-Y REtCO•TZD TO SAAC

0.0. Ckh-W FORWARIDS QUARTERLY BILLING S'AATEMENT (DD
FoRM 645)' TO CUSTOMER

CLOSURE 3

21. SAAC AND DOD COUPONENT RECONCILE RECQRDS
22. SAAC ISSUES FINAL STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT
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and anticipated costs and cost estimating relationships. This
data base is not solely for the cost and program analysts, comp-
troller. and accountants, but includes such data as engine*ring
estimates, logistics support loadings, testing costs, training
estiuates, and transportation factors. Critical to the accom-
plishment of pricing is the identification of every applicable
pricing element to be applied at the cate line it4m level in the
estimating of the costs of defense equipment and s8rvices. This
data base is developed and maintained in the program office. An
interactive data base is maintained at SAAC linking the DoD
component and SAAC, such as the Army Customer Order Control
System (ACOCS) for tracking case commitment/obligation authority
by direct cite. The other Services have similar interactive
links with SAMC. Two forms, DoD Form 2060 (FWS Obligational
Authority) and DD Form 2061 (FNS Planning Directive) are the
prescribed formats for the interactive data base with SAAC. DOD
Form 2060 is prepared by th" DoD component to request obliga-
tional authority from the SAAC. DD Form 2061 details the pricing
elements and status of dbligational authority requested and re-
ceived for the current year and required for the budget year.

In accoraance with DoD 7290.3-N, payment schedules and re-
quests for payment amounts should be scrutinized for accuracy.
Payments must be sufficient to cover all costs and provide for
contingencies such as term~nation liability, Progress payments
provide for incremental payment of material, services, adminis-
trative changes, contractor holdback, and any other applicable
contingencies or increased efforts. A sale involving Major
Defense Equipment (MDR) of $14 million or more, as well as a sale
of $50 million oz more, whether it includes MDR or not, must be
reported to Congress. (To be classified as MDR, the US Govern-
ment (USO) must have invested $50 million in nonrecurring costs
for research, development, testing, and evaluation, or $200 mil-
lion in total production costs.) A financial analysis is re-
quired with the Letter of Offer and Acceptance (LOA) to permit
all approval echelons a review for completeness and accuracy of
the financial data used in the estimate when the LOA is for:

o MDR of $14 million or more,

o A sale of $50 million or more, or

0 Construction or design services of $200 million or
more,

A termination liability worksheet is included as part of thisfinancial analysis.

The dedicated computer systems for FMS tracking are located

in each of the Service's International Logistics Control Officu
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{hLCO). Tb T% ArnO's Centralized Integrated System for Interna-
tional g4i:.ics (CISIL) ii located at USASAC in New Cumberland,
PAr the Navy's Management Information System for International
Logistics (MI$lL) is located at HXVILCO in Philadelphial and the
Air Force Security Assistance Management Information System
(SaMIS) is located in the Air Force Logitics Command Interna-
tion&a L~gistics Center at Wright-Patterscn APB, ON.

The complex financial management and currency exchange oper-
ations for multinational programs are, to a large measure, the
product of the negotiations that take place between the USG and
foreign participating governments before the signing of the MOU
for a particular program. Competition with similar proqrans for
other countries may be intense and may also be based on the
economic concessions the coMetitors are willing to grant. Spe-
cific economic concessions have in the past included "Not-To-
Exceed (NTE) pricing and business offsets on the procurement
value of the production, cost-sharing relationships, waiver of
Research and Development (R&D) recoupments, a fixed rate of
currency exchange, a commitment for the US to buy a certain
quantity, and performance guarantees and goals. The P4 must
continually exercise his management role of ensuring that the HOU
commitments are met. This responsibility encoapasses require-
ments both to monitor and to assesi the perfozmanek of the prime
contractor(s) and, when required, to plan independently ond
direct the placement of coproduction workp to manage cost-sharing
projectso to manage Design-to-Unit-Production-Cost (DTUPC), re-
search and development costs, and operation and maintenance
costsa and to direct currency requirements. These requirementd
exist both to ensure adequate contractor performance and to
strive to meet program businesa objectives that the- contractor
may not share.

Agreement must be reached on when bills for actual costs are
due. These bills must be in sufficient detail to permit a certi-
fication of performance. Without the certification, a payment is
considered to be an advance payment. Advanced payments cannot be
made without a clearance from the Depart-.nt of the Treasury and
they must be liquidated in a timely manner. Agreement must also
be reached on interest on deposits by the participating govern-
ment•c. and the sharing basis for interest earned. Normally,
interest is shared on the same basis as the amount of each coun-
try's deposits. The financial consequences of missing a payment
must be specified in the NOU as well ao responsibilities of
managing foreign currency transactions and contractual provisions
for economic price adjustments.
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Initially, ground rules for the financial procedures
for the codevelopment a-,d coproduction effort must be established
in the form of cost-sharing arrangements and a payment schedule
of the required currencies. This is normally prepared by the
prime contractor(s) and agreed upon by the participating nations.
In collaborative programs, among the first issues that arise are
the methods of determining the sharing of program costs and the
work to be accomplished. These are commonly referred to as cost-
sharing and work-sharing. Usually they depend on each nation's
share of production. Simply put, each nation's proportion of the
total production usually determines its proportion of the overall
costs and the proportion of the contracted work effort# however,
as a policy, this is in conflict with US laws and DoD regulations
that amphasize that contracts should be awarded through competi-
tion. The US position, as stated in the Denoon Report of 1983,
is that there are several methods of determining cost share,
including variations of the following:

o Each nation 6hares costs equally

o Each nation contributes the funding required to support
the efforts of its own contractors

o Each nation contributes funding in proportion to the
expected number of production units it will acquire.

The approved US negotiating position for cost-sharing
is in the following order of precedences

1. Equal cost sharing for feasibililty studies and

development programs

2. Share expenses in proportion to production requirements

3. Other methods of cost-sharing, including adjusting
shares to reflect the results of competition in the
final procurement

A fair determination of work share/cost share is not
always straightforward. For example, if contractor work share in
the Multiple Launch Rocket System's Terminal Guidance Warhead
(MLRS/TGW) program is examined, it appears that the US is paying
more than its share:
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CONTPACTOR
COST WORK

SHKRE Z SHARE()

us 40 3S

FRANCE 20 22

UK 20 22

FRG 20 22

However, when overall work share is '',,ntred, the US
clearly benefits. Overall work shara also ,nci.des governm.et
tasks such as test svpport, laboratory support, anA, project man-
agemet. Wh.-.n these are added, the US work share is 5! perce-tto
From the U3 perspective, this is 55 percent of the work at c,,ely
40 percent of the cost.

CURRflNCY MANAGEMENk

Methods of currency management are un..er T'*udy, Cur-
rently, there are three general approaches: m&r)et basket, i'a-
tional fundinU anl contractor implemented. Of the Lhree, market
basket is used most often.

With the market basket approach, each country contrib-
irtes a mix or market basket of the requisite c~riezicies. Each
country's market basket is usually detarmined by its cost share,
which results in a fixed cost in each currency. The market
basket approach may be less desirable for countries that are not
parti•Jpants in monetary regulation systems (such &a the European
Monetary Syst..em), especially if there is a potential for signifi-
cant fluctuation. The market basket approach may also be inap-
propriate for countries whose defense budget systems are intoler-
ant of currency exchange expense fluctuations.

The national funding approach requires each country to
provide the currency necessary to fund its domestic industries.
The liability in national currency is limited by eith..r the cost
share or the work share, whichever is smaller. The national
funding approach may be best for programs with rigid base year
cost manageLent, especially in countries with rigorous national
inflation monitoring. It is also suitable for countries with
budgets intolerant of currency exchange expense variations and
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countries not participating in monetary regulation systems.

SWith a contractor-implemented approach, multiple-
currency payments may be eliminated. The prime contractor is
paid wholly in the principal currency, and obtains foreign
currencies for nonnational subcuntractors from the commercial
market. A modification of this approach is used with the NATO
Seasparrow program. The program office is paid in US currency,
which is paid to the prime contractor, Raytheon.

The F-16 Multinational Fighter- Program (MNFP) uses the
market basket approach, with the participating govermnents each
providing a market basket of currencies. The program is, in some
respects, a dual program, one in the US and one in Europe. The
financial management policy is based on the principle that con-
tractors shall not beer gains or losses due to currency exchange
fluctuation. The European Participating Governments (EPGs) pro-
vide all the currencies required for the 348-aircraft program,
and the European Participating Industries (EPIs) are paid in
thcir national currencies. For the 650-aircraft program, the US
provides the currency and obtains currencies for third country
sales. The US Air Force Arcounting and Finance Center (AFAFC) is
the primary financial organization. The principal currency is
the US dollar, and the MOU has fixed exchange rates.

For each phase of acquisition, a separate MOU should be
developed, since acquisition phases have different age das and
costs. Because of this, the financial management portions of the
MOUs will be different. Depending on the needs of the program,
the financial arrangements can be quite simple, as with the Sea-
sparrow program, or coanplex, as with the MLRS/TGW program. The
TGW development project members are the US, France, the Federal
Republic of Germany (FRG), and the UK, whose contribution percen-
tages are 40, 20, 20, and 20, respectively. To relate work share
with cost share, a system of tracking current/actual cost to base
year cost is used. The system is documented in a technical
arrangement that describes national economic price adjustments
and procedures. The banking flow diagram for the TGW program is
shown in Figure 13-2, with keyed explanations.

In November 1983, NATO published AACP-1, Supplement 1
(Currency Exchange Management in Muitinational Programmes). This
study involved a comparative analysis of the systems used in
eight programs. The following are some of the principal find-
ings:

O Principal Currency--All -rograms used a principal cur-
rency, which was used to establish a reference parity
at P. fixed rate.
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o Payments to Contractor&--All subcontractors received
payment in theiL national currencies. With only one
exception, primes, were provided with the necessary
currencies to pay the subcontractors. In the NATO Sea-
sparrow program, the prime received compensation for
currency exchange expense. Thus, in all cases, the
contractors (down to at least the third level) received
protection from currency fluctuation.

"o Adjustments--All programs recognized the potential for
inequality in the economic outcomes and established
means for adjustment, such as the redistribution of
future work.

"o Disbursing Function--All programs except Seasparrow
used some form of government-administered disbursing of
currencies.

The following several sections provide financial management
specifics for several programs. These programs demonstrate sa-
lient aspects of how problems were approached.

NATO Seasparrow Surface Missile System (NSS.MS)

The NSSMS is produced by and for a number of NATO
nations. The Canadian government has also developed its own
Canadian Seasparrow missile system. The prime contractor is
Raytheon Company, which was also responsible for engineering
development of the system. Raytheon has subcontracts with nine
companies in the consortium countries (except the FRG). These
subcontracts allow the countries to offset their acquisition
costs by the value of the production in their own countries.
Almost all of the offsets are accomplished at the first tier of
subcontracting with insignificant levels of subcontracting in
other countries at the second tier and below.

Raytheon is responsible for (1) paying its Euro-
pean subcontractors in their own currencies and (2) ascertaining
the currency fluctuation effects for the second-tier subcon-
tracts. _ quarterly price adjustment to the prime contract is
made to cover the currency fluctuations. The contract price is
based upon 1 i-!ay 1973 exchange rates. Any price adjustments made
because of curi-ency fluctuations experienced at the first- and
second-tier subcuntractor levels may change the target cost and
ceiling price, but not the profit provided for in the Raytheon
contract. Raytheon actually procures the proper foreign currency
as it is needed to make subcontractor progress and final pay-
ments. Because Raytheon has many other foreign contracts, a
separate corporate office is maintained to take care of currency
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requirements for all of its foreign contracts. Purchases of
currency are based upon subcontractor performance or delivery
dates. Raytheon, as well as the subcontractors, maintains com-
plete records of'all transactions on the subcontracts, including
dollar payment and exchange rate obtained, date paid, and the
difference from the fixed rat~e. The quarterly adjustment is
subject to audit by Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA).

The NSUMS foreign currency payment system is rela-
tively simple, and it is apparently successful. The relatively
minor second-tier currency exchanges wake the accounting rela-
tively simple.

NATO Airborne Early Warning and Cotol JAE&C) Proram

The NATO E-3A was delive~red to NATO, rather than
to individual countries. The NATO AEW&C Program Management, Or--
ganization (NAPHO) was established in December 1978 by NATO
through the North Atlantic Council. An agreement was signed by
the 11APM0 and the USG on 11 May 1979 for acquisitioni of E-3As and
US Air Force (USAF) program management services. Industrial
coll3boration is involved in approximately 20 aircraft component
packages, under which the US contractors (Boeing and Pratt and
Whitney) subcontract with Canadian and FRG firms for the compo-
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FIGURE 13-2 EXPLANATION OF MLRS/TGW BANKING FLOW CHART

KEY EXPLANATION

1,203 Deposit requirements are provided quarterly by the TOW
program coordinator to each European national project
office. After the national currency funds are deposited,
each European bank notifies Merchant Na'iontl Bank and
Trust Company of the deposit via Society for Worldwide
Interbank Financial Telecommunications System (SWIFT).
Merchant notifies the US Army Missile Command (MICON) Fi-
nance and Accounting Office (FAO), which uses these funds
on deposit to authorize events leading to contract/modi-
fication awards and payments to European contractors.
The European project offices are notified of each deposit
by their banks.

4,5 Deposits described above provide the MICOM FAO with obli-
gation authority that is used to certify Procurement Work
Directives (PWDs). Funds are not certified in amountsexceeding those on deposit.

6 Contract(s) are awarded on the basis of certified PWDs
obligating each country for the amounts specified.

7,8 European contractors submit invoices to the prime twice
each month. The prime certifies performance of the ef-
fort and forwards invoices to the MICPM contracting
officer for approval. The contracting officer forwards
the invoices to th•e MICOM FPO for issuance of payment
instructions.

9.10 The FAO issues coded messages to Merchant with payment
instructions containing the name of the contractor to
whom payment is to be made, the amount in the currency of
the appropriate country, the invoice number and date, and
the European bank and account number to make payment.

* Merchant relays these payment instructions to the Euro-
pean bank via SWIFT, receives acknowledgment of receipt
of the instructions from the European bank, and relays
c'infirmation of payment to the MIICOM FAO via coded mes-
sage. 7por receipt of the message from Merchant confirm-ing rae-ment, the PAO records a disbursement transactionof the appropriate gover.nment't s currency.

11,12, The European bank, upon receipt of the message Zrom
13 Merchant, makes payment to the European contractor. Pay-

ment verification is forwarded to the FAO via air mail.Verification of each payment is provided to the European

TGW project offices.
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nent packages. The MOU states the following financial con-
ditionsI

o Neither prime nor subcontractors will realize financial
loss or gain through fluctuations in currency exchange
rates.

o Participating governments agree to the initial sched-
ules of payments that reflect each government's estab-
lished percentage share of the cost of the program in
constant currencies and that airs phased to meet both
nationel budgetary constraints and phasing of tc Al
funding requirements.

o The NAPMO is authorized to open commercial accounts in
its own name in any or all of the currencies used and
in any or all of the participating countries.

o In order to ensure adequate program funding, the NArMO
arranges for financial plans to be produced and updated
at least annually. These plans identify a]l
anticipated quarterly expenditures for the remainder
of the program in all currencies required.

o The USG, as agent, has complete rv3ponsibility for
effecting payments to the prime contra, oTJ from funds
made available by the NAPMO and has sollŽ authority to
approve such payments.

o Contracts down to the third level are concluded and
paid in the appropriate currencies, which are provided
by NAPMO.

A fixed rate of exchange is used, expressed in US
dollars. NAPMO provides all the foreign currencies required by
Boeing to pay its European subcontractors, while the paying
office at Hanscom AFB, MA, provides the dollars to non-US subcon-
tractors to pay their US subcon..xactors. The contractor is
responsible for forecasting non-UtS currency requirements, using
the Contract Funds Status Report (CFSR) submitted quarterly as
the forecasting instrument. When currencies are received by the
contractor, nrompt payment is required. Non-US currencies used
in prior V-iods are also reported by the contractor. Upon
receipt of a contractor request for currency, the US Adminis-
trative Contracting Officer (ACO) reviews the request for allow-
ability and csrtifies the non-US funds requirement by notifying
NA&LMO to maka. the non-US currency available to the contractor.
In the case of US currency, the ACO forwards a copy of the
payment voucher directing the paying office at Hanscom to issue
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such currency to the European contractor for payment to his US
second tier or below subcontractors.

F-16 Multinational Fijhter Program

The MNFP example is complex because of the ground
rules, the number of contractors and subcontractors in each
country, and the requirements for large amounts of foreign cur-
rencies. Technical Agreement No. 4 to the basic MOU specifies
that payment schedules be developed using the following general
principles:

0 A time-phased schedule of required quantities of each
country's currency necessary for the program is pre-
pared by the US prime contractors. This schedule sepa-
rately identifies currency requirements associated with
the production for EPG and non.-EPG industrial effort.

o The four EPGs pay the following percentage shares
(based on a 348-aircraft program) of each of the four
EPG currencies needed to support the financial obliga-
tions of the EPG portion of the program:

Belgium 33.333%
Denmark 16.667%
Netherlands 29.310%
Norway 20.690%

TOTAL 100.000%

o The USG prcvides to the AFAFC all the necessary EPG
currencies to support the Er-opean industry effort
associated with the USAF and third country aircraft-
related effort.

o If interest accrues on EPG currencies deposited in MNFP
AFAFC bank accounts in the four European participating
countries, the five countries share the interest on the
same percentage basis as they provide the currencies.

o If a failure to make payment on time results in one or
more EPG currencies being unavailable to finance the
EPG portion of the European industry effort, the four
EPGs agree that the financial consequences being borne
by the country not mwking the payment wili include the
difference in the oe.change rate between what the USG
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had to pay to cover the currency ahtrtage and the rates
listed in a supplement to tho MOU.

The AFAFC is responsible for managing foreign
currency transactions associated with the MNFP and is required to
maintain sufficient balances of currencies to facilitate currency
conversion transactions between the US contractors and the EPG
coproducers. Currencies are provided by the EPG to the AFAFC
accounts in accordance with the payment schedules and by the US
as needed for EPG industry efforts associated with the non-EPG
(US and third nation sales) portion of the MI4FP. Currency conver-
sions are made at the base rate established in the MOU.

Economic price adjustments are included in the
prime contracts. The price indices for the European subcontrac-
tors are provided by each EPG country and are reflected in price
adjustments to the prime contractors. The economic price adjust-
ments are computed semiannually for EPG aircraft.

The MNFP uses a level-line price approach totaling
the aggregate costs for recurring and nonrecurring airframe,
engine, radar, and Government Furnished Accessory Equipment
(GFAE) costs for the 348 aircraft for the EPG and dividing this
total cost by 348 for a unit cost. Recoupment, minor development
support equipment, industrial managenent, and duplicate tooling
costs are specifically excluded from level-'line funding. The
actual cost of the F-16A (single-seat version) and F-16 (two-6eat
version) are tracked and prorated separately. Each EPG country
pays its prorated share of the common level-line costs at each
payment interval. Tooling costs are paid by the country in which
the tools are located. EPG configuration options are handled as
separate cases. The USG !a also responsible for recouping the
costs of EPG tooling on sales to third countries.

AFAFC Regulation 177-3 states the responsibilities
and procedures for the operation of the accounting and finance
clearing house for the F-16 program as a field extension of the
AFAFC. A Currency Clearing House (CCH), formerly collocated in
Brussels, Belgium, with Air Force Contract Administration Serv-
ices--Europe (CASEUR), is now located at AFAFC. The CASEUR
provides overall contract management in Europe for the MNFP. The
CCH is the accounting and reporting center for MNFP currency
exchanges, reporting currency exchanges to SAAC and AFAFC.

A time-phased payment schedule is prepared by the
US prime contractors separately identifying the currency require-
ments of both the EPG and the US production. The actual amount
required is billed on the DD Form 645 developed by the F-16
System Program Office (SPO) and approved by SAAC.
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The Central Bank for all European currency trans-
actions is also collocated in Brussels with the CaH and CASEUR.
A bank arrangement has been established to provide for an F-16
Central Bank with Limited T)epository Accounts (LDAs). The supply
of currencies required for the contractors' and subcontractors'
payments is collected from the EPG countries and the USG by
deposits in the LDAs. If additional currencies are required
beyond the payment scbedules, the US Disbursing Office, Paris
makes open market purchases of currencies for the CCH at the
prevailing foreign oxchange rates that may represent financial
losses or gains for the USO and EPG. The banking operation
consists of accepting and recording currencies from the five
participants and transferring currency to the contractors' and
subcontractors' accounts. The Chase Manhattan Bank is the finan-
cial institution operating the Central Bank and the four LDAs of
the EPGs. The banking arrangement is centrally managed by the
Chase Manhattan Bank in Brussels, which reports each deposit,
dies)ursement, withdrawal, operating expense, and interest by
tru.saction date, country, currency and amount, and applicable
interest rate. The USAF programs and budgets for the possibility
of currency exchange louses to be absorbed by the USG in the USAF
procurement appropriation.

The CCH is the key to currency flow. Three bil-
lion dol'ars to $4.5 billion of contract work must be placed with
EPG fi ,_ and funded with EPG currencies. Because of the magni-
tuft of currency requirements, a number of legal and institu-
tionial restraints have been established:

Demand--The acquisition of each currency to meet US
commitmeiits is limited to the amount projected to be
required in the next 90 days for payment to the EPG
firms. Projections are provided to the F-16 SPO by the
drime contractors (General Dynamics, Pratt and Whitney,
and General Electric). The SPO reviews and adjusta the
projected roquirements to ensure reasonableneas. The
purpose of this limitation is twofold. First, it pre-
cludes the buildup of excess foreign currency in coun-
tries at the expense of debt financing by the US Treas-
ury. Second, it limits the ability to speculate in or
take advantage of unusually favorable exchange raltesituations relative to other participants' currencies.

o Currency supply--Currency supplies are limited to 90-
day requirements, as opposed to the total percentage
called for as a result of the coproduction agreements.
This limitation recognizes that the coproduction re-
quirements are not linear with time. Specifically, the
Belgian efforts are front-end loaded because of the
capital requirements to buy new tooling, whereas Danish
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efforts tend to be more straight line. Thua, at any
point in timn, the requiremant for each currency can
vary significantly from the porcentage over the life of
the program. This limitation also discourages specula-
tion.

o Transmutation of currency--US-supplied foreign curren-
cies cannot be obtained through the exchange of any EPG
currency for anotherl i.e., thi US cannot take advan-
tage of an unusually favorable exchange rate to reduce
its losses; however, interest accrued on US LDA depos-
its for each currency may be used to reduce the costs
of exchange transactions.

o Interest--The dollar value of interest accrued on US
foreign currency deposits is credited to the Treasury
and is not available to the SPO to finance F-16 program
costs; however, the foreign currency resulting from
this interest may be used to reduce the purchase re-
quirement, thus mitigating exchange losses.

o Currency exchange reconcilation--Gains and losses re-
sulting from actu~l currency exchange transactions, as
opposed to the January 1975 fixed rate, are reconciled
annually and charged to a special F-16 appropration to
cover gains and losses.

CCDEVELOPMENT AND COPRODUCTION FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES

Whatever currency conversion method is chosen, the actual
amount and mix of currencies in the right place in a timely
manner is critical for effective program execution. The magni-
tude of currency requirements 4d the possible Impact on the
international currency markets must be taken into account. Ade-
quate limitations and constraints must be established to ensure
protection of the various participants.

The design of the financial system is driven by its complex-
ity. Part of the increased complexity is a result of currency
exchanges due to having more than one prime, in addition to
second tier and lower subcontractor exchanges. This often makes
the system administratively expensive and makes auditing complex.
Central administration and control are desirable, whether they
are accomplished by the contractor or the government. The finan-
cial management and currency exchange system must observe the
following general principles in negotiating with foreign gover-n-
ments and international organizations:

o The USG will not perzmit the withdrawal of dollars from
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the Treasury for placement with any program management
organization until the need for the dollars is deter-
mined by the actual immediate funding requirements of
the recipient organization.

o Arrangements that require US funding shell be nego-
tiated to provide for diollar outlays as close an possi-
ble to the time of need for program expenditures.

0 To the maximumn practical extent, each program should be
structured to provide Lhe flexibility requirou for each
participating nation to fund the program in a manner
consistent with Its own fiscal needs and policy consid-
eraticns.

0 The USG's share of funding required to support a pro-
gram shall be obtained by appropriation, and no part of
such funding shall be derived from interest earnings on
US contributions.

0 Each request from a foreign nation for the temporary
deposit and safekeeping of dollars in an account in the
US Treasury will be determined on its own merits, based
on the reasons given for it, the specific financial
arrangements proposed. and the relevant USG political
and general financial considerations.

0 Urless otherwise required by law, the USG will not.
invest funds on behalf of a foreign nation when USG
receipt of such funds would serve as the basis forc
creating contract obligational authority for a t35(
department or agency.

0 Application of these general principles in negotiation~s
with foreign nations shall not be compromised by ad-
ministrative practicets of USG departments or agencies.
Existing practices should be altered or revised to
achieve the principles of the funding policy.

0 All exchanges of dollars for foreign currencies are to
be conducted for "spot* delivery. No use nay be made
of forward contracts or of purchase at negotiated rates
directly from foreign governments or private contrac-
tore.

0 No US dollars shall be exchanged for foreign currencies
before the time that the foreign currency is needed for
iznuiediate funding requirements.
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o USO agencies must avoid any appearance of currency
speculation.

o Any change in program costs resulting from the foreign
currency denomination of international financial
arrangements is the responsibility of the involved
program agencies, US or foreign.

o USG agencies wishing to reduce exchange risks for the
US in international programs should take steps for a
larger portion of the program expenditure to be in the
US. Another way is to have more dollar denominations
in the financial arrangements or to use a multiple cur-
rency *unit of accountw that includes the dollar as one
of the currencies.

o The use of a multiple currency unit of account that
includes the dollar, such as the Special Drawing Rights
(SDR), may be considered in consultation with the
Treasury, if the alternative is a denomination in a
foreign currency. Dollar denomination remains the
preferred option in terms of minimizing exchange risk.
In comparison with the use of a single foreign curren-
cy, the use of a unit of account tends to reduce the
exchange risk for the US by sharing it, while dollar
denomination eliminates the risk entirely.

OTHER FIr-.iNCIAL MANAGEMENT ISSUES

Several other issues of key inzortance to the PM are pre-
sented in the next several subsections.

RECOUPMENT OF NONRECURRING COSTS

Regardless of whether a program is buying or selling
materiel, or is a codevelopment or coproduction proqram, the
recoupment of costs must be addressed. All countries have poli-
cies regarding this issue.

For recoupment of US costs, DoD Directive (DoDD) 2140.2
(Recoupment of Nonrecarring Costs on Sales of US Products and
Technology) establishes criteria within DoD and by US defense
contractors whe.n selling products and technology developed with
DoD appropriations to a foreign government, international organi-
zation, foreign commercial firm, or other non-USG customer. Al-
though costs to be assessed are normally determined by the fly-
away cost of the end item, recoupment will be made both on the
end item and on component sales on a pro rata basis. When a
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direct sale is anticipated, the appropriate DoD FAR Supplement
clauses (25.7306t 35.71, and 52.235-7002) should be included in
the contract between DoD and the contractor (DFARS changes may be
forthcoming.) A deviation to DoDD 2140.2 may be requested for a
USO sale or a direct sale by the Service, foreign government, or
defense contractor, and may also be waived in the NOU0 upon
approval by the Director, Defense Sec'Lrity Asistance Agency
(DSAA).

DSAA must approve proposed pro rata recoupment charges
for major defense oquipment. Approved pro rata charges estab-
lished since 5 January 1977 may be used without prior approval,
provided the items are on the Major Defense Equipmint List (MDEL)
maintained by DSAA or approved for NOU negotiations. Approval of
pro rata recoupment charges will be requested by DSAA only for
items (1) that are on the latest edition of the MDELI and (2)
for which a current negotiatioa, WA, or commercial demand
exists.

Other countries also attempt to recoup expenditures for
the R&D of major military equipment. One means of recoupment is
through the direct sale of a technical data package and licensed
production rights. A more common method of recoupment is the
charge by the government that paid for the development of the
equipment, on all sales made by its contractors. Charges are
levied against both domestic and foreign customers, and are
applied to the manufacture and sale of the end item, sale of
technical data, ý-id licensing of others to produce the item.
This indirect method of recoupment through the contractor may be
circumvented by direct negotiations between governments. Under
this arrangement, the levy is paid directly to the developing
government. The amount of the levy is usually determined by a
pro rata determination of the common costs, based on the number
to be bought or produced by one party, as a percentage of the
expected total number of items to be produced by all parties.

The UK, the FRG, France, Italy, Belgium, the Nether-
lands, Norway, and Canada all have recoupment policies. The FRG
seeks to recover not only contract costs but alao interest on its
investment. The FRG requires its cortractors to reimburse the
government for developmental contract costs paid by the govern-
ment, plus a 6.5 percent surcharge for a license or prcoduction
for delivery to a third party. Under this FRG procedure, the
contractor pays either 5 percent of the umit sales price or 50
percent of the net license fee. The anmw•unt of reimbu.sement is
based upon the original development contract and does not include
teat samples and special tooling delivered to the government nor
other costs incurred by the FRG government, such as field tests.
The reimbursement obligation expires at set periods after the
signing of the final developmental report. Periods of recoupment
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have been met by the value of the contracts: contracts up to
Deutsch Marks (DM) 10,000 normally have a recoupment period of
lesa than 5 yearns contracts up to Dmi 50,000 have a 5-to-10 year
recoupsent periods and major development programs have a recoup-
3mnt period of at least 10 years. It is the responsibility of
the contractor to make automatic payments and report his sales.
Often, if the contractor can show that he is unable to compete
for a sale because of the reimbursement costs, the FRG government
will allow a reduction in the terms. Whenever the development is
based upon more than one R&D contract, a conmon end date is
established for the recoupment on the original and all succeeding
contracts, even if the contracts are scheduled to expire at
different dates.

The French government normally limits recoupment to 80
percent of the contract costs, regardless of the French propor-
tion of total sales. France has its contractors pay certain fees
in accordance with Article 89 of the General Adninistrative
Provisions of Industrial Contracts (Title VI), approved in Decree
No. 67-999, dated 3 November 1967. This decree states, "unless
otherwise specifically provided by the cowitract, fees are paid by
the contract holder to the government for the sale and ior the
granting of the right of reproduction, in France and abroad, of
materials, elements or parts resulting from the studies conducted
under the contract.' The fee for sales is 2 percent of sale
price, exclusive of taxes. The fee for another contractor to
produce items is 30 percent of either the licensing fee or the
cost of materials prod%'Zed. unless the original development con-
tract called for a different rate. The French contractor pays
the recoupment fees. Reduction or elimination of this fee can be
granted by the French government upon presentation of adequate
justification.

With the UK's Forms 6/15A, which are special contract
clauses relating to industrial property rights, the UK contzactor
must reach agreement with the government for the sale or licens-
ing of equipment developed at government expense. Because of the
problems of forecasting total sales, normally a fixed percentage
of the sales price (7.5 percent being the most widely used) or
licensing fee (33.3 percent is cormon) is levied when the govern-
ment has paid all of the development costs. The portion of the
tctal development costs borne by the UK particularly affects the
pe:centage.

The policy relating to recoupment is flexible in
Canada, with consideration being made on a case-by-case basis.
Italy also has a very flexible recoupment policy. The present
method is to levy a 5 percent tax, without limitation to the
amount recouped. The recoupment levy for the Netherlands is
based upon total number of items estimated to be produced. The
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seller pays the share of the Netherlands government developmental
cost per itero. If the Petherlands recoups all of the development
costs, royalties may be charged on a case-by-case basis.

The Belgian government provides interest-free loar- for
up t.; 80 percent of the cost for research and development of
equipment and manufacturing processes. The loan is repayable
when the product or process becomes profitable. The purpose of
the loans is to provide employment in Belgium. A levy is applied
to or-rating profits and is limited to the total loan. The
Belgian Miniater of Economic Affairs is the government official
enpow.r'd to grant these loans on behalf of international organi-
zations, of which Belgium is a member. For international pro-
grams, special arrangements for the recoupment of research and
development costs are covered by Belgian law, which requires
repayment of the loans and a levy on the profit from the sale or
licensing of the production of the productl however, the levy
cannot be in excess of the loan received.

Norwegian armed forces procurement regulat•ons provide,
as a general principle, the recoupment of costs associated with
the research, development, and production of new military equip-
ment. Propriet&ry rights for equipment with both commercial and
military purposes remain with the commercial entity, whereas
proprietary rights for new equipment that is solely for military
purposes reverts to the government. Stringent regulations re-
strict all export sales, however. Royalties over the past 10
years have averaged approximately 5 percent. When a Norwegian
company is competing with foreign firms, a request for waiver for
a portion or all of the royalty is frequently given. An exclusive
l.cense to only one Norwegian firm is an exception to the rule!
normally, the Norwegian government prefers to grant only none.x-
clusive licenses.

Denmark, Greece, and Luxembourg have no special provi-
sions f.-- recoupment of research and development costs.

In most cases regarding recoupment of costs in NATO
cooperative research, development, and production programs, the
use of levies or royalty payments are restricted to nonpartici-
pating countries. Such levies on NATO programs should normally
be in the same proportion as each country's contribution to the
cooperative effort. Levies are normally waived for all partici-
pating qoverninenti. All countries appear to have very flexible
attitudes about the amount of levies and the extent of recoup-
ment. Recoupments are nornelly not appropriate for data exchange
or basic research programs. It also must be emphasized that
industrial recoupment of R&D costs, especially by European firms,
mal be a significant factor, since intellectual property rights
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accrue to the inventors and industrial firms under most European
laws (see Chapter 11 on Intellectual Property);

PRICING AND ASSET CHARGES

Foreign governments usually want their own national
procurement regulations and pricing practices to be followed on
DoD contracts awarded to their industries, even when the con-
tracts are solely for US defense programs, as oppoaed to multi-
national programs. The US position is stated in an approved
recommendation of the Denoorn Report. Programs must use the
"Golden Rule" principle, in which the purchasing nation estab-
lishes the procurement rules. However, for a multinational ef-
fort t'lat receives multinational funding, programs should use a
single nation's procurement laws. This is referred to as the
"pilot nation" approach, which is also an approved recommendation
of the Denoon Report. There are some difficulties with this
approach that DoD has yet to iron out. Because of rome privity
of contract relationships between primes and subcontractors, DoD
is unable to hold primes responsible whe, subcontractors are
required to follow local government practices. DoD policy in
this regard may be forthcoming.

DoD 7290.3-M (FMS Financial Management Manual. contains
the policies for pricing and cost criteria for recouping DoD
costs, which cover investment coste and administrative charges
for use of the DoD system. The pricing and cost criteria include
supply support arrangements, direct sales, FMS agreements, copro-
duction, and codevelopment. Pricing is normally provided on a DD
Form 1513. A properly executed DD Form 1513 represents contract
authority to SAAC. The PM and his contracting officer must
obtain obligational and expenditure authority from SAAC. Cash
disbursements are controlled on a country basis, although trans-
actions must be or a case basis and the individual status of
cases must be maintained as discussed previously in the chapter.
SAAC is responsible for calculations and billing, unless other
arrangements have been made in the MOU.

A charge for the use of DoD facilities and equipment,
called an asset use charge, is also included in the pricing and
billings. The asset use charge is applied as a percentage of the
direct costs, rather than depreciation, damage, or interest on
investment. Percentages are 1 percent for items from DoD inven-
tories and 4 percent of the direct cost when DoD facilities are
used.

Although, in principle, the NATO governments are in
favor of reciprocal waiver of government-controlled charges, they
are unwilling to apply any blanket policy other than to review
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the possibilities on a case-by-case basis. More information Is
contained in AC/3l3, prepared by the NATO Group on Intellectual
Property and International Cooperative Arrangements.

When evaluating purchases from European suppliers, the
PM and prime contractor(s) must understand the various

differences in foreign pricing that usually are not encountered
wphen dealing with US contractors. These differences can affect

p the evaluation whenever competition exists so that comparisons
may have to be made on a "total cost" basis. In a sole-source
situation, evaluation of the differences in pricing is necessary
before negotiation because many of the special costs affecting
prices can be minimized by establishing special provisions in the
weapons-specific MOU.

One problem in analyzing foreign prices is the reluc-
tance of most European firms to provide detailed cost breakdowns.
The European concept olf a fair and reasonable price is tied
directly to the marketplace, however imperfect it may be. "What-
ever the market will bear" is often the sole basis for a European
firm's pricing policy. Thus, the US negotiator must perform an
independent price analysis based on domestic budgetary estimates.
The most effective tactic in dealing with this situation iz toI
generate competition and not worry about the cost breakdown at
all. In mandatory sole-source situation~s such as directed pur-
chases to specific sources, the best approach seems to be an-
appeal for a price reduction based on the purchaser's budgetary
limitations (both real and imagined).

Another problem is that certain types of costs areI
often partially hidden, involving special handling, storage,
taxes, and transportation. Even in a purchase that specifies FOB
destination, some of these costs still must be considered. For

example, the movement of the material should be monitored to
ensure eventual receipt. This involves additional transportationI
specialists and expediters who must make long distance telephone
calls or take trips for the major purchases. Since most European
firms operate on an "ex works" or "ex dock" (FOB origin) basis,
these handling charges, taxes, and various permit fees become

direct costs for the purchaser. In fact, there are many European
trading terms such as "Free Alongside Ship (FAS) Vessel" and
Cost, Insurance, Freight (CIF) Destination" that are not commonly
used in the US. These terms are clearly defined in a pjLblication
called INCOTERMS, which is available from the National Committee

of the International Comxmerce Commission located in New York

City. A third problem is that currency exchange arrangements
can greatly affect the final cost. Currency exchange agreements

within the MOU chould address (1) which currency is to be used
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for pricing the contract, or, alternatively, the fixed exchange
rate; (2) the timing of currency exchanges; and (3) the ')asis for
conversion rate determination and the extent of risk sh ring for
currency fluctuation. Histcrically, the buyer could generally
insist on his own currency for contract pricing. With fluctua-
tion of the US dollar relative to most European currencies, many
European'suppliers demand exchange rate guarantees. in effect,
the contract is priced out in the supplier's currency. The buyer
must establish a currency fund pool normally obtained by buying
futures in the supplier's currency (not allowed by US Treasury
regulations for US agencies) or risk an automatic price change
when the foreign currency rate fluctuates. A skillful negotiator
may be able to shift a part of the riaTh of exchange rate fluctua-
tions to the supplier by a sharing formula on currency losses, or
by simply limiting the amount oi loss the buyer will withstand,
with the supplier picking up the. losses in excess of this amount.

Unfortunately, foreign exchange pricing a':rangements
are often further complicated by the timing of payments.
European firms tend to have cash flow problems and must frequent-
ly assign contract payments to lending institutions. Advance
payments obviate the need to make these assignments and are,
therefore, very desirable to the seller. In fact, many European
suppliers will make significant price concessions if advanced
payments are to be made. If the exchange rate and timing of
payment factors are carefully tied together, the result can be
the elimination of exchange rate fluctuation problems and a price
reduction in consideration for the advance payments.

AUDIT BY DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

General

The advent of coproduction and offset arrangements

has resulted in the placement of numerous contracts and subcon-

tracts outside of the US. This has led to discussions of audit-
ing of foreign contractors by DCAA. Still other discussions
concern foreign contractor compliance with US cost determination
principles in the FAR. I*f reciprocal arrangements are lacking
(see Chapter 10, Contract Management), then it is preferred that

US prime contractors and subcontractors in other countries be au-
dited by DCAA, as authorized by DoDD 5105.36, in accordance with
the FAR and standard contract terms. Minor variations from US
cosit principles can be accommodated in auditing, but it is not
feasible, in view of training and management considerations, to
contemplate DCA auditing according to other regulations that
the foreign concerns or governments may wish to use.
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Foreign concerns and governments often prefer to
use their own auditors and cost determination regulations by
negotiating special arrangements on government-to-government
bases. This mnv be negotiated for all DoD activities within a
specific country, or for a particular program. The PM should
determine whether or not such arrangements exist. Negotiation of
an audit annex with special requirements that'depart from stand-
ard auditing procedures and cost principles requires the partic-
ipation of ASD(C), and the Assistant Dire-ctor for Operations,
DCAA. Early coordination with DCAA is essential to avoid operat-
ing problems that may be associated with the audit roles of
cooperating governments. Early coordination with ASD(C) may
similarly smooth out the process of negotiating cost principle
deviations.

It is also important to coordinate with DCAA Head-
quarters as soon as overseas audit requirements become known,
even if no deviations from US cost principles or audit roles are
involved. This is particularly appropriate when auditable over-
seas procurement is expected to exceed $100 million, or when
there are other unique features in the procurement. This facili-
tates DCAA planning and staffing of overseas activities. DCAA is
available for consultation regarding the use of foreign audit
organizations when special audit arrangements are beingconsidered. =

Special Audit Annexes

When there are no reciprocal auditing arrangements

(see Chapter 10, Contract Management), other arrangements must be
made. Special audit annexes to MOUs covering other aspects of
international relations have generally provided for NATO coun-
tries performance of independent audits according to terms of
specific contracts. The contracts generally specify standard
cost determination principles and other US regulations, but the
wording of an audit annex is fledible enough to allow accoumm-
dations of special considerations through standard FAR deviation
procedures. However, the FAR contains provisions on three items
that are based upon public law and are not subject to deviation.
They are the provisions on advertising, independent research and
development/bid and proposal, and agents' fees.

A special audit annex usually provides for the
reciprocal provision of audits by DCAA in the US. In all DCAA
audits, US cost determiz.ation *•rinciples are applicable because
it is not practical to manage and train auditors in the various
regulations of all NATO countries. Some countries may not haveextensive procurement regulations, and there can be numerous
unwritten practiceo to consider. I
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An audit annex also provides for direct contact
between the contracting officer and a foreign audit organization.
The final decision on the adequacy of information in support of
negotiations should be reserved for the contracting officer. The
annex also provides that, under extraordinary circumstances, when
a government is unable to perform an audit or to perform it in a
reauonable time, the procuring country's agencies have the right
to perform the audit.

Arrangements for another country to perform audits
for DoD should be entered into only when the country is known to
have the resources and technical capability to perform indepen-
dent candits without supervision or assistance by DCAA. Experi-
ence has shown that dual audit partic.pation is neither effective
nor timely.

The administrative contracting officer must makehis needs known directly to the performing auditors, Just as it
is done in the US, in order to get an audit responsive to acqui-
sition needs. DCAA Headquarters, as well as field personnel
located in Europe, are available in a liaison capacity if a
contracting officers' attempts to secure adequate audit support
are unsuccessful. The audit annex and contract clause mustprovide for US audit rights, including direct access to contrac- L
tor records in these situations. This form of DCAA involvement
may assist the contracting officer in making the decision con-
cerning whether DCAA should perform the audit independently under
the "exceptional circq..tmstances" provisions of the audit annex.

Contract Administration Services Costs

In accordance with DoD 7290.3-M the cost of CAS
functions is recovered by the SAAC with a percentage surcharge on
a•iI FMS procurements (if the surcharge has not been waived). A
listing of waived programs is provided in DoD 5105.38-M. The
surcharge is reviewed annually by the Assistant Secretary, of
Defense, Comptroller to determine if it should be changed. The
amounts collected are credited to a cost clearing account main- I
tained by the SAAC and used to reimburse DoD componenits for CAS
performed. The prescribed CAS surchargco are as follows:

QA and Inspection 0.5%

Other CAS 0.5% I
Contract Audit 0.5%

Total 1.5%
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General Accounting Of fice Audit Authorization

Finally, stendard clauases authorizing audit by GAO
should be inserted in contracts when they are applicable accord-
ing to current FAR requiremients. GAO must work out any special
arrangements with their counterparts in participating countries.
The GAO is generally not a party to DoD audit annexes.
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CHAPTER 14
FORUIGN IEAPONS EVALUATIOŽ4 AND
NATO COMPARATIVE TEST PROGRAMS

INTRODUCTICN

This chapter provides the Program Manager (PM) with the
basic concepts, references, and procedures for testing foreign
alternative weapon systems. This information is kequired for the
PM to obtain funding through two programs that encourage testing
of foreign weapons candidates. The objectives for both programs
are to reduce Research and Developmaent (R&D) costs, accelerate
Initial Operational Capability (IOC) dates by using proven equip-
ment, promote standardization and interoperability, achieve
quantity procurement cost advantages, and support United States
(US)/allied cooperation.

FOREIGN WEAPONS EVALUATION (FWE) PROGRAM

The FWE program has been a significant factor in multi-
national cooperation for a number of years. Previous and
expected funding levels for the FWE program are shown in Table
14-1.

TABLE 14-1. FWE FUNDING

FY 81 82 83 84 85 8s 87 88 89 90

SM 9.1 10.9 11.6 8.0 15.0 16.1 18.1 19.0 20.0 21.0

The FWE program emphasizes the following criteria:

o The carndidate system or equipment is in production, is
operational, and has a proven record.

o The project costs are relatively low, with a potential
for high payoff.

o There is no comparable US system or equipment or, if
there is one, it has a far-term IOC.
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0 There is willingness by a Department of Defense (DoD)
Service or a foreign contractor or government to share
evaluation costs.

FWE programs considered in FY 86 are shown in Table 14-1. The
average funding for these programs is less than $400,000, with
some much less.

TABLE 14-2. FWE PROGRAMS CONSIDERED IN FY 86

ARMY NAVY AND MARINE CORPS

PLASTIC TRAINING AMMUNITION LIGHTWEIGHT DECOY LAUNCHER
MULTIPURPOSE OVERBOOT IR MISSILE LAUNCH DETECTORS
C-8 DECONTAMINATION EMULSION NIGHT ATTACK AVIONICS
NBC RECON EQUIPMENT IR IMAGING SYSTEM
SOF MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT SHIPBOARD INTERIOR VOICE C3
NBC ALARM ROCKET SYSTEM
35mm INBORE GUNNERY DEVICE MARITIME DECOY
SPIRAL-WRAPPED COMBUSTIBLE MINE MECHANISMS

CARRIER ANTITANK WEAPON SURVEY
BARRA SONOBUOY
BOL CHAFF DISPENSER
NAVIGATIONAL PLOTTING SYSTEM

AIR FORCE MARINE INTEGRATED NAVIGATION
SAM 104 HYDROSTATIC FUZE

HAVE NAP AGM NIGHT VISION GOGGLE WARNING
CHEMICAL DEFEb EQUIPMENT SENSOR
SPS-200 SPECIAL WARFA'RE FQTJIPMENT
SPEECH PROCESSING AND TRANS- A-6 RASTER HUt)

MISSION PYROTECHNIC SMOKE SYSTEM
ICBM ACTIVE DECOYS NTMRODE ANTITANK WEAPON
MILLIMETER WAVE COMMUNICATIONS LASER AVIONICS EQUIPMENT
CELLULAR LOGIC I14AGE PROCESSOR ACTION INFORMATION ORGANI-
ANTISHELTER WEAPON ZATION SYSTEM
MILLIMETER WAVE SEEKER VERSATILE EXERCISE MINES

GUNFIRE DETECTOR
ARBS TEST SET

NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY .!fANIZATION (NATO) COMPARATIVE TEST
N(Nc) PROGRAM

Recent Congressional direction has emphasized the iniportance
of cooperation with allies. The FY 86 DoD Authorization Act, for
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example, contained the Quayle Amendment, which urges weapons
cooperation with NATO countries. The same act also contains the
Nunn Amendment, which funds the NCT program. Funding for the NCT
program is shown in Table 14-3.

TABLE 14-3. NCT PROGRAM FUNDING

FY 86 87 88 89 90

M$ 25 40 50 50 50

The criteria for the NC'T program specifies that the system

or equipment must:

O Be manufactured in a NATO country

o Meet a valid US requirement

o Be an alternative to a US system in development or
offer a cost, schedule, or performance advantage over
an existing US equipment

o Offer a realistic possibility of future procui'ement.

NCT programs considered in FY 86 and FY 87 are shown in Table 14-
4. As with the FWE program, candidates that are selected receive
funding, on the average, of $400,000, with some much less.

The FWE and NCT programs provide for the evaluation of
friendly foreign nations' weapon systems and technology to deter-
mine potential use within the DoD. Candidates are selected for
evaluation based upon potential satisfaction of an operational
need or correction of deficiency. Evaluations are also run on
components and technologies for which there are DoD systems that
might benefit from technology unavailable in the US. The FWE
program supported the policy as first stated in the Culver-Nunn
Amendment and DoD Directive (DoDD) 2010.6, which encourage pro-
curement of equipment that is standardized, or at least interop-
erable with equipment of other NATO alliance members. Now both
the FWE and the NCT programs are supported by the DoD FY 86
Authorization Bill. The programs provide the potential for sig-
nificant resource savings by avoiding unnecessary duplication in
development. For most US defense tactical equipment needs,alternative foreign systems must be evaluated and considered

before the initiation of US development. Through Data Exchange
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TABLE 14-4. NATO COMPARATIVE TEST PROGkAMS
CONSIDERED IN FY 96 ARD FY 87

PROGRAM COUNTRY

ARMY
NBC RECONNAISSANCE VEHICLE FRG
MINE RECON AND DETECTION SYSTEM FRG
MISTRAL AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM FRANCE

NAVY AND MARINE CORPS
ADVANCED INTEGRATED MAD FRANCE, CANADA
90mm GUN FOR LAV BELGIUM
AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM DISPLAYS UK
NATO ID SYSTEM RM INTERROGATOR UK
2.75" PENETRATING WARHEAD NORWAY,CANADA
NAVAL DEPT'" SOUNDER FRG
SUBMARINE PERISCOPE FRG, FRANCE
INSENSITIVE 2.75" ROCKET MOTOR FRANCE
OSBORNE MINEHUNTER UK
CRYOGENIC COOLING SYSTEM NETHERLANDS
MTU 883 DIESEL FRG
SHIPBOARD IR DECOYS UK, FRANCE
RECEIVE-ONLY LINK 11 UK
MODULAR STORES MANAGEMENT SYSTEM UK

AIR FORCE
PENGUIN MISSILE NORWAY
CRATERING MUNITION FUZE FPRNCE
FLAIL SYSTEM UK
HADES MUNITION DISPENSER UK
FLARE/CHAFF DISPENSER SWITCH DENMARK

Agreements (DEAs), information exchange groups, and exchange
visits, increased interest in greater standardization has been
generated within the US military Services and in friendly foreign
nations through the multinational use of similar weapons. The
number of requests for evaluation of foreign weapon systems has
increased dramatically beginning in FY 87.

Whenever an area or item of interest is identified, a DEA
may be developed between the Service and the foreign nation. The
DEA provides a vehicle for free exchange of information on capa-
bilities, cost, performance, and support requirements. If
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properly structured, the DEA allows for the exchange of test and
operational data. If sufficient data are available from foreign
test sources or from various other operational modes, the US noed
for testing and evaluation may be significantly reduced. Those
DRAs may include provisions for classified data exchanges (see
DoDD. 5230.11 and 5530.3, DoD Instructions (DoDI) 2050.1 and
5230.17, and applicable Service regulations on DEA requirements,
including classified material exchanges). DonD 2010.6 requires
that, to the maximum extent possible, test data developed by
other NATO countries be used in the evaluation. in addition, the
US has many agreements with NATO countries supporting mutual
acceptance of Test and Evaluation (T&E) data.

TUST PLANNING

Interoperability with NATCa equipment is a key factor to be
demonstrated during T&E to the maximum extent feasible. For
equipment to be used in Europe, this issue must be addressed in
the T&E report.

A Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP) is a test planning
document required by DoDI 5000.3, whi.'h, as of this printing
(1987), is undergoing revision. Also in the development phase is
the FWE and NCT Program Procedures Manual, which will be DoD
5000.3-M-2 when published. This document will detail the Candi-
date Nomination Proposal (CNP) process for both programs. Once
the CNP has been approved, a TEMP must be developed in accordance
with DoDI 5000.3. The TEMP relates test objectives to the re-
quired system characteristics, as specified in the Justification
for Major Systems New Start document and sitsequent Service
requirements documents and Program Decision Memoranda (PDMs).
The TEMP specifies critical issues to be tested, including in-
teroperability issues. The TEMP details the testing conducted or
to be conducted by NATO allied test centers, and acceptance of
other test data generated from commercial use and other testing.
The evaluation objectives, organizational responsibilities and
resources, and test schedules are provided. The initial TEMP is
prepared before milestone I and updated before subsequent deci-
sion milestones for Joint Requirements and Management Board
(JRMB) level systems. The TEMP is provided to Director, Defense
Test and Evaluation, for review before each milestone review,
with a final test report due three days before the JRMB meeting.

T&E is to begin early in the acquisition life cycle to
assesa and reduce risks and estimate system operational effec-
tiveness and suitability. The test objectives and criteria must
be directly related to mission need and must minimize subjective
judgments on system performance. T&E objectives must be properly
satisfied before the system advances to the next acquisition
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phase. This includes the requirement for an independent estimate
of operational potential before production.

FUNDING AM MANAGEmT

Points of contact for the FWE ard NCT programs are shown in
Figure 14-1. The FWE and NCT programs are under the direction of
the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Test and Evaluation
(DUSD(T&I)). Funding for the program is provided under two

program elements. FWE is funded under Program Element (PE)
65111D, and NCT is funded under PE 65130D.

FWE and NCT activities are carried out within the potential-
ly benefiting Service. The evaluation of Army materiel is
conducted by the US Army Test and Evaluation Command, Aberdeen
Proving Ground, MD, in coordination with the development command
or the appropriate US Army Materiel Command laboratory. Army
commands and agencies representing user, training, and logistics
interests are tasked in support roles appropriate to the evalua-
tion requirements. For foreign weapon systems having Navy and
Marine Corps applications, evaluations are monitored by the Of-
fice of the Assistant for International Research and Development,
the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations, and Headquarters, US
Marine Corps. Work is performed in various Navy laboratories and
test centers, such as the Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, CAI
the Naval Surface Weapons Center, Dahlgren, VAI the Naval Ship?
Weapons System Engineering Station, Port Hueneme, CAI and the
Naval Ordnance Station, Louisville, KY. For Air Force systems,
evaluations are managed by the Air Force Systems Command,
Andrews AFB, MD, and carried out by subsidiary units such as the
Air Force Flight Test Center, Edwards AFB, CAI the Air Force
Avionics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB, ORI and the Armament
Development and Test Center, Eglin AFB, FL. Depending on the
specific equipzimert and the arrangements made for its evaluation,
foreign companies or governments may provide test articles, spare
parts, and support equipment or services as required.

CNPs are reviewed by DUSD(T&E), and selections are based on
the relative potential of individual candidates. The basis for
selecting a candidate includes its potential to satisfy an exist-
ing or projected operational need, its ability to met a
deficiency in the current inventory, and its possible contribu-
tion to the US technology base in areas for which there are no
alternative or equivalent US capabilitiies.

Final approval for the programs is given after the Services
have provided DUSD(T&E) representatives with informal briefings
on their respective programs. These briefings are normally pre-
sented in the month preceding the new fiscal year. When avail-
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OFFICE COMMERCIAL/
ORGANIZATION SYMBOL AUTOVON

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSR

- DEPUfY UNDRR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE DUSD (T&R) 202 697-0394
FOR TEST AND EVALUATION AVN 227-0394

DRPARTKE I' OF THE ARMY

- DEPUTY UIIEF OF STAFF FOR RESEARCH DAMA-PPM-T 202 695-6512
DEVELOPMENT, AND ACQUISITION AVN 227-6512

- OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION CSTE-STS 703 756-2160
AGENCY (OTEA) AVN 289-2160

- TRAINING AND DOCTRINE COMMAND ATCD-'YN AVN 680-3491
(TRADOC)

- TEST AND EVALUATION CO)OEAND AMSTE-TE-I 301 278-3775
(TECOW) AVN 298-3775

AVN 298-4675
ARMY MATERIEL CO&O(ND (AMC) AMSAC-MI 703 274-5650

AVN 284-5650

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

- ASSISTANT FOR INTERNATIONAL R&D OP-098F 202 695-7633
AVN 227-7633

- OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION COTF-02 AVN 690-5061
FORCE (OPTEVFOR)

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

- HQ USAF, INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH RD-I 202 695-2014
AND DEVELOPMENT AVN 227-2014

- AIR FORCE TEST AND EVALUATION AFTEC/XRX AVN 244-4891
CENTER (AFTEC)

- AIR FORCE SYSTEMS COMMAND AFSC/XRI 301 981-6727
AVN 289-6727

FIGURE 14-1. POINTS OF CONTACT FOR THE FWE AND NCT PROGRAMS

able funding exists, Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD)
provides early (pre-fiscal year) approval of CNrs with long-lead
time requirements. Final OSD approval includcos a firm commitment
of funds to support the approved evaluation program. Funds once
committed by OSD for obligation in a given fiscal year normally
remair1 committed to a specific candidate evaluation unless the
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sponsoring DoD component informs OSD of schedule and associated
funding profile revisions. Excess funds resulting from canceling
or restructuring a previously approved evaluation are used by OSD
to fund now evaluations or to accelerate ongoing approved pro-
grams. All funds are transmitted via Military Interdepartmental
rurchase Requests (MIPRs).

FWE/NCT CANDIDATE NOMINATION AND SELECTION PROCESS

Figure 14-2 details the process for FWE/NC'T nomination and
selection. The portions of the diagram that emphasize FWE/NCT
are shown in boldface. If there is a requirement for a system or
equipment, the R&D command conducts a market investigation to
determine if the item already exists in the conunercial market-
place or is already in production for a foreign military Service.
If no suitable candidate exists, the R&D command may determine
that a development program is necessary. If a domestic item
appears to be a suitable candidate, the Scrvice may determine
that a Nondevelopment Item (NDI) acquisition is necessary. When
a foreign item appears suitable, the R&D command assesses the
possiblity of testing the item under the FWE or NCT program.

For the FWE and NCT programs, the R&D command devolops a
CNP, which contains funding and testing information. The R&D
commands prioritize their CNPs and submit them to Service head-
quarters by 1 June. The Service headquarters, in turn, deter-
mines its FWE/NCT priorities and submits the CNPs to DUSD(T&E) by
1 August. DUSD(T&E) then reviews all the CNIPs and selects pro-
grams for approval. Thirty days are also allotted for Congres-
sional review, if necessary. By 1 October, the Services receive
notification of the approved CNPs that will receive funding.

FWE/NCT TESTING

Figure 14-3 illustrates a suggested sequence for testing
FWE/NCT-approvod items. The process begins when the R&D compon-
ent receives notification that a CUP has beon approved and re-
ceives funding. A number of actions are initiated simultaneous-
ly. Communications are begun with the applicable foreign country
and item source. All available data m'ca gathered and examined.
Test issues are drafted, coordinated, and revised. If necessary,
on-site visits are conducted to gather more data. In sonme cases,
the data may be sufficient to prepare a test report assessments
are made of the value of the item. More often, perbaps, a TEMP
is developed, coordinated, and revised. Test items are procured,
the item is tested, and the test report is developed. The TEMP
and test report are two of the items that are reviewed when
assessing the total value of tb)r i. em. A Service milestone
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INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION, ON TEST AND EVALUATION

Initial agreement on T&E was reached on October 9, 1978
between the US and the UK as Annex II to the orlTgnal memorandumof Understanding (MOU} between the two governments, dated Sep-
tember 24, 1975. Annex II, entitled "Mutual Acceptance of Test
and Evaluation," allows acceptance of data from the other govern-
ment's official test program. The MOU annex lists the focal
point for all Developmnent Test and Evaluation (DT&E) as the US or
the UK PM for the equipment and all Operational Test and Evalua-
tion (OT&E) aspects as the US Services' independent operational
test agency or the UK PM. The common documentation format is
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similar to the US Navy's TEMP, as outlined in OPNAV Instruction
3960.10. For systems under development, participation is invited
early in the T&E program. Subject to legal, policy, and proprie-
tary rights, the release of T&E information and all pertinent T&E
data is arranged. If one government ascertains that the T&E is
inadequate, mutual agreement on additional testing is required.
Before additional testing commences, the US and the UK must reach
agreement on payment of costs, use of resources, and scheduling
and e.aluation criteria. Each government agreest (1) to protect
the duta submitted in confidence by the other government; (2) to
mark the data transmitted with a legend in3icating country of
origin, conditions of release, and security classification; and
(3) to ensure that the data are for informnation and evaluation
and no other purpose, in the absence of any specific agreement to
the contrary. When agreement cannot be reached between the tocal
points or their Service superiors concerning the acceptability
and adequacy of T&E, referral to DUSD(T&E) and the appropriate
the UK systems controller is required.

The US and Israel have a bilateral agreement to accept each
other's testing, and the US, the UK, France, and the FRG have
signed an MOU on the mutual acceptance of T&E. The objective of
this MOU is the elimination of unwarranted duplication in testing
of defense equipment offered by one of the countries for acquisi-
tion by the others. Signatories are obligated to review, but not
necessarily accept, testing already accomplished by the offering
country before undertaking any further testing. The governments'
focal points for T&E are:

o For DT&E

- The French technical director concerned

- The FRG Projektbeauftragter/Projekt Ingenieur

- The UK PM

- The US PM

o For OT&E

-. The French Service department official responsible
for the project

- The FRG Service department official responsible
for the project

- The UK PM
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The appropriate US independent operational test
agency

The agreed upon testing format is similar to that outlined
in DoDI 5000.3. Referral of cases when agreement on testing
issues cannot be reached are:

o For France: the DGA or Chief of Staff, as appropriate

o For the FRG: der Abteilungsleiter Ruestung/Inspekteur
der Teilstreitkraefte

o For the UK: the appropriate systems controller

o For the US: the DUSD(T&E).

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR TEST AND EVALUATION OF US CLASSIFIED
ITEMS

Foreign test and evaluation of US classified equipment is
prohibited, unless the test is on an item approved for foreign
disclosure and can be performed at a US installation or under
strict US control that guarantees appropriate safeguards for
classified information and critical technology, classified or
unclassified (see Chapter 17 for information disclocure policy
and procedures). Exceptions to the above, such as the sale,
grant, or loan of single classified military items for T&L under
foreign security control, may be granted only when the proposed
disclosure is author:ized, and all of the following criteria are.
fulfilled:

o There is no transfer of sensitive technology that the
US would not lIcense for manufacture abroad.

o There is no release of equipment that would not be
approved for foreign sale or export, if requested.

o The release results in benefits to the US at least
equivalent to the value of the US information being
disclosed. Examples of such release include the
following:

To reduce costs and avoid duplication in develop-
ment efforts by the US and its allies.

To advance the objectives of standardization with
and among US allies by promoting cooperation in
research and development.
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To exchange technical and scientific information
of common interest on a mutually beneficial basis.

The Secretary of the cognizant military Service, in coor-
dination with the USDRE, must approve the exception as meeting
these standards. Such actions must be coordinated with the other
military Services, if appropriate. The Director, Information
Security, USDP, must be informed of each exception.

REVIEW OF DoD FWE AND N CT PROGRAMS

ARMY PROGRAMS

Th• Army's International Materiel Evaluation Program
(IMEP) is directed by the DCSRDA(DAMA-PPM-T) and administered by
the Army's Test and Evaluation Command (TECOM)(AMSTE-TE-I).

The Army Foreign Weapons Evaluation program was !ni-
tiated in FY 1977. As a result of testing conducted between FY
77 and FY 80, two foreign systems were Type Classified standard;
i.e., adopted for Army use. These were the UK combat support
boat, 430 units of which are being used as bridge erection boats,
and the Norwegian M72A3 Light Antitank Weppon (LAW), 100,000
rounds of which were purchased. The FRG M.A.N. truck and Swedish
BA 202-206 over-snow vehicle test programs were completed in FY
1979. As a result of these evaluations, the Army purchased 466
M.A.N. trucks to support several systems and 268 over-snow
vehicles.

The FRG NBC contaminated area marking set was also
purchased after testing. Following testing of the FRG .50 cali-
ber plastic training round, the Army purchased 55 million rounds.
The UX's .22 caliber tank training ammunition also underwent FWE
testing, and 24 million rounds were purchased.

The Army is also testing other foreign weapons, includ-
ing the multipurpose overboat, the spiral-wrapped combustible
emulsion system, the YBC alarm rocket, the 35mm inbore gunnery
device, and the SOF mountaineering equipment.

The Army's NCT program began in 1986. Two FRG and one
French system are being tested. The FRG NBC reconnaissance
vehicle and the mine reconnaissance and detection system received
funding in FY 86, as did the French mistral air defense system.
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NAVY AND MARINE CORPS PROGRAMS

The Navy and Marine Corps FWE programs were initiated
in 1975 and the NCT program in 1986. Both programs are managed
by the Assistant for International R&D (OP-098F) on the staff of
the Chief of Naval Operations. FAE commenced with the testing of
an Italian OTO Melara 76mm gun system and a modified Dutch SM-25
fire nontrol system, Other systems tested by the Navy and Marine
Corps under FWE include an Au!tralian gun velocimeterl the UK's
XJ-521 missilei a Canadian high-speed craft sonar; a French
aircraft altitude reference systeml the Norwegian Penguin missile
system: several foreign 76mm VT-RF fuze candidatesl the Canadian
shipboard integrated processing and display system data process-
ing and transfer systeml several foreign aerial, seaborno, and
tow target systems: .50 caliber Raufoss multipurpose ammunition
effectiveness and safety system" a foreign long wavelength in-
frared seeker system: the multinational vertical launch Sea-
sparrow system; the Swedish Carl Gustaf antitank weapon; 'the UK
OSBORNE Mk 1 acoustic minesweeping system: the French PAP 104
mine neutralization system: the French Durandal airfield attack
weapon; the UK's GROUNDSAT tactical UHF radio: a UK air-launched
depth charge; an Israeli attitude reference indicator: the UK's
Searchwater airborne radar: the French TELEMIR covert inertial
navigation calibration system; a Belgian 90rmm gun for the Light
Armored Vehicle (LAV): and light antitank weapons from nine
foreign contractors.

The FY 86 Navy/Marine Corps FWE pregram includes eval-
uations of a Swedirh chaff dispenser; the UK's HF radio keyer
converter, laser avionics equipment, maritime decoy, navigation
plotting system, night attack avionics, acoustic mine sweeping
system, submarine radar mast, and the versatile exercise minel
Israeli lightweight decoy launcherl Italian mine mechanisms, mine
neutralization system, and submarine radar mast: Canadian marine
integrated navigation system: the FRG mine mechanisms, ship
interior voice system, and submarine radar mast: and Fiench
missile launch detector and ship interior voice system.

The Navy/Marine Corps NCT program includes French ad-
vanced integrated magnetic anomoly detectors, insensitive 2.75"
rocket motors, and shipboard IR decoys: Canadian advanced inte-
grated MAD and 2.75" penetrating warheadsl Belgian 90mm gun for
the LAV: the UK's air defense system displays, NATO identitica-
tion system radar mode interrogator, OSBORNE minehunher system,
shipboard 1R decoys, receive-only Link 11 system, and modular
stores management system; Norwegian 2.75" penetrating warhead:
the FRG naval depth sounder, submarine periscope, and MTU 883
diesel engine: and a Dutch cryogenic cooling system.

To date, the OTO Melara gun and the SM-25 fire control I
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system have been procured by the Navy and installed aboard Navy
vessels. Other systems selected for procurement aZter successful
FWE testing include Norwegian .50 caliber mult.ipurpose amuani-
tion, the UK's ICS 3A integrated communication system, the UK's
TICM FLIR for the AV-BB, the UK's Cat's Eye night vision goggles,
and the UK's Versatile Exarcise Mine. The Ponguin missile is
planned for procurement in FY 88-90.

AliR FORCE PROGRAMS

The US Air Force (USAF) FWE program was init-.ated in
the early 1970s. The program is currently managed by Headquar-
ters USAF/RD-I. Many systems were evaluated in the early stages
of the program, but it was not until the 1980s that a large
system was purchased as a result of the FWE program. The French
Durandel runway attack weapon proved effective after extensive
testing. More than 16,000 units were purchased at a cost of more
than $500 million. The UK's Sanator decontamination unit was
also purchased after FWE testing. Eighteen hundred units were
purchased at a cost of $25 million. Other systems that were
tested included the SPS-2000, the HAVE NAP AGM, chemical defense
equipment, the millimeter wave seeker, the millimeter wave commu-
nications system, the cellular logic image processor, ICBM active
decoys, the antishelter weapon, and the speech processing and
transmission system.

The Air Force's NCT was begun in FY 86. Five programs
are being investigated. Norway's Penguin missile system and
France's cratering munition fuze are being considered, as are two
UK systems--the flail system and the Hades munition dispenser.
In addition, a flare/chaff dispenser switch system, developed by
Denmark, is also being investigated.

CONCLUSION

Even though NATO countries have expended greater resources
on weapons development than have the Warsaw Pact countries,
western countries have produced fewer weapon systems. Because of
this, there has been greater interest in international coopera-
tion, as expressed in DoD and Congressional direction. The FWE
and NCT programs have been developed as part of the effort to
expand Rationalization, Standardization, and Interoperability
(RSI) programs and to save money.

T&E of foreign weapons is an integral part of DoD's RSI
program, which is aimed at attaining greater commonality of
weapon systems among fri6ndly nations. Special funds and proce-
dures have been set up in DoD to support the FWE and NCT pro-
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grams. Comprehensive procedures have been establisned to 3upport
these programs. International agreements have d1so been
established to promote the mutual acceptance of T&E results.
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CHAPTER 15
MANUFACTURING AND PRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

The ultimate success of a multinational program is often
dependent upon the level of effectiveness attained in the manu-
facture of the system under development. A number of the policy
and procedural aspects of international production arrangements
were discussed in Chapter 2 (Major International Arms Collab-
oration Approaches). This chapter is concerned with the produc-
tion environment, the transfer of process technology between the
participants, the concepts of manufacture, and product quality
assurance requirements.

GENnRAL CHARACTERISTICS OF FOREIGN DEFENSE INDUSTRY

The three most industrialized countries of Western Europe--
the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG), the United Kingdom (UK),
and France--represent only about 54 percent of the population of
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) Europe but account
for about 80 percent of its arms industry output. The next three
most industrialized and populous states, Italy, the Netherlands,
and Belgium, reprosent around 25 percent of NATO European popula-
tion but account for only 12 percent of its arms industry output.
The other states of NATO Europe--Greece, Portugal, Denmark, Nor-
way, Spain, Luxembourg, and Iceland--represent about 22 percen-t
of the population and less than 8 percent of the arms industry-
output of NATO Europe. Turkey is usually placed in this group,
and its immense heavy industry capability has only recently been
rediscovered by the other NATO states. Still other states out-
side Europe have demonstrated the capability for a large indus-
trial output. Among them are Brazil, the Republic of Korea
(ROK), Japan, and Australia.

France and the UK were significant net exporters of arms
throughout the 1970s, indicating that their defense industries
enjoy a market larger than their national consumption. Although
the FRG was a net importer of arms for most of the three decades
since it became a member of NATO, it has recently been a net
exporter of arms. As with the FRG defense industry, the second-
tier state defense industries have traditionally been too small
to meet their own national demandst however, in recent years,
these defense industries have expanded to just about balance
national demands and total defense production capacities (in
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monetary value). In addition, Belgium, the Netherlands, and
Italy each has become a net exporters of arms.

By national policy, the French defense industry encompasses
the broadest spect.-um of types of armaments and their associated
technologies. The breadth of coverage of French defense industry
reflects the national desire for policy independence or equality
with other NATO partners. Thus, French defense industry covers
the gamut from independent nuclear weapons and strategic missiles
development and production to small arms and ammunition. The UK
defense industry covers almost this entire gamut also--and for
similar reasons--except strategic missiles. In nuclear weapons
development and production, the UK still enjoys a special rela-
tionship with the United States (US), in addition to its own
independent capability. The FRG's defense industry, by national
policy and the protocols by which in 1954 it joined the Brussels
Treaty that established the Western European Union, has foresworn
nuclear weapons development and production and strategic mis-
siles. The FRG aerospace industry had been restrained by earlier
national policy from rapid rebuilding, although it now enjoys
substantial government support.

These impressive Allied capabilities are now more obvious
to US industry and government. This is especially true now that
economic conditions make multinational collaboration more attrac-
tive. It has become apparent in the 1980s that codevelopment is
an essential element for multinational collaboration. Such an
insistence has long been customary for the UK and French indus-
tries, which are the two largest and best developed in Western
Europel however, the FRG industry and government, which until
recently were ready to accopt US licenses without any codevelop-
ment participation, are now more insistent that codevelopment be
a fundamental part of any future transatlantic collaboration and,
furthermore, that such collaboration be carried out as a European
multinational effort with the US, rather than as a purely
bilateral effort.

There appears to be a general view that future collaborat:ion
among the FRG, the UK, and F.ance will be more readily achieved
in the field of tactical missiles than manned combat aircraft.
This is due in part to the successes of missile programs such as
the NATO Seasparrow. The success with missile programs does not
mean that there is any lack of interest in establishing collabo-
rative arrangements for manned combat aircraft such as the F-16
programi however, tactical missiles have a shorter development
cycle, cost less, and have the types of very precisely and nar-
rowly defined missions that make the harmonizing of requirements
much easier than those of aircraft. Because manned combat air-craft are so versatile and combine so many different roles and
missions, the harmonizing of requirements is especially diffi-
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cult--particularly in view of the long life cycles and heavy
financial commitments involved.

Other countries are engaging in the manufacture and produc-
tion of weapons for export or multinational development. The US
involvement with these countries is in its infancy, compared with
the mature relationship that exists between the US and Europe.
The Brazilian defense indumtry 's a good example of such produc-
tion efforts. Brazil has several major manufacturers of weapon
systems. Since Br'azil is part of the Third World, it is able to
operate in that arena with considerable comfort. In some cases
Brazilian equipment has been simpler in design, easier to oper-
ate, and less expensive than. hardware offered by US and European
producers. A key point is that Brazil places no restriction on
the re-export of military equipment, although Brazil. is currently
evaluating this policy. This lack of restrictions has blocked
technology-sharing arrangements with the US. Consequently,
Brazil has turned to Europe for joint ventures. Brazil's three
largest, privately owned companies produce armored vehicles,
rockets, and aircraft for sale to most of zhe countries in the
world. There are a few exceptions, such as sales to Chile,
Central American countries, and South Africa. The fact that the
US Arms Control and Disarmament Agency puts Brazil as 18th in
arms deliveries indicates its key manufacturing role.

Another view that is gaining greater acceptance was voiced
in the 1983 Currie Report concerning small systems. There has
been and there is currently much more industrial cooperation at
the level of subsystems and small systems than there is at the
level of major systems. Such cooperation has been particularly
notable in aircraft subsystems and now is taking place in at
least one US advanced missile program. A number of European
industrialists understand that cooperation at the subsystem level
is a very good strategy for penetrating the US defense market.
This also applies to cooperation on small systems, such as the
"nine small programs" that were designated as test programs for
cooperation. Major system cooperation involves unique political
situations that must be dealt with on case-by-case bases; how-
ever, with subsystems and subcontracting, there is great
potential for expanding industrial collaboration. The advantages
to industry are:

0 Competition is reduced, and investing in technological
advancements is easier

0 Military Services more readily accept smaller efforts

o Smaller efforts are of less concern to Congress.
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DWFINITIONS

Terms such as coproduction, dual production, and licensed
production are used frequently but have different meanings within
the Department of Defense (DoD), the US Government (USG), and US
industry. The result is a lack of clarity, misleading and inac-
curate information, and confusion. Attempts have been made to
define some of the terms in various regulations, reports, and
correspondence, but the definitions conflict or are ambiguous.
Because of this, the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD),
through the Denoon Report (1983), has approved the following
definitions relating to production:

o Coproduction--Any program whereby one government or
group of governments manufactures or assembles, or haa
manufactured or assembled, in whole or in part, defense
articles or equipment developed at the expense of an-
other government. Coproduced items may be manufactured
or assembled for the manufacturing/assembling govern-
ment(s), the developing government, or any other party.

o Dual Production--As used only in the NATO context, it
is the production of a weapon system in Europe and the
United States. The term can refer not only to inde-
pendent production lines for the entire weapon system,
but also to interdependent production, whereby the
participants produce for one another parts or com-
ponents of the system. (The task group felt that this
term does not serve any particular purpose and it
should be either dropped or, at least, not used outside
its NATO context.)

o Licensed Production--This pertains to the mechanics of
establishing a coproduction program wherein the manu-
facturing/assembling government acquires the necessary
technical data, rights, and know-how under one or more
license agreements. License agreements may be govern-
ment-to-government agreements or commercial agreements.

CONCEPTS OF MANUFACTURE

There are two principal concepts involving techunology trans-
fer and fabrication: the "build-to-performance" approach, which
allows functionally equivalent components to be substituted, and
the "build-to-printm approach, which involves developing near-
equivalent or exact copies of the components. The Program
Manager (PM) must carefully determine wh.ch approach will be
used. Figure 15-1 illustrates some of the fundamental
differences in the two approaches.
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CONCEPT OF BUILD-TO-PERFORMANCE

In G leader-follower arrangement, the follower receives
the techno',ogy transfer. in a build-to-performance approach, the
follower may substitute functionally equivalent parts, circuits,
and subsystems. There are many differences within the parts and
subsystems that would be specified on a foreign design, compared
with a US-generated design. On the Roland program, for example,
83 types of steel were used, compared with 28 standard types of
steel used in the US. For aluminum, the European design used 21
types, versus 14 US standard types, and 28 types cf copper
alloys, versus 13 US standard types. For fasteners, the design
specified 559 different part numbers, whereas the US has 358
standardized part numbers.

In Figure 15-1, relative costs for the different ap-
proaches are illustrated by taking the near-equivalent, build-to-
print as the baseline approach with a cost index of 1.0. The
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alteriative approaches are given cost indices that are comrarzd
with this baseline. For example, the production and support cost
fox, an exact copy, build-to-print approach is estimated to
involve a coot 1.3 times as great as it would be for -ý near-
equivalent build-to-print approach for the same system. The
figure also compares other characteristics, such as the degree of
national standardization of component parts and the degree of
program risk. The direct introduction of a foreign design re-
quires some loss of standardization within the equipment of the
receiving nation. If the receiver elects to allow substitution
of functionally equivalent parts and components common to other
nationally deployed systems, the level of standardization within
the country and ito logisti-s system remains high, but the trans-
ferred system is often then interchangeable with those of other
nations at the weapon system level only. The cost for the Tech-
noiogy Transfer, Fabrication, and Test (TTF&T) becomes much less
predictable, and program risk grows.

When t:he degree of standardization is high, it is rea-
sonable to expect that the production and support costs for this
type of technology transfer will be lower due to the combination
of nationally common parts usage and the greater freedom to
redesign for producibility during TTF&T.

Two examples of technology transfer and fabrication
using performance requirements are the UK's aircraft Canberra,
which became the US Air Force (USAF) B-57 produced by Martin, and
the FRC-French ground radar AN/TPS-58, which did not enter US
production.

Martin extensively modified the Canberra to satisfy US
performance and producibility requirements, including a new cock-
pit and substitution of US electronic systems. The cost to place
the B-57s into production approached the cost of a new aircraft.
The US contractor for the TPS-58 performed extensive modifica-
tions during the technology transfer phase to adapt it for ITS
producibility and t;o improve numerous circuit design characteris-
tics1  however, the aggregate impact of these changes, many of
which caused ancillary performance impacts not fully appreciated
at the time, was so devastating to the overall system perform-
ance, that the military deemed the prudent course was to cancel
the program.

CONCEPT OF BUILD-TO-PRINT

The build-to-print approach has two options. One is to
allow for near-equivalent parts and materials, and the other is
to use parts and materials identical to the original design. The
first approach is based on the assumption that total multina-
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tional interchangeability usually is not feasible at the repair
part or material level, but this does not mean that standardiza-
tion of parts ntnd materials is to be ignored. On the contrary,
it is the commonality of parts, materials, and processes that
will ultirately determine the degree to which the system~s are
alike. The formulation of a strategy for parts selection shculd
be of primary concern. The project office must provide guidance
to the receiving contractor with the responsibility for technol-
ogy transZer.

Standards must be defined so that parts comparisons can
be made. The following classifications were used on a majorprogram:

"_ o US Near-Equivalont Interchangeablf dart--A part manu-
factured in the US that is intercha.ageable and has all

q• the required properties of its foreign counterpart, but
in some way is not identical (e.g., a US capacitor may
have the serie electrical properties but be slightly
larger, or the material used in a US product may be
slightly harder or possess a different finish from that
of the foreign counterpart). The interchangeable piece
parts are essential for operational maintenance of the
system and for lower life cycle costs.

"o US Exact Equivalent Identical Part--A part manufactured
in the US that is an exact duplicate, within specified
tolerances, of its foreign counterpart.

o Foreign Exact Part--A part manufactured in a foreign
country that is identical, within specified tolerances,
to the part used in the foreign system.

One recommended procedure for parts selection includes
the steps listed below:

o As transferred data are received, the responsible con-
tractor or government activity screens the follower's
material system for national exact equivalents of the
parts, processes, or materials described in the data.
If successful, the follower drawing is so annotated.

0 If an exact national equivalent cannot be found, a
near-equivalent part is soughtl however, any such se-
lection needs approval by the project office on a case-
by-case basis.

o As a last resort, a leader country exact part is selec-
ted if a follower exact or near-equivalent cannot be
located or the near equivalent is not acceptable. The
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project office again should have the final approval
authority.

The process of identifyi-g parts and components for use on the
transferred system is painstaking. There are no shortcuts.
Screening and searching for identical or near-identical parts is
laborious work that requires great patience.

This approach offers a balance between the benefits of
international cooperation and the benefits of national standardi-
zation. The outcome of this system are components that are
interchangeable with the original at the lowest replacement as-
sembly level. It also allows for some consideration of
producibility both during and after TTF&T, but this effort is
somewhat constrained due to the limitations of maintaining near
equivalence. Program risk level is somewhat responsive to the
degree to which producibility considerations are addressed during
TTF&T, as opposed to waiting until the fabrication and test have
been complete. Producibili.ty improvements can be included during
TTF&T, but the PM should ensure that the technical personnel have
addressed the issue 3f potential impact on system performance.

The approach used in Roland parts conversion was to
select parts that would not impact international interchangeabil-
ity at the module level but would, at the same time, use a
maximum number of US military standard parts. Accordingly, the
following exact order of precedence was established in parts
Eelection(with updated terms):

1. Functionally and Dimensionally Interchangeable Equiva-
lent--MIL-STD or Service common item

2. Functionally and Dimensionally Interchangeable Equiva-
lent--US commercial

3. Functionally Equivalent Substitute--MIL-STD item

4. Functionally Equivalent Substitute--US commercial

5. Identical European item.

Thus, when a European drawing was received, the European parts
were defined and a search was made of MIL-STD and US Army common
parts to find a lunctionally and dimensionally interchangeable
equivalent part. If no MIL-STD item could be found, US commer-
cial parts were searched. US functionally and dimensionaly in-
terchangeable equivalents (either MIL-STD or commercial) were
found for approximately 80 percent of the European parts. When
none could be found, a search was made for functionally equiva-
lent substitutes that would not negate an interchangeability
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requirement or detrimentally alter performance. Three levels of
approval were required to use a functionally equivalent substi-
tute:

o The component engineer was required to select a part
that was so equivalent that no degradation would occur.
In many instances the differences were actually im-
provements.

o The responsible circuit engineer had to agree that the
substitute was indeed completely acceptable and con-
formed to specified design and performance tolerance
limits.

o The difference was documented and approved for use by
the Missile Command senior representative.

The difference between a functionally and dimensionally
interchangeable equivalent and a functionally equivalent substi-
tute part is minor and, in many instances, trivial. A capacitor
that is round instead of square but exact in all other character-
istics is considered a near-equivalent. A resistor that is 82K+5
percent instead of 81K+10 percent but alike in all other charac-
teristics is a functionally equivalent substitute. It would make
no sense to bear the cost to implement manufacture in the US for
the identical European part when completely acceptable function-
ally equivalent substitutes are available from military invento-
ries. The part implementation, supply, and additional logistic
costs of stocking a unique part for the 4,000 functionally equiv-
alent substitutes would be substantial (e.g., costs incurred if
the identical European items were required).

For example, the prime hardware parts conversion proc-
ess on Roland resulted in the following parts count:

HI-REL
MIL-STD Commercial TotalUS I

US Interchangeable
Equivalent 36,800 18,000 54,000

US Functionally
Equivalent Substitutes 3,800 200 4,000

Identical European Items -- 9,430 9,430

40,600 27,630 68,230

In the Roland case, if neither an interchangeable
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equivalent nor a US functionall~y equivalent substitute could be
found, the identical European part was selected. When a US part
oupplier could procure or build tooling at a low cost to provide
the identical European part, the TTF&T program qualified the
supplier and procured the parts; however, in general, because the
TTF&T quantities were so few, the amortized tooling cost made the
part price substantially higher than direct procurement from
Europe. Therefore, the US Army authorized, on an item-by-item
basis, foreign procurement as long as a potential US supplier was
identified that could be qualified following TTF&T.

Using identical-parts under build-to-print minimizes
program risk by producing a system iAdentical to the original down
to the piece part and material level. This approach can be
extremely expensive unless the European system already uses pre-
dominantly US parts. This condition was satisfied on the Dutch
Mark 92 fire control system for which Sperry was the US licensed
contractor. The Dutch radar was designed to the UK's Navy re-
quirements, which, in almost every respect, are identical to
those of the US Navy. From inception, this radar was designed
for worldwide deployment and worldwide environmental requirements
and uses 85 percent US parts. thus, the technology transfer
required only very minor changes to accept 100 percent US items.

In general, th1e US production of European-developed
systems is probably typified by the Roland program experience
regarding par~s. For Roland, the US Army and its contractor
conducted a study of the costs of building an identical replica.
This study showed that the TTF&T costs would have increased by
$52.5 million. If the exact copy were placed into production,
the increased production costs would be $92 million, and the
increased support costs would be $95 million, over a 10-year
period.

PRODUCIBILITY

As has been experienced on a previous TTF&T program, at-
tempting to adapt a foreign-produced design to US automated pro-
duction equipment concurrent with technology transfer can mean
high risk. On Roland, it was found that, after the contractors
had built and extensively tested the hardware at the module,
unit, subsystem, and, finally, system level, their knowledge and
grasp of the critical parameters, performance attributes, and
error budgets were measurably greater than when the drawings were
initially released for fabrication. Thus, with minimal program
risk, the contractors could proceed to adapt that part of the'
hardware design to automated fabrication when it would result in
a substantial reduction in recurring production costs.
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There is no best approach to selection of the manufacturing
concept. In each case, the PM should attempt to balance the need
for both inter- and intranational standardization with the per-
formance capabilities of the system as originally designed. The
build-to-print approach will generally yield a system whose per-
formance closely models that of the original system. If there
are pressing operational reasons to modify the design and the
consequent performance, or if the manufacturing processes used on
the original design are not well defined, the PH may wish to use
the build-to-performance requirement approach. The basic prcduc-
tion decision must be evaluated by risk analysis to determine the
specific approach that is most appropriate for the system.

PRODUCTION DELAYS--NEHORANDUN OF1 UNDERSTANDING (MOU) VERSUS
LICENSING

At a 1986 conference involving US Army and US industry
representatives, the latter voiced concern over delays in pro-
duction starts. One solution suggested was to forego the devel-
opment of a multinational MOU if licensing would suffice. MOUs
are government-to-government agreements and licenses are indus-
try-to-industry agreements. MOU development, it was contended,
sometimes involves a lengthy and cumbersome governmental process
that appears to add little to a well-drafted licensing agreement.
Industry argued that, in the majority of cases, the controls that
are desired or needed by the USG may be achieved through the
licensing agreement and that requiring an MOU can add as much as
a year to the time needed to negotiate an agreement.

The Defense Security Assistance Agency (DSAA) has rejected
similar proposals regarding the release of Technical Data Pack-
ages (TDPs). Industry representatives contend that when an MOU
authorizes the release of a TDP, the process would be expedited
by releasing it through industry channels, rather than through
government channels, except in unusual circumstances. The gov-
ernment •ould contract with industry to meet foreign government
requests for TDPs for maintenance and repair purposes. Because
of its day-to-day familiarity with TDPs, industry, it is argued,
would be a better transfer medium than governmentl however, in
late 1986, the DSAA revised the Security Assistance Management
Kinual, DoD 5105.38-M, to prohib.'t this. The release of TDPs may
only be "-• through proper FMS procedures.

In -.. te of these views of industry, Foxcurran describes a
sequence that was recommended by the Roland project office:

"In retrospect, the Roland Project Office wou I have preferred
to have had the Roland license developed in the following
sequence: first, negotiate Memoranda of Understanding with
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each of three nations--the United Kingdom, France, and the
FROG then ask the foreign government to instruct their indus-
tries to seek US cauganies with whom they would negotiate
licenses for the purposes of pursuing the Army's missile
competition. Given the fundamental conflicts between the
interests of the US government and of US industry, the Roland
Project Office believed that the interests of the US govern-
ment could best be protected, and the potential for friction
reduced, by means of an MOU between governments negotiated
prior to any licensing arrangements. The license agreement
can then be properly structured within that framework.

OThe Project Office added a further argument to suppurt the
need for an MOU prior to industry-to-industry negotiations for
a license agreement, one which was in good part simply re-
quired to offset the unnecessary but typical communication/
coordination problems that the US government has in dealing
with industry. The Army's Project Office pointed out that US
contractors may be placed in an awkward and disadvantageous
position in negotiating with their European counterparts,
since the latter are very closely tied in with their own
governments. They felt that US industry needed the US govern-
ment to support licensing negotiations to balance the combined
strength of the European government and industry partnerships,
as well as representing US governmental interests."

COPRODUCTION RATE-BENEFIT ISSUE

The rate-benefit issue was discussed in the Denoon Report in
1983. Occasionally, another nation may coproduce parts for its
own use at whatever price it is willing to pay. Frequently, US
contractors offer to subcontract and to buy back additional
quantities of those coproduced items for use on DoD equipment.
Some nations have proposed that DoD permit higher than competi-
tive prices on those coproduced parts because of higher produc-
tion rates and overhead sharingy however, OSD has established
policy against requests for rate benefit. Instead, contractors
for coproduction/industrial participation programs involving DoD-
appropriated funds should be selected on merit and general com-
petitive principles.

PROCESS OF TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

The process involved in technology transfer is described in
Chapter 8 of this Guide. It is important to recognize that
morely transferring the documentation describing the weapon sys-
tem and its manufacturing processes will probably be insufficient
for the second source, or licensee, to accomplish the manufactur-
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Ing task. There is a certain amount of the technology that is
embedded in the personnel and operating procedures of the
original manufactuzer. To achieve a successful multinational
transfer of technology, the embedded technology must also be
transmitted and made available to the receiving company. For
purposes of our discussion, we will use the generic terms of
leader and follower, with the technology flowing from the leader
to the follower.

Figure 15-2 illustrates a typical approach to transferring
process technology from the leader to the follower. The model of
Figure 15-2 presumes that the formal process ef documentation
transfer has been accomplished ar is being accomplished in con-
cert with the process of technology transfer. In phase I, the
follower company begins preparation of the planning for the
initiation of manufacturing operations. As the follower reviews
the transferred documentation, certain problems in understanding
will arise because manufacturing processes and techniques depend
on the facility and equipment available. The processes and
techniques evolve based upon the capabilities and facilities of
the developing company. Transplanting of these processes may
require that personnel from the leader company provide background
information on how and why the processes have been developed in

POLLOWRR PLANNING
LEADER SURVEILLANCE

OJT iOF .OLLOWaER MN

COUNTERPART PRtOGRAM

IN FOLLOWERS PLANT

MANUFACTURING
PROCEED RmcIvW

SUBCONTRACTOR
MANA09MENT

LEADER QUALITY ASUIRACUIE
QUALITY CONTROL.

COMBINED MATERIAL REVIEW-

FIGURE 15-2. PHASED PROCESS OF TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

their particular fashions. This provides, to the follower com-
pany, a basis for integrating the procesces into its method of
operation.

After the initial planning has been completed, selected
manufacturing personnel and technicians from the follower company
are assigned to the leader's plant for on-the-job training. The
purpose of this phase is to provide a cadre of key personnel
within the follower company who have had first-hand exposure to
the processes and techniques of manufacture. They are able to
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compare each process as it is dercrlbed within the documentation
with how it is practiced on the shop floor. When an actual
practice goes beyond that described in the formal documentation,
there is an opportunity to absorb this information, In addition,
some of the shop subtleties involved in "fine tun-ng" a process
for optimuip performance can be observed. Havinj established an
increased level of process understanding, the cadre members are
able to return .to the follower plant for phase 3.

In phase 3, the follower becomes responsible for the de-
tailed manufacturing planning and operations but is supported by
counterparts from the leader company who are temporarily assigned
to the follower plant. This allows the key people in the fol-
lower company to develop their cipabilities and responsibilities
by managing the manufacturing function, while having available
the advice and assistance of leader company personnel.

After the follower company and its key personnel have become
confident in their ability to manage and control the manufactur-
ing processes, a manufacturing process review is accomplished as
phase 4 with leader company participation. The objective of the
manufacturing process review is to establish that the follower
has attained a clear and complete understanding of the processes,
that the processes have been ii~tegrated into the follower's
operation, and that they are yielding acceptable parts conforming
tc configuraticn control procedures. The result of the review is
a set of validated process instructions, in a format usable by
the follower.

Upon completion of the review, phase 5 begins with the
follower taking full responsibility for the management and expe-
diting of subcontractor deliveries. The leader retains a larger
share of the responsibility for determining the acceptability of
subcontracted parts and materials and the evaluation of the
suppliers' in-process controls.

One caveat is in order. As a result of differences in order
lead times between the US and foreign countries, there may be a
need for the phase 5 activities to start earlier. Given the
propensity of the US defense industry and the foreign defense
contractors to use extensive numbers of subcontractors, the suc-
cess of the program often is critically dependent upon the suc-
cessful management of the subcontract effort. As the follower
improves his maiiage,,ent of the subcontracted effort, the respon-
sibility for the quality assurance of the subcontractor effort
can be transitioned in phase 6 to the follower.

The transition of process technology ends with phase 7 in
which a combined Material Review Board authority is developed by
the leader and follower with combined configuration control pro-
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cedures. This board is the vehicle that determines the disposi-
tion of those parts that do not meet the subordinate-level design
requirements. Since the disposition of the parts often is to
"use as is," the assumption of this combined authority represents

a statement that there is sufficienit design and process under-
standing to make accurate, effective disposition decisions# and
that there is a combined responsibility for configuration con-
trol.

The model for technology transfer transition dascribed here-
in is only one of many ways to achieve the desired result. The
critical issue, identified in a number of lessons-learned stud-
ies, is that the process must be preplanned and carefully moni-
tored. Design and manufacturing practices vary and the grafting
of "foreign" processes into an existing manufacturing organiza-
tion is a delicate process with high risks. Clearly specifying
the mechanism and timing for this effort can make a major contri-
bution to program risk reduction.

OPERATING VARIATIONS

Although there cannot be a characterization of foreign (or
US for that matter) manufacturing practices as homogeneous among
the various countries, certain distinctions can be made between
general approaches in the US and Europe as examples that can be
applied elsewhere. These general differences may be character-
ized in a number of ways. There are differences in business
organization, shop practices, and testing, as well as miscellan-
eous international variations. These differences were discussed
in Chapters 4 and 5. This chapter explores some of these differ-
ences and their effects on multinational production efforts.

BUSINESS ORGANIZATION

Two differences are often observed by Americans about
European defense industry: (1) European companies have much more
intimate and *sole-source" relatiens with their governments than
do Us companies and (2) intellectual property rights to data,
technical drawings, inventions, and the like that derive from
defense contracts typically reside with the company and not with
the sponsoring government. Some Europea~ns counter that US Govern-
ment-owned and Government-operated (GOCO) plants are similar to'
European traditions. They also point out that with some US
programs, data rights are retained by industry. Nevertheless,
these perceived differences may complicate transatlantic indus-
trial colla~boration in defense systems development and production
when technology transfer under license may be involved.
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European Government-Industry Relations

With respect to the status of European defense
industry regarding their governments, a variety of organizational
and legal observations may be noted. Whereas in the US, defense
industry is composed principally of independent industrial corpo-
rations whose stock is publicly owned and traded, key industries
in the UK and France, in particular, are nationalized companies
that are wholly or principally government owned. The tradition
of private ownership exists in the rest of Western Europe and,
for the electronics industry, generally throughout Western
Europe. Individual companies, as in the US, are frequently
wholly or principally owned subsidiaries of holding companies or
conglomerates, some of which are foreign-m-ned multinationals.
With few exceptions within these patterns of ownership, individ-
ual companies are run by professional corporate managers who are
fundamentally employees rather than owners or, in the case of
government-owned companies, civil servants.

Besides such companies or corporations that have
various degrees of public accountability and liability, govern-
ment establishments, such as the Royal Ordnance Factories in the
UK play important roles in several Western European countries.
Within the nongovernment establishments, there tends to be a
lower level of capital investment than in comparable US compa-
nies. (The US has companies with low capital investment too, but
the US has a concentration of companies with high capital
investment.) The European emphasis is on labor's contribution to
value added, rather than on capital equipment. There is also a
general tendency to shift more of the risk in financing work in
progress to tb.e customer. When progress payments are used, they
tend to be at the 90 to 100 percent level, rather than the 80
percent rate common in the US.

The relation of the European defense industry to
the governments of Western Europe is a function of markets and
broad government policy, as much as it is of ownership and organ-
ization/legal forms. Since national markets for European defense
industry are only on the order of one-tenth to one-eighth the
size of those in the US even for the big three, no European
country ain sustain more than one to three large companies in the
defenne .ector. Since purchasers of exports are reluctant to buy

* any weapons that have not been procured by the military Services
of the supplying nations, exports do no relieve this problem of
the critical market size to sustain more than one or two compet-
itors. The size of the national market, thus, confers on virtu-
ally all European defense companies almost a "sole-source" status
with respect to their governments.
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The sole-source or chosen-instrument character of
maJor European defense companies, however, does not necessarily
reduce their dependency on export markets for their financial and
econnmic health. The large export business of the major aero-
space companies of the UK and France--typically between 40 and 50
percent of total output--are accepted as normal and essential
augmentation of production to give a reasonable retuxn on the
high research and development and capital investment costs for
aerospace development. When larger production runs are not as
important for reducing unit costs--such as in the small arms
industries in Belgium and Italy--military exports may still be
important and are encouraged by the government not only to pro-
mote the health of an individual comtpany, but to help balance the
military trade account for those countries that must import otherý
defense equipment.

Intellectual Property Rights

A significant characteristic, if not a conse-
quence, of the national market size of European defense indus-
try--which has only one or two suppliers per country for any type
of weapon system--is the disposition of intellectual property
rights or data rights.

When the USG, with alternative sources of supply,
funds a development program, it generally seeks or requires
sufficient data rights so that it can award a production contract
to a second source on a competitive basis. For production of a
weapon system in Europe, there are few opportunities to go to a
second source--even one developed with government funding. Euro-
pean governments, unlike their counterpartn in the US, have far
fewer incentives to own or acquire rights to technical data
packages, especially if acquiring and documenting such rights and
data add to the cost of a development. Data rights, including
much of what in the US would be considered foreground rights,
usually are left with the developing company in Europe along with
company-proprietary data. Moreover, the government of a European
country would not typically require a technical data packeage
beyond what would be required for field-level maintenance--let
alone alternative production.

Clearly, both aspects of the relatlon of European
defense industries to their governments--the sole-source
relationship and the disposition of data rights in the com-
panies--complicate transatlantic defense cooperation:i.
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Consolidatione and Collaboration

For the UK and France.--especially in the vital
aerospace sector--industrial rationalization has meant an evolu-
tionary process of mergers, consolidations, and nationalization
of industrial organizations. Both British Aerospace and Rolls-
Royce in the UK and Aerospatiale in France represent the culmi-
nation of several mergers of separate companies. It is typical of
the nationalized companies of the UK and France that they do only
limited subcontr~cting. They prefer to bring most of the devel-
opment and production work into their own laboratories and
factories. This tends to make them employment giants.

In the private sector, mergers and consolidations
on a more limited sc2le have been a basic pattern in all of the
first-tier European countries: the FRO, the UK, and France.
These mergers have re"ined significantly smaller than the merg-
ers that have been nationalized, because the private companies
have chosen to subcontract for large portions of their work,
partly as a hedge against layoffs when work declines. This
pattern of employment in privately owned companies is not likely
to change much since--given the erployment policies and company
costs of layoffs in most European countries-.-the privately owned
companies have a hign ixcentive to use subcontractors to share
the risks of cutbacks in orders and the responsibilities for
employment stability. Thus, the business structure of the Euro-
pean effort under a given program will be greatly affected by the
choi.ce of the specific European companies that will participate.

If con3olidation is the principal meaning of
industrial rationalization at the country level, its counterpart
at the intra-European level has been collaboration. Development
co&ýs of complex, high-technology weapon systems and the limited
size of national defense markets have been the principal causes
of both consolidation and collaboration. Virtually every major
aerospace weapon system (except the Mirage combat aircraft) de-
veloped by Auropean defense industry in the past 15 years has
been the result of an international collaboration. The Multiple
Role Combat Aircraft (MRCA), now called the Tornado, is the most
ambitious of such collaborations. It included the aerospace
industries of the UK, the FRG, and Italy. More typically, the
UK, France, and the FRG have been involved in bilateral collab-
orations in which the companies participating have been deter-
mined by the nature of the programs and the preferences of the
parties that existed at the time the agreements were consummated.

There is a determination, among the three
major countries, to bring to an end the shifting patterns of
industrial partnerships that have characterized intra-European
collaborative programs to date. Their objective is to establish,
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instead, permanent teaming arrangements among the major companies
to carry out the next generation of combat aircraft and tactical
missile projects. This is seen as essential to overcoming prob-
les of discloicure of intellectual property rights and to build
up continuity among professionals. Emphasis is placed especially
on the permanent teaming of senior research and development
personnel. ManLufacturing assignments will continue to be based
on the equitable division of work among national industries, in
order to meet national employment needs.

SHOP PROCEDURES

If European ccmpanies bid on US contracts, then their
shop practices must conform to those specified in the RFP1
however, a US program office may encounter difficulties with pre-
existing programs, such as the French Roland.

A sampling of some of the differences in shop operating
procedures between the US and Europe is shown in Table 15-1.
European dimensional tolerances, in general, are considerably
looser than US tolerances. This often causes some difficulty
when the US or the Europeans are using each other's technical
data packages and interpreting specific parts requirements within
their usual manLfacturing environments. When assemLly operations
are called out, there is a tendency within Europe--with its
craftsmen orientation--to rely on hand-fit assemblies. In the
US, the focus is on maintaining parts interchangeability to
minimize the time spent in assembling. Matching and selective
assembly is, therefore, generally not required. r.uropean manu-
facturing, test, and inspection specifications may be adequate,
inadequate, or completely lacking. They may rnt accurately re-
flect the work on the shop floor. Efforts may be required to
correct these problems, given the technical nature of the prod-
ucts. It should be pointed out, however, that in the big three
(the UK, France, and the FRG), procedures are becoming closer to
those in the US, particularly in France and the FRG. There is
aloo a trend in Italy toward closer tolerances.

TESTING

There are also differences between Europe and the US in
the test philosopny used to qualify a component or system for
production and to maintain surveillance over tecbnical perform-
ance. These differences span the gamut of when to test, what to
test for, who will test, how many to tast, and where to test. In
a cooperative program, it is necessary that a coordinated test
program be established that satisfies the needs of all the par-
ticipants. When the program is more of a technology transfer for
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TABLE 15-1. SHOP PRACTICE DIFFERENCES

ELEMENTS US EUROPE

MANUFACIURING TOLERANCES TIGHTER LOOSER

ASS•BDLY INTERCHANGEABILITY OFTEN HANDFIT

QUALITY 3ONTROL MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS STANAGE
(THOUGH US INPUTS TO

STANAGs)

NZASUREMENT ENGLISH METRIC
(THOUGH MILITARY OFTEN

USES METRIC)

DRAWING CONVENTION NATIONAL COMPANY UNIQUE

PRODUCTION RATES HIGH RATE LEVEL LOADING

MATERIALS AND PROCESSES NATIONAL SPECIFICATIONS HIGH
AND STANDARDS VARIABILITY

PRODUCTION RUNS LONGER SHORTER

a developed system, questions often arise about the degree to
which the developer's test data can be extrapolated to meet the
needs of the receiving country. It is also inportant that the
objectives cf the tests be clearly defined to the decision-makers
in OSD and Congress to ensure that no misunderstandings or
misinterpretat..ons of test results occur. Chapter 14 deals with
this topic in greater detail.

OTHER INTERNATIONAL DIFFERENCES

Chapter 8 (Technology Transfer) noted that standardi-
zation of drawings in foreign countries is practiced to a much
lesser extent than in the USi however, international and national
standards should be understood by US personnel. Of special
significance are International Industrial Norms (ISOs). The Mul-
tiple Launch Rocket System (ALRS), for example, makes use of
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Deutschland Ind,.strial Norms (DINs) for fasteners, tubing, and
like items. R.sco-nition of national differences early in a
program will ensure appropriate planning, scheduling, and funding
of the technology transfer. Since drafting practices vary widely
frnm company to company in foreign countries, it is important
that drafting practices of the s9ecific companies involved in the
technology transfer be reviewed and understood in advance of
acquiri.ng the initial TDP.

In gen- .ass production is not emphasized elsewhere
to the degree tht... &t is in the US. This is primarily because,
for many products, manufacturing in foreign countries is consid-
ered labor-intenelve, whi~e, in the US, it is primarily capital-
intensive. Autowation is the trend in US manufacturing, while,
in many other countries, handfitting is still prevalent in
smaller industries. ThIs can affect the capabilities of foreign
manufactuz rs in meeting US delivery schedules. it must be
recognized that some foreign industries--for example, automotive,
ord-nance, and aircraft--are extremely progressive and can be
considered as modern as any in the US. Production capacity may
bee no problem at all in these companies. As Rich, et al. (1984)
point out, the emjrheria on work stability discourages surges in
labor and contr.Lbutes to longer lead times before production
start-up. It also complicates scheduling for final assembly.

There is a frequent failure to distinguish adequately'
between economics attributable to scale and economics attribut-
-•ble to volume production. With respect to volume economics on
rmiliter', orders from abroad, several points need to be ccnsid-
ered. If these forei,.n orders arrive after production for the
domestic armed forces is completed, they will not be of much help
in reducing unit costs overall. On the other hand, their late
arrival iteeps ihe assembly lines going during those periods when
the domestic azmed force are not ordering very much.

With respect to materials and processes, there is a
reasonable amount of standardization in the US in accordance with
federal, military, and industry standards. In Europe, there is a
high degree of variability. Many of the processes are derived
from the US s.andards. When this is true, transition represents I
a lower level of challenge. The critical point is the program
maitagement office, and the contractors involved need to look
explicitly at the comparability of the US process ard foreign
process cc be used or the specific system to be manufactured.
The impact of the dif'erences can then be determined.

For example, the goal of coproduction of a US system in
Europe is to develop a capability to produce the system in
Errope; however, some limited purchases of components from the US
may be necessary for the following reasons:
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o The quantity desired is too small to justify the cost

of tooling up in Europe.

o Delays are encountered when creating European sources.

For a limited p;rchase, it may be desirable'.to have US
acquisition agencies act for the foreign government in tek source
selection. This ensures proper control over quality, price, and
delivery. The decisions on which foreign country and firmr will
receive contracts to manufacture the foreign system are for
foreigners to make. The USG and US contractor should be limited
to the roles of technical advisors. Helping foreign countries to
analyze the amounts and kinds of technical know-how needed is
appropriate. Production allocation decisions are both economic
and political; therefore, these decisions must be made by the
respective countries.

Scheduling multinational programs is an enormous task.
Sequencing the products of contractors from several countries
into an end item assembly requires detailed planning and the us-
of sophisticated scheduling techniques. Upon request, the US
should be prepared to offer technical advice on network modeling
and schedule analysis. In the past, contract delivery schedules
have created problems. Schedules appear to have been established
more by negotiation than by the order of assembly in the prcduc-
tion process. Although schedule negotiations are necese.ary,
their overemphasis can result in unrealistic and costly delivery
schedules. The network scheduling techniques previously men-
tioned can provide a more rational basis for schedule decisions.
When developing schedules for European-produced items, for
example, the PM should plan for longer lead times. Based on
experience from the F-16, LOWK, F-104, and STINGER programs, the
European sources tend to require 36 months for manufacture of
items that would require 24 mo..ths in the US.

This issue of flow time is one of the elements that is
evaluated during the Production Readiness Review (PRR) that is
required on most major DoD acquisition programs. The objective
of the PRR is to determine that the system is ready for produIc-
tion, that pioduction en.gineering problems 1have been resolved,
and the producer has accomplished adequate planning for th-ie
production phase. The particular approach to the PRR must be
tailored to the structure of the specifa,' acquisition program.
On the F-16 program, the domestic production lines were started
nearly a year in advance of the European coproduction lines. As
a result, no formal PRRs were held in Europe before the Defense
Symptems Acquisition Review Corncil (DSARC) (now the Joint Re--
quirements and Management Board (JRMB)) presentaticns. After the
DSARC presen;ation, several incremental. follow-up PRRs were ield
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with potential problem vendors. Also, informal PRRs were held in
Europe that were officially titled mcountry audits." It was
determined that the use of PRRs on the F-16 program was benefi-
cial in that they highlighted areas of schedule risk when there
was still time to do something to minimize the impact.

PRODUCT ASSURANCE

For multinational programs, product assurance planning is
generally consistent with that conducted on US systems. Prepara-
tion of a formal product assurance plan with milestones serves as
the method for portraying and tracking significant events during
a system acquisition. It provides an effective means to dissemi-
nate information to all levels of management. Milestones to be
scheduled and depicted include events such as the presolicitation
conference, the issuance of letters of instruction, technical
data package exchange, first article and comparison tests, and
the development of fielding and deployment plans.

A system "maturity" analysis should be performed. The ma-
turity of a foreign system and its life-cycle status will deter-
mine the degree of Quality Assurance (QA) planning required. The
maturity of a system should be judged by its relative status when
compared with the life-cycle model. To be "mature," it must be
equivalent to a fully qualified deployable system. An "immature"
system would fall within the development phase of the model. The
maturity analysis must include an evaluation of safety, reliabil-
ity, maintainability, and other characteristics that may not be
emphasized in a foreign system. The maturity analysis is pri-
marily based on results of tests performed on the system by the
foreign contractor and the responsible DoD element. As a result
of this analysis, the US may determine that the item is ready for
production with only minor system changes--such as colors and
marking--or the US may determine that further testing and devel-
opment is required before a production decision can be made.

Product assurance testing during production should follow
normal DoD practice for similar items. Tests required may in-
clude:

o Product Qualification Testing

o First article (preproduction testing or initial test-
ing)

o Quality conformance

o Interchangeability.
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The user must have an opportunity to evaluate the system for
user satisfaction. Release of material to US operating forces
mnet follow established DoD policies and procedures. The Federal
Acquisition Regulation prescribes for procurement QA the policies
and procedures (1) to ensure that supplies and services procured
by DoD conform to the quality and quantity set forth in the
contract, and (2) for the acceptance functions associated with
QA.

Standardization Agreements (STANAGs) are agreements among
several or all of the NATO members to adopt like or similar
military equipment, ammunition, supplies, stores, engineering
practices, and operational, logistic, and administrative proce-
dures. They may include both material and nonmaterial aspects of
military forces. Material STANAGs are implemented through DoD
military standards and specifications or nongovernmental, na-
tional, or international standards. The DoD Index of Specifica-
tions and Standards (DODISS) lists, as international standardiza-
tion documents, unclassified STANAGs. They may be obtained from
the US Naval Publications and Forms Center. Classified STANAGs
may be obtained from the appropriate Service's International
Standardization Office, which, in turn, may order them from the
Naval Publications and Forms Center. Implementation for nonma-
terial agreements may be found in field manuals, regulations,
circulars, pamphlets, handbooks, or other administrative publica-
tions. Department of the Army Pamphlet 310-35 contains listings
of agreements, standards, and related US military implementing
specifications and standards. A complete list of STANAGs is
found in AAP-4, "NATO Standardization Agreements and Allied Pub-
lications." Approximately 600 STANAGs are currently listed in
the NATO index.

Allied Publications (APs) are NATO publications covering
tactics, intelligence, doctrine, and procedures. Of special
interest to those participating in armaments cooperation acquisi-
tions are the Allied Quality Assurance Publications (AQAPs). As
with STANAGs, the AQAPs are listed in the DODTSS as international
standardization documents.

Two STANAGs are applicable to procurement QA: STANAG 4107
(Mutual Acceptance of Government Quality Assurance), and STANAG
4108 (Allied Quality Assurance Publications). STANAG 4107 sets
forth the conditions and procedures under which mutual QA will be
performed by one NATO country at the request of another NATO
country or organization. The objective of STANAG 4108 is to
propose the use and standardize the development, updating, and
application of AQAPs. STANAG 4108 categorizes the AQAPs into
three distinct types: contractual, guidance, and informational.
Tt also furnishes criteria for the application of the basic
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contractual AQAPs. Another document of significance is STANAG
4093, Mutual Acceptance by NATO Member Countries of Qualification
of Electronic and Electrical Components for Military Use.
QA issues are further discussed in Chapter 12.
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CH(APTER 16
LOGISTICS

fINTROIDUCT ION

Some of the greatest payoffs from collaborative programs are
efficiencies and savings that accrue to all participating nations
through combined logistics support arrangements. Frequently,
however, logistical concepts are not prepared until sometime
after the development and the production commitments are made.
Furthermore, when allied governments procure a system on a direct
commercial ba3is, there may be even more compelling need for them
and the United States (US) to explore cooperative configuration
control and other logistic arrangements. These steps will con-
tribute to greater combined cost savings and readiness.

Although this chapter is entitled "Logistics," many of these
support issues are addressed in other chapters as well. The
chapter considers tailoring of the logistics support process and
procedures to help ensure operational readiness. Topics covered
in this chapter are acquisition logistics, the security assist-
anco.'interface, and system support for a fielded system. A key
poinlt to remember is that this chapter, like the rest of the
Guide, is written for a US Program Manager (PM) working in an
International program environment.

ACQUISITION LOGISTICS

All logistics support programs to be developed, regardless
of acquisition category or operational interest, are directed
from resource sponsors in the Army Materiel Command (AMC), the
Air Force Systems Command (AFSC), and the Chief of Naval Opera-
tions (OPNAv) to PMs with common requirements to be followo4.
These precepts for the development of logistic requirements for a
program allow flexibility to meet multiservice or multinational
support needs. The following precepts must be considered by the
p~s:

o While logistics costs (operation and Support (O&S),
ownership costs, etc.) represent 60 percent and more of
a program's total cost, very few logistics dollars are
spent early-on when the majority of costs are positive-
ly locked in by program management decisions. Properly
emphas I ed and conducted acquisitior logistics ensures
that these later expenses are optimally-cost effective.
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0 As a consequence of the above, acquisition programs
shall include an Integrated Logistic Support (ILS)
progrim, with an ILS manager assigned early-on in the
initiation phases. Early ILS involvement allows de-
Aigned-in supportability and reduced life-cycle owner-
ship costs through logistics Research and Development
(R&D), design influence, -nd establishing a Department
of Defense (DoD)/contractoc 1ogistics organization.

o Design interface during R&D, one of 10 ILS elements,
produces a data base from which maintenance planning of
all repairables, supply support requirements, technical
manuals, and trained manpower requirements are derived.
This data base is established through:

A well-tailored Logistic Support Analysis (LSA)
which, as part of systems engineering, integrates
readiness and operational availability considera-
tions with design

A source selection policy of establishing logis-
tics and supportability as a major factor weighted
no less than performance

R&D resource allocation designed to achieve per-
formance, readiness, and schedule with the same
emphasis (DoD Directive (DoDD) 5000.39)

Emphasis on operational suitability of deployed
systems as an R&D objective of equal importance
with operational effectiveness (DODD 5000.1)

Organic support, when called for in the support
plans, shall, as a minimum for system introduc-
tion, consist of a complete set of logistics re-
sources required for operational- and organiza-
tional-level maintenance of the system.

The LSA is a common tool in all R&D programs. Requirements
documents will require that the PM initiate an appropriately
tailored MIL-STD-1388-1A LSA program concurrently with R&D. Its
objective is to link design and ILS requirements to system readi-
ness and availability thresholds in order to control ownership
tosts and to determine through each ILS element the optimal
support concept.

LSA is a life-cycle approach whose engineering analysis will
allc-q for decisions that influence design and which effects
zv.:nt'al standardization with other weapon systems or with di-
verve groups peuiorming maintenance. LSA during R&D results in
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the PM having a basis for entering supportability and readiness
into the early trade-off arena witn cost, performance, and sched-
ule. As ULe LSA effort continues, an LSA Record (LSAR) or data
base is established from which technical and training manuals can
be derived to meet system introductiony a level of repair for
each repairable can be determined and documented in the mainte-
nance plant and the supply support requirements and pipeline can
btv developed. Finally, LSA allows the PM to consider early-on
Lhe effect of total life-cycle costs as opposed to acquisition
costs only.

Improved readiness and sustainability are primary objectives
of the acquisition process. Operational availability (Ao) is a
primary indicator of sustainability. As such, Ao drives the
logistics support program in an effort to attain it (i.e., a
prescribed threshold of readiness). Ao for all systems, whether
they are continuously or intermittently used, is the percentage
of time the system will be ready to perform In an operational
environment when randomly called upon. This percentage of time
is expressed as a number threshold value. DoD Instruction (DoDI)
5000.2 requires the PM to work toward such a system readiness
objective with firm threshold value by Milestone II.

The computational elements of Ao are reliability, maintain-
ability, and availability. LSA is generally the first step
toward arriving at these elements. Therefore, Ao is a concern of
both the system engineer and the ILS manager. The resources to
achieve readiness as measured by Ao and the resources to conduct
the LSA, which reveals the structure tu meet cost effective
readiness thresholds, are program management trade-off corsidera-
tions given equal weight with performance considerations. With-
out LSA and Ao, a PM may still determine the capability of a
design and the dependability during operations, but he will not
be able to plan for the costs of readiness.

The ILS elements are extremely interactive and involve en-
gineering, technical, and management activities. The IAS manager
coordinates an organization that consists of the following: ele-
ment managers who are responsible for the basic ILS elements, a
corresponding organization (a mirror of the PM's organization
usually as directed by contract) established by contractors and
other countrien, field activities and depots, and the other
acquisition professionals in the Program Management Office (PMO).

During acquisition, PMs are most concerned with designing
support (not just supporting des 4.gn), relating support to readi-
ness, and acquiring the support. DoDD 5000.39 describes the ILS
elements as:

o Maintenance planning
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o Manpower and personnel

o Supply support

o Support equipment

o Technical data

o Training and training support

o Computer resources support

o Facilities

o Packaging, handling, storage, and transportation

o Design interface.

DoDD 5000.39 addresses many specific objectives that ILS programs
must satisfy by each program milestone. PMs should zefer to
enclosure 3 of the directive for those objectives and actions
required in each phase.

INTERNATIONAL DIFFERENCES--MACRO VIEW

The disciplined, unified, and intezactive approach to
the management and technical acquisition logistics activities of
a program can be simply stated as:

o Define the support

o Design the support

o Acquire the support

o Provide the support.

The probability and timing of international participation in the
program will determine how effectively the PM can include the
foreign government's requirements in the acquisition logistics
effort as discussed above. If a program is combined from incep-
tion, the PM will be better akle to influence the system design
to accommodate foreign as well as US requirements in the ILS
processes. The further the program proceeds without certainty of
international involvement, the more difficult it will be for the
PM to adjust his system to the needs of the participants.

The difficulties inherent in late international in-
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volvement can be eased somewhat by early consideration of poten-
tial Host Nation Support (HNS) during ILS planning. Types of
support possible from host nations include but are not limited to
maintenance, transportation, materiel handling, munitions main-
tenance and storage, supply support, engineering support, securi-
ty, airfields and other facilities, and Petroleum, Oil#
Lubricants (POL) supply/storage/distribution. Early planning for
HNS can improve opportunities for host nation participation late
in a program as well as enhance US weapon systems materiel
fielding and support, even if allies fail to adopt the system.

Another difference involves the sensitive technology
issue. The US Government (USG) sometimes mandates that the
foreign-purchased configuration be different from the US configu-
ration. If this is the case, then the PM needs to identify any
sensitive technology early-on so that configuration changes can
be accomiodated'during ILS planning and production,

Another important point to remember is that support
requirements and capabilities of a foreign country may not match
those- of the US. The LSA process and the Integrated Logistic
Support Plan (ILSP), which manages and integrates the develop-
ment, delivery, and life-cycle support of required logistics
resources, must both take this fact into account.

Communication between the US and a foreign participa-
ting country on all areas of ILS is crucial. The PM must ensure
that key logistics personnel for each country are identified and
that these personnel participate jointly in planning and
establishing the logistics program. The toreign personnel must
be familiar with the weapon system, and the US personnel must
understand the subtleties of the foreign country's logistics
requirement, as well as its logistics system. Only then can a
well-thought-out cooperative LSA and ILSP be formulated.

The difficulty of achieving this cooperation increases
the further the program proceeds without international coopera-
tion. If a program is combined from inception, logistics program
review teams should be formed as soon as possible. These teams
or committees, which include members of the participating coun-
tries s)juld be oriented to the specific level deemed necessary.
Depenaig on the complexity of the program, either a two-tier or
a three-tier syctem will normally be used. The lowest or third
level is formed of subconmittees or working groups. This level
will comprise the functional working level. This may include a
group for provisioning, training, computer support, etc. The
actual formatting, data requirements, training, and other inte-
grated logistic support problres will be resolved by these var-
ious groups or teams. These level 3 groups will be established
by the level 2 committees and meet on an as-required basis.
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Items that cannot be resolved at level 3 will be presented to the
level 2 committee. The level 2 committee wil- act as a steering
group for the logistics directives from the level 1 team. In a
large program, the level 2 committee will be responsible for most
of the communications and the agreements in the logictics arena.
This level will meet on an as-required banis. Level 1 is the
logistics status review team. This teem will normally comprise
the PM, deputy PM for logistics, and designated logistics repre-
sentatives for foreign countries. Level 1 will review overall
logistics policy, establish major milestones, and resolve prob-
lems that cannot be resolved at lower levels. This team may meet
only three or four times a year, or when deemed necessary by the
PM.

Whereas the above organization would be appropriate for
a program that was combined from inception and involved Joint
financial contribution, a different structure is called for when
foreign countries are potential participants but have not funded
the program as of this date. Again, the key factor for success
is early involvement and communication between key personnel from
both the US and the potential participants. It is still advis-
able to establish subcommittees or working groups for each ILS
element or functional grouping. Normally, foreign involvement
will be more limited to an advisory basis.

If, however, the participating country has become a
participant at a later stage in the acquisition, much more
assistance is required from the US. It is still, however, the
PM's responsibility to ensure that each participating foreign
country be involved fully in the development of effective LSA
plan and ILSP, including any country-peculiar annexes that may be
required to facilitate mutual support and assistance. If the
foreign country has been actively involved in the acquisition
process, has .articipated In logistics committees at all levels,
and has a fairly sophisticated sy3tem of its own, most of the
hard work has already been completed.

There are differences between countries in practically
every aspect of support. These differences occur in organiza-
tional structure, type of support available at each level, occu-
pational skills, training, facilities, test equipment, and
support environments. Because each country understands its own
system and infrastructure better than any other, it is appro-
priate that it play a vital role in reconciling the system's
support requirements with its own support capabilities.

One of the most important differences and a driver
affecting most of the other logistics elements is the maintenance
concept. The concept, together with the operating plan and the
system configuration, forms the foundation for logistic planning.
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"For this reason, it is appropriate to discuss this topic in some
detail because it provides an understanding that is applicable in
all of the armaments collaboration approaches. As an example,
coproduction of a US system by a foreign nation may well require
changes to accommodate the foreign recipient's philosophy. Like-
wise, US desirec to pursue acquisition of a foreign system will
require knowledge of these environmental differences that were
considered in configuring the system, as well as its maintenance
and supply appzoaches.

Maintenance Concept

It sets forth, in general terms, who performs what
maintenance actions, on which items, where, when, and, sometines,
how. Normally, the concept is described in terms of levels, or
echelons, of maintenance and the re3ponsibilities of each. For
example, a description of a US Navy maintenance concept would
identify the types of maintenance perfomed by each of the three
Rtandard US Navy levels of maintenance--organizational, inter-
mediate, and depot--and the role, if any, of contractor support.
The maintenance capability required at each level depends on how
the weapon system is designed, how it is employed, and how main-
tenance responsibilities are allocated. The maintenance capabil-
ity actually established at each level is manifest in the skills,
facilities, tools, support equipment, and other resources pro-
vided at that level.

Differences Between US and Foreign Maintenance
Concepts

Many foreign countries who use US-designed systems
and equipments try to adopt the US approach to maintenance;
however, few foreign users of US equipment support the items in
exactly the same manner as the US forces. Even when a foreign
country says it is following the US maintenance concept, close
scrutiny often reveals fundamental differences that significantly
affect requirements. The following factors account for
differences in the concepts:

o Mission--the US military Services, because of time and
distance factors associated with operations in forward
deployed areas, normally try to make units as self-
sustaining as possible. The result is to push mainte-
nance capability to the lowest level possible. The
missions of many foreign services do not usually re-
quire distant deployments. Thus, for ships, it is not
unusual for a foreign navy to accept a lower level of
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on-board maintenance capability and rely more on shore
facilities fore maintenance.

"o Number of Weapon Systems--Most foreign acquisitions are
for comparatively small numbers of systems or equip--
ments. It may be unnecessary, impractical, uneconomi-
cal, or evon impossible for a friend or an ally to
implement in its entirety a US maintenance concept
that is designed tc support the US forces. For exam-
ple, the maintenance concept for a US inventory of
several hundred aircraft may not suit the needs of a
country that must support only a dozen or two.

"o Organizational Structures for Maintenance--The func-
tions performed by each of the Services' standard three
levels of maintenance, are frequently allocated differ-
ently among the various levels of a foreign country's
maintenance structure. As few as two or as many as
five levels may be delineated. For example, at an
aircraft operating base, there may be little distinc-
tion between organizational and intermediate mnnte-
nance, both being accomplihhed by one organizat.'on.
At the other extreme, the functions assigned in the US
Air Force or Navy to intermediate and depot levels may
be. split among three or four levels, reflecting a
division of responsiblitity among military units, mili-
tary-controlled industrial facilities, government-con-
trolled industrial facilities, and private industry
(local, US, or third country).

"0 Relationship Between Industry and the Milita..y--In many
countries, the shipbuilding, aircraft, and other de-
fense industries are either nationalized or partly
owned by the government. Even when the government
takes no owner'ship or management role, some privately
owned companies may represent the only national indus-
trial capability in their fields. Hence, foreign in-
dustry is likely to be given more responsibility for
system maintenance than its US counterpart. For exam-
ple, in some foreign countries, private or nationalized
companies may supply the same services provided to the
US Navy by naval air rework facilities and naval ship-
yards, und there may be no comparable military-owned
capability. There may also be no national capability
for certain types of maintenance; for example, calibra-
tion of test equipment, repair of inertial navigation
systems, and overhaul of certain components. Such
maintenance may be done by the US military Service, US
industry, or third countries. Several countries having
the same types of equipment may cooperate to establish
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a regional industrial activity or to divide depot main-
tenance functions among themselves. Whatever alterna-
tive is used, government-to-government relationships
and industry-to-government relationships in each coun-
try become critical to establishing effective arrange-
ments for maintaining military systems. It is irpor-
tant that the maintenance concept for these systems
and equipment reflects such arrangements.

o Manpower Structure of the Armed Forces--Implicit in a
US maintenance concept are the traditional roles and
functions of the various manpower categories: offi-
cers, warrant officers, enlisted personnel, and civil-
ians. Every foreig. country, too, has it own tradi-
tions, culture, and, sometimes, !aws governing the
types of tasks performed by its workforce and manner in
which they are performed. To be effective, the mainte-
nance concept must take these differences into account.
For example, maintenance tasks requiring English lan-
guage training and technical training in the US may not
be assigned to an organizational level manned by con-
scripts who may be serving 13 to 18 month tours. Nor
will maintenance tasks be assigned to personnel who
traditionally have been responsible only for system
operation, as have the ships' crews in some navies. If
only civilians traditionally have performed, or are
capable of performing, certain tasks, the maintenance
concept will be tailored to assign those tasks to
maintenance levels mamned by civilianka.

o Resource Allocation Priorities or Limitations--Our
allies may not want to allocate their resources or may
not have the resources (either technically trained
manpower or money) to support their systems the same as
the US. Nor do their operations always require the
same support. Consequently, their decisions about
allocation of maintenance functions &re frequently
motivated by priorities and limitations markedly dif-
ferent from those that shaped the US maintenance con-
cept. Such considerations are most likely to affect
decisions on support investments--such items as facili-
Ies and support equipment that may be essential to

iriplementation of the t1S maintenance concept.

Since itie program Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) provides the umbrella under which the PM operates in the
international environment, it is important to know how acquisi-
tion logistics has been addressed. "HowN it is diecussed depends
upon the stage when internationel cooperation begyins, a& was
previously highlighted. Soi,.e programs lay out principles and
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mechanims while others deal in generalities or diacuss specific
logistics issues of particular interest. The following macro
view presents how several programs approacrhed logistics.

Nultiple Launch Rocket Systea (NLRS)

The NOU stated as one objective the development of
an economical common logistics support system for the MLRS in
Western Europe. To implement this declaration, a logistics work-
ing group was es t ablished, logistics principles were laid out,
and milestone objectives were set. In support of the implements-
tion, a configuration management plan was established, commonly
produced parts were required to have logistics interchangeabili-
ty, the tec.hnical data necessary for logistics support was re-
quired to be provided, and a comuon maintenance concept was
recommended. The European governments were asked to provide
maintenance support to the maximum extent possible.

NATO Seasparrow Surface Missile Syetem

The MOU of June 1968 said little of logistics
support but the Development, Production, and Delivery Plan shows
that tailoring of the system and lmaintenance of an ILSP was
underway. The follow-on MOU in December 1977 was needed only for
commitment of all European Participating Governments (EPGs) to
continue the cooperative effort. The critical phases of tailoring
the system and the ILS plan had been complered. The scope of
the NOU Included configuration management, supply support, tech-
nical support, and missile support. The project office exercised
its responsibility for procurement through the flavsl Sea Systems
Command contracting officer. The US waived the US augmentation of
its stock of spare and repair parts and provided support to the
European partners eqaivalent to that provided the US Navy, be-
cause the worldwide supply of central stock was more than ade-
quate. The EPGs use Foreign Military Sales (FMS) procedures to
arrange for repair and replacement of material. The individual
governments took primary responsibility for their in-country
logistic support.

F-16 Multinational Fighter Program

The MOU that created the F-16 program stated that
the US woulc "provide both the logistic support for the 7-16
program to the EPGs under a US cooperative logistics program and
technical support as long as the aircraft is in operational use
in one of the EPO countries, such without prejudice to future EPG
arrangements relating to their own logistics support." The only
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other logistics issue addressed specifically was that the depot
maintenance capabilities of the EPGs would be used for the sup-
port of the European-based US AirForce F-16s.

NATO Airborne Early Warning and Control (AEW&C) Program

The multilateral MOU (MMOU) that established the
program called for the establishment of a committee on Opera-
tions and Support. The management of O&S was delegated to the
NATO AEW&C Management Agency until the single force commander was
established. Some principles for the O&S of the system were laid
out in Section XIV of the MMOU. Two specific O&S issues were
addressed. The first was that the European host nations would
provide support for the AEW&C aircraft in their territories. The
second was that the US Goverrurent would have responsib4 lity and
authority to procure and manage the aircraft, engine, and related
support systems programmed within the scope of the 3greement.
Support cost estimates for the system were included, and the
means to fund them were established.

Although the above overview provided a macro-level
presentation, the following several sections will focus on a
general overview of the more significant logistics issues aaso-
Ciated with international armaments cooperation. Just as any
country, including the US, may acquire hardware by codevelopment,
coproduction, or direct sale, so can the logistics support be
acquired in the same manner. To accomplish this tafk requires a
knowledge of the applicable environment.

SECURITY ASSISTANCE INTERFACE

The various armaments collaboration approaches are all
intended to provide participating countries with weapons that
support the goals of standardization and interoperability. Dur-
ing the various acquisition processes associated with the ap-
proaches, all logistics aspects of support will inevitably
involve security assistance procedures to a greater or lesser
degree, depending upon the approach being pursued. The Security
Assistance Management Manual (SAMNK (DoD 5105.38M) provides details
on policies and procedures required to carry out the management
of security assistance. Chapter 8 of that manual provides
specifics on case performance, some of which will be discussed in
subsequent sections of this chapter pertaining to logistics.

LOGISTICS CONSIDERATIONS IN SECURITY ASSISTANCE SALES

The sale of defense articles by the USG, through FliS,
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could be considered in the later discussion of support for a
fielded sytemr however, it is placed in this section for several
reasons. First, the effective and efficient integration of a
materiel system into a foreign government's military structare
my include developing the foreign country's lo(istics support
reeources, procadrres, and requirments for the new system.
Second, and more izrportantly, detailed ILS planning may be re-
quired to davelop tailored or modified support for the system
when this assistance is requested by the purchasing country.
This may require a special ILSP for each country. Frequently, a
"Country X8 plan is expanded to describe how the system will be

acquired, aa well as supported. Multinational ILS planning con-
ferences,, in-country surveys, or both may be used to develop the
plan. This planning could be conducted in parallel with US
program devclopment actions or at a subseque.,t timu. i.e., after
the US system has matured and been fielded.

ILS Plannina Conference/In-Country site Survey

When considering the choice of the ILS planning
conference versus the in-country site survey method, the PM
decides which process will provide adequate information to effec-
tively plan for logistics support. The choice of a planning
conference or an in-country survey is influenced by a number of
factors, such ast

o The attitude of the foreign country toward a US team
evaluating its capabilities

o The technological and logistical competence of the
foreign country

o The experience of the foreign country in introducing

similar systems

o The availability of sufficient data.

If the in-country survey is desired, representa-
tives of the foreign country and a team of US personnel work
together to conduct the survey. The specific goals of the site
survey team generally are tot

o Pzovide the customer country with an assessnent of
support requirements

o Assist the country in identifying required levels of
support and assessing their capabilities to provide the
support
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o Develop and document a plan for introducing and sup-
porting the system.

Careful planning and preparation are necessary for
a successful site survey. As part of the planning process, a
presite survey may be required to collect preliminary data before
the formal site survey. The presite survey team generally con-
sists of a small group of highly trained experts who lay the
groundwork for the full site survey and prepare a preliminary
program and support plan. This document should include a plan of
action and milestones for the formal site survey.

A logistics planning conference generally is cho-
sen when the foreign country has an existing system that can
support the equipment without a survey. If the planning con-
ference option is chosen, the foreign country participants should
include representatives of the relevant logistics specialties.
They should have the necessary information to complete the
planning exercises that are described in the functional analysis
paragraphs. Consultation between the countries beiore the actual
convening of the mieting is helpful to ensure that the required
information is developed.

A 6etailed understanding of how the US FIS system
works and an appreciation for how program requirements relate to
US requirements will help the foreign country make decisions on
those item they wish to procure via Fl8. The item delivery lead
tim and MS1 processing time will have to be considered in defin-
ing system requirements and item need dates. A US recommndation
will indicate when an FN8 customer should submit a Letter of
Request (Loa) for a Letter of Offer and Acceptance (LOA) to
activate the US procurmnt symtem. The agreement must address
the extent of logistics support the US will provide after the US
stops using the system.

The basic jtructure for an ILSP for a US system is
described in the applicable Service directives and regulations.
It can be tailored to the needs of the foreign country. The
schedule and logistics element section especially will require
modification to reflect support of the country's logistics sys-
tem.

Functional Analysis

The survey team or planning conference, as appro-
priate, conducts an analysis of various functional areas. These
areas are discussed in sbsequent paragraphs.
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Logistic SUipOrt Analysis

The LSA performed to support US forces is
based upon the US operational role, utilization rates, and sup-
port conceptsg however, there is a core of data within the LSA
and LSA records prepared for US forces that is independent of the
role, utilization rates, and support concepts. The core can be
used to derive LSA and LSAR information needed to compute the
foreign country's requirements for logistics support resources
(maintenance manpower, supply support, provisioning quantities,
etc.). If desired by the foreign country, the US military Ser-
vice can assist the foreign government with the analysis, docu-
nentation, and resource computations or it can perform these
tasks for the foreign country.

Ma intenance Planning

Maintenance planning may require an in-depth
study of the foreign custom r's procedures for supporting the
system. The results of the examination will assist in tailoring
maintenance recommndations to correspond to the customer's cur-
rent maintenance philosophy and practices. Logistics support
will be analyzed and unique requirements will be identified. The
analysis should result in reccianndations on how best to use the
country's maintenance capabilities and how boD can interface and
assist in executing the overall maintenance program.

Facilities

The country's existing facilities should be
analyzed to determine their capability to support operation and
maintenance of the new system. Analysis of the adequacy of
structures, property, and permanently installed support equipmaet
should be performed. The analycis should result in recomnmnda-
tions on cost-effective methods tc. adapt existing facilities to
support requirements of the new syatem.

Supply Support

The country's supply system should be ana-
lyzed to determine how best to integrate supply support of the
new system. A basic understanding of how the foreign customer's
supply system works, ADP interfaces, and required new methods to
support the system should be analyzed and addressed. A Repair of
Repairables (ROR) program can be designed and offered using
either customer or US sources for repair of repairable itms. A
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working knowledge of the country's industrial capabilitivs is
necessary to properly address ROR programs. If the decision is
mkde to use US mainteenance facilities to support ROR, an FMS case
will have to be established. This FMS case is separate from the
can* that covered the sale of the system, because separate orgun-
iaations are responsible for providing supply support.

Si" rt EWui2mnt

An analysis should be performed of the coun-
try's abil.ty tt satisfy requirements for support equipment with
its existing equipment or support equipment producible by the
foreign country. The analysis should identify requirementu to
procure support equipment from the USG, when applicable.

Training and Training Support,
Operational and maintenance training require-

wants are normally eEtablished by the US and will be the baseline
for a foreign training program. The analysis can assess exist-
ing training facilities, the level of English language profi-
ciency, the level of core technical training, the letel of
operational proficiency, and the foreign skill specialty struc-
ture. Once an assessment is made in these areas, recommndations
on training devices, training courses, required software, and
operator and maintenance training requirements can be incorpo-
rated into a training plan. The traininC plan will identify
sources for acccmplishing the training and purchasing the
training and training devices, available contractor support, and
applicable software. Generally, the US military Service supplies
a majority of the support in this area through security
assistance channels.

Technical Data

The analysis should establish requirwmnts
for the country's technical data, publications, and documntation
library to support the purchased system. The applicable US
Service will have established the documentation required to sup-
port US forces, and the analysis can compare the customer's docu-
meItation needs with this US documentation. As a follow-on, an
inforw~tion ea.hamge agreement between the purchasing, country and
the US is desiTable in order to efficiently transfer data in a
mutually agreeable. and timely basis. Another requirement for the
cUstomer would be to establish a separate FXS case that would
provide automatic ux4ates and revisions to publications and docu-
mentation.
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Coa iurtion IIamn

A nethod to share the costs of the continuing
engineering support should be established. Continued adherence
to the US configuration has many a~vantages, particularly if the
customer in going to rely on the US supply system and technical
documentation program. If the customer's configuration differs
from the US configuration, supply support, software development,
and support equipment development will be coetly and adh-ersely
affect interoperability and standardization objectives.

Contractor ftgineerlng and Technical Services

CT can be a vital element in any foreign
acquisition of a US materiel system. The technical expertise
available to the customer in all phases of the program can assist
the customer in aimntenance, training, the purchase of aupport
equip•int, test and evaluation, follow-on provisioning* inspec-
tions, and espentially all aspects of the program. The customer
,country can contract through the US military Service using an MIGS
case separate from the materiel system sale case, or contract
directly with a commercial firm for CMtS. The requir meats for
CUTS will dipend largely on the time it takes the foreign country
to attain full operational and maintenance capability.

safety

The analysis will identify potential safety
hazards resulting from unique operations and maintenance proce-
dures used by the foreign country. US military instructions,
guidance, and reporting procedures are normally used as a basia
for this evaluation. if safety hazards do exist, the analysis
should result in recommendations for engineering change propos-
als, revised operation and maintenance procedures, and other
corrective actions.

LOGISTICB-S s=BU IN COPRODUCTION

This section addresses ILS issues related to foreign
coproduction/licensed production of a US-dovelopmd materiel sys-
te•, as well as to US production of a foreign system. It is not
intended to replace any of the previous discussion but only to
amplify or build on significant issues.
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Logistics planning must be initiated early-on and
consider all of the 11.8 elements. All participants must recog-
nix* the need to make decisions that are responsive to the needs
of the developer, thus precluding adverse effects at a later
timm. As an example, the foreign participants in the 1-16 pro-
gram were reluctant to cooperate in supplying the logistics
planning data necessary for doing a proper job of planning for
support of the aircraft. In other instances, the same countries
were slow in ordering spares, as well as support equipment. Both
instances tended to complicate the task of porsonklel concerned
with logistics ini developing a plan for coproduction. Similarly,
planning must assess the full ramifications of installing equip-
ment in many co-antries at one tims. In the caose of the P-16,
logistic support had to be provided almost siimultaneously for
seven different base activations, a scenario that would be
unlikely to occur in standard FU8 arrangements.

Ma intenanc~e

Maintenance is driven by design and most assuredly
affects supply levels. When foreign weapons are being procured
for US use, the PHO must fully understand the design that was
emloyed by the foreign nation. As an exanile, the 120an tank
gun was designed to be used in the rederal Republic of Germany
(FRO) Leopard tank., its design wme integrated with various other
key can 2onmto, such as the recoil mechanism, breach block, and
trunnion mounting system. The PRO maintenance philosophy was
tied to this design. The US review of the package resulted in a
redsigned recoil mechanism and actual usage of only the existing
breach block and gun. The FRO maintenance philosophy differed in
several re.Apects. First, certain procedures were performed dur-
ing removas and replacement of the gun tube that the US did not
believe were necossary. Second, the lev~ls of maintenance em-
ployed were not the same as thone used in the Us Army. In
addition. zuropean countries place more emphasis on contractor
maintenance vice organic Service support. The above events
resulted in considerable changes in docu mentation and types of
repair parts necessary to support the system. in a similar

nnser. the AVSA Narr1.or originally obtained from the United
Kingdom (UX) did not havei an intermedi&.te maintenance level#
hence, the US atteopted to create this level from available
documentation with mixed results. A closely re-ated maintenaance
topic concerns the use of tools and tect equipment. The US PN
must fully undrertand the testing procedures, equipmnt, and test
parameters for all foreign-designed systems.
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Confiuration Management (CM)

CK must be effectively ieplmented in this ap-
proach from the very beginning of the cooperative effort. In the
F-16 program, CU was not extended dm to the coempoent level in
a timely fashion. When considerable concurrency was introduced
into the sche*,-" to meet foreign delivery schedules, problems
developed due to the lack of effective CU. Manufacture of any
item by a second source generally requires changes to manufac-
turing drawings to enable production by that source. The need to
develop and approve regineering Change Proposals (CtPs) will be
encountered more frequently when the source is in a foreign
nation that uses different manufacturing processes. Configura-
tion control must be exercised by the US configuration manager.
The objectives of this control sbould be to retain interchange-
ability of line replaceable units with no impact on maintenance
procedures performed at the orgonizational level and minima
impact on maintenance performed at the intermediate and depot
levels.

Foreign Industrial Base Survey

When logistic support is provided to US forces by
a coproducing nation, then such a ourvey is necessary. It must
be conducted by the US military Service, pri;&* contractor, and
their Loreign counterparts to ensure that the foreign production
facilities are contractually required to satisfy US military
specifications and quality assurance acceptance standards at a
reasonable cost and on an achievable schedule. In particular,
the existing tooling must be evaluated and any deficient cepabil-
ity obtained from either the US or abroad. The foreign capacity
to produce sparea on a surge basis in peacetime and wartime must
be addressed because of its readiness implications. To ensure
that these logietics requirements are met, & pilot preproduction
or low-rate initial production irograa should be undertaken be-
fore the final production program commitments are made.

ILS to Co22Rducing Foreign Covunry

Individual elements of ILB will, in many cases, be
provided to coproducing nntions through security assistance chan-
nels. The YN8 came process discussed in the SANK and the
procedures outlined in the previous security assistance section
would apply. In the case of the NATO Seasparrow, it was pointed
out that when one nation has a dominant position in the develop-
ment and production effort, it is often simply m•re cost-effec-
tive for the other procuring nations to plug into that one na-
tion's logistics system on a multinational basis.
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lid for US Aoeuisitton 9f Foreign 2ntimms

The US PH acquiring a foreign system tends -to view
the individual ILS elements as they are in a typical US-only
acquisition. In essence, som eleman'.8s as accepted# however,
mst of them either are prepared to US standards (such as
training materials) by the foreign prime contractor, or in-house
expertise is applied to prepare ILS elements in accordance with
the US requiremnts.

Offset Aar'.mple

The PM must also require that offset agrefients be
analyzed carefully to ensure that logistic support provided by
the foreign country contributes to system readiness and is cost-
effective, The offset agreement should address several issues%
willingness to provide the support on a continuing basis, ability
to substitute other equipment or services for those in the agree-
imnt becauoe of inability to provide a previously agreed equip-
wmnt or service, and inclusion of depot maintenance. The cost
analysis must seek to define a set of hardware or services to
satisfy the offset comitment, which has a reasonably couetitive
cost compared to doImstic production and is feasible for the
foreign country to produce. Offset agreemeuts providing for
equipment maintenance can have a positive readiness ixpact by
using facilities at locationd closer to the operating sites.

LWITICS CONSID2_ASION3 IN ZO C IV MR_

Few true codevelopment projects have been aco lished
to date# therefore, it is difficult to portray the logistics
issues in a comosite sense representing lessons learned. For
this riason, the approach used by the MLR8 program will be pro-
vided as a broad foundation for the reader.

The following approach was pursued in the XLRS logis-
tics prograus

0 A logistics working group was established to define the
type of logistics support that would be most appro-
priate on a comon basis, recognizing that each country
has its own system. From a practical point of view the
US felt that it could use only wholesale or depot-level
support from the NATO Maintenance and S-ply Activity
(WMiZSA). NANSA, as a mans of system support, will be
discussed in a subsequent section.
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"o The US and the other four partners entered into a
wwapon systems partnership agreement for NANSA support.
The US decided to use NANA support only for depot
level maintenance of electronics items. The other
participants agreed to use ANSA's support capabilities
for depot level maintenance of automotive/hydraulics,
etc.r otockage of spares for national mAintenancer
brokerage procuremento and excess/surplus redistribu-
tionh.

"o Supply support would be obtained through national chan-
nels. NANSA stocks would back up national stockage
levels except for the US. which does not participate in
this aspect of the logistics program.

"o The normal US acquisition logistics process based on
DoDD 5000.39 was adhered to as outlined in detailed
Service regulations. The individual partner countries
participated in the various processes, such as the LSA
and its various reviews. The countries obtained the
LSA outputs that they desired.

"o Configuration control was an Isportant tenet of the
program. All countries were represented on the config-
uration control board, which was under the control of
the US materiel developer. All participants agreed to
maintain & common weapon system configuration.

"o The repair parts stockage at NARSA was handled under
FM8 case procedures. FM processes were also used for
training and manuals. Since NANSA has no funds os its
own, the various countries had to capitalize NANSA in
advance, a process that required Treasury Department
approval for US advance funding.

"o The Technical Data Package (TDP) for European produc-
tion was furnished under FNGS. Until such time as the
full production capability is established in Europe,
the participating European partners are obtaining tech-
nical and production assistance via industry-to-indus-
try arrangements.

"o Training systems for the European partners are being
obtained from the US via FNS.
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LMSITXS 2MIU L4MT! 014 IN OTHER COLLAWOZATION APPROACHES

Paokaanu2 Cncg@ts

Under the Patriot-Roland peckajing approach to
arnammnts collaboration, several logistics considerations are
itportant t

"o Since the Patriot is a US system, ILS was approached
from a purely national viewpoint.

"o The US, the FRO, and the Netherlands entered into a
weapon system partnership agreement with HANSA foz
depot maintenance 3upport for moat of the system compo-
nents for all Pdtriot@ (regardless of ownership) in
Europe. Some components such as radars and combat
vehicles are returned to the US for depot iiintenance.

"o ANSA provides maintenance and supply snpport to the
European participants.

"o The TDP remains under US control. Configuration con-
trol and all associated actions such as ECPs are cen-
trally controlled by the US. Each participant pays its
proportionate share of ECP costs, unless the %CP is
designed to interface with the participant's conmon
equipment, such as generators and trucks. In that
case, the participant pays the total costs.

"o All repair parts are ordered, via FNS, from the US Army
Missile Comand. These orders are placed by US sources
as well s NAHNSA, which results in competing orders for
the same parts.

"o The manuals supporting Patriot within the FRO aze pro-
vided at no cost by the USO to Lhe FRG including the
translation of them.

"o The degree of variation in maintenance philosophy be-
tween the US and a foreign country is relatable to the
amount of previous involvement with the US. In the
came of the Patriot, the maintenance philosophies of
the participants are basically the same. A significant
reason for this similarity is related to the design,
which calls for module replacement with module repair
accomplished at the depot level.

o Packaging requires an understanding of the common and
assoclated items, that will be used in conjunction with
the equipment. As an example, the trucks could be
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either P part of the basic system or a particillar
country" . vehicles.

o Training is accomplished at facilit:les in the US for
all Patriot systems.

o Offsets are involved due to the FRG's purchase of
Roland. systems to defend US airbases and for US waiver
of certain costs :in exchange for offsetting hardware or
services by the NMtherlands. The prime contractor has
subcontractor firms in Europe that become part of the
offset, providing dollars to the local economy.

Opening Defense Markets

When the US is considering acquiring a foreign
weapon system under the opening defense markets approach, ma..y
different issues arise. The subsequent discussion will highlight
by way of comparison how two Army systems approached several
significant ILS issues. The decision to proceed in the chosen
manner was based on the following:

o The priority and usage of the sysuem in the Service's
overall equipment acquisition/deployment concept

o The political/industrial environment of the producing
country

o The range of options available to provide sustained
support Ltý the system once acquired and deployed.

The matrix shown in Figure 16-1 compares these two
systems and the approaches being pursued. Several lessons
learned have emerged from this appronch. First, the US should
not try to impose its own solutions to problems. Instead, the
foreign developer should be allowed to develop solutions.
Second, our contracting process should be simplified and tailored
whenever possible. As an example, the foreign producer may not
know how to ccnduct a failure analysis by US standards. The
producer shculd be allowed the flexibility to explain how he
proneeds to solve the failure problem. If the data that are
desired cannot be obtained, the warranty, if applicable (see
Chapter 12), may obviate the need for the data.

LOGISTICS CONSIDERATIONS WHEN THE US IS PARTICIPANT

In the armaments cooperation arena, it is highly prob-
able that the US will find itself as a participant in a project,
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UK FRG
ILS ELEMENT 81 mm MORTAR M.A.N. TRUCK

MAINTENANCE US DEVELOPING STANDARD FIRST AND SECOND
MAINTENANCE SYSTEM LEVELS--ORGANIC US
FROI AVAILABLE UK SUPPORT. CONTRACTOR
DATA. SUPPORT ABOVE SECOND

LEVEL IN US AND
OVERSEAS.

TECHNICAL DATA UK ASSISTING US IN M.A.N. CONTROLS THE
PACKAGE MODIFYING TDP TO ALLOW TDP.

PRODUCTION IN US

REPAIR PARTS US USAGE RATE PLUS CONTRACTOR SUPPORT
UK RECOSMMENDATIONS FCR ALL REPAIR PARTS
FOR BUILDING STOCKAGE IN US AND OVERSEAS.
IN US SYSTEM.

CONFIGURATION US CCB REVIEWS UK US MAINTAINS CON-
MANAGEMENT CHANGES TO DETERMNI1E TROL OVER ALL FORM,

WHETHER TO CHANGE US FIT, AND FUNCTION
DRAWING PACKAGE. CHANGES. ALL ECPs

ARE ACCOMPLISHED
CONTRACTUALLY.

PUBLICATIONS US CHANGING UK MAN- M.A.N. PREPARED MAN-
UALS TO US FORMAT. UALS UNDER CONTRACT.

TRAINING ACCOMPLISHED BY STAND- ACCOMPLISHED CON-
ARD US TRAINING AND TRACTUALLY.
FIELDING APPROACHES.

FIGURE 16-1. ILS IN OPENING DEFENSE MARKETS

rather than the 2ead country. This role is not to be confused
with a reverse FMS situation in which the US is buying a product
such as the Army's acquisition of the 9mm pistol. Rather, the
role being discussed involves a codevelopment project in which
"Country X" is in charge and the US is a participant, The
following are issues tc be resolved under this approach:
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o How does the US obtain the support from the foreign
country? Dco. thi US buy it, develop an in-house
capability, or use host nation support arrngements?

o now idoes the US improve the systemn? Does the US buy
the engineering rights, or does it permit Lhe foreign
developer to do the work?

o How doet the US ensure its require~nts are considered
in the development of the system? The Phased Armaments
Programming System (PAPS) in NATO allows for entering
multiple nations' needs into an orga2i.zed processy how-
ever, that type of systeA 4oer not *Klt in non-NATO
countries. Consequently, does tt 1,tply that the US
will acquire only rondevelolent or z:ff-the-shelf
items?

o How does the US obtain all of the normal l.. elements
associated with training, manuals, btc.? One approach
is to consider that all of the requirements that a
Service expects in a joint acqtuisition will be applied
in a multinational acquisition.

It would appear that several key zlements ofi information would be
necessary in considering how to proceed in the above situation.
First, what country or countries are the lead? How stable polit-
ically and economically is the lead ni'tion? What depth of
production capability exists? Combining answers to these ques-
tions, along with the knowledge of the availability of US dollars
and intended priority/usage of the system, should enable the US
to determine its course(s) of action.

SYSTEM S UPPORT

Logistics support provided to a fielded system must assume
the same degree of importance as that which went into developing
the system. This section discusses the means by which the US, as
well as an ally, can obtain the needed support.

SUPPORT TO SYSTEMS IN THE US INVENTORY

The Services have a variety of means to obtain support
for fielded systems, ranging from organic to host nation support.
This section will discuss each of these components.
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Organic

The Services have organic support organizations to
provide supply, maintenance, and training to accommodate new
weapon systems introduction. The procedures to develop and pro-
vide this support are documented in Service regulations and
instructions. In many cases, however, contractor support is
relied upon until such time as the organic OS Service's base is
adequately established, which may never happen if transfer to an
organic depot cannot be justified. As an example, the NATO Sea-
sparrow is still repaired at contractor depots, even though
transition to normal Navy support was made in August 1976, 2
months after completion of the first operational ship. The
Patriot program uses contractor support for both the US and
foreign training until the organic Army school is etstablished.

Cross-Servicing Arrangements

The NATO Ni'tual Support Act (NMSA) provides two
separate forms of authority to the Secretary of Defense. The
first authorizes DoD acquisition of loqistic support, supplies,
and services from governments of NATO countries, NATO subsidiary
bodies or designated non-NATO countries for US Armed Forces
deployed in the military region of the supporting country. This
authority is for acquisition only, allows liquidation by cash
payment or by Replacement-in-Kind (RIK) or exchange of identical
or substantially identical items, and does not require the exis-
tence of a cross-servicing agreement or implementing arrangement
as a prerequisite. Nine provisions of US contract law are ren-
dered inapplicable under such acquisitions. The NMSA also au-
thorizes, after consultation with the Secretary of State, cross-
servicing agreements between DoD and governments of other NATO
countries, NATO subsidiary bodies, and other designated
countrieo, wherein DoD agrees to provide logistic support, sup-
plies, and services in return for the reciprocal provision of
logistic support, supplies, and 3ervices. Compensation for the
acquisition or transfer under the NMSA may be accomplished by
either reimbursement or RIK.

DoD implementation of the program calls for uni-
fied commands to negotiate "umbrella" cross-servicing agreements
with NATO members to be followed by implementing arrangements
negotiated by the Services with their counterparts detailing
specific procedures. The first umbrella agreement was negotiated
with the NATO Maintenance and Supply Organization (NAMSO).
Country agreements have been negotiated with 10 NATO countries.
The expansion of the authority to non-NATO countries took place
with passage of the FY87 DoD Autho."ization Actl however, no
agreements have been signed to date. Examples of the types of
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support included in these agreements are operation of A-10 air-
craft at forward operatinG locations# r-16 flight simulation,
aviation fuel, truck maintenance, depot storage and base opera-
tions, and field training and command post exercises.

Several constraints are placed on the program an
follows$

o The MUSA may not be used to procure from foreign gov-
*rnmnts, as a routine or normal source, thoap goods
and services reasonably available from US commercial
sources.

o The initial quantities of replacement parts and spares
for major items of organizzational equipment covered by
tables of organization and equipment, tables of distri-
bution and allowances, or equivalent documents may not
be acquired or transferred under the IISA authority.

o Major items or weapon systems and certain types of
sophisticated munitions are also excluded from trans-
fer.

O At the present time, only logistic support, suv6lies,
and services in the inventory or otherwise under the
jurisdictiont and control of the US military Services
deployed in the military region may be transferred.

o The NKSA may not be used to permit foreign governments
to use DoD Services as the routine source for logistic
support. supplies, and services reasonably available
from US comrcial sources or from the US through the
security assistance program.

o Iuventory levels of the US military Services may not be
increased to comply with agreements negotiated under
the NMSA. US supply inventories shall be maintained at
levels necessary to meet US national security require-
ments and obliqations undertaken using DD Form 1513S,
"Letter of Offer and Acceptance.'

Combined Logistics Act~vicies

The NANSO is the parent organization for the operating
activity known as the NATO Maintenance and Supply Agency. Fromed
in 1958, NAMSA's mission is to support weapons and equijvint
systems that several NATO nations are using, with the objectives
of maximum effectiveness and minimum costs to all participating
NATO nations. The current DoD policy is that, whenever the US
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and one or more NATO allies field the same weapon system, the US
shall join with those participants in a NANSO weapon system
partnership agrent for combin.ed logistics support in Europe
for those functions that are practicable, unless doing so would
be disadvantageous to the US,, In .Adition, the consideration of

UaMO aupport is to be documented in the IL ! required by DODD
5000.39.

The US has been slow to use NAMSA. In 1984, a
study by the Army Materiel Systems Analysis Activity (AMSAA)
concluded that it was cost-effective for NANSA to perform depot-
level repair of USAREUR-generated LA&E and '.k)V unserviceable
electronic and optical items. Since that time, various other
programs have increased their usage of NARSA support, including
the MLRS, Patriot, AIN-9L, and US Air Force Europe storage of war
reserve msteriels. The US usage has consisted primarily of
depot-level supporti however, NANSA has a matrix of support
capabilities, including controlling inventory, determining supply
requirements, procuring materiel and services, maintaining and
repairing equipment, providing technical assistance, and trans-
porting materiel.

The NATO infrastructure program, discussed in
Chapter 3, also provides a capability for providing logistics
support. Infrastructure provisions encompass the military con-
struction and equipment procurement eligible for funding through
the program. PM* should plan for its usage when facilities and
equipment can be programmed and planned for under the guidelines
of DODD 2010.5. Nationally managed combined logistics activities
(such as NATO POL depots and pipelines, MTO ammunition storage
facallities, NATO naval storage and repair facilities, NATO
support sitee for reinforcement forces, and similar facilities
available under bilateral agreements with NATO members) provide
effective alternatives to construction and operation of separate
US fa'.ilities in Europe.

Host Nation Support

US forces assigned in foreign countries have the
capability, depending upon the country, to rely upon HNS for
logistics functions. DOD componants should continually ascertain
host nationsa willingness and capability to provide the support
and attempt to formalize that support in written agreements. To
ensure the flow of material to support deployed forces in an
emergency, agreenm.nts, follow-on arrangements, and joint planning
for logistics Llnes of Communication (LOC) is of especially high
priority. Soma other areas of host nation support to be ad-
dressed are collocated operating basesi reception, departure, and
clearance services at ports of debarkationj enroute and transient
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supportr overflight rightst weapon systems cross-servlcingy sup-
port of naval vessels, intratheater transportation# terminal
transfer Pervices; suppliesy troop support services, facilitiesa
materiel handlingi equipwmnt decontamination servicesp comuxnica-
tion services and equipmentl medical services and aquipmentl and
labor. The absence of written agreements does not preclude
planning for HNS in anticipation of. such agreements.

HNS agreements are in progress or have been cam-
pleted with Belgium, Canada, Denmark, the PRO, Italy, Norway,
Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Turkey, and the UK. One of the
largest HNS agreements was reached with the FRO. The FRU has
agreed to provide 92,000 reservists for such activities as trens-
portation, ammunition handling, and other service support
functions. The FRO's soldiers will also operate soe of the
Patriot missile systems introduced under the packaging arewmnats
approach discussed in Chapter 2.

HNS exists to a lesser degree in other countries
of the world. The US/Japan agreements primarily are concerned
with dollar contributions to the costs of US forces in Japan, as
well as new construction. The US and the Republic of Korea (ROK)
currently participate in a combined defense inprovement program,
but it ii not a true HNS agreement. The US has recently proposed
that such an umbrella HNS agreement be developed with the ROK.

SUPPORT TO SYSTEMS IN T•HE ALLIED FORCES

Allied countries similarly have a range of cptions
available to them to support a weapon system that has been ob-
tained as a result of an armaments collaboration effort. These
options will be discussed in subsequent sections.

Security Assistance (SA)

The security assistance program contains several
methods for providing supplies, services, and training. These
are the International Militarn Edu~cation and Training (IMET),
FMS, FMS financing (credit), and commercial sales programs to
foreign countries.

International Military Education and Training/FMS

Training of foreign personnel, both military
and civ~lian, is an essential part of the security assistance
program. Training implicttions are present in the majority of
foreign acquisitions, and the interpersonal relationships that
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exist during the conduct- of training have far-reaching effects on
the rapport between the US and foreign armed forces, Objectives
of the XNW, as -,-AI as training procured under rXS or the Mli-
tary Assiatance Program (N4AP),, are tot

o Create skills nee-ded for effective operation and nRln-
tonancQ of equipment acquired from the US through the
MAP or FMS.

o Assist the foreign country in- developing expertise
needed for effective management and operation of its
defense establishment or an element thereof.

o Foster development by the foreign country of its own
indiganous training capacity.

o Promote US military rapport with the Armed Forces of
the foreign country.

o Promote the foreign policy, security and general wel-
fare of the US by assisting persons of various coun-
tries in their efforts toward economic development and
their interual and external security.

o Promote better understanding of the US, including its
people, political sysiem, and other institutions.

The basic difference between INET and FPS training is that the
formar is conducted on a nonreoibursable (grant) basis using USG-
appropriated funds, while the latter requires the recipient to
provide reimbursement. Training can be conducted by officers or
evployees of the USG, contract technicians, and contractora.

FNS Financing

The financing program is one in which loans
with repayment guarantees are provided by the USG to enable
eligible foreign governments to purchase defense articles, ser-
vices, and training.

Co.mmercial Sales

The commercial sales program administered by
the State Department allows for exports licensed under the Arms
Export Control Act (AECA). These sales are direct transactions
between US suppliers and foreign countries. The USG maintains
control of the sales by requiring supplierb -a apply for export
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licenses from the state Department. Sales can be conducted sfn a
cash or credit bosie.

Many direct; commerial sales are coneusmmated
without DoD involvement. The purchaser usually does not contact
any elght of DoD before transacting a direct comarcial sale
through the US coatractor; however, there could be scme DoD
involvemet. For example, if the purchaser has approved credit,
these funds can be ueed for direct conmircial pmrchasos with
prior approval from the Defense Security Assistance Agency
(DSAA}. Therefore, coordination by the purchaser with DSAA to
establish the loan program for a particular sale (including
direct commrcial sales) bofore it is consummated is a necessity.

DoD normally does not state a preference
about whether a foreign country satisfies its requirements for US
origin -sn3 articles through M or on a direct c rcial
basis. The p.rohibition of direct commercial sale of specific
item. normally will be conveyed via DoD comwints on contractor
requests fnr alvisory opinions or manitions licenmes. DoD
inability or unwillingness to designate an item for direct sales
preference should not be ccnstru,,.d to relect DoD preference for
sale of an item via FMS.

Hunans to Obtain 8ecurity Assistance SB2Mt

SA is obtained through the sales case proc-
es. The standard types of cases include defined orders, blanket
orders, and Cooperative Logistics Supply 3upSort Arrangements
(CLSSAs). Detailed procedures are contained in the SANK and DoDD
2000.8.

A defi:-,d order case, also known as a firm
order case, is for a definitive list of articles, services or"
training. They are specific, one-tim sales contracts with the
necessary requisitions prepared by the DoD component.

A blanket order case, also known an a blanket
open-end order, is an agreement between a purchaser and the US
for a specific category of materiel or services, including train-
ing, with no definitive listing of items or quantities. The
ordering period is normally one year, with a not-to-exceed dollar
ceiling. The purch&ser prepar-s the necessa-y requisitions to
obtain support. Such cases are normally for spares/repair parts
(not initial/concurrent), publications, support equipment, tech-
nical assistance services, training, and training aids.

FPS cases can also be used fir contractor
training, either in the US or in-country, as a viable alternative
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to us military services training. Such training may be the onjy
method initially to trtin foreign induotrial wrkers. The
training may be done at the contractor's facility or, as has
occurred, by contractors at a US instellation. Contractor train-
ing my be the only method of training on new equipment, such as
itroduction of now mircraft, for which only the contractor has
sufficiently quaif ed instructor personnel. Contractor plant
traintng io a&Is applicable to training foreign industrial
Personnul under a licensing agreement. This has been done under
licensing agreements for overseas manufacture of aircraft jet
engines.

Contractors may be engaged to conduct train-
Ing in-country. This aethod of training may use the original
equi•ent manufacturer, or It may use contractors engaged solely
to provide training in both operations and maintenance.

A CLSSA Is an agreemnt between a military
Service and a foreign military Service or international organ-
ization to support a major end item or test equipment (including
rdhare and software, as well as vehicles and other support
equipment of US origin) that the US and a foreign force hold in
comNon. This sopport in furnished on an equal basis with US
forces of equivalent priority. Support is obtained through FNS
Letters of Offer und Acceptance, consisting of two Foreign Mili-
tar3 Sales Orders (FNSOs), FNSO I and 1I.

Under a CLSSA, the USO purchases, stores,
manages, and issues spare parts to the foreign customer using the
US .ogistic3 system. The intent of a CJ;•S8A is to provide the
custmer pear~etime, follow-on support similar to that given US
forces having the saAe priority. Some of the advantages of a
CLSSA to thr US and foreign governmeo.ts are,

o Reduced costs through higher volume procurement

o In.nreased accuracy in projection of requirements

o Inrtreased W1,imoent standardization

0 Aecaced order-ship time.

A PNSO I case defines the value of stocks to
be maizrsained in the DoD inventory for the country. Items in-
volved are classified as recoverable spares, conrumable spares,
and Defense Logistics Agency-managed consumable spares. This
type of case results in an obligation for the customer country of
normally 17 months' demand value of the material. Upon accep-
tance of the case by the US, the country must pay only the first
5 months' of estinmted dsmand, plus storage and operating inven-
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tory lose and administrative charges, based on the S months' C,f
-eIa-d value.

A M80 II case is established on an annual
basis to permit the country ;o draw spares and repair parts from
78 stocks &a in-country stocks ai. consumed. This type of case
is defined only in term of a dollar value and deet not define
either item or quantitites. Tha country is authorixed to submit
requisitions for all spares and repair parts required for oupport
of the approved progreaod requirements under the CLSBA. The
priority of the individual requisitions is assigned by the coun-
try, based an the Force Activity Designtor and Urgency of Need
Designator approved by the US Joint Chiefs of Staff and the
Secretary of Defense. The requisition case is normally valid for
the input of nw requisitions for one year, at which time a
replacement case must be established. The requisition case re-
smains open for inagqoe nt purposes until all itms have been
shipped, billed, and paid. This case is also used to recover the
storage costs for the itema on hand in the F1180 I case.

DoD has interest in explorinq with NTO and
other NATO subsidiary bodies the practicality of establishing
similar arrangements with the manufacturing countries for US-held
end-Items of foreign origin. This is a new initiative that, at
this time, is only in its infancy.

Direct coinrcial BW

A foreign participant may choose to go direct~y to
a commarcial source in the US to buy its support requirements
such as repair parts. Some countries have entered into CLSSAs to
obtain early-on support in the weapon nystex life cycle, however,
they have subsequently chosen to go directly to the cawmercial
source, When this route is chosen, the 080 basically loses
visibility over the process.

Third-Country SuMNort

Third countries can provide various types of sup-
port. They can provide training as well as supply support. Such
arrangements can be accommodated through reciprocal trade agree-
menta or collective defense treaty organizations such as NATO.

Organic Suport

In-house production is an alternative to FMS as
well as other means of obtaining support. This approach can
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sL-,-ten lead times, and/or develop a degree of eelf-suf f ii-ncy.
No.ver, the reliability of alternative sources of suppowt must
be considered. In-house production itself my require the use of
an FM4 case. For example, training, engineering drawings and
associated lists, *wd technical support way have to be furnished
to the country.

Co',roduct ion

Coproduction is a mftthod whereby product manufac-
ture and assembly are shared by the US and foreign producers. A
coproduction project may be used to provide logistics support
under 7MB procedures.

A coproduction project may be limited to the as-
aerbly of a few end-iteva with a mall input of local country
parts, or it may extend to a major manufacturing effort requiring
th build-up of capital industries. Coproducticn is a program
unde6' the auspices ef the USG and administered either directly
through the FMt program or indirectly through specific licensing
arrangements by designated commercial firm. Coproduction ena-
blew an eligible foreign government, international organization,
or designated foreign comarcial producer to acquire thw know-how
to manufacture or assemble, repair, maintain, and operate. in
whole or in part, a specific weapon, a cameunications or support
system, or an individual military item.

The term coproduction includes any program wherein
the USO through either diplomatic agreemnt or an agreement
between a Ministry of Defense and DoDi (1) enables an eligible
foreign government, international organization, or designated
commercial producer to acquire the technical information and
know-how to manufacture or assemble, in whole or in part, an item
of US defense equipment for use in the defense inventory of the
foreign governments or (2) acquixes from a foreign government,
international organization, or foreign ccmwrcial firm the tech-
nical information to manufacture domestically a foraign weapon
system for use by the US Department of Defense.

Coprcduction lseo provides a mons to mt commer-
cial offset requirements associated with the acquisition of an
item by a foreign country. In the P-16 orogram, offset require-
ments existed with respect to the production and initial spares.
Maany Buropean firms became subcontractors to US firma for produc-
tion of F-16 conponent* and parts. In fact, they showed a marked
preference for staying tied to the apron strings of the US
vendor, rather than becoming full-fledged competitors for major
contracts. The continuation of their subcontractor relationship
certainly aided ir meeting offset requirements. Coproduction
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programs are normally outlined in an MOU that provides a detailed
outline of the program.

The NANSA capabilities, discussed previously,
certainly provide NKTO nations the amans to obtain support for
various weapon systems. Missile systems (NIKE. ktAWK, LANCe. .,
Patriot, and SIDEWINDER), MLRS. air defense radar, communications
equipment, the P1040, CLS9 drone, 7H-70 howitzer, various torpe-
does, and crypto equipment all fall under NA14SA's purview. The
GCO Malera 76mu gun, MARK 46 torpedo, and other items are poten-
tial candidaten for NANSA support. Hence, a European partner has
this mans to satisfy support requirements.

NUSA Support

As stated earlier, the lNSA, as amended, provides
a means of furnishing mutual logistic support between the US and
its designated allies and friends. However, it is a very limited
authority because the USO has a $100 million annual ceiling on
what it sells to NATO members under NNSA. Additionally, the law
provides a $100 million annual ceiling on what the USG can ac-
quire using NIMSA authority (of which only $25 million may be
supplies other than POL). For non-NATO countries eligible to
participate, the ceiling is $10 million for sales and $10 million
($2.5 million in supplies other than POL) in acquisitions. Al-
though modest in scope, participating friends and allies and the
US stand to gain since acquisitions and transfers can be executed
faster and easier. By better distribution of available assets,
overall readiness is enhanced.

Exclusive Licensing Agreements

Exclusive licunsing agreements are used by foreign
countries in acquisition programs. Such an agreement gives the
right to sell US equipment in foreign countries to a foreign
firm. Such agreements are not directly managed by DoD but
involve other USG agencies, such as the Departments of State and
Comamrce.

It is possible that a PM may become involved in
these agreements as they relate to FMS requests from a foreign
country. In general, when an exclusive licensing agreement is in
effect, it should be honored, c.nd any FMS requests for those
items from countries listed in the document should be returned to
the country with a reference to the agreement and the advice to
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purchase the item comrcially. If the purchaser insists on an
FNS transcti.~m, '^he following actions are necessarys

o The prospective buyer will be provided with the name of
the foreign firm involved and informed t'tat this firm
has exclusive rights in that country relating to the
sale of the article or service being sought.

o In the event the prospective buyer insists that it
wishes an 7)1 transaction, it should be advised that
the request should be set fort). in a letter from the
Minister of Defense or the Frputy Minister of Defense
(or the equivalent) to the Director, DSAA, outlining
the reaso-si for the deore 9r• parchase by means of an
7MS tranbaciron, rather t'--% -ram the foreign licensee.

o On rece:.pt of a written rt"ist containing justifi-
cation, in order to comply with prc*isic-cnm of the AECA,
Section 42(a), the Director, DSKA, '*ill SvV1re the
foreign 'irmn involved (or its designated -epresentative
in the US) in writing of the request. DSAA will pro-
vide the foreign firm with a copy of the nritten re-
quest, if unclassified, and of other unclassified
records pertinent to the transaction, and g',ve the
foreign firm an opportunity to provide data pertinent
to the request, including & statement as to the amount
of financial return to the US economy, should such a
sale be made by the foreign firm.

o In the event it is determined that Price and Avail-
ability (P&A) data are to be provided. or that an LOA
is to be issued to the cequeeting government, the
Director, DSAA, will so advise the foreign firm, and
will provide, upor its request, relevant unclassified
and nonproprietary P&A data. DSAA will advise the
foreign firm of all renewals, modifications, or exten-
sion of such LOA before acceptance by the purchasing
country.

CONCLUSION

A comprehensive approach to logistics involving both acqui-
sition aspects and follow-on support are prerequisites to provid-
ing cost-eftective support in the international environment. The
ISP, which glues the whole process, can be achieved only by a
cooperative effort between the US and a foreign participant's
logistics personnel. The earlier ILS is made a part of joint
planning, the easier it will be to effectively support the weapon
-eystem. It is the responsiblilty of the PM to ensure a success-
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ful ILS program. The DSMC Guide on Integrated Logistic Support
is a valuable document that should facilitate the various parti-
cipants involvement in the basic ILS process.
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CHAPTER 17
DIBCLOSURE OF MILITARY INFOTNATION

INTRODUCTION

It is the policy of the United States Government (USG) to
treat military information as a national security asset that must
be conserved and protected, and that may be disclosed to foreign
governments and international organizations only waen there is a
clearly defined advantage to the United States (US). Such dis-
closures must be consistent with US foreign policy objectives and
military security requirements, and be confined to information
necessary to the purpose of the disclosure. Advance planning by
the Program Manager (PM) to ensure prompt compliance with the
National Disclosure Policy (NDP) will contribute to the success
of international cooperative programs and the sharing of informs-
tion with our allies.

The purpose of this chapter is to provide the PM with a firm
understanding of the policy. The topics covered include the IDP
as it affects releasability of classified information to foreign
governmentA, unclassified technical information disclosure, con-
trol of foreign representatives, and industrial security.

NATIONAL DISCLOSURE POLICY

US classified information is provided only to officials of

the USG and to US defense contractors who have the following:

"o The proper security clearances

"o A capabilities to provide sufficient safeguards against
disclosure

"o A need to know in order to perform their jobs.

Such military information may be provided to foreign govern-
ment& and international organizations when it can be shown that
advantages will accrue to the United States from this sharing.
In recognition of this iact, a policy has been established under
which US officials may release classified military information to
foreign governments and international orgarvizations. This policy
is known as the NDP.

The basic disclosure policy was issued in 1971 by the
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National Security Council with Presidential approval. That
policy, its objectives, and implementing responsibilities were
reaffirmed by the Executive Branch in 1978. Under the policy,
the Secretaries of State and Defense are jointly responsible for
controlling the disclosure of classified military information to
foreign entities. When appropriate, they will consult with the
Director, Central Intelligence Agency (DCI)1 the Secretary,
Department of Energyg and heads of other Departments and agen-
cies. The Secretaries of State and Defense have established an
interdepartmental comtittee, the National Disclosure Policy Com-
mittee (NDPC), to implement the policy. The Committee is respon-
sible for promulgating specific disclosure criteria and to
consider requests for exceptions, to the policy.

The basic policy governs the disclosure of classified
military information. Such military information is information
under the control of, or of primary interest to, the Department
of Defense and its departments or agencies and which requires
protection in the interests of national security. In this
context, disclosure refers to the authorized transfer of
classified military information to a foreign government or an
international organization. The policy also controls the release
of information concerning equipment on the Munitions List, which
is published by the State Department.

There are several categories of information specifLcally not
controlled by the policy. National Intelligence, for example, is
controlled by the DCI and the National Foreign Intelligence
Board, while the release of communications intelligence is con-
trolled by the National Security Agency and the DCI. The DCI
al3o controls the release of counterintelligence information and
products,, Communications security information is controlled by
the Naticnal Teleccmunications and Information Systems Security
Committee. The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, governs
the release of atomic informationg and the Secretary of Defense
and the Joint Chiefs of Staff control the release of strategic
planning and guidance information.

The most important aspect of the policy is that classified
military information is t national security asset, an asset that
must be conserved and protected but which may be shared with
foreign governments and international organizations. This asset
is shared only when there is a clearly defined advantage to the
United States. To amplify this point, the basic policy sets
forth five policy objectives, o0 criteria, all of which must be
satisfied before deciding to disclose classified military infor-
mation to a fore.gn government or international organization.

o The first objective is that the disclosure must be
consistent with the US foreign policy toward the
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recipient nation or organization. Normally, the US
will exchange information with countries that are pur-
suing military and political objectives similar to our
own. However, the US may release information to a
country with distinctly different military and politi-
cal objectives from that of the US if a specifiC na-
tional purpose, diplomatic or military, is served.

"0 The second objective to be met-is that- the disclosure
must not seriously jeopardize the military security of
the United States. In assessing this risk, the US must
examine carefully, for instance, the level of technol-
ogy or the sensitivity of the information involved in a
particular disclosure and determine the effect on the
national security, should the information be compro-
mised. Part of this determination is based on the
extent to which the technology or information is
already known by other countries, and the likelihood of
compromise.

"o The third policy consideration is. the assessment of the
foreign recipient's ability to give the information
subs tantially the same degree of security protection
that the US affords it. This is designed to reduce the
risk in sharing information. Some recipients may pro-
vide greater security for classified information than
that afforded by the US. In order to protect the
information, the recipient must have not only the cap-
ability but the intent. The US establishes intent by
executing a written General Security of Information
Agreement (GSOIA). This is a reciprocal agreement
negotiated between the US and a foreign government.
The agreement reflects both pax-ties' intent to protect
each other's information. The Department of State is
responsible for negotiating these agreements, which it
does through the respective US embassies. The NDPC is
charged to ascertair' the capabil.ity of the foreign
government to protect US information by conducting
periodic on-site surveys through the State Department
and US embassy concerned. The committee obtains the
host government's approval and assistance in conducting
this survey. The survey teams, comprising top-level
security specialists from agencies concerned with for-
eign discl~osure, review the security laws, procedures,
and practices of the government to determine its
ability to protect US information, Governments with
whom the US exchanges classified military information
are welcome to perform reciprocal security surveys in
the US. of course, the NDPC is guided by the team's
fin~dings and acts on its recommendations.
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0 The benefits to the US nmst be at least equivalent to
the value of the information disclosed. Since classi-
fied mil,-'ary information is a valued asset, the US
should treat it with a sense of worth. This concept
ties all aspects of the policy together and relatus it
to the real world. The benefits could be a quid _ro q..
exchange of military intelligence on the potential
adversary. In a coproduction arrangement, It might be
to the US advantage to share state-of-the-art technol-
ogies. The improvement in the military capability of
the recipient gover-.went also might be in the best
national interest.

o The last policy consideration is whether the informa-
tion to be provided is sufficiently limited to that
which is necessary to accomplish the purpose of disclo-
sure. This is a comumon sense requirement to minimize
the chances of possible loss of the information and
still do the job. Thur requirement is consistent with
the familiar need-to-know requirement in the United
States.

NATION&L D.SCLOSURB POLICY COMMITTEE

The Secretaries of Defense and State, the milita.ry
Service Heads, and the Joint Chiefs of Staff are represented on
the NDPC as general mmberfs. General mede~rs have a broad inter-
est in all ccuittee operations. The Secretaries of State and
Defense have a reponsibility to consult with other nifficials as
appropriate. These other cfficials, the Director, Central Intel-
ligence Agencyl the Under Secretaries of Defense for Policy and
Research and Zngineoringp the Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Command, Control, Communications, and Intelligencel the Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Atomic Enerpyl the Director, Detense
Intelligence Agencyl and the Director, Strategic Defense Initia-
tive Organization, are represented as special members. Special
members have an interest in only certain facets of co&.v..n!tta
operations. For example, the directors of the intellir,,ence
agencies, both of whom are represented as special members, are
primarily interested in disclosures of intelligence information.
The Air Force representative, a general member, may have an
interest in the disclosures of Axrmy and Navy weapons because of a
common technology used in the manufacture of these weapons or
their components.

By agreemnt between the Department of Defense (DoD)
and the Department of State, the repre~entative of the Secretary
of Defense chairs the committee. The Secretary of Defense also
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is responsible for administration of the committee, and issues
the document that implements the NDP with the concurrence of the
Departnents of State and Energy, and the DCI. The Secretary of
Defense has designated the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for
Policy to be the senic.r official in the department responsible
for foreign disclosure matters. Senior DoD members on the NDPC
end their points of contact are shown in Figure 17-1.

The large volume of disclosure decisions required does
not allow the committee itself to act on each case. Consequently,
disclosure authority must be delegated in writing. Disclosure
authority in the Defense Department has been delegated to the
Secretaries of the Military Departments, the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, the Director of the Defense Intelligence Agency, and a few
other key officials. T'hey may, in turn, delegate this authority
in writing. In order to provide guidance to those officials who
have been delegated disclosure authority, the committee has de-
veloped disclosure charts as an tAnnex to the NDP. An example of
the charts is shown in Figure 17-2. These disclosure charts set
forth classificaticn eligibility levels in eight categories of
information for most foreign governments and each international
*:-ganlzation to which the US releases classified military in-
formation. Disclosure officials are authorized to disclose in-
formation up to the classification levels specified in the charts
(TS, Top Secretv S, Socrett C, !onfidentialj and X, through
gecret for Communist countr.,s 3nlyj For the particular category
of information, provided each ei the five discliosure policy
bjectives or criteria dincuned ea.J 4 -r can be met. Each deci-

vion is made on a case-by-cae.. .

There are eight catc :. of information listed in the
charts. Catogory 1 (Organization, Training, and Employment of
Military Foiceta) includes military information of a general na-
ture necessary t' the organization of military, paramilitary, or
irregular forces to include those tactice, techniques, and tacti-
cal doctrine necessary to train and employ them. Category 2
(Military Material and Munitions) encompasses all military mate-
rial, arms and munitions procured and controlled by the USG for
the equipage, operation, maintenance, ax~d support of its military
forces or the military, paramilitary. or irregular forces of its
allies. Items developed under UI3 contract or derived from
technology paid for by the USG are included in this category. In
sum, this category comprises technical data and training neces-
sary to operate, maintain, or support specific military material,
arms, or munitions. Category 3 (Applied Research and Development
Information and Material) includes, but is not limited to, clas-
sified military information resulting from extension of fundamen-
tal theories, designs, and data from purely theoretical or exper-
imental investigations into possible military material and muni-
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

Chairman, NDPC - Assestant Deputy Under Secretary 695-6609
of Defense (Counterintelligence
and Security). DU•.1D (Policy)

Executive Director, NDPC - Deputy Director for 695-7141
International Security
and Foreign Disclosure

OFFICE OF THE JOINT CHERPS OF STAFF

Plans and Policy Directorate, J-5 695-8128
694-3245

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

Counterintelligence Directorate, 695-8938
Office of Assistant Chief of Staff for 695-8936
Intelligence (DAMI-CIT) 695-8935

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

Technology Transfer Policy and Control 697-0889
Division (OP-62B) 697-0899

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

Foreign Dioclosure Policy and Control 697-6277
HQ USAr/CVAIP 697-2790

(Other members represent USDRE, USD (Policy), ASD (C31), ATSD
(AE), SDIO, DIA, Departments of State and Energy, CIA, and NASA).
(All numbers are conumercial. Autovon prefixes are 225, 224, or
227)

FIGURE 17-1.
POINTS OF CONTACT FOR KEY DoD NDPC MEMBERS

tions. Category 5 (Combined Military Operations, Planning and
Readiness) includes that information necessary to plan, ensure
readiness for, and provide support to the achievement of mutual
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force development goals or participation in specific combined
tactical operations and exerciser. Category 6 (US Order of

battle) includes information pertaining to US forces located
within territory that is under the jurisdiction of a recipient
government or is otherwise of direct concern to a foreign govern-
ment or an international organization, Category 7 (North
American Defense) includes information that. concerns plans, pro-

grams, projects, and operations directly related to North

American Defense. Category 8 (Military Intelligence) comprises

information of a milicary character pertaining to foreign nations
and areas as delimited by the exclusions noted earlier.

DISCLOSURE CHARTS

CATEGORIES COUNTRY A COUNTRY B COUNTRY C

1. ORGANIZATION, S C
TRAINING, AND
EMPLOYMENT OF
MILITARY FORCES

I. MILITARY MATERIAL S C
AND MUNITIONS

3. APPLIED RESEARCH C
AND DEVELOPMENTAL
INFORMATION AND
MATERIAL

4. PRODUCTION C
INFORMATION

•. COMBINED MILITARY
OPERATIONS, PLANNING
AND READINESS

6. US ORDER OF BATTLE

7. NORTH AMERICAN DEFENSE

8. MILITARY INTELLIGENCE TS S X

S-SECRET, C-CONFIDENTIAL. TS-TOP SECRET, X=THROUGH SECRET FOR
COMMUNIST COUNTRIES ONLY

FIGURE 17-2. ANNEX TO NDP
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If the classification of the information proposed for
disclosure exceeds that country's eligibility in the appropriate
category of the charts, or if the policy criteria cannot be met,
the proposed disclosure must be denied, or an exception to policy
must be obtained to permit the disclosure. Moreover, even if the
US disclosure official has determined that eligibility in the
charts exists and that all policy criteria have been met, disclo-
sures of classified military information may not be made until
the affected )riginator's approval has been obtained, and/or
appropriate authority to disclose has been received.

EXCEPTIONS TO POLICY

There are normally under 100 requests for exceptions to
policy annually. These requests normally involve situations
in which it is determined that the information proposed for
release exceeds the intended recipient's eligiblity in the parti-
cular category in the disclosure chart, or it cannot be ascer-
tained that the recipient has the capability to protect the
information. Requests for exception to policy normally emanate
from the military Services since, in most cases, they own the
information. On occasion, the State Department or Defense De-
partment's International Security Affairs office requests an
exceptioit to policy when foreign policy is a principal considera-
tion. In most cases, however, the requests deal with the trans-
fer of weapon systems and other military hardware. The NDPC
adjudicates the requests, making sure that all of the disclosure
criteria are considered and that the release of information
ultimately results in a clearly defined advantage to the United
States. It is the responsibflity of the requesting czgency to
ensure that the committee is presented with all the information
needed to make a sound decision. The committee must ensure that
it is in the best interests of the United States to share US
information with a foreign government. A considerable amount of
research and coordtnation goes into the development of these
requests.

If the committee cannot reach a unanimous decision, the
request is not shelved. In these cases, the chairman must weigh
the arguments for and against the disclosure and issue a deci-
sion. His decision is subject to appeal within 10 working tays
by any of the committee members having an interest in the matter.
Ultimately, this appeal may reach the desk of the Secretary or
Deputy Secretary of Defense whose decision is final. If the
chairman's decision is not appealed within the 10-day timeframe,
it stands.

Not all requests for exceptions to policy are consid-
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*red by the camittee. The Secretarlia of State and Defense or
their deputies may personally authorize exception@ to policy.
Before the Secretary, of State or his Deputy may approve an excep-
tion to policy, he must have the concurrence of the Department or
Agency having jurisdiction over the information involved--normal-
ly DoD. Annually, about five exceptions to policy are granted by
the secretary or Deputy Secretary of Defense in time-sensitive
situations.

FAL8R IMWBSSIONS

It is the policy of the US to avoid creating false
impressions of our readiness to make available classified mil-
itary material, technology, or information. Lack of strict ad-
herence to this policy n~ay create problems. Much of the US
military hardware is unclassified# however, this same 6,nclassifed
hardware, if sold, may require the release of sensitive c!assi-
fied information for its operation or maintenance, or for the
foreign recipient to receive appropriate training. Therefore, the
disclosure decision must be based on the classification level of
all information that may be required for release if the system
were to be acquired. If the proposed foreign recipient is not
authorized to receive the highest level of classified information
required, no info.•mation not even unclassified may be released or
discussed until the required authority is obtained. This means
that there can be no weapon-bpecific contracts. and no release of
price or availability data until authority is obtained to release
the highest level of classified information ultimately required
for disclosure.

RECORDING or DISCLOSURE DECISIONS

To aid in tracking disclos'tre decisions, the
Foreign Disclosure and Technical Information System (FORDTIS)
exists as a central repository for such decisions. FORDTMS, as
descri-bed in DoD Instruzt3on (DoDI) 5230.18, consists of three
categories of Data Bases (OBs)t

O Tracking and assignment

o Historical

o Reference.

The tracking and assignment DBs supports the man-
agement of case opening, assignment, review/status, and closing.
The historical DB consists of the following casest
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I

o Classified Military Information (CMI)

o Visit and Accriditation

o NDP Zxcept ions

o Munitions

o Commodity Control Lint (CCL)

o Commodity Committee (COCOK) Cases.

L ::tly, the reference segment DB is a set of files contp.ining
information frequently needed for reference during review of
cases.

FORDTIS is used on a routine basis to provide a
background of previous, similar cases by weapon or country. It
is also used to make damage assessments if a sudden change occurs
in a foreign government that brings into question its capability
to protect our classified information.

TRANSFsR OF CLASSIIZPD INFORMATION

USG policies concerning the release of classified material
to foreign governments and international organizations, such as
NATO, are derived from law, Executive Orders, and Presidential
Directives. These prescribed rules for the protection of US
classified material require that such mwterial be released on a
governnmnt-to-government basis. Such transmissions are accem-

plished in that manner even if the foreign addressee is located
in the US. Further, care must be exercised to ensure compliance
with USG arms export control laws as set forth in the Department
of State International Traffie in Arms Regulations (ITARs). Gov-
ernment arrangements cannot be used to bypass the provisions of
ITAR. For these reasons, DoD policies differentiate between
access to US information and techl.ology by foreign government
officials and access by representatives of foreign industry, and
between contacts by foreign representatives with DoD elements and
contacts with US defense contractors.

Requests by foreign governments, international organiza-
tions, and their authorized representatives, as well as US-gener-
ated proposed disclosures, are to be forwarded to the approp-
riate dii.closure office of the originating Service, agency, or
Joint Chiefs of Staff (for strategic plans and combat operations)
for authorization of the disclosure. When transfer is author-
ized, the information is to be transmitted government-to-govern-
ment only, even in the case of classified information he.ld by US
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defense contractors when the ultimate destination is a foreign
government or contractor. Transmittal will be in accordance with
DoD Information Secucity Program Regulation 5200.1-R. Disclo-
suxes and denials are to be recorded in FORDTMS. Figure 17-3
lists the applicable DOD and Service vecurity policy publi-
cat ions.

DoD ARM NAVY AIR FORCE

DoDD 4020.2 AM380-XX SECNAVINST 5260.1
AR300-25

DoDD 5030.14 OPNAVINST 5510.48

DoD 5200.1-R AR3S0-5 OPNAVIVST 5510.1 AFR205-1

(APP G)

DoDD 5200.12 OPNAVINST 5510.1 AFR80-43

DoDD 5220.6 No Service Implementation Required

DoDD 5220.22-M&-R AR380-49 OPNAV-1NST 5540.8

DoDD 5230.3 SECNAVINST 5720.44 AFR190-1
"AFR12-30

DoDD 5230.9 AR380-5 SECNAVINST 5720.44 AYR190-1
AMR12-30

DoDD 5230.11 AR380-10 SECNAVINST 5510.24 AFR200-9
"A.380-11

DoDD 5230.17 AR380-10 SECNAVINST 5510.26 AFR200-9
AR380-11 HO1200-3
AR380-25

DoDI 5230.18 AR380-11 OPNAVINST 5510.127 AFR200-6

DoDI 5230.20 AR3S0-25 SECNAVINST 5510.31 AFR200-9

DoDD C-5230.23 AR380-10 SECNAVINST 5510.24 AFR200-9

DoDD 5230.24 OPNAVINST 5510.1 AFR8O-45

DODD 5230.25 AR70-31 OPNAVINST 5510.161 AFRO0-34

FIGURE 17-3. DoD AND SERVICE SECURITY POLICY PUBLICATIONS
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Normally, classified information is transferred to foreign

governments under the following.

o International agreents

o bymposia and conferences

o Foreign visits and accreditations

o Foreign Military Sales WKS), loans, or grants of clas-
sified items

o Foreign participation in DoD component training activi-
ties

o Personnel exchange program (foreign integrated person-

nel)

o Scientist/engineer exchange programs

o Commercial arrangements under the Internat•.onal Traffic
in Arms Regulations.

The program office should request specific written approval for
the disclosure of classified information from the appropriate
designated disclosure authority before disclosure. This approval
should include the general parameters within which disclosures
may be made in the course of conducting business overseas on
official travel. Presentations at sympopsia and conferences
should meet the provisiona of DoD Directive (DoDD) 5200.12.

The following standards shall also be met, before DoD com-
ponent approval, for release of any classified or unclassified
information, relating to foreign military sales, leases, loans,
or grants of classified items:

o Extrem care shall be exercised in the release of
technical data that mny involve design, manufacturing,
prcduction, or system integration technology. In cer-
tain instances, it shall be necessary to edit or re-
write data packages to exclude information that is
clearly beyond that which has beern authorized fnr dis-
closure.

o Classified material or data must be moved under securi-
ty safeguardw appropriate to the transportation mode
employed, as established by DoV Regulation 5200.1-R.

o Classified information authorized for release in pur-
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muance of a possible salo shall be limited to general
information, usually no higher than confidential, on
system characteristics, capabilities, price, and avail-
ability until a sale is ccnsummated. No specific
information on system Counter Measure (CM) suLsceptibil-
ities or vulnerabillities or Counter-Counter Measure
(CC3) capabilities may be disclosed until the sale is
consummated. After consuimmation of the sale or grant,
classified information may be released up to the level
authorized for the foreign recipient.

o In those instances involving disclosure of intelligence
information, care shall be exercised to ensure that the
disclosure shall not jeopardize US intelligence sources
and collection methods. DoDD C-5230.23 provides fur-
ther details.

ARMY VISIT AND INFORMATION REQU.STS

Requests for information/visits are received from
foreign governments or from Army commands/activ!ties for passing
to foreign governments under various international agreements of
data exchange. As shown in Figure 17-4, foreign requests are
directed to the Director of Foreign Liaison, and US-initiated
requests are directed to the Foreign Disclosure Team, Directorate
of Counterintelligence. These directorates coordinate the re-
leases with Army staff activities, Army commands, and activities
external to the Army, as required. Based upon the renponses
received and current policy concerning both the country 6,nd the
information to be released, a releasability determination is made
at the Department of iirmy staff level. Approved documentary
releases are made by the Directorate of Foreign Liaison to the
foreign embassy in Washington as a government-to-government ex-
change. Visit requests, however, are almost always limited to
oral/visual releases.

NAVY VISIT AND INFORMATION REQUESTS

Requests for documentary information and visite are
normally received by the Chief -if Naval Operations (CNO)(0P622)
from foreign embassies, other Services, industry, and other of-
fices within the Navy (see Figure 17-5). When possible, the
decision to release documentation is made without staffingi how-
ever, when staffing is necessary, the replies are consolidated
and coordinated before the release determination. Visit requests
are processed in the same manner.

The Navy document request procedures are consummated
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by answering the originator's request and entering all denials
and classified documentary releases in the FORDTIS system.
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FIGURE 17-5. NAVY INFORMATION RELEASE PROCEDU)RES

US AIR FORCE (USAF) VISIT AND INFORMATION REQUESTS

Requests for documentary information and visits are
normally received from foreign embassies, other Services, indus-
try, and other offices within the Air Force (see Figure 17-6).
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USAF activities may propose release of documents, either unilat-
orally or in response to a specific request. The A.ir Force dele-
gates some authority to release information/conduct visits to
major commands. If the request exceeds that authority, it is
elevated to the next echelon for a decision. In addition,
attaches and Milgroups in foreign countries can provide informa-
tion on approved FMS cases. Any request received directly from
foreign nationals must be sent through major conwand disclosure
channels to USAF Headquarters (CVAII). Entries are made into the
FORDTIS system portraying the results of the above decisions.

UiCLASSIFIED TECHNICAL INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

The channels, controls, and procedures for disclosing un-
classified documents have been substantially modified with the
inclusion in the FY 84 DoD Authorization Act of the authority for
the Secretary of Defense to withhold from public disclosure
certain technical data with military or space application,, DoDD
5320.25 and 5320.24 implement the withholding of unclaussified
technical data provisions. The directives provide that lata may
be withheld from public dasclosure when all of the following
criteria are met. The technical data:

"o Are in the possession of or under the control of a

Se-vice within DoD

"o Have military or space application

"o May not be exported lawfully without an approval, au-
thorization, or license under US export control laws

"o Disclose critical technology.

Information under the control of or in the possession of the
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DOD means data created or received by elemfunts of the Department
and information developed and produced for the lepartment under
contractual arrangement or other agreements. Th! new legislation
defines the technical data with military or spac- application as
any blueprint, drawing, plan, instruction, computer software and
documentation, or other technical information. These elements
apply to any efforts to design, engineer, produce, manufacture,
operate, repair, overhaul, or reproduce military or space equip-
ment or related technology. The Secretary's authority to with-
hold such data, however, does not extend to technical data
authorized for export under a general, unrestricted license, or
exemption under regulations implementing the export control laws.

The implementing regulations for the export control laws
describe the technical data that may not be exported lawfully
without approval. Generally, technical data related to items on
the State Department's Munitions List and the Commerce Depart-
ment's Commodities Control List, contained in these regulations,
require licensing or approval. Critical technology essentially
is data that reveal prodluction know-how that would contribute
significantly to a country's military potential and possibly
prove detrimental to the security of the United States. Such
data may comprise, in part or in whole, the following items:

o Arrays of design and manufacturing know-how

o Keystone manufacturing, inspection, and test equipment

o Keystone materials

o Goods accompanied by sophisticated operation, applica-
tion, or maintenance know-how.

The Military Critical Technologies List (MCTL) is a ezcellent aid
in identifying critical technologye

These directives provide for the withholding of data as well
as for the provision of data to requesters with legitimate re-
quirements. Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) and other requests
for export-controlled DoD technical data that are received froi
private individuals or enterprises will be denied unless they are
from "qualified US contractors" within the meaning of the DoDD9.
Becoming a "qualified US contractor" is accomplished by submis-
sion of DD Form 2345 (Export-Controlled DoD Technical Data Agree-
ment) to the Defeni. Logistics Agency's Defense Logistics
Sevicea Center. The certifications on this form are intended to
allow technical data to be provided by the Department of Defense
without making them available publicly, thus leaving the export-
control laws in force with respect to such data. The form asks
for a brief business description to allow the Department of
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Defense to make the judgment that technical data requested in the
future have a connection with the stated business of the
requester.

Wi°h few exceptions, "qualified US contractors" who request
export-controlled DoD technical data for use in connection with
their legitimate business can expect to receive that data from
DoD even when the business activity does not involve DoD or USG
contracts. A business will have to establish itself as a 'quali-
fied US contractor" in order to receive future DoD bid packages
that contain technical data controlled under the new directive.
Further, to the extent that export-controlled DoD technical data
are involved, prospective prime contractors who are "qualified US
contractors" will not be able to share bid packages with pr.ospec-
tive subcontractors unless the subcontractors are also "qualified
US contractors."

There are exceptions to the new requirements. The provi-
sions of the directive do not:

o Alter the responsibilities of DoD components to protect
proprietary data of a private party in which DoD has
limited rights or restricted rights

o Apply to classified technical data or

o Pffect release of technical data by DoD components to
foreign governments, international organizations, or
their representatives or contractors, p',rsuant to
otfiýx.l agreement of USG licensed transactions.

The channels, controls, and procedures for disclosing un-
classified information meeting the third exception above are
essentially the same as for classified documents. Again, the
appropriate foreign disclosure office must always approve dis-
closing any information, and material and information should be
distribution-limited by the originator when he wishes to impose
additional protectio:,n. Distribution-limited information should
then be released only through specifically approved government-
to-government channel', based upon appropriate release authority.
Only documents cleared in advance for public release should not
be marked "distribution-limited."

CO.NTROL OF FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES

DoD Instruction 5230.20 sets forth standard procedures con-
cerning requests for visits, accreditaticas, and other related
matters. Accreditation as used in DoDI 5230.20 pertains only to
fcreign --epresentatives, military or civilian, including US
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citizens who are officially erployed by a particular foreign
government. As inplemented by the Services and the Defense
Intelligence Agency, "accreditations" are extended only to the
foreign government-sponsored officials who have frequent needs
for contacts with DoD Sirvices and agencies, such as liaison
officers and procurement officials. Normally, those individuals
are assigned to the foreign embassy or mission in the United
States. Those foreign officials who do not have frequent needs
for contacts, such as foreign government officials stationed out-
side the United States and foreign industry representatives, must
apply for either one-time visit authorizations or extended visit
authorizations,

VISITATION PROCEDURES TO DoD COMPONENTS

Except for those visits approved by the immediate of-
fice of the Secretary of Defense and Deputy Secretary of Defense,
the Director, Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) proceases re-
quests for visits and accreditations for OSD, the Office of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff (OJCS), the Unified and Specified Commands,
Defense agencies, and their defense contractors. The Services
process requests for their own departmnts and Department of
Defense contractors. Foreign requests to visit DoD contractors
shall be reviewed concurrently by the three military Services.
Correspondence with DoD contractors relative to approved foreign
visits shall be coordinated by the military Service has been
designated as the point of contact with the particular Defense
Investigative Service (DIS) Industrial Security Regional office.

Requests by foreign embassies shall normally be submit-
ted at least 30 days in advance for visits and 90 days in advance
for accreditations. Visits carried out under the terms of an
approved accreditation and extendad visit authorizations or one-
time visits may take place after coordination with the PM office
by the visitor, with at least 72 hours advance notice to the
office concerned. Requests for visits and accreditations submit-
ted by foreign embassies should follow the examples contained in
DoDI 5230.20 enclosures 03) and (4), respectively. Standardized
notifications shall be used to advise foreiqn embassies of final
action on requests for visits and accreditations. These stand-
ardized notifications are contained in DoD Instruction 5230.20
enclosures (5) and (6), respectively.

Notifications of approval of a foreign request for a
visit or accreditation to a DoD component shall be forwarded to
the contracting office in which the foreign representative is
accredited, or where the representative will visit. This notifi-
cation shall contain adequate guidance regarding the parameters
of the subject matter anu maximum permissible level of classified
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information that has been authorized for disclosure. The level
of the disclosure authorization and detailed disclosure guidance
may not be divulged to the foreign visitory however, the foreign
visitor should be informed of the classification of the infor-
mation disclosed to ensure that it is properly safeguarded.
Only that information essential for accomplishing the stated
purpose of the visit should be disclosed.

Disclosures of classified military information to
foreign visitors and accredited foreign representatives shall be
limited to releasable oral and visual information, unless the
release of documentary information resulting from a foreign visit
will be procqsed through normal foreign disclosure channels. In
either case, vhe physical transfer of classified documentary
inforration shall be effected through government-to-government
channels.

An official visit by a foreign representative is ap-
proved on the basis of a disclosure authorization, no'- a US
security clearance. The US Program Management Organization (PRO)
should note the distinction between a foreign government security
clearance and a disclosure authorization, and avoid the use of
the former terminology in correspondence regarding an approved
foreign visit request. A PM who wishes to invite foreign repre-
sentatives to visit the PM0 or a defense contractor, or who
wishes to have a foreign representative accredited to the PMO,
shall coordinate his actions with his military Service before
extending an invitation. This procedure is not required when the
foreign representative is authorized recurring contacts as a
result of an approved accreditation or extended visit authoriza-
t ion.

A foreign national may be permitted to participate in
training if it pertains primarily to the operation and mainte-
nance of a US item and it is scheduled to be conducted after a
purchase agreement has been signed by the prospective trainee's
government, or after a military assistance program order for the
item has been issued by the Defense Security Assistance Agency.
The foreign national may conduct classified training on a US item
after disclosure to the foreign national's government has been
approved.

VISITS TO DoD COITRACTORS

Requests by foreign nationals to visit contractor
facilities may be approved by DoD components only when the pro-
posed visit is related to a specific or potential program or
project with the foreign government concerned, such as F14S, Data
Exchange Agreements (DEAs), or other cooperative arrangements.
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Requests for visits that are not related to a specific
or potential program or project with the foreign government shall
be returned to the riequestor without DOD sponsorship. If the DoD
component with jurisdiction over the information involved in the
request has no objection to its release, the requestor shall be
notified to contact the contractor directly to arrange a visit.
For nonsponsored visits, the contractor shall comply with the
provisions of the ITAR (22CFR 121-128). If the DoD component
concerned has determined that the specific information requested
regarding a nonsponsored visit cannot be authorizead for release
to the foreign government involved based on current policy, the
reponsible DOD component shall so notify the contractor.

Foreign government requests to visit DoD contractors
shall be reviewed as applicable concurrently by the military
Services and DIA. Correspondence with DoD contractors relative
to foreign visits shall be forwarded to th•. cognizant DIS
Regional Office of IndusLrial Security for transmittal to the
contractor. Communications with cognizant security offices rela-
tive to foreign visits to contractors shall be coordinated by the
military Service that has been designated as the point of contact
with the cognizant security office.

VIS:TS BY EMPLOYEES Of RECIPROCALLY CLEARED FIRMS

Under existing industrial security agreements with
certain allies, reciprocal clearance procedures have been devel-
oped to clear US firms under Foreign Ownership, Control, or
Influence (FOCI). The following procedures govern visits by
employees of firmi that have been granted reciprocal industrial
security facility clearances:

"o Visit requests by US citizen enoloyees of reciprocally
cleared firms for unclassified commercial purposes only
may be submitted directly to the security office of the
facility to be visited.

"o Visit requests involving US citizen employees of
reciprocally cleared firms that will require the re-
lease of classified or unclassified information related
to classified programs or projects, and all visits by
foreign nationals employed by reciprocally cleared
firms, shall be submitted directly to the foreign liai-
son office of the military Service concerned or DIA, as
applicable.

"o Classified documentary information may be provided in
connection with visits under the auspices of the
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preceding paragraph, with the authorization of the DoD
component having classification jurisdiction over such
information.

INT"GRATE, PERBOMML

Foreign personnel integrated with the command or the
PMO shall not be assigned to positions that would expose them to
classified military or other sensitive information that is not
releasable to their government. Detailed job descriptions shall
be prepared by each office for those positions to which intc-
grated pernonn-al are assigned. Integrated personnel may haveaccess to releasable classified military information on an oral
or visual basis only. Such personnel may not act as official
representatives of their government while assigned to a command
or PO, nor ittay they represent the coomand or PHO with other
foreign governments or foreign representatives.

FOREIGN ATTENDANCE AT MEETINGS

DoD policy encourages foreign participation at meet-
ings, seminars, and conferences related to contractual opportun-
ities for equipment, weapon systems, or programs that enhance our
defense posture. The military Seivices are responsible for plan-
ning of foreign participation in these meetings. in such plan-
ning, the Services should consider three factors previously
covered: (1) decisions to approve the release of classified
military Information rests first with the originating department
or agency (2) not all foreign governments ha',e the same eligi-
bility ior classified military information, and (3) the false
inpressions provision of the NDP.

The USG has entered •.nto cooperative agreements witb
allies and other friendly nations that allow the exchange of
information in specified areas of mutual interest required for
their participation in contractual opportunities. Planning for
meetings that may ?'ead directly or indirectly to contract oppor-
tunities for such nations shall be based on the prc. •mption that
there wi'" be -eign attendance. Security requirements for
classi•1 . mee': are contained in DoDD 5200.12. The following
additional guidance applies to the attendance at meetings byrepresentatives of governments with which the DoD has cooperative

agreements.
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Participation by NATO and Other Allies at Related
Touifrenes M14,oia and Seminars

The DoD security sponsor shall be the central
point of contact for coordinating with other DoD components the
attendance of foreign representatives at classified meetings
involving nc.a-DoD parti ipants that are sponsored by a DoD compo-
nent. The DoD security sponsor also shall ensure that necessary
foreign disclosure guidance in obtained and followed for the
meting. At a minimum, coordination shall be effected with the
Military Departmentsa the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for
Policyr the Deputy Assietant Secretary of Defense (International
Economic, Trade, and Security Policy), Office of the Under Secre-
tary of Defense for Policyl and the Deputy Under Secretary of
Defense (International Programs and Technology), Office of the
Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering. When
full access to classified or sensitive technical information by
foreign representativew is not possible under applicable pol-
icies, nonreleasable information shall be either excised or pre-
sented at US-only sessions. Concurrent with acceptance by a DoD
component of security sponsorship for such meetings, the follow-
ing actions shall be accomplished during the coordination pro-
cess:

"o Identi4.ication of specific topics or technical
information to be presented at the meeting.

o Identification of countries with which the DoD has
cooperative agreements.

"o Determination, based on the above, and current foreign
disclosure and technology transfer policies of the
requirement for limiting foreign attendance or
scheduling US-only sessions.

"o Development of foreign disclosure guidelines for
sessions to be attended by foreign representatives.

Foreign Attendance at Contract Related Meetings

Attendaace by such foreign representatives at
meetings derigned to publicize advance requirements of the pur-
chasing activity, at presolicitation, prebidders0 preproposal and
preawazd meetings and at postaward technical debriefings shall be
controlled by the DoD component conducting the meeting. Before
the annouktcement of such meetings, an analysis shall be made of
the extent to which classified information may be involved
throughout the life cycle of the program. After such analysis,
decisions on requests for foreign attendance shall be in
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couplianne with the NDP-1. and shall be in support of our na-
tional objectives with respect to each program under considera-
tion. Denial of a specific appeal by a foreign government for
attendance by its reprosentatives at such meetings shall be
approved by the head of the DoD component conducting the meeting
or a designee at a level no lower than the Assistant Secretary.

Participation by Foreign Represeentatives at AssociationMetings

Procedures have been developed and provided to
major associations for their voluntary use in facilitating the
review and clearance of papers to be presented at conferences,
symposia. and seminars hosted by industry, and industry associa-
tions with Don sponsorship or participation. These procedures
pertain primarily to classified information and unclassified
information pertaining to a classified program. PH0 personnel
should be aware of their existence. Further information can be
obtained by contacting the applicable association.

INDUSTRIAL SECURITY

The security of the US depends in part upon the proper
safeguarding of classified information released to industry. The
objective of the Industrial Security Program is to ensure the
safeguarding of classified 'information in the hands of US indus-
trial organizations, educational institutions, and all organiza-
tions and facilities used by prime and subcontractors. The
Industrial Security Regulation (ISR)(DoD 5220.22-R) sets forth
policies, practices, and procedures of the Industrial, Security
Program used internally by the DoD to eaisure maximum uniformity
and effectiveness in its application throughout industry. The
Industrial Security Manual (ISM), DoD 5220.22-M, a companion
document to the ISR, is a DoD publication that contains detailed
security requirements to be followed by US contractors for safe-
guarding classified information. The ISM is made applicable to
industry by management's execution of the Department of Defense
Security Agreement (DD Form 441) and by direct reference in the
"Military Security Requirements" clause in the contract.

Administraticn of the Defense Industrial Security Program
(DISP) is assigned to the Director, Defense Investigative Ser-

vicey however, administration of the security cognizance concept
has been assigned to the Deputy Director (Industrial Security),
Headquarters DIS. Security cognizance authority has been dele-
gate4 to the regional Directors of Industrial Security for all
contractor facilities physically located within prescribed
regional boundaries. The regional Director of Industrial Secur-
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ity performs all cognizant security functions prescribed in the
ISR and ISME on behalf of all user agencies, except in certain
instances involving contractor activities on user agency instal-
lations and for US classified contracts awarJed to US contractors
for performance abroad. In such instances, the Commander or Head
of a user agency installation is reponsible for performing
certain security actions.

Although the ISR and ISM prescribe minimum industrial secur-
ity requirements, user agencies may augment these requirements by
imposing more restrictive standards through incorporating them
into the basic terms of the contract. User agencies are not
permitted to authorize lower standards of industrial security,
e.g., waivers, ex.eptions, or deviations, without the written
approval of the USDP, his designee, or higher authority. All
contractor-initiated requests for waivers cr deviations are re-
quired to be submitted through the appropriate cognizant security
office (DIS Regional Headquarters) to the Deputy Director for
Industrial Security at DIS Headquarters. Requests from a govern-
ment source should be. submitted to the USDP. The ISR should not,
however, be construed to limit in any manner the authority of the
Secretary of Defense or the Secretaries of the Services individ-
ually to grant access to classified information under their
cognizance to any individual designated by them. The granting of
such access is beyond the scope of the industrial security pro-
gram.

DoD negotiates industrial security protocols with those
foreign governments with which the USG has entered into coprodlic-
tion, codevelopment, and/or reciprocal procurement arrangements
involving industry. It includes provisions for clearance of fa-
cilities and personnel, handling and transmission of classified
material, and procedures for visits. The protocol becomes an
annex to the GSOIA discussed in an earlier section of this
chapter.

In addition to the DIS Industrial Security RegionAi Offices,
there are three primary field extensions of the DIS •'At affect
international cooperative efforts. These are the Defense Irdus-
trial Security Clearance Office (DISCO), the Defense Security
Institute (DSI), and the Office of Industrial Security Interna-
tional (OISI).

DEFENSE INDUSTRILAJ SECURITY CLEARANCE OFFICE

The DISP establishes procedures for safeguarding clas-
sified defense information that is entrusted to contractors.
Included in these procedures is a system for determining the
eligibility of industrial personnel for access to classified
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defense information. This function is performed centrally by
DISCO. DISCO receives requests for personnel security clearances
frm DoD contractors. It also obtains Reports of Investigations
(RO) from the appropriate investigative agencies. Clearances
are based on evaluation of the above information. Requests may
be rejected for certain administrative reasoasy however,
deroqetory,, cases must be decided by the O.QD Gone&-a Counsel.
Overseas assigr,-ent notification, security clearances from for-
eign governments, and limited access authorizations on behalf of
non-US citizens are also processad by DISCO. DISCO maintains a
coniuterizad records system for the preservation and ready acces-
sibility of all industrial personnel and facility security clear-
ances, the maintenance of facility clearance records, and the
retention of individual clearance case folder for tie prescribed
time period.

DEFENSE SECURITY INSTITUTE

The Defense Security Institute (DSI) offers special-
ized, formal security training to eligible industry and qovern-
ment personnel. The institute is also tasked with presenting
courses of instruction on information security management to DoD
personnel. These courses include the Information Security Pro-
gram and the safeguarding of classified information within the
military Services. DSI also provides counterintelligence aware-
ness briefings to industry. Every other year, DSI schedules an
international industrial security orientetion program to fa-
miliarize foreign industrial security officials with the DISP,
and to surface any difficulties or problems encountered pertain-
ing to the implementation of bilateral agreements.

OFFICE OF INDUSTRIAL SECURITY INTERNATIONAL (O1SI)

OISI has locations in Brussels, Belgiuml Mannheim, Ger-
manyi and Yokohama, Japan. OISI performs the following functions:

o Serves as tne central point for maintaining re:ords of
letters of consent (clearances) and Security Assurances
issued on behalf of contractor personnel assigned out-
side the US. It uses these records to process classi-
fied visit requests to USG, foreign government, and
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) activities as
may be required, and to confirm clearance data to such
activities and contractors when appropriate.

o Processes requests for NATO facility security clearance
certificates pursuant to DoD Directive 5210.60. It
maintains an index of such clearances and disseminates
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clearance varifications to USO, foreign government,
and NATO activities upon their request.

o Provides advice, guidance, and assistance on industrial
security matters to US contractors, their employees,
and other individuals who have requested, been granted,
or are being considered for security clearance or as-
surances. OSI administers security briefings and
orientations when required and assists in facilitating
classified visits by cleared industrial representa-
tives.

o Provides advice, guidance, and assistance on industrial
security matters to US, foreign, and international
organization officials. Maintains personal liaison
with such officials on a recurring basis.

o Provides a repository for classified material that has
been released by US contractors or user agencies for
use by cleared industry representatives. It ensures
that the material that ib not releasable to foreign
governments or their nationals is afforded safeguarding
within a USG-controlled activity.

o Assists in the establishment of government-to-govern-
ment transmkission channels between the US and foreign
governments. Serves as a conduit for the designated USG
representative in processing classified material re-
ceived from or relemsed to foreign activites located in
the Brussels, Belgium, area.

o OISI performs periodic inspections of US contractor
activities on US-controlled installations in Europe,
the Midd?,e East, and Africa when requested to do so by
the Services.

FOPIIGN CONTRACTS TO US FIRMS

With the favorable conditions that currently exist,
foreign governments and firms are letting classified contracts
and subcontracts to US firms on an increasing and unprecedented
scale. The initial point of contact for such procurement is the
Director of Industrial Security at DIS Headquarters. When pre-
contract discussions between the US firm and the foreign repre-
sentatives are expected to involve disclosure of foreign classi-
fied information, the foreign government should be directed to
communicate directly with the Director of Industrial Security to:
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o Obtain Information about the firm's present facility
security clearance.

o Determine the ability of the facility to properly safe-
guard the classified information.

0 Request clearance action in those cases in which~
facility security clearances of the appropriate levels
have riot been granted.

o Ascertain which cognizant security office will exercise
supervision over the security aspects of the contract.

0 obtain information about the security clearance of the
key personnel with whom they will negotiate.

0 Request instructions relative to the USG's classified
visitor control procedures.

0 Notify the cognizant security office when discussions
with the foreign government or the firm will involve
the release or disclosure of foreign classified inf or-
mation to a US firm.

US CONTRACTS TO FOREIGN FIRMS

A user agency may initiate action to award or permit
one of its contractors to award a classi~ied contract to a for-
eign contractor, provided the classified Information involved has
been approved for release (or is determined to be releasable) to
the government of that country under the National Disclosure
Policy. in addition, the foreign government concerned must have
entered into a security agreement with the US under which it
agrees to protect US classified information released to it. The
user agency, acting on its own behalf or on behalf of one of its
contractors, must also commaunicate with the designated foreign
government through DIS to ascertain the same information as
discussed above for foreign awards to US firms.

Once the contract has been approved by the foreign
government, a number of security procedures prescribed by para-
graph 8-104 of DOD 5200.1-R must be accomplished by the user
agency. Further, the user agency is required to inform the
Deputy Director (Industrial Security) at Headquarters, DIS, when
it authorizes a VS contractor to place a US classified contract
in a foreign codntry involving disclosure of US classified inf or-
mation to the foreign country. The Deputy Director is responsi-
ble for providing guidance to the appropriate cognizant secu:City
office regarding the US contract.-i's obligation to properly safe-
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guard any foreign classified information released to them. The
US firm's obligation in thia regard would be based on an existing
bilateral agreement, or otherwise in accordance with instructions
received from the foreign government or contractor releasing the
information to the US contractor.

SECURITY CLASSIFICATION AUTRORITY, RESPONSIBILITY, AND POLICY

The PMO and its contractors have a responsibility to know
and understand the security classification arena, particularly
since weapon systems development may involve highly sensitive
technology that may requiie protection. The only reason for
security classification of information is to protect the national
security, which is defined as the national defense and foreign
relations of the US. The policy is impiemented within DoD by DoD
5200.1-R.

An original decision to classify shall be made only by an
official with such authority when, first, it is determined that
the information in queetion is within several categories of
informatioir that are classifiable, and second, a separate deter-
mination is made that unauthorized disclosure o0. the information
reasonably could be expected to cause damage to the national
security. If both of the foregoing determinations are affirma-
tive, DoD information requiring protection against unauthorized
disclosure, or uncontrolled dissemination, shall be classified at
one of three levels, namely, Top Secret, Secret, or Confidential.
Classifiers will also set a date on which automatic declassifi-
catior should occur. Lastly, the original classifier incurs the
responsibility' for communicating that decision to others who have
need for the classified information through appropriate markings
or other guidance. This responsibility to provide security clas-
sification guidance extends to industry when classified con-
tracting is involved.

MISCEL.WrANEOUS DISCLOSURE-RELATED TOPICS

The PM operates in a dynamic arena, particularly when inter-
national cooperation is involved. The following additional top-
ics are considered to be of such importance that they are high-
lighted with pertinent reference.

o Safeguarding of US classified information located in
foreign countries is governed by DoD 5200.1-R. Such
retention may be authorized only when that material is
necessary to satisfy specific USG requirements.

o Marking of NATO and other foreign government documents
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and associated protective measures is governed by DoD
5200.1-R.

o Classified information originated by NATO shall be
aafeguarded in accordance with DoDD 5100.55.

o Transmission of classified material to foreign govern-
ments, as previously discussed, is accomplished on a
government-to-government basis. DoD 5200.1-R contains
a significant new requirement to prepare a transporta-
tion plan in conjunction with such release of classi-
fied material for foreign entities. This plan must be
approved by the appropriate DoD security and transpor-
tation officials before release of the material.
Specifics are provided in DoD 5200.1-R.

o Special Security Agreements (SSA) exist to facilitate
transfer of information to subsidiary companies that
are under FOCI. The SSA is used when a reciprocal
security agreement is not in existence between the
countries. Essentially, several conditions must exist
before the SSA is executed. First, there must be a
compelling need to use the firm. Second, the infor-
mation is not currently releasable under the NDP.
Third, the DoD component recognizes that the use of
this FOCI firm is the prudent procurement course of
action. Under the ISR, an SSA is established between
the parent company, the subsidiary, and DoD. This
agreement provides for the transfer of selected infor-
mation to the subsidiary only, establishes an oversight
committee of cleared US personnel in the subsidiary,
and contains limitations on the parent firm's manage-
ment control over its subsidiary. Specifics are pro-
vided in DoD 5220.22-R.
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CHAPTER 1 9
NODES OF COMMUNICATION

INTRODUCTION

This concluding chapter focuses on the more general feature
of international programs--the problem of communication, given
national differences in languages and in patterns of behavior.
Multiple topics are covered in this chapterl namely, communica-
tions aspects of meetings, translation and interpretation ser-
vices, lessons learned, and salient issues related to negotia-
tions. In addition, a discussion of information sources
available to the Program Manager (PM) is provided covering topics
such as foreign weapons evaluation, technology, and Department of
Defense (DoD) centers of information.

The success of a cooperative international program depends,
in a large measure, on effective two-way communication ard a
sharing of information. Poor communication and lack of relevant
data have been blamed in the past for what was actually poor
program management. Thus, the complications of ditferent lan-
guages and the variety of available data sources have been used
as an excuse for such international program failures. Actually,
there is an orderly, systematic manner to tailor reasonable
program goals and objectives and to develop the appropriate
management organization and structure to meet these goals and
objectives. The organiization established to accompl 4 ..h the pro-
gram management tasks should also ensure that effect. e commun-
ication is taking place. Chapter 9 discusses organization and
staffing of a multinatioual program office in detail. Inter-
face/communications management becomes the task of the PM as
requirements are defined.

Once program objectives have been established, the next step
is development of a front-end analysis and initiation of the
program plan. These involve answering the following basic ques-
tions:

"o What is the program selling (hardware, training, turn-
key facility)?

"o To whom is the program selling (government, industry)?

"o Who is the competition?

"o What environment is anticipated?
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The PM must know his customer, understand the customer's
economic goals, and know his positions on the subject. The
program manager's Acquisition Strategy (AS) rust be attuned to
the customert for instance, to consider the use of native subcon-
tractors, whenever possible, and to train nationals for blue-
collar, white-collar, and management positions.. The PM must
understand the thinking, interests, and authority of the
customer's representatives. The PM must be aware of individuals
in the customer's organization who may feel threatened by the
program plan with loss of prestige, authority, or prospects for
advanceirent.

A recent lessons learned report indicated that three basic
principles emerged from the successful anti-infrared smoke pro-
ject. These principles are:

0 National confidence must be present from the outset
that the project is feasible, likely to succeed and
will produce good results.

0 Continuity of personnel significantly contributes to
the success of a cooperative project.

0 Full sharing o.f information, equipment, technical
expertise, and generated data is essential in order to
achieve maximum return.

Inherent in at least two of the above elements is good communica-
tion. Without good communication, confidence -would not have been
built nor would information have been effectively shared.

MEETINGS

Because of travel distances and diffdrences in time zonas
and working schedules, meetings assume a special significance in
international programs. It may require several days of meetings
to reach understandings, because participants must obtain coordi-
nated. natic~nal positions. Meetings, however, are essential to
resolve issues, negotiate licensing agreements and Memoranda of
Under7standing (MOUs), disseminate new information or provide
feedback, coordinate specific efforts and obtain participating
nations' support, and reconcile conflict. Meetings are an effec-
tiva means of communication for an international project to
gather participants together on matters of mutual interest to
produce the following results:

o Integrate project interests
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a Change attitudes, perspective on problems, and national
positions

o Incourage participation in bilateral and multilateral
projects

o Gain information from participants to i.Lrove decision-
making

o Obtain commitments of participants to particular cour-
xes of action.

Productive meetings are an effective tool for program met,-
agement communication, in order to develop specific plans and to
organiza specific tasks. Effective meetings take place as a
result of ca=eful planning, meeting leadership, and attention to
details. An agenda should be prepared with the meeting objec-
tive4 in mind, thereby providing the framework to keep the
meeting on course. A well-planned agenda will allow the chairman
to facilitate interactions of participants. The agenda should
focus on issues relating to one topic, if possible, thus requir-
ing fewer attendees and yielding better participation in the
discussion. The more concise the agenda the better, as it is
difficult for most participants with specific interests to be
prepared to discuss a wide variety of issues. Background data
should be provided on each coordinated position before the
meeting. Also, the agenda and background data should be provided
to the interested parties as early as possible to assure that
such a meeting is required.

The two requirements for international meetings over and
above the general requirements for other types of meetings are
those for handling messages and communications to establish and
review positions on issues under negotiation, and also the use of
interpreters. The meeting place must have adequate communica-
tions to the outside world. Adequately equipped meeting rooms
are available at international business and trade centers for
business negotiations, and at North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) headquarters and national capitals for government-to-
government meetings.

To produce ai effective meeting, only those with expertise
and/or decision-making responsibility should attend. Meetings
always tend to attract many people, some of whom may not have
direct involvement in the issues to be discussed. An attempt
should be made to keep the meeting size down to a level at which
true results can be obtained. Even so, international meetings
will tend to be much slower in operation, especLally if several
positions need to be considered for multinational endeavors.
Quick decisions are not normally to be expected. Time will be
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required for participants to review praviously established posi-
tions, with development and/or consideration of now alternatives.
Such d&lays are inevitable in order to obtain better decision-
making on courses of action. An effective meeting can serve as a
basis for multinational team building on the way to achieve
successful international collaboration.

In meetings or group discussions, it is especially important
that certain etiquette and protocol be observed:

o Never browbeat, criticize, or demean an individual ii
or outside the group. The individual will be undercut
and lose face, and you will lose the trust and credi-
bility of the group.

o Learn naticnal taboos, because some natural behavior in
the US may be regarded as lack of morality or taste in
other countries.

o Be a tough businessman and hard negotiator. All
negotiators will have to ohow their superiors the
results of the negotiation, which may not be endorsed
if the outcome it inequitable.

o Precedent is an especially important consideration in
international discussionu rely on analysis before pro-
posing "innovative and creative" proposals that may
become precedents.

o Never make a commitment that has not been approved or
that you do not have the responsibility and authority
to satisfy. Go to meetings with a staffed and approved
position on all issues.

o Know the history, educational background, position,
and authority of each participant from other govern-
ments or their businesses, as well as your own.
Attempt to ascertain to what level the delegation of
authority has been made.

o Effective communication starts with a thorogi.h knowl-
edge of our own methods, problems, and requirements.
Next, be able to describe future requirements, the time
they are needed, and the reasons for them. To ensure
that these plans are only improved or else substant-
ively uncnanged during follow-on discussion, harmoniza-
tion and agreements are needed on secondary factors and
details. Remember to understand the other partici-
pants' systems and philosophies--the US way is not
necessarily the best way.
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o The leader of the negotiating or other businesa "teams"
should use functional specialists available within or
through the PM organization to communicate ef fect-
ively with the participating personnel on issues out-
aide the leader's area of expertise.

o The leader should be the spokesperson for the group.
Arguments among teamu members only cause confusion and
portray a disorganized position. if such discussions
must take place, then caucus among the team at a sepa-
rate location from the main meeting.

0 An effective but sometimes exhausting technique is to
let the team leader do all of the talking unless a need
exists to identify a particular individual due to the
need for the expertise. In highly technical meetings
covering many areas of expertise, the team leader
should ensure adequate coverage of each area in a
timely manner.

0 Speak clearly and precisely. Attempt to use common
terms that the parties understand. Remember that
languages require different amounts of words and
sentences to express ideas. What the US representative
may express in a short time could take more tine to
convey in another language.

0 Avoid organization-specific slang.

0 Above all, exercise common courtesy in dealing with all
parties. For exa~nple, some Europeans frown on being
greeted with a handshake, with the other hand stuck in
the pockcet. In Buddhist countries, showing the bottom
of the feet or shoe or touching another person's head
is considered a personal affront. Above all, find out
what the local taboos are and respect them.

A distinction must be made between public and private sector
contract negotiations. The distinction rests primarily on the
difference between the public sector concept of sovereign equal-
ity and the private sector's economic marketplace orientation.
Public sector negotiations between two governments cannot rest
only on one government's framework of rules and regulations, but
will always involve some mixture of both sets of rules. In
public sector negotiations, political considerations are often
paramount, while in the private sector, economic considerations
usualiy prevail. Public sector negotiations may involve many
more emotional issues, and protocol then becomes very important.
For example, mose.. of the private sector US negotiators have
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reported that they have had very few language ;roblems in dealing
with Buropean firms because all negotiations were conducted in
English and contracts are normally written in English. Although
public sector negotiations were frequently conducted -n English,
a great deal of time was spent preparing and altering transla-
tions to produce a bilingual document, because these documents
must be available in the respective national language for legal,
staffing, and docision-making reasons. An a ule, in public
sector negotiations, the participating countries us* their
respective national languages, and intarprotoas translate them
into the other languages.

Several other issues, which are equally applicable across
the range of communications topics, are deservIng of recognition.
Although most countries have a considerable number of English-
speaking people, problems abound in the acquisition arena even
with English-speaking countries. The adage that the US and the
United Kingdom (UK), for example, are divided by a common lan-
guage is still true in many instances. Within the English-
speaking sphere alone, there are many common words and expres-
sions that have different meanings in the US and the UK. Suffi-
cient effort is not made to understand each other across the
board. For example: the US and the UK have very different
meanings regarding nonrecurring cost, specification, and post-
design services. US nonrecurring costs include such items as
tooling. In the UK, tooling is part of production and, thus, a
recurring cost. A significant assist would be the compilation of
an acquisition-oriented handbook addressing related aspects of
culture, economic, and acquisition differences to -include a lan-
guage translation glossary for country representative usage. A
glossary of common words, terms, and acronyms should be produced
showing the different meanings in each country. Once such a
document is developed, the terms should be used instead of syno-
nyms or other expressions with the same, or nearly same meaning.
With such a document, all communications would be greatly im-
proved. It should be noted that Allied Administrative Publica-
tion (AAP-6) does contain a glossary of terms and definitions.
In a similar vein, the various Standardization Agreements
(STANAGs) have glossaries of terms that are pertinent to the
applicable subject areas.

Involvement with foreign governments in international pro-
grams will undoubtedly include contact with embassy personnel,
particularly procurement counselors or defense attaches. In many
cases, there is a lack of awareness on the part of the embassy
staff of program details, procurement regulations, and aspects of
the negotiations that are ongoinq. The PM could certainly assist
in cementing the bond in co]le-borative programs by offering to
provide timely briefings to cgnizant embassy personnel on pro-
gram progress and future intentions.
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am MmWPUTTION AnD TRANSLATION

In meetings and group discussions, interpreters are required
on the f.rmal nrgotiating level and may be required on the lower
working level if participants ar. not fluent in the languages
that are being spoken. Even if the participants are familiar
with the languages, the interpreter can catch dialects, meanings,
nationally specific terminology, and nuances not always apparent
or known to all participants, and give them time to think before
answering if the mode of interpreting is consecutive. Interpre-
term are divided into three levels of proficiency:

0 Conference interpreters who provide exact, instantan-
eous, simultaneous, or consecutive translations of
conversations and statements. Simultaneous is the most
precise, verbatim mode of interpreting, for which the
interpreter must possess thorough knowledge of the area
of expertise under discussion.

o Seminar interpreters who are almost equally skilled but
not as precise, use more conversational than verbatim
representation in their interpretation.

o Escort interpreters, who are fluent in the language(s),
usually interpret consecutively in short paragraphs/
statements.

Interpreting, when conducted by conference interpreters, is
actually an artistic performance based on the sound knowledge of
subject areas. Normally only conference and seminar interpreters
are used for meetings. Escort interpreters are used for escort
services, when only a one-on-one conversation is expected and the
meeting is not a negotiation-type involving critical areas of
expertise. If an intexpreter of-a higher skill has been em-
ployed, it is preferable to remain with this higher skilled indi-
vidual in the event of contingencies as well as the knowledge
bznae in the particular subject matters to be discussed. An
interpretcT will usually require some time before the meeting,
either at home with study material or at the meeting site with
knowledgeable program personnel, to prepare for the meeting in
terms of areas of expertise to be discussed. Freelance interpre-
ters are usually paid by the day, plus expenses.

Translators take written work and express it in another
language, so that it is scientifically, technically, and gramma-
tically correct. If the translation is critical, a reviewer may
be necessary for final editingi e.g., a Memorandum of Understand-
ing, to ensure correctness and completeness by the above
criteria. Freelance translators are paid by the day or by trans-
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lating the project. Translation may take considerable time
because of the research invclvedr the expert translator normally
averages 2,000 words per day. Translating and interpreting teamn
may be set up permanently, depending on the nature of the multi-
national program, availability of such services, areas of exper-
tise, and number of languages involved.

The continuity of personnel discussed proviously, is cer-
tainly applicable in the interpretation/translation arena,
especially for lengthy deliberations. The anti-infrared smoke
project found that the NATO team of interpreters developed a
rapport with the tezm over time. The interpreters not only
becamie thoroughly familiar with the various areas of expertise
but also got to know the personalities of Lhe participants. This
is borne out by many multinational programs. The continuity
of interpreters significantly contributed to the success of these
projects.

Since most meetings ind their translatinU/interpreting acti-
vities require security clearances, the PM should in general, use
the office of Language Services, Department of State, for con-
tract services. This office, located in Washington, DC, can
normally provide the type of support or contract service' re-
quired. Service is provided on a first-come, first-served basis.

Early contact is essential to establish the availaoility of
interpreters and/or translators with the skills, expertise, .V-
languages that are needed. During these early discussions, the
State Department can provido advice on the niumbers and types of
interpreters required, based on the size of the meeting and num-
bers of subgroups. In addition, advice can be furnished on the
type of equipment needed to support the interpretation effort
The requester should also specify the type of conference(legal,
technical, or political/economic). Written follow-up will be re-
quired to provide specifics as well as fiscal data.

State Department personnel with the requisite skills may be
substituted at the same cost to the DOD program manager. The PM
is required to pay the salary for one study date, either an site
or at home (interpreter onlyh travel and work timel and per
diem, travel, and a 10 percent State Department overhead. Sala-
ries range from $260 per day for a conference interpreter, to
$195 for a seminar interpreter, to $105 per day for an escort
interpreter (FY 86 stabilized rate). The US Army Foreign Scie..ce
and Technology Center at Charlottesville, VA, provides transsla-
tion services for requirements which are generated by the Army
Materiel Command (AMC) laboratories and arsenals. Interpreting,
however, is coordinated through AMC Headquarters.

For contractors, The American Association of Language Spe-
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cialists (TAALS), located in Washington, DC, is the professional
association with language specialists working at intertational
levels, either in conferences or permanent organizations. The
association has a membership of about 205 interpreters and trans-
lators. They are based in 13 coantries of the Western Hemis-
phere--Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Columbia, Guatemala,
Mexico, the Netherlands, Panama, Peru, the US, Uruguay,
Venezuela--and in Europe, Africa, and Japan. Over 60 of them are
permanently employed by international organizations, governmental
agencies, and universities. The remaining individuals work on a
free-lance basis. The association vouches for the language com-
petence of its individual members through its rating system. The
TAALS standards of professional ethics and working conditions are
binding on its members everywhere. Additional services can be
obtained through commercial translation services such as Berlitz
Incorporated. It should be remembered, however, that for secur-
ity rearons, contractors should consider hiring their own trans-
lators and interpreters with security clearance if working on
classified contracts with multinational implications.

IESSONS LEARNED

To broaden the concept of communications, a series of les-
sons learred is provided to reinforce the necessity for a PM to
proceed carefully from a atatement of requirements to a well-
developed plan so thett communiration will be facilitated. The
basics of any management process depend upon good leadership and
coxmunication. International program management places a premium
on both of these elements.

The following examples serve as useful lessons learned:

"o The anti-infrared smoke project experienced problems in
written communications. The conclusion of the project
group was that many of the reports were not precisely
written, nor were they formally reviewed and approved
at subsequent meetings before proceeding to new agenda
iteme. Reports of proceedings usually are critical
when something goes wrong, and to address a wrong,
perceived or otherwise, requires reports that are accu-
rate and precise.

"o In international programs, it takes a longer period of
time to send or obtain documentation. It is not un-
usual for a project office to experience periods of 2
to 3 weeks between mailing of papers and their receipt.
Considerable difficulty has been experienced by PM
staffs in hand-carrying or forwarding classified docu-
ments between cooperating countries. Differences in
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classification categories add a further dimension to
the problem. In some cases, documents that were re-
quired in days have taken several months to transit the
*system.* Although solutions have not been found,
recommendations have been made to examine electronic
means of transmission to include encryption.

0 Projects can conceivably require multiple MOUs. The
anHk-infrared smoke representatives decided to develop
two HOUs. MOU I was concerned with the conduct of
comparative testing of state-of-the-art, anti-infrared
smoke-producing materials and NOU 2 was concerned with
the exchange of information on the development of anti-
infrared smokes. As the project group continued in its
deliberations, it became apparent that the immediate
task was to produce HOU 1 in order to proceed with the
trials. MOU 2 was to address smoke development and
cooperatiom pending the results by the trials and,
therefore, did not attract much attention of the parti-
cipants. As events took place, MOU 2 was never given a
serious focus, and it eventually c~ased to be consid-
ered by the group. It became clear that any effort
directed toward MOU 2 detracted from the completion and
the staffing of MOU 1, which was more important to the
trials. The lesson learned is that only one MOU should
be considered at a time.

"o Many business arrangements are based on requcsts f',r
equipment from specified manufacturers or services from
specified sources. This totally negates DoD's or the
US coapanyTs ability to compete the contracts. Infor-
mation to foreign customers should emphasire bcnsfits
derived through competition, such as more advantageous
prices, types of contracts, and contract terms; and
more favorable delivery schedules. Wherever possible,
requests should specify equipment capability or type of
service and encourage competition between known quali-
fied sources.

"o Foreign customers may require concurrent development/
production programs to gain the advantage of the ear-
liest possible delivery date. In doing so, the custo-
mer should be aware of possible qualification, produc-
tion, and engineering change/retrofit costs due to
early design freezes and release of necessary produc-
tion parts to meet production schedules. Concurrent
development/production should be used only when the
earliest possible delivery is the primary factor. In
such cases, the customer should be formally apprised of
the higher risks involved.
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"a In responding to the demands of the moment, many pro-
grams are begun with general statements of work, but
without progzam plans to define specific tasks and
schedules as well as a host of other details, As a
result, early efforts normally lack direction and cohe-
sion. Sufficient planning is extremely important in
international programs before implementation.

"o In an effort to have spare parts, special tools, etc.,
available for concurrent delivery with the end item,
most support items are released using production-based
estimates of budgetary cost and delivery schedules.
The actual prices may vary considerably from budgetary
estimates, and delivery timeb of support items are dif-
ficult to program accurately because the schedules are
estimated. Firm prices or, as a minimum, "not to
exceed" prices and firm delivery schedules should be
established for support items before their release.
This same philosophy should apply to technical manuals
covering such areas as preparation times, cut-off dates
for changes, printing schedules, and costs.

"o Negotiation of major hardware and service contracts,
and statements of work should be accomplished at the
location of contract performance. This substantially
improves customer participation and allows functional
managers and on-site administrative personnel to be
available immediately for consultation and participa-
tion. The on-site negotiating process significantly
improves the integrity of the statanment of work.

"o The PM should institute a quarterly review procedure of
all contracts. At each review, which PM personnel and
customer r'presentatives should attend, the prime con-
tractor should be required to present a status brief-
ing. This mechanism is very useful in surfacing prob-
lems, identifying action items, and tracking program
progress, ':1 of which enhance involvement and motiva-
tion ir. "Ile program.

"o The negotiation/communication process is signiticantly
longer if the foreign firm has not had extensive expo-
sure to US business practices, and vice versa. Many
items identified in the buyer's regular "boiler plate"
clauses must be thorcughly discussed with foreign sup-
pliers. American businEss pr&ctices regarding payment,
warranties, and liquidated damages also require discus-
sion because treatment of these factors varies from
country to country. Normally, the US contracting
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agency must eatablish the extent to which the foreign
supplier previouoly has complied with applicable US
specifications. This requires a detailed, step-by-step
review of the specifications. Sometimes the foreign
supplier's standard specifications meet or exceed the
US requirementl however, a very detailed review and
comparison is required to ascertain the adequacy of the
foreign specifications.

o Small, tightly knit teams, with authority to enforce
consensus decisions, are imperative to the success of
international projects. Accomplishment of the above
requires good communication skills. In the same
manner, the team should have ready access to corporate
policy-making management via a clean chain of command
(single line of authority).

o Successful programs will attempt to establish good
communications in all aspects, thus striving toward the
establishment of a project/home team relationship.
When all members are working toward successful accomp-
lishment of the program, many obstacles can be over-
come.

o It should be obvious that lesser visibility programs
allow for greater flexibility and compromise. It is
easier to reconcile views and interests, thus cutting
down on the volume of communications with a plethora of
agencies/activities/governments.

o Communication will be facilitated by establishing firm
Points-of-Contact (POCs). POCs should be established
early-on. Everyone should know who they are, w1ht
organization(s) they represent, with whom they ir'u>-
face, and their responsibilities.

NEGOTIATIONS

ChapLer 1G discusses negotiation in the general context of
the contracting sequence, from program approval to contract
award. Thii section focuses on specific elements of an interna-
tional negotiation as they can be affected by communication.

Trade-offs are commonplace in almost all negotiations; how-
ever, in dealing with foreign countries, the quid pro quo concept
is especially important. In some countries, the "winnt'" is
thought to be the negotiator who gains the most Concessions,
regardless of their importance. Concessions can be offered or
exchanged in an attempt to attain agreement on more significant
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issues while yielding on swýller points. One must always be
aware of the emotional issues in negotiations. The skilled US
negotiator must fully understand foreign business practices and
cultural influences on negotiations. The cooperative arena de-
mands that all parties leave the table with a sincere belief that
they havs gained something or shared in the benefits in propor-
tion to their contributions. Failure to do this will result in
an eventual recognition by t'-, lesser party that a sense of
imbalance or wrong has resulted which may damacre the collabora-
tive project. Since negotiating techniques and culture varies
2rom country-to-country, the PM and his team must recognize the
differences and act accordingly.

A few points apply to US negotiations with all foreign
nations. The US members should speak slowly, pronouncing their
words correctly, if they are to be fully understood, especially
for simultaneous interpreting. English-speaking members should
keep in mind that it takes approximately 20 percent more volume
of words in the German language, and more or less in other non-
English languages, to simultaneously and verbatim interpret from
the English language. The place in which an individual learned
the English languaqe will have an impact on communications. For
instance, the US •nd the UK both teach English; however, certain
countries require, for the teaching profession, a certification
by the person as to the country of origin from which the language
was learnad. This is required due to the differences in the
language that could affect pronunciation. It is important to
avoid embarrasging members of the foreign negotiating team.
While this might senm obvious, it must be remembered that it is
easy to embarrass someone without realizing it, particularly if
foreign customs are not understood fully. To minimize misunder-
standing, US personnel should always use clear, si~ple language
and repeat important points often, using slightly different phra-
seology each time. Caucuses may be especially useful in multina-
tional meetings because they help to relieve tension.

SOURCES OF DATA

PMs who aze involved in collaborative programs have require-
ments for a wide variety of information relating to foreign
weapon system, the worldwide irdustrial and technological base as
well as host of technical informatiun on the speciiic program in
question. These data are necessary if the Program Management
Office (PMO) and Service/OSD staffs are to:

o Implement DoD policieg relating to collaborative
armaments programs

o Provide a baseline for assessment of US/foreign milit-
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ary equipment capabilities and deficiencies

o Develop the necessary planning documents and program
plans needed to accomplish the specific program in
question

o Further the goals of armaments cooperation as discussed
in Chapter 1

o Provide a comparison of foreign and US programs to
reduce the potential for duplications and obtain the
synergistic effects of all alliance projects.

The totel DoD requirement for foreign data falls into six major
categories as follows:

"o Technology Assessments: technological posture of dif-
ferent countries

"o Weapon Systems: systems and subsystems developed or
programmed for development

"o Industrial Enterprises: character of foreign indus-
tries--strengths and weaknesses

"o Economic Factors: evaluation of economic strength

"o International Agreements: formalized coaunitments such
a3 Data Exchange Agreements (DEAs), MOUs, etc.

"o Historical Reports of Technology Transfers: a record of
FMS, exports, etc.

Appendix E provides a listing of selected data sources,
together with an assessment thereof. It reflects a partial
listing that the PM can use along with a host of other docunents
as discussed below. These sources would include the following
examples:

o Periodicals/Publications

- International Defense Review - Defense Electronics
- Defense and Foreign Affairs - Logistics Spectrum
- Armed Forces Journal - Military Logistics

International Forum
- NATO's Sixteen Nations - Defense Management
- National Defense Journal
- Defense - National Contract
- Military Technology Management
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- Aviation Week and - Program Manager
Space Technology - GAO Reports

- Government Executive - Naval Institute
- Asian Defense Journal Proceedings
- Interavia

"o Foreign Equipment Exhibitions--The source of data in-
volves on-site observations devoted to technical and
performance characteristiCs of selected items of equip-
ment. While it may be difficult to obtain a schedule
of such activities, depending upon the items involved,
an inquiry may be made through the Office of Defense
Cooperation (ODC) to the country involved. The ParisAir Show is a prime example of revealing defense-type
equipment recently developed for the international
market.

"O Equipment Catalogs--On certain occasions, foreign gov-
ernments publish catalogs to indicate availability of
selected types of equipment and/or components. The
most common type of catalog is represented by a docu-
ment distributed from the UK. This catalog provides a
description of the item, performance characteristics,
military applications, options/modifications available,
and ,ource of additional detailed information. In
additJon, international publishing organizations also
prepa-e catalogs such as NATO's Sixteen Nations Defense
Equipment Catalog.

"o Industry Brochures--Another source of foreign data is
the publication of industrial brochures designed to
market specific products. These brochures normally
include a general description, pictures or drawings,
capability and a sales promotion explaining how the
equipment can meet the needs of the military Service.
The question that must be addressed is how to ensure
that an individual is included on the mailing lists to
receive these documents. This requires an aggressive
approach to determine the following:

- Country that possesses the needed technology

- Names of specific companies (if available)

- When practical, arrangements for visits to subject
industrial concerns

- Requests to industry to be included on the mailing
lists for subject materials
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- Participation in marketing survey programs

Requests for assistance from the applicable secu-
rity assistance organization to be included on
appropriate distribution lists

- Review of publications for potential documents

o Industrial Reports--DoD sponsors studies utilizing many
different contractors to survey and publish data on
foreign governments and industry. The aggressive man-
ager of international programs surveys data bases such
as the Defense Technical Information Center (DTIC) and
the Defense Logistics Studies Information Exchange
(DLSIE) to determine the availability of information
pertinent to the program.

o Seminars/Conferences/Association Meetings--Both indus-
try and the government sponsor periodic meetings to
examine US-foreign relationships, e.g., American De-
fense Preparedness Association (ADPA). Although the
majority of topics presented at these meetings involves
policies and procedures, they do constitute a forum
that permits the exchange of military information and
data. In addition, reference material. is published by
many of these associations which discusses significant
subjects of interest to the international PM. As an
example, the ADPA recently completed a conference that
discussed offset/countertrade issues. In addition, the
Association of the US Army (AUSA) holds meetings at
which equipment is displayed, some of which is of
foreign origin.

o Intelligence Reports--The military community issues
intelligence reports that discuss foreign weapon sys-
tems and technology. The PM should be aware of this
data source and attempt to maximize its use whenever
possible.

The PM has a wide variety of data sources available to him.
These sources are, however, widely dispersed among many govern-
mental agencies with no single attempt to consolidate these data
into a usable format. The PM must creatively pursue the informa-
tion. This lack of consolidation does create a more difficult
environment for the PM to accomplish his responsibilities effec-
tively. The PM must:

o Be aware of foreign systems and technology
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o Aggressively seek out information from all sources that
relates to the program

0 Know the industrial/governmental arena that bounds the
international program.
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APPENDIX A
GEnERIC MNWORANDUM OF UkwERSTmIDxNG (NOU)

This appendix provides guidance for preparing the separate
sections of an NOU. Since each program is unique. some rections
can be combined, deleted, or expanded and divided into several
sections to adequately address the complexity of the issue.
Ripert advice is always necessary. Such sections as intellectual
property, finance, and security are particular candidates for
expertise. Compatibility of sections is essential, and cross-
referencing should be used whenever necessary. Prior agreements
and NOUs should be referenced in specific sections where
applicable. This description is largely obtained from Allied
Acquisition Practices Publication number 1, dated March 19832

0 Title Page Identifies the document.

States the document is an MOU.

Identifies participants.

- Gives the subject and security classification.

o Table of Contents--Lists sections and annexes by title
and page number.

o Section 1--Defines term., abbreviations, and reference
agreements.

Defines all words and phrases to the extent
necessary to ensure a common understanding.

- Defines all abbreviations and auronyms.

States prior agreements and their effect on the
current agreement as well as precedence.

Desct ibes effect of proposed modifications on
referenced prior agreements.

o Section 2--Introduction and the Basis for the Arrange-
ment

Sets out background and introduces the program in
swumnary form.

Identifies the participants and, if appropriate,
their representatives.
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Gives reasons for execution of the arrangement and
benefits to be derived.

- Summarizes background considerations and Inten-
tions respecting follow-on activities.

- Sets out €qeneral aims of the program.

.o Section 3--Objectives.

Addresses specific objectives and general goals of
the participants, given in a manner to clarify the
intent of the participants and' aid in resolution
of ambiguities in other sections of the MOU.

o Section 4--Total Scope of the Project and NOU.

S- Identifies activities to be conducted under this
MOU, delimited as far as possible by tangible
accomplishments.

Describes provisions affecting fcllow-on activi-
ties.

o Section 5--Basic Management Structure, Interfaces, and
Participants Authority and Responsibility.

Describes type of management structure i.e., sep-
arate, joint, or centralizel authority.

Describes organizational structures for handling
overall responsibilities for program policy and
directiont e.g., Board of Directors (large pro-
grams) l Steering Committee (other programs) l
closed NATO Project Group (feasibility phase).

Describes organizational structures !or handling
overall responsibilities for program management;
e.g., General Manager heading NATO or other inter-
national agencyl piloZ or lead nation for single
country managementy Project Director heading a
project office (such a project office may be es-
tablished by separate joint administrative ar-
rangement including provisions for its funding,
location, staffing and administrative support);
joint national responsibilities, each country
being responsible for the performance of its na-
tional work share.
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Identifies other separate but related programs to
facilitate information exchange.

Addresses plans to lead to more extensive programs
as related projects mature.

Identifies position designations, of personnel
accomplishing data and technology transfer aad
liaison (normally, national project officers).

Describes joint management plan, coordination, and
cooperation.

Discusses managerial involvement by industry.

Outlines management committee: voting members
from each participantl selection of the chairmani
meeting procedures, frequency, and locationsp
voting procedures and percentage of vote required
for &pprovall and direct liaison between committee
members and designated representatives.

Outlines steering committee member/project officer
responsibility and authority in conducting design
reviews and assisting in design analysist develop-
ment and review of test planning and participation
in the test and evaluationl approval of budget and
payment schedules, coordination of visit and ac-
cess requestsp consideration of amendments/nodifi-
cations of the MOUt coordination of documentation
exchanger notification of cost, schedule, and
performance degradationsy and all other duties in
administerinU his country's responsibilities to
the project.

Discusses industrial organizations framework of
any industrial structure appropriate to secure the
objectives of the program should be recognized and
provisions included as necessary: relationship of
industrial organization to participants (govern-
ments), prime contractor (leader, follower), con-
tractor (consortium), and subcontractors.

o Section 6--Report Requirements.

Stipulates the reports required, frequency of
reporting, preparation and review responsibil-
ities, copies and distribution, availability to
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nonparticipants, official language, use of re-
strictive'markings on security and IP information,
and security classification of those documents.

S Section 7--Work-Sharing.

- Defines of the principles governing allocation of
work to be performed under the NOU.

- Factors affecting work-sharings technological
requirements of the program, including standardi-
zation and interoperability requirementsa techni-
cal capabilities of the participanter prospective
requirements of the participants: financial con-
tributions by participants and other contributions
by participants (e.g.. government services and
facilities).

- Decision on present work-sharing percentage,
whether prior work is to be included in these
percentages, and whether subcontracting is an
approved method of work-sharing,

- Designates approval authority for the work-sharing
plan.

- Consultation with industrial interests.

- Monitoring work-sharing plan including adjustment
of any imbalance occurring during program. Shar-
ing with regard to third party sales.

- Provisions for subcontracting.

Provisions for coproduction.

- Provisions for logistic support as appropriate.

o Section 8--Cost-Sharing.

- Develops guidelines for the determination and
reimbursement of costs.

- Defines of program costs.

- Determines the basic financial arrangement;
specify each participant's financial contribution,
noting any relevant constraints.
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Specifies the economic conditions on which any
estiaetes are made.

Specifies permitted costs such as those incurred
prior to NOU, contractual agreements, overhead
costs, and other allowable costs.

Specifies unallowable costs including costs pro-
hibited by national laws.

Sets appropriate cost milestones and thresholds
for the project.

Designates an index of the ceilinq price for in-
flation.

Establishes procedures for allocating cost over-
runs, notices, and substantiation responsibilitiee
for revised efforts and approval authority at each
level of management for cost overruns.

o Section 9--Financial Matters.

- Establishes pricing arrangements.

- Establishes funding procedures.

- Sets up provisions for controlling changes in
program costs.

- Establishes mecLanism for accumulation and dis-
bursement of funds with specification of the
method of collection, collection on demand or
payment schedules, and establishment of project
trust fund.

Designates and authorizes individuals to draw
funds.

States amounts in specific monetary units, provi-
siorns for currency fluctuations, and adjustment
schedules to share equitable gain or loss caused
by fluctuations.

Establishes project budget function, specify
frequency of budgeting responsibility for budget
formulation and approval, and state reporting
requirements.

- Establishes a fiscal baseline and fiscal year.
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Provides for nonavailability of appropriated
funds, loan provisions, etc.

Establishes procedures for adjusting contributions
and cancellation charges of the partieR.

Provides procedures for the actual currency ex-
change and transfer.

States auditing and accounting procedures to be
followed, and designate responsibility for main-
taining records of costs and obligations incurred,
monies received and disbursed, issuance of audi-
ting reports.

Establishes notice requirements for audits and who
'has the right to audit program and contractor
records.

o Section 10--Taxes, Duties and Other Charges.

States those materials and personal property ex-
empt from taxation, those personnel exempt from
taxes, and charges to be paid by the government
that imposes them.
States taxes specifically not waived or not paid
by the government imposing them.

o Section 11--Contractual Arrangements.

This section should contain provisions as to:

- By whom contracts are to be placed

- On whon contracts can be placed

- Nature of contracts

- Govern.ng law(s) concerning contract(s)

- Administration of contracts, including responsi-
bilities for administrative costs incurred there-
by

- Special contract provisions presented in the pro-
gram

- Any constraints due to international and national
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purchasing laws, regulations, practices or poli-
ciea, and authorities (technical, design, etc.)

o Section 12--Transfers and Exchanges.

S- Discusses equipment delivery and acceptance.

- States how loans of equipment are handled.

- Determines how title transfer occurs.

- Provides relevant warranty considerations.

o Section 13--Intellectual Property (IP).

Assesses the Intellectual Property considerations
involved in the work to be performed. Bear in
mind that the term "Intellectual Property" whether
background or foreground, can be defined as
including inventions, patented or not, trademarks,
industrial designs, copyrights and technical info-
rmation including software, data, designs, tech-
nical know-how, manufacturing information and
know-how, techaiques, technical data packages,
manufacturing data packages and trade aecrets.

Includes specific provisions under the following
headings:

Disclosure of intellectual property covering
information to be exchanged and the applic-
able guidel ines.

Permitted and non-permitted usa of IP inclu-
ding project generated, government/contractor
owned and third party.

-- Protection of IP.

Availability of IP rights including licenses
and financial terms applicable to the trans-
ferred IP.

Accountability of parties for misuse of IP
including establishing policy and procedures
governing settlement of disputes and determi-
nation of accountability and liability in
disputes.
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'o Seccion 14--Inspection and Quality Assurance.

Istablishes responsibility of each party to
formulate and maintain quality control/inspection
plans and procedures.

- Designates source and approving authority of cri-
teria and develop procedures fo:r nonconformant
materials.

- States the right of the other parties to observe

inspections and conduct additional ones.

- Discusses implications for program cost.

o Section 15--Standardization. Codification, and Configu-
ration Control.

- Identifies level of standarization/interoperabil-
ity required.

- Provides for configuration control and codifica-
tion (see STANAGS 3050/3051).

- Recognizes applicable STANAGS.

- Stipulates the procedures and organization for
managing changes, and level of standardization
desired by the participants.

o Section 16--Management of Assets.

Applies to such assets including among others:
special tooling and test equipment, models or
prototypes, and facilities.

States items to be covered, procedures for owner-
ship, custody, and responsibility. &nd define
rights of parties maintaining possession of the
equipment after disposition.

- Discusses implications for program costs.

o Section 17--Insurance and Indemnification Liab'lity.

Liabilities of the participants in respect to:

Personnel - consider application of the NATO
Status of Fo:ces Agreement.
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Product - insurance arrangements/indemnity against
the risks of loss, damage or third party claims.
(Zntellectual property indemnities should be cov-
ered under Section 13 "Intellectual Property.")

0 Section iS--Logistic Support.

As far as practicable, provisions should be made at the
Outset, which include consideration of ANUSA's capa-
bilities, and anticipate the requirements of in-service
phases includingo

- Supply and stockholding of spare parts

- Provisions for repair and overhaul

- Preparation and control of modifications

- Supply and availability of documentation

- Any training arrangements

- Responsibi ity for funding logistic support.

o Section 19--Sales and Disposals.

D-fines the rights of the participants, separately
or jointly, to make sales or disposals, noting any
restrictions and requirements for prior consul-
tation between participants.

Identifies charges and fees (recoupment, waiver,

etc. ).

- States the IP restrictions to sales.

o Section 20--Security.

Establishes classification procedures, authority
for classification of documents, and reclassifica-
tion review intervals.

Devises method and highest degree of classified
material to be exchanged including appropriate
handling, storage, and transmittal procedures for
classified infonration and material.

Makes reference to the appropriate security agree-
ment, i.e., General Security of Information Agree-
ment or Industrial Security Agreement.
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S Draws drafter's attention to NATO document CM(55)
15 Final, as supplemented, if appropriate.

0 Section 21--Access to Establishments and Exchange of
Personnel.

Stipulates the extent of personnel exchanges and
transfer by numbers of personnel, schedule, re-
sponsibility for costs and liability for damages,
an6 rights of individuals to inventions and tech-
nice] data from work performed by exchange
personnel.

- Stares those personnel authorized access, security
clearance required, facilities to which access is
granted, type of authorizations granted, nonin-
terference requirements. and procedures for at-
taining access.

o Section 22--Release of Information to Third Parties
and Publicity.

- Specifies general, releasable project information,
responsibility for release determination, and
acceptable forums.

- States that IP and security information are cov-
ered separately in sections 13 and 20, respective-
ly.

o Section 23--Participition of Additional Nations.

This section covers:

- Procedures for admission

- Impact on the program

- Terms and conditions for admission

- Effects on work-sharing and cost-sharing.I

o Section 24--Withdrawal and Termination.

- Discusses proceduras for withdrawal.

Defines the conditions ind procedures of premature
terminat-ion.
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Discusses the obligation and rights of the with-drawing participant and the same responsibilities.

- Defines the rights of the remaining participants.

o Section 25--Settlement of Disputes.

This section provides for the orderly handling and
resolution of disputes and should discuss the
following:

S- Managerial committees' responsibilities

- Policies and procedures

- Any limitations on recommendations referred to
participants, referral to committees, and referral
to others.

o Section 26--Extension/Amenmnent.

- Establishes procedures for amending/modifing/ter-
minating the MOU, including who may submit an
amendment, notice requirements, required time
period, voting requirements, and time before an
amendment becomes effective.
Specifies policy for determination of types of
changes requiring formal amendment of -h, MOU.

o Section 27--Signature Page.

- States governing language and effective date/dur-
ation.

- Stipulates circumstances making the MuU effective,
such as national ratification or appropriation of
funds.

- States distribution of official copies of the MOU.

- States signatures required.

Annexes, Appendices and Other Attachments.

- Information not approp iate for inclusion in the
body of the MOU, e.g., of a sensitive or cortiden-
tial nature, too detailed, or formxr.atec sub-
sequent to signature is plac-d in this section.
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APPENDIX B
POLICY CRITERIA FOR DECISIONS

MILITARY

The RSI program has been developed primarily within the NATO
context. Similar considerations apply to some extent in other
United States alliances such as the ABCA agreements and with
other friendly nations such as Israel, Egypt, Spain, and Japan.
Although there is a strong intuitive basis to suggest that RSI-
type considerations would enhance US alliance military capabili-
ties, the quantification of these benefits has not been addressed
in detail, and their relative importance is not fully understood.
The results of the few studies that have been conducted are
mixedi however, the relationship between standardization/inter-
operability and battlefield reconstitution, i.e., the on-the-spot
creation of composite formations from units of different nation-
alities, has emerged as a crucial issue. Reconstitution was
found to be an overriding requirement to maintain a cohesive
defense and force integrity.

Although one may not be able to quantify the military bene-
fits of RSI-type programs, it can be reasonably concluded that
potential international collaborative programs should be eval-
uated from the standpoint of combat capability and sustainability
in the region. Specific policy criteria are:

"o The promotion of US-allied standardization of military
material and equipment, which, in turn, would generate
the estab1ishment of uniform logistics supportl

"o The creation of in-country compatibility with US stand-
ardized equipment, thereby creating allied capability
of supporting deployment of US forcesa

"o The creation of additional sources of supply with
attendant impact on logistical responsiveness and in- *1
country mobilization basel

o The improvement of military capability derived from theability to reconstitute forcesa

"o The improvement of readiness posture derived from com-
mon training and joint exercises, and
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0 The capability of the foreign nation's military estab-
lishment to cooperate and support the weapon systE~m in
question.

POLITICAL

There are a number of political considerations, both domes-
tic and international, that should be taken into account in
examining proposals for collaborative arms programs. Normally,
the particular array of considerations which will bear on any one
program will vary widely from case to case. However, it is
necessary to review proposed programs with all of these consider-
ations in mind to ensure that the best possible course of action
is taken.

a In the international 4rena, one of the most significant
questions is the effect upon our relations with the
foreign government of a refusal to agree to the program
or to certain parts of it. Pertinent to this consider-
ation are such factors as the foreign government's
'political, military, and economic significance to the
US.

- Is it an alliance country?

- Is the US committed to the program in some form
through a separate agreement?

- Is there a military, political, or economic quid
which the US is seeking to obtain?

- Are there base rights considerations involved?

- Are we seeking to obtain or preserve areas of
cooperation with t.he country which are of signifi-
cance to US interests?

- Will denial result in a shift in relations %.-o a
third country supplier or domestic production at a
net loss to US interests?

0 In the international arena, some consideration should
be given to the effect of our decision on our relations
with other governments in terms of precedent and in
terms of advantage or disadvantage to them if they have
viable alternatives to offer.

0 Domestically, there are two areas that ne~ed to be
examined:
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- The first is whether the US prime contractor in-
volved is generally favorable to the project or
not. M~ajor programs involving US industrial part-
icipation cannot be successfully implemented with-
out US industry's cooperation. it is, therefore,
lmportan%'L to have a back-to-back arrangement in
place, i.e., an agreement with the US contractor
together with the agreement with the foreign gov-
ermient, so as to ensure that the program can be
carried out as agreed tq.

- A second domestic political factor involves possi-
ble Congressional interest in the program. This
can be either positive or negative. There may be
significant interest on the part of key members of
Congress who are in favor of the program while
there may also be opposition from key members on
the grounds that permission to manufacture abroad
will impact unacceptably in key US industrial
facilities. In addition, there may be concern
expressed in the Congress over the program as a
whole, in terms of the releasability of the tech-
nology invo~lved and the overall impact of such
release on long-range US interests.

EC~ONOMI C

An assessment of the economic considerations associated with
a potential program must be made so that the economic impacts,
long-term, and short-term, on the US, the foreign nation, and, if
appropriate, the regional alliance as a whole, will be made
evident to decision-makers. When the assessments are to be made,
and how thorough they can be, will depend on the status of pro-
gram evolution, the size of the program, and the program's sensi-
tivity. For a large program, the assessments would continue over
time as the program becomes better defined. Described below is
an outline of the assessment to be performed on a coproduction
program, an assessment of a program involvirg other offsets or
codevelopment would follow similar lines in addressing the
totality of the program's economic impacts.

o Micro Analysis

- What is the cost of doing coproduction for the
feasible range of participation?

- What is the capability of the participating coun-
try to absorb, the technology and are there spin-
off effects? 
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- What are likely economic benefits/costs?

To USG--e.g., economies of scale, amortized
R&D, overseas depot maintenance, future im-
pact of techrology transfer.

To the participating country--improvement of
industrial (military and commercial) base,
impact of increased costs of program (com-
pared to purchase from US) of the particular
weapon acquisition.

To the regional alliance (if appropriate)--
the benefit/costs to an alliance may be
greater than the sum of those applicable to
each individual country.*

* NOTE: Due to a paucity of definitive studies on such matters,
any efforts to determine alliance benefits/costs would
be largely theoretical at this time.

What are feasible alternatives to the participa-
ting country if the USG does not agree to col-
laboration or to the totality of the program
desired by the country?

0 Macroeconomic Analysis

Would participation in the project have a measur-
able! impact on the participating country's:

-- Balance of payments?

-- Capital investment?

-- Foreign exchange requirements?

Ability to finance any other critical gov-
ernment planned expenditures--particularly
the defense budget?

How do the above impacts compare to those under
feasible alternatives (e.g., alternative collabor-
ative projects with other nations)?

What are likely impacts of the project on the
US:
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Government budget?

-- Employment (specific level of skills and
locations)?

Loss of technological lead?

-- Balance of payments?

-- Industrial base?

o Summary of Costs and Benefits (by reasonable range of

alternatives)

- To the US

To the participating country(ies) and alliance as
a whole

'- Conslusions.

INDUSTRIAL BASE/CRITICAL MATERIALS

;Offset (includ4 -; coproduction) agreements are being used
with increasing fr.quency by foreign nations to enhance their
industrial bases and improve their balance of trade. Thesse
agreer.ents, when mandated by governments, may not promote
economic or military efficiency and may have an adverse net
impactý- on the US domestic defense industrial base. As an example
of a negative impact, when military items are included as off-
sets, business may be diverted away from US producers with
resultant harm to the US industrial base. Another example is
found in cases in which offset/coproduction agreements are neces-
sary to establish a priority rating under the Defense Priorities
System in order to provide US-produced parts to foreign source
producersi such actions may cause delivery delays in DoD system
scheeliles and. in some cases, additional costs due to delays.
Another area that must be considered is the need by coproducing
allies for critical and strategic materials required to produce
end items; the US can be placed in a situation such that the USG
or domestic industry will have to provide these materials if the
foreign contractors cannot obtain them from their normal source.
On the other hand, US involvement In an international program way
have some positive effects on the US domestic Industrial base
because it:

o Tends to keep the base warm longer
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o Cuts US investment cost (R&D and production)
o Helps retain skilled production personnel

o May make possible the gaining of technology from for-

eign sources

o May provide second sources.

Hence the need for careful scrutiny of all offset/coproduc-
tion programs especially as it involves foreign procurement and/
or production of military parts or items. The Department of
Defense objective must be to retain critical domestic skills and
industrial capabilities with advanced technology while not
becoming foreign source dependent for critical defense items.

Criteria by which programs should be judged are:

o Is this particular action in the best interest of our
national defense objectives (short and long term)?

o Are the items critical military items?

o Will there be any adverse impact on US schedules?

o Will the US be able to maintain a viable R&D/production
capability to meet surge/mobilization needs?

o If a critical need for domestic sources exists, will
the US be able to ensure that at least one domestic
source is retained or established?

o Will the program cause critical plant closures with
an attendant loss of job skills and capability?

o will this action require transfer of vital industrial
technology to foreign sources and is this going to
adversely impact US technology leads or advances?

o Will US item costs be increased or reduced?

0 Has the effort been fully coordinated with Service/OSD
"induetrial base activities and, where appropriate, with
domestic industry through subcontractor level?

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

There presently exist three principal mechanisms that assess
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-technology proposed for transfer to ot-her nations. These are:

oa The Military Critical Technologies List was developed
for assessing exports in East-West trade. Within the
framework of US-allied or friendly nation relation-
ships, it could .be employed to identify technologies
which should be released with caution. Such releases
would, in the final analysis, be weighed in the context
of'

- Our defense relations with the nation

Degree to which the recipient cooperates in the
control of such technologies

Impact upon any US lead in the technology con-
cerned

- Impact upon the US industrial mobilization base

"o All classified information or equipment releases must
be assessed by the criteria and mechanisms established
under the National Disclosure Policy. Within estab-
lished classification levels for each country, author-
ity for release rests with the Service responsible for
the system or technology concerned. (If the infor-
mation is under the cognizance of more than one Ser-
vice, all must agree.). Information which exceeds the
established classification levels must be approved by
the NDPC as a whole. The US must determine, at the
outset, all information that may be needed by the
foreign natiors and the willingness of the US to
release needed information.

"o The State Department's rnternational Traffic in Arms
Regulations govern the export of technical information
for production of arms, ammunition, and implements of
war in a manner generally more stringent than the
controls applied to other technical data. DoD and
State review the detailed agreements between the US
firm and the foreign recipient to ensure that the firm
and extent of the transfer are acceptable. Commercial
licenses approved under these regulations do not enjoy
the protection of government-to-government agreements
to secure compliance with US licensing conditions.
Accordingly, reliance upon commercial licensing, as a
mechanism for sensitive programs, can Leave a great
deal to be desired.

Judgment on technology transfers asGociated with a particu-
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clr progrbm can and should employ these existing mechanisms.
They have a basis in US law and are flexible instruments of
national policy. iWith the exception of the infant XCTL, they
bave stood the test of time. In one way or another, they involve
in 'the decision-making pcocess, the agencies and departments most
likely to be impacted by the issue at hand.

.&ven though the objective and terms of a potential program
may be sound from a military/Vpolitical/econcmic/industrial base/
technology transfer viewpoint, the program as structured may
present US (or foreign) managers with significant difficulties in
implementation. These difficulties can include requirements to
waive, rules, change ingrained procedures, develop unique and
complicated mechanisms in order to comply with existing law/regu-
lation, establish off-line organizational structures, and even to
request changes to laws. In addition, the program can be defi-
cient from a good business perspective for either the USG or the
US industry. During the review/decision/negotiation process, the
program must be viewed from this managerial/business perspective
with the objective of identifying shortcomings, trying to correct
them,- and of identifying the extent to which extr&ordinary meas-
ures and effort are going to be required to implement the prog-
ram. Some criteria are listed below:

O Are changes to law necessary to implement the program?

o Are waivers of raler- required and what is the impact
(political, economic, business) of waiving these rules?

o To what extent will unique procedures have to be estab-
lished or existing procedures changed?

o Will unique organizations have to be established, or
the existing organization modified, to implement the
program?

o Are additional resources (people, facilities, equip-
ment) needed?

o Is the program manageable?

o Is the program structure desirable from an acquisition
and business viewpoint?
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APPE•IX C
ArK(AMZVe, COOPBRATION PROGRAMS

This appendix provides a listing of military systems in
which armaments cooperation has been a significant factor.
Section I provides a listing of major system cooperative programs
since World War 11. Section 11 provides a list of
current/proposed cooperetive projects. The reader should note
that OSD provides an annual rerort to Congress each year on "DoD
Standardization of Equipment within NWTOO. This-document pro-
vides an up-to-date listing of cquipment in which armaments
cooperation is the driving factor.
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SCTION I
US MAJOR SYSTM4 COOPIRATIVS PROGRAMS

SYSTRK TYPE OF COUNTRIES START
DESIGNATION SYSTE4 INVOLVED DATE

FQRBICN fRlODUCTION OF US-DESIGNED SYSTEMSa

AIM-4D MISSILE SWEDEN UNrNOWN

AIM-26B MISSILE SWEDEN UNKNOWN

S-51 HELICOPTER UK 1947

F-86 FIGHTER CANADA 1949
AUSTRALIA 1952
ITALY 1954
JAPAN 1955

S-55 HELICOPTER UK 1950

JAPAN 1958

M-7 HOWITZER CANADA 1950

T-33 TRAINER CANADA 1951
JAPAN 1954

47-G HELICO7?TER ITALY 1952
JAPAN 1953
UK 1957

MK-44 TORPEDO ITALY LATE 1950s
FRANCE LATE 1950S
CANADA LATE 1950s

T-34 TRAINER CANADA 1955
JAPAN 1957
ARGENTINA 1958

S-2 ANTISUBMARINE CANADA 1955
WARFARE AIRCRAFT

S-58 HELICOPTER UK 1956
FRANCE 1960

P-2H ANTISUBMARINE JAPAN 1956
WARFARE AIRCRAFT
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P-104 FIGHTER FRG 1959
BELGIUM 1959
CANADA 1959
NETHERLANDS 1960
JAPAN 1960
ITALY 1961

SH-3 HELICOPTER UK 1959
JAPAN 1960
CANADA 1962
ITALY 1965

HAWK MISSILE PRANCE ,959
BELGIUM 1959
FRG 1959
ITALY 1959
NETHERLANDS 1959

AGM-12B MISSILE NORWAY 1960

S-C2 HELICOPTER JAPAN 1960

KV-107 HELICOPTER JAPAN 1960

UH-1B/D HELICOPTER ITALY 1961,
JAPAN 1964
REPUBLIC 1969
OF CHINA

AIM-9B MISSILE BELGIUM 1962
FRG 1962
DENMAR-( 1962
GREECE 1962
NETHERLANDS 1962
NORWAY 1962
PORTUG-AL 1962
TURKEY 1962

KH-4 HELICOPTER JAPAN 1962

S-61B HELICOPTER CANADA 1962
JAPAN 1962
ITALY 1"63
UK 1963

BULLPUP MISSILE DENMARK 1963
NORWAY 1962
TURKEY 1962
UK 1962
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C3I-46 HELICOPTER JAPAN 1963

F-5 FIGHTER CANADA 1965
REPUB OF CHINA 1973
SWITZERLAND 1976
ROK 1979

M6OAI TANK ITALY 1965

M-109 HOWITZER NETHERLANDS 1966
INORWAY 1966

M-113 ARMORED PERSONNEL ITALY 1966
CARRIER (AFC)

M-109 HOWITZER NETHERLANDS 1966
NORWAY 1966

I-113 APC ITALY 1967

BELGIUM 1979

NIKE HERCULES MISSILE JAPAN 1967

OH-58 HELICOPTER ITALY 1967
AUSTRALIA 1971

AIM-7E MISSILE TTALY 1967
JAPA" 1971
UK 1973

CH-53 'HELICOPTER FRG 1968

OH-6 HELICOPTER JAPAN 1968
ITALY 1969
ARGENTINA 1973
ROK 1976

NATO SEA MISSILE DENMARK 1969
S PARROW ITALY 1969

NORWAY 1969
BELGIUM 1970
NETHERLANDS 1970
CANADA 1970

CH-47 HELICOPTER ITALY 1969

F-4 Y!'UHTER UK 1969
JAPAN 1969
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AIM-23A/B MISSILE DENMARK 1974
ITALY 1974
FRANCE 1974
FRG 1974
NETHERLANIDS 1974
BELGIUM 1979
JAPAN 1980

P-3C ANTI SUBMARINE JAPAN 1978
WARFARE AIRCRAFT

F-15 FIGHTER JtPAN 1978

AIM-9L MISSILE FRG 1978
ITALY 1978
NORWAY 1978
U1K 1978

E-3A AIRCRAFT BELGIUM 1978
CANADA 1978
DENMARK 1978
FRG 1978
GREECE 1978
ITALY 1978
NETHERLANDS 1978
NORWAY 1978
TURKEY 1978

M-2 ARMORED VEHICLE BELGIUM 1979

214CST HELICOPTER JAPAN 1980

COPPERHEAD PROJECTILE BELGIUM 1980
FRG 1980
ITALY 1980
NETHERLANDS 1980
UK 1980

US LICENSED PRODUCTION OF FOREIGN-DESIGNED SYSTEMS%

B-57 AIRCRAFT UK 1951

ROLAND II MISSILE SYSTFP FRG 19?7
FRANCE 1977
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FULLY-INTEGRATED LCOPRCDUCTION:

F-16 FIGHTER NETHERLANDS 1975
BELGIUM 1975
DENMARK 1975
NORWAY 1975

AV-8B V/STO.'. FIGHTER/ UK 1981
ATTACK AIRCRAFT
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SECTION II
CURRZNT/PXOPOSED MILITARY COOPERATIVE PROJECTS

S'3T'EM TYPE OF
DESIGNATION SYSTEM COUNTRIES

COPRODUCTION

F-16 FIGHTER BELGIUM
DENMARK
NETHERLANDS
NORWAY

F-5G FIGHTER CANADA
REPUBLIC OF CHINA
SWITZERLAND
ROK

F/A-113 FIGHTER CANADA
SPAIN
AUSTRALIA

F-15 FIGHTER JAPAN

P3 ASW PATROL JAPAN
AIRCRAFT

AV-SB V/STOL UK
AIRCRAFT SPAIN

I-HAWK MEDIUM RANGE BELGIUM
GROUND -TO-AI R DENMARK
MISSILE FRANCE

FRG
GREECE
ITALY
JAPAN
NETHERLANDS
NORWAY

AMRAAM ADVANCED MEDIUM-RANGE FRG
AIR-TO-AIR MISSILE UK
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W.a'ERI CK CLOSE AIR BELGIU4
SUPPORT MISSILE DENMARK

FRO
GREECE
ITALY
NETHERLANDS
UK
POPTUGAL
TURKEY

SPARM ANTIRADIATION BELGIUM
MISSILE CANADA

FRO
GREECE
IT'ALY
NETHERLANDS
UK

AIM/9L AIR-TO-AIR FRO
MISSILE ITALY

NORWAY
UK
JAPAN

NAVSTAR GPS GLOBAL POSITIONING BELGIUM
SYSTEM CANADA

DENMARK
FRANCE
FRG
ITALY
NETHERLANDS
NORWAY
UK

AH-IS HELICOPTER JAPAN

STINGER INFRARED HOMING BELGIUM
MISSILE FRG

DENMARK
GREECE
ITALY
NORWAY
TURKEY
NETHERLANDS

PATRIOT SURFACE-TO-AIR FRG
MISSILE ITALY

JAPAN
NETHERLANDS
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IMPROVED TO" MISSILE SYSTEM NINE NATO NATIONS

M114A2 HOWITZER, 155mm ROE

M109G HOW TZER CONVERSION NETHERLANDS
ITALY
FRG

NiOlA1 HOWITZER, 10SEr ROK

8r MORTAR ROK

U79 GRENADE ROK

M19 ANTITANK MINI ROK

NATO SEA RADIO DECOY DENMARK
GmAT UK

PlmGUIN, NI IIt ANTISHIP MISSILE aECE
six, NOWIAY

UK

HARPOON ANTISHIP MISSILE CAJNDA
DrNIAR

M?MTHILAMS
SPAIN
TURKEY
UK

PRC 77 TACTICAL RADIO ROg

GRC 122 TACTICAL RADIO ROE

VRC 12 TACTICAL RADIO ROE

12Oinm TANK GUN FRG

155m PRECISION GUIDED 11 NATO COUNTRIES
MUNITION

M240 ARMOR MACHINE BzLGIu3E
GUN

M252 IMPROVED 01amn UK
MORTAR
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9un PISTOL 9nu, HANDGUN ITALY

CDVLOP14EN

AWACS AIRBORNE WARNING 12 NATO COUNTRIES
AND CONTROL SYSTEM

KC 135 RE-ENGINING TANKER FRANCE
AIRCRAFT

ASRAAM ADVANCED SHORT RANGE FRG
AIR-TO-AIR MISSILE NORWAY

UK

LRSOM LONG-RANGE STANDOFF FRG
MISSILE UK

LAMS/MFR MISSILE/MULTIFUNCTION CANADA
RADAR FRANCE

FRO
NETHERLANDS
SPAIN
UK

MSAM/ESAM MEDIUM RANGE/E.BtTENDED BELGIUM
RANGE SURFACE-TO-AIR FRANCE
MISSILE FRG

ITALY
NETHERLANDS
NORWAY
SPAIN
TURKEY
UK

SES SURFACE EFFECT CANADA
S HI P FRANCE

FRG
SPAIN
UK

RAM ANTI-ANTISHIP MISSILE DENMARK
7RG

M109A2/A3 ARTILLERY SUPPORT FRG
VEHICLE ITALY

NETHERLANDS
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NrR 90 TRIGATE CANADA
FRANCR
PRO
ITALY
NETHERLANDS
SPA:N
UK

MLRS ROCKET SYSTEM FRANCE
FRG
ITALY
UK
TURKEY

o.A.N. 10-TON TRUCK FRG

MINE DETECTION MINE DETECTION CANADA
AhM NEUTRALI- SYSTEM FRG
ZATION NETHERLANDS

UK
FRANCE

EXPENDABLE FAMILY OF RADAR CANADA
JAMMERS JAMMERS DENMARK

FRANCE
FRG
ITALY
NETHERLANDS
UK
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&PfMIWDX D
AP•LZCANLU STYMUTBSB RBOULZATIO1, iT:.ONKL

MOCZOU•"O3I•IZ lBMtUUBU6 , AM PROPO8nD
CRAwM Duz TO Tl bON MMAND QUYLAe ANIDIrNTS

This appendix contains various listings of statutes, regula-
t..ons, and national socioeconomic requirements applicable to the
international contracting environment. Section I contains a
list of FAR and DoD PAR Supplemant claAeea affecting foreign
firm when contracting with the USG. Section II contains a list
of PAR and DoD FAR Supplement clauses/provisions that may be
inapplicable to foreign firms when contracting with the USGS
Section III contains summaries of national socioeconomic require-
ments inqosed by contracting governments. These lists were com-
piled by the ASD (A&L). Section IV is a brief description of
the proposed clianges to the DoD FAPR Supplement that are due to
the Nunn and Quayle Amendmfnts.
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SECTION I

PAR AW DOD FAR SUP •, UIZT Q.AU8US AFFC'ECTINO FREIGN FIRMS

52.219-1 Snail Business Concern Representation

52.219-2 Small Disadv. ,&d Business Concern Representation

52.219-3 Women-Owned Small Business Representat-on,

52.219-4 Notice of Small Business-Small Purchase Set-Aside

52.219-5 Notice of Total Small Business-Labor Surplus Area
Set-Aside

52.219-6 Notice of Total Small Business Set-Aside

52.219-7 Notice of Partial Small Buniness Set-Aside

52.219-11 Special 8(a) Contract Conditiono

52.219-12 Special 9(a) Contract Conditions

52.220-1 Preference for Labor Surplus Area Concerns

52.220-2 Notice Of Total Labor Surplus Area Set-Aside

52.225-1 Buy American Certificate

52.225-3 Buy American Act--Supplies

52.225-5 Buy AmericaUA Act--Construction k-'terials

52.225-6 Balance of Payments Program Certifica•'e

52.225-7 Balance of Payments Program

52.225-8 Buy-American Act--Trade Agreements Act--Balance of
Payments Program Certificate

52.225-9 Buy American Act--Trade Agreements A.t--Balance of
Payments Program

52.225-11 Certain Communist Areas

52.227-11 Patent Rights--Retention by the Contractor (Short
Form)

52.227-12 Patent Rights--Retention by the Contractor (Long
Form)
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52.227-13 Patent Rights--Acquisition by the Government

52.232-14 Notice of Availability of Progress

Paysent Exclusively for Small Business Concerns

52.232-16 Progress Payments

52.247-63 Proference for US-Flag Air Carriers

52.247-64 Preference for Privately Owned US-flag Commercial
Vessels

52,208-7000 Required Sources foi, Miniature and Instrument Ball
Bearings

32.208-7001 Required Sources for Precision Components for
Mechanical Time Devices

52.208-7002 Required Sources for High-Purity Silicon

52.208-70C3 Required Sources for High Carbon Ferrocbrome

52.208-7004 Required Sources for Precision Optics

52.208-7005 Required Sources Zor Forging Items

52.213-7000 Inconsistency Between English Version and
Translation of Contract

52.219-7001 Notice of Combined Small Business-Labur Surplus Area
Set-Acide

52.219-7002 Notice of Combined Small Business-uabor Surplus Are"

Set-ks ide

52.219-7003 Determining the Set-Aside Award Price

52.219-7004 Aligibility for Preference as a Labor Surplus
Concern

52.220-7000 Notice of Labor Surplus Area Set-Aside

52.220-7001 Notice of Labor Surplus Area Set-Aside--Alternate

52.225-7000 Buy American-Balance of Payments Program Certificate

52.225-7001 Buy American Acc and the Balance of Payments Proj,'nm
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52.225-7005 Buy American Act--Trade Agreements Act--Balance of
Payments Program Certificate

52.225-7006 Buy American Act--Trade Agreeumnts Act--Balance of
Payments Program Certificate

52.225-7009 Preference for Certain Domestic Commodities

52.225-7010 Domestic Wool Preference

52.225-7011 Preference for Domestic Specialty Metals (Major
Programs)

52.225-7012 Preference for Domestic Specialty Metals

52.225-7013 Preference for Domestic Hand or Measuring Tools

52.225-7015 United States Products Certificate (Military
Assistance Program)

52.225-7016 United States Products (Military Assirtance Program)

OTMR STATUTORY/RGULATORY POLIC1I8 AFFRCTING YORI33GN SOURCR
PARTICI PATION

DoDD 5230.11 - National Disclosure Policy

FAR 6.302-3 - Regulatory inplementation of statutory authority
for exception to full and open competition for the purpose of
malntainring a mobilization base

FAR 0.601 - Regulatory implementation of 18 USC 4121-4118 on
acquisition of prison-made goods

FAR 8.700 - Regulatory implementation of 41 USC 46-48c on
acquisition from the blind and other severely handicapped

DIARS 25.7004 - PL 97-377, Restriction on sources for manual
typewriters

DFARS 25.7006 - PL 90-500, Restriction on acquisition of
foreign buses

DFARS 25.7007 - PL 92-570, Restriction on contracting with
foreign sources
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S'CTION 11

FAR AND DoD PAR SUPPLEMMEN CAUSESIPRoVISIONS THAT MAY NOT Be
APPLICABLE TO FORRIGN FIRMS

a
52.215-1 Examination of Records by Comptroller General

b
52.219-8 Utilization of Small Business Concerns and Small

Disadvantaged Business Concerns
b

52.219-9 Small Business and Small Disadvantaged Business
Stbcontracting Plans

b
52.219-10 Incentive Subcontracting Program for Small and Small

Disadvantaged Business Concerns
b

52.219-13 Utilization of Women-Owned Small Businesses
b

52.220-3 Utilization of Labor Surplus Area Concerns
b

52.222-4 Labor Surplus Area Subcontracting Program

52.222-3 Convict Labor

52.222-4 Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act--
Overtime Compensation--General

52.222-5 Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act--
Overtime Compensation--Firefighters and Fireguards

52.222-19 Walsh-Healey Public Contracts Act Representation

52.222-20 Walsh-Healey Public Contracts Act
c

52.222-21 Certification of Nonsegregated Facilities
c

52.222-22 Previous Contracts and Compliance Reports
c

52.222-23 Notice of Requirement for Affirmative Action tc
Ensure Equal Employment Opportunity

c
52.222-24 Preaward On-Site Equal Opportunity Compliance Review

c
52.222-25 Affirmative Action Compliance

c
52.222-26 Equal Opportunity

c
52.222-27 Affirmative Action Compliance Requirements for

Construction
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C
52.222-28 Equal Opportunity •ieawar~d Clearance of Subcontracts

c
52.222-35 Affirmative Action for Special Disabled and Victnam

Era Veterans
c

52.222-36 Affirmative Action for Handicapped Workers

52.223-1 Clean Air and Water Certification

52.223-2 Clean Air and Water
d

52.227-1 Authorization and Consentd
52.227-2 Notice and Assistance Regarding Patent and Copyright

Infringement
d

52.227-3 Patent Indemnity

52.228-5 Insurance--Work on a Government Installation
e

ý2.229-3 Federal, State, and Local Taxes
e

52.229-4 Federal, State, and Local Taxes
e

52.229-5 Taxes--Contracts Performed in US Possessions or
Puerto Rico

f
52.230-1 Cost Accounting Standards Notices and Certification

(National Defense)
f

52.230-3 Cost Accounting Standards
f

52.230-4 Administration of Cost Accounting Stanaards

52.219-7000 Small Business and Small Disadvantaged Business
Subcontracting Plan (Master Plans)

52.222-7000 Potential Application of the Service Contract Act,
As Amended (Fixed Price)

52.222-7001 Service Contract (SCA) Minimum Wages and Fringe

Benefits

52.235-7003 Care c" Laboratory Animals

52.247-7104 Various ciauses relating to contracts for movement
-7121 and storage of personal property
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This clause may be omitted from contracts with foreign contrac-
tors if the contractor is a foreign government or is prohibited
by the laws of the country involved from making its books, docu-
ments, etc., available for examination, and the agency head
determines, after taking into account the price and availability
of the property or services from domestic sources, that omission
of the clause best serves the public interest.

b
Although these clauses arguably impose a burden or. US prime

contractorr w.ho must prepare subcontracting plans and are direct-
ed to comply with the US national policy of affording the maximum
practicable opportunity to compete for subcontracts to groups
such as small, disadvantaged, women-owned, and labor surplus
concerns, they also presumably benefit US companies in those
groups at the subcontract level. Conversely, although foreign
primes need not incur the administrative burden of managing their
subcontract programs in accordance with these clauses, foreign
subcontractors do not enjoy the priority treatment afforded US
concerns.

c
These clauses are inapplicable for work performed outside the

US by employees recruited outside the US.

d
These clauses are inapplic3able when both complete performance

and delivery are outside the US.

e
Comparable foreign tax clauses (52.229-6-9) provide that con-

tract prices include all applicable taxes and duties except taxes
a:d duties that the US and government of the concerned country
have agreed shall not be applicable. The US has entered into tax
agreements with several countries under which the US expenditures
for the common defense are exempt from certain specified taxes of
the countries in which these expenditures are made.

The Cost Accounting Standards Board exempted contracts and
subcontracts with foreign concerns for all Cost Accounting Stand-
ards (CAS) except CAS 401 and 402. These two standards require
uniformity and consistency in a contractor's treatment of his
cost ac-counting data. Foreign concerns must also comply with Lhe
cost accounting disclosure requirements.
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SECTION 1I3

NATIONAL SOCIOECONOMIC REQUIREMENT

A. EXAMINATION OF RECORDS BY COMPTROLLER GENERAL

Us

US contractors are required to retain contract docurt.ents and
records generally for a 3-year period and to permit access to
those records by the Comptroller General of the US. Prime con-
tractors Prist flow this provision iown to the first subcontract
tier. Contracting officials are required to attemp: to •.nclude
this requirement in contracts with foreign concerrss unle•,r t0e
laws of the country concerned preclude access.

Belgium

Belgian Government contracts are controlled by the 7.algian "Cour
des Comptes" (equivalent to the US General Accounting O.ice),
which alone has the Jurisdiction to authorize payments. Such
contracts, and all records pertaining thereto, must be retained
by the contractor for a period of 5 years after completion of the
contract and by the Belgian Government Administration for a 30-
year period. Access to these records is admis3ible to US offi-
cials.

Canada

Canada requires retention of records (minimum of 5 years) and
access by federal qoverriment inspectors (Department of Supply and
Services, Defense Production Act).

Denmark

Danish law does not preclude access by US officials. Tax legis-
lation would normally require companies to retain records for 5
years.

FRG

The US-FRG agreement on price and cost control provides for
responsible performance of price/control efforts by FRG in favor
of the US. US authorities are allowed to participate in those
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control efforts. FRG statutes provide for retention of price and
cost records by industry for 5 years starting with the date of
the price predetermination when a fixed price is to be assessed,
or with the date of the cost postdetermination in case of a cost
reimbursable price. The obligation to retain those documents
serves to determine the allowability of a price or elements
thereof. Consequently, government officials have access to those
records.

France

French laws prohibit access by US officials. Books, records,
and documents are available for examination at any time by ac-
credited agents of the Ministry of Defense.

Israel

There are no Israeli laws that prohibit access to contract docu-
ments and records by US officialo. The regulations of the
Israeli Ministry of Defense (MOD) provide for access to contract
documents and records during execution cf the contract and for a
period of 3 years thereafter. Under certain conditions, this
right of access extends also to subcontractor records.

Italy

The Italian Minister of Defense may inspect the technical books
and the accountirg books. Foreign governments and contractors
may apply to the Administration of the Defense (AD) to exercise
the control chrough the AD itself.

Netherlands

No Dutch law prohibits access to Dutch company records by GAO
auditorsl thus, the clause is as effective in contracts with
Dutch companies as with US companies.

B. PRIORITY CONSIDERATION OF ECONOMICALLY OR SOCIALLY
DISADVANTAGED GROUPS FOR SUBCONTRACTS

us

It is US policy by statute to encourage US prime contractors to
place subcontracts with disadvantaged concerns or concerns l-
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cated in areas of high uneMployment. US primes are generally
required, for contracts over $500,000, to prepare subcontracting
plans that include percentage goals for using small and diptadvan-
taged business concerns as subcontractors and to document their
efforts to ensure such concerns h&ve the opportunity to compete
for subcontracts.

The government tries to promote activities in socially and geo-
graphically disadvantaged regions and regions with high unem-
ployment. Companies seeking to develop any activities in those
regions must fulfill the administrative requiremcnts of the
applicable legislation.

Canada

The Canadian Government recognizes regional dijparity through
industrial development (Department of Regional Industrial Expan-
sion) and major acquisition programs (Department of Supply and
Services).

Denmark

Denmark d-es not have any cocioeconomic subcontracting programs
similar to those of the USI however, in the context of the
general economic policy, employment schemes are initiated and
unemployment benefits are provided. As a result, the general
level. of taxation on companies, as well as on individuals, is
high compared with the level in the US.

France

The Ministry of Defense can impose particular subcontractors on
prime contractors for socioecononiic reasons.

FRG

Certain socially or geographically disadvantaged industries (such
as those located In occupation zones, border areas, Berlin Devel-
opment Act, support of the Blind and Handicapped, as well as
small business) are considered privileged ccmpetitorsj e.g., upon
invitation to bid, they get the award of a contract if their bid
is is economical or Just minimally more expensive than com-
petitive bids. In case the privileged competitor is cooperating
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or subcontracting with an unprivileged partner, the privileged
competitor must prove that at least 50 percent of the contract
volume is performed by him.

Israel

MOD regulations grant certain priorities to contractors located
in "development areas," as defined and designated by the
appropriate authorities. Such areas are generally subject to a
high rate of unemployment. The Israeli firms that locate in
these areas in order to obtain these priorities &re among the
firms competing for contracts with 'Lhe US DoD.

Italy

The AD must allocate 30 percent of its orders for works and
supplies to companies located in southern Italy (social charges
for companies located in the northern and central Italy are
higher than in the southern regions).

Netherlands

None.

C. LABOR STANDARDS

US

Under the Contract Work Hour.a aod Safety Standards Act, certain
US contractors who employ laborers or mechanic3 are required to
pay them time-and-a-half for work in excess of 8 hours a day and
40 hours a week. This requirement also extends to all subcon-
tracts. Contractors receiving supply contracts over $10,000 that
are manufacturers of, or regular dealers in, the supplies must
comply with the regulations issued by the Secretary of Labor
under the Walsh-Healey Public Contracts Act. This act governs
minimum wages, maximum hours, and working conditions and prohib-
its the use of child and convict labor. Each contract not sub-
iect to the Walsh-Healey Act must include a provision prohibiting
the use of convict labor. A contract involving construction work
must contain several additional clauses relating to construction
industry labor standards. Contracts for services must contain a
clause stipulating minimum standards for wages, fringe benefits,
an%; working conditions for service employees.
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blaluum

The Belgian labor standards are more sophisticated and inpose
more obligations thmn do US labor standards. Furthermore, the
lebor market Is strictly regulated, and co.foanies mast abide by
strict zegulitions In case of layoffs, yearly holidays, safety
a:r3 hygiene requiremanta, health requirements, social security
(sickness benefits, pension, uinei1oyment benefits, children
allowances),, etc.

Federal and Provincial Labour Codes cover working hours, mini==u
wage, and safety.

Denmark

Work hours, wages, overtime pay, and general working conditions
are parts of general agreements between the employers' associa-
tion and the trade unions. Other benefits, such as 5 weeks
annual holiday and paid sickness leave, are regulated by legisla-
tion.

France

France has an extensive Code of Labor whose enforcement Is moni-
tored by the Ministry of Labor. It includes extensive benefits
for sickness, maternity, and paid holidays. It provides for
minimum mandatory pension schemes, safety standard,", minimum age
of 16, and a minimum wage.

FRG

Either by law or by agreement between industry and trade unions,
the FRG has conventions similar to US law.

Israel

Israeli law contains many statutes dealing with labor standards
such asn

"o Collective Agreements Law - 1997
o Hours of Work and Rest Law - 1951
"o Wage Protection Law - 1977 (section 17A provides severe
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financial penalties in the event of delay in payment of
"salary).

o E*ployment Servica Law - :.959
o Payment for Sick Leave Law - 1976
o Annual Leave Law - '52
o Youth Labor Law - 1953
o Apprenticeship Law - 1953
o Labor Inspection (Organisation Law - 1954 (covers

supervision of safety, vocational hygiene, and gener-
ally workers' physical welfare in the place of work)).

o Accident and Occupational Hazard Ordinance - 1945
o Wage Protection Law - 1958
o Settlement of Labor Disputes Law - 1957
o Severance Pay Law - 1963
o Series of General Collective Agreements dealing with

minimum Income, payment of cost of living increases,
private and public sector salaries, recuperation and
relaxation, and reimbursement of travel expenses to and
from the work place.

The above listing is not complete. In any event, all employers,
including defense contractors, must comply with same.

Italy

Work standards are established by Italian National Contracts of
Employment, which regulate both the weekly working hours (between
40 and 36 hours) according to different sectors and the specific
limitations on overtime work %150 hours per year per capita for
companies employing over 200 workersi 200 hours per year for
companies employing up to 200 workers). The overtime
compensation paid may be as high as 75 percent (night overtime
for holidays). Firms must respect the socials rules and the wage
agreements con-erning the social charges; namely, the work social.
insurances (i.e., injuries, sickness, disability, old-age, unem-
ployment, etc.). These rules and agreements are specified in a
contractual article (Art. 21) of the uniform agreement.

Netherlands

Extensive range of labor and social security laws and individual
labor agreements. Statutes include:

o 1983 Act on Labor conditions that mandates safety,
health, and general well-bei:.g in the work place,
comparable in scope to OSHA.

o 1971 Works Council Act requires establishment of
employee councils to provide advice to management.
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Council consent is required on selected employment-
related and work conditions matters.

0 1968 Minimum Wages Act provides for a ,aatlonal minimum
wage that is adjusted semiannually.

Additionally, Dutch companies are considerably less free to put
on or lay off workers to meet workflow peaks and valleys.

Dimis3als except for specific cause must be with the permission
of the District.

D. EQUAL OPPORTUNITY REQUIREMZNTS

us

US concractors must certify that they will not discriminate
against any employee or applicant because of race, color, reli-
gion, sex, or national originy will' take affirmative action to
ensure that employees are treated during employment in a nondis-
criminatory manner, and will not maintain segre~gated facilities.
They must post explanations of this requirement in conspicuous
places and permit access to records by the Office of Federal
Contract Compliance Programs for purposes of determining compli-
ance. Contractors must have on file affirmative action prograse
conforming to Labor Department rules. Contract awards over $1
million are subject to on-site preaward equal opportunity com-
pliance reviews. Additional affirmative action requirements are
in place for the special categories of Vietnam Era Veterans and
Handicappec Workers. These requirements are applicable only when
contract work is performed inside tb-' US by empl.oyees recruited
inside the US.

Belgium

Requirements similar to those in the US are also imposed under
Belgian law, but are not restricted only to defense contracts.
Belgian companies are subjected to strict legislation of non-
discrimination within Belgian law, but also in the framework of
the European Convention (EC) and directives, and of the EC on
Human Rights. Groups singled out for special employr.ant consid-
eration and treatment are particular categories of unemployed,
handicapped workers, and displaced persons from the former Bel-
gian colony of the Belgian Congo, now known as Zaire.
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Canada

The Charter of Rights as enrboied in the Canadian Constitution
requi.res indastry to conform.

DerwArk

Equal treatment of men and women is regulate4 by leigislation with
respect to employment, working conditions, and dismissal. Legis-
lation also prolhibits discriminatlon on the basis of race, reli-
gion, or political convictions. Sieclal employment schemes exist
for handicapped and disadvantaged groups. Such schemes are
financed through tax revenues.

FRG

Constitutional law (Art. 3) provides for equal treatment unless
there are different prerequisites. Handicapped workers are fa-
vored by preferential treatm..rnt, provided they correspond to the
recluired profile. Instead of employment of the handicapped, a
payment of certain duties may be allowable.

France

Fr.ace does not have affirmative action programs because the
French social structure end its evolution are differentr however,
special employment considuration is given to handicappe4 workers.
Protection of minorities. nr other categories of people, from
discriminacion is provided by law that makes it illegal to dis-
criainate (by raco, creed, color, and sex). The courts are
responsible for enforcing the law.

Zsrael

Israeli statutas include both equal opportunity statutes and
statutes dealing with veterans:

o Employmex.. of Women Law - 1954
o Male and Female Workers (Equal Pay) Law - 1964
o Discharged Soldiers (Reinstatement in Employment) Law -

1949
o Discharqed Soldiers (Temporary Provisuions) Law - 1973

(deals, among other things, with priorities granted in
order to obtain employment)
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o Discharged Soldiers Law - 1984 (deals with priority
granted in labor exchar.ges for job offers and assist-
ance in copleting vz:cational or professional training
that was interrupted by compuGnory service)

0 Regulations, Employment of the War-Pandicapped - 1951
(these regulations contain provisions that stipulate
that a firm must employ a certain number of war-handi-
capped, with the number of the latter increasing as the
number of regular erployens increases). In order to
become a "recognized supplier* to the MOD, an Israeli
must complete a certification of compliance with the
above. Failure to comply with laws and regulationsapplicable to discharged soldiers is grounds for lossof statum of Orecognized contractor."

The National Contract oi Employment now in force regulates, with
explicit reference to current laws, the work of women, of minors,
and of people having the right of compulsory hiring. Thu latter
includes the disabled, handicapped, and refugees and orphans, who
must be hired within the approximate limit of 15 percent of the
staff, through the appropriate state employrment agencies.

Netherlands

Work councils are chartered with the responsibility for ensuring I
equal pay for men and women, and for protecting selected classes
of laborers, including young .)ersons, older workers, veterans,
handicapped workers, and expectant mothers.

3. CLE•N AIR AND WATER

US contractors must certify that they will comply with all the
requirements of the Clean Air Act and Clean Water Act relating to
inspection. monitoring, entry, reports, etc.1 that no portion of
the work for the defense contract will be performed in a facility
listed on the Envlronmental Protection Agency (EPA) List of
Violating Facilities unless and until the EPA eliminates the name
of the facility from the listingi and that they will use their
beat efforts to comply with clean air and water standards at the
facility in which the contract is being performed. The require-
p nt is not applicable to contracts performed outside the US.
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Oeneral enviro•ental standards are applicable by law to the
entire Industry of DeaoiwJa therefore# there are no special
requaireme'ts necessary for U9 defense contracts gerforumd in
Belgium.

fderal, provincial, and mnieipel governments issfee environmen-
tal restrictions on Canadian industry.

Denmrk

The principal Danish statute in the Envircamental Protection Act
of 1983. This statute has as its objectives the prevention of
air, water, and soil pollution, as well at noise nuisances and
the establishment of environmental regulations based on consider-
ation of hygiene. The statute provides for the establishnmnt of
environmental standards by the Minister of the Environment. it
also establishes the requirement for licensing and approval of
corporate plans that may have environmental impacts. Sanctions
for violation may include fines, detention, or imprisonment.

FRG

Industries must conform with existing environmental laws that are
more comprehensive than those of other European countries.

France

French environmental standards are similar to those applied in
other Western European nations and the US. They are enforced by
the Ninietry of Environment through headquarters in Paris and
agencies scattered nationwide.

Israel

Numerous statutes, regulations, and other forms of environmental
proctection deal with water and air pollution. The key statute
is the Abatement of Nuisance Law - 1961, which provides that the
gtanting of a license for the operation of an undertaking is
conditional upon compliance with that law and all regulations and
directions under it.
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An article of the National Contract of Employment deals with the
problems concerning the envJronment for work hygiene and safety
for which the keeping of a record for "environmental data" and
"biostatistic data," is provided, as are control rules.

The Ministry for the Environment and thw Ministry of Labour also
provide regulations for the setting up of water cmnditionerr, air
cleaners, and cleaners for other kinds of industrial pollution.

Netherlands

Pollution control is governed by the Air Pollution Act of 1970,
-:he Public Nuisance Act of 1953, and a number of other regula-
tions. These controls are a major consideration when companies
seek permission from local authorities for any plant or facility
changes. Enforcement is a high political priority, and substan-
tial fines are levied against offenders. A Health Department
license is required for companies that may cause water, air, or
noise pollution. Duties are assessed to any compsnies passing
pollutants into waterways or using harmful materials.

F. COST ACCOUNTING STANDARDS

us

National defense contractors awarded certain dollar amounts of
contracts must comply with Cost Accounting Standards (CAS) that
range from accounting for unallowable costs to cost accountitig
rules for depreciation. Foreign contractors must comply only
with CAS 401 and 402 requiring disclosure and consistency of cost
accounting practices.

Belg.'.wl

National standardized cost accounting standards are applicable.

Canada

None.
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Dvuark

The European Community has set co anora standards for cost account-
ing. National tax legislation s*ts more detailed standards,
Including standards for unallowable costs and depreciation. Spe-
cial cost accounting procedures for soMe subcontracts are re-
quired. For others, the normal practices described above are
more stringent than CAS 402 ;equlreuents.

PRO

Each contract requires that an accounting synten be established
and conducted in agreement with the "Verordnung ueber Preise bei
oeffentlichen Auftzaegen, VCPR 30/53" and with the implewinting
rules of "Leitsaetze fuer Preisemittlung."

France

Each French defense contractor must comply with a Cost Accounting
Plan that is developed by the government's commissaries in co-
ordination with industry. Plans of this type are negotiated first
at P national level with industry as a whole, and then with each
typL- of inuustry (aerospace, electronics, telecommunications).
The specific rules are negotiated between the Ministry of DefenEc
and those firms whose main irOterests are defense. Similar nego-
tiatlons are pursued by other ministries, such as the Ministry cf
Telecommunications for firms whose main interests are in telecom-
munications. Tha Ministry of Defense can require very detailed
explanations about the accounting structure of its contractors
and may negotiate to obtain fair treatment.

Israel

MOD regulations contain many detailed provisions governing cost
accounting. The following brief sampling illustrates types of
requirements:

o Suppliers must maintain clear, accurate, and consistent
cost accounting records.

o Procedures for examination of these records during the
periods of negotiation and execution of contracts are
stipulated.

o The different items that form the basis for calculation
of the cost are set out together with criteria for
exanining them.

o Allowable and unallowable costs are set out in great
detail. ln essence, all these regulations together
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constitute a cost accountina standard to which all
"recognized suppliers" must adhere. These are more
demanding than the usual manner of doing business in
Israel.

Italy

The rules in effect provide for the relations between the Defense
Administration and industry and allow for the verification and
the analysis of manufacturing costs. This verification may be
compulsory. The verification is made on the accounting books of
the firms. The books must be stamped as required by law and
registered at the tax office.

Netherlands

There is no cost accounting standards system comparable to that
of the US. The Dutch Civil Code does require all business enter-
prises to keep records regarding the financial position of the
company and to provide comprehensive information about its
various businesses and transactionss however, there ie no manda-
tory code or chart of accounts. In any cost-type contract, the
same US cost allowability regulations are applinable.
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SECTION IV

PRO)POSED FAR CHANGES DUE TO

THE NUNN AND QUAYLE AMENDME1WS

The Defense Acquisition Regulatory Council is considering a
change to the DOD PAR Supplement that would implement section 115
of the international Security and Development Cooperation Act of
1985 and section 1102 of the DoD Authorization Act of 1986.

Public Laws 99-83 and 99-145 provide authority to waive
certain statutory requirements that relate to the formation of
contracts and contractual terms on a case-by-case basis In imple-
mentation of cooperative agreements. The objective of coopera-
tive projects is to obtain economies by pooling scarce NATO
resources, This proposed rule will provide guidance to DoD
contracting components in support of cooperative projects.
Principal coverage is in~ a proposed Subpart 225.79, with
ancillary proposed changes in 201.103 and 245.603-71.

This proposed rule is not likely to have a significant
economic impact on many small projects because it is geared to
internal changes in contracting procedures when dealing with
foreign sources under NATO Cooperative Projects. More details on
the proposed changes may be found in the Federal Register of
October 20, 1S86, Vol. 51, No. 202, page 37205.
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APPENDIX E
DATA SOURCES

This appendix contains an assessment of significant data
sources that the FM will find useful in his management of an
international program. As indicated in Chapter 18, there is no
inategrated collection of such data. The information is found in
many sources. Useful data sources include those that are
identified in the chapter, in this appendix, as well as others
that may be surfaced through individual research.
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1. DATA SOURCE: Department cf Commerce/Office of EZrort Ad-
ministration

CONTENT: Commercial technological exports (electronics,
computers, capital goods)

ASSESSMENT: Technical assessment perforred. Foreign avail-
ability considered. Data not easily retrieva-
ble.

DATA FORMAT: FIL CONTACT: Camuh rce
(202) 377-2118

2. DATA SOURCE: Central Information Reference And Control
(CIRC), US Air Force

CONTENT: Foreign threat, Scientific and Technology (S&T)
intelligence reference control.

ASSESSMENT: Bulk of data from foreign S&T literature.
Complicated to use. Must have certified need
from DIA. Little Free World data.

DATA FORMAT: COM CONTACT: Air Force For-
eign Technology
Division
AV 787-2242

3. DATA SOURCE: Defense Marketing Service (DMS), DoD

CONTENT: Foreign military markets. US defense R&D markets.
US on-going and new weapons programs.

ASSESSMENT: Not detailed technical data. Limited to pro-
gram status funding and performance specifica-
tions.

DATA FOPR4AT: REP CONTACT: DMS
(703) 528-5810

4. DATA SOURCE: Data Re3ources Inc. (DRI)

CONTENT: National economic statistLcs. Computerized na-
tional economic models.
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ASSESSMERN'a Performs quick-response parametric analyses.
On-line service available.

DATA FORMAT: COM, REP CONTACT: DRI
(202) 663-7600

5. DATA SOURCEt Defense Systems Management College

CONTENTs MOUs, NATO RSI, acquisition plans, point papers
and other documents.

ASSESSMENT% Access limited to on-site use (Ft. Belvoir).
Bibliographies and searches are availlble.

DATA FORMATs COM, REP and FIL CONTACT: Information
Resource Center
AV 354-2900

6. DATA SOURCE: Department of Energy-International Security
Affairs

CONTENT: Energy-related technologies primarily nuclear.
Export cases interface to Commerce. Technclogy
transfer information newsletter.

ASSESSMENT: Technical assessments performed. Foreign
availability considered. Data not easily re-
trievable.

DATA FORMAT: FIL CONTACT: Energy
(202) 252-2100

7. DATA SOURCE: Department of Energy-Office of Science and
Technology Information

CONTENT: All published energy articles both nuclear and non
nuclear from foreign/US sources.

ASSESSMENT: Serves as a clearing house for Government/com-
mercial energy related articles published in
reports, conferences, book9, and journals.
Includes patent data.

DATA FC)RMAT: COM CONTACT: Energy
(615) 576-1541
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8. DATA SOURCE: Defense Logistics Studies Information Ex-
change (DLSIE)

CONWENTs Acquires, stores, and disseminates DoD logistics
and management information.

ASSESSMENTs Abstracts available. No assessments performed.

DATA FORMATt CON, REP CONTACT: DLSIE
AV 687-4546

9. DATA SOURCE: Defense Technical Information Center (DTIC)

CONTENT: RDT&E technical reports covering 2 million en-
tries. Serves as a place to query on any aubject
matter under the above umbrella.

ASSESSMENT: On-line bibliographic abstracts. Complete
copies available.

DATA FORLAT: COM, REP CONTACT: DLA
AV 274-6833

10. DATA SOURCE: Foreign Military Assistance (FOMA), DoD

CONTENT: Foreign military assistance agreements. Value and
types of weapons and equipments. Data for
supplier and recipient countries.

ASSESSMENT: Semi-annual publication. No Order of Battle or
US data.

DATA FORMAT: COM, REP CONTACT: DIA
AV 243-3646

11. DATA SOURCE: Foreign Disclosure, and Technical Information
System (FORDTIS), DoD

CONTENT: Munitions export cases. Classified disclosures to
foreign countries. Foreign visitor, Commercial
Committee (COCOM), Commodity Control list, FMS,
and accreditation data bases.
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ASSESSMENT: Historical data base. Relative'.y easy to use.
(See Chapter 17 on 'Disclosure of Military
Information.)

DATA FORMAT: COX CONTACTs USDP
AV 227-5495

120 DATA SOURCE: Foreign Weapons Evaluation Program (FWEP), DoD

CONTENT: Foreign weapons test and evaluation.

ASSESSMENT: Nonuniform selection, test and evaluation
procedures used by Services4.

DATA FORMATs REP CONTACT: USDRE
AV 227-0394

13. DATA SOURCEs Information Analysis Centers (IAC0)

CONTENT: Expert information service on call and collection/
evaluation of worldwide scientific/technical
information in assigned specific disciplines,
e.g., metals, chemical warfare. There are 21 DoD
IACs available for PM use.

ASSESSMENT: Highly specialized data can provide direct
answers or make arrangements to provide an-
swers. Abstracts on computer. Hard copy text
available through DTIC or IAC published
documents. Analysis provided upon request.

DATA FORMAT: REP, CON CONTACT: DLA
AV 274-6260

14. DATA SOURCE: International Monetary Fund (IMF)

CONTENTs National economic statistics.

ASSESSMENTs Major data source for AID, US responsible
agency for international accounts of Free World
countries.

DATA FORMAT: REP CONTACT: IMF
(202) 623-7000
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15. DATA SOURCEs Intelligence Products, Defense Intelligence
Agency

CONTENTs Focus on worldwide (less US) military capabili-
ties-force balances, political developments, arm-
aments and their deployment.

ASSESSMEN1Ts Very little data on Free World weapon systems
and technology. Weak subject area correlation
among different products.

DATA FORMATs REP CONTACTs DIA
AV 243-3773

16. DATA SOURCEs International Agreemnts, DoD

CONTENTs DEAs, 1EPs, KOUs

ASSESSMENTs Process for identifying US data requirements
and disseminating foreign technical data is
inadequate.

nATA FORMAT: FIL CONTACT& USDRE/OSD (GC)
AV 224-3203
AV 225-2604

1i, DATA SOURCE: Legal Information Services (LIS), DoD

CONTENTs Data includes all published International Agree-
ments of the US and unpublished agreements
affecting Defense including 4OUsu US Code, FARI
CFRY decisions of the federal courts and adminis-
trative agencies, including GAO. Serves as a
clearing house for Government attorneys.

ASSESSMENT: Currency varies from more recent than publishel
texts to a few years old, depending upon the
data base. DoV International Agreements are
approximately one year old. Legal research
service and full text copies provided.

DATA FORMAT: COX CONTACT: LIS

AV 926-7531
(303) 370-7531
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10. DATA SOURCEs Military Production (MILPRO), Defense Intelli-
gence Agency

CONTENT: Foreign production rates, capacities, and plant
size for combat material.

ASSESSMENT: No data on export share of production. No net
assessment of data is performed. No production
cost data.

DATA FORMAT: CON CONTACT: DIA
AV 243-3657

19. DATA SOURCE: Military Production/R&D facilitioe (MILFAC)

cONTENTr Current and .ast products and capacities of
material production facilities.

ASSESSMENT: Companion to MILPRO-added industrial data.

DATA FORMAT: COM CONTACT: DIA
AV 243-3680

20. DATA SOURCE: National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA)

CONTENT: Assessments of space technologies. Limited
foreign data available.

ASSESSMENT: Considerable number of space technology
assessments that have militazy relevance.

DATA FORMAT: FIL0 REP CONTACT: NASA
(202) 453-8545
or any NASA
facility

21. DATA SOURCE: National Technical Information Service (NTIS),
Department of Commerce

CONTENT: Selected unclassified US Government technical
reports.
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ASSzSSMENT: Availability of technical Information dependent
upon whether Oovernmont agency has agreement
with NTIS.

DATA FORMATs REP CONTACT: NTIS
(703) 487-4650

22. DATA SOURCE a Organization of Economic Cooperation and
Desvelop•mnt (OUCD)

CONTENT: Natitnal economic statistics, science and technol-
ogy policies.

ASSESMIENT: Economac analysis provided for country comapari-
sons. Nonmilitary emphasis.

DATA FORMAT: REP CONTACT: OECD
(202) 724-1857

23. DATA SOURCE: Service's Overseas R&D Liaison Offices

CONTENT: R&D progress in Free World countries.

ASSESSMENT: Limited weapon systems coverage. Data not
easily retrievable.

DATA FORMAT: FIL, REP CONTACT: AF AV225-2014
Navy AV227-1234
Army AV227-4310

24. DATA SOURCE: State Department/Office of East-West Trade

CONTENT: Historical data on Commodity Committee cases,
COCON embargo items.

ASSESSMENT: Technological assessment data available.
Limited foreign availability data. Data not
easily retrievable.

DATA FORMAT: FIL CONTACT: State Department
(202) 647-2871

DATA FORMAT LEGEND: CON - Computerizedy FIL - Filest
REP - Reports
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&PPIX F

It should be noted that almost all of the references tend to be
broad in content, with rilatively few containing quantitative
informatiorn. Accordingly the references are categorized as
follows:

"o S•e"'rON I General references applicable to all parts
of the Guide

"o SECTION II Chapter references primarily applicable to
the Chapter

"o SECTION III Applicable DoDD/DoDI
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o *Letter preceding number indicates security classifica-
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o The following codes after the title reflect the OSD
organisatlon responsible for the publications
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C - Comptroller
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AIPPSMIX G
GLOSSAPY OF ABBREVIATIONS AND DEFINITIONS

This glossary consists of a list of abbreviations and their
meaning as used in the Guide. Also included is a selection of
inportant definitions which are not found in readily available
Service or DoD regulations, dictionaries, or other similar docu-
ments that define the meaning of terms.
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AGARD Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and Develomnent

AGC Army General Council

AGS/DS Assistant Secretary General for Defense Support, NATO
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AI*-9L Air-to-Air Infr-ared Missile

ALCM Air Launched Cruise Missile

AMC Army Materiel Command

ANRAAM Advanced Medium Range Air-to-Air Missile

AMSAA Army Materiel Systems Analysis Activity

ANSI American National Standards-Institute

Ao Operational Availability

AP Allied Publicationsl Acquisition Policy

APS Administration, Personnel, and Security

AQAP Allied Quality Assurance Publication

AS Acquisition Strategy

ASBCA Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals

ASCC Air Standardization Coordination Committee

ASD Assistant Secretary of Defense

ASD Assistant Secretary of Defense, International Security
(ISA) Affairs

ASRAAM Advanced Short Range Air-to-Air Missile

ASSM Anti-Surface Ship Missile

ATP Allied Tactical Publications

AUSA Association of the United States (US) Army

AWACS Airborne Warning and Control System

BE Belgium

BOD Board of Directors

BOP Balance of Payments

BPFA Bureau de Programme Francais Al1emand
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C& Configuration Audit

CAD Computer Aided Design

CAM Computer Aided Manufacturing

CAO Contract Administration Office

CAS Contract Administration Servicei Cost Accounting
Standards

CASEUR Contract Administration Service-Europe (Air Force)

CBD Commerce Business Daily

CC Configuration Control

CCC Canadian Commercial Corporation

CC3 Configuration Control Board

CCDR Contractor Cost Data Reporting

C31 Command, Control, Communication, and Intelligence

CCH Currency Clearing House

CCL Commodity Control List

CCM Counter-Counter Measures

CRA Council of Economic Advisers

CEB CNO Evaluation Board (Navy)

CETS Contractor Engineering and Technical Services

CFIUS Counittee on Foreign Investment

CFR Contractor Furnished Requirements

CFSP Contractor Field Services Personnel

CFSR Contract Funds Status Report

CI Configuration Item

CIA Central Intelligence Agency

CICA Competition in Contracting Act
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cir Cost, Insurance, Freight

CINCLANT Commander-In-Chief, Atlantic Command

CINCPAC Commander-in-Chief, Pacific Command

CISIL Centralized Integrated System for International
Logistics

CLSSA Cooperative Logistic Suipply Support Arrangement

CM Configuration Management, Counter Measures

CMI Classified Military Information

CMS Contractor Maintenance Services

CNAD Conference of National Armaments Directors

CNO Chief of Naval Operations

CNP Candidate Nomination Proposal

COCOM Coordinating Committee

COD Cooperative Opportunities Document

COKMZ Conmurnication Zone

COMSEC Communications Security Equipment

C/SCSC Cost/Schedule Control Systems Criteria

CSA Configuration Status Accounting

CTP Cooperative Technology Projectl Comparative Test Program

DA Department of Army

DAC Defense Acquisition Circular

DACRS Defense Automated Cases Review System

DAO Defense Attache Office

DAR Defense Acquisition Regulation

DB Database

DCA Defense Communications Agency
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DCAA Defense Contract Audit Agency

DCI Director, Central Intelligence

DCP Decision Coordinating Paper

DCSLOG Deputy Chief of Staff, Logistics (Army)

DCSRDA Deputy Chief of Staff, Research & Development, and
Acquisition (Army)

DDT&E Director, Defense Test and Evaluation

DE Denmark

DEA Data Exchange Agreement

DFARS DOD FAR Supplement

DIA Defense Intelligence Agency

DIN Deutschland Industrial Norms

DIS Defense Investigative Service

DISCO Defense Industrial Security Clearance Office

DISCR Directorate of Industrial Security Clearance Review
Office, OSD

DISP Defense Security Industrial Program

DLSIE Defense Logistics Studies Information Exchange

DM Deutsch Marks

DoD Department of Defense

DoDD DOD Directive

DoDI DOD Instruction

DoDISS DOD Index of Specifications and Standards

DMS Defense Materials System

DMZ Demilitiarized Zone

DPA Defense Production Act
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DPl Defense Priorities System

DRP Direct Requisitioning Procedure

Do Direct Support Level of Maintenance

DSAA Defense Security Assistance Agency

DSARC Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council

DS3 Defense Science Board

DSI Defense Security Institute

DT Development Test

DT&E Development Test and Evaluation

DTC Design to Cost

DTIC Defense Technical Information Center

DTPUC Design to Production Unit Cost

DTSA Defense Technology Security Administration

DUSDP Deputy Undersecretary of Defense for Policy

DUSD Deputy Undersecretary of Defense for Test
(T&M) and Evaluation

EAA Export Administration Act

ECP Engineering Change Proposal

EHCG Evaluation Coordination Working Group (Navy)

EDAC Economic Defense Advisory Committee

BEC European Economic Cocmanity

EFA European Fighter Aircraft

ELISA Export License Status Advisor

EMC Executive Management Committee

EMIC Electromagnetic Impulse Compatibility

EPG European Participating Government
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EPG European Participating Government

EPI European Participating Industry

ERkISS Explosion Resistant Multi-Influence Sweep System

ESAM Extended Range Surface-to-Air Missile

ET Emerging Technologies

ETSS Engineering and Technical Services .Specialists (DoD)

EW Electronic Warfare

FAA Foreign Assistance Act

FAD Force Activity Designator

FAC Finance and Accounting Officer

FAR Federal Acquisition Regulation

FAS Free Alongside Ship

FEMA Federal Emergency Management Agency

FUS Foreign Military Sales

FMSO Foreign Military Sales Order

FOB Freight on Board

FOCI Foreign Ownership, Control, or Influence

FOIA Freedom of Information Act

FORDTIS Foreign Disclosure and Information System

FR France

FRG Federal Republic of Germany

FSD Full-Scale Development

FTS Field Training Services

FWE Foreign Weapons Evaluation

GAO General Accounting Office
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GATT General Agreement on Tariffs and Trad3

GFE Government Furnished Equipment

GFAE Government Furnished Accessory Equipment

GLCM Ground-Launched Cruise Missile

GNP Gross National Product

GPS Global Positioning System

GR Greece

GS General Support Level of Maintenance

GSE General Support Equipment

GSOIA General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade

HE14TT Heavy Expanded Mobility Tactical Truck

HNS Host Nation Support

IBOP International Balance of Payments

IDL Indentured Drawing List

IEPG Independent European Programme Group

IEP International Exchange Program

IFV Infantry Fighting Vehicle
2

I International Interchangeability

ILCO International Logistics Control Office

ILRRP International Long Range Reconnaissance Patrol

ILS Integrated Logistic Support

ILSP Integrated Logistic Support Plan

IMET International Military Education and Training

IOC Initial Operating Capability

IP Intellectual Property
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IP&T Intellectual Property and Technology

IPB Illustrated Parts Breakdown

IPR Intellectual Property Rights

IUS Integrated Program Summary

IPT Intellectual Property Transfer

ISA International Security Affairs

IS1 Industrial Security International

ISM Industrial Security Manual

ISO International Industrial Norms

ISR Industrial Security Regulation

ITAR International Traffic in Arms Regulations, Dept. of
State

2
IT International Technology Transfer

IVL Individual Validated License

JCCB Joint Configuration Control Board

JCCC Joint Configuration Contrcl Committee

JCI Joint Configuration Items

JMSNS Justification for Major System New Starts

JRMB Joint Requirements and Management Board

JSC Joint Steering Committee

LAMS Local Area Missile System

LARS License Access Review Systemn

LAW Light Attack Weapon

LCC Life Cycle Cost

LCF Legal, Contracts, and Finance

LDA Limited Depository Account
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LOA Letter of Acceptance; Letter of Offer and Acceptance

LOC Lines of Communication

LOR Letter of Request

LRIP Low-Rate Initial Production

LRSOM Long-Range Standoff Missile

LSA Logistic Support Anialysis

LSAR Logistic Support Analysis Record

LTVAD LTV Aerospace and Defense Company

LWIR Long Wave Infrared

MAAG Military Assistance Advisory Group

MAG Main Armament Group

M.A.N. Maschinenfabrix Augsburg-Nuernberg

MAP Military Assistance Program

MAS Military Agency for Standardization

MASM Military Assistance Sales Manual

MCM Military Committee Memorandum, Mine Counter Measures

MCTL Military Critical Technologies List

MDZL Major Defense Equipment List

MDTT Martin Marietta Corp., Diehl GmbH & Co., Thorn EMI
Electronics, LTD, and Thompson-Brandt Armaments

MFR Multifunction Radar

MICOM Missile Command

MIDS Multifunctional Information Distribution System

MIL-SPEC Military Specifications

MIL-STU Military Standard
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MILSTRIP Military Standard Requisitionirg and Issue Procedure

MIPR Military Interdepartmental Purchase Request

MISIL Management Information System for International
Logistics

MLRS Multiple Launch Rocket System

MMOU Multilateral MOU

MNC Major NATO Commanders

MNCC Multinational Coordination Center (NATO)

MOA Memorandum of Agreement

MOB Main Operating Base

MODFLIR Forward-Looking Infrared Modules

MOU Memorandum of Understanding

MRCA Multiple Role Combat Aircraft

MSAM Medium Range Surface-to-Air Missile

MSOW Mcdular Standoff Weapon

NAAG NATO Army Armaments Group

NAC North Atlantic Council

NADC NATO Air Defense Committee

NADs National Armament Directors

NADDO NATO Design and Development Objective

NADREPs National Armament Directors Representatives

NAFAG NATO Air Force Armaments Group

NAMSA NATO Maintenance and Supply Agency

NAMSO NATO Maintenance and Supply Organization

NAPATMO NATO Patriot Management Office

NAPMA NATO AEW Program Management Agency
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NAPMO NATO AEW Program Management Organization

NAPO NATO Production Objective

NAPR NATO Armaments Planning Review

NiTO North Atlantic Treaty Organization

NATO AEW NATO Airborne Early Warning Programme

NATO MC NATO Military Committee

NAISEA Naval Sea Systems Command

NAVSTAG Naval Standardization Agreement

NBMR NATO Basic Military Requirements

NCT NATO Comparative Test

NDI Nondevelopment Item

NDP National Disclosure Policy

NDPC National Disclosure Policy Committee

NIAG NATO Industrial Advisory Group

NIS NATO Identification System

NMAs National Military Authorities

NMSA NATO Mutual Support Act

NE Netherlands

NFR NATO Frigate

NNAG NATO Navy Armaments Group

NSA National Secnrity Agency

NSPSC NSSM Project Steering Committee

NSPO NATO Seasparrow Project Office

NSSMS NATO Seasparrow Surface Missile System

NST NATO Staff Target
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NTE Not to Exceed

O&S Operations and Support

ODC Office of Defense Cooperation

OECD Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development

OGC Office of General Council

OISI Office of Industrial Security International

OMB Office of Management and Budget

ONST Outline NATO Staff Target

OPNAV Office of Chief of Naval Operations

OPTEVFOR Operational Test and Evaluation Force (Navy)

OSD Office of Secretary of Defense

OSP-J Overseas Procurement-Japan

OT Operational Test

OT&E Operational Test and Evaluation

OTEA Operational Test and Evaluation Agency (Army)

OTS Operations, Technical, and Support

P31 Preplanned Product Improvement

PAPS Phased Armaments Programming System

P&A Price and Availability

PCO Procurement Contracting Officer

PDM Program Decision wimuranda

PEM Program Element Monitor

PL Public Law

PM Program/Project Manager

PMD Program Management Directive
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PNO Program Management Organization/Office

POL Petroleum, Oils, and Lubricants

PON Program Objectives Memorandum

POMCUS Prepositioned Material Configured to Unit Sets

PPBS Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System

PPE Preproduction Proposal Evaluation

PRC Peoples Republic of China

PRR Production Readiness Review

PTD Provisioning Technical Documentation

PWD Procurement Work Directive

QA Quality Assurance

QSTAG, Quadripartite Standardization Agreement

RAM Rolling Air Frame Missile

"RT&E Research, Development, Test and Engineering

R&D Research and Development

RFD Request for Deviation

RF1, Request for Proposals

RFW Request for Waiver

RIK Replecement-in-Kind

ROI Report of Investigation

ROK Republic of Korea

ROR Repair of Repairables

RSC Reinforcement Support Category (NATO)

RSI Rfltionalization, Standardization, and Interoperability

SA Security Assistance
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SAAC Security Assistance Accounting Center

A SAMM Security Assistance Management Manual

SAR Selected Acquisition Report

SBA Small Business Administzation

SCEPC Senior Civil Emergency Planning Coumittee

SDI Strategic Defense Initiative

SDR Special Drawing Rights

SEATO Southeast Asia Treaty Organization

SECNAV Secretary of the Navy

SES Surface Effect Ship

SISMS Standard Integrated Support Management System

SNLC Senior NATO Logistics Conference

SOARDS Stand Off Airborne Radar Demonstrator System

SOFA Status of Forces Agreement

SOTAS Standoff Target Acquisition System

SOW Statement of Work

SPARM Short Range Anti-Radiation Missile

SPO System Program Office; Special Project Office

SRAM Short Range Air Missile

SSA Source Selection Authority

SSAC Sou•rce Selection Advisory Council

SSE System Support Equipment

SSEB Source Selection Evaluation Board

STANAG Standardization Agreement

TAALS American Association of Language Specialists
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TACOM Tank-Automotive Command (Army)

T&C Technical and Configuration

TDP Technical Data Package

TDY Temporary Duty

TECON Test and Evaluation Command (Army)

TEMP Test and Evaluation Master Plan

TGW Terminal Guidance Warhead

TIAS US Treaties and Other International Agreements Series

TIWG Test Integration Working Group (Army)

TOW Tube Launched, Optically Tracked, Wire Guided

TPWG Test Plans Working Group (Air Force)

TRADOC Training and Doctrine Coimnand (Army)

TSGAD Tri-Service Group on Air Defense

TSGCEE Tri-Service Group in Communications and Electronics
Equipment

TTF&T Technology Transfer, Fabrication, and Test

TTG Technical Task Groups

UK United Kingdom

UN United Nations

UND Urgency of Need Designator

US United States

USA United States Army

USAF United States Air Force

USASAC United States Army Security Assistance Center
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USDP Undersecretary of Defense for Policy

USDRE Undersecretary of Defense for Research and Engineering

USDRE Deputy Undersecretary of Defense for Research and
(IPT) Engineering (international Programs and Technology)

USEUCOH United States European Command

USG United States Gosernment

USI US Industry

USMC United States Marine Corps

USN United St&tes livy

USSAN United States Security Authority, NATO

USTR US Trade Representative

WEU Western European Union

DEFINITIONS

Arms Export Control Board (AECB). An interagency board,

chaired by the Under Secretary of State for Security Assistance,
Science and Technology, that serves to advise the Secretary of
State on matters relating tc security assistance program levels
and arms transfer policies.

Arms Transfers. Defense articles and defense services such
as arms, ammunition, and implements of war, including components
thereof, and the training, manufacturing licenses, technical
assistance and technical data related thereto, provided by the
government under the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, ar amendedl
foreign private firms, or to international organizations (Execu-
tive Order No. 10973, as amended, "Administration of Foreign
Assistance and Related Functions").

Co.mmercial-Type Items. Any items, including those expended
or consumed in military use, that are used and traded in rormal
civilian enterprise and which are, or can be, imported/exported
through normal international channels.

Commonality. A quality that applies to material or systems
possessi,9 ilk't and interchangeable characteristics enabling each
to be used or operated and maintained by personnel trained on the
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others without additional specialized trainingi or having inter-
changeable repair parts or componentso and applying to consumable
items interchangeably equivalent without adjustment.

Convatibility. The characteristic or ability of systems to
coexist and function in the same environment without mutual
interference.

Cooperative Logistics Sales. Sales pursuant to arrangements
for which continuing support is provided a foreign government
through its participation in the US Department of Defense logis-
tics system., with reimbursement to the US for support performed.

Defense Articles. Includes any weapons, weapon system,
munitions, aircraft, vessel, boat, or other implement of wart any
property, installation, commodity, material, equipment, supply,
or goods used for the purposes of fi'rnishing military assistance
or making military saleal any machinery, facility, tool, mate-
rial, supply, or other item necessary for the manufacture, pro-
duction, processing, repair, servicing, storage, construction,
transportation, operation, or use of any other defense article or
any component or part of any articles listed above, but shall not
include merchant vessels, major combatant vessels (10 USC 7307),
or as defined by the. Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (42
USC 2011), source material, by-product material, special nuclear
material, production facilities, utilization facilities, or
atomic weapons or articles involving Restricted Data. (Sec.
644(d), FAA and Sec. 47 (3), AECA).

Defense Information. Any document, writing, sketch, photo-
graph, plan, model, specification, design prototype, or other
recorded or oral information relating to any defense article,
defense service, or major combatant vessel, but shall not include
Restricted Data as defined by the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as
amended, and data removed from the Restricted Data category under
section 142d of that Act. (Sec. 644(e) FAA 61).

Defense Service. Includes any service, test, inspection,
repair, training, publication, or technical or other assistance,
or defense information used for the purpose of furnishing milita-
ry assistance or FMS but does not include military educational
training activities. (Sec. 644(f), FAA and Sec. 47(4), AECA).

Dev nent Ohjective. A result to be obtained by a devel-

opment activity, stated in technological and operational terms.
(NATO)

Development Requirement. A development rationale to justify
the decislon to start the relevant development activity. (NATO)
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Dual Production. it is the production of a weapons system
In Europe and the United States. The term can refer not only to
independent production lines for the entire weapon system, but
also to interdependent production whereby the participants pro-
duce for on. another parts or r'omponents of the system.

Ru~roulp, A term used for those European nations that have
joined (comibned) within the North Atlantic Treaty organization
in order to make a greater and better coordinated contribution to
the common defense effort and thus strengthen the alliance.

Exclusive (Mon-Exclusive) License. A license covering a
patent(s), technical or proprietary data, technical assistance,
know-how, or any combination of these, granted by a US firm to a
foreign firm or government to produce, coproduce or sell a
defense article or service within a given sales territory without
competition frcu any other licenses or from the licensor. A non-
exclusive license is a license as described as above, except that
competition may be permitted with other licensees and/or the
licensor.

FeasibilityStudy. A feasibility study is carried out by
industry or government agencies or a combination of both with the
object of providing a technical appraisal of the feasibility of
developing and producing an equipment with the performance re-
quired by the NATO Staff Target. The study identifies areas of
technical risk, recommends characteristics of the system(s) and
gives the optimum balance between performance, coct and develop-
ment time. The study also indicates areas where considerable
advances on the existing state of knowledge are likely to prove
necessary for successful development. It indicates the means by
which the recommended solution will be achieved, suggests a
programme for project definition, developmnent and production,
with a prelimilnary estimate of the costs for these stages and
must result in the establishment of a NATO staff requirement.
(NATO)

Foreign M4ilitary Sales. That portion of United States
security assistance authorizedi by the Foreign Assistance Act of
1961, as amended, and the Arms Export Control Act, as amended.
This assistance differs from the Military Assistance Program and
the International Military Education and Training Program in that
the recipient provides reimrbursement for defense articles and
services transferred (JCS Pub 1). Includes cash sales from
stocks (inventories, services, training) by the DoD; DoD gluaran-
tees covering financing by private or Federal Financing Bank,
sources of credit sales of defense articles and defense services
(Secs 21, 22, 23 and 24 AECA) .

Harmonization. The process and/or results of adjusting j
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differences or inconsisteaicies to bring significant features into
agreement.

Host Nation Support. Civil and military assistance provided
by host nations to allied forces and organizations in peece,
transition to war, and wartime.

Indeiendent European Programme Group (IPO) . The IEPG wias
created in Nove r 1975 as a independent orum to promote closer
inter-European cooperation in the development, production, and
procurement of defense equipment. Its members are Belgium, Den-
mark, France, The Federal Republic of Germany, Greece, Italy,
Luxembourg, The Netherlands, Norway, Turkey, and The United
Kingdom.

Interchangeability. A condition that exists when two or
more items possess such functional and physical characteristics
as to be equivalent in performance, fit and durability, and are
capable of being exchanged one for the other without alteration
of the items themselves or of adjoining items, except for adjust-
ment.

Licensed Production. Licensed production involves agree-
ments made by US commercial firms with international organiza-
tions, foreign governments, or foreign commercial fims. USG
involvement is limited to the case license process. (Interna-
tional Relations Dictionary, Department of State Library)

Lnterorab.ilit. A form of interoperability
in which the service to be exchanged is assemblies, components,
spares, or repair parts. Logistic interoperability will often be
achieved by making such assemblies components, spares, or repair
parts interchangeable, but can sometimes be a capability less
than interchangeability when a degradation of performance or some
limitations are operationally acceptable.

Logistics (VIATO Definintion). The science of planning and
c-arrying out the movement and maintenance of forces. In its most
comprehensive sense, those aspects of military operations that
deal with: (a) design and development, acquisition, storage,
movement, distribution, maintenance, evacuation, and disposition
of material: (b) movement, evacuation, and hospitialization of
personneli (c) acquisition or contruction, maintenance operation,
and disposition of facilitiesl and (d) acquiring or furnishing of
services.

Memorandum of Understanding. A written arrangement or un-
derstan-d-ing between governments and/or international ageac"es,
setting forth the terms under which they will cooperate in the
performance of certain work such as research, development, pro-
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duction or utilization. The MOU usually sets down, in broad
terms, the objectives of the progranmm, the work to be performed
by each participant and its financing, the rights to technical
data and patents to be acquired and other necessary elements
concerned with the administration and performance of the pro-
gramme. (NATO)

Mission Analysis. A process to determine the operatioDal
capabilities of military forces that are required to carry out
assigned missions, roles and tasks in the face of the existing
and/or postulated threat with an acceptable degree of risk.
Having ascertained the quality and quantity of the military
forces required, a comparative assessment is made between those
available and those required in order to identify the qualitative
and quantitative deficiencies that may be related to the element
of risk involved. (NATO)

Mission Area. A mission area is' a groupinj of military
actlvities by mission-related functions. (NATO)

Mission Need. A statement based on a mission analysis iden-
tifying in broad outline a quantitative or qualitative operation-
al deficiency that cannot be solved satisfactorilA- with existing
or planned forces and/or equipment. (NATO)

National Policy and Procedures for the Disclosure of Classi-
fied Militar Information to Foreign Governments and Internation-al-Or-ganizations JU) (Sho~r~t _Ttle: National Disclo~sar-ePolicy)

.M--7L Promulgates national policy and procedures in the form
o specific disclosure criteria and limitations, definitions of
terms, release arrangements, and other guidance required by US
departments and agencies having occasion to release classified US
military information to foreign governments and international
organizations. In addition, it establishes and provides for the
management of an interagency mechanism and procedures that are
required for the effective implementation of the policy.

NATO Staff Requirement. A detailed statement of the re-
quired design parameters and operational performance of the
equipment or weapon system(s). This document represents the
specification of the system upon which project definition is
based. (NATO)

NATO Staff Taret_. A broad outline of the function and
desired performance o new equipment or weapons system(s), before
the feasibility or method of meeting the requirement, or other
implications have been fully assessed. Based upon the findings
of any prefeasibIlity study(ies), the NATO staff target 1lists, in
greater detail, operational characteristics and certain technical
specifications that are desired and which have been shown to be
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broadly feasible. It may also contain broad cost parameters when
required. (NATO)

tj lat ugn t, A very broad outline of the
function-o an- d-ire prormance of a new weapon or equipment to
satisfy a mission need, befoze the possibilities of achievement
and the financial aspects have been examined. This approved
document contains operational characteristics, details of the
threat, desired capability and a general indication of size in
particular and broad cost parameters whenever possible. Suffi-
cient detail is given to enable prefeasibility study(ies) to be
carried out. (NATO)

Prefeasibilit tu . A prefeasibility study indicates
whether or no e outline NATO staff target merits a deeper
feasibility study. It is conducted either by industry and/or
government agencies or by the NATO Industrial Advisory Group
(NIAG). Its aim is to examine the proposal, assess the trade-
off points and make a broad assessment of the practical alterna-
tives and also the penalties involved in adopting certain courses
of action. The study should, so far as possible, establish the
feasibility of suitable solutions consistent with the calendar of
needs. The prefeasibility study will result in the establishment
of a NATO staff target. This doci'ment is used as a basis for the
request for proposals from Industry for a solution or for a
feasiblity study of the system. (NATO)

Project Definition. The process of exploring more thorough-
ly all aspects of the proposed project and to examine the rela-
tions between required pcrformance, development time and cost.
The areas of technical uncertainty are examined and possible
trade-offs, are evolved in order to achieve a satisfactory
balance between performance, development time and cost. These
trade-offs may lead to amending the operational requirement.
From then on, performance requirements regarding the technical
characteristics are established so as to meet the operational
requirement under the best conditions. These requirements will
form the basis of the establishement of a development programme
and of more detailed and realistic estimates of development time
and cost.

The overall results of the studies carried out during pro-
ject definition will be used for the discussion on whether to
proceed with the development or not. (NATO)

Research Objective. A result to be obtained by a research
activity, stated in operational and scientific or technologicalterms. (NATO)
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Research Requirement. A research rationale to justify the
decisiorn Zo start the relevant research activity. t•IATO)

Security Assistance. Group of program-s authorized by the
Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended, and the Arms Export
Control Act, as amended, or other related statutes by which the
United States provides defense articles, military training, and
Gther defense related services, by grant, credit or cash sales,
in furtherance of national policies and objectives.

STANAG. -zrndardization Agreement (NATO). The record of an
agreement amo. - dveral or all the menber nations to adopt like
or similar military equipment, ammunition, supplies and storesl
and operational, logistic and administrative procedures. Nation-
al acceptance of a NATO allied publication issued by the Military
Agency for Standardization may be recorded as a Standardization
Agreement (STANAG).

Systems Acguisition Process. The sequence of acquisition
activities start'lng from the agency's reconciliation of its
mission needs, with its capabilities, priorities and resources
and extending through the introduction of a system into opera-
*tio:al use or th.* ctherwise successful achievement of program
objectives.

Teaming Arrangementa. An agreement of two or more firms to
form a partnership or---int venture to act as a potential prime
contractor; or an Agreement by a potential prime contractor to
act as a subcontractor under a specified acquisition program; or
an ,rqreement for a joint proposal resulting frcm a normal prime
cone. ,ctor-subcontractor, licensee-licensor, or leader company
relationship.

"Wa on lystem Life Cycle. The period diviaed into phases,
rangii mfrcm the first consideration of the need for a weapon
system through the development and in-service stages down to
phase-out and disposal. (NATO)
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